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REVIEW OF THE ADMINISTRATION'S
PESTICIDE REFORM PROPOSAL

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 15, 1994

House of Representatives,
Subcommittee on Department

Operations and Nutrition,
Committee on Agriculture,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 8:35 a.m., in room

1300, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Charles W. Stenholm
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Brown, Sarpalius, Dooley, Inslee, Glick-

man, McKinney, Volkmer, Holden, Farr, Johnson, Pomeroy, Lam-
bert, Smith of Oregon, Gunderson, Allard, Barrett, Ewing, Kings-
ton, and Canady.
Also present: Representative E (Kika) de la Garza, chairman of

the committee, and Representative Pat Roberts, ranking minority
member of the committee.

Staff present: Joseph Muldoon, associate counsel; William E.

O'Conner, Jr., minority policy coordinator; John E. Hogan, minority
counsel; Dale Moore, minority legislative coordinator; Glenda L.

Temple, clerk; Stan Ray, James A. Davis, Joe Dugan, Curt Mann,
and Pete Thomson.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES W. STENHOLM, A
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS
Mr. Stenholm. The subcommittee will come to order. In order to

accommodate the large number of those interested in providing this

subcommittee with input on the administration's proposal this

morning, we originally had this hearing broken into 2 days. How-
ever, due to scheduling conflicts, we unfortunately had to cancel

yesterday's hearing and are forced to try to squeeze everything into

1 day. And that is why we are starting a little earlier than normal.
In our continuing effort to move this issue forward, I am ex-

tremely interested in now laying the administration's proposal next
to the others, currently on the table, so that it might receive full

review and consideration.

Although I recognize the complexity of these issues and appre-
ciate the efforts of the respective agencies to produce a comprehen-
sive package, I am somewhat discouraged that we are only now re-

ceiving this legislation, 7 months after my subcommittee held hear-

ings to review the administration's intentions. We should have
been moving forward many months ago, not in the later stages of
the 103d Congress.

(1)



Today's agricultural community is extremely sensitive to the en-
vironmental and consumer impact of bringing food and fiber to the
rest of the Nation. The farmer knows that he or she is successful

only to the extent that the consumer is satisfied.

Our task, however, is to ensure that these decisions are achieved

through sound practical science, not temporary emotional appeal or

unnecessary and unfunded Grovemment mandates. Although we
are blessed with and often take advantage of a tremendous whole-
some food supply, today's society demands and deserves an updated
legal framework by which to regulate that food supply.
From improving efficiencies in the regulatory process to ensuring

consumers that there is no significant risk associated with our Na-
tion's food and fiber, improvements can and should be made.

I am prepared to move swiftly to review the details of this pro-
pos£d and to work cooperatively with other committees of jurisdic-

tion, the full Agriculture Committee and this administration in

bringing the necessary changes to the floor of the House as soon
as possible.
At this time, I would recognize Mr. Roberts.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. PAT ROBERTS, A REPRESENT-
ATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF KANSAS

Mr. Roberts. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
I have a prepared statement full of calm and reasoned summariz-

ing of this legislative effort. I will get to that in just a moment, but
first this word, sir.

Never say that this subcommittee is not accommodating in re-

gard to trying to arrange our schedule to certainly suit the many
players in this legislative effort. In discussing this with Secretary
Lyons, I am pleased that he survived his "red-eye" transportation
to accommodate us on this subcommittee.

I must say though, Mr. Chairman, that your enthusiasm and
your positive attitude about having hearings on FIFRA at 8:30 in

the morning is somewhat akin to other joys in this world like

caning, reruns of 1 minute's on C-SPAN, and other such endeav-
ors. However, I was informed by Administrator Goldman that she
has to deal with FIFRA every day. That is not a negligible risk. We
ought to arrange for hazardous-duty pay for the Administrator if,

in fact, that is the case.

Sixteen years ago, back in the dark ages as a staffer here, I was
assigned to cover a FIFRA hearing when the legislative assistant
in charge of such was sick. I came back and informed my prede-
cessor, Mr. Keith Sebelius, that if there was one issue I did not
want to cover again, it was FIFRA.
And here we are, both you and I, still riding that trail. I don't

know who is driving the stage and who is riding shotgun, but we
are still tiying to get FIFRA out of the chute, and get that animal
saddled and get on beyond.
So I hope we can reach some conclusion today, and I thank you

for holding the hearing.
And I thank all the witnesses for being here early as we try to

address what is wrong. This is going to be an exhaustive, not to

mention an exhausting review of the key proposals involved in this

debate.



The chairman has mentioned the time that has passed between
the administration's testimony last September and the introduction

of the bills in May. I have some concerns, fueled by an abundance
of these preliminary drafts that have arisen, and I am a little con-

cerned that the administration's language was substantially

changed. The reason I use the word "concerned" is that I think
most of the changes have seemed to be geared toward making life

a little tougher for farmers and ranchers.
I do recognize that some of the concerns involve many provisions

where acceptable compromises or basic clarifications can reason-

ably be worked out. At the same time, staff reviews of both H.R.

4329, H.R. 4362, indicate many of the tougher issues still remain
unresolved.
The administration's proposal still phases out the consideration

of benefits on food-use pesticides, including benefits that have a

positive impact on consumer's public health £ind the environment.
It adds new overlapping and confusing administrative enforcement

authorities, sunset, phase-down/phase-out, label call-in, to existing

authority.
It significantly expands recordkeeping provisions for farmers and

other certified applicators, while exempting those who use a sub-

stantial volume of "off-the-shelf pesticides used in urban areas.

That is one issue I am tired of, restrictions in farm country and
that are not the same standards with regard to urban areas.

It subordinates FIFRA to FFDCA, which effectively would allow

pesticides to be regulated through their respective FFDCA-estab-
lished tolerances, while ignoring the regulatory safeguards con-

tained in FIFRA. It does not contziin provisions for national uni-

formity. Mr. Stenholm and I have fought that fight many sessions

in the past.
It provides for citizen suits that will keep EPA tied up in court

defending deadline and other nuisance suits, as well as subjecting
at least part of production agriculture to potentially lengthy and

expensive litigation that likely could put them out of business.

I think the issue before us is this: We, meaning the Subcommit-
tee and the full Agriculture Committee, have a multitude of prob-
lems, questions and concerns in regard to the administration's pro-

posal. What do we suggest then—since it is our responsibility
—as

an avenue to address these concerns and from what position of

strength do we base our arguments? The answer is a package
called H.R. 1627.
From the beginning, the Members and special interests involved

in putting this package together tried to recognize the need to work
with the administration. Members of Congress, and interest

groups, to sort out the details, or in some cases, omissions of our

proposal. Speaking for myself, I remain ready and willing to do just
that.

I do want to point out that H.R. 1627 now enjoys 221 cosponsors
in the House and the companion bill over in the Senate has over
20 sponsors. These numbers I think clearly demonstrate our inter-

est and desire to be full partners in constructing a reform package
that is fair and cognizant of the very critical need to maintain a
rational balance between the risks and the benefits of pesticides
and their uses.



Just as important, it must be recognized that undertaking a con-

structive meaningful reform of Federal pesticide policies should be

a calm, reasoned and deliberative process. But again, I am—indeed

all of us involved in production agriculture are—committed and

willing to undertake this task.

So while I have listed my concerns and observations in regard to

the administration proposal, I look forward to working with the ad-

ministration and with everyone interested and involved in this de-

bate.

And, Mr. Chairman, I thank you for your determined persever-
ance and leadership on this particular issue.

End of statement.
Mr. Stenholm. Thank you, Mr. Roberts. Mr. Smith.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT F. (BOB) SMITH, A
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF
OREGON
Mr. Smith of Oregon. Mr. Chairman, if there is ever a committee

in the Congress that is supposed to be friendly to agriculture, it

has to be this one. And we are faced with a real dilemma here in

that agriculture and this committee believe that we need safe food,

and we do, and we believe that we need the tools that are inherent

with pesticides and herbicides to assist production agriculture to

make it productive, to continue for this country to be the chief food

supplier that it is to our people and the safest food supplier to our

people, and yet we continually face these questions about who is

the enemy. And many times the enemy is our own Government.
If you look around our country these days, we have lost the old

ancient enemy, the Soviet Union, but now we are being attacked

by our own Gfovernment, and that is us here around this table. So

we have an awesome responsibility, it seems to me, to on the one

hand, being the only residue of protection of agriculture, that is us,

but also being responsible for providing for, in some cases, for

changes in the methodology by which we practice agriculture.
So as we go through this, I would hope and I believe that this

committee will continue to be the spokes entity for agriculture, and
that we will continue to seek methods and ways to improve produc-
tion agriculture and to be helpful to the farmer, not the enemy.

I have severgd reservations about the administration's bill,

phase-out/phase-down authorities, registration sunsets, citizen

suits, the elimination of benefits and risk assessment on food use,

pest controls and others. But I am willing, Mr. Chairman, to sit

with you, as I always have, and try to work through these pro-

grams.
I, too, am a cosponsor of H.R. 1627, which I believe is a middle-

of-the-road direction for improvement. But we will go through, as

we have with patience, the administration's proposal.

Hopefully, there will be some improvements that we can make.

And I want to cooperate with you, Mr. Chairman, in any efforts

that you want and take as long as you want.

Thank you for the opportunity.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Smith of Oregon follows:]



STATEMENT OF
ROBERT F. SMITH
BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON DEPARTMENT OPERATIONS AND NUTRITION
JUNE 14, 1994

Mr. Chairman, I'd like to thank you for calling this hearing today. While this

Administration package was originally announced almost nine months ago, I am pleased
to finally see the details of the Administration's pesticide policy proposal. I welcome
Assistant Secretary Jim Lyons, Assistant Administrator Lynn Goldman and Deputy
Commissioner Michael Tayolor and thank them for coming here to outline President

Clinton's proposal.

As I stated during that hearing last September, I will be examining the President's

proposal according to his own yardstick: putting people first. In other words, how will

this proposal ensure that we have an adequate, wholesome and economical food supply?
In my reading of the legislation, I cannot imagine how it could achieve this goal.

Woven throughout the legislation is the theme of the Environmental Protection

Agency shirking its regulatory responsibilty by shifting the burdens from itself to the very
individuals it regulates. This theme manifests itself in numerous ways.

The role of benfits in our nation's pesticide policy has been all but eliminated. In

its place are "time-limited transitional tolerances" of no more than five years if the loss of

the pesticide would result in "significant disruption of food supply."

The consideration risks associated with pest control technologies would never be

questioned because its good common sense. Though the techniques of risk assessment

are evolutionary, complex and open to debate, we accept the challenge because we have

no choice.

Benefits assessment is just as complex and challenging as risk assessment. To

simplify the problem of pesticide regulation, many would have us dismiss benefits

altogether, saying we should not be interested in the profits of farmers and chemical

companies. Such a narrow benefits standard does an injustice to the nutritional welfare

of consumers, the budgets of low income shoppers, and the economic well being of all in

this nation involved in food production from farm to table.

The role of benefits in the regulation of pest controls should not be eliminated in

order to lighten the work of bureaucrats or to ease the agenda of environmental interest

groups. I regret the Administration's decision to virtually ignore the role of benefits in

risk assessment.



President Clinton has proposed a registration sunset in which pesticide

registrations and tolerances would require renewal every 15 years. Data would have to

be in by year 12, even if EPA decides a new, five year study is necessary in year eleven.

This adds regulatory cost and additional economic risks to pest control methods and

agricultural production.

As I read the legislation, if the registration were not renewed by the end of the 15

year deadline, a one year extension could be granted. At the end of that year, according
to the language in the bill, the registration of that chemical would simply disappear. So,

if EPA fails to act, or if its own roadblocks prevent the registrant from meeting the

deadline, farmers loose the use of safe chemical products and consumers suffer the

economic burden associated with the resultant disruption in food production.

Responsibility is shifted away from EPA.

A new phase-out authority would allow the EPA to use an easier standard than

the cancellation procedure to gradually and effectively cancel use of chemicals based on

"credible scientific evidence". A major problem with this idea is the definition of

"credible scientific evidence". What does this mean? For example, would the evidence

rejected by the EPA's Scientific Advisory Panel regarding Alar be considered "credible"?

Once again, I believe EPA is trying to lower the bar for itself. While I support

giving EPA improved suspension and cancellation authority, like that contained in HR
1627, so that the can remove protect human health and the environment, I cannot see

any justification to give them the ill-defined, but potent ability to simply eliminate existing

pest control technologies at its whim.

In addition to my concern that it would encourage EPA to circumvent the FIFRA
cancellation process, I believe that some sort of gray area for pesticide registration status

is irresponsible. A chemical is either safe for use or it isn't. To further confuse the issue

by instituting a "phase-out" does a disservice to producers, possessors and consumers.

With "phase-out" the EPA may just want a tool it can use to manage public opinion

disasters, but it will come at the expense of sound public policy.

The Administration's pesticide policy proposal would extend current Farm Bill

pesticide recordkeeping requirements on restricted use chemicals to all chemicals, for

farmers only. At the same time in the proposal to amend the Federal Food, Drug and

Cosmetic Act, the EPA would be required to assess and identify non-dietary exposure in

the home, water, lawn, work place, and elsewhere, and include these exposures in setting

food use tolerances.

Simply stated, agriculture's ability to use a chemical on a farm, where it can be

controlled and measured, would ultimately be limited by other uses which cannot be

controlled or measured on a national basis. This prompts me to ask: if non-dietary

exposures are going to be considered in tolerance setting, why not extend recordkeeping
to all uses of chemicals?



The legislation includes a provision under FIFRA which would give individual

private citizens standing to file suits regarding enforcement of pesticide regulations on

farms. Rather than accept the responsibility Congress has granted to enforce pesticide

law and regulation, EPA is seeking to shift the responsibility away from itself.

And, in a very ill-advised provision, EPA would grant any citizen the right to sue

any federal official that did not meet one of the countless deadlines EPA would have us

add to the law. Given EPA's record on meeting deadlines, this is a curiously self-

destructive proposal.

The idea of civil suits may appeal to some on a simplistic level. However, it

strikes right at the heart of government's role in our society and can be terribly

disruptive. The government is charged with the responsibility to arbitrate among the

needs of all its citizens. Individuals do not often share this view, which is why it is absurd

to give them such broad power to disrupt public policy. Ask the tens of thousands of

unemployed timber workers about the good intentions of individuals seeking their own

policy agenda in the nation's courtrooms.

I would find it difficult to seriously consider accepting legislation with so many
major faults. However, I am still interested in hearing the witnesses' testimony on

President Clinton's pesticide proposal.

In closing, I would like to point out that legislation already exists that represents a

balanced solution for federal pesticide policy.

HR 1627, the Food Quality Protection Act, currently enjoys 220 cosponsors, from

the House Committee on Agriculture, from the House Committee on Energy and

Commerce and among the membership of the House. I would like to add that this is up

by over 100 cosponsors since the Adminsitration unveiled its proposal last September.
HR 1627 still enjoys widespread support from the agriculture and food processing

community, with endorsements from over 230 organizations.

HR 1627 would provide the EPA the regulatory authority needed to more quickly

eliminate the use of pesticides under the cancellation process, and remove time

consuming paperwork constraints that have in the past slowed EPA efforts to prohibit

the use of pesticides in emergency situations.

The Delaney Clause, while well-intentioned 34 years ago, has become an

anachronism that must be replaced by a sound standard of negligible risk. If the

Administration hopes to play a significant role in developing a resolution, their proposal
is going to have to be much more realistic in this area.

In any event, this will be a long and difficult process. In the meantime, I would

like remind the Administration witnesses that this Committee has demonstrated time and

again its confidence in the Executive by incorporating considerable discretionary authority

into our legislation. I think I can speak for my colleagues in saying that we expect these
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authorities to be used to resolve, not create, crisis for our nation's farmers, ranchers and

consumers.

Again, Mr. Chairman, thank you for calling this hearing. I look forward to hearing
the testimony of our witnesses and listening to their answers from this panel.



Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Dooley.
Mr. Dooley. I think I will pass, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. Gunderson. Mr. Chairman, at 9:30 I've got to go over to the

Education and Labor Committee to continue marking up a health
care bill, so in the interest of time, I am going to ask that a state-
ment be inserted in the record.
But I would like to pose one question, which I hope becomes the

guiding light for discussions today to all the witnesses. And that
is: How do we get from here to there, and in particular, those of

you in the administration, how can you help us achieve or develop
the compromise necessary to pass legislation so we don't repeat
this ad infinitum in the next session and beyond?
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Gunderson follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. STEVE GUNDERSON

It was my understanding after the hearing last September that Administrator

Browner, representing a new Administration, wanted to bring a resolution to the

issues surrounding the use of pesticides. However, after a perusal of the

Administration's recommendations, it appears today that we are even further from a

"compromise" regarding pesticides.

In an effort to establish a compromise, where does the Administration

acknowledge the benefit of pesticides? Current law takes into account the impact of

the loss of a pesticide that enables us to provide an adequate, wholesome and

economical food supply. The cosponsors of the Lehman/Bliley/Roland Bill,

acknowledge that pesticides, though they produce a residue, also protect humans

from adverse effects on public health. ...yes... fungicides are necessary to kill molds

and mildews which are parasites on living organisms.

While we have a responsibility to protect public health, are we going to ignore

the fact that the unavailability of a pesticide could limit production, thus the

consumption of fruits and vegetables so necessary in peoples' diets.... particularly for

growing children. Do you acknowledge that the loss of the use of pesticides will

cause a decline in crop yield per acre. Economics 101 in college taught me that the

less of a supply you have of something, the higher the price on the commodity you

desire. Are low-income families going to find fresh fruit and vegetables prohibitive to

buy? And what about the safety of farmers and farm workers? Some replacement

pesticides leave significant less residue on foods, but are more acutely toxic to

farmers and applicators.

John Graham of the Harvard Center of Risk Analysis states, "Like all complex

technologies in daily life, the responsible application of pesticides will inevitably

present some risks that can only be justified by an informed, explicit, and accountable

assessment of their benefits. Where do you acknowledge the beneficial use of

pesticides? Where is the compromise?
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Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Inslee.

Mr. Inslee. I will pass, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Canady.
Mr. Canady. No statement.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Canady.
Mr. Canady. I have no opening statement.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Vollaner.
Mr. VOLKMER. Looking forward to the witness' testimony, Mr.

Chairman.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Allard.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. WAYNE ALLARD, A REP-
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF COLO-
RADO
Mr. Allard. Mr. Chairman, I do have a few comments. Sorry

about the misunderstanding and thank you for recognizing me.
I would like to associate my remarks with both of my ranking

members on this side, Mr. Roberts £ind Mr. Smith, as well as Mr.
Gunderson. I would just add to those remarks that this particular
member in particular would like to see an emphasis on good sci-

entific-based decision-making.
I think that is extremely important and I have talked with other

members of this committee that feel that is also important in what-
ever we discuss here.

In addition to that, there needs to be a spectrum of common
sense that is brought in. So not only do we look at the scientific

facts, but we look at how the scientific information is being applied
so that we can provide a safe supply of food that is of high quality
and we can continue to produce in sufficient quantities to not only
feed this country but also to meet the needs of the world. So I

think the challenge before this committee is to focus on science and
to bring a commonsense approach to what we know to be fact.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Glickman.
Mr. Glickman. No statement.
Mr. Stenholm. All members, both present and those yet to come,

their entire written statements will be madjB a part of the record
at this point in the record.

[The prepared statements of Ms. McKinnpy, Mr. Emerson, Mr.

Kingston, and Mr. Canady follow:]
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Good Morning Mr. Chairman and thanks for holding this important

hearing on pesticides. I beHeve this is very important to our communities

and to the people of this world.

I believe we need to do more to help our farmers reduce their use of

pesticides.

We need legislation to provide farmers with the opportunity to diversify

their approach to pest control. Presents programs are under-funded,

under-utilized and have failed to control the rise of chemical use. Despite

increased attention in the early 80's to the health and environmental risks

posed by agri-chemicals, chemical use has increased. Currently, 67 known

carcinogenic pesticides are used on food grown on U.S. farms. New
research indicates that certain pesticides can disrupt the immune and

endocrine systems in animals, with implications for human health. The

Environmental Protection agency has detected 46 pesticides in the ground

water of 26 states as a result of normal farm usage.

Clearly, we must change the way we farm.

We need legislation that reverseSthis course by having farmers play an

integral role in designing reductions programs. For example, establish

regional councils to allow farmers to demonstrate pesticide reduction

techniques based on regional cropping systems. Identify model farms in

each region to showcase reduction techniques, and require comprehensive

record-keeping and reporting of pesticide use to allow for measurement of

progress.

Farmers are looking to Congress for support and guidance on this

important issue. Recent polls indicate that the American people support

programs to reduce the use of pesticides.

Again, thank you Mr. Chairman for holding this hearing and I look

forward to working with this subcommittee on this important issue.
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BEFORE THE HOUSE AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT OPERATIONS

AND NUTRITION SUBCOMMITTEE
REVIEW OF THE ADMINISTRATION'S PESTICIDE REFORM PROPOSAL

JUNE 15, 1994

Mr. Chairman, I wish to thank you and the Ranking Member, Mr. Smith, for

holding this important forum on the Ch'nton Administration's pesticide reform plan.

More specifically, I hope today that we can further examine the basis of current risk-

assessment methodologies for pesticide uses and the effectiveness of the current pesticide

regulatory processes as the American farmer continues to produce the safest and most

abundant food supply in the world. Indeed, we must also highlight the many positive

benefits that accrue for the world's consumers through the use of pesticides in the

production of food and fiber by our nation's farmers and ranchers.

For some time now, there has been a great deal of concern regarding the federal

government's ability to protect American consumers and the environment from potential

dangers posed by the use of pesticides. This has also lead to the Administration's ill-

conceived effort to expand Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) authority for

removing or suspending pesticides from the market. Unfortunately, we are still

witnessing professional environmentalists, along with the proliferation of "consumer"

zealots, who would fan the flames of public paranoia through tainted information or half-

truths which ultimately poses a threat to a system that needs to rely more on scientific

accuracy than Hollywood actres.ses for hire.
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I have supported several legislative solutions that promote responsible science

through testing and research. To do this right, it may take time but the interests of our

nation's consumers deserve the facts -- not fear. As we deal with the perpetual

"doomsayers", we must pursue legislative solutions that indeed achieves the balance

between the tools of agricultural production and the interests of the consuming public.

I would also like to stress to tho.se unfamiliar with common agricultural practices,

particularly in this Administration - that the abundance of wholesome, affordable food

that the American consumer takes for granted would not be possible without the

responsible use of pesticides. Improving the regulatory process through responsible

science will help separate reality from irrationality and emotional distortion.

Certainly, science holds the key to unlocking the answers to many of the difficult

challenges of pesticide methodology. The task before researchers is vast and

complicated. Before significant changes in pesticide use can occur, new ways of thinking

must be tested. Likewise, reliable information must be made available in order to make

rational decisions applicable to mainstream agriculture.

Finally, I certainly believe that we must protect our natural resources, our

environment and the men, women, and children who live in our rural communities and

depend upon agriculture for our livelihood. We must have solid, iron-clad evidence

before the fears of farmers and consumers are needlessly compounded. Reliable

information is the key and common-sense must prevail.
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house committee on agriculture

department operations & nutrition subcommittee

Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act

Throughout its history, the United States has been a low-cost

producer of agricultural products. Consumers have been the primary

beneficiaries, as the percentage of disposable income spent on food has

steadily declined for more than forty years. Americans today enjoy a

standard of living unparalleled in the world . . . even those in what

we call the "lower income brackets" can afford what many in the

"upper middle classes" of most other countries cannot afford. The

biggest reason for this is the availability to U.S. families and

consumers of the highest quality, safest, most nutritious food supply

in the history of mankind — and at the lowest prices anywhere in the

world.

In June of 1993, the Clinton Administration announced its

commitment to "significantly, and even drastically" reducing the use

of pesticides in all aspects of Americans' lives. This, we have been

told, is the basis for their current legislative proposal. As EPA

Administrator Carol Browner has said, "Since pesticides are risky, less
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is better." This overly simplistic
- and almost childish view -

naively

ignores realties that exist in the world in which the rest of us must live

and raise our families. While no specific provision in the bill mandates

the reduced use of pesticides, I believe provisions such as Ms.

Browner's "label call-in, phase-out/phase-down," and the

Administration's refusal to consider the overall benefits of a pesticide in

regulating tolerances will directly result in their short-sighted goal of

removing these overwhelmingly beneficial tools from our production

inventory.

Also, Mr. Chairman, the economics of regulation is an issue I

believe we must consider. What do the economics of unjustified,

scare-tactic pesticide use restriction mean to the average American?

Recent studies indicate the social return on investment in pest control

products is very high for our consumers and farm producers. One

study has indicated that a $1 investment in pesticide control will return

$4 in increased crop yields, based on a total of $2.2 billion spent on

controlling pests saving $9 billion worth in crops. Other studies

indicate that pesticides generate about $6 in additional output per

dollar spent. Still other analyses indicate even higher returns, when the

effects on the quality of the crop is taken into account. Bottom line -
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the wise use of pesticides gives farmers the ability to continue

producing high quality, inexpensive food to improve Americans' living

standards and health.

Other studies have examined the impact of not using pesticides

and various use-reduction scenarios. The results of the studies have

been dramatic. Last summer, researchers at Texas A&M released a

study on the consequences of reduced pesticide use on fruits and

vegetables. The results were quite alarming for Georgia peach

growers. The study found that a 50% reduction in pesticide use would

result in a 100% loss of commercial yields! Can this be justified

because, as Ms. Browner says simplistically, "less is better."?

Farmers are not the only ones who suffer from willy-nilly "less is

better"-type regulations. As I stated in the beginning, consumers have

been the primary beneficiary of our Great American Food Machine. '

USDA estimates Americans on average spend about 12.5 percent of

their disposable income for food items. If the Administration's overly

zealous and scientifically unsound agenda is adopted, American

families can expect to pay 50% to 100% more for the food they now

take for granted. Further, U.S. taxpayers can expect to see the costs of
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our Food Stamp, School Lunch, WIC, and other feeding programs also

increase dramatically since it will take more money to help provide

such benefits in the future due to increases in food costs.

The Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act requires that EPA "give

appropriate consideration" to the "necessity for the production of an

adequate, wholesome and economical food supply." This concept is

carried over in H.R. 1627 and is a sound and reasonable approach to

regulating pesticides. This provision could hardly be construed as a

major regulatory hurdle for the agency, nor could it be construed as

compromising the safety of consumers. Quite the contrary, an

adequate, wholesome and economical food supply is in the public's

best interest, the realities of which I have already described. Yet, to

my amazement, the Administration's proposal calls for the elimination

of this type of consideration. It would seem this is more in the interest

of reducing the agency's workload than in improving public health. I

am anxious to hear the Administration's rationale for this proposal, and

look forward to working with my Colleagues on the committee to

ensure the future availability, affordability, and safety of America's food

supply.

- END -
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON DEPARTMENT OPERATIONS AND NUTRITION

JUNE 15, 1994

Mr. Chairman, let me thank you for holding this hearing and
allowing us the opportunity to examine several of the proposals
before Congress to reform our pesticide and food safety laws. I

look forward to hearing the testimony of the witnesses.

We in the United States have the safest and most affordable
food on the planet. All of us share the goal of ensuring that
this remains so. Our food safety laws play a vital role in

ensuring that our citizens do not have to worry about the safety
of the food they eat.

Emerging technologies, more advanced and sophisticated
testing ec[uipment and new methods of food production have all
contributed to making our current food safety laws out of date.
The Delaney Clause, for example, enacted in the 1950s, has proved
too cumbersome and unwieldy for effective enforcement in the
1990s. There is a real need for reform in this and several other
areas on which we all can agree.

Mr. Chairman, since early last year the Congress has been
engaged and ready to go to work on this issue. Representatives
Lehman, Bliley and Rowland have worked with the members of this
Committee and many others in crafting a comprehensive reform of
our nation's pesticide policy. This bill has attracted 220
cosponsors. It enjoys widespread support from the agriculture
and food processing industries as well as many of the farmers in

my district.

The Administration, however, has only recently submitted to
Congress the proposal we are examining today. This package
greatly expands the regulatory scope of the Environmental
Protection Agency, shifts the burden of satisfying regulatory,
constraints from EPA to the industry, subordinates Federa
Insecticede, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) regulation to
the tolerances set in the much broader Federal Food, Drug and
Cosmetic Act (FFDCA) , provides for unlimited fee authority and
eliminates the consideration of benefits in the regulation of

pesticides.

These features of the Administration's proposals are
troubling to me and to the farmers in my district. The
difficulties of complying with ever increasing and ever-more-
costly federal mandates many of which have little benefit to
society at large are a common source of complaint in the
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agricultural community.

I am also concerned about the treatment under this bill of
minor food use pesticides. A new and higher fee structure that
does not take into account the special needs of minor use
pesticides will lead to even more disincentives for manufacturers
to invest in these chemicals.

Mr. Chairman, there is much we can do here in Congress to
bring our food safety policy in line with current technology and
farming practices. We can take care of the Delaney problem and
solve the minor use problem without unduly expanding the
regulatory powers of the federal government. There is much we
can do without increasing the burdens carried by our farmers.

I look forward to the testimony of the witnesses and working
with the members of the Subcommittee on this issue. I also have
several written questions for the Administration witnesses which
I will insert in the record.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY'S ANSWERS TO
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U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

1. I am concerned about the removal of the consideration of
benefits when establishing or revoking pesticide
registrations. It appears to me that your bill subjugates
sound risk/benefit concepts in FIFRA to the EPA's risk-only
standard. What are your reasons for denying the
consideration of a pesticide's benefits?

A. The Administration is proposing a change in the risk-benefit
standards for pesticide residue tolerances under the Federal
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA) . Our proposal would
establish a uniform, health-based standard for setting
tolerances (maximum permissible levels) for pesticide
residues in food, consistent with the recommendations of the
National Academy of Sciences and others. Pesticide uses
which result in residues that do not meet the FFDCA standard
would not be registered, consistent with EPA's current
policies .

In setting tolerances under current law, EPA must consider
the necessity of the pesticide for the production of an
adequate, wholesome, and economical food supply. We are
proposing that pesticides will be regulated according to a
single standard that will ensure "a reasonable certainty of
no harm" to consumers of food. The result should be
enhanced public confidence in food safety and our regulatory
system.

Our experience to date leads us to conclude that excluding
consumer and producer benefits from consideration will not
cause major problems. While these economic benefits have
played a role in our decisions, we have never had a case
where both benefits and risks from residues were
substantial, because to date, substitute pesticides have
been available in all cases where dietary risk has been a
concern, so that economic benefits have not been large. We,
cannot predict how reregistration will affect the
availability of substitutes. We have allowed a transitional
period of up to 5 years to maintain flexibility in the event
of major disruptions while the adjustment to any new methods
of pest control is taking place. USDA and EPA will increase
efforts to ensure that agricultural producers will have
access to effective means of pest control.
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2. Under your bill, products which carry the label "animal
carcinogen" will be regulated as "human carcinogens, " even
in cases in which the scientific data indicates that the
risk is irrelevant for humans. It seems to me that this is
another Delaney-type problem where products in which ever-
smaller traces of animal carcinogen in a product would
require the product to be regulated as hiiman carcinogen. Is
this the case?

A. No. The Administration's proposals are designed to ensure
adequate flexibility to allow improvements in the science
base of EPA's decisions and to permit risk assessment
methodologies to change as scientific knowledge about
potential risks advances over time.

Specifically, with respect to potential carcinogens, the
bill states that any tolerances established for "pesticides
found to induce cancer when ingested by humans or animals or
determined on the basis of reliable scientific evidence to

pose a potential dietary risk of cancer in humans" must
pose no more than "negligible risk. "

In the case you cite, if EPA were able to reach the "

scientific conclusion that the animal carcinogenicity data
were not relevant to humans, the agency would be able to set
tolerances for the pesticide that would meet the negligible
risk standard. By contrast, under a Delaney-type approach,
no tolerances could be established, even if the risks were
negligible.

3. I would like a better understanding of your intentions with
regard to the protection of children. Will there be
separate tolerances for food products (such as baby food or
infamil) that are marketed solely for infants and small
children? Or will the tolerance structure for the entire
spectrum of foods be geared to those levels that will bring
the least harm to children?

A. Under the Administration's proposals, EPA would be required
to make a specific safety finding for children whenever it
establishes or reestablishes a tolerance. This proposed
requirement means that all tolerances will be set at a level
that is protective for children, taking into account their
dietary consumption patterns and what is known about their
potential sensitivity to the pesticide residue. It is not
our intent to set separate tolerances for adults and
children; rather a single tolerance for the food in question
will be established that is protective for children, as well
as for other significant subpopulations .

The Administration's proposals also explicitly provide for
the establishment of tolerances for foods at different
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stages in the chain of food production and distribution.
For example, where necessary to ensure the safety standard
is met, EPA could set one tolerance for raw agricultural
commodities at the farmgate, and a lower tolerance for
finished or processed food products. In some cases, EPA
could establish tolerances specific to the food forms
consumed by children that would differ from the tolerances
that apply to raw foods at the farmgate.

4. Won't the limitations on tolerance extensions have the
greatest adverse impact on minor uses since there are fewer
economic incentives to develop alternatives for those uses?

A. The Administration's proposals specifically recognize the
need to provide incentives for the development and
maintenance of registrations for pesticide minor uses.

These incentives include priority review and extended
exclusive data use rights. In reregistration, unsupported
minor uses lacking only residue chemistry data could
continue until the last study for the pesticide is due, and
registrants would have until that date to supply data for
the minor use.

EPA will also be working with USDA and the Department of
Health and Human Services/Public Health Service to identify
key agricultural and public health pesticide uses that could
be lost, and to target research to ensure that needed pest
control tools are available to farmers and other pesticide
users .

5. Have you decided on a fee structure for pesticide
registration and renewal? Are you considering a separate
fee structure for minor food use pesticides? If they are
the same, wouldn't the new fees in your bill provide even
more disincentives for manufacturers to invest in the
development of minor use pesticides?

A. The Administration's proposals for periodic registration
renewal ("sunset") include general fee authority to help ^

support this new program. The fee structure has not been
specifically defined, and a number of options are possible,
for example, annual fees on active ingredients or annual
pesticide registration maintenance fees on a pesticide
product basis.

In general, data development costs and other priorities
appear to have figured more prominently in manufacturers'
decisions about which pesticide uses to maintain. To the
extent that fees would have significant adverse effects on
minor uses, the Administration could consider waivers and
other alternatives to alleviate this problem. Currently,
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the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act
(FIFRA) contains provisions for reduction or waiver of
certain fees, and we look forward to working with Congress
to explore the best statutory framework for the new fees.
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Mr. Stenholm. And we are now happy to call the first panel.
The first witness is the Honorable James R. Lyons, Assistant

Secretary for Natural Resources and Environment.
Mr. Lyons.

STATEMENT OF JAMES R. LYONS, ASSISTANT SECRETARY,
NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT, U.S. DEPART-
MENT OF AGRICULTURE, ACCOMPANIED BY LARRY
ELWORTH, SPECIAL ASSISTANT FOR PESTICIDE POLICY
Mr. Lyons. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Smith, and members

of the subcommittee. I am pleased to have the opportunity to ap-
pear before you today to discuss many of the issues that are all too

familiar to you Mr. Chairman, Mr. Smith, Mr. Roberts and others
of the subcommittee.
Of the many difficult and controversial issues the Agriculture

Committee and this subcommittee has faced over the years, the de-
bate over pesticides has certainly proved to be one of the most con-
tentious and at times intractable. It is a debate in which good in-

tentions are rarely rewarded and compromises are hard to come by,
you all know that.

A number of us in the Clinton administration knew this ahead
of time as well. Despite the ground rules for debate over FIFRA
and pesticide reform, we decided to dive in and take on the work
of devising what we hope will serve as the basis for a resolution
in these long pending issues.

Despite the inevitable difficulties, we believe that the problems
in our current pesticide laws are to the detriment of agricultural
producers and consumers alike, and serve the joint efforts of the

agencies with responsibilities in pesticide reform. We proposed a

comprehensive set of amendments to FIFRA, to FFDCA, because
our regulatory system simply does not guarantee consumers con-
fidence in the safety of our food supply, because it contains conflict-

ing and archaic standards, and because it fails to ensure that pro-
ducers have the necessary new tools to raise their crops in an envi-

ronmentally and economically sound manner.
There is a wide array of opinions as to the safety of pesticide res-

idues in the food supply. For its part, the Department of Agri-
culture has conducted programs to increase the amount and quality
of reliable information available for assessing exposure to pes-
ticides.

However, one does not have to believe that there is an imminent
health hazard from pesticide residues to concede that agricultural
producers continue to experience a great deal of vulnerability, in

the marketing of their products, from consumer concern about pes-
ticides. Neither producers or consumers benefit from a regulatory
system that fails to inspire public confidence, characterized by
lengthy and cumbersome procedures for eliminating unacceptable
risks.

The administration's legislation contains specific provisions as
are designed to result in timely decisions based on sound science
and the use of reliable data, such as consideration of the percent
of crop treated in setting tolerances. Court-mandated enforcement
of the Delaney clause in FFDCA has drawn most of the attention
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in anticipation of possibly significant negative impacts on produc-
ers.

The effects of this enforcement can be seen not only in the poten-
tial loss of 409 and 408 tolerances for a wide array of uses. The
cloud which Delaney has cast over regulatory decisionmaking has
had a negative impact on moving important new uses through the

registration process and has deterred registrants from investing in

promising new uses that might get tied up in Delaney issues. The
situation has significant negative impacts on producers and reg-
istrants alike.

Given that these impacts are the result of legal complications
and do not necessarily improve public health or ssdety, neither pro-
ducers or consumers benefit from the effects of Delaney. For this

reason, the administration has proposed a single narrative neg-
ligible risk standard as the best method to ensure public health,

protect the diets of infants and children, and provide the necessary
flexibility for science to evolve.

As concerned as we are about the need to remove unreasonable
risks that may be posed by pesticides, we have also proposed to

deal with the problems in the current system that impede the

availability to agriculture of the tools necessary to produce market-
able and abundant products. The administration's legislation pro-
vides significant incentives for the development and registration of

minor-use and reduced-risk Edtematives and establishes deadlines
for action on registration petitions for new alternatives, in addition
to providing for rational regulatory options for minor-use and bio-

logical pesticides.
The truth is that when we cancel the use for an important pest,

the pest does not go away. We must ensure that producers can eco-

nomically manage serious pests and respond to new pest problems.
The focus must be on the need for pest management and our regu-
latory system must respond to that need by recognizing that new
alternatives should be registered to meet environmental and agri-
cultural needs. Even without statutory changes, USDA has begun
the process of making integrated pest management a more impor-
tant priority within its research and education programs.
The administration has maintained that a vital economy and en-

vironmental protection can and should go hand in hand. It is up
to us to make certain that our programs provide producers with the
tools to make that possible.
Mr. Chairman, I know that you and the other members here

today share the concerns that have led the administration to take
on this debate over pesticides. Experience has shown us that the

problems will not be solved by rhetorical flourishes.

In the final analysis, fair and legitimate resolution will be the re-

sult of hard work and commitment that you and other Members of

Congress, and particularly of this subcommittee, will bring to the
table to finally attempt to resolve these difficult issues. Your lead-

ership in convening this hearing as a means of forging resolution

in this controversy is greatly appreciated. Even though time is lim-

ited in this Congress, this is a mature debate that will get no easi-

er to resolve in the future.

We are willing to work with you, subcommittee members and ev-

eryone who has a stake in this debate, to attempt to produce sound
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and lasting legislative reforms that will be a service to agriculture,

public health, and the environment.
I appreciate the opportunity to be with you this morning.
Mr. Stenholm. Next, Lynn R. Goldman, Assistant Administrator

for Office of Pesticides and Toxic Substances, EPA.
Dr. Goldman.

STATEMENT OF LYNN R. GOLDMAN, M.D., ASSISTANT ADMINIS-
TRATOR, OFFICE OF PREVENTION, PESTICIDES, AND TOXIC
SUBSTANCES, U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,
ACCOMPANIED BY JIM AIDALA
Dr. GrOLDMAN. Thank you, Chairman Stenholm, Mr. Smith, and

subcommittee members. I am pleased to appear before you today
to discuss the major pesticide food safety legislation pending before

your subcommittee.
We do appreciate your initiative in scheduling these hearings

and your continued interest in working with us to complete the im-

portEint task of legislative reform in this Congress. I especially
want to thank you for your flexibility in scheduling this hearing
today.
As you know, the administration has submitted legislative pro-

posals that were introduced last month into the House of Rep-
resentatives and the Senate as the Pesticide Reform Act of 1994,
and the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act
Amendments of 1994.

Today we want to review the goals stated last fall by Adminis-
trator Browner, Commissioner Kessler, and Deputy Secretary
Rominger. The need for legislation is no less urgent than it was
last fall.

We believe that the administration's approach offers the most
comprehensive proposal available for meeting that need. First,

however, I would like to review the agency's efforts to comply with
the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals ruling on the Delaney clause.
As you are aware, the court requires that EPA interpret find

apply the Delaney clause literally. Since then, we have taken ac-

tion to revoke the food additive regulations for the pesticides that
were involved in the Delaney litigation. Again, within the next
month or so, I will be signing a proposal to revoke food additive

regulations involving an additional 13 pesticides, and 28 crops, and
we continue to comply with the court ruling.
Chart 1 lists the crops, pesticides and States that are potentially

affected by the court ruling. As you can see, the impacts are poten-
tially very large.
The need for legislative reform, however, goes beyond the

Delaney clause. The National Academy of Sciences' report, "Pes-
ticides in the Diets of Infants and Children," the report of the Ad-
ministrative Conference of the United States, and testimony by this

administration are all witnesses to the need for fundamental
change in the laws governing pesticides.
The administration's bills are grounded on two principles: Fun-

damental change and transition.

Fundamental change: We need to create a pesticide regulatory
system that does more than just react to the Alars and the EDB's,
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a system that anticipates problems and deals with them before

they take on a life of their own.
In instance after instance, the inability or unwillingness of the

Government to take strong regulatory action in the face of signifi-
cant risks has resulted in financial harm to the regulated industry.
In the case of pesticides, the growers and the manufacturers are

usually hit hardest.
In 1988, Congress took a step in the right direction with the re-

registration program. But we need to go further. Reregistration is

an excellent program that has resulted in regulatory actions affect-

ing thousands of products and hundreds of pesticides. However,
this critical program is in desperate need of additional funds.
The next two charts show how long public health and environ-

mental safety decisions will be delayed unless the proposed new fee

authorities are enacted. It is time now to provide the agency with
the regulatory tools to ensure this information we received as part
of reregistration can be dealt with in a timely manner.
Our cancellation, suspension, phase-down and label call-in pro-

posals are no more than a collection of regulatory tools that are

necessary to adequately protect human health and the environment
in a timely manner. In designing these tools, we have balanced the
need for timely action with the need to protect the rights of the

growers and the chemical industry.
As you can see from the next chart, H.R. 1627 does not provide

the EPA with these tools. In effect, H.R. 1627 simply tries to re-

spond to today's problem with 1980's solutions, with only one tool

available for all jobs.

Additionally, the cancellation provision in H.R. 1627 is signifi-

cantly more complex than the administration's proposal. We esti-

mate it would add 1 to 2 years to the process we have proposed,
with no added value.

There are two other FIFRA provisions in our bill that I would
like to mention. The first is the sunset provision. The report on
"Pesticides in the Diets of Infants and Children" should remind us
that science changes over time.
Our sunset provision requires EPA and the registrants to update

all pesticide registrations every 15 years. Sunset will ensure that
we are never again in the position of having registered pesticides
that have not received a safety review in zero to 40 years.

Separately, we need to update the enforcement provisions of
FIFRA. All too often, a small number of FIFRA violators, whether
they be mEuiufacturers, applicators, or growers, achieve an unfair

competitive advantage over their law-abiding competitors because
of FIFRA's weak enforcement authorities. It is time to put the vio-

lators at a disadvantage.
While I am on the subject of fundamental change, it would be an

oversight not to discuss the FFDCA proposals that we put forward.
We propose to replace the three incompatible standards governing
pesticide residues on food, including the zero-risk standard of the

Delaney clause, with a single health-based standard of a reason-
able certainty of no harm.
This administration strongly believes that pesticide residues on

food should be safe, especially for children. We also believe that
most pesticides currently on the market will meet this standard.
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However, pesticides that cannot meet a safety standard should not
be on the market.

Transition: The second theme of our bill is transition. Transition
from a system that reacts to a system that acts, a system that can
be completely overtaken by a chain of events to a system that takes
actions to prevent both damage to public health and damage to the

regulated community.
Our proposal also offers a transition from older more dangerous

chemicals to newer chemicals and methods of pest control. From a
system designed to protect old and often dangerous chemicals to
one that is designed to help farmers with providing better pest con-
trol practices.
To ensure an orderly transition from the existing regulatory sys-

tem to a new health-based system, we have provided a 10-year
transition. If the loss of a pesticide were to result in a significant
disruption in domestic production, EPA could grant a transitional
tolerance.

The executive branch needs to be more involved in helping grow-
ers who have few or no alternatives to control pests. Our FIFRA
proposal requires the kind of coordination and cooperation between
the EPA and the USDA to ensure that growers have the pest con-
trol methods they need.

In summary, I believe it is critical that we work to move beyond
adversarial debate and to seek to identify practical approaches that
serve the legitimate interests of all concerned. This has been the
administration's goal in developing its proposals.

I want to thank you again for your initiative in conducting these

hearings and I appreciate the willingness of this subcommittee and
others in Congress to work with the administration to enact mean-
ingful reforms as soon as possible.
Mr. Stenholm. Next, Mr. Michael Taylor, Deputy Commissioner

for Policy, Food and Drug Administration.
Mr. Taylor.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL R. TAYLOR, DEPUTY COMMIS- '

SIONER, POLICY, U.S. FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION
Mr. Taylor. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Smith, and members of the sub-

committee. I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today
with my colleagues from EPA and USDA to discuss the important
topic of pesticide food safety reform.

Setting and enforcing standards to ensure the safety of food is

one of the oldest and most basic functions of Government. This is

because people are unwilling and unable to fend for themselves in
the market place when it comes to obtaining safe food for their
families.

Todays consumer demands that the Grovemment set sound
science-based food safety standards and that systems be in place to
ensure those standards are met. Consumers realize there are no
absolute guarantees when it comes to food safety. But they rightly
expect when they go to the supermarket that everything that rea-

sonably can be done by Grovemment and the food industry to en-
sure the safety of food has been done. Public opinion polls illustrate
this point.

83-589 0-94
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In a 1992 survey conducted for the Grocery Manufacturers of

America, 80 percent of consumers expressed a desire for tighter
food safety standards. The Food Marketing Institute also reported
in 1992 that 76 percent of consumers consider pesticide residues a
serious hazard.

So, Mr. Chairman, public concern about food safety is real. We
know that. And that is one reason why the Clinton administration
has made such a strong commitment to food safety reform.
The three agencies before you today are working together to

make sure that all of our food safety standards are up to date and
fully protective, and we are modernizing our systems of food in-

spection to be sure that we and the food industry are capitalizing
on the best available science and technology to detect and prevent
food safety hazards.

In this effort, pesticides demand special attention. It is no secret

that the existing system of pesticide regulation is seriously flawed.
To be sure, we are not in the midst of a food safety crisis when it

comes to pesticides. But the system falls short of providing the
American public the assurance they seek that everjrthing that can

reasonably be done is being done to ensure the safety of pesticide
residues in food.

The problems are well documented. We have standards for set-

ting pesticide tolerances that are confused and conflicting. Many
tolerances are old and not based on up-to-date science. And the

procedural barriers to swift action by EPA make it difficult to ad-
dress new food safety concerns about marketed pesticides as rap-

idly as the public has a right to expect.
I think we can all agree, Mr. Chairman, that the question before

Congress today is not whether there is a need for reform of our pes-
ticide laws. The need is genuine and widely recognized. The ques-
tion is whether we can achieve real reform, reform that corrects the
defects in current law and meets the food sgifety expectations of the
American people.
The essential elements of real reform are simple. We need a con-

sistent health-based safety standard that fully protects infants and
children as well as adults. We need to bring all existing pesticides
into compliance with that standard without undue delay. And we
need to be able to address promptly new or newly discovered food

safety problems.
The Clinton administration has worked for more than a year to

develop realistic legislation that contains these elements. This leg-
islation would establish for all pesticide residues the same "reason-
able certainty of no harm" safety standard that food additives must
meet. It would establish a realistic but enforceable timetable for

bringing all pesticides into compliance with this standard. And it

would give EPA the tools it needs under FIFRA to address emerg-
ing problems promptly and effectively.
The administration bill has ample procedural protections for pes-

ticide manufacturers and others who depend on particular pes-
ticides. It also recognizes that the Government has an obligation
not only to act against pesticides that cause problems, but ^so to

work with growers, pesticide manufacturers, and the scientific com-

munity to foster development of safer pesticides and alternative
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pest control agents so that the needs of American agriculture con-

tinue to be met.
But make no mistake, Mr. Chairman, the administration bill

would adjust the balance of our pesticide laws toward the

consumer. It would introduce to FIFRA the principle that when
safety questions exist about a pesticide, the burden of proof should
not rest solely on the EPA, and the burden of uncertainty and

delay should not rest solely on the consumer.

Rather, the burden to resolve the issues should shift to the man-
ufacturer. This is only fair. It is what people expect, and it is one

important reason why the administration's bill represents real food

safety reform.
Mr. Chairman, the issues in pesticide reform legislation are com-

plex. They are difficult. But we do think the time has come to re-

form a system of regulation whose successful functioning is so vital

to all Americans.
The administration's bill provides a viable vehicle for reform, and

we look forward to working with this subcommittee and the many
groups that have a stake in the outcome of this legislation to

achieve real reform of our Nation's pesticide laws.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I look forward to your questions.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Goldman, Mr. Lyons, and Mr.

Taylor appears at the conclusion of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. I thank each of you for your testimony this

morning.
I might have to start the clock. We would like to operate under

the 5-minute rule. We will take a second round if necessary and

perhaps a third round if necessary this morning.
The first question that I was supposed to ask you is why it has

taken so long to get a bill put together? I will not ask you that

question.
I would note, though, the absence of television cameras this

morning. I want to ask a question, a show of hands, is there any-
one from the tabloid TV in the audience?

Anybody from "60 Minutes," "20/20," "48 Hours," "Prime TimeV"
If so, please show your hand.
Mr. VOLKMER. Really not interested, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Stenholm. Well, let the record show, Mr. Taylor, as you

talked about the need of food safety and the sincere concerns of all

of those who, as others have said this morning, in the producing
side of agriculture, we are sincerely interested in getting some solu-

tions to the problem.
The problem we have is that there are those that are not inter-

ested in solutions, they are interested in issues. And I won't call

for a show of hands of the rest of the folks that fit in that category
that are in the audience this morning, but I would note the abso-

lute absence for the record.

And I notice that there is quite a few of the written press here
this morning, which we are appreciative of. This is part of our

problem. And it is a big part of our problem, and it is why we have
such difficulty getting to solutions.

First question I would like to ask is after all of the deliberation

over the last months and this subcommittee waiting patiently from
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last September until today for this day to arrive, why did you send
us two bills instead of one?

Dr. GrOLDMAN. Basically, I think that you have two bills instead
of one is because we felt that both of the statutes that deal with

pesticides and food safety are in need of reform. We believe that
the FFDCA statute is in need of reform because of the dual-food

safety standard within that statute, and the lack of attention in

that statute to provide adequate protections for infants and chil-

dren and adequate enforcement authorities for the FDA, as Mr.

Taylor explained.
We also believe that FIFRA is in need of reform. And with me

today I brought for the record some copies of some of the, I think,

very influential work that led us to these conclusions.

First, the executive summary from the National Academy of

Sciences report, "Pesticides in the Diets of Infants and Children,"
which speaks to the need for reform in the FFDCA law.
And second, the report from the Administrative Conference of the

United States on the regulatory procedures and administrative pro-
cedures at the EPA which speaks to the need for reform of our ad-

ministrative procedures under FIFRA at the EPA.
Mr. Stenholm. Without objection, those will be made a part of

the record.

[The information follows:]
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Preface

IN
1988, THE U.S. Congress requested that the National Academy of

Sciences establish a committee within the Nahonal Research Council

to study scientific and policy issues concerning pesticides in the diets

of infants and children. The Committee on Pesticide Residues in the Diets

of Infants and Children ap]X)inted to undertake this study was charged
with responsibility for examining what is known about exposures to pesti-

cide residues in the diets of infants and children, the adequacy of current

risk assessment methods and policies, and toxicological issues of greatest
concern. The committee operated under the joint aegis of the Board on

Agriculture (BA) and the Board on Environmental Studies and Toxicology

(BEST).

The committee first met in October 1988 and held its last meeting in

January 1993. Several full committee meetings were held each year, and

subgroups of the committee were convened on a number of occasions' to

address such topics as the physiology of infants and children, the age-

specific patterns of children's diets, the measurement of residue levels,

and the mathematical modeling of risks. The expertise represented on
the committee included p>ediatrics, toxicology, epidemiology, biostatistics,

food science and nutrition, analytical chemistry, and child growth and

development. When required, advice was obtained from experts outside

the committee on a variety of topics.

Critical assessment of potential risks to health resulting from exposures
to toxicants in the environment has been the focus of several recent studies

conducted by BEST and BA. Many of the approaches to risk assessment

used in this report trace their origins to the reports on Drinking Water and

tx
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Health developed since 1977. Of particular value was Volume 6 in that

series. The committee also found useful Risk Assessment in the Federal

Government: Managing the Process (1983), Biologic Markers in Reproductive

Toxicology (1989), Biologic Markers in Immunotoxicology (1992), and Environ-

mental Neurotoxicology (1992). The analysis in this volume draws conceptu-

ally from the 1987 report from the Board on Agriculture called Regulating

Pesticides in Food: The Delaney Paradox—an examination of the process by
which levels of pesticide residues in foods are regulated by the U.S.

Government.

The Committee on Pesticides in the Diets of Infants and Children was

greatly assisted by many individuals and groups who provided informa-

tion on food consumption patterns and on pesticide residue concentrahons

in the U.S. diet. The groups include the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, the National Food Processors

Association, the Gerber Products Company, and the Infant Formula Coun-

cil. Many other food manufacturers as well as {pesticide manufacturers

also provided useful data to the committee either individually or through
various organizations.
The committee is grateful for the assistance of the National Research

Council (NRC) staff in the preparation of this report. In particular the

committee wishes to acknowledge Frances Peter, project manager; Richard

Thomas, principal staff scientist (BEST); Sandi Fitzpatrick, senior program
assistant (BEST); James Reisa, director of BEST; and Susan Offutt, executive

director of BA. Other staff members who contributed to this effort include

Shelley A. Nurse, senior project assistant (BEST); Ruth P. Danoff, project

assistant (BEST); Craig Cox, senior staff officer (BA); Mary Lou Sutton,

administrative assistant (BA); Carla Carlson, director of communications

(BA); Barbara J. Rice, editor (BA); Janet Overton, associate editor (BA);

Lee R. Paulson, program director for information systems and statistics

(BEST); Bemidean Williams, information specialist (BEST); and Dawn M.

Eichenlaub, production manager, and Richard E. Morris, editor. National

Academy Press. Thanks are also due to Richard Wiles and Charles Ben-

brook, formerly of the BA staff. The interest in this repn^rt shown by the

Executive Office of the National Research Council, especially by the Dep-

uty Executive Officer Mitchel Wallerstein, is greatly appreciated. These

individuals provided invaluable support to the conimittee throughout its

deliberations.

As consultant to the committee, John Wargp of the Yale University
School of Forestry and Environmental Studies developed numerous inno-

vative approaches to the analysis of highly complex data. His pellucid

presentations permitted clear understanding of issues that previously had

been opaque. Valuable assistance was also provided to the committee by
Emmanuel Akpanyie, Sheryl Bartlett, and Judy Hauswirth, who served

as technical advisers.
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Last, but by no means least, the work of ail the members of the committee

is greatly appreciated. We are also grateful to the U. S. Environmental

Protection Agency, Health and Welfare Canada, the International Life

Sciences Institute, and the Kellogg Endowment Fund of ihe National

Academy of Sciences and the Institute of Medicine, whose financial sup-

port made the study possible.

PHILIP J. LANDRIGAN, M.D., M.Sc.

Chairman
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iExecutive Summary

PESTICIDES

ARE USED WIDELY in agriculture in the United States. Their

application has improved crop yields and has increased the quantity
of fresh fruits and vegetables in the diet, thereby contributing to

improvements in public health.

But pesticides may also cause harm. Some can damage the envirormnenl

and accumulate in ecosystems. And depending on dose, some pesticides
can cause a range of adverse effects on human health, including cancer,

acute and chronic injury to the nervous system, lung damage, reproductive

dysfunction, and possibly dysfunction of the endocrine and immune
systems.

Diet is an important source ofexposure to pesticides. The trace quantities
of pesticides that are present on or in foodstuffs are termed residues. To
minimize exposure of the general population to pesticide residues in food^
the U.S. Government has instituted regulatory controls on p>esticide use.

These are intended to limit exposures to residues while ensuring an abun-
dant and nutritious food supply. The legislative framework for these

controls was established by the Congress through the Federal Insecticide,

Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) and the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act (FFDCA). Pesticides are defined broadly in this context to

include insecticides, herbicides, and fungicides.
Tolerances constitute the single, most important mechanism by which

EPA limits levels of pesticide residues in foods. A tolerance is defined as

the legal limit or a pesticide residue allowed in or on a raw agricultural

commodity and, in appropriate cases, on processed foods. A tolerance

must be established for any pesticide used on any food crop.
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Tolerance concentrations are based primarily on the results of field

trials conducted by pesticide manufacturers and are designed to reflect

the highest residue concentrations likely under normal conditions of ag-
ricultural use. Their principal purpose is to ensure compliance with good
agricultural practice. Tolerances are not based primarily on health consid-

erations.

This report addresses the question of whether current regulatory ap-

proaches for controlling pesticide residues in foods adequately protect
infants and children. The exposure of ir\fants and children and their sus-

ceptibility to harm from ingesting pesticide residues may differ from that

of adults. The current regulatory system does not, however, specifically
consider infants and children. It does not examine the wide range of

pesticide exposure patterns that appear to exist within the U.S. population.
It looks or\ly at the average exposure of the entire population. As a conse-

quence, variations in dietary exposure to pesticides and health risks related

to age and to such other factors as geographic region and ethnicity are

not addressed in current regulatory practice.

Concern about the potential vulnerability of infants and children to

dietary pesticides led the U.S. Congress in 1988 to request that the National

Academy of Sciences (NAS) appoint a committee to study this issue

through its National Research Council (NRC). In response, the NRC ap-

pointed a Committee on Pesticide Residues in the Diets of Infants and

Children under the joint aegis of the Board on Agriculture and the Board

on Environmental Studies and Toxicology.
The committee was charged with responsibility for examining scientific

and policy issues faced by goverrunent agencies, particularly EPA, in

regulating pesticide residues in foods consumed by infants and children.

Specifically, the committee was asked to examine the adequacy of current

risk assessment policies and methods; to assess information on the dietary

intakes of infants and children; to evaluate data on pesticide residues in

the food supply; to identify toxicological issues of greatest concern; and

!o develop relevant research priorities. Expertise represented on the com-

mittee included toxicology, epidemiology, biostatistics, food science

and nutrition, analytical chemistry, child growth and development, and

pediatrics.

The committee was not asked to consider toxicities resulting from expo-
sures to microorganisms (bacteria and viruses) or from other naturally

occurring potential toxins. It was not asked to weigh the benefits and

risks to be derived from a plentiful and varied food supply agair\st the

potential risks resulting from pesticide exposure. It was not asked to assess

the overall safety of the food supply.
In this report, the committee considered the development of children

from the beginning of the last trimester of pregnancy (26 weeks) through
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18 years of age, the point when ail biological systems have essentially

matured.

CONCLUSIONS

>^e-iRelated Variation in Susceptibility and Toxicity

A fundamental maxim of p>ediatric medicine is that children are not

"little adults." Profound differences exist between children and adults.

Ii\fants and children are growing and developing. Their metabolic rates

are more rapid than those of adults. There are differences in their ability

to activate, detoxify, and excrete xenobiotic compounds. All these differ-

ences can affect the toxicity of pesticides in infants and children, and for

these reasons the toxicity of pesticides is frequently different in children

and adults. Children may be more sensitive or less sensitive than adults,

depending on the pesticide to which they are exposed. Moreover, because

these processes can change rapidly and can counteract one another, there

is no simple way to predict the kinetics and sensitivity to chemical com-

pounds in infants and children from data derived entirely from adult

humans or from toxicity testing in adult or adolescent animals.

The committee found both quantitative and occasionally qualitative

differences in toxicity of pesticides between children and adults. Quali-

tative differences in toxicity are the consequence of exposures during

special windows of vulnerability
—brief periods early in development

when exposure to a toxicant can permanently alter the structure or func-

tion of an organ system. Classic examples include chloramphenicol expo-
sure of newborns and vascular collapse (gray baby syndrome), tetracycline

and dysplasia of the dental enamel, and lead and altered neurologic

development.
Quantitative differences in peshcide toxicity between children and

adults are due in part to age-related differences in absorption, metabolism,

detoxification, and excretion of xenobiotic compounds, that is, to differ-

ences in both pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic processes. Differ-

ences in size, immaturity of biochemical and physiological hinctions in

major body systems, and variation in body composition (water, fat, pro-

tein, and mineral content) all can influence the extent of toxicity. Because

newborns are the group most different anatomically and physiologically
from adults, they may exhibit the most pronounced quantitative differ-

ences in sensitivity to pesticides. The committee found that quantitative
differences in toxicity between children and adults are usually less than

a factor of approximately 10-fold.

The committee concluded that the mechanism of action of a toxicant—
how it causes harm—is generally .similar in most species and across age
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and developmental stages within species. For example, if a substance is

cytotoxic in adults, it is usually also cytotoxic in immature individuals.

Lack of data on pesticide toxicity in developing organisms was a recur-

rent problem encountered by the committee. In particular, little work has

been done to identify effects that develop after a long latent period or to

investigate the effects of pesticide exposure on neurotoxic, immunotoxic,

or endocrine responses in infants and children. The committee therefore

had to rely mostly on incomplete information derived from studies in

mature animals and on chemicals other than pesticides.

The committee reviewed current EPA requirements for toxicity testing

by pesticide manufacturers, as well as testing modifications proposed by
the agency. In general, the committee found that current and past studies

conducted by pesticide manufacturers are designed primarily to assess

pesticide toxicity in sexually mature animals. Only a minority of testing

protocols have sup|x>rted extrapolation to infant and adolescent animals.

Current testing protocols do not, for the most part, adequately address

the toxicity and metabolism of pesticides in neonates and adolescent ani-

mals or the effects of exposure during early developmental stages and

their sequelae in later life.

Agc-Relatcd Differences In Exposure

Estimation of the exposures of infants and children to pesticide residues

requires information on (1) dietary composition and (2) residue concentra-

tions in and on the food and water consumed. The committee found that

infants and children differ both qualitatively and quantitatively from

adults in their exposure to pesticide residues in foods. Children consume
more calories of food per urut of body weight than do adults. But at the

same hme, infants and children consume far fewer types of foods than

do adults. Thus, infants and young children may consume much more
of certain foods, especially processed foods, than do adults. And water

consumption, both as drinking water and as a food component, is very
different between children and adults.

The committee concluded that differences in diet and thus in dietary

exposure to pesticide residues account for most of the differences in pesti-

cide-related health risks that were found to exist between children and

adults. Differences in exposure were generally a more important source

of differences in risk than were age-related differences in toxicologic vul-

nerability.

Data from various food consumption surveys were made available to

the committee. In analyzing these data, the committee found it necessary
to create its own computer programs to convert foods as consumed into

their component raw agricultural commodities (RACs). This analytic ap-
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proach facilitated the use of data from different sources and permitted
evaluation of total exposure to {pesticides in different food commodities.

For processed foods, the committee noted that effects of processing on

residue concentrations should be considered, but that information on these

effects is quite limited Processmg may decrease or increase pesticide
residue concentrations. The limited data available suggest that pesticide
residues are generally reduced by processing; however, more research is

needed to define the direction and magnitude of the changes for specific

pesticide-food combinations. The effect of processing is an important con-

sideration in assessing the dietary exposures of infants and young chil-

dren, who consume large quantities of processed foods, such as fruit

juices, baby food, milk, and infant formula.

Although there are several sources of data on pesticide residues in the

United States, the data are of variable quality, and there are wide variations

in sample selectioa reflecting criteria developed for different sampling

purposes, and in analytical procedures, reflecting different laboratory

capabilities and different levels of quantification between and within labo-

ratories. These differences reflect variations in precision and in the accu-

racy of methods used and the different approaches to analytical issues,

such as variations in limit of quantification. There also are substantial

differences in data reporting. These differences are due in part to different

record-keeping requirements, such as whether to identify samples with

multiple residues, and differences in statistical treatment of laboratory
results below the limit of quantification.

Both government and industry data on residue concentrations in foods

reflect the current regulatory emphasis on average adult consumption

patterns. The committee found that foods eaten by infants and children

are underrepresented in surveys of commodity residues. Many of the

available residue data were generated for targeted compliance purposes by
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to find residue concentrations

exceeding the legal tolerances established by the EPA under FFDCA.

Survey data on consumption of particular foods are conventionally

grouped by broad age categories. The average consumption of a hypotheti-
cal "normal" person is then used to represent the age group. However,
in relying solely on the average as a measure of consumption, important
information on the distribution of consumption patterns is lost. For exam-

ple, the high levels of consumption within a particular age group are

especially relevant when considering foods that might contain residues

capable of causing acute toxic effects. Also, geographic, ethnic, and other

differences may be overlooked.

To overcome the problems inherent in the current reliance on "average"

exposures, the committee used the technique of statistical convolution (i.e.,

combining various data bases) to merge distributions of food consumption
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with distributions of residue concentrations. This approach permits exami-

nation of the full range of pesticide exposures in the U.S. pediatric popula-
tion. As is described in the next section, this approach provides an im-

proved basis over the approach now used for assessing risks for infants

and children.

A New Approach to Risk Assessment for Infants and Children

To properly characterize risk to infants and children from pesticide
residues in the diet, informahon is required on (1) food consumption

patterns of infants and children, (2) concentrations of pesticide residues in

foods consumed by infants and children, and (3) toxic effects of pesticides,

especially effects that may be unique to irifants and children. If suitable

data on these three items are available, risk assessment methods based

on the technique of statishcal convolution can be used to estimate the

likelihood that infants and children who experience specihc exposure

patterns may be at risk. To characteh2:e potential risks to infants and

children in this fashion, the committee utilized data on distributions of

peshcide exposure that, in turn, were based on distributions of food con-

sumption merged with data on the distribution of pesticide residue con-

centrations. The committee found thai age-related differences in exposure

patterns for 1- to 5-year-old children were most accurately illuminated

by using 1-year age groupings of data on children's food consumption.

Exposure eshmates should be constructed differently depending on

whether acute or chronic effects are of concern. Average daily ingestion
of pesticide residues is an appropriate measure of exposure for assessing
the risk of chronic toxicity. However, actual individual daily ingestion is

more appropriate for assessing acute toxicity. Because chronic toxicity is

often related to long'^term average exposure, the average daily dietary

exposure to peshcide residues may be used as the basis for risk assessment

when the potential for delayed, irreversible chronic toxic effects exists.

Because acute toxicity is more often mediated by peak exposures occurring
within a short period (e.g., over the course of a day or even during a

single eating occasion), individual daily intakes are of interest. Examining
the distribution of individual daily intakes within the population of inter-

est reflects day-to-day variation in pesticide ingestion bothi for specific

individuals and among individuals.

Children may be exposed to multiple pesticides with a common toxic

effect, and estimates of exposure and of risk could therefore he improved

by accounting for these simultaneous exposures. This can be accomplished

by assigning toxicity equivalence factors to each of the compounds having
a common mechanism of action. Total residue exposure is then estimated
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by multiplying the actual level of each pesticide residue by its toxicity

equivalence factor and summing the results. This informahon may be

combined with data on consumption to construct a distribution of total

exposure to all pesticides having a common mechanism of action. To test

this mcitiple-residue methodology, the committee estimated children's

acute health risks resulting from combined exposure to hve members
of the organophosphate insecticide family. This was accomplished by

combining actual food cor\sumption data with data on actual pesticide
residue levels.

Through this new analytical procedure, the committee estimated that for

some children, total organophosphate exposures may exceed the reference

dose. Furthermore, although the data were weak, the committee estimated

that for some children exposures could be sufficiently high to produce

symptoms of acute organophosphate pesticide poisoning.

Compared to late-in-life exposures, exposures to p>esticides early in life

can lead to a greater risk of chronic effects that are expressed only after

long latency periods have elapsed. Such effects include cancer, neurode-

velopmental impairment, and immune dysfunction. The committee devel-

oped new risk assessment methods to examine this issue.

Although some risk assessment methods take into account changes in

exposure with age, these models are not universally applied in practice.

The committee explored the use of newer risk assessment methods that

allow for changes in exposure and susceptibility with age. However, the

committee found that sufficient data are not currently available to permit
wide application of these methods.

RECOMMENDATIONS

On the basis of its findings, the committee recommends that certain

changes be made in current regulatory practice. Most importantly, esti-

mates of expected total exposure to pesticide residues should reflect

the unique characteristics of the diets of infants and children and should

account also for all nondietary intake of pesticides. Estimates of exposure
should take into account the fact that not all crops are treated with p>esti-

cides that can be legally applied to those crops, and they should consider

the effects of food piocessing and storage. Exposure estimates should

recognize that pesticide residues may be present on more than one food

commodity consumed by infants and children and that more than one

pesticide may be present on one food sample. Lastly, determinations of

safe levels of exposure should take into consideration the physiological
factors that can place infants and children at greater risk of harm than

adults.
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• Tolerances. Tolerances for pesticide residues on commodiHes are cur-

rently established by the EPA under FIFRA and FFDCA. A tolerance

concentration is defined under FFDCA as the maximum quantity of a

j->esticide residue allowable on a raw agricultural commodity (RAC)
(FFDCA, Section 408) and in processed food when the pesticide concen-

trates during processing (FFDCA Section 409). Tolerance concentrations

on RACs are based on the results of field trials conducted by pesticide
manufacturers and are designed to reflect the highest residue concentra-

tions likely under normal agricultural practice. More than 8,500 food

tolerances for pesticides are currently listed in the Code of Federal Regula-
tions (CFR). Approximately 8,350 of these tolerances are for residues on

raw commodities (promulgated under section 408) and about 150 are for

residues known to concentrate in processed foods (promulgated under

section 409).

The determination of what might be a safe level of residue exposure is

made by considering the results of toxicological studies of the pesticide's

effects on animals and, when data are available, on humans. Both acute

and chronic effects, including cancer, are considered, although acute ef-

fects are treated separately. These data are used to establish human exf>o-

sure guidelines (i.e., a reference dose, RfD) against which one can compare
the expected exposure. Exposure is a function of the amount and kind of

foods consumed and the amount and identity of the residues in the foods

(i e , Theoretical Maximum Residue Contributior\s, TMRCs). If the TMRCs
exceed the RfD, then anticipated residues are calculated for comparison
with the proposed tolerance. The percent of crop acreage treated is also

considered. If the anticipated residues exceed the RfD, then the proposed
tolerance is rejected, and the manufacturer may recommend a new toler-

ance level.

Although tolerances establish enforceable legal limits for pesticide resi-

dues in food, they are not based primarily on health considerations, and

they do not provide a good basis for inference about actual exposures of

infants and children to pesticide residues in or on foods.

Tolerances constitute the only tool that EPA has under the law for

controlling pesticide residues in food To ensure that infants and children

are not exposed to unsafe levels of pesticide residues, the committee

recommends that EPA modify its decision-making process for setting
tolerances so that it is based more on health considerations than on

agricultural practices. These changes should incorporate the use of im-

proved estimates of exposure and more relevant toxicology, along with

continued consideration of the requirements of agricultural production.
As a result, human health considerations would be more fully reflected

in tolerance levels. Children should be able to eat a healthful diet
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containing legal residues without encroaching on safety margins. This

goal should be kept clear.

•
Toxicity testing. The committee believes it is essential to develop toxic-

ity testing procedures that specifically evaluate the vulnerability of infants

and children. Teshng must be performed during the developmental period
in appropriate animal models, and the adverse effects that may become
evident must be monitored over a lifehme. Of particular importance are

tests for neurotoxicity and toxicity to the developing immune and repro-

ductive systems. Extrapolation of toxicity data from adult and adolescent

laboratory animals to young humans may be inaccurate. Careful attention

to interspecies differences in pharmacokinetics and metabolism of pesh-
cides and the relative ages at which organ systems mature is essenhal. It

is also important to enhance understanding of developmental toxicity,

especially in humans, during critical periods of postnatal development,

including infancy and puberty.

• Uncertainty factors. For toxic effects other than cancer or heritable

mutation, uncertainty factors are widely used to establish guidelines for

human exposure on the basis of animal testing results. This is often done

by dividing the no-observed -effect level (NOEL) found in animal tests by
an uncertainty factor of 100-fold. This factor comprises two separate fac-

tors of 10-fold each: one allows for uncertainty in extrapolating data from

animals to humans; the other accommodates variation within the human

population. Although the committee believes that the latter uncertainty
factor generally provides adequate protection for infants and children,

this population subgroup may be uniquely susceptible to chemical expo-
sures at particularly sensitive stages of development.

At present, to provide added protection during early development, a

third uncertainty factor of 10 is applied to the NOEL to develop the RfD.

This third 10-fold factor has been applied by the EPA and FDA whenever

toxicity studies and metabolic /disposition studies have shown fetal devel-

opmental effects.

Because there exist specific periods of vulnerability during postnatal

development, the committee recommends that an uncertainty factor up
to the 10-fold factor traditionally used by EPA and FDA for fetal develop-
mental toxicity should also be considered when there is evidence of postna-
tal developmental toxicity and when data from toxicity testing relative to

children are incomplete. The committee wishes to emphasize that this is

not a new, additional uncertainty factor but, rather, an extended applica-
tion of a uncertainty factor now routinely used by the agencies for a

narrower purpose.
In the absence of data to the contrary, there should be a presumption

of greater toxicity to infants and children. To validate this presumption.
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the sensitivity of mature and immature mdividuals should be studied

systematically to expand the current limited data base on relative sensi-

tivity.

• Food consumptwn data. The committee recommends that additional

data on the food consumption patterns of mfants and children be collected

withm narrow age groups. The available data indicate that infants and

children consume much more of certain foods on a body weight basis

than do adults. Because higher exposures can lead to higher risks, it is

important to have accurate data on food consumption patterns for infants

and children. At present, data are derived from relatively small samples
and broad age groupings, making it difficult to draw conclusions about

the food consumption patterns of infants and children. Because the compo-
sition of a child's diet changes dramatically from birth through childhood

and adolescence to maturity, "market basket" food consumption surveys
should include adequate samples of food consumphon by children at 1-

year intervals up to age 5, by children between the ages of 5 and 10 years,

and by children between 11 and 18 years. Food consumption surveys
should be conducted periodically to ascertain changes in consumption

patterns over time.

• Pesticide residue data. To maximize the utility of pesticide residue data

collected by various laboratories, the committee recommends the use of

comparable analytical methods and standardized reporting procedures
and the establishment of a computerized data base to collate data on

pesticide residues generated by different laboratories. Reports on peshcide
residue testing should describe the food commodity analyzed (whether

processed or raw), the analytical methods used, the compounds for which

tests were conducted, quality assurance and control procedures, and the

limit of quantification of the tests. All findings should be reported, whether

or not the residue sought is found.

-In its surveillance of peshcide residues, FDA should increase the fre-

quency of sampling of the commodities most likely to be consumed by
infants and children. The residue teshng program should include all toxic

forms of the peshcide, for example, its metabolites and degradahon

products.
-Food residue monitoring should target a special "market basket" sur-

vey focused toward the diets of mfants and children

-Pesticide field '.rials currenJly conducted by pesticide manufacturers in

support ot registration providi- data t)n varialion in ri'sidiu' concentrations

associated with ditferent rates and nK'tht»ds of application Such data

should be consulted to provide a basis for estimating potential maximum
residue levels.
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-More complete information is needed on the effects of food processiiiv;

on levels of pesticides
—both the parent compound and its metdbi>lites—

in specific food-chemical combinations potentially present in the diets ot

infants and children.

• Risk assessment. All exposures to pesticides
—

dietary and nondietary
need to be considered when evaluating the potential risks to infants ai>d

children. Nondietary environmental sources of exposure include air, dirt,

indoor surfaces, lawns, and pets.

-Estimates of total dietary exposure should be refined to consider inlako

of multiple pesticides with a common toxic effect Converting residuob tot

each pesticide with a common mechanism of action to toxicity equivalence
factors for one of the compounds would provide one approach to estimat

ing total residue levels in toxicologically equivalent units.

-Consumption of pesticide residues in water is an important potcntul
route of exposure. Risk assessment should include estimates of exposure
to pesticides in drinking water and in water as a component ot processod
foods.

Given adequate data on food consumption and residues, the comniittet-

recommends the use of exposure distributions rather than single point
data to characterize the likelihood of exposure to different concentratu)nb

of pesticide residues. The distribution of average daily exposure of individ

uals in the population of interest is most relevant for use in chronu

toxicity risk assessment, and the distribution of individual daily intakeb

is recommended for evaluating acute toxicity. Ultimately, the collectK)n

of suitable data on the distribution of exposures to pesticides will permii
an assessment of the proportion of the population that may be at risk -

Although the committee considers the use of exposure distributions to

be more informative than point estimates of typical exposures, the data

available to the committee did not always permil the distribution ot expo
sures to be well characterized. Existing food consumption surveys gener

ally involve relatively small numbers of infants and children, and tood

consumption data are collected for only a few days for each individual

surveyed. Depending on the purpose for which they were originally col

lected, residue data may not reflect the actual distribution of pesticide
residues in the food supply. Since residue data are not developed and

reported in a consistent fashion, it is generally not possible to pool data selb

derived from different surveys. Consequently, the committee recomn\en».lh

that guidelines be developed for consumption and residue data pernulting
characterization of distributions of dietary exposure to pesticides
The committee identified important differences in susceptibility to the

toxic effects of pesticides and exposure to pesticides in the diet with age
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For carcinogenic effects, the committee proposed new methods of cancer

risk assessment designed to take such differences into account. Prelimi-

nary analyses conducted by the committee suggest that consideration of

such differences can lead to lifetime estimates of cancer risk that can be

higher or lower than estimates derived with methods based on constant

exposure. However, underestimation of risk assuming constant exposure
was limited to a factor of about 3- to 5-fold in all cases considered by the

committee. Because these results are based on limited data and specific

assumptions about the mechanisms by which carcinogenic effects are

induced, the applicability of these conclusions under other conditions

should be established.

Currently, most long-term laboratory studies of carcinogenesis and
other chronic end points are based on protocols in which the level of

exposure is held constant during the course of the study. To facilitate the

application of risk assessment methods that allow for changes in exposure
and susceptibility with age, it would be desirable to develop bioassay

protocols that provide direct information on the relative contribution of

exposures at different ages to lifetime risks. Although the committee does
consider it necessary to develop special bioassay protocols for mandatory
application in the regulation of pesticides, it would be useful to design

special studies to provide information on the relative effects of exposures
at different ages on lifetime cancer and other risks with selected chemical

carcinogens.
In addition to pharmacodynamic models for cancer risk assessment,

the committee recommends the development and application of physio-

logically based pharmacokinetic models that describe the unique features

of infants and children. For example, differences in relative organ weights
with age can be easily described in physiologic pharmacokinetic models;

special compartments for the developing fetus may also be incorporated.

Physiologically based pharmacokinetic models can be used to predict the

dose of the proximate toxicant reaching target tissues, and may lead to

more accurate estimates of risk.

In summary, better data on dietary exposure to pesticide residues

should be combined with improved information on the potentially
harmful effects of pesticides on infants and children. Risk assessment
methods that enhance the ability to estimate the magnitude of these

effects should be developed, along with appropriate toxicological tests

for perinatal and childhood toxicity. The committee's recommendations

support the need to improve methods for estimating exposure and for

setting tolerances to safeguard the health of infants and children.
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administrative programs, aod makaa
raoommeodations far imptovaaiants to

the agenciea. ooPaaiiraly or

individually, and to tha Praaidaol,

Congress, and tha |\ididal Confsrance of

tbe United Stataa (5 U&C 994(1)). At
its Forty-Ninth Plaury Saaaton. held
December 9-10, 1993, the Asaenbty of
the Administrative Coofaenoe of tha

United Sutes adopted two
reoommendations and ooa fbnnal

statement.
Recommendation 93-4. Improving the

Environment for Agency Rulemaking,
concerns the federal agency rulemaking
process, which has baoane both

iaavesingly leas eOscUve and mon
time consuming. To improre the

en\-ironment for agency rulemaking, the

raviewi

ACUS
ah<MUfaa

tpadfic[
Cangtaaa' ^
fecommaods that t

aensitiva ool to noolfa yaaiar
(ttmrattmi far ntlaa tlwa acaawty. »
also adriaaa that a "mmobiJ atotawat"
that acptaiaa tha haaia and pwpoaa of

raited in public coBmaDts should ba

adaquato far lovitar. Ftoally.

ncogniiing that nifaaaaktog is not |aat

a prodttot ofaoasmal iiMtlialKa. ACUS
tacommendaa Bumbar afaMpa agaa(7
iiiaiiaotii I an la^a In Impmira their

internal pcooaaaea.
Rasommaodatioa 95-9.Flooadui«a

for Bagulatioa of Peaticidaa. oaUa far the

aiffwft^T" ofaaaoroGooadtaflladaod

Azatagic piooadiual frnaawaik far tha

Federal Inaactldda. Fui«lcida. and
n~i^n^.u Act rHFSA1 iBToMag
the ovaEtioB of nailtipla and ntafarcing
Incentivas far regulatory cctnpHanre by
lagiftrants, far timely and ascunta

dadataoBakii^ by ^A. and for

^bcthw public perticipatfaa.
Tba

I and oouuDuniciie dear tiata

I and guidaioe oo (he data

aBpadad Iram ngistiaatt. ACUS alao

recoiBiBeods that Coa^aas aathoiiaa

SPA to favy adminittitlve cWl money
penahtoa tipon laglil iints rnhmtttlag
dau that Edl to meet previously
aanomrad. cfaaratandards. With fagard
to suspanaiaa and canoaflatioB

pmrwadtngs. whidi Jnrohre sciantiBc
.

data canconing risks and benefits.

aporoftiatoi
lite illHwaiMaa awia^ hifaial sp
in the rolaa af iavaadgalats and the

methods by which witaaaaes ar partfaa

appear bifcea agaitciaa.
Tha fail MMaofth*ttoaaHM«dalioaa

and ttatonantan aat out fa tiba

AppendJK balow. Tha i

wlUbetrannritladtol

agendas and. U ao diiactad. to the

Coograaa oftba Unltad Siaiaa. The
AdminiatiMiva Confatanoa has advisory

powaraooly, and tha dadsioo on
whethar to ftopfananl tha

raoonmnndatioas must ba made by each
body to whicA tha ladona
racominandatiocs are difaded.

RecoBDendatiflna and atatanwBts OS

the AdmiBiatrnti** CaofaMnoa «e
published la fall IsMt in the Federal

"**
of

abopubUahaa
in faU tnt to tha Coda af Fadacal

RegulatioBS (1 CFR parts 30S and 310).

Budgat oooalraiata ha«* raqtdiad a

nitpawtion ef tfaia pwOica to 1994.

However, a complete listing of peat
recommaadaUoas and slatemenu are

published ia die Coda of Federal

Regulattooa. Capiat ofaB peat
ConMvnoa lecoounandatioDs and
statements, and tha mauaich laporu on
which they ire based, mey be obtained
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from the Office of the Chalfliian efthe
'

Administrative Confcrence. As

explained at 1 CFR 304.2. requesU (or

single copies of such documents will be

filed at no charge to the extent that

supplies on hand pennit.
The transcript oi the Plenary Sessioo

is available for public inspection at the

Conference's offices at Suite SOO, 2120

L Street NW.. Washington. DC
Dated January 25, lOM.

Idfrejr S. Labben.

Aeseordi Director.

Admlniitralin CaaferaBC* af Ik* Unttad

SlalM

The following recommendations were

adopted by the Assembly of the

Administrative Conference on December
9 and 10. 1993. respectively:

Recomineiidatioo 93—4 Improving the

Environment for Agency Rulwnalniig

Informed observers generally agree
that the rulemaking process has become
both increasingly less effective and
more time-consuming. The
Administrative Procedure Act does not

reflect many of the current realities of

nilemakins. The APA's Cumbersome
"formal rulemaking" procedures are

rarely used except in some adjudicative-

type rate proceedings. Meanwhile, the

APA's simple "informal rulemaking"

procedures (set forth in S U.S.C $ SS3)

nave been overlain with an increasing
number of constraints: Outside

constraints imposed by Congress, the

President, and the courts, and internal

constraints arising from increasingly

complex agency management of the

rulemaking process.
• As a result, many

federal agencies, faced with

unsatisfactory rulemaking
Bccomplishmenis in recent years, have
turned to alternatives such as less

formal policy statements or adjudicative
orders to achieve regulatory

compliance.2
The Conference believes that the

environment for agency legislative

rulemaking can be improved. This

recommendation seta out a coordinated

frunework of proposals aimed at

promoting efficient and effective

rulemaking by addressing constraints on
the current process that derive from a

variety of sources. We present an

integrated approedi for imprering the

rulemaking environment In order to

relieve agencies of uimecessary

praMuiM and disinoantlvaa relating to

julenaking. Wealso identify dadrabW
reviaions of action 593 relatiag to

laglaJative rulemaking, in doing to. this

reoomiiMndttiaB both piawnts n«w
proposals and inoarparataapnviaa*

Pttsidentioi Coaitnints

We continue to support presidential
coordination of agency poUcymaUng ts

beneficial and necessary.* We are

concerned, however, that, unlets

properly focused, this additional review

may impose unneoesMry caat*.AU
recent presidents have undertaken some
level of review and coordination of

agency rulemaking. Presidential review

of rules, as undertaken under various

executive orders applied by the Office of

Management and Budget and other

White House entities, has often required

agencies to submit nesrly all proposed
and final rtiWs to a review process in

which the rules are screened and

analyzed for consistency with .

presidential obtectives. Some of these

objectives have been incorporated into

analytical requirements found in

separate executive orders.* This

screening procaas can unduly slow the

entire system of rulemaking: it can
inhibit the growth of the promising
consensus-based alternative of

negotiated rulemaking: > and it can

create undesirable tensions between the

reviewing entitiae and agency

policymakers. While these analytical

emphases can be ntionalizad

individually, in the eggregate. they can

result in redundant requirements,

boilerplate-laden documents,
circumvention, delays, and clutter in

the Federal Register. Although specific

presidential review policies have varied

among Administrations, these

recommendations set forth principles
that the Conference believes generally

< Sm piunny McCarlty. Soma Ttiaii(hu <n

"Deowl^ii^" Um Ruiamiking Pnicws, 41 Ihika L
|. isasiissu

1 Sm Confennc* Ractuninendation 92-2.
"
Agaocy

Policy SutanMCU." 1 (Tit 303.02-2 (1S93). which

diifinguUbad "l«(Ul«iiv«~ nilaa, normally

promul^t»d through aanx»-*ni<ammMH
pracaduraft, from intarprativa rules and policy
•latamaots. which an ajiampi frtm tuch

procaduraa-
Tha prasant recommendation aHdiaaaaa

lagi«lativa nili

should govern presidential i

rales.

We therefore recommend that

presidential oversight and review be
reserved for the moat importam rults

and that tha aganctos be given dear

policy guidanoa in adiiMtive, approved

by the PrHideuL tpedfyiiit what is

required, to eddWton, the reviewing or -

ovenight entity should avoid, to the

extent nosaibla, axtande* delays in the

rulemaking procesa.
Tha review process

itself should be open to nubile

scrutiny
—

follovring guioalines

previously developed by the

Admlnistsative Coafarenoe.* The
President's policy should encourage

planning and coordination of raguutory
initiatives, and early dialogue between

agencies and the reviewing entity. To
this and, tha concept of a uniflea agenda
of regulations is a useful tool and
hoiud be preeerved We also believe

that additional non-APA analytical

requirements should be kept to a
niitiinnim The cumulative impect of

such requirements en the ruhmaking
process should be considered before

existing requinmenta are onntiniied or

additional ones impoeed. We also

believe it is useful to periodically
reassess the continued viability and
relevance of the venous prasiaential
directives.''

legfMlativtCanMOmtits

Congress should similarly review and
rationsJiza legislatively-mandated

rulemaking procedures. Spedfically, we
recommend that it lafrain. at it

generally has done since the 1970s, from

imposing program-specific rulemaking

requirements that go beyond the APA's
basic notice-and-comment procedures.*

Statutory "on-the-record" uid liybrid"

rulemaking provisions that require

adjudicative bct-Bnding techniques
such as cross-examination, or more

stringent provisions for )udicial review

(in particular, use of the "substantial

evidence" test insteed of the normal

"arbitrary and capridous" test), can be

unnecessarily burdensome or confusing
and should be rapealed.* Although

>Saa Coalvaiica RamCQaandalloo as-«.

Traaldantial Rariaw of A(atiey RnlanaUni* 1 CFR
3a5.8S-« (1*931 (applyins Pnaidaniial ovanight lo

Inth asacutlaa taranch and lilctayaaitanl afan^aa).
•Amsnt tba Baadataa raOaeaad la ibaaa

axaciitlva ordan aia raqulianantalhat icaocy
rulaaaakan luJuda coai.haiiani aaUmalaa aad

analyaaa of tha propoaad and Baal nila'a Impact on

Manliam. iunily valuaa. and falui* Uileatlon. ol

whathat it afiicu a "latulauy taktea." and ol othat

matlara. TIm ConiKanea ef cogna takaa no poaltkm
on itaa matita of Iba raluaa iuidarlytn( tbaaa

axacuUva otdara.

> Saa Conimnca Bacommandatloni S2-4 and SS-

S. "Pracadiuaa lor NagoUatlns Pi oyeaid

Ragulaliona.- 1 (711 yaiM-*. 30S.Sa-S (1*93):'

NafOlUlad Rularaakln* Act of 1990. S VSC SSI-

aa.

• Saa Confmnoa RaooaaBandatian S*-e.

"PiaaldanUai Raaiaw ol A«ancy RulamaUnt." 1

cnt 30S.S*-* (isratat 1 4.

'WhiUlhamoaliacaofacaUaaaieai Bf

pmidantlal nYiaw of nilaa fnanlly laflacu tba

iawi my forth in thla larnmn iandatlea. aaa

bacutlva Oniv la**. S* Fad. Ra(. S171S (I**3).

tha Confanoca takaa na poaltloa on tfaa tpaclSo of

thaiordar.

"Procaduraa in AddlUoa to l«iUca and tba

Oppomntty to Owniiant In bifonai RiihmaHnt."
1 CFR 30S.;»-3 (1*931.

Saa ConlHaeca Ra naeitalrai SO-i. Tiada

Rafulailon Rulaoakiaf Dad» tba llainiiiiw Una
Warranty—Padanl Tlldt Coamiaaloa

Inproaamant Act." I OR SSSao-l (1*13).
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additional twMJwhii—on wiwiMi— ba
baoaflcial—aaa. a^.. Sadioo aor «f Ika
Oaan Air AoKpmNMiBB addttioaai

aaJ^nardaf

)

aAv CMvAil i«*tnr I

Coograatoi
coiuaquaiiOBa.Olfainvlaa.aKb
additloiu gMawHy Aaald be kA totba

diacratiaa of ladiyMual ayandaa.;
'

SUnikaiiy* AagiaiitiviiT"Wpaaad ttea

limit* oo rukmaklag, Miilo

undentandibla. oaa ba mwaaHatir,

laauUng ia aitfaar hatfUy-tapeaad ndaa
or miaaad flaarillnai that undarmina

reapact for tha rulaataking praeaat."

UgiiUtivadawUiiM* backed by
-

(tatutory or ragulatory liamnMn"
(mandatiiig. for oam]>la, that tha

piepoaad rula or aoma othar policy

change u autoniatlcrilv taka aflact upon
expirstioo of tba daadltne) are

particularly undaairable and oflan

counter-ptoductiw;
** they a« geoarally

lea* dadnble than tha ahematlve of

judicial enforcament of deadlines."

Finally, legitlatioa ancillary to the

APA that craataa addltiaDal rulemaking

impedimenta niould ba re<
'

.ou !iidereo.

Sututet fuch aa the Regulattny

Flexibility Act. wbidi lequinM a tpedal
analyaia of rirtually all rulet' effects on
tmaU buainasa, may have laudable

intentians. but theb rettuirements are

often both too broadly applicable and
not sufficiently effactfve in ediieving
their goals. If such leqaiieraents are

impossd. Congress sMmld focus them
mors narrowly, by. for example,

confining their application to significant
rules or particular categories of rules.

ludicial ConMtrainlt

Other constraints on rulemaking that

warrant similar reconsideration have
been imposed through (udidal review.

The APA. in sectiaa 706, provides that

agency rules may be sM aside if ttiey are

"arbitiwy or capricious," represent aa
"abuse of discretion," or are "e

'

• 42 U.&X1 7a07.
"

riiif iriiiMHi ill-
-~ '

"PnxaduM IB AddlUoa a Nabo* <B<1 lb*

Opponuaity isr CoaBSMi Id laioiBsl

RulamtUns," 1 CFS 3gs.7e-* (taasL
"So CmiIb mi  amimxmmAthim 7*-*.

'

Uinluaa AaaacT Actloo.- I CFM 30I.rs-l (laaU.
" Sm. i^.. CoBknoo laoo^Baadam se-S>

"RuUnaUacm4 MteiMktaa Is ila MidlEiM

Pfo^ara.' I CFa 2aa.ae-s (isaai

xWkin *• -kMBv"«IM tooMaat*
hUun 10 BMI a dMdUa* !•dM • pnpoiia nrib

bacaaw afkctm. *a MMBalaat KHfe k dM *

poHcT ikai te wMiMMadM pMle tf>ia( will ks

unplffinafllML

»Co1l*nal lt iilfaa. iiton|if iir»lala,le

oonMir >kilkai afaaty aoiaa la a nikaaUai la

-unfiMMitily ililajiS "taaSUAC raadls

f-tr. 790rJd Tib aa oxc Ck. >«a4i

not in aocordanoa wMl law." The
evolving acope of tadldal review of

agency rules, (loag irtAi tfae tlminf of
much such (Bvtew at die

paaanfaroanMStt sta^i^haacQBtrtbiiladto
srbat la aoaaHaMa IB ovarly laliuiiva

inquiry. Thla, in tun. kaa lad afSDdaa
to taka dafcostve maatuiaa sfihiit such
review. WUle aoBia lanilaa b aa
liMvttiUa adloiict of the ptooaaa of

Micia) '•viaw. %>• baUave that siapa
caa batakiB tolaaaaaaoBaof tfae

burdens wiifaoiit loaa of albcUve oulaide

require estra-AJPA |«wjiduiaa In

lutaaaUiM waa anwiad by Ifaa

SupramaCoarf* Vaiuiuui Yaakae
dadsloD ia 1«7a.M Nevertfaalaaa. trfaile

the praveOing Jodidal inlarptalMteB ef

tiM wWtta^^BO'^^iriCtwia Maaood of

review (wUeh bacnae kaowa at tfaa

"hard fook dectriaa") ba* pruuwKad
raasoaed dauaioiimaklBg. coarta hava
aol bBftaqaaally lanaadad ralaa ea Cfae

basis of IB agaocy** hdnre to raapead
adequately to coiiiiuaala.<:wrieMar
relevaat fadora, orexpWa Muy the

besee for H* rale. Ca«Bt* sfaouM be
saaaittva aot to raqvin g^raatar

tustifioaUaa fariulaa than aeoeaaary; a

reasoned alwiiiait that explalaa the

basts and puipoae of tfae rule and
addraeaaa aignificaal isauaa niaad to

public ooonaaats should b* adaqnala
PreaBfaroeBMOt leviaw. expaaded by

the SupsaaeCoait ia *• 1«B7 Abbott
Laboratories oaaaa." awkned by tfae

Conference in vartoa*
rammmendattena." and codtSad ta

nyarous rulaBiakiBg pfngiaiis, baa the
viitua of aattUog iapJ lanaa aarty and

definitively. Whaa umused, howaver.

preenfncaiBant review caa. faeve tfae

negativa affoct of iadadag
pracaatiaaary cfaaltoegaa to aaeal rulaa

and the raisina of a* aaay obtaotioB* to

a rule as poasible, including somawhat

speculative rhallanaas pertaining to tfae

rule's potential appUcati<
ularlfaeAMw(tI,abiiUnd

standard, diallengea to a rule are

pennittad
where issues are appropriate

for (udicial leviaw and whera the

impect oo a fhsllsngsr is direct and
inunediata. Tfae Coafsrsaoefaaltovaa

'

that the Abbott Luboiutonn standard
strikes a —"«<>''» balance, aad thai

praeaforoement rhillanQa* ganarally aie

iavahaaafodal<

validityl
a ooafllol wilh aaMaia orlha
Coiialihitinai or hacauaaai tfae

Inadaquacy of Ifaa I

whldb HJ* baaed) aboald das Boaialiy
III faaaiil

"
III iiailiaB i bslhiiaai in i

nila becaaaa tt Bight ba appUad la a

particaiar efay afaould aapaally ba
dafotrad aa«l tfae niie kaa acbMlly faaaa

applied.

Ahfaoogb praaipt aMefatftoa of legal
issaai la to be eni

should be cauliaaa la
manrtalad tiais Umltort p
Aviaw wilfa paaduataa af review al tfae

enforcemeat stus Saefa tiaae-llailtod

review dMMld ha provMad fv oaly la

thasituatioaaandw—titinnssperilled
LU-7.»M4an

Coograaa does sal Utoa Uaria far

I aavlaw. It ateuU. to Iha

RMdfy that praaafoicaaMal I

should oocur wtthtoW days af a lalel
issuanosL Coiraal stotutory

spedficatiooa vary. Ihare dae* not aaaa
to ba any rsasoo far variatioa that

outweigp* the henefils of luifannity ia

thisoontaxt

Coagraas should also ataand aay
iriating statutes that mandsta uw of Iha

"substantial evidence" teal far

leviewing legislativB rules, by replacing
it with the "aibiliary and capriaoDS
tasL Hie occasional lotreduction of tfae

substantial evidence test in the

rulemaking tiailsrxt has creeted

unneoaesary confusion; saoie courts

apply h ia a manner identical to that of

tha "arbitrary aad capndoua teM;

others believe that tt eats a Ugbar
standard. The Conference believes that

the arbitrary and capridou* test

providea sufficieBt ie» lew to the

informal rulemaking t<aite»1

The intensity of judicial review

directly afbds the laleoiakiBg procaes.
For example, tfae aoope of review of ^
ageacy atatutory interpretations is

governed by tfae dahiaulial Chevron

test, wfait^ requires afBnaaaoa ifthe

"Vmmcm t^iJai md—rftmrnOtp. a. MBC
4isUASt«tier(t.
Oitttoe tahiiiaalMT. Cm*m.lKrvS. IX

(lesrt TMto Coadi Aaali *. CafdMTJar U.S. »a
(jser).
•SaaCooimaoa aoaDnaadartoa ?«-«.

-1>iaaBiorcanai MItW Kaalav tf Kiriaa a(

rainlsnantllay.'ia^tofw 4Hea*fc' '

alhaaHMadMlaeei-*.-~
r (is*3l. an oM
ibeuMtoll«aiS<«
«b« Ueda •( iHuaa rfnaa
ihaiaiMa.

IWtMto

3-ooy u - y4 - 3
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tgancy** intarpraUdoo of an aabigiiaiis
fUtuta i* iMnni«ihle.u Ob the Atkar

band, %*han reviawiiig the

lattonaUenaaa of an nanry'a policy
and bctua] )ustificMiaBa Car hs nilae,

courts apply the atjider "had loak"

doctiiiie.a Dafatential leview of the

legal lane of tiatutoty intanntation.

coapM with the rifmoua reviewaft
rule's bctual and policy underplnnlngi
that the "hard look" doctrine spedflea,
ha* been oritidzed a* anomaloua. The
Conierence believe*, however, that tha

leviaw (tandartb can be haiBODlxed by -

looking beyond the labels. That b.

under both of thne doctrinaa. courts are

required to detennine independently
the limiU of the agency's statutory

authority and vrfaethar the fnaan die

agency took into account in formulating
the rule wan permiacible. Following
that deleiminatioo. courts

property
defsr to an agency's permissible reading
of iu sutute and to iu choice of

Inferences bom the bets in making
policy decisions. Courts would help
make their review more consistent and

predictable if they articulated more

daarly this two'isep epproech. Both the

Chevron and "hard look'! doctrines
would then be understood as indudlng
a seerching review of the range of an

agency's legally permissible choices

(statutory, policy, snd bctual),
oombi^ with, in sach instance,

defarance to the agency's reaaonaMe
selection among such choicee, once the

alternative* are determined to be within

the permiasible range.

Finally, in order to prevent additiooal

litigation, courts sheuJd be encouraged
to address certain iasues that arise in

many if not most revietvs of rules.

Reviewing courts should, for example,
spedfy, to the extent feasible, which

portions of the rule, if any, are to be set

aside, vacated, stayed or otherwise
affected by the dedsion in the case.

They should seek to ensure that

portions of a rule uuaSactad by a

Ending of illegality remain in eSsd,
unless the rule expraasly or impliedly
indicaies that the rule is inseverable. A
revie%ving court should also consider

the extent to which its mandate will

apply retroactively. In considering the

effect to be given to its dedsioo, the

court should weigh the imped of the

decision on parties not before the court,

and recognize their Interest in being
beard or adequately represented prior to

any ruling that adversely affects them.

Amendmeftt of (he APM

Aa %*a apptoadi the fHUelh

aimivenary of the AFA. aooM of its

rulamaking provisioas need to be

updated. Sectton SS3(c), whidt doe* DOi

DOW state a length of time for the

onmment p«iod. should be aaaadad to

spedfy that a ooaunant period of "BO
fmar than laaat 30 days" be proeidad
(ahhougb a sood cauaa tBoaptian far

Shoffar periods abould be laoor]
This would leUave aoanda* of I

to (ustifv fwnnient period* th«i wwe 30 ,

days or loo^ar. The lfaiity>day padod to

lBtasided«ainioimiiBUMta -

maximum: agenda* wowld *ifll fa*,

encouraged to allow long*r ciMimunt
"

period* and to laeve the record opan for
,

the receipt of lata oaaimanl*.oS*ctian :

353 ahould alao ^edfjr that a aacood .

round of noUoe and coouBeat U not

required whs** the final tul* to th* -

"logical outpowth" of the
pi
upoeed

rule, thus codifying gBDatally *cnepted
docMna.** A provision raquuing
maintenance of e public nihnfrlng U*
•hould b* iacorparat*d into **ctiaB S53,
so that thoa* who ***k MX*** 10 lb* flto

are not forced to sely on th* FtMdoa of
iBformatian Ad to obtain iLs tn*
content of such a flto to diacuaaad
further below in ooanectlOB with
internal agsncy iiiaiiag*iiwut teitiatie**.)

In addition, the teqtiirvnaBt in

aacdon U3(c) of a statement of T

and putpoae for the rul* should b* -

raviaed to requite a "laaeaiied

atatament" >»
(deletiBg th*

"condaan***" proviaien), adiicfa

ladudaa a tespnnae to signlflont Issties

raised in th* public oaaimanta.n Tbaa*

rhsngss are A>sigi>*d to codify tt>*

salutary aspads of th* caaalaw on

rulemaking, dlacouraga iBSubatanttol

arguments and ob)ectiBns on review,
'

and stem the tendency to require

tr.-vinnorih>
Aoniiiiimovv CouHwm oe nvpoMlfl nedta* Ib

rMnmilD<iBW<lfa»lafai»«l>iitwMHin
PiOTldoM of ibt A^>iai<ntl«* Pasadun Ad,'* I

Cn 310.7 (pn. il

wSw SoM* IknUnaf Cbfp. V. IM. SM F.Sd *«*,
ess lia Or. te7«l. ia witlcta ibt >a OcbU

" ammxi USA Inc. i. MtOC M7 US. S17
(1«*4).

o Motor VMicit Mmu/bouran Am-n >. SH»
Faim UuUial AuloatabiJe bimimnct Co, *%H>S.
2SU9«3l(SUI*Fum).

pntkalariy lb* OlC Cbott. Soa SImO Ol/ Qi. T.

B>A. S90 FJd 741 (D.C Or. tsei): eerottaul
UmtoK. IMt^ AMMo.Ammpoe»ni Aa. tttflmmt
mHmnafAmmtcmw.OSHA.t»rji\*W{nC
Oi. ISSlI: Aawku llidlcel Ownrllwi. Sa7 PJd
7«o (Tib cii. nesi: midct. usvx n* rjd iim
(Id dr. I*a7t; UnHtitinli iiitw». tckm/tm
mml Cbtp. aia P.U IM ISdi Ck. isar): .MiHmf
Hk* Midki CaelMon >. /CC rtl PJ4 1*1* Red
CIr. isae): ChnWoM Mfts. itali *. Bloct. 7«S PJ4
IDS* (41k Or. ISSSl
 SUHnal fT.npn a. n. K
>SIM* Pwm, unn B. tt. 4*1 tU.j> *r (iMdat

CraoaoraoMon TWUMon Om^ «.KC 4*4 PJd
S41. SSI (OC Ck. I*7e».

«r.fiipaa.si.«1S.

ddttiOBaLi
lustificaUaas.
Anothsr soBg^iveniiM change in the

Ad to eUminatian of aecboo S53(aK2)'a

aMemptkei from Botfce^BO^OBunent
prucndurea fiormenan sasatlng to

"pubUc.jRiIMrty, toaii*. paol*, h*Baata,
or ooBtrad*," A* th* CoafHine*

temyiiMda«**tfy**H»».lhto
"praoffiatiiy anmptkMi** to *&
BBcfcronl—^Th*>wmptkBfar -

In aedian SS3(aMl) should be omtowwI
ao that all bat aacrst aapeda ofthoaa
fuadiea*«* apan to puhUc oaaimaDt»

[Initiative*,fa(*maf infancy 1

Rulamakiiig to not toM a ptodud of

ewtetnal oooaMnls. The agsncy'* own
praoaaaae far d***Iopina tutoa and

'

lawiawing than intarnafly affKI the

rulaniaktiig iBviioBaiaBt Thu*. agaocy
m«nag*m*nt inittotlea* c*a haee a

eignlnfant impad ob na afiMtlvsnaaa .

JdafHcienqrof rtilanMHiig Tha
'laauateraf'-

itakato

impra«a their inlamal praoaaaae.
Senior MHicy atoS tbould davi

itoaati
andtracki
initiativ

involve tha pwaidantlal uianighl antHy
in the rulamaking praoaaa aa emy aa

fsaaibla. in ordar to reach afleaoant on
A*

•tjiiflranra frf nils* in liie

davelopnaotal stage, to provide yaeter
ooocdinatioa. aitd to spaad Bnal
otersight review. Agtnd** ahould also

review their aodatlng *yataBi4 for

developing and laviawiag n%)i]atioBa,
todatasmine erhara prohtoma and
bottlenecks are oooBTing. They ahould
eeek to achiava aot* npid iatamal
deeranoa* of ptopoaed and final rule*,

and to davalop laaionad ana lyse* " and

reiponae* to «»jniB/»iit isauaa raiaod in

public ooauBont*. Thev ihonld alao take

(tep* to m*n*ge the nuemaking flto (and
eetodeted r*qne*ts for aooae* to it).u

PnnihtAPA
1 o* saa.a*-e (leni.

»Sot CoolaaiMi RaceBSMedttka 7).^
IHMlnaHne Bflba villain «rPiiiilaa Alhlii
PaacUaa' baapdas tan APA tahnkl^
laqaliMmm,' 1 CPK S*S.7S-* (tSSU.

»SaaCoatiWB«a»iriaaeiiailiilna*7-i.
-PitotiT SaMai led MieaiHaai of *8laaukli«
kjr tha OneMlaealWMy 4ad HaMh
AdmlBlaBadaa," t OR SSaar-l (ISai).

"SoaCuiihiMraliiH—hllia**-*.
-.A«MCT PiaeadMS hr Plrfgniai aafalamy
Aaahnk oflalaa. I OI MSJ*-* (IseUi
Cooinaei aaaaaaBaadMlaB «*-7. -VaioaUaa al

HiiiaaaUhl»en»la«aj nii.liti—i>lin,'lCFH
lSSJ*-7 (l*ai|.

CoopMiriaad aeeaa Aaald ba aada avyiabla.

BfafmUy la a aaliam lyiMB |D«WBBaM-w<d>.
»aaCuuhmnjiaiimeiwilillin**-te.Tador«l
AfHEy ttw afCoapMn la AaeaMK and

tolMiIng loionaiiaiB,- 1 Ot. iaa.aa-* (lesil.
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Agandw ihouU alao aiiuuler

innovativa mathoda far davalopiag and

gettiog public input oo nilaa. Agandat
houM uaa adviaoy or oflBotiataid

rulemaking fiwnmlwaaa whaia

approphata to imprava tba quality and

acoeptabUity of lulaa.** Iliay ihould
also conaidaT tha uaa of "diiact final"

rulamaldna whara apprapciata to

aliminata doubla rariaw of . .

noncontrovanial nilaa. Direct final

nilamaking involvaa iaauiag a rule for

notice and mmmant. with an

accompanying explanation that if tha

agency noaiva* no notice during the

comment period that any paraon intasda

to file an adverae comment, the rule wiD
become efi^ve 30 dajrt (or Mma
longer period) altar tha comment period
closet.

Recommendation

To improve tha environment for

agency legislative rulemaking, the

Prasiclent. Congress, and the courts

should take steps to eliminate undue
burdens on agency legislative

rulemaking: Congress should update the

Administrative Procedure Act's

rulemaking proviaioDs: and agendea
should review their internal rulemaking
environment and. vrhare appropriate,

implement internal management
initiatives aimed at improving the

effectiveness and effidancy of their

efTorta.

/. Presidential Oversight" of

Rulemaking
A. The President's program for

coordination and review of agency rules

should be set forth in a directive that is

reviewed periodically. The program
should be sensitive to the burdens being

impoaed on the rulemaking process, and

implementation of the program should
ensure that it does not unduly delay or

constrain rulemaking The President

should consider the cumulative impact
of existing analytical requirements on
the rulemaking prooata before

continuing theaa raquiremants or

imposing naw anas.>*

u'-Wrttuo-lnclttdH^

MAny aOT«im«»«Ui polScT ooaoamiaf tki

iBtlKiioak

with tbair ua w psn of itai prooM e( iHaotiaHd

MTbancoBBsedBlkasoaotaioad Ib thlanctka

•ppty to ovwtlfhl of taotb vacutlv* and
iiwMpiMkPt usiM'to Tbt riw*fa.Mi#* hM
p—L—.i-  ^—.,.—,j-i ti.^

I
II II 1 —1—

of niliBsUai spptr to Ika ladapaodtM aandas to

ih« MiiM imnt It tpfllM In Itw nilmnHni irf Ihi

Exacutl** Bnacb daputaatitts ud agaoclM. Sm
Ci»iK«ac» lUcoaBMDditlae aa-a. "Piwdmiisl
ll«TlK> o(A(BCT RniiBiUat.' 1 cm MS-ta-a
(isaj).

Tb* iifm 'ptMlitailil iiiMilalii mty.'* • iiMd
Ixraiii. I> tfcat pM of Ik* lacativ* Oflka o( Iht

B. Tha Preaideat's diiacUva. aa %vaU aa
-the

aKplanatisDs proWdad and tha

prooaduiaa foUowad by tha prtaidaatial

ovaialght entity, .dbould. tnaottr aa

ptacticabla:
1. ftomuta dialogue and aaardtbatiao

batwean tha oaanight anttty and
lalamaHng agaudaa in tha early
litsiilini ilhai iinl aalai Itiai i4 iiilaa

wai '

iaallin appUcltoBaltiia larlaar

>. Sal forth tba Talavaat analyttca]

ivquifaaMDta thst ifaa-avaBigpt aAtity
AouM a^ly to agMcy rakaaUag. and
provida intarpralhre guidance leaadal

aganrtai In ooniplylag arflhlhaaa

frfHiliwmanty;
?. Bimira appropriala aoqiodidoD and

I in the prooaaa, In apoordanoaopennaaai
with Cat>faranoa"lUnanmand«tlap ta-9:

4. Support a pracaaa far planning
agulatmy intttnieM gai «»«^Ki«g txiit

davelopmant; and
5. Eooouragt and aapport ^incy

efforts to use conaansual ptocaases such
as nagotiaiad nilamaking.

n. Congressional Structuring of

RuJemaking

A. SacdoB SSS of title 5. Uoilad Slataa

Coda, which aatablishad tha framawork
far legislative nilamaklny. baa operated
moat effidently when not ancmnbaiBd .

by addidoaal prooadural raqulianmitt.
Congrats generally ahould nfrein from

oaating pragiam-apedflc mlemaking

procaduraa
or analytical laquiiWMtitt

beyond thoee raqubed by the APA.
When Coogreat dalanninea that

additional pnicadurea beyond tfaoaa

raqtiired by aacdoo S53 air ]uati8ad by
the future of a particular program, tuch

procaduraa ihould be faevaad ob
identified problamt and. where

poaaibla. adopted incremafltaUy or after

experimentation.'* In addition, Coograat
ahould repeal fannal ("on-tba-raoord")
or other ad|udl<«tl*a fad-Oadlng
procaduraa in nilamaking In any
existing ttatutaa mandating such

procedures.
>*

pncadm lor VA ralntkiit tiM tes ilpdflaai
•osoomk oad ooHfolMte oOkm. Soo «X U.a£.

I Ttar (S ie7 of tkoCka Ak AdV to^loe^
AddlUoa 10 MaUoo lad Iko OpaonaaMyigrCo—« la Imlmmil aoliiBi^- 1 CTB »a«.?t-
t (lawl. wtkb Minn null noncy flmwiliiii
wtiB woofnl pieooaMno DoyOBO itaBpIo eotfEO

nondstod oao of cfooo^aoalaaUaa oad othor

B. In general. Conpaei du>uld not

legislate tfane llmita on relamaklBg. but
should inalaad rely OB tudldal «

anfercament of prompt egaocy artinn
under $ 708(1) of Iha APA.» Howavar.
if Coapaat delaimiaaa that a daadUna ia

apprepriata, it alae should anaure thai
the agaacy hat tulBdant reaouroat to

aupport the raquliad ntlamaking aOatt

wllhaiil-dlalerttaid Ike apncy't other

regulatory fimctiana. IfCwyaas faithK
datanninaa that a default nJe la

 acaaaiiy whaia an agicy doea not
meal a deadline, ft tfaould spedN tha
farms of that rule and. In particular,
ahould not impoaa 'Yagulaterr
hammara" that would cauae the
agancy'a piupuaej rulaa to take eSset

autosnatically.
C rnnQiaes should rtconsider th»

need for continuing statutory analytical

laquiiameots that niraaillata broadly
applicable analyaea or action to addnaa
laiTowlT-facuaed iamaa.* If CoBgreaa
nooathMeaa datenninat that tuch

aoaljrtical raquiremants art nacaeaaiy,
Cangraaa should Aructnre Ifa

laquirHNntt more narrowly (e.g., by
fwnWnlng their apphcatian to tha moat

rulaa or to rulea Hkaly to ba
by the stated conoetn).

UL Timing and Scope offudidd] Aavfaar

Caanaa and Iha coorti generally
tfaould be tenaitifB to tha impact of

ludidal ravfaw «n ageocv rulemaking
and tfaould teak to aimplify, clarify, and
hamoniae provisions for-fudldal
lavtow of rulaa.

A. Congraat and tha Courts;

fai delmmining whether

prtanfatcemant dialleiigtt to rulet are

appropriate, oourta have traditionally
evaluated "both tha fitnaat of tha iaauaa

far judicial dedaion andthe hardship to

the partlaa of withholding iu
catiaidei«tion."«i Adherence to thit

alaadard banafitt both aganriaa and
Ihoaa afiaded by agency rulet. Congreei

Mfln HfBol praoodmo noy bo fDorapfioio foe

mmoklat boood OS ;oRy4«loiod ioca. Soo Uoiiod
aaSH T. noridi bM Com t*. 4ia U.S. 224 (itn).

Coapwo aoy oloo «>fib to conMir wboihor Uoo
nDol b^iertd praooooooBoy bo OMiul In iiiiooilo

>Tklo lo aoe coonoalae ifco lo|IUaMcy of

coeirHoleBol dlncUm ! iWo nivd. b«t OB ibr
knanctlcoUiy. Ob tho oihir bond. tfBcj <olf-

iMOVIDLt

-IlHM UaHi aa AaiBcy AcUoB.- 1 (Tit laaja-
tdtati.
•Soo. a^ Ika avotaaofy noiftUMT Act of Ittft.

Tbo Ooolmaoo Kkoo BO paotUoa OB Ibo xiboUBdoa
looMoihoAgiootofDid iliMi iaoofa ot pnoiMfc

rakaaUat. Soo.a^
rvi. -Hyfirtd tatooMUai Piactdaao of tho

Fodiool T>«do CnaiBilMlM,' I (71 Mar»-1
<»aaM.tWO0Bhiwio<winlM baaoia. 4trtLS.«i«aL
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guiarally ibould •utbociat and ceuru
should ^ow nnMifiMiMiwiil rhrihng—
wfa«n tha Miaiiiiilntl** raoard i* a
fuffici«Dt bMia $ar MMMaatlw laauaa.

Tfaui. iiiiiMitiiimiiMir rhalMngMW a

nila b«Md on tha pnoadana uaad in tba

fulamaHi^ or on tha iMtad

•ubatantiva invalidity of Ih* luk.
howavar U would ba appUad, ihould

nomally ba panDinad.t3aiBB of

Bibftaotiva invalidity wouid ioduda
facial dullanaM baaad OB aUtutOfy or

conatitutionarywmda.m aialiin tho

inadaouaqr of tha factt or laatooing

undglying tha nila. rhalltinwii to a nila

on tbo DMi* Ibat tha nila rai^ bo

appliod in a particular way ibould

Doimally ba dsfanad until Iba

applicabon •aena likaly or baa

fxxuired.

B. Con^Tass

1. Congraat tbould ba cautiouc in

mandating timo-limitad praanfucanent
review coupled with prschision of

review at tiie enforcement (taga, and
should rely on time limit* only in tba

situations and conditions specified in

Raoommeodatian S2-7.0 Coograaaional
time limits on praanfoioament review

should be undentood to bar later

challenges in the anfbrcament oontaxt

only to the extent spedEed by Congres*.
Where Congraas mandataa a tima limit

«n preenforoemant raviow, it generally
should

specify
that such review bo

requested within 90 days of the issuance

of the rule.o It should also provide that

praenforcement review cases be diractlv

reviewable in the courts of
appeals,

and
thst s stay or partial slay of the rule's

eOiBctiveDess ordinarily ba issued only
on the demonstratian of likelihood of

success on the merits and the
praapoct

of significant private hann if tba nila is

peimitted to take afiisct

2. The standards set out in S 706(2)(A)
of tba APA> Micial review provisioiw
should apply

In all cases involving
review of rules.

Specifically, Confess
should not

piovias
for tbo uaa of the

"substantial avidenca" taai for agaocy
rulaa. It should coofona avlsting
statutes to this standard by daMiig Iba

use of the "subatantial avidanoa" tasi for

raviaw of agency lulaa,

C Courts

1. In articulating tba dodrinas used in

thajudicial loviaw of ntlMMking,
reviewing couita abould BMra dearty
haimoniza the deiiBontial Chevron
doctrine, appliod in reviewing agency
interpratatian of its statutory aumoiity.

with the "hard look" AodiiDe. need in

SKanining on aovKy'a ftttlififlertflii far

ita rule. Coiula, in appiytDg tbaaa

dodrinaa, should lecomiao that faodi

Iba Chavraa aad iMRneok" tastt caU
for a aaarching review ofttamge of

fscton or pamiaa&iio cboioaa Ittil may
ba oaaaidafod by tba vgmrj, and

ea^Biie dafavsice lo wf/ocf apphritioo
of tbeee iaclan oaoe tbey anMown to

be legally appnipfMo.
2. Whaa ie» iewiag an agaaey'*

eoiplaaatiaB far Ma rate, eoarta aboubl
omsidar Ibe coDlsxt of tbeesllre

procBoding and mwreni tbameelvee

prindpally
with wfaelber tbe egaaqr'a

overall explaaatiaa and analyita is

iMaoneble. including il* leeponaa to tbo

ai^iiflcant iaauea laiaed in public
OOmBMBlS.

3. In reviewing ^allengaa 10 agency
nilea, courts sbookl. to tba oHMol
fhosihle and after taking into accoont the

•fiad of the dedstaa as efiscted

persons not befoso tbe oooit, ooodder
(a) Whether any portion of a rale

unaffected by e finding of illagalitv

should remain in full Rare and efrect;

^) which poitiopa of the cballengad
rule, if any, are to ba eel aaida, eaeolad.

stayed, or otbarwiae efiscted by tbe

court's derision in a eaee; end (c) tbe

asitaat to vrUcb Iba oouit'a maDdele
should apply lelruoaively.

4. Courts should continue, wbete

appropriate, to onsisldor wbotbar agency
acdoo in a rulemaking ia "OBroeaonably

delayed."**

/v. AinendiDa>t* to the APA '$

Le^tlative Buleaiaking PrnvUioas

Cooyesa sbonU update the APA and
ebminate outmoded usovisicna. It

sbould codify oooit narlstnns Ibel have
incrsaaed the efbcliveneea of pobbc
partidpetiao in Iba lutemaking process.
In particular, Congraaa should consider

amending secUon S53 oftbe APA to:

A. Eliminate tbe exemption
(S 553(s)(2)) for rules relating to pubUc
property, loans, grants, benefits or

ooDtracts, and delete Iba eaeaaptioo

($ $S3(a)(l)) of military and foreign
afEiirs matters, except for secret

tuttam"

ATA
itntasje-aiieaii.
IsbBOTS-S.

APAHatan^iat
1^ iat.rs-s hsai). Tkt iMiw

lAPA'S
Iw—01 jililnlinw lb»

>dlci*l RntM •( Itala in

rraondiaft.- 1OH iaa.a>-r (isai).

• ikeaU UkMrtn iotmImSs^GoaaKM
>«nfaretaaan far eoaigiBlty wUh tkk ipfiaach.

B. Specify a nenmsiit period of "no
fcwer than 30 dayo~ (S$S3(c)).«

jmvidad that a gBod canaa provision ,

allowing sbortar cooBenl periods or no

codify tbe docMae hoidiM that e
secood itHuid os nulioe end cosmnent is

not quired if tba final rale is s "logical

outgrowth** of tbe notiued propoeed
rule:

C Roquire eetahHshntspt of a pobBc
rulemaking Me beginatag ao leter tbasi

tbe dole OB wbicb en agency pobbsbea
en edfeiice ntAuM of propoeed
rulemeMng or notice of piupueed
nihaiiaHng. whichever is earfiar.

D. Raatale tbe "condae" statemenl of

beab and purpoae requirement (S SS3<c))

by codifying existing doctrine tbet e rule

must be suppocted if a "fseemsd
statement," and that such statement

leapcpd to Iba sfyUBoant issues raiaed

in^bHc comments.
To the e^deni peiiuHied by law,

agendes should adopt these proposed
poUdes pending Congresslaoal action.

V. Agency Uoaafeaiatttaibativm
oraer TO uupiuve um« mimiiai

mlemaking euviiuumenls, a^ndas
abould develop menagasDaot tedmiques
to ensure effldent end effsdive

adminislratiaa of rulemaking. Such

tedmiquee sbould indude:
A. Systemstically aetting priorities at

the hi^iest agency levels and tracking

rulemaking initialivea, Inrhtding

Identifying dearly who has the

authority to ensure that agencv
schedules snd

policies
are folIo«»ed;

B. Coonlinating with tbe presidential

ovenrighl entify on the identification of

rules warranting review as aarfy in tba

process as is feasible, and establishing
intomal review procedures st the

highest levels to ensure compliance
with presidential analytical

requirements;C Reviewl. Reviewing the agency's existing

system for developing and reviewing

regulations, to determine where

problems and bottlenecks sra oocurriog,
and to improve and streamline the

process;
O. Achieving timely iatamal

ileal sines of propoeed
and final rules,

using, vriiere fsaaible, pubUdy
ennounced schedules for particular

lulwiiiakfTig proceedings;
E. Manigifig nilemaking filae. so that

f»^y<Hi»if diadoaura to tbe pobUc is

achieved during the ceoaient period
and so that a uaable and reliable file is

available far purpoees of (udidal
review. Tbe rulemaking file sbould.

wae* (•«•kMacm k Ik* tama a(

•IMMiwfc^peUcy.'-

B w • miminum.
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insofar ai feasible, include (1) all

notices pertaining to the rulemaking. (2)

copies or an index of all written <'

factual material, ttudiee, and reports

substantially relied on or seriously
consideied by agency personnel in

formulating the proposed or final rule

(except insofor as disclocure is

prohibited by law). (3) all written

comments submitted to the agency, and

(4) any other material recjuired by
statute, executive order, or agency rule

to be made public in connection with

the rulemaking.'*
F. Making use. where appropriate, of

negotiated rulemaking and advisory
committees:

C. Considering iimovative methods
for reducing the time required to

develop final rules without eliminating
the opportunity for consideration and

comment;
H. Taking steps to ensure that

proposed rules are acted on in a

reasonably timely manner or

withdrawn; and
L Evaluating and reconsidering

existing rules and initiating
amendments and repeals where

appropriate.

ReconimendatioD 93-S Procedures for

Regulation of Pesticide*.

The Enviroimiental Protection Agency
oannot accomplish its substantive

mission in regulating pesticides without

change and improvement in the

Agency's regulatory procedures. The
Conference recommends the adoption of

a more coordinated and strategic

procedural frameworit for the Federal

Insecticide. Fungicide, and Rodentidde
Act CFIFRA"). EPA needs procedures
that create multiple and reinforcing
incentives for regulatory compliance by
registrants, for timely and accurate

decisionmaking by EPA. and for

effective public participation.

The Reregistration Process

The reregistration of existing

pesticides under contemporary risk

assessment standartls, and the removal

of unacceptable pettiddes from the

marketplace, are example* where

procedures can hinder the agency's

prospects for success in its substantive

mission. Reregistration of existing
'

pestiddes, which Congress originally
directed to be completed by 1976.

became sufficiently delayed so that

Congress in 1988 amended FIFRA

«*"Writt«n** tadudM docuiiMntf is •Itctronic

form.

^•SMCanhniici Sumnnit 17. l CFK 310.7

(1993). "Vi«w« of tb« Adminljtntlvt Conknoa on

Proposals Ponding In Congrvu to Anwnd th«

Infomul RuUnuklnf Provltloiu of tht

AdmfBiMfatfv« Procadur* Ad."

spedfically to force the completion of

reregistration by 1998. Yet subeequent
delays in the reregistration process may
cause EPA to miss this consressioiial
>i«.rfim« To some extant, the delay may
reflect the underlying difficulty and
lasource-intensivene** of the risk

assessment enterpri** with wfaidi EPA
has bMD cfaaigea. Then ire ioiim

SOMO partdd* producu that are

separately formulated from 642
idantiflea active iagredients. Although
EPA haa tiiad to

ai^edita
tts tt*k by

focusing reregistration on •nna 402
"cases" (compoaad of single or lelated

active ingredients), each en* can

require evaluabon of 100-150 aeparate
tudie*. every one of which may poaa
further questions of ?dantific pratoisl .

and iatarpretation. It may be that B>A'*
Office of Peetidde Prognuns need* more

personnel to match its regulatory task.

Whatever the case for additional

resources (a question not addressed by
the Conference), there is a mora basic

need for timely and adequate data from

registrants—aU else in the reregistration

process depends on this. Yet the

reragistiatioD process doe* not now
provide niffident procedural incentive*

to encourage *ubim*«ion of timely and

adequate data. In general, because

registrants continue to market their

products during reregistration. they
nave little to loee by regulatory
dedsioiu that are reached later rather

than •ooner. Although the 1988 FIFRA
Amendment* require registrants to

identify data gaps, and commit to fill

them, the 1988 Amendments do not

provide the agency with suffident tools

to police tardy or inadequate data

submissitms
As to tardina**, the 1988

Amendment* authorised the agency to

suspend registrations of those

regbtrants that hil to submit data. But
EPA must first provide nonsubmitters
with 30-days' notice in response to

which registrants can demand a limited

hearing (which must be held within 75

days): tfaia 1988 Amendments further

provide that registrants suspended for

not submitting data can have their

remstrations "reinstated" upon
submission of the data. Soma
registrants, ironically, have used these

suspension procedure* a* a mean* of

«**«'"i»fl panahy-fraa and **U-a«varded

extensions of time. In the 7 months
belweeti August 1001 and February
1992, for example, EPA found it

necessary to issue 70 Notice* of Intent

to Suspend for nonsubmittal of data, yet
in the maiority of theee instances (53)

tha registrants merely suhmittad their

data prior to exhausting their procedural

rights and were no worse off for having
missed their deadline*. To cjeata an

additional diainoentive for untimely
data submisaions It is neoesaary to

latanass coetly to the registrant To this

end.-the Confersoce lecoauMods that

Congiea* authoriae EPA to impoea dvil

money panaltia* for untimely data.
A* to tha adequacy of data. EPA niay

now have tha thaotatical (but untaetad
in court) capacity to (uspnid or cancel
Iha ragtstntioB of thoaa paitidda* for

which inadequate data have been
(utanittad. However, the mere common

lesponae
to inadaquala data i* a "data

call-in," ihraogh which tba agency
demand* that studiaa be radcme—a
source of additional dalay that the

agsocy has identified a* significant
Evan with respect to its highest priority

Cdde*.
>A ha* in the recent past

d SO percent of studia* to be either

inadaquala. "upgradable''
or otherwise

requiring (upplementation. Although
the ton of redoing ctudia* should

provide some inceotive for registrants to

ensure that their ctudie* meet EPA'i

quality
criteria, it doe* not «aem to

provide
a auffidant incentive. In

isime** to some regietiants, there i*

evidence that EPA itaelf may be

partially to blame far the high rate* of
data rejection. In 1002, an iatainal

agency review found that

iniainterpretation of data requirement*
and poor guidance from Q>A ca*e

managers were in pari responsible for

the inadequacy of data submissions. The
Conference therefoce raconunends that

EPA promulgate and communicate dear
data standards and guidance on the data

expected from regiments. To help
prevent the submission of inadequate
data even after suffidently clear aaency
guidance has been given, the Connrence
recommend* that Congreas authorize

EPA to levy administntive dvil money
penalties upon registrants submitting
data that feil to meet previously
annouitoed standards. This wiU not only
oraale incentives for registrants to take

the extra steps necessary to ensure the

adequacy of their submittals, but it «viU

also oeata incentive* for the agency to

make dear it* expectationa.
Whatever the additional tactical

advantages that tha agency may gain by
improving its own ability to enforce

data timeliness and adequacy, tha s))eer

number of studies and the innumerable
dedsions requiring agency discretion

suggest that more global iacentivaa are

needed to ensure that registrant*
themielves have a stake in timely and

adequate data. The danger is that the

leregistraUon proces* now ha* become,
even with the met of intentions, an

analytical treadmill puweied by the

rhythms of data call-ins. subsequent

requests for data waivers and time

extensions, submiaaion of data that do
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Bol alway* meet EPA't Maodudt ior

adequacy, and ftutberdataeaU-ina that

leeUft tha taqiMnoe. Tbe CooiifeDoa
ballevae tbat the unique daaMDda ofthe

reragictratjon prooaaa (uatUy

congnwaional coosidaietiaa of a

"hammer" praviaiao that would

legialatively impoae an autonatic

Buapouion of all "Uat A" paatiddaB
(thoae high-priority pestiddea to which
there is greataat human axpecuia)

far

vrhich there are (tiU lignlllcant data

gaps within the legittraot'f oontnd, and
of which the regittrant is aware—«ub)act
to a provision for a registrant to petition
for reinstatamenL Sucb a ptovlsian
would not only provide an ovarardbing
incentive for registrants to fevor the

oompletioD ret^ than poatpcmemeDt of

their date obligatioas, but it would also

better align the fereglstiatlon proceaa
with FIFRA's central procedural

presumption—that. In the Caoe of

uncertainty, applicants (especial^
thoae

seeking to reregister pesdddes with
extensive human

axpoaure)
should bear

the burden of proof in establishing that

their pestiddea do not pose
unreasonable risks.

Suspension and Cancellation Hearings

Apart from improvements in the

raregistntioo process, the ConfafaDca

urges Congress to substitute a relatively
infoimal oedsinnmaklng piooaaa for the

formal ad)udicalaty haerinns that

registrants can now demand in

cancellation and suspensifla mettars. In

the past, formal hsariags undw FffRA
have averaged 14M)0 day* to ooaaplala.
These heaKr>gs can diractlyImpow oo
EPA siMiifiraiit lasamiia oaets snd can
also inoiiectly discourage the eyncy
from aggrvaalve pteheering lisgiitielluiii

with rsgistianu (lest the rsgisttant "take

EPA to bearing"), it is not surprising
that EPA has long sought ahamativas to

canoellatioo hearings. For years, it

sought to idsntify piuMem peatiddaa for

heighleoad leguktory attanllon in a

"Spedal Review" pfooeaa. There is little

need for prooeduial lomality la tliaaa

types of deddoBa. At iasue ia Boal
cancellation and suspensioB
prooaedingi are adentiflc data

oonceming ris^and henaflli^ ffiapvlaa
over which can ganarally be well-

ventilated when>A givea tegistianta
detailed raeaons for the menry's actiena

and than providaa registrants with
sufBdent time to file laapooslse written

comments and supporting
documentation. For tkoee ceaaa ivhen
oral testimany or r inea anamination ia

iusUfiad. the benefits af more formal

procedures can be preaerved by
providing registrants an opportunity to

show cause why such proosduree are

wananted. Accordiagly, the Coiifamoe

> deaumstrahlv pratodicad by the
ihae.

feoommends that Congress pattsR
oanoallation and suspeniian
proceedings on e besic notice-aad-

oommant mooei. with more Mtiual

piaoedurea
availshle only if a party will

be daaumstrahlv
I

informal prooaoB

fohrii'm a»d Fham Jow Pnoetdaim

Ahhoudi the rangisiratien prooaaa
and adfooicelary haaringi are the moat
viaibia aspacia of peatidde ragnlaban hi

need ofnfooaduiM liinamaiiwBl . they
are not tlta only plaoaa wfaara

4»ooadunl reforai ia important Since
the late 1980'a, EPA haa in fod ao«i|^t
to reduce the risks of pestiddee through
private negotiations vrith legislnnts
orver label changea that impoae
lestrictiana on uae. Such legolatory
action baa the potential to attain interim

risk-roductfon quicUy when warranted

by available data, without going through
the cumbaraome Special Review and
cancellation procedurea, even when
complete rategistretion mey still be

yean eway. But there are alio

disadvaniagea to relying so heevUy on

private negotletlona witn registrants—
chiefamong tham the lack«
paitidpation among the varloua

intareated pubUca in crafting label

changea. b the eerly lOSO's, similar
. conoem about privately negotiated
Spedal Review and pre-Spodal-Review
decisions seriously UDdetmiao^ the

egency's credibility and skmed
nguletory piugieaa. b 19SS, EPA

. aoeptad -proosouns toopan tka door fo

ord^tha phass down of existing

pestiddea when there are available
for^

uae safar. eOsctive pest managsmant -

products or practicaa.' Empowering the

agsBcy to develop aa iaforinal phase
dowB meciianiam.would have aeveial

procadural advantagii First, ordering
tlw» pK««« Aumim oTmi

»»i^iij [.atiWA.
-en relative risk poonda erill cauaa laaa

atigmatizatioa oiaa existing produd
than wtmld a cannallallon proceeding
baaed on the traditioaal.iBora abaohitisi

*^mnaaoiiable lisk** (u^^ent Second,

phase down procedurea provide for an
lacremeatal style ofdedsionmaking b
which EPA'a reasoned (udgmsnts about

compantive risk can be teited and
reevsluatad without making irreverdble

dedaiims about existing paatiddaa b
canoallatian proceedings. Fbally.
phase-dovm procedurea baaed on
relative risk can reinforce and btegrate
EPA's pestirlde programs uadar PIFRA
with other fodanl anvironmantal

programs.

the public b thoae prooeaaea.1 Tlta

Gonlarence lernmnanda that EPA
adopt

analogous procedurea to regularlxa ana

open the agencv'a negotiated label

program. In adoltian. because label

.dtanges are effsdiva b radndng riak

only if Umv are actually impleaisnted b
the Bold, the Contneaoa teoognaandi

prooedutee to bdlitate laedback from

registrants, pestidde usaia. aad all other

interested persona on the eDsclive&ass

or taeflsctiveaees of the iaterim risk-

reduction nMesuies Q^A baa adopted.
Moreover, the Coanreaoa racoounends
that EPA'a OAoa Of Paitldde Programa
(OPP) eatabUah regular dwnnele M
oommunicatioo with EPA's OtBce of

BafoaoaoMnt aad r*j"*ipMiiiiPt Aaaurvnca
to iafam that eOoeof ell label changes
aad ofany material iafonnflaon

teoeived by OPP on aoncomplianca
'With such changes.
XYm Canfaranoa alao mgas Congress to

consider prtrriding EPA with e new
 

pieueduiel device daslyred to

ecoommodsle e sefer pestiddes poHcy:
Tke ability by informal procedures to

1 Adequoey and riaieUnaM c/Oala

A. B>A should adopt, wliierea
-

posafl>le, tulea setting deer standatda

In pestidde reregistnlion data and
tbould communicate thoee standards to

, Congreaa dtould authoriaa EPA to

impoae administrative dvil monajr
penehies on registrants for the failure to

eabndt 4ala by ear eppticebie deadline,
er far aubaritting oata feven if timely)
<hatda«it eanply wMhJha data

etandarda adopted by EPA.*C Cniigieas sheuld nrnslilsr iMpoaing
an aotomatic suspansien of "nst A"
lUgh priority) pestiddes far whidi
than still samala. by a data to be ael by
Cnngress. previously

IdeatiBed aad

significant gaps b data vritUn the

registrant's control, and of which the

registrant is on notice. Once suspended,
pestiddes could be reinstated through a

petition proceaa.

a Xn/baaof Aooeduras

A. Oongreaa ibeuld riimiaata the

provisiaas b FIFRA allowiag for formal

ed)udlcalary bwrinni ta
.

suspeasion or caacMlatian actioaa and
ahould provide inalaad an (nfaimal

prucadure. iadading aotioe b the

•40OK ranis*.

inmLoft^ tach * i»>iui»l i  afUHtt.

fanMlttlMI"""" SmCaaluma
a wilMlrie «a-l -tin e( ATA Tomtl
PioMdMM In Chril Ma—y tmaUtj rnif««rttnp ;

'

M FK «S40e (Allf. », ISS9).
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ra^Hmrtind lAm cff^M ipccSfic

ground* on which EPA ban* lu

pnpomdmOimmtmUkmfmwUatm
rsatonabl* oppoMaolty«B*MfMm
commenti and daU. Ckilf tf« yilj «U!
be damonstrably pn^udicad by Iha
wTittan notioa and-aawupatawoaaa
should tbaagaocr'ba nyiicad tecnai
tha right to lotroducs oral tiwtlmonjr «r
to (ubpoana and croca-cxmdm
wtai

provUimfiPAthai
phawi—ia«i»—fa

paatiddal
and-comin«Dt pa
considan fuch bctort as tba relativa

nsks and vnwWsQV BM paMicioaA
issua whan comparad iirith titanaMv*

pest management productsaad

practioe*.

m. PublicfmUcifatium

A. EPA shoald TignlaiizB and open
or biTMOvjiwjuc pvtlciptfSoo ib
inionml piucaauiaa Tor SLuiwiag
interim lis leuuLllon vuxmffi pesticraa
label dniQKi SPA ilBnM infcra tfM

p^faAic. SiiJiAii^ a ^dstd Vagialv
notice.vAm it \ tMiaimutea juli ate IdicA

nagoKSatiuu with Ta^atnntx. ^PA
should riiuuilaneuusiy open a '

"negotiation fcdBr kilo <

'

comments they talleeebI^ be
relevant, farf— iiilialiuu hf SPA <

tilt I J
. - -

If.aftari

EPA pniwaaa a lAaldmpk It 1

publiihai
in the Fs

'

pvHICflB<
COI

concise.

prapaaB^UaTB
including a

aspects ^tka

B. AMartMditaB*
sho^
availability of a "cDm~pli^ce4adM.**f»—y top^itw
ineffuLUsiBMofl
measures. '- tf liiiia BTI'tTMiniaf
Pesticide l>>iqgcBa* 40Ff>) ahauid
camaaaiGBta ta£PA'«CiaGS af
EnforaanaDtand GcMsliaaca AaaBi^Ke
the adoixtaabjr oiPafl^alt^ai^a
and anyaataiM iakfaatiaa jeoaiMd
by OFF in iu caB^kance AskaL

STATIMENT OF THE ADMIMBnUCTlWt

The foBmifag Tuiuub Aaiauietf ^vas

adopted by nie Assembly trftfaa

AdministrativeCDDfamceon DBcember
9,1993:

witB

%Vilh Causal Id Acsacy r

in recent years, Coogieas hasa
aaiwtlnns t» aa Ini iaatl^1| wiimn^^
«f ragalalory violatian^ CMida( bdatal
administrative asaoclea ta^aoame
involved mora imlttiHly In

towiit<M«l«»iitiM>iiil«»€isflar ..

crimintf praaacutiaa. Hia

comp1a«ad a study that a^plocat tha

let^ ofaaA aern tkooahv.
las have, by mk or

I the agency and a paraoB
compelled la appear bafaralkeaBHEf
ia audi InvetegaOoas.
^Ae Afltiwuwtffrt^e ^TaoaoofenA^
^^« prev4*a*at-W ]

cmyeHed to appearte ^

agency ar iu>iiuiautaU»e<haiarf ia
entitled to beaci
and advised^ CDCBMei «r. If 1

by the agency, by athar^
tepreaentatlea. A patjr ia «

appear ia yasaoa vfef ar«Mi I

orothar^aly^
anagaacyyifii
refenaca %e oamaal ia ifeaAPA I

a Bi^ifaarafMaatfaaa apaa. Ika ik<.
for raaapla. daas aat apaci^rAa4paa
of actioiis attoBoay*aay take ia

laryaMealnflni
courts have htld. i

invastigatian will be i-t*'—^
may aicluda oounaeLi thus, ti

reprasenhi\g fl>eir cBarts darli^ya^
invertteativefreraadlBM aalaedoaa
not InfflaftapaclsalywUA )

coming ]a coOtacS wMi as ^geDC7 may
invoka IbaT^^ to eousaalt
Became Ifaeidea ofImHIlBtarB In

fedarri i^Bnciea. Hid tfie vataDds by
which wittiasaas or parties epMar
batora iyi ia.lw aaiy T iawliMiLly.Iha
Arti iiluiaiaUTaCBBisiama daaaaat
bsAavatt can daveitpi vdfcBDaMaf

employmeat ralationahip I

witnaaaad aavaalter
in tha invaatigatioo. or

J
batweaaAa apiac^ «

attonm should Dd I

and ofuaBHivaa. a I

asdoAm IhamoMl ofa wftoaaa.

Kanrdlaas of an agenor'a dacUon 4

the above mattar. it ha* the power to

axclodat
• - -

pracBCu
ueuaveaI It-wnoM bavdiaU* toprevida
a statvnaot oosoBa ofAa 10088113800
la such InvaBQyMiani iianiiiilmlha
role Of GoesmiaDuiai uoaai
offidaSstevoHed canha aiBaa aware of
the Issues and aaa
where wanaatad.

I. Agency

rlulir til i.aMi

that the ri|^

•atfAaU^I
of many regulatory fields, attotnaya aAo
advise tvitneaaaa ar yartas ta eeme

aocoiaSaBlx ao^DaaEiL ti lanmiliti. ia*

othar tg^erts la ocdar tofSDi^
eflactive legal asristancB. The prevaifiag

allow suchc

panonnal.^karky I

to attend the ]

the attora^ a laaaaairibfoaypartuBllT

durifl^tta pvBCBeoAg toCDBs^n Vrth
the tapert ahaut thajobltaoe af fta*
tova^|<aaB. W

psarlas Att doaat
cumony pcaalaBAia a|

lagardlaaaaf whatliia <

Invatt^B Criu ar onnloal anrtlDOB,

A* aaMc;. Sk. Doc Nd. na, 7«kEa«.adJ
ios. Ma (IS4S).

•SwSKa.
PnfmaiemaiBgmtor
rjd io«r (DlC a. iMii
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m. Informing Penons of Their Rifhi to

Counsel

Agenda ihould b* auitiv* to (fa*

right u> csunsel that panoas nwipalUd
to appear befora itm granted imte tlia

APA and other atatutaa. and tfaould

t^nri<<^ when it ia apptoiniata to

advlaa aucfa an indiTidaal eftUa right
Whaia neoaanry, ageaciaa ihould

oonaider providing training oo thia

tubject to field invaatigatora. In the

ioteraat of maintaining an afiactive

working ralationahip between iederal

regulatory agaidaa and regulated

partiet, egendea ihould conaider

whether it is appropriate to conduct a

compellad inveatigativa proceeding In

the abaance of legal counael when it ia

apparent that a person ia unaware of hia

or bar right to oounaeL

IFR Doc S4-2225 Filad 1-31-94: 8:4S ami

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

CuutxiaHv SUf naaafch Sartrica

Nallenal Agrteuttur* RMawcli and
Extanaion Uaara Advlaory Board and
Joint CouncH on Food and Agricuttural

Sdancaa; MaaBng

According to the Federal Advisory
Committee Act of October 6. 1972

(Public Law 92-463. 86 SUt 770-776).

as amended, the Office of Grants and

Program Systems. Coopentive State

Research Service, announces the

following meeting:

Name: National A^cuituial Rasearch and
Extansion Uaan Adviiory Board and the

lolnt Council on Food and Agrtcuhunl
Sciences.

Date: Febiuary t}-16. 1994.

Time: Fafaruary 13-3:30 pjn.-6 p.m.
(UAB). Fabruaiy 14-8:30 aJn.-S:30 pjn.
(UAB a lO. Febiuaiy 15-8:30 a.m.-S:30 pJS.
(UAB a Id. Fabraary 18-8:30 a.m.-5:30 pm.
(UAB).

Place: U.S. Deparlmaot of Agriculture. 14th

a Indspandanos Aienua. SW.,
Administratian Building, raom 104A.

Washlngloa. DC 202Sa

Type ofmaatiitg: Open to the public
Panoos may partirdpats la tba maeiing as

time and ipacapenniL
Commentt: The public may file wiiueo

ooaunanls bafan or after the maatlng with

tile ODDtact paiwu oanwd lieKiw.

Puipoaa: To ravlaw FY9S [aupuaad budgM
for agricultural Ktaoos and aducattoD

pragiams and writs FYtS prioritiaa rapott.
(^toct peisan^MMida ojitf more

InfomaOon: Ms. Marsaall Tarfcioglon.
Exacutiv* Dinctor, Sdanc* and Educatioo

Advlsoiy Canmittaen reom 318-A.
Admlnisttatloa Building \3S. Dapaiuueut of

Apiculture. Washlngloa. DC 202S0:

Telephaoa (202) 720-3684.

Pons in WMhlni»nn, DC j|^ 2^^y of. , > 'intaraaiad panona may obtain official

laauaiy 1904.
'

', sarvicaa by mntartlng Alabama at 20S-
lakaraHicklatdaa. 690-6154.

Admbil^nter. «uraaaBf:Pl*iL.M-ttt.«8«aLXS07.
IFR Doc 64-2201 PUad 1-31-94: t:45an| vamaadsd (7 U.&C 71 at aa«J
aaiawaeaawnw Oatad: laaoanr it. ItM

' NaflE.

FodaialQrain

lolflw
IFR Doc M-212B Piled 1-41-04: t:4S ami

MKNer: Fkdaral Gain bapactioa
Sarvica (FCIS).

ACnOH: Notioa.

r: FC3S anammcaa tba

deaignatiaD ofAlabama Dapaitmant of

Agriculture andJnduatriaa (Alabama) to

provide otfidal inapacdon and C3aaa X
or daaa Y weighing nrvicaa under the

United SUtea Grain Standards Act. aa

amended (Act).

pncnvi DATI: March 1. 1994.

AOCMtESKS: Neil E. Pofter, Director,

Complianoa Diviaiaa, FCIS. USDA,
Room 1647 South Building. P.O. Box
964S4, Washington. DC 20090-6454.

FOM FUrniCR JgOWMATWH OONTACT; Nell

E. Porter, telephaoa 202-720-6262.

•uan^CNTARv mpomuton:
lUa action baa bean reviewed and

determined not to be a rule or regulation
as defined in Executive Order 12866
and Departmental Ragulatiaa 1512-1:

therefore, the Executive Order and

Departmental Itegulation do not apply
to this actioo.

In the Septeihber 1. 1993. Federal

Ra^atar (58 FR 46156). FCIS announced
that the deaignation ofAlabama ends on

February 28. 1994, and adced penoiu
tnteraated in providing official sarvicaa

within the specified geognphic areas to

submit an application ka designation.

AppUations were due by October 1.

1993. Alabema. the sole applicant,

applied for designation in tne entire

area currently assigned to it

FGIS requMted commanta oo the

applicant in (ha October 29. 1993,

Federal lagialar (56 FR 56148).

Comments vren due by Ilai wi iliei 1,

1993. FCaS feoaivad no comments by
the deadline. FQS evaluated aU
available infonnatiao regarding the

deaignaticn czitaria ia Sactian 7(0(1)(A)

of the Act; and amnrdlng to Section

7(fKl)(B), detannisad that Alabama U
able to provide official sarvicaa ifftba

gaogrepiiic area Car which Ihav applied.
EflscUva March 1. 1994. Mid ending

Fabfuaiy 28, 1997. Alabama U
daaipiatad to prawida oOlcial inqiectioa
and daaa X or Oaaa Y wai^iing
eervioaa in tba antira State of AJafaama.

except thoee export put locations

within the Sute.

neiVBaBii in ireai^nsi^m lo ^nreioa
#^§^1^ ^— . tB i^^ ffca,. hillwincMi vafvioaa ai via uaograpnic
Ar^ao ProMnlly Aoolgnod lo tfi#

Jaiiiaotown (NO) Agowcy

Mater: Federal Grain Inspaction
Service (PUS).

ACTWll: NoMoa.

UtMAMV: The United Statea Giaia
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Dr. Goldman. And also, we have copies for you.
Mr. Stenholm. I have had numerous conversations with the

other committees of jurisdiction, Chairman Waxman, of the Sub-

committee on Health and Environment, of the Energy and Com-
merce Committee, and made it very clear that this committee will

not mark up a FIFRA bill only, and then depend upon the good

judgment of another committee to put together a package that will

in fact serve the needs of consumers and production agriculture.
I think that is irresponsible. And so, therefore, we hope that as

we proceed, and I expect this to be the case, that we will be able

to proceed in recognizing that this must be in a package.
If we can't put together a package that deals with the total

needs, it is going to be impossible to deal with the parts. And I,

in my conversation with Mr. Waxman, made it very clear that I in-

tend to mark up in his jurisdiction, and I expect him to mark up
in ours. That doesn't bug me like it bugs some people. And, in fact,

the sooner we get on with that kind of legislating, the better off we
all will be.

So I hope that as we continue to proceed, even though you did

send two bills for the reason which you explained, that we can pro-
ceed from the standpoint of recognizing that we must move to-

gether in tandem or we will make some very serious mistakes as

regards to production agriculture and will have a very detrimental

effect to consumers in this country.
One question regarding the chart of the comparison between the

two, one area you showed in which there was a difference, ex-

panded recordkeeping, yes, in your bill, and none in H.R. 1627.

Why, in your judgment, do only farmers have to keep records for

general-use pesticides?

Why not the households, gardener or the pool guard who is using

general-use chemicals should keep records also?

Dr. GrOLDMAN. Actually, we do not believe that farmers only
should keep records. What our proposal involves is that there be

recordkeeping by agricultural users and commercial applicators.
For the agricultural users, we believe this is necessary because

they are applying potentially dangerous chemicals on food.

For commercial applicators, we believe that they should be re-

quired to keep records because there is in the relationship of hiring
a commercial applicator that you have somebody who can use a re-

stricted-use pesticide. They are in the business of applying pes-

ticides, and we believe that for both the consumers and for the en-

forcement side, that we should be able to access records about

which pesticides they applied.
Mr. Stenholm. You are not concerned about general use?

I don't argue with that. I mean, no one can quarrel with the ra-

tionale of that answer.
Dr. Goldman. We are concerned about general use, but we be-

lieve that the appropriate way to deal with the use by the consum-
ers is through the information that is on the pesticide label that

is provided for them. And we believe also that the consumers
should know which pesticide they applied in their own home.
One of the things that we have experienced is that we have seen

cases in our enforcement program where commercial applicators
have applied a pesticide in an office building improperly, and then
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people, workers in that building, have become ill. And then when
the EPA or the State have gone out to do the investigation of what
happened, the commercial applicator has said that they don't know
which pesticide was applied.
We think that this is an unacceptable situation. We think that

a commercial applicator should be required to have a record so that
if a business suffers damage of that sort, that we would be able to,

one, inform people about what they were actually exposed to, and
two, take the appropriate action if it was a misuse.
Mr. Lyons. Mr. Chairman, if I could, just to amplify on Dr. Gold-

man's comments. First of all, we concur in the concern of having
a total picture of what pesticide use rates and application rates are.

Certainly, that includes what occurs in urban and suburban areas.

Something we did discuss, something very difficult to get a han-
dle on, and EPA has done some work to try and get an assessment
of actual use, one of the reasons for expanding the recordkeeping
requirements with regard to agriculture is so we can finally begin
developing actual use data for the purposes of setting tolerances
and moving toward a more scientifically sound basis for setting
those tolerances.

Lacking that information of course in the past we have been used
to making assumptions about maximum-use rates, and we are op-

erating under the assumption that in fact use rates aren't nearly
as high as might be provided for in the label and that is a false

assumption. Having actual data would provide us a mechanism
then to plug real-use data into the tolerance-setting process, and
we think that would in the long run be beneficial from the stand-

point of agricultural production.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Smith.
Mr. Smith of Oregon. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to, first of all, compliment you on what I think is a realis-

tic analysis of these bills, especially with your statement that we
should move this in a package and not separate it between commit-
tees of authorization. I think it is most important that we do that,
and I thank you for that, what I consider to be sound judgment.
Mr. Lyons, how much input did Agriculture or your office have

in preparing this bill?

Mr. Lyons. I can assure you, Mr. Smith, this has been full con-

tact policymaking. We have been in there scrapping, as well as

FDA, EPA, every step of the way. In fact, I would tell you that one
of the reasons for the delay is we debated at length a number of

the provisions that were finally incorporated in the administra-
tion's bill.

Mr. Smith of Oregon. Evidently you lost a lot. That is a com-

ment, you don't have to answer that.

Sorry, Jim.
Mr. Lyons. Jim Aidala, said I won too much.
Mr. Smith of Oregon. Mr. Lyons, what is the intent of the citizen

suit provisions?
Mr. Lyons. Well, let me first of all clarify, the citizen suit provi-

sions would not apply to agricultural producers. That was some-

thing that we were insistent upon as a USDA position.
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I think there was general agreement that producers have enough
to worry about these days. They certainly don't need to worry about

citizen suits and questions about their compliance with the law.

The citizen suit provisions were recommended as an additional

enforcement mechanism, simply stated, and as a way to ensure

compliance with FIFRA and FFDCA provisions.
Mr. Smith of Oregon. In that respect

—and I appreciate that

straightforward answer, because I think that is exactly what this

is about, it is about an enforcement procedure. EPA has testified

in earlier hearings that they are understaffed, that they don't have
an enforcement program that they can utilize properly.
So here we have a situation in which we are trying to pass Fed-

eral legislation and we are saying at the same time we can't staff

the enforcement side of EPA, so we got to have citizen suits which
will invite lawsuits all over the country which, in many cases, the

Federal Government will have to defend at great cost. And we are

substituting enforcement of EPA policies by shifting the burden, an
unfunded mandate, to citizens who have to hire attorneys to en-

force the very EPA laws that we are passing in this legislation.

Is that a fair analysis, Dr. Groldman?
Dr. Goldman. Well, it actually doesn't work that way. The citi-

zen would not be required to get involved if they didn't want to.

But the citizen would be allowed if they wanted to, to shoulder part
of the burden of governmental enforcement. There is no doubt of

that.

We believe at the EPA that citizen suits provisions are successful

ways under other environmental laws of augmenting both Federal

and State enforcement actions. They don't bring new causes of ac-

tion under FIFRA. They are only used in cases where the Govern-
ment would have to take an action in the first place. That is, if the

Government is failing to take an action that is mandatory.
Under our provision, the citizen would first have to give 60 days'

notice both to the alleged violator and to the Government, and if

the Government were to take action or if it were found to be

groundless, there wouldn't be a suit. The suit would be filed in a

Federal District Court and it would be up to the court to decide if

the citizen actually had any standing to file the suit. And if there

were frivolous or groundless suits, they would be subject to the

sanctions of the court.

So we see this as a way of actually extending our enforcement

efforts and not creating new unfunded mandates at all.

Mr. Smith of Oregon I appreciate that opinion. I must tell you
I have a separate opinion of what will occur with the citizen suits.

And that brings up the question of deadline suits, and this whole

issue of sunset.

Here again we are trying to move past what may be EPA's hesi-

tancy or delay by sunsetting these provisions.
You mentioned in your testimony in 15 years, and I understand

that there is a small extension available. But the registration just

disappears, and therefore if EPA doesn't act, then the penalty is on

the person who applies for registration or whatever. Therefore, we
are punishing people in the private sector for the delay of EPA.

Why should we do that?
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Dr. GrOLDMAN. There are actually two separate provisions. One is

the sunset provision that has to do with registrations being re-

newed every 15 years. This is not a drop dead provision. This is

simply a provision to, on some kind of an orderly cycle, keep the

registrations up to date so that we won't be in the position ever

again that we were in 1988, which was kind of the equivalent of

everybody in New York City decides to get a driver's license on the
same day.
The other issue is the issue of tolerances, and our transition from

the tolerance setting process that we have today to the health-
based standard that we are proposing. And in that case, what we
have done is we have set the agency on a set of deadlines to accom-

plish that, but we have also given the registrants and others the

ability to intervene if for some reason we are having a delay in ac-

complishing that. And there are no tolerances under that provision
that would go away without the agency twice making the finding
that those tolerances were not safe.

Mr. Smith of Oregon. Dr. Goldman, this legislation provides that

you may be sued if you don't comply. And this is a drop dead pro-
posal.

Dr. GrOLDMAN. We are willing to make a firm commitment to a
set of deadlines in this program, and I think it is time for the pes-
ticide program to be willing to do that at the EPA.
We are willing to make firm commitments and to stand by them

under the threat of a suit, if we don't make our deadlines. And I

think that is only fair.

Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Dooley.
Mr. Dooley. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
A great deal of my concern centers around the proposal that

would no longer allow the consideration of any benefits after 5

years.
And the problem with this, I think, is fairly obvious; that there

will be some public health benefit that is going to be generated by
the use of certain materials that might propose some very insignifi-
cant risk to the population at large. As an example of this, we had
a Deputy Assistant Administrator from EPA who testified on May
5, at this subcommittee, about the use of malathion, for medfly
eradication, and he stated directly that the EPA came to the con-
clusion that the benefits that would be derived from the use of mal-
athion would far exceed the risks.

And now we have EPA, setting aside what was accepted policy
as late as a month ago, and stating that we no longer will allow
the consideration of benefits. Do you not expect that at times there
are going to be situations where benefits are going to outweigh the
risks?

Dr. Goldman. We are not setting aside the policy under FIFRA
for making risk-benefit determinations for pesticide registrations.
And the kind of situation that you are talking about, medfly control
in urban areas, would still under our proposal involve risk-benefit
considerations.
What we are proposing to do is in the area of food safety move

to a benefits-only determination. And I am going to read to you
from the National Academy of Sciences report; I think this is im-

portant: "To ensure that infants and children are not exposed to
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unsafe levels of pesticide residues. The committee recommends that

EPA modify its decisionmaking process for setting tolerances so

that it is based more on health considerations than on agricultural

processes."
They go on to say: "Children should be able to eat a healthful

diet containing legal residues without encroaching on safety mar-

gins." This goal should be kept clear. And that is exactly what we
are aiming for in terms of how we set tolerances.

Mr. DOOLEY. Why do we have to have a provision then that en-

sures that we will never be able to consider any benefits, even
when there could be some potential health benefits?

I mean, it is an arbitrary line that you are drawing in the sand.

And furthermore, I point out that the people from the National

Academy of Sciences who testified here, could in no way state that

our children and infants in this country are at risk from the prod-
ucts that they are consuming.
And they, furthermore, pointed out that under the testing proto-

cols that are currently being utilized by the EPA and by FDA to

determine what level of risk a potential pesticide might pose, is

lacking in providing us accurate results.

And I would be interested to know how the FDA and EPA in re-

gard to infant exposure and prenatal exposure, how are we going
to put in the testing protocols that are going to give us any reason-

able certainty of what actual risk is going to be posed?
Dr. Goldman. A couple of things: One, we are willing to discuss

with the committee the possibility of crafting an exception that

would allow a pesticide to be registered if there really is a trade-

off in terms of a health, health trade-off. That is, if there is a public
health benefit to the presence of the pesticide on the food, we are

more than willing to discuss an exemption there.

Second, you are right, there were a lot of recommendations from
the National Academy of Sciences report, only some of which we
are addressing legislatively. The testing issues that you mentioned
in terms of improving our ability to detect the health risks that

children especially are susceptible to, we are pursuing very aggres-

sively with the FDA, with others in Health and Human Servipes,
and we have already issued some new guidelines for both

neurotoxicity and endocrine toxicity.
We are working on immunological toxicity guidelines and we are

working on some of their recommendations having to do with expo-
sures to carcinogens in utero, to see whether or not there is value
added in looking at that. And that is one of the things that I think
we alluded to in the bill, which is that we really should have those

•linds of data.

If we don't have those kinds of data, then we need to take other

measures to ensure that children are protected.
Mr. DoOLEY. What is the criteria you are going to use to define

a safer pesticide or a less risk pesticide?
Dr. Gk)LDMAN. We do have some criteria that we have put for-

ward already administratively in terms of our registration pro-

gram, because we are already giving the safer products higher pri-

ority. But what we are looking at there is safer from the standpoint
of food residues, worker exposures, environmental exposures, deg-
radation of groundwater, a number of issues that we are looking
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at in terms of the arguments that are brought forward by the reg-
istrants that their product is indeed safer.

And we are actually finding that even with just an administra-
tive action saying that we will give those pesticides higher priority,
that already is providing an incentive to the registrants to bring
things forward more rapidly.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Lyons, I understand you have another com-

mitment, so whatever time you need to leave, feel free to get up
and leave.

Mr. Elworth will stay to answer any questions for the Adminis-
trator.

Mr. Lyons. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. Gunderson. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am interested in following up the line of questioning, started

by Mr. Smith.
Back in 1988, we approved reregistration. How are we doing in

getting reregistration completed?
At this point, give me a year in which you think we will complete

reregistration.
Dr. GrOLDMAN. I wiU tell you how we have done, we completed

the first three phases of reregistration on time. And what that had
to do with is issuing some 440 comprehensive data call-in notices,
and then in response to those data call-ins, receiving 19,000 studies
in support of reregistration.
Of these, we reviewed more than 11,000; and for list A, the food-

use chemicals, we have reviewed 6,500 of 8,800 studies.

Mr. Gunderson. OK.
When do you think we are going to be done?
Dr. Goldman. Can we put the table back up that shows
Mr. Gunderson. I have only 5 minutes.
Dr. Goldman. I understand.
As we are currently scheduled at our current level of funding, we

will be done in the year 2004.
Mr. Gunderson. 2004?
Dr. Goldman. 2004. These are with so-called reregistration eligi-

bility documents. Some of the product reregistrations will lag be-

hind. If you understand the process, first we do the active ingredi-
ents with the so-called "REDS." Then we follow behind with re-

registering products.
Mr. Gunderson. In 1988 when we passed reregistration, when

was our goal for completing the process?
Dr. Goldman. The goal there is on the map, it is fiscal year

1998.
Mr. Gunderson. 1998? So 6 years late on this process?
Dr. Goldman. Six years delayed. If we are successful in achiev-

ing additional fees, we will be 3 years behind schedule.
Mr. Gunderson. You are asking for more fees for reregistration?
Dr. (Joldman. That is correct.

Mr. Gunderson. How much are you asking for that?
Dr. GrOLDMAN. Basically, we believe that we are some $20 million

short.

Mr. Gunderson. Annually or totally?
Dr. Goldman. Totally.
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Mr. GUNDERSON. Totally. And how much are you asking for the

registration sunset provision in your legislation?
Dr. Goldman. It is about the same level of effort as we currently

carry out. We are proposing that most of those other activities be
carried out within our existing resources.

Mr. GuNDERSON. So you believe that once you have done the re-

registration process, that you can do all the registration within the

15-year sunset cycle at no additional cost?

Dr. Goldman. We believe that we can do that activity.
Wait a second.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Doesn't your bill have a fee?

Dr. GrOLDMAN. What we are basically talking about is that the

base budget that we have now, including our current reregistration

program, is what would be required to sustain the efforts over the

long term, including being able to every 15 years renew registra-
tions.

Mr. GuNDERSON. How much additional revenue through fees are

you anticipating in your proposal to fund this process?
Dr. Goldman. Basically, we are talking about $15 to $20 million

per year for the sunset provision, and about $14 million per year
that we are now spending on reregistration.
Mr. Gunderson. So we have a
Dr. Goldman. And those are separate amounts.
Mr. Gunderson. $14 million per year now is being
Dr. Goldman. For reregistration activities.

Mr. Gunderson. So you anticipate that we will more than dou-
ble that to $34 million a year, based on your present projections
of the cost annually?

Dr. Goldman. In the interim, what we would be doing is toler-

ance reviews, because the reregistrations under the sunset provi-
sion wouldn't kick in right away.
Mr. Gunderson. Have you got a fee for that, too?

Dr. GrOLDMAN. And that is factored into what we are asking for

in the fees.

Mr. Gunderson. That is part of the $20 million in additional

money?
Dr. Goldman. That is probably a little bit above and beyond the

$20 million in additional money. The $20 million we are talking
about is to move the graph that you saw there where we complete
the process in 2004 to 2010. And that is simply the shortfall in our
current program under FIFRA 1988.

Mr. Gunderson. So that is a one time fee to do that? Then you
are saying that

Dr. Goldman. That is a one time.

Mr. Gunderson. In the sunset provision you need $20 million

annually, now you are saying for the tolerance review you need x
amount in addition to that. All I am trying to do is get at truth

in budgeting. If this is your goal, let's understand what we are

going to ask for in terms of annual fees to achieve this.

Dr. Goldman. I am going to turn this over to Jim Aidala.

Mr. Aidala. There is basically three different things. First of all,

we need to complete reregistration. Because technically right now
under the law, our ability to impose reregistration fees expires in
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1998 when the deadline was set, as you mentioned. There is a
shortfall.

Roughly speaiking, we would expect to pay for reregistration by
just continuing on that kind of base level fees that are currently
being imposed on the community for reregistration, $14 million a

year as set in the act.

Mr. GUNDERSON. You can complete this by 1998 with $14 million

or no?
Mr. AlDALA. No, obviously not. That is the difference in the two

charts, that we have the shortfall made up
Mr. GuNDERSON. The yellow light is on; we have to go fast.

You have $20 million in new dollars for that.

Mr. AlDALA. After reregistration is completed, what will sunset
cost? Sunset is in a sense the same as reregistration was. We envi-

sion that for sunsetting, there would be approximately $15 to $20
million a year, and the reason that number is higher is because
this $14 million number was set in 1988.

Inflation does happen, and so that is why that number is a bit

of a range. So basically, the fees imposed for reregistration expire
when reregistration is completed, the sunset comes up and it is

roughly the same number.
Mr. GUNDERSON. $20 million for tolerance review?
Mr. AlDALA. And for tolereince review, that will be something

that will have to be completed within 7 years after enacted, accord-

ing to these provisions. That will be an additional cost. That has
not been costed out. That could be an additional cost above the sort

of—again in the $15 to $20 million range. Obviously, as we con-

tinue that exercise, we can provide that information for you.
Mr. GuNDERSON. If you want us to authorize the fees, we have

to know what we are talking about. So you will get back to us on
that.

[The information follows:]
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THE U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY'S RESPONSES FOR
INFORMATION REQUESTS FOR THE JUNE 15 HEARING RECORD TRANSCRIPT

The Administration's fee proposals provide (1) adequate
funding to accelerate the current FIFRA '88 reregistration
program, and (2) fees to operate new authorities, as described
below.

1. FEES TO MEET CURRENT REREGISTRATION PROGRAM NEEDS

$48 million is needed in order to complete reregistration
decisions three years earlier than EPA predicted under the
current budget (2001 instead of 2004) , review submitted studies
more quickly to identify risks sooner, and help avoid the need to
terminate on-board staff needed for reregistration.

o $20 million would cover the shortfall from FY 1995
through FY 1997 through a combination of supplemental
active ingredient fees and product reregistration fees,
as outlined in the pending legislative proposal.

o In addition, $28 million is needed for FY 1998 and 1999
through continuation of product registration
maintenance fees for two more years.

2. FEES FOR NEW AUTHORITIES

The proposed legislation also provides for new fees to help
operate new programs in the areas of: (1) registration
renewal /sunset; (2) new tolerance requirements; and (3) pesticide
export. In addition, a small fee is proposed to offset operation
of the repository for reference standard for pesticides.
Estimated incremental costs for the major program areas are shown
in the following table. These figures have not been subject to
wide review and are subject to change, but give a general idea of
the order of magnitude of expected costs of proposed program
changes .

INCREMENTAL COST PROJECTIONS*
(Dollars in Millions)

Annual Avg. for Average Future
1995-1999 Year

Registration Renewal /Sunset 2.0 17.8
New Tolerance Requirements 12.6 6.1

TOTAL 14.6 23.9

* Preliminary estimates of incremental costs.
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Costs are shown in constant 1994 dollars, without accounting
for future inflation, and assume continuation of current levels
of appropriated funds for FIFRA '88 reregistration. The
Administration's proposed legislation does not specify particular
fee structures or amounts for these activities. A number of

options are possible, and we intend to work with Congress to

develop equitable funding mechanisms and fee structures.
Beginning in 2000, for example, some or all of the total program
costs could be met through continuation of product maintenance
fees and/or active ingredient fees at the time of sunset/
registration renewal reviews. In addition, the Administration's
proposals would authorize the Administrator to cover the cost of
some of the export -related activities through fees imposed on the

registrants. The range of covered activities has not been
determined and costs for export -related activities are not
included in the table.

We look forward to working with the Congress to develop
these new programs and to meet the resource needs associated with
their implementation.
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Dr. Goldman. Well, we actually would like to work with the com-
mittee on that issue, because we understand that over time the
issue of fees has been a very important issue for you.
Mr. GUNDERSON. That is a guarantee.
I am out of time, so I will have to ask my other questions later.

Thanks.
Mr. Stenholm. I recognize Mr. Smith for a statement.
Mr. Smith of Oregon. Mr. Chairman, I just want to take just a

second to correct the record here, before this hearing goes any fur-
ther.

Dr. Goldman read from the NAS study, "Diets in Infants and
Children." She read to you a portion of a paragraph which did not
include the total essence of the statement she read to you: "To en-
sure that infants and children are not exposed to uns£ife levels of

pesticide residues, the committee recommends that the EPA modify
its decisionmaking process for setting tolerances so that it is based
more on health considerations than on agricultural practices." That
is what she read to you.
She didn't read to you the next sentence. The next sentence says:

"These changes should incorporate the use of improved estimates
of exposure and more relevant toxicology, along with continued con-
sideration of the requirements of agricultural production." That is

the full statement.
I would like that read in the record.
Dr. Goldman. We agree with that, and, in fact, the next sentence

then goes on to say: "As a result, human health considerations
would be more fully reflected in tolerance levels."

The only reason for abridging the paragraph was to save time for
the committee. We fully agree with that.
Mr. Smith of Oregon. Thank you.
Mr. Stenholm. Let the record show there is full agreement on

the paragraph in question, and those immediately preceding and
those following.
Mr. Inslee.

Mr. Inslee. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Goldman, I want to take this opportunity to thank you and

the whole agency for your efforts to secure an approval dividend for

the wheat farmers, the folks particularly in the State of Washing-
ton.

As you may know, this is an issue of a great deal of attention
both myself, and my neighbor to the east. Speaker Tom Foley, and
the Speaker has asked me to specifically thank you and express
our mutual concern and hope you can move the dividend as soon
as possible. This is critically important because, obviously, this has
real life consequences for folks in central Washington.
So again, I want to thank you and encourage you to continue

moving the dividend registration with urgent speed.
Dr. Goldman. Great. We do expect to have that decision made

by the end of August, and it is moving at great speed, actually.
Mr. Inslee. Thank you.
A question: Do you have any idea what percentage of total food

products purchased by American consumers is organic or at least

they perceive them to be, "organic"
—having no pesticide?

Does anyone on the panel have any idea about that?
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Dr. Goldman. I believe it is quite a small fraction of the food

supply. I can't give you the number, but we could probably try to

get it. It might be difficult to determine.

[The information follows:]
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The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Agricultural
Marketing Service estimates that approximately 1% of the nation's
food supply is "organically" grown, accounting for sales of
approximately $1.5 billion.

One major difficulty in arriving at such an estimate is the
lack of a uniform, consistent definition of the term "organic."
The National Organic Standards Board, established under the 199
Farm Bill to set the national standards for organic produce
production, is working to develop a national definition and to
establish national standards for organic certification. These
standards will be implemented by the USDA. In developing the
definition and standards, USDA is working to compile a list of
"organic pesticides" that are effective in controlling unwanted
pests but benign to humans, wildlife, and the environment.
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Mr. Inslee. I assume it is quite a small fraction. And the reason
I ask that is that it being a small fraction, I have heard several
comments about Americans' distrust of the system and distrust of

the food chain and fear of the food chain. And yet, at least from

my observations, those who have opted out of the food chain proc-
ess that we have for the most efficient production of food in this

country, is very low, which would indicate to me that Americans
really do have a pretty high confidence level in their foodstuffs.

And I would just like your comment in that regard. Why do you
believe there is this great distrust, other than outside of the CBS
studios of American food products, and yet 90-some percent of peo-
ple buy the food when they have some other alternative? Why is

that?
Mr. Taylor. I will try an answer to that.

I think you are right, there is perhaps a little bit of a duality in

the public mind on the issue of confidence in the food supply. Be-
cause people do go to the grocery store every day, they buy food
and they consume it, and on most days, most people don't think
about the issue of food safety. And that is an indication of some
basic level of confidence.

I think the issue arises, and the way we have seen it arise pub-
licly with such devastating consequences has been, when problems
arise, when—whether it is an investigating reporter or when an in-

dividual consumer is able to point to a situation in which a prob-
lem exists that the system is not adequately dealing with.

My personal opinion is that the Alar situation was not about the
hazards of that chemical so much as it was about the system ap-
parently being unable to answer the question for people.
There was a question about carcinogenicity. The system, for a set

of reasons that I think have to do in part with the nature of the

law, was unable to respond to the question. And that is why people
panicked, because there wasn't an answer.

I think you can look at any number of other instances in which
outbreaks of food-borne illness have caused great public concern. It

is not a day-to-day concern. People would rather not think about
food safety.
But when a problem exists and it is apparent that it was a pre-

ventable problem or a problem that needed an answer and that an-
swer is not available, I think people do react and I think that does
undermine confidence.
Mr. Inslee. Well, would you agree with me that perhaps one of

the reasons is all of us, being humans, as policjrmakers, at times
tend to watch the TV screen instead of looking to what our con-
stituents do in their lives in the grocery store, which is to buy food-

stuffs produced under this system?
And my concern, frankly, is that some of our policy is driven

more by that television screen than what Americans think. And I

just
—I mean is that a—is that a rational concern for us on making

policy?
Mr. Taylor. We don't want to be driven by the television screen.

I think we want to be driven by whether we have a good answer
to the question, are we doing what the science tells us and what
our available technology tells us it is reasonable, feasible to have
done, to prevent food safety problems? And there are areas in
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which the system needs to be improved so that we can answer that

question satisfactorily.
It is not to deal with a food safety crisis. It shouldn't be in re-

sponse to sensational reporting, but have we got a good answer to

that question, are we doing everything that it is reasonable and
feasible to do with the tools available to prevent problems?
Mr. Inslee. Let me ask if I can, as far as the risk-benefit issue

that we have talked about. I have a concern that in the administra-
tion's proposal that the agency will not be able to really judge risk.

And let me tell you what I mean by that.

Let's assume that there are two risks associated with foods. One
risk is a potential carcinogen, let's just say a potential carcinogen
at the moment, but let's say another risk is if that potential car-

cinogen is not used, there will be a risk of calcium deficiency, let's

say, from a failure to eat green vegetables in the American public,

particularly in youth.
Under the administration's proposal, as I understand it, the

agency would be prohibited from considering the risk of calcium de-

ficiency to young people, and because they would be mandated to

look at only the other risk associated potentially with pesticides.

Now, I have three children and I would prefer the agency to be able
to judge both risks and make a judgment decision based on which
is the best way to approach those two risks.

And I think that once we talk about benefits and risk, we are

really talking about judging two different risks. I think there is a

major problem with the administration's bill in that regard.
I would like your comment.
Dr. Goldman. Well, that is the very reason why we have given

the 10-year time period and the ability to give temporary toler-

ances if indeed there are transitiongJ problems with moving from
the system we have today to a health-based system for setting tol-

erances. Now, in our heart of hearts, we actually don't believe this

is going to happen, because we have never seen a situation where
a change in pesticide usage has had that kind of a profound effect.

But we also felt the need to have a safety net and to build into

the process some way to handle the situation if, shall heaven foj-

bid, we end up with having that kind of a disruption in the food

supply. Now, obviously if we were to find that if push comes to

shove and there are no alternatives, which again we seriously
doubt because there are many alternatives for controlling most of

the pesticides in this country, we might well need to come back to

Congress and talk to you about it. But at this point in time, we
think we have allowed the time and we have a safety net built in

to ensure that that kind of thing would never happen under our

proposal.
Mr. Inslee. Thank you.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Ewing.
Mr. Ewing. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I practiced law in a rural community for 25 years, so I have a

little feel for lawsuits. I am concerned about the citizen suits provi-
sion and what safeguards you have against nuisance suits.

You mentioned a few things, but I really am not sure that there
is anything built into your proposal that would prevent them.
Would you address that again. Dr. Goldman?
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Dr. GrOLDMAN. Yes. I mean, basically there are a couple of issues
here: One is that the citizen suit is only for an action that is man-
datory for the Government to do in the first place.
This does not create some new action that the Government could

take action over or that citizens can take action over.

Second, is that there is the requirement for the 60 days' notice,
and if the State or Federal Government responds to the notice and
clears up the issue, say, the person who wanted to file the suit just
has a misunderstanding about what happened, the problem could
be cleared up within that 60-day period.
And then third, the court, the Federal District Court, has to be

willing to hear the suit. And if it is totally frivolous
Mr. EwiNG. Pardon me for interrupting, but I don't have a lot of

time. That is true, but there are so many things that the Federal
Government mandates that aren't being enforced, and you are say-
ing in this situation, though, it opens that all up, anything that

might be mandated, for them to bring a suit.

Now, the 60-days' notice is nothing when dealing with the Fed-
eral bureaucracy. Gro to central Illinois, send the notice to Washing-
ton, you won't get it cataloged in 60 days, let alone an answer.

Dr. Goldman. Actually, the primary enforcement arm for the

EPA, for FIFRA, is the States, and primarily the State depart-
ments of agriculture, who do have a presence in all of the commu-
nities in the country.
Mr. EwiNG. Let me just say, I think that is very dangerous

ground you are treading on.

My second question deals with the recordkeeping on
nonrestricted-use pesticides. You are expecting that to be done by
each producer?

Dr. Goldman. Basically, the recordkeeping would be required for

agricultural producers and also for commercial applicators.
Mr. EwiNG. Is there any cost-benefit ratio for the cost of doing

that, the costs that you would have, in enforcing it, and keeping
records on it, as to the benefit that you would get from it? Now,
we are talking about nonrestricted use.

Dr. GrOLDMAN. Basically, the records would be, it is very useful
to the agency in not only understanding more clearly exactly how
pesticides are used, as Mr. Lyons explained, which is useful in a
number of ways, but also if we ever do take an action
Mr. EwiNG. But is there any cost-benefit ratio for that cost to the

producer?
Dr. GrOLDMAN. In terms of the producers, it is our belief that ag-

ricultural producers already keep records of their pesticide use for

a number of reasons, not the least of which is a good business prac-
tice.

Mr. EwiNG. I am sure they do keep financial records on it, but
not necessarily where it is sprayed, where it is used, in which
fields, particularly nonrestricted use.

Did you ever think that you might gain that information by get-

ting it from the supplier of those chemicals to the producers and
not every individual producer?

Dr. Goldman. Well, in the experience in States where they have
put in place recordkeeping provisions, what they have found is that
it does make sense for the commercial applicators and for the pro-
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ducers to keep records. Where we do have recordkeeping provisions

already in States, are in California, Texas, and Kansas, and we do
not hear reports from our State regulator partners that this creates

a problem.
In fact, the reports that we hear from our partners in those

States is that there are considerable advantages in a number of

ways for having those, including just having a better understand-

ing of what kind of pesticides are used.
Mr. EwiNG. I have a concern generally that we are setting rules

and regulations that will cause the disappearance of a number of

the weapons in the farmer's arsenal, even those that aren't consid-

ered restricted use, and that the policy of a number of administra-

tions to encourage cheap food, reasonable food, in this country, will

be damaged by that.

Now, there is a cost-benefit ratio there for all of this and my
question would be, because we all represent not only people who
eat food but the producers who create it, is there anybody on your
staff who has any hands-on experience with real agricultural pro-
duction that is making these rules?

Dr. Goldman. There absolutely is. And the other thing I think

you should look at carefully, because I think that this gets right
to the heart of the issue that you are concerned about, is the provi-
sions that we have crafted to encourage minor-use pesticides, new
safer pesticides, to speed the registration programs. Because al-

though there have been policies by former administrations to in-

crease food production, there have also been policies that have
wound up actually hurting the farmers by reducing the supply of

available pesticides. We are trjdng to rectify that with our FIFRA
proposals.
Mr. EwiNG. I would like to have you provide for the record sub-

stantiating evidence or documentation about who is working on
this and what their hands-on experience was, so that all of us can
see that.

Dr. (JOLDMAN. Certainly.
[The information follows:]
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EPA PESTICIDE PROGRAM STAFF WITH AGRICULTURAL EXPERIENCE

Many of EPA's Office of Pesticide Programs (OPP) staff have
had "hands-on" experience with agricultural production. Their
knowledge of production agriculture is invaluable in considering
the needs of agriculture in EPA's regulatory decisions. In
addition, EPA staff routinely meet with and make presentations to
agricultural grower groups, both to provide information on EPA's
pesticide program and to hear growers' concerns. We also have a

very close working relationship with the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, in developing legislative/regulatory initiatives and
considering the impacts of decisions on agriculture. Public
comment is routinely invited on EPA regulatory decisions, and
this also provides an avenue for input from the agricultural
sector.

A quick, incomplete survey of OPP's approximately 760 staff
identified 76 staff with previous or current experience in

agricultural production. Fifty-seven (57) staff reported
experience operating a farm either as an adult (35), or through
growing up on a farm (22) . Of the 76 staff who responded to the
survey, 30 reported receiving advanced education in an
agricultural field. Thirty-seven (37) have worked in industry
and/or the public sector in agricultural research or extension.

A few representative staff experiences are described below.

Phil Button is a product manager with OPP's Registration
Division (RD) , and has a degree in entomology. He has twenty-
eight years of experience in farming, and still lives on the same
farm, raising horses, cattle, oats, hay, and sweet corn.

Neil Anderson is an agronomist with the OPP's Biological and
Economic Analysis Division (BEAD) . He grew up on family farm in
New York, raising beef cattle, corn, alfalfa and grass hay, and
oats. He went on to obtain a degree in agronomy, then worked for
three years as a research technician testing experimental
insecticides, herbicides, and fungicides for Ciba-Geigy, and two
years with the University of Maryland in research and extension,
before coming to EPA.

Pat Cimino is with OPP/RD in the plant pathologist/
entomologist series. She worked for five years with Union
Carbide and Rhone Poulenc in marketing and product development
for agricultural pesticides, working directly with growers to
determine how to use products effectively and safely. She had
responsibilities for an extensive product line and worked in many
commodity markets. She had previously spent five years with the

University of Maryland in vegetable research, including serving
on the university's vegetable crop improvement research board
with local farmers.

Philip Poli is with OPP's Special Review and Reregistration
Division (SRRD) , working on special reviews. He has a degree in
animal science husbandry, has raised cattle and hogs, and was
employed as a USDA Federal Meat Grader.

Eugene Wilson is with OPP/RD, and has degrees in

agricultural sciences, mycology and plant pathology. He
presently owns and operates a 90-acre farm in West Virginia,
producing forest products and hay. In his youth, he helped
operate a livestock farm, including beef cattle, dairy cattle,
swine, horses and poultry. He has also worked in pesticide
research with Shell Oil Company.
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James Breithaupt, an agronomist/scientific reviewer in OPP's
Environmental Fate and Effects Division (EFED) , grew up on a farm
in Louisiana, where he helped raise soybeans, cotton, and grain
sorghum for twelve years. He has applied pesticides, conducted
research on sugarcane fertility, and worked for a crop
consultant.

Mark Dow, a supervisory biologist with OPP's Health Effects
Division (HED) , worked for about ten years in beef cattle
production with his father-in-law. He has an entomology/
parasitology degree, and has done research on control of external
parasites of poultry, horses, and beef cattle.

Alan Goozner, a statistician with OPP/BEAD, has growing
experience with vegetables and fruit, selling retail at roadside.
He also worked on chicken farms vaccinating pullets, and as an
egg candler. He was a member of a 4-H club in New Jersey.

Paul Schroeder in OPP/RD was born on a combination dairy and
poultry farm in New Jersey. He attended Rutgers University and
has a degree in entomology. He has worked with the Land Grant
system and industry in research and extension, including managing
a 120 -acre research farm.

Ron Kendall in OPP/SRRD worked on all aspects of a 20,000
bird poultry operation in Massachusetts for more than eight years
and spent two years in Haiti as an agricultural extension agent.
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Mr. EwiNG. Thank you.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Volkmer.
Mr. Volkmer. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate this hearing. I have a lot more questions in regard

to the proposed legislation than I have time for, but I have one.

In the bill, you address what has been known around here as the
"circle of poison." And I have a little question I would like to ask
Mr. Elworth or anybody else that wants to answer it.

The way I read your proposal, if a firm here in the United States

prepares a chemical for export to a country such as Japan or any
other country which approves pesticide use, whether it is European
or any other, and it is to use solely on their crops, not for export
to anyplace, it can't be approved under your bill.

Mr. Elworth. No, that can be approved if there is an export tol-

erance—an import tolerance to bring
Mr. Volkmer. Never went for anything here, it is not going to

be used in the United States.

Dr. Goldman. It can be approved if it has a registration in three
other countries.

Mr. Volkmer. Three, three, it is only going to be used in one.

Now, where are you going to get the second and the third? What
is the purpose?

Dr. GrOLDMAN. If the pesticide has only been approved in one
other country, we would be concerned about whether or not that

registration meets the standards that we would want the pesticide
to meet. We are willing to have discussions with this subcommittee
about whether there are alternative ways to crsift this, but we feel

that we must be very firm about making sure that even if a pes-
ticide has never been registered in the United States, that it meets
the kind of standards that we would expect for the standards for

a pesticide that would be used in our own country,
Mr. Volkmer. Well, let me ask you this then. How many chemi-

cal companies do you know of that only operate here in the United

States, major ones?
Dr. Gk)LDMAN. How many what?
Mr. Volkmer. That only have plants here in the United States?
Dr. Goldman. Pesticides generally have world markets.
Mr. Volkmer. The plants, I ask about the plants.
Dr. Goldman. How many plants? I have to get back to you with

that answer. I don't know how many plants in the United States.

Mr. Volkmer. Doctor, you are missing the whole point. Ciba-

Gelsy, Inc. doesn't just have plants in the United States. They have

plants in the whole world. Other manufacturing companies have
them all over the world.

Now, what you are telling those companies is that they can't

manufacture it here in the United States, but they can go ahead
and manufacture it in Belgium or South America or anyplace else

and sell it to that same country, is what you are doing.
Dr. GrOLDMAN. No, that is not what we are telling them.
Mr. Volkmer. You are losing jobs here in the United States, is

what you are doing.
Dr. Goldman. That is not true.

Mr. Volkmer. It is true.
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Dr. Goldman. Absolutely not. We feel very firmly that the U.S.

pesticide industry makes the widest and broadest array of products
of any industry in the world. And if we have a pesticide that isn't

fit for use in this country, there is no reason that we need to export
that pesticide in lieu of all of the other available products that we
manufacture in this country.
Mr. VOLKMER. I am not saying not for FIFRA use in this country,

but designed for use on a crop in another country, and don't ask
me how I know about it, because I know of a product made in my
hometown right now by a chemical company that is only being used
in one country. And it is Japan, and it is on rice.

And what you are proposing here is to shut down that operation
and put those people in my hometown out of work. And what it

means is American Synametic can go someplace else and have it

manufactured in offshore plants and those people will get the work
and the stuff is still going to go to Japan.

Dr. Gk)LDMAN. What I am trying to say, though, is what \ve are

trying to uphold here is a certain standard. We are not trying to

be rigid about how we get to that standard and we are willing to

work with the subcommittee if you have alternative suggestions for

how to get there. But we do want to be very firm about having a

strong standard.
Mr. VOLKMER. I don't mind sa3dng that if a chemical, a pesticide

or anything else, has been canceled here in the United States, can-

not be used here in the United States, and it cannot go overseas,
fine. But what you are saying, you are going further than that.

You are even saying that we can't develop for other countries'

uses here in the United States, which this product was done. And
we cannot develop it because unless it has gone to three countries

and been approved in three countries, you can't sell it overseas.

That is just what your bill says.
Dr. Goldman. What we are trying to get away from is not a case

that you are bringing up where the pesticide was tailor-made for

just one country. But a case where the pesticide wasn't brought to

us for registration because the company knew it would not meet
our standards. And that has happened in many cases. It is an un-
fortunate reality.
And so we are not trying to write our provision to deal with the

situation that you raise as a theoretical situation. We are trjdng to

make sure that
Mr, VOLKMER. It is not theoretical, it is an actual.

Dr. Gk)LDMAN. But you understand the difference, we just want
to make sure that we are not in a situation where we are exporting

things
—

people wouldn't have even brought to us for a registration
because they know they won't meet our standards.
Mr. VOLKMER. All right.
The next question I have is—I have two more, but I think this

is a little more important. Do you not address in this bill any prob-
lems with importation? And what I am concerned about is today we
have, and I agree with it, a push for our children to use more fruits

and vegetables in the school lunch program.
Much of that fruit, especially, will be coming from countries that

do not register, that can use any kind of chemical they want. And
if you are really concerned about children eating grapes from Chile
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and other places, then I think we should impose the same thing on
them. If they don't register their chemicals, like we require chemi-
cals to be registered, they can't send their fruit in here.

What about that?
Mr. Taylor. The standard embodied in our bill, just as in cur-

rent legislation, is that in order for a pesticide residue to be law-

fully introduced into this country on, say, a fresh fruit or vegetable,
it must comply with U.S. law. There must be a tolerance that
makes that residue lawful.

The problem we have, and the bill addresses this, is that there
are and they have been documented, there is room for improvement
in our import monitoring and enforcement program.
Mr. VOLKMER. That is correct.

Mr. Taylor. The authorities that our bill would provide FDA re-

garding embargo of products, civil penalties and recall of product,
would give us tools to deal with the situation in which imported
product comes in. And this happens on an all too frequent basis,
where product is held for examination, we test the product, but be-

fore we complete the testing, the product is released into distribu-

tion. And we do not have tools adequate to deal with those situa-

tions.

The embargo, recall and civil penalty authorities that we are

seeking would give us some very effective tools to prevent the prob-
lem you are concerned about.

Mr. VOLKMER. Are you asking for additional funds?
Mr, Taylor. We are not asking in this legislation for additional

funds. We spend a very substantial portion of our entire food sur-

veillance activity on imports. Half of the sampling we do of the food

supply is on imports.
So we feel that given our overall resource situation, we are ap-

plying a significant level of resource to it. We need more effective

enforcement tools to make good on that.

Mr. Volkmer. Well, how are you going to monitor—my time is

up, Mr. Chairman. Can I continue this for 2 minutes; 1 minute?
Mr. Stenholm. We are going to have another round.
Mr. Volkmer. I will wait.

Mr. Stenholm. Let's get everybody the first time.

Mr. Allard.

Mr. Allard. Dr. Goldman, my office had sent you a letter re-

questing a justification for the fee increases that you are request-

ing. You had sent us back sort of a perfunctory response that we
were looking into it, you would get some information to us later.

Are you getting that information ready so that this committee and
other committees can look and see for a justification the fees that

you want, you are requesting?
Dr. Goldman. We did get a letter from you asking for a detailed

breakdown of how we have spent the reregistration fees. And I did

sign off on a detailed response on that to you yesterday, that

should be reaching you any moment now.
I was just told it was faxed to you last night. But so you should

have a detailed breakdown of how we have spent the reregistration
fees to date in your in box.

Mr. Allard. Good, I appreciate that.
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I have several questions that are on a technical nature as far as
the administration's proposal is concerned, as far as FIFRA. And
so we will go through as many as we can, then I will be

requestioning back through the panel. I would like to bring up the
others.

I would like to talk a little bit about your pesticide chemical resi-

due provision that you have that is in H.R. 4362, on page 3, line

1 through 7, that requires a tolerance or exemption from a toler-

ance be granted for all detectable metabolites of the pesticide
chemical. Can you answer the question, to date, how many toler-

ances or exemptions have been granted for pesticide metabolites?
Dr. Goldman. I can't answer you that question. I can get you the

information. We certainly do that today.
Today, we look at the metabolites as well as the parent chemical.
Mr. Allard. But my understanding is that you don't grant toler-

ances and the response would be no.

Dr. Goldman. Actually, we do. And we do that in different ways
at different times, depending on what the nature is of the analyt-
ical technique. But if there is a health concern for a metabolite,
then we do make sure that there is not only a tolerance, but also

a monitoring procedure so that our friends at FDA can find the
metabolite if it is present.
And there are pesticides for which the parent compound has to-

tally disappeared by the time the pesticide is in the marketplace,
but it is the metabolite that we are concerned about from a health

standpoint.
Mr. Allard. Could you provide this committee with those exam-

ples of pesticides where you grant—so the way I understand the

legislation, is that on all these metabolites, you force the applicant
to come in and establish or there will be some establishment of a
tolerance on all those metabolites that you can begin to measure.
And I see that sort of as a moving target, as our technology
chginges we are able to break down our chemical equations into bet-

ter steps.
And how in the world—almost walk back into another situation

where we have a Delaney clause, where you have a diminishing
value of zero. As we become more expertise and more refined in

being able to analyze each step of an equation, we begin to identify
these metabolites in more steps in the chemical equation as you go
through that.

How are we going to set a limit on the number of metabolites?
Dr. Goldman. I can explain to you how we do that and get you

some information.
For the record here, if you will accept it, is a report that I was

involved in when I worked at the California State Health Depart-
ment on a poisoning incident, where hundreds of people were

poisoned by Aldicarb sulfoxide in watermelons in California.

Aldicarb sulfoxide was a breakdown product of the pesticide that
was supplied.
Mr. Allard. I understand we can bring up an anecdote, but I am

looking at the overall licensing process and approval process.
[The information follows:]
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The Administration's legislative proposals will codify in
the statute EPA's existing policy and practices in evaluating
metabolites for the purpose of establishing and reassessing
tolerances. Following is a brief description of the Agency's
approach .

It is important to identify all possible metabolites of
concern in order to assess dietary risks as part of the
tolerance -setting process. This is necessary because in some
cases a pesticide may be metabolized into a more toxic form than
the parent compound. For this reason, EPA requires plant and,
where appropriate, animal metabolism data to support tolerance
petitions. Using the results of these studies, EPA determines
which metabolites are of concern and therefore need to be
considered in assessing the dietary risk posed by residues of the
pesticide. The Agency then generally establishes tolerances that
cover all of the expected residues, including the parent compound
and metabolites, such as tolerances for residues of aldicarb and
its sulfoxide and sulfone metabolites. For metabolites that are
toxicologically significant and occur at significant levels, a
suitable analytical methodology is required.

In some cases, the Agency may establish separate tolerances
for metabolites, when this is found to be warranted by EPA
scientists. Examples include tolerances established for residues
of melamine, a metabolite resulting from application of

cyromazine, and separate maximum residue levels for acephate and
its cholinesterase- inhibiting metabolite, methamidophos .

In addition, marker compounds may be used in the tolerance
expression if the Agency determines, based on data provided, that
residue levels of other metabolites of potential risk concern may
be determined for use in risk assessment using a ratio of these
metabolites to the markers. Careful judgment regarding
metabolites to include in the tolerance expression may help
improve consistency with international Maximum Residue Limits
established by the Codex Alimentarius Commission, and increases
monitoring capability in regulatory monitoring programs.
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ABSTRAO. AkJIcarfo, a cartuunale pesticide, is the most potent pesticide in the market and
has a LD„ of 1 mg/kg. In the United States it is illegal to use aMicarb on certain crops, e.g.,

watermelons, because it is incorporated into the flesh of the fruit. Once an accidental or

illegal use of such a potent pesticide occurs, there is no easy way for the agricultural or

public health system to protect the populace. This paper describes the impact of one such
event upon the health of individuals and the institutions of California. On July 4, 1985,
California and other western states experienced the largest known outbreak of food-borne

pesticide illness ever to occur in North America. This was attributed to watermelons con-
laminated through the illegal or accidental use of aldicarb by a few farmers in one part of

the state. Within California, a total of 1 376 illnesses resulting from consumption of water-
melons was reported to the California Department of Health Services (COHS). Of the 1 376
illnesses, 77% were classified as being probable or possible carbamate illnesses. Many of

the case reports involved multiple illnesses associated with the same melon among unrelated
individuals. Seventeen individuals required hospitalization. There were 47 reports of illness

luly/AugusI 1990 (Vol. 45 (No. 4))
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involving pregnant women, two of whom reported having subsequent stillbirths. Thirty-five

of the remaining pregnant women were followed—up 9 mo after the epidemic; no additional

stillbirths were found. To control the epidemic, it was necessary to embargo on July 4 and
to destroy all watermelons in the stale on |uly 7 and to effect a field certification program.
The epidemic and (he costly resultant control measures illustrate the difficulties in assuring

the safe use of the most potent pesticide. The use of pesticides is controlled by an elaborate

set of crop specific regulations. State and federal regulators use labofatory tests of produce

samples to insure that regulations are followed. When inadvertent or illegal applications of

pesticide occur in a particular crop, there is no system that guarantees that the public will

not be e«posed. For most pesticides, the effects may not be dramatic, but when a potent

pesticide appears in a widely eaten commodity, the impact on health and the institutions

that are designed to protect it can be devastating. This paper describes the course of one

such event.

ON lULY 3, 1985, the Oregon Deparlment of

Health notified the California Department of Health

Services (CDHS) of several cases of possible pesti-

cide illness related to consumption of watermelons

thai were thought to have been grown in Arizona.'^

At 4:00 A.M. on July 4, a 62-y-old woman on digoxin

therapy was treated at a Lake County, California,

emergency department for hypotension, severe bra-

dycardia (31 beats per minute (bpml), atrial fibrilla-

tion, diaphoresis, vomiting, diarrhea, lacrimation,

salivation, and muscle twitching. She had eaten wa-

termelon about 30 min earlier. Her symptoms re-

solved following treatment with atropine. Two other

family members who had consumed the same water-

melon were also ill and had similar though milder

symptoms. The treating physician notified the San

Francisco Bay Area Regional Poison Control Center,

which subsequently notified CDHS.
Later on the morning of July 4, Oregon officials re-

ported to CDHS that aldicarb sulfoxide (ASO), a

toxic degradation product of aldicarb, had been de-

tected in several of the melons related to illness epi-

sodes in that state and that the origin of the melons
was, in fact, from California.'^ Aldicarb, CAS No.

116-06-3, is a cholinesterase-inhibiting carbamate

pesticide that is not registered for use on waterme-
lons in the U.S. but commonly used on citrus, cot-

ton, potatoes, peanuts, and soybeans. Within 2 h,

calls to 10 California poison control centers, 20 se-

lected emergency departments, and 1 county health

department had identified an additional 12 pre-
sumed cases of pesticide illness related to consump-
tion of watermelons. This included a group of 4 in-

dividuals in Bakersfield who had eaten a striped
melon purchased at a roadside stand, a group of 6

individuals who had eaten a striped melon from a

Los Angeles-area supermarket warehouse, and 2 in-

dividuals in the San Francisco Bay Area who had
eaten green melons purchased at different retail

stores These illnesses were investigated by state

and local health officials, and arrangements were
made for obtaining watermelon samples.

lust prior to noon on July 4, statewide media ad-

visories were issued that warned against eating wa-

termelons, and an embargo was placed on the sale

of watermelons throughout California. Usual prod-
uct recall mechanisms were inoperative because the

day was a national holiday. By late afternoon on |uly

4, case investigations and tracking of sources of mel-

ons back through the distribution chains had impli-
cated a single Kern County shipper in several, but

not all of the episodes. Subsequently, in the melon
from the first known California case, ASO was found

at 2.7 parts per million (ppm). The embargo re-

mained in effect for the next 3 d.

On July 7, all watermelons in retail outlets or in

the chains of distribution were destroyed because it

was impossible to distinguish ASO-contaminated
melons from melons free of ASO. A field certifica-

tion program was implemented on )uly 10, and the

embargo was lifted. Surveillance after that time

identified only one further illness episode in Califor-

nia associated with a melon that tested positive for

ASO. Product certification was conducted by the

California Department of Food and Agriculture
(CDFA) and involved testing composite samples of

melons from fields for aldicarb and its metabolites.

Melons from fields that tested negative were labeled

by CDFA to certify that they had been cleared.

Methods

Commencing late on the morning of July 4, the

public was advised through the mass media to re-

port any watermelon-associated illness to their local

health department. An active surveillance network
set up by CDHS on July 5 involved (a) daily calls to

California's 10 regional poison control centers and
selected emergency departments, (b) daily contact

with all local health departments in California, and

(c) periodic calls to several western states and the

western provinces of Canada. Local health depart-
ments were asked to complete and return an illness

report form (described below) to CDHS for all cases

reported to them. They were also asked to periodi-

cally call selected hospital emergency departments
within their jurisdiction so as not to miss illnesses

severe enough to require emergency treatment or hos-

pitalization.

The CDHS illness report form and a case-

definition algorithm were developed based on the

expected cholinergic symptoms resulting from

ingestion of aldicarb (Table 1). The case definition

divided illness reports into three categories: (1)

probable, (2) possible, or (3) unlikely, depending on

timing of symptom onset, nature and severity of

Archives of Invtronmenlal Health
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symptoms, and number of people ill from the same
melon.
The CDHS illness report forms were distributed

rapidly to local health department officials in an ef-

fort to speed collection of uniform case information.

The forms included questions about symptoms,
time and location of melon purchase, and others

who ate the same melon. All reports of illness with

date of onset after July 10 were telephoned to CDHS
and promptly reviewed by a physician to identify

probable poisoning cases from melons bearing cer-

tification labels. Additional information was sought
from persons who reported illness, if necessary.

Samples of melons from probable cases were col-

lected and shipped by local health departments to

the nearest participating CDFA or CDHS laboratory
for analysis.

Analyses for aldicarb, ASO and aldicarb sulfone

(AS) in watermelons were performed by CDFA. In

addition, several confirmatory analyses were per-
formed by the US. Food and Drug Administration

(FDA) regional laboratory in Los Angeles and CDHS's
Food and Drug Laboratory. Analyses by CDFA and
FDA were performed using liquid chromatography.
The minimum detection level was usually 0.2 ppm
but ranged between 0.1 and 0.5 ppm ASO. Confir-

matory analyses by CDHS were performed using gas

chromatography and a method developed by Union
Carbide for detecting aldicarb residues in water

(method ALDICARB-FPD-WATER(a)i.' The detection

level by this method for all aldicarb residues com-
bined was 0.01 ppm

Selection of melons for testing was completed in

two stages. During the first stage, i.e., prior to July

10, attempts were made to confirm the source and
extent of the epidemic. The second stage, after )uly

10, involved sampling melons from fields that had

passed the certification program. The theoretical

ability of the field certification sampling plan to de-

tect a single, highly contaminated field was quite

good, but given the practical limit of detection of

ASO, the necessary compositing of samples, and the

large number of fields involved, it was still possible
that some contaminated melons might have reached
retail markets. Therefore, melons associated with

"probable
"

illnesses that occurred after July 10 were

assigned top priority for testing.
Active surveillance continued until the end of Au-

gust 1985. All case reports were reviewed later for

completeness, and additional data were sought
when needed. Data from individual case reports
were then analyzed using the standardized case def-

inition.

In March 1986, an attempt was made to contact by
mail and telephone the 47 women who reported

being pregnant when they experienced their

watermelon-associated illness. Information was ob-

tained on the pregnancy outcome, birthing compli-
cations, birth defects, and any other relevant prob-
lems. Six of the 47 were lost to follow-up. Of the

remaining 41, 2 denied having been pregnant,
and 1 refused to participate. The other 38 women

provided information on a standard questionnaire
about the outcome of the pregnancy and the baby's
health.

Case reports were tabulated in an attempt to iden-

tify the geographic source(s) of the epidemic. Illness

rates and numbers of illness were mapped by county
using SAS/CRAPH, 1980 U.S. Census population de-

nominators, and Tektronix plotter.'' In an attempt to

pinpoint store chains (and through them, wholesal-

ers and farmers) who might have sold contaminated

melons, we compared the frequency with which the

various chains were identified by "probable" cases

and by "unlikely" cases. Our reasoning was that

"unlikely" cases probably approximated a random

sample of the population as to their use of the vari-

ous store chains so that we could analyze the data as

one would a case-control study. We calculated odds
ratios and 95% confidence limits. This measure of as-

sociation divides the odds of using a particular store

chain by "probable" cases by the odds of using that

chain among "unlikely" cases. For rare diseases, it is

an estimate of the rate ratio, i.e., the incidence of

poisoning in patrons of that chain divided by the in-

cidence in nonpatrons. Distributors that served

counties or store chains with high odds ratios would
be most suspect as sources for contaminated water-

melons.
Because of the difficulty in using the complete

case definition given in Table 1, which required ask-

ing cases about the occurrence of multiple symp-
toms in several categories, simpler alternative case

definitions were explored using data on symptom
rates and onset times.

Results

Active surveillance. Case reports were received for

dates as early as June 1 , 1985. Table 2 shows the num-
ber of case reports received in California for the pe-
riod of active surveillance (June-August 1985) by
case classification. In all, 1 376 case reports were re-

ceived; 78% were classified as probable or possible

pesticide poisoning. The geographic distribution of

illnesses was evaluated in an attempt to identify the

origin of the contaminated melons, but mapping did

not suggest a source or sources. Analysis of stores

where melons associated with pre-)uly 10 illness

were purchased showed that there were four major
supermarket chains involved. Only one of these had a

significantly elevated odds ratio, 1 89 (95% confidence
limits 1.(X) and 3.56), for "probable" vs. "unlikel/" ill-

ness reports However, the watermelon distnibution

systems were too intermingled to quickly determine
the suppliers for this chain.

The majority of incidents (61%) involved one per-
son becoming ill after eating a melon. Twenty-two

percent of the reports involved 2-person episodes;
10% were 3-person clusters, and 3% were 4-person
clusters. Additional clusters involving 5, 6, 9, and 13

persons becoming ill after eating from the same
melon also were reported.

luly/Augus1 1990 |Vol. 4S (No. 4)|
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Table 1.—Case DefiniA«ons tor Watermelon-Associated illness Outbreak—California,

July 198S

Croup 1: Gastrointestinal

Abdominal pain
Nausea and/or vomiting
Diarrhea

Croup 2: Other peripheral autonomic
Blurred vision and/or watery eyes

Pinpoint pupils
Excess salivation

Sweating or clamminess

Classification of Cholinergic Symptoms
Croup 3. Skeletal muscle
Muscular weakness

Twitching

Croup 4: Central nervous system
Seizures

Oisorienlation or confusion
Excitation

Classification of Illness Reports

I Probable CJse:

Melon positive for aldicarb or aldicarb metabolites, onset < 2 h after consuming melon; ano
ONE Of TH( KXiOwiNC Multiple groups o* cholinergic symptoms or a single group oi symptoms
and more than one person ill from (he same melon, o« onset between 2 and 12 h after con-

suming melon, multiple symptom groups, and more than one person ill from the same melon.

2. Possible case:

Onset less than 2 h after consuming melon, a single group of symptoms, and no other illnesses

reported from the melon; o« onset within 2 to 12 h after consuming melon and multiple symp-
toms or symptoms from only one gf^oup

3 Unlikely case:

Some other cause of illness judged to be more Itkely; on any illness with onset oi symptoms
more than (2 h after eating melon.

Table 2.—Numbers and Percentages of Watermelon-Associated illnesses Reported in California, |une 1-

August 31, 1985, by Onset Date and Case Oerinilion

1
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Fig, 1. Watermelon aldicarfo illness reports by case definrtion and

melon purchase date California, 1986.
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Nine months later an attempt was made to contact

the other women who reported being pregnant
when they had their watermelon-associated illness.

Among the 35 women contacted, 2 neonatal deaths

were reported. One was a premature infant born to

a mother with "possible" illness, who reported
headache and fever 1 wk prior to delivery, raising the

possibility that the premature birth and death may
have been due to an infection. The second death

was due to hypoplastic left heart syndrome; this oc-

curred to a mother with a ""probable"' illness during
the 25th wk of gestation.

Laboratory testing. Of 62 laboratory-tested melons

purchased prior to )uly 10 and associated with ill-

ness, 9 (14.5%) were ASO positive. For illnesses as-

sociated with melons purchased after )uly 10, 188

melons were tested, and 1 (0.5%) was ASO positive.
In no case was the parent compound aldicarb iden-

tified, but some melons contained AS. In addition to

the 1 noted aldicarb-positive melon purchased in

California after |uly 10, 2 other aldicarb-positive
CDFA-labeled watermelons associated with illness

after )uly 10 were reported in Canada (personal com-
munication, 1985) and Oregon.' One of the 3 posi-
tive melons found after July 10 could be traced to a

particular California field.

Case definition.

The case definition algorithm was compared with

symptom reports (Table 4). In general, the 28 with

laboratory confirmation of watermelon contamina-

Table 3.—Severe Illness in California Associated With

Watermelon Consumption, Summer 1985.

Condition

Number of cases reported

luly 10

Belore luly 10 and after

Seizures

Loss of consciousness

Cardiac arrfiythmia

Hypotension
Dehydration
Anaphylaxis

3

4

6

4

17

3

Note: Some individuals had more Ihan one of the above

symptoms.

tion with ASO were more likely to have had symp-
toms compatible with carbamate poisoning than

those for whom melon tests were negative or not

performed. Symptoms reported by at least 50% of

those who consumed confirmed ASO-contaminated
melons included abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting,
diarrhea, blurred vision, salivation, sweating,
muscle twitching and/or weakness, and disorienta-

tion. These symptoms were also found, but with less

frequency, among cases classified as probable, pos-

sible, and unlikely. Symptom group 1 (gastrointes-
tinal symptoms) showed the smallest differences in

reporting between laboratory-confirmed melon

luly/August 1990 (Vol. 45 (No. 4)|
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Tjble 4.—Cases With Various Symptoms, by Case Oefmition*: California Aldicarb in VVatermelon Episode,
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one, ranging from mild to severe. No deaths have
been reported from any of these food poisoning epi-
sodes.'-' In these cases, as with the 1985 watermelon

epidemic, identification of the epidemic was depen-
dent on alert clinicians who quickly recognized the

symptoms and signs of carbamate pesticide poison-

ing and on the abilities of laboratories to identify al-

dicarb metabolites (a test not routinely performed
when testing for pesticide residues). Without careful

surveillance, it would be easy to overlook such an

epidemic because of the nonspecific nature of

symptoms of early cholinesterase toxicity.

Aldicarb has been implicated in at least two deaths
in agricultural workers."" Although no deaths in

this epidemic were attributable to ASO, the spec-
trum of clinical illness seen in this episode included

many severely ill people Some of the more serious

symptoms and signs reported, such as marked bra-

dycardia and hypotension, could have been lethal,

particularly in the very young, the elderly, and the

chronically ill. The prompt embargo and widespread

publicity almost certainly were responsible for pre-

venting a much larger epidemic and saving lives.

There are no known long-term or reproductive ef-

fects of aldicarb and its metabolites in the absence
of maternal toxicity, and it is not a suspect carcino-

gen.^
"

One would expect that there would be a certain

number of people in the state who had gastroin-
testinal illness onset coincidentally within 2 h of

eating melon; hence, some of the sporadic cases

were reported through September. However, under-

reporting at the beginning of the outbreak may have
been substantial, given the long Fourth of )uly week-
end and that the active surveillance system required
1 wk to implement fully. For example, the poison
control centers were initially so overwhelmed with

calls that they often did not have time to record

complete reports; thus, many cases may have been
lost to follow-up during the first week of the out-

break. However, a greater proportion of "probable"
cases occurred after July 11; this suggests that a re-

porting bias in favor of minor coincidental illness

may have occurred when the epidemic was first re-

ported by the media.
It has been asserted that the entire epidemic was

created by media coverage and reporting of illness

coincidental with eating aldicarb-contaminated wa-
termelons However, the episode cannot be ex-

plained by coincidence. This is clear from the fact

that those with laboratory-positive watermelons
were likely to have a greater number of symptoms
and more symptoms of severe acetyl cholinesterase

inhibition than others

A study of the geographic case distribution re-

vealed no single retail source for contaminated mel-

ons, even when confined to cases confirmed with

ASO-Positive tests in melons. This is probably due to

the prevailing methods of distributing watermelons,
which involve mixing unlabeled melons from nu-

merous different sources. This results in marked in-

termingling during the distribution process. Any fu-

ture outbreaks of illness related -to watermelon will

likely be difficult to trace using epidemiological in-

formation alone. This certainly suggests a need for

better labeling or tracking methods for watermel-
ons.
There were many illnesses clinically compatible

with carbamate poisoning but associated with

aldicarb-negative melons. Although, as mentioned
above, some of these could have been coincidental

occurrences, it is also possible that the laboratory

analysis could not detect ASO at levels that can
cause illness. This issue has implications for the reg-
ulation of pesticide residues in foods and deserves

further study.
An outbreak of this explosiveness and magnitude

could never have been investigated and docu-
mented without the full support and participation of

California's local health departments, emergency
departments, and poison control centers. The work-

load generated by this event in these institutions

and CDFA is hard to quantify. CDHS has time ac-

counting records that suggest thousands of person
hours were devoted by one agency alone. Since the

1985 epidemic, California has begun an integrated
food surveillance program that involves local health

and environmental health departments, CDFA, and
CDHS. Monitoring for pesticide-related illness uses

a report form similar to the one used for the 1985

outbreak, but with the simpler case definition for a

probable case of carbamate poisoning of diarrhea or

nausea/vomiting within 2 h of eating produce. This

case definition is easier to use in the field and has

sufficient sensitivity (79%) so that any future out-

breaks of consequence should not be missed, even

though it will overlook one of five individ.ual ill-

nesses.

Management oi this epidemic involved tiundreds of individu-

als in government agencies at all levels and at numerous private
institutions. The authors thank all of these persons. Special
thanks go to Harvey F Colims, Ph O . for his editorial assistance,

to Barbara Hopkins, Davrd Epstein, and Martha Harnly, who as-

sisted with data processing and analysis and illustrations; and to

Carolyn Harris and Cette Meneses, who typed the manuscript-
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Dr. Goldman. We will give you a full explanation of what we are

proposing today, which is what we are proposing in the legislation.
Mr. Allard. Is there a scientific body out here that has rec-

ommended that you go ahead and say that all metabolites be given

separate tolerances?
Dr. Goldman. There is a major amount of science judgment in-

volved in how this is done.
Mr. Allard. But the National Academy of Sciences or the Na-

tional Toxicological Board haven't recommended that; have they?
Dr. Goldman. They have, they certainly have. The National

Academy of Sciences has, and a number of others have as well.

Mr. Allard. Would you provide the committee with those ref-

erences so that we can look at those, please?
Dr. Goldman. Sure. We also have recommendations from our

own science advisory panel for the agency.
[The information follows:]
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It is generally recognized by scientists that dietary risk
assessments and residue monitoring must take metabolites into
account, due to their potential toxicity as components of

pesticide residues in food.

For example, in its 1993 report on Pesticides in the Diets
of Infants and Children, the National Academy of Sciences (NAS)
stated that "The residue testing program should include all toxic
forms of the pesticide, for example, its metabolites and
degradation products." (p. 10) In describing EPA's typical data
requirements for active ingredients and metabolites, the NAS in
1987 noted that the required studies "reflect the need for data
on all risks as well as those posed by residues in food."
(Regulating Pesticides in Food: the Delaney Paradox, NAS, 1987
(p. 29)) .

Within EPA's Office of Pesticide Programs' Health Effects
Division (OPP/HED) , an expert peer review group, the HED
Metabolism Committee, makes the determination of how tolerances
should "cover" metabolites, or whether separate tolerances should
be estcQjlished for specific metaibolites that may pose risk
concerns .
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Mr. Allard. The new cancer standard that we talk about in H.R.

4362, on page 7, line 14, to page 8, then line 4, contains part of

the Delaney clause. That is, it states: '*That the cancer provisions

apply to pesticides found to induce cancer in man or animals."

You have chosen to delete the part of the Delaney clause which
states: "After tests which are appropriate for the evaluation of the

safety for food additives." I find it interesting that you would delete

the only portion of the Delaney clause which relates to recent sci-

entific controversy surrounding appropriateness of high-dose test-

ing, for example, the maximum-tolerated dose level.

Can you explain your thoughts on this?

Dr. Goldman. Yes, if I can grab this here.

I think that you need to look at the rest of what we said here
to understand what we are getting at.

First, we say: Inducing cancer determined on the basis of reliable

scientific evidence, to pose a potential dietary risk in humans or

animals.
We don't say as they said in the Delaney clause that it simply

induces cancer in animals. We are insisting on a reliable body of

scientific evidence.

I am having trouble finding the exact words.
Mr. Allard. But there is an issue of if it is reliable—I mean, we

can talk about reliable facts, but is it appropriate in the regu-
latory—it is an important question.

Dr. Goldman. We believe that we have provided language within
the bill that allows our scientists to make these determinations
about whether or not the evidence that has been presented is ap-

propriate. And that also would allow us, if we have a situation, say,
with some weird thing occurring just at the maximum-tolerated

dose, or some weird mechanism that would not apply at a lower

level, that we would be able to exercise our best scientific judgment
in how we use those data.

We do not believe that what we have written here is, "son of

Delaney," where there just is an "induces-cancer-in-animals find-

ing" and we ignore the rest of the scientific evidence around that.

That is not what we would want to do here.

Mr. Allard. On appropriateness, if we take that standard out,
doesn't that create problems in our trying to work with the rest of

the international community on harmonizing our test standards?
Mr. Taylor. I think it is important to keep in mind the concep-

tual breakthrough that this provision embodies and why the pre-
cise language is not as critical as it may have been in the Delaney
clause as currently written.

Under Delaney clause, as you know, as currently written, the

fact of carcinogenicity is dispositive. There is no opportunity for the

agency to do a scientific safety evaluation. This bill is structured

for the very purpose of allowing, requiring a careful, thoughtful sci-

entific evaluation of safety.
The only reason we distinguish between the cancer endpoint as

opposed to others, is because of a recognition that in many cases

the only tool we have for evaluating the safety of a carcinogen is

quantitative risk assessment, and we needed to introduce the con-

cept of negligible risk. It is embedded in this provision, though,
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that we have to use good, reliable scientific evidence and, obvi-

ously, appropriate studies is implicit in that.

Mr. Allard. Now let me interrupt you.
You talk about reliable. Is that the same—can we use that S3ni-

onymously with validated? I mean, I see both terms kind of used

interchangeably. I want to make sure we are talking about the
same thing.

Dr. Goldman. Yes.
Mr. Allard. So any time you use "validated," it is the same

thing as "reliable."

Dr. Goldman. The term "reliable" goes beyond that because you
might use a method that was validated, but the way it was carried

out, say, if they didn't follow the standard of practice, the findings
wouldn't be reliable and wouldn't be usable. And so what wc are

looking for are studies that have both been validated and were con-
ducted properly and where the entire body of evidence that the sci-

entists are looking at supports the finding.
As opposed to again in the Delaney approach
Mr. Allard. So "reliable," you have it applied to the test process

itself; "validated" you are looking at the scientific literature to see
if it tends to validate what you found and what you assumed to be
a reliable test?

Dr. Goldman. You might have a validated test that was per-
formed in an unreliable manner, and you would reject, for example,
so that the test is a valid test, but if it wasn't done appropriately,
we would want to reject.
Mr. Allard. So they are not necessarily s3nionymous.
Dr. Goldman. "Reliable" encompasses "validated" along with

other considerations that we have to make, when we review this

data.
Mr. Allard. Mr. Chairman, I see my time is over. I would like

to come back later, thank you.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Glickman.
Mr. Glickman. Thank you.
I think there are some things in all these bills that are useful.

I would just make a couple of comments.
One, I have done a 180-degree turn on this issue of private rights

of action. I think we have to be extraordinarily careful, by expand-
ing the potential for unlimited litigation and bootstrapping, per-

haps, unclear law that delegates a lot to a regulatory agency and
in giving individuals the right to sue in an unlimited fashion based

upon that unclear law.
So whether you sue for damages or whether you sue for equitable

relief and how it is defined, I don't think we ought to be rushed
into a section which creates extraordinary opportunity for using the
courts to solve problems that ought to be done by this body and by
the regulatory agencies. That has been too often a procedure that
we have done, and I think we have to be careful about it.

The second question I would have has to do with the tolerances.

This tolerance, a reasonable certainty of no harm, is that in any-
where defined? It is?

Dr. Goldman. Yes. The term "reasonable certainty of no harm"
has been used in prior statutes. I am going to turn things over to

Mike Taylor in a moment to expand on that in terms of its legal
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sense. As a scientist, what that means to me, and as a risk man-
ager, is that in the case of cancer, I can assure that there is a neg-
Hgible risk. That in terms of noncancer effects, I can be pretty sure
that nobody is going to be harmed, that there is going to be no
chronic disease, no acute illness from that exposure.
As a scientist, I like the term also because it provides some flexi-

bility for changes in science in the future, that unlike bright line

standards and more prescriptive kinds of language that have been
put into some of the laws that have been put forward in this and
earlier Congresses, that we would not be creating a Delaney clause
of the future, something that would lock us in to 1994 science,
which we would not be able to use in 2004 or 2014.
Mr. Glickman. Let me ask you this; if you were to be challenged

in court as to a determination of whether—if somebody challenged
your determination as to whether pesticide presented a reasonable

certainty of harm or not, what legal standard would you use?
Would it be preponderance of the evidence, clear and convincing

evidence? What is the legal standard that is used to protect your
judgment or somebody could challenge your judgment?

Mr. Taylor. Let me make a couple of observations.

First, you should know that the "reasonable certainty of no
harm" formulation was created by Congress in 1958 when it en-
acted the food additives amendment to the food and drug law and
established for the first time the premarket approval, safety eval-

uation scheme for food additives. That was Congress' very wise for-

mulation of what safe should mean.
It is not an absolute concept, it is a science-based reasonable

judgment sort of concept. And FDA has had over 30 years of expe-
rience making decisions and being challenged in court and defend-

ing those decisions.

I think the standard in the formal rulemaking provisions of the
tolerance setting provision would be it is a court of appeals, sub-
stantial evidence on the record, as a whole sort of standard. I think
I would want to get the lawyers to give you the precise language,
but the question is whether the agency has considered all the rel-

evant evidence and made a rational decision.

Mr. Glickman. When you have two places
—that occurs in rule-

making, that also occurs when something is litigated in challenging
the standards as well.

Now, the second part of your tolerance has to do with multiple
tolerances at later stages of the food chain. How are you going to

do that?
What are you saying, that fresh strawberries—get a pesticide on

fresh strawberries basically is one area, but if the strawberries are
frozen and they are packaged along with a fruit compote and sold

in a grocery store, that is perhaps another tolerance?
Dr. GrOLDMAN. We are trying to achieve two important policy

goals. One is that we want to move toward a health-based standard
for pesticide residues in food and a standard where we credibly are

enforcing that health-based standard for what consumers actually
eat.

But as we looked at our desire to do that, we realized that we
still need to do enforcement at the farmgate. We still need to be
able to, as early as possible in commerce, sample the food and
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evaluate what the residues are and look at the potential for mis-
use.

And so what we realize is that in order to achieve both of those

goals, because of the significant reductions that can occur in resi-

due levels between the farmgate £ind the dinner plate, that we
would in many cases, not all cases, but in many cases, we would
need to have a dual system of tolerances in place.
Mr. Glickman. But you would still have the definition "reason-

able certainty of no harm" at all levels; right?
Dr. Goldman. The definition of "reasonable certainty of no

harm" would apply to the food as people eat it. And so we could,
in the future, have, as we have today, farmgate tolerances, that if

that were the level that consumers were exposed to, that we would
not feel that we can ensure them a "reasonable certainty of no
harm." But on the other hand, in the future, we would then have
a backup of another tolerance that reflects what people actually eat
that would be enforceable.
Mr. Glickman. So you could make the judgment: Well, at this

level this food would have a problem, but if processed, there
wouldn't be a problem?

Dr. GrOLDMAN. There wouldn't be a problem, a processor would
not want a problem after washing and putting the food through the

processes, even m£iny fresh foods.

Mr. Glickman. I just say that this does allow—I am not sure
this is a bad idea or a good idea, but it could be a confusing idea
in terms of how it is implemented. And it is just something we
need to look at carefully.

I have one final comment. That is the integrated pest manage-
ment issue. I think this is a provision of your bill, the administra-
tion bill. And I don't know if that is in the other bill or not. But
I think this concept
Mr. VOLKMER. Not to the extent.

Mr. Glickman. Yes, I think this concept is very important.
Farmers need to not only be penalized in this registration revoca-

tion and utilization of pesticides process, but there needs to be con-
structive and responsible alternatives and realistic alternatives, the

way agriculture actually works to help them use a combination of

pesticides or a combination of other pest-reducing procedures.
I want to go on record as being strongly supportive of at least

the start of what you have made in this particular bill.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Farr.
Mr. Farr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for having this meet-

ing. I think that of all the issues that are going on, without a

doubt, health care is probably the most dominant, and wellness is

part of that, and essentially the food chain is part of all that proc-
ess and I can't think of a hearing that is more important to the
American public than what is going on in this room right now.

I am very bullish about American farm policy and particularly
our food SEifety policy. I want to compliment Dr. Groldman for mak-
ing herself more accessible to farmers. I remember that she came
from her vacation on a wet Saturday morning to meet with farmers
in my district and had a good, lively discussion about where we are
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headed. I think your proposal is a big improvement over existing
law.

I have two questions that I would like to focus on. One is the
issue that has been brought up here essentially that we find in spe-

cialty crops that I represent that the important crop protection
tools are disappearing fi-om the marketplace. We don't find ade-

quate incentives for the chemical manufacturers to replace these

products, so there is just not enough—in their terms—enough of a
market to warrant the registration process.

I want to know what incentives you plan to propose to develop
and register minor crop pesticides?
Mr. Elworth. We proposed a number of incentives and changes

to make it easier to get new registrations and to keep the registra-
tions that we have.
Mr. Farr. Will that bring the cost down so that—^you make it

easier, but is it going to be less costly? It is still a debate between
whether it is worth the cost to register when the market is some-
what limited.

Mr. Elworth. In terms of the specific incentive, we have pro-
vided for an extended, exclusive use of data for both a major and
minor use, when a registrant brings as many as three minor use

registrations. That is a significant incentive for the registrant to

put minor uses on the label.

Mr. Farr. I want to echo Mr. Ackerman's comment on IPM. Do
you have a research and development program that will get safer

pest control techniques to the farmer faster and sooner than the ex-

isting method than we are using? It seems that there needs to be
a lot more education to help the farmer implement IPM.
Mr. Elworth. We made a specific effort in the last 2 months to

put together a strategic plan for integrated pest management im-

plementation for fiscal year 1996 that focuses specifically on re-

search and extension programs and what they will deliver to the
farms. So we will evaluate them in terms of what they deliver to

producers that they can use, not simply the funding level.

In addition, we are proposing and hope to put into the budget a

program specifically for research into alternatives for pestipides
that producers are losing because of regulatory action.

Mr. Farr. You don't have the money for that this year? You are

going to be asking for it next year?
Mr. Elworth. We will be putting together a budget proposal

that will include that. We recognize how tough the Federal budget
is. This is a priority for the Department which we intend to pursue,
we hope, with the help of Congress.
Mr. Farr. We would be very interested in that. Some of us on

this committee would be pleased to work with you on that.

Last, in my area, the largest strawberry growing area in the Na-
tion, methyl bromide is a critical pesticide for farmers and we un-
derstand it is going to be phased out by the year 2001. I believe
there was an additional $5 million that had been requested by the
administration for research, but didn't get through committee so
we face this again, a critical situation for the methyl bromide
users.

According to the information I have, the EPA and the USDA are

allocating funds to create entirely new research projects instead of
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supporting ongoing efforts at educational institutions and projects
which have been in the works for some time.

I would appreciate you looking into supporting the ongoing ef-

forts rather than investing in a lot of new efforts. I would like to

hear back from you on how you are going to plan to spend the re-

search funds available and how much will be going toward funding
of ongoing efforts in the field.

Mr. Elworth. Given the specific, the very short period of time
we have in which to put together alternatives, we have set in place
a process in which to meet with the growers who depend on these
to make sure that the research will result in something that in

time will actually take place.
We are supporting a conference, and the Deputy Secretary has

met with growers to make sure that our research efforts take ad-

vantage of all of the work that had been done £uid is going on.

If there are any questions that your producers have, we welcome

meeting with them directly. I would be glad to respond to you di-

rectly as well.

Mr. Farr. I am curious as we look at the Delaney clause and re-

visiting it, in an era when we can measure one part per quintillion
what was the standard at the time the Delaney clause was devel-

oped? Do you know what our measuring capabilities were?
Dr. Goldman. At best, in the range of a few hundred parts per

million at that time, no more. It certainly was not the capability
that we have today to get down to parts per quadrillion and so

forth.

Mr. Farr. So technology plays a major role in our decisionmak-

ing today.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Stenholm. Ms. McKinney.
Ms. McKinney. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a prepared

statement that I would like to submit for the record.

Mr. Stenholm. Without objection, your prepared statement will

appear in the hearing record.

Ms. McKinney. I have only one question. I was recently visited

by some of my peanut farmers and they told me that there is a spe-
cific pesticide that they cannot use, but that still enters this coun-

try because peanut producers around the world use it and we im-

port that product with that chemical on it.

Is that something that is a legislation loophole that your bill

would help close or is that an enforcement loophole?
Dr. GrOLDMAN. Well, two things; one is that if there is not a toler-

ance on the books in this country, then the residues should not be

present on any imports coming into this country, and I would be
interested in hearing about what the specific pesticide is and we
can work with the FDA on whether or not we can monitor it.

One of the things that we have been concerned about, and with
our circle of poison provisions, is that in cases where pesticides are

exported from this country and then can come back on food, today
there is not a requirement that the company provide an analytical
method to the FDA.
One of the things that we certainly want to make sure of is

whether this is something that would be routinely picked up in the

analyses and if not, why?
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This is the kind of issue that we would have to explore to see
if it was a regulatory problem or enforcement problem or what.
Ms. McKlNNEY. I would enjoy working with you on that. Please

check, and I also have some written questions.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The information follows:]
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Following the June 15 hearing, EPA learned that the specific

pesticide Congresswoman McKinney was referring to is the

fungicide tebuconazole . As of the date of the hearing, EPA was

in the process of evaluating data that had been submitted in

support of a registration application and tolerance petition for

tebuconazole for use on peanuts. On July 15, EPA concluded its

review of the data and determined that use of this pesticide on

peanuts, consistent with EPA-approved labeling, met the standards
for approving the registration and tolerances. Therefore, EPA

granted a registration for tebuconazole for use on peanuts and
established tolerances for residues on peanuts and peanut hulls.
This decision took effect July 15 and will be published in the
Federal Register in the near future. Thus, the pesticide may now
be used by U.S. growers, and residues in compliance with the
established tolerances are permitted.

EPA's tolerance regulations apply equally to domestically
produced and imported foods. No food, whether domestically
produced or imported, may legally contain residues of a

pesticide unless EPA has granted either a tolerance or an

exemption from the requirement for a tolerance with respect to
the specific food. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is

charged with monitoring the food supply and enforcing these

requirements for most food products in interstate commerce,
including peanuts. Therefore, peanuts or any other foods that
contained residues of tebuconazole prior to the issuance of the
tolerances would have been subject to enforcement action by FDA.

Residues complying with the recently issued tolerances are
now permitted. Residues of tebuconazole found on any commodity
other than peanuts or peanut hulls would constitute a violation
of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA) . Moreover,
peanuts or peanut hulls found to contain residues of tebuconazole
in excess of the tolerance EPA has established (0.1 parts per
million/peanuts and 4.0 parts per million/peanut hulls) would
also be considered adulterated foods and would not be allowed
into the channels of trade. FDA has been provided with an

analytical method for testing for tebuconazole residues.

The Administration's legislative proposals would place new
restrictions on the exports of pesticides that have not been
approved for use in the U.S., including among other provisions a

prohibition on the export of any pesticide banned in this country
due to health concerns and a new requirement that an analytical
methodology be supplied before any unregistered food use

pesticide may be exported. While we recognize that many
pesticides exported from the U.S. may also be produced in other
countries, these new requirements will help ensure that

pesticides exported from the U.S. do not come back to this

country as illegal residues on imported foods.
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1 . EPA has recently released a list of pesticide
tolerances subject to revocation under the Delaney
clause. What is EPA's schedule for enforcing the

Delaney clause and revoking these tolerances?

2. The Administration proposal provides a new phase
down/phase out authority under FIFRA.

Can you name one pesticide that exceeds the risk

standard proposed in the Administration bill that

would be phased out under this authority?

Can you name any pesticides that pose
unacceptable risks to children?

3. The Administration proposal states that the

Administrator "shall fully account for available

information" on food consumption and the cumulative
effects of pesticides, and "shall fully account for valid

scientific information" regarding other health effects.
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What occurs if there is no available information?

What will be the agency's presumption in the

absence of relevant information on consumption
patterns for children, and the health effects of

pesticides?

4. A 1 992 EPA memo from former Assistant

Administrator Linda Fisher to Representative Charlie

Rose of North Carolina listed several pesticide
tolerances which violate the one-in-a-million negligible
risk standard at the tolerance.

What would happen to these tolerances under the
Administration bill?

Within thirty days, please provide us with an
estimation of what these tolerances would be
under the provisions of the Administration

package designed to protect infants and children.

Within thirty days, please provide us with an
estimation of how much these tolerances would
need to be reduced to accommodate a reasonable

certainty of no harm standard.

How would tolerances be lowered under this

proposal ?

How would the new tolerance be enforced?
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

OFFICE OF CONGRESSIONAL
AND LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS

July 26, 1994

Honorable Cynthia Ann McKinney
Subcommittee on Department Operations and Nutrition
Committee on Agriculture
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative McKinney:

Enclosed are the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's
responses to questions arising from the June 15, 1994, hearing^ on
the Administration's pesticide safety legislation. These responses
were prepared by EPA's Office of Prevention, Pesticides, and Toxic
Substances .

If we can provide further assistance, your staff is welcome to
contact Robert Coronado {(202) 260-5431).
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Deputy Director
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U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY'S ANSWERS TO
REPRESENTATIVE CYNTHIA ANN MCKINNEY' S QUESTIONS

FROM JUNE 15, 1994 HEARING
SUBCOMMITTEE ON DEPARTMENT OPERATIONS AND NUTRITION

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

1. EPA has recently released a list of pesticide tolerances

subject to revocation under the Delaney clause. What is

EPA' s schedule for enforcing the Delaney clause and revoking
these tolerances?

A. EPA is continuing to move forward to implement the Ninth
Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals' decision in the Les v. Reilly
case. That case held that the Delaney clause of the FFDCA
must be applied strictly. EPA has now finalized revocations
of the food additive regulations of the pesticides directly
involved in the litigation. In addition, we have

implemented policies to revoke or deny emergency exemption
requests and to defer processing of new applications for

pesticide uses that appear to be subject to the Delaney
clause.

The next step is to review and take action on pesticides
that appear to be subject to the Delaney clause but were not

specifically targeted in the court case. On June 30, 19S4,
EPA proposed to revoke 26 food additive tolerances involving
7 such pesticide chemicals. Similar proposals for a number
of other chemicals are planned for later this summer and
fall. In the near future, EPA also expects to begin making
decisions on several key policy issues raised in connection
with the implementation of the court's interpretation of the

Delaney clause, including the issues raised in a petition
from the National Food Processors Association and comments
received on that petition.

2 . The Administration proposal provides a new phase down/phase
out authority under FIFRA.

a. Can you name one pesticide that exceeds the risk
standard proposed in the Administration bill that would
be phased out under this authority?

b. Can you name any pesticides that pose unacceptable
risks to children?

A. a. We believe phase -out/phase -down authority can be an

important tool in achieving prompt risk reduction and data
submission whenever there is credible scientific evidence
that a pesticide is reasonably likely to pose a significant
risk to health or the environment. While work to resolve
scientific uncertainties goes on, this authority will enable
EPA to begin to reduce exposure. This authority will also

strengthen the agency's hand in negotiating voluntary risk
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reduction strategies and create incentives for resolving
uncertainties expeditiously.

One example where the agency might have used this authority
is the case of the termiticide uses of chlordane. In 1978,
most uses of this pesticide were canceled, but the
termiticide uses remained registered because of questions
about the lack of adequate alternatives and because it

appeared at that time that exposure from these uses was
minimal. In the 1980' s, however, EPA began to question this
exposure conclusion and required indoor air monitoring data
to ascertain whether there was a risk that justified
cancellation. With phase -out/phase -down authority, EPA
could have begun to limit use and exposure while the
monitoring data needed to resolve our concerns about
exposure were being developed, instead of waiting for the
data to be developed and reviewed.

When the data were submitted, they did show significant
exposure. The final decision to cancel termiticide uses of
chlordane was made in 1987. If EPA had phase-out authority,
the public's exposure to chlordane could have been reduced
years earlier, while data gathering was ongoing. j

b. If EPA had data showing that a pesticide posed
unreasonable risks to children, we would move immediately to
reduce or eliminate those risks using the tools currently
available to us. For example, when reports of higher than
anticipated residues of aldicarb in individual bananas
suggested that there could be a risk of illness to young
children with high dietary consumption of bananas, EPA
immediately called in health officials, the pesticide
manufacturer and the banana producing industry to review the

potential risk and assess options for action. The result
was prompt voluntary suspension of all aldicarb use on
bananas .

Although the aldicarb example is a positive one, EPA cannot
always count on prompt voluntary action. Therefore, the
Administration is proposing to provide EPA with additional
regulatory tools and streamlined procedures that will enable
EPA to take prompt, effective action to address risks when
they are identified in the future. In addition, we propese
to get better information on pesticides in the diets of
infants and children, as recommended by the National Academy
of Sciences in its 1993 report.

With respect to existing pesticide residue tolerances, EPA
is developing a list of tolerances which, based on worst-
case assumptions about residue levels and exposure, appear
not to meet the health-based standard proposed in the new
legislation. The list will include pesticides that appear
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to exceed the one-in-a million risk benchmark for
carcinogens, or that exceed the Reference Doses/Acceptable
Daily Intakes established by EPA. Under the
Administration's legislative proposal, these pesticides
would be targeted for fast -track, priority review to ensure
that they meet the new standard within 3-4 years of
enactment, or the tolerances would be revoked.

The Administration proposal states that the Administrator
"shall fully account for available information: on food
consumption and the ctimulative effects of pesticides, " and
"shall fully account for valid scientific information"
regarding other health effects.

What occurs if there is no available information?

What will be the agency's presxunption in the absence of
relevant information on consumption patterns for
children, and the health effects of pesticides?

If EPA determines that the available information is

inadequate to make the required safety findings, the Agency
may either require that data be developed to resolve the/
uncertainties or deny the registration and/or tolerance.

The Administration's proposals require a review of all

existing pesticide tolerances within seven years of
enactment. The standards for tolerance-setting also require
the use of an additional uncertainty or "safety" factor and
other appropriate measures to ensure that children are fully
protected. EPA's judgments will be made on a case-by- case
basis, taking into consideration the data base on each
pesticide and current scientific understanding at the time
of the decision. We will always have some data on exposure
and health effects, and we will upgrade the data base as our
understanding advances in the future. The burden is on the
tolerance sponsor (in most cases, the pesticide
manufacturer) to show that the statutory standards are met.
If EPA concludes that the data submitted in support of a

pesticide is insufficient to make the required safety
findings, tolerances will be revoked as they come up for
review and new tolerances will not be established.

A 1992 EPA memo from former Assistant Administrator Linda
Fisher to Representative Charlie Rose of North Carolina
listed several pesticide tolerances which violate the one-
in-a million negligible risk standard at the tolerance.

a. What would happen to these tolerances under the
Administration bill?
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within thirty days, please provide us with an
estimation of what these tolerances would be under the

provisions of the Administration package designed to

protect infants and children.

Within thirty days, please provide us with an
estimation of how much these tolerances would need to
be reduced to accommodate reasoneO^le certainty of no
harm standard.

b. How would tolerances be lowered under this proposal?

c. How would the new tolerance be enforced?

a. As described in the response to Question 2, EPA is

developing an updated list of pesticides that appear not to
meet the health-based standard proposed in the
Administration's bill, including pesticides that appear to
exceed the one-in-a million benchmark for carcinogens and
pesticides that exceed the Reference Dose/Acceptable Daily
Intake established by EPA. Under the proposed legislation,
these tolerances would be reviewed on a "fast- track; " 75%
of the reviews would be completed within three years of ^

enactment and 100% would be completed within four years.

It is not possible to produce reliable predictions on the
outcome of the tolerance reviews, since we expect to receive
additional data and information during the review period
that could result in revision of the risk estimates. For

example, in preparing the list of potentially affected
pesticides, EPA is assuming that 100% of crops are treated
with the pesticide and that residues are always present at
the tolerance levels. These assumptions tend to overstate
exposure, and thus risk.

It has been EPA's experience that when information on the

percent of crop actually treated and data on residue levels
closer to the point of consumption are factored in to the

dietary risk assessment, the estimated risk is substantially
reduced. In many cases, risks which were estimated to be
above negligible levels are found to be below the negligible
risk standard when more refined estimates of actual residue
occurrence are used. When the information is available,, it
often reduces the. estimated risk very substantially. Thus,
to the extent that such additional data resolve risk
concerns, it may not be necessary to revise tolerances.
Similarly, better data on the health endpoints of concern
could enable EPA to better define the potential risks and
result in substantially lower estimates.

b. If, after evaluating all available data during the
tolerance review period, EPA concludes that the risks still
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exceed the standard of "reasonable certainty of no harm" or
"negligible risk, " a number of options to reduce risks are
possible. Tolerance levels could be lowered as a result of

changes in application rates and directions for use. Some
uses could be dropped, to bring the overall risk of the
pesticide residue down to negligible levels. Separate
tolerances could be established for residues at the farmgate
and residues closer to the point of consumption (e.g.
tolerance limits that would apply at the "supermarket" or
retail level) . If none of these approaches achieves the
necessary risk reduction, EPA could revoke the tolerances.

The mechanisms for establishing, modifying and revoking
tolerances are set out in the Administration's proposal, and
involve basic not ice -and -comment procedures, subject to

judicial review.

c. FDA would continue to be responsible for conducting
monitoring programs, sampling foods and enforcing the
tolerances for food products subject to its authority (which
covers most foods) , and USDA would continue to enforce
tolerances for meat, poultry and some egg products. If

multiple tolerances exist for the same pesticide on a

commodity at different points in the chain of production and
distribution (e.g. farmgate and supermarket), the tolerance
applicable to the point where the sample was taken would be
enforced.

Among the important features of the Administration's
proposals are the enhanced powers that would be provided to
FDA to conduct its enforcement programs, including civil
penalties, recall, and embargo authorities. These
provisions will improve FDA's ability to deter violations of

pesticide residue standards and prevent violative foods from
reaching consumers .
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Mr. Stenholm. Ms. Lambert.
Ms. Lambert. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and a special thanks

to you for certainly bringing up this issue.

I am not a FIFRA veteran as many of those around here are. I

have to say that my frustration over the length of time that it has
taken us to get to this point has been great.
One of the problems I think that we see with the current

Delaney clause is the discrepancy that a raw product that complies
with a section 408 tolerance may be a violation under the law of

the section 409, and it is my understanding that under the admin-
istration's proposal here today that a single negligible risk stand-

ard is established for both raw and processed commodities, but also

EPA is given the authority to establish separate tolerances for food

at the time of harvest and at the time of retail, and after process-

ing.
So you really don't have a single standard, in essence, there are

three standards there at least. What was the reasoning behind this

proposal if we were trying to consolidate and yet we have ex-

panded? And doesn't that really mirror the problem that we cur-

rently have?
Dr. GrOLDMAN. It is a different issue than the Delaney issue. The

Delaney issue is that we would treat a grape different than we
would treat a raisin, even though that grape or raisin might be on
the dinner plate that you are eating. What we are looking at is

that we want to respond to the criticism that we don't enforce a
health-based standard.
We want to make sure that the food that is on your dinner plate,

the tolerances on those foods reflect a safety standard, but in doing
that, we don't want to break something that currently works pretty
well which is being able to do enforcement right at the farmgate.
We know that there are often great reductions in the levels of

pesticide between the farmgate and the dinner plate. If we took
that dinner plate standard and applied it at the farmgate, then we
might not be able to allow a perfectly reasonable use of a pesticide
to meet the needs of the farmers.
We believe that we need to move to being able to have this kind

of flexibility where when needed we can have dual tolerance. It

would not be required. It would just be utilized when we need to

use it.

Ms. Lambert. Who would determine the need?
Dr. Goldman. Basically the need would be determined by the sci-

entific data. The way the farmgate tolerance would be set is the

way it is set today, which is taking the best agricultural practice
and looking at the residue levels that result from that.

If that number is above a health-based standard, which today is

something like 15 percent of tolerances are above a health-based

standard, then we would be required to not just go through the cal-

culations that we do, because we certainly attempt to look at that

and make sure that the actual residue levels are below a health-

based standard, but we also would be required to set a tolerance

that would allow us to enforce that standard so that the consumers
could be absolutely certain they are being protected there.

What we have been criticized for is that although we go through
the calculations showing that the levels are lower on the dinner
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plate, we don't have an enforcement scheme that can guarantee
that to the public, and we feel that we should be able to do that.

Ms. Lambert. So you really would be expanding it to three

standard levels then?
Dr. Goldman. There would be one standard in terms of a health-

based standard for the residue levels on food, but there would be

potential for enforcement to occur in more than one place. Cur-

rently we only enforce at the farmgate. What we are proposing is

that we be able to have enforcement at the supermarket level as
well.

But we would make sure that that food in the supermarket
meets one standard, which would be a health-based standard.
Ms. Lambert. So, if I am reading this correctly, not only at the

retail, but also at the processing so if you are going to take that

grape and not just make a raisin, but you are going to make grape
juice or grape jelly, you are going to utilize that outlet for another
area where you are going to do

Dr. GrOLDMAN. Only if the circumstances require it. Where we are

at the farmgate, we have a tolerance that is above a health-based
standard only if it is required. What we are really looking for here
is the flexibility so that we can meet both of these sets of needs
and we certainly don't want to throw out the baby with the bath
water in terms of best farms practices by moving to a health-based,
tolerance-based system.
Ms. Lambert. I am glad to see that the administration is con-

cerned with the health of our children. I have recently introduced

legislation in the health care arena for children. In this committee
we have taken a tremendous look at nutrition, which I think is im-

portant in all aspects of children's lives.

Would you please explain in practical terms how you plan to go
about setting the separate tolerances for children as opposed to

adults?
Dr. GrOLDMAN. There would not be a separate tolerance for chil-

dren, but what we would be required to do is set the tolerance to

protect the most vulnerable in the population. If children are the

most exposed and the most susceptible and you need to set a strict-

er standard to protect them, that would be the standard that we
would all be covered by.
Ms. Lambert. Are you going to take into account that children

have certain foods in their diet which are more prevalent and in

larger quantities?
Dr. Goldman. It looks at the specific risks that they have and

the other is exposure, the unique dietary patterns that children

have that all parents know about and we want to take both into

account.
Ms. Lambert. One last question on the cost. You mentioned the

increase of $15 to $20 million additional. You seemed very con-

fident that that would have no impact on supply, affordability, safe

supply of food in our Nation, and yet some of the other battles that

we fight in this committee are looking at the cuts in the annual

ag budget which is less than 1 percent of the annual budget in this

Nation.
We are asked continually to take an enormous percentage from

USDA and other areas. Subsidies are always a big bone of conten-
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tion and then when we look at the possibility of pajdng for GATT,
that obviously is an issue that has been tender in the ag area.

So if you look at what the cost might be, coupled with other

costs—I come from a seventh-generation farm family and it is

much more difficult now and much more costly to produce a crop
for the price of what we are getting for our commodities.

Dr. Goldman. These are all good points and I think we realize

working within the administration how limited resources are today,
and it is why we have asked to fund this activity using fees rather

than by using general revenues.
To put it into perspective, I think it is important to think about

a couple of things. One is that we have some 1 billion pounds or

so of pesticides that are produced in this country every year. It

amounts to something like $5 billion or $6 billion in sales. There
is a lot of money involved here.

The second is in terms of input of pesticides in agriculture. It is

a very important cost for the agricultural producers, but if you look

at a lo£if of bread, the amount of money that you are paying for

that loaf of bread that goes for the pesticides is less than a nickel.

It is a small amount of the total amount that goes into it. We think

that when you look at it

Ms. Lambert. But it is hard to make the loaf of bread without

the wheat. Granted it is a minimal part of the cost of it, but it is

a critical element.
Dr. Goldman. It is a critical element, but at the same time when

you look at it in perspective with the overall market for pesticides
and the overall inputs of these into food, to achieve this extra

measure of safety, we think that it is worthwhile.
I mean, obviously that is something for Congress to decide, but

we propose that it is worthwhile.
Ms. Lambert. Thank you for your willingness to be here and to

work with us.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Stenholm. I want to follow up on your last statement. Dr.

Goldman: That is something for Congress to decide, and I think

that is why we are here today.
I want to reiterate, it is my intention to get a bill out of this sub-

committee that you will support and that will achieve the goals
which you have stated, each of you this morning, the goals of the

administration.
We are going to move as expeditiously as possible. Even though

we have started rather late in the year, we still have time, pro-
vided all of the parties want a bill.

I want a bill. I believe you want a bill. Therefore we are going
to move quickly in this committee to put together a bill that you
will support or that you will not oppose; whichever way—those are

the two ideals.

Along that line, I think it is very critical now that we ascertain

the views of those of you at the table in one area, and that is as

you state on page 19: "The statute would specify factors EPA
should consider in assessing pesticide risks as part of the tolerance-

setting process, including, for example, risks to significant sub-

populations, risks from multiple sources of exposure, in addition to
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food, and risks from pesticides that have a common mechanism of

action."

This comes under the general heading for standards for tolerance

setting. I do not mean to leave out anything or everything, but the

whole question of setting tolerances, as Mr. Allard and others have
talked to, is critical. In doing this, I think that it is very important
to ascertain what—I hate to use the word facts, but from my lim-

ited vocabulary, that is the best way to do it.

You correct me if my understanding is wrong, and for sake of

narrowing discussion, let's speak in terms of carcinogens, admitting
that there are other food safety health concerns other than carcino-

gens, but let's speak in terms of carcinogens.
It is my understanding that 98.5 percent of the known carcino-

gens in the world are naturally occurring. What is your percent-

age?
Dr. Goldman. I have never seen a statistic on that.

Mr. Stenholm. Is 98.5 percent reasonable?
Dr. Goldman. No, it does not sound correct to me. That sounds

like an enormous overestimate, but I would not presume to say
that we know what all the naturally occurring carcinogens are ei-

ther, but it sounds like a great overestimate.

Mr. Stenholm. Good point.
Would we be able to agree that the overwhelming majority of the

known carcinogens today are naturally occurring and not man-
made?

Dr. Goldman. I would not agree with that, no.

Mr. Stenholm. You would not agree with that.

Mr. Taylor.
Mr. Taylor. I don't have the numbers, Mr. Chairman, but
Mr. Stenholm. I am not concerned so much about the numbers

as I am in ascertaining the beliefs of those of you at the table re-

garding carcinogens and the general attitude of man-made versus

God-made.
Mr. Taylor. If you are being very careful in sa3dng known

human carcinogens, which means that we have done testing and

actually know something, I agree with Dr. Groldman that we have

many more synthetic manmade chemicals that fall in that category
because we tend to test those. We don't tend to test things that

occur in nature.
Mr. Stenholm. Have we tested any naturally occurring carcino-

gens?
Dr. Goldman. We have, and there are a lot of data on a couple

of them, especially aflatoxins.

Mr. Stenholm. Then let's confine ourselves to that which we
know. If we take a natursdly occurring carcinogen and subject it to

the registration process that we are subjecting pesticides to, do we
get different results, specifically?

Dr. Goldman. For aflatoxins, specifically, actually, we would

apply a very stringent standard. In fact, I believe we do apply a

very stringent standard under other parts of our law for the finding
of aflatoxins as contaminants in food and that we do quite strin-

gently try to control aflatoxin's presence in food.
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Mr. Stenholm. If we subject mice to the maximum-tolerated
dose of naturally occurring carcinogens and let's talk about

aflatoxins, do we get similar results in the test?

Dr. Goldman. When we test mice with aflatoxins, we do find

that cancers develop in the mice, not just at the maximum-toler-
ated dose, but also at lower doses. One of the issues about maxi-
mum-tolerated dose, I think most people believe that you have to

do some kind of a high-dose test. The question is where do you set

that dose?
Mr. Stenholm. Precisely. What I am trying to get at is if we

subject the naturally occurring carcinogens to the same rigorous

testing that we do others, do we or do we not get similar results?

Dr. Goldman. Certainly for aflatoxins, we do.

Mr. Stenholm. In your specific knowledge, would you have any
reason to believe that if we took any other naturally occurring car-

cinogen and subjected it to the same rigorous test that we subject

man-made, should we be expected to get different results?

Dr. Goldman. I think by definition, if it is a carcinogen, we
should expect to see in a test, at least a test system, that you
would see cancers produced. Otherwise, you couldn't define it, kind
of in a way that we decide if something is a carcinogen by defini-

tion, I think the answer is yes.
Mr. Stenholm. The answer would be yes. Then, in the GAO

study of May 1994, "Pesticides: Options to Achieve a Single Regu-
latory Standard," I want to read: *The administrative policies that

EPA developed to reconcile differences in the Federal pesticide laws
have been and may again be challenged in court. If these laws re-

main unchanged, and if EPA retains the coordination policy and
other remaining policies, that decision may compel the revocation

of tolerances for a large number of pesticide uses.

If the laws remain unchanged and if EPA revokes its remaining
policies, fewer tolerance would have to be revoked. Amending the

Federal pesticide laws to establish a single standard for regulating

pesticide residues in or on all foods would give EPA a coherent
basis for setting tolerances and would allay controversy over the

agency's implementation of the pesticide laws.

What that standard should be, how much risk it should allow,
and whether it should permit the consideration of benefits is a

question that science cannot yet answer definitively."
Now that is the part I would normally have read, but it would

have been taken out of context the total paragraph, including the

final summation. Although scientists have improved their ability to

detect pesticide residues and assess risk, they cannot determine ex-

actly how much risk these residues pose either alone or in com-
bination with other environmental effects.

Therefore, at this time, decisions about whether to allow residues

of carcinogenic pesticides in food are ultimately policy judgments;
judgments that the Congress may be called upon to make in reau-

thorizing FIFRA and amending FFDCA.
A clear resolution of the differences in the Federal pesticide laws

would help to avoid recurring regulatory difficulties and disputes.

Now, that is the challenge for this committee. As Mr. Glickman

pointed out a moment ago, the tendency for some is to have an ab-

solute standard for pesticides, but to completely ignore the fact
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that we could ban all pesticides and we may not do one thing for

consumers, whether they be children or an3rthing else.

I ask the question again, is there anyone here from the tabloid

TV at this moment that has heard this wonderful dissertation by
the chairman? The answer is no. The point here is that as we roll

up our sleeves and go to work on this, we are going to have to

somehow get the general public's attention and that means that

many of the witnesses today are going to have to be willing to par-
ticipate in a common sense way to resolving these questions.

If we remain at loggerheads, we are going to have some real

problems that deal with food production. What I am trying to re-

mind people of, over and over and over again, is that consumers
and producers have mutual interests. Particularly if you are con-

cerned about hunger and nutrition, you have a mutual interest in

seeing that we maintain a productive agriculture. Not only in the
United States, but that we allow other countries to benefit from the
tremendous technology that we have, in fact, been able to achieve
in this country.
As Mr. Volkmer pointed out a moment ago, we are in danger by

misguided individuals who choose to use only those portion of stud-

ies. We are in danger of doing some real harm to technological ad-

vances. For other people in the world, the 800 million people that

go to bed hungry every night, could very well be denied the oppor-
tunity to feed themselves if we are not careful how we do this.

Therefore, I repeat, it is my intention to see that we not separate
the Delaney clause from FIFRA; that we work together to achieve

something that the administration, and as you have mentioned, our

response to those concerned about this, that we can have coherent

responses that will be acceptable to the overwhelming majority of

the American people, not to those who have more limited views,
but to recognize science cannot give us the ultimate answers and
set an ultimate standard; we cannot do that.

Therefore, why would we expect it? It has to be a judgment, and
the judgment has to be one in which we all agree will give us a
safe food supply.

I may have additional questions that I will submit for the record.

I apologize to my colleagues for taking more than my 5 minutes,
but this to me is the fundamental question that is going to govern
the way this committee is going to function, and I expect based on
what you have said, you intend to work with this committee in re-

solving it and at least a paraphrasing way of which I have stated
these fundamental differences today.

Dr. GrOLDMAN. One thing I would like to say in response to that
is that the administration is in full agreement with your sentiment
that these two bills should not move forward independently or sep-

arately. One of the reasons why we worked on revising them to-

gether is that we think that part of what is broken today is the
conflict in standards and operations between the two.
We believe that both of these must move forward, not just one

independently of the other. So we are in full agreement with you
on that.

Mr. Stenholm. Great. I just wanted to be sure that nobody
thought that the chairman came in on a turnip truck and then rec-

ognized the dangers of keeping them separate from the standpoint
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of achieving the goals. I appreciate that and we look forward to

working with you.
Mr. Smith.
Mr. Smith of Oregon. Mr. Chairman, you are doing pretty well.

If you need another 5 minutes, just get on with it.

Mr. Stenholm. We have had all the speeches that we can stand
this morning.
Mr. Smith of Oregon. Following your line of questioning, and

pointing out that this is going to be a judgment call, we cannot rely

upon science to give us the directions and of course that is always
dangerous, but in relation to that issue, the administration's bill

has left out any definite consideration, except transitional provi-
sions for existing tolerances.

In 10 years of enactment, H.R. 4362 would eliminate tolerances
for food use pesticides. This phaseout, coupled with the provisions
that subordinate FIFRA to FFDCA means the elimination of

FIFRA's ability to evaluate risk versus benefits in the future.

I think everybody agrees that benefit consideration should focus

on factors affecting consumers, workers, and the environment and

production agriculture. So my question is: Why does the adminis-
tration propose eliminating considerations of benefits for food use

pesticides to offset even the tiniest risk?

Dr. Goldman. What we are basically looking at is not an offset

of benefits with tiny risk. What we are looking at is the policy posi-
tion that we have taken that we ought to be able to assure a rea-

sonable certainty of no harm to the consumers for pesticide resi-

dues on food. That food should be safe, and that we should not

trade off safety of the food supply for narrow economic consider-

ations or other kinds of narrow considerations.

We have not taken a position that the benefits risks trade-offs

in FFDCA should overrule FIFRA, because in FIFRA, and the risk-

benefit balancing, there would continue to be lots of balancing hav-

ing to do with the other risks that we must address; the risks to

farmworkers; the risks to the environment; and the risks to ground
water. But we do feel that when it comes to the safety of the food

supply, especially for our children, that we need to make ijublic

health protection paramount.
Mr. Smith of Oregon. But you do do this for food use pesticides,

you admit?
Dr. Goldman. For food use pesticides and with an adequate pe-

riod of time to make a reasonable transition.

Mr. Smith of Oregon. Let me follow up with an example here.

You talked about aflatoxin. We know that natural plant molds and

fungi produce toxins that are dangerous to people. They kill people.

They are cancerous. They are carcinogens.
For instance, one of the best known ones is aflatoxin. Under your

proposal, if a pesticide was introduced that was only marginally
above risk standards, but produced real human health protection
that far outweighs the risk posed by the pesticides, the EPA would

deny that pesticide and, in fact, eliminate the opportunity to im-

prove human health and eliminate aflatoxin. How do you answer
that question?

Dr. Goldman. Well, we would be willing to work with the com-
mittee to craft a provision to take care of that kind of a trade-off

83-589 0-94-5
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for public health concerns. Our basic premise here is that food
must be safe. I certainly don't want to end up on tabloid TV ex-

plaining to people why we can't guarantee that our food supply is

safe.

Mr. Smith of Oregon. See that is the problem. I understand that
it would be nice to have this in a nice tidy package for FDA and
EPA to say we have eliminated the possibility that we are going
to authorize any pesticide or herbicide that is in any way dan-

gerous to human beings.
You can't do that and we can't do that. We all agree with that.

But the judgment call here is an important one. It would relieve

you, I understand, of a lot of liability. You could sit and say "I am
above reproach. I have done it perfectly. I am on record and if

somebody else has a problem, forget it, but we can't do that, can
we?"

Dr. Goldman. We are not asking to do that. The standard that
we are proposing, the standard of the reasonable certainty of no
harm, it is not an absolute guarantee of zero risk. It is a standard
of a reasonable certainty that nobody is going to be harmed, which
is what we think is something that the Grovemment can provide for

the public.
We can't provide the perfect world with zero risk.

Mr. Smith of Oregon. Would you send me a definition of what
you believe that is? I don't know that there is a definition in law.
I understand that it is a review of case law that Mr. Taylor has
explained to us over the years in the FDA. That standard was
used.

I would like to see a definition or at least try to give me a defini-

tion of that test.

Mr. Taylor. Be happy to provide that.

Mr. Smith of Oregon. I thank you.
[The information follows:]
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES Public Health Service

Food and Drug Admmislration

Rockville MD 20857

The "Reasonable Certainty of No Harm" Standard

The "reasonable certainty of no harm" standard stems from

the legislative history of the Food Additives Amendment of 1958

[P.L. 85-929]. In the report of the Committee on Interstate and

Foreign Commerce, which amended and favorably reported H.R.

13254, the Committee stated:

The concept of safety used in this legislation involves the
question of whether a substance is hazardous to the health
of man or animal. Safety requires proof of a reasonable
certainty that no harm will result from the proposed use of
an additive. It does not—and cannot—require proof beyond
any possible doubt that no harm will result under any
conceivable circumstance.

This was emphasized particularly by the scientific panel
which testified before the subcommittee. The scientists
pointed out that it is impossible in the present state of
scientific knowledge to establish with complete certainty
the absolute harmlessness of any chemical substance.

In determining the "safety" of an additive, scientists must
take into consideration the cumulative effect of such
additive in the diet of man or animals over their respective
life spans together with any chemically or pharmacologically
related substances in such diet. Thus, the safety of a

given additive involves informed judgments based on educated
estimates by scientists and experts of the anticipated
ingestion of an additive by man and animals under likely
patterns of use.

Reasonable certainty determined in this fashion that an
additive will be safe, will protect the public health from
harm and will permit sound progress in food technology.

The legislation adopts this concept of safety by requiring
the Secretary to consider in addition to information with
regard to the specific additive in question, among others,
the following relevant factors: (1) the probable consumption
of the additive and of any substance formed in or on food
because of the use of such additive; (2) the cumulative
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effect of such additive in the diet of man or animals,
taking into account any chemically or pharmacologically
related substances in such diet; and (3) safety factors
which qualified experts consider appropriate for the use of

animal experimentation data...

The Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare repeated this

language almost verbatim in its report on the 1958 amendment.

The Senate report also stated:

Conscious of the fact that any substance or, for that
matter, any particular food known to be good for the health
of human beings can be deleterious to the health of an
individual who insists on consuming inordinate amounts of

it, the committee agrees with the Food and Drug
Administration that, instead of insisting on proof beyond
any possible doubt that no harm will result under any
conceivable circumstances from the use of a particular
additive—which could, of course, occur if an individual
decided to eat a pound of salt or drink 4 gallons of pure
water in an hour—the test which should determine whether or

not a particular additive may be used in a specific
percentage of relationship to the volume of the product to
which is might be added should be that of reasonable

certainty in the minds of competent scientists that the
additive is not harmful to man or animal, subject to the

procedural safeguards provided in the bill which assure the

right to hearing and judicial review.

This standard, embodied in what is often called the "general

safety clause" of the Food Additives Amendment of the Federal

Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA) , has applied, since 1958, to

all food additives. FDA regulations implementing this standard,

require the demonstration to a reasonable certainty that the

^

House Report No. 2284, 85th Congress, 2nd Session,
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, July 28, 1958.

^Senate Report No. 2422, Committee on Labor and Public

Welfare, 85th Congress, 2nd Session, August 18, 1958.
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substance in question is not harmful under the intended

conditions of use. These regulations, which specifically adopted

the language contained in the legislative history, outlines the

factors to be considered in making a safety determination. These

factors include 1) probable consumption of the substance, 2)

cumulative effects in the diet, taking into account chemically or

pharmacologically related substances, and 3) safety factors which

in the opinion of qualified scientific experts are "generally

recognized as appropriate."

An example of FDA's application of this standard can be found in

FDA's decision to issue a food additive regulation permitting the

use of the nutritive sweetener aspartame.

In 1960, the same standard was adopted by Congress for color

additives. Under section 706(b)(4) of the FFDCA, the so-called

"general safety clause" for color additives, a color additive

'see Federal Register (FR) vol. 41, no. 177, pp. 38644-5,
September 10, 1976, and FR vol. 42, no. 199, October 14, 1977.

*Title 21, Code of Federal Regulations ( CFR ) Section
170. 3(i) .

'

Aspartame; Commissioner's Final Decision, FR vol. 46, no.

142, pp. 38283-308, July 24, 1981; Aspartame; Denial of Requests
for Hearing; Final Rule, FR vol.49. No. 36, pp. 6672-82, February
22, 1984.
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cannot be listed for a particular use unless the data presented

to FDA establish that the color is safe for that use. Although

what is meant by "safe" is not explained in the general safety

clause, the legislative history makes clear that this word is to

have the same meaning for color additives as for food

additives.

FDA has incorporated this concept of safety into its color

additive regulations. Under 21 CFR 70.3(i), a color additive is

"safe" if "there is convincing evidence that establishes with

reasonable certainty that no harm will result from the intended

use of the color additive." Therefore, the general safety clause

prohibits approval of a color additive if doubts about the safety

of the additive for a particular use are not resolved to an

acceptable level in the minds of competent scientists.

An example of FDA's application of this standard can be found in

the final rule to permanently list D&C Green No. 5 for use in

drugs and cosmetics excluding use in the area of the eye,

published in the June 4, 1982, Federal Register (FR) . When

House Report No. 1761, "Color Additive Amendments of
1960," Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 86th
Congress, 2nd Session, 11 (1960) .

'
FR vol. 57, No. 104, pp. 24278-86.
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this rule was challenged in court, the Sixth Circuit upheld FDA's

interpretation that D & C Green No. 5 is "safe" under the general
Q

safety clause.

°
Scott V. FDA, 728 F.2d 322 (6th Cir. 1984)
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Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Dooley.
Mr. Dooley. Just a couple of comments.
First, as a California farmer, I would say that some of the rec-

ordkeeping provisions that we in California are under are also em-
bodied in the administration's proposal and I really do believe that
this is an area that the industry and farmers should accept because
I believe it holds a promise of building a greater confidence to the

public of what we are using.
I would like to address some of the concerns that were enun-

ciated by my colleagues. I believe that the figure of 98 percent that
the chairman was using is based on research published by Dr.

Bruce Ames from the University of California at Berkeley, in which
he contends there is a higher incidence of naturally occurring car-

cinogens that could no more meet the standards of Delaney than

synthetic products.
I guess on the reasonable certainty of no harm, I was encouraged

by what was implied in some of your comments that you are realiz-

ing that a zero risk standard is no longer acceptable, and also

when you take that into the maximum-tolerated dose protocols and

regimes, which appear to have been utilized in the past under

Delaney on a straight line extrapolation from that maximum-toler-
ated dose, you are implying that you are going to start evaluating
the toxicity and the potential carcinogenic potential of a material
based on a threshold and more along a yield response curve versus
a straight line extrapolation?

Dr. Goldman. What we are proposing is that we look at the sci-

entific data for the individual chemical and make the determina-
tion based on the best scientific determination we can make. That
could involve using different procedures than some of the proce-
dures we use today. It would certainly be different than what we
do under Delaney where it is simply inducing cancer in animals re-

quirement.
It could also involve, as we depart from guidelines in other ways

if we have data that indicate there is something about the mecha-
nism that is not relevant to humans or pharmacokinetics or other

issues that we need to take into account. Threshold is just one of

those issues; the threshold, no threshold issue.

That is what we are looking for. The ability to use the best

science, make the judgment, get peer review from our science advi-

sory panel, and be able to change that over the years as the science

gets better.

Mr. Dooley. Another issue that I am concerned about, and Mr.
Volkmer touched on it, is the restrictions on the export of products.

Again from a California perspective where we have put in a regime
in the registration process that some people contend is even more
onerous than what is required at the EPA level, which has led to

some not being registered in California for use, but are available

in other parts of the country. Thus in many cases our farmers

argue in California that we are at an unfair competitive advantage.
Are we not running the same risk if we are going to be providing

for a registration process and a reregistration process that has an

arbitrary sunset of every 15 years. Companies are going to have to

make a financial calculation of whether or not it makes sense for

them to reregister this product for use in the United States?
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If we look at where registrations have been canceled voluntarily

by the registrant and that decision was not made on the grounds
of science, but on the grounds of economics that then could pre-
clude that company from being able to export that product, which
does in fact become a jobs issue in the United States.

I have a hard time accepting that as sound policy.
Dr. GrOLDMAN. We don't find and we have looked at this, that of

the 600 actives registered in the United States, that a vast major-
ity of them have registrations in other countries that have similar

registration programs to our own, and very few companies will put
the time and expense into developing a new active ingredient and
then not take advantage of that work and effort to get a registra-
tion in the United States to get registrations in other countries as

well, and we don't actually see that there will be very much disrup-
tion at all in the commerce for our companies.
We do see some nice benefits for the companies. And one of the

things we have seen is similar provisions under our drug laws
where we cannot export a drug from this country that is not li-

censed in the United States or didn't influence a similar system in

another country, and Mr. Taylor knows a lot more about that than
I do.

One of the things that we have seen is that it gives our products
a fantastic reputation worldwide. People feel that those products
meet a very high safety standard. They are highly desired on the
international market.
Mr. DOOLEY. I think that this is a section that really is going to

have to undergo some significant revisions in order for a number
of us to be comfortable with it. But it is almost a form of arrogance
that we would contend that other countries cannot make a deter-

mination that can protect the safety of their citizens, that if we do
not necessarily agree with their testing protocols, that we are not

going to allow a product to be manufactured in this country.
I have another question regarding an area on which I have some

concerns and I think Mr. Gunderson enunciated some of the con-

cerns about the cost of the registration process and the limited

amount of money that the EPA has to register some of these prod-
ucts.

In terms of priorities, on page 25, when we are giving the Admin-
istrator the authority to provide $4 million annually to provide
countries technical assistance in the safe handling of pesticides. It

is pretty hard. I think, for myself and a number of my colleagues
to justify spending $4 million in this sector, when it is clear that
we are facing an unfunded situation in EPA that allows for the re-

registration and the registration of some of these materials which
will provide economic benefit to our producers here.

Dr. Goldman. There are a couple of benefits. AID already carries

out programs like this. And a couple of the reasons are, one, this

reduces the risk that there are going to be undesirable residues on

imports; and two, it increases the credibility of the entire pesticide
market worldwide when we provide this kind of technical assist-

ance.
There is a sense that it is our responsibility, along with our privi-

lege, that we make money off of these exports. It is our responsibil-

ity to export along with the technologies, the appropriate and safe
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methods of using the technologies, which then actually encourages
further adoption and use of the technologies.

It is advantageous for us as well as being the best thing for pub-
lic health and the environment in other parts of the world.

Mr. DOOLEY. And I would not disagree with the rationale behind

your comments, and if we were in an ideal world where we had un-
limited resources, we would be able to do a lot of things, but in an
environment where we are having to make tough fiscal choices, it

is hard for me to justify an expenditure of $4 million.

We have heard your comments on the inability of EPA to live up
to the mandate on the reregistration of products.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Allard.

Mr. Allard. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

During the previous questioning, we talked about provisions in

the administration's bill on FIFRA and how they applied to cases

using cancer, for example, and I would like to continue with a cou-

ple of questions along that line.

The new cancer standard in H.R. 4396, on page 7, line 14 to page
8, line 4, it applies to both pesticides found to induce cancer when
ingested by humans or animals, or determined on the basis of reli-

able scientific evidence to pose a potential dietary risk of cancer to

humans.
My question is why do we have both of those clauses? Wouldn't

the last clause, if we are concerned about scientific approach, be

enough?
Dr. GrOLDMAN. They are both there in order to make sure that

we have the full range of ability to exercise scientific judgment
about the induces cancer determination. And the first one is really
a business of if there is testing or studies in humans. We don't test

these things in humans but we might do epidemiological studies

that indicates that the chemicals may induce cancer. But the sec-

ond allows us to bring in other reliable scientific evidence and we
think that it is very important that we be allowed to do that.

Mr. Allard. Can you give me an example of a chemical that

would be caught in the first portion that would not be covered in

the second portion?
Dr. Gk)LDMAN. Yes, I could actually. A good example is a pes-

ticide that is called Alliette which causes bladder tumors in rats

and one of my toxicologists has looked at this extensively and even

though it meets the first clause D, causes cancers when ingested

by humans or animals, when you look at the rats, it only occurs

at the high dose level in testing and only when bladder stones have
been formed as the result of the dosing.
You find in that same species of rats that when you get bladder

stones, you get cancer for those rats and you also find that humans
don't, one, get bladder cancer at the levels where you would expect
to find residue levels on food; and two, humans don't get cancer

from bladder stones.

That is the kind of case where if you have part A only or a

Delaney-t3T)e situation, you would have to say *Tes, this induces

cancers in animals," but if you look at the rest of the reliable sci-

entific evidence, you might change your mind about that. So we
think we need to be able to do that.
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Mr. Allard. So with those two provisions, you are not trying to

apply them in the most restrictive manner. You are trying to give
the flexibility so that you may apply them in something other than
the most restrictive manner.

Dr. Goldman. That is true, but it could go the other way. When
you review a body of scientific evidence, sometimes the determina-
tion goes the other way.
Mr. Allard, Do you have an example?
Dr. GrOLDMAN. TES is a good example where initially in animal

testing you didn't see the cancer problems that we ended up seeing
with actual human exposures to the drug. I think it is important
that we are able to use all of the scientific information making
these determinations instead of having an induces cancer in ani-

mals t5rpe of determination.
Mr. Allard. There is another example that comes to mind. We

are talking about excessive doses of particular chemicals in male
rats and it resulted in kidney tumors, and then apparently these

kidney tumors are just peculiar to the rats and they don't occur in

humans and are you forcing a standard in animals that you are

going to end up applying to humans when there would not be any
common sense in trying to apply that to humans?
This is a concern that I have when we get into this area.

Dr. GrOLDMAN. This is exactly the issue. It is similar to the
Alliette issue, where if you look at the animal test data alone, you
might make one set of conclusions, but in this case, if you look at

the pharmacology, there is some suggestion that there is something
unique in this group of rats that does not apply to humans.
This is the kind of data that we believe we should be able to

evaluate and include in an evaluation.

Mr. Allard. I wonder if we could do something in the way that

we phrase that takes care of some of those concerns so that we
make sure that the most scientific basis approach, we don't lose so

much discretion which would allow you to get away from that sci-

entific basis.

Dr. GrOLDMAN. That is what we are tr3dng to do with this lan-

guage. The policy aim here is to allow us to use all of the available

evidence.
As I said, it can go the other way. We might have negative ani-

mal studies and then have the epidemiologists come in and say, but
it is causing cervical cancer and you want to be able to take that

into account and not only look in a narrow way at one set of tests.

Mr. Allard. I would like to make a couple of other points just
in closing. I would have to agree with my colleagues on the commit-
tee who have expressed some concern about the 60-day suit dead-
line that you have here in the bill, the lesser of those standards
that you responded to in a letter in less than 60 days.

I have to think of one member of this committee who asked your
agency to respond to a question in 60 days £ind it took you 89 days.
In light of that, certainly it is difficult to respond to one member
of this committee in 60 days and yet you have a deadline of citizens

suits of 60 days.
So I think you might want to keep that in mind whenever you

are talking about those citizens suits.
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Other point I would like to make in closing is that you gave, I

think it was to Ms. Lambert, the fact that what was proposed here
as far as rules and regulations you felt would add 5 cents to the

cost of bread.
Dr. Goldman. No, the cost of pesticides that you can attribute

to the price of bread is a nickel. We would not be adding a nickel.

We are talking about a $5 billion industry. We would be adding a

tiny amount.
Mr. Allard. But take it in relation to the cost of wheat in that

bread. The cost of wheat in that bread is only 4 or 5 cents, so it

is a big—^when you think of it in those terms, it does have a big

impact at the farmer's level where we are talking about the raw

product going into the cost of bread, so it is—just keep that per-

spective.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Volkmer.
Mr. Volkmer. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Groldman, during our earlier discussions on the exports—and

I can't say exactly what you said—^you hopefully will remember it

better, but it passed me at the time, and that is that there have
been companies that have produced a product that would not be
able to be registered in this country that has been exported to

other countries for use? Is that correct; or words to that effect?

Dr. Goldman. That is the concern. That is the concern that we
want to prevent.
Mr. Volkmer. I would like for you to furnish me in writing with-

in a week—not 69 or 89 or 90 days—within a week, the name of

every company that has produced such a product, the active ingre-
dient that was included in that product, the use of that product for

which it was to be used, to what country it was sent, and when this

occurred.
Dr. Goldman. I would love to promise you anything Mr. Volk-

mer, the problem is that if somebody hasn't asked us for a registra-

tion, I don't have information about the active ingredients. I don't

know about the toxicity.

Further, there are no requirements under the law that I would
have records from them about their exports or sales. There is abso-

lutely no way.
I can provide you—^the GAO did a report on this issue, and we

can provide you with information from that. We have some infor-

mation under section 17 that we can provide you with, but I don't

want you to feel that I have promised to you that I can give you
an exhaustive list here when under the law, most of that informa-

tion we would not be required to have today.
Mr. Volkmer. You give me what you have. I want to see this be-

cause you made a statement here. I want you to back it up.
[The information follows:]
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The Administration's legislative proposal on pesticide
exports has several components which would generally restrict the

shipment of unregistered pesticides. In order to gain a

representative understanding of the pesticides that will be
affected by the proposal, EPA evaluated each element of the

legislation and compared it with pesticide exports which were
known to have occurred, based on required reporting by pesticide
exporters from 1992. [NOTE: This information is also being
provided to Representative Volkmer by letter.]

Under FIFRA Section 17(a) (2), exporters of unregistered
pesticides must submit a notice to EPA in connection with the

export of unregistered pesticides. Using information compiled
from these export notices, EPA then matched this information with
the applicable element of the proposal to develop a

representative list of the pesticides whose export would be

prohibited or restricted.

The following analysis matches each element of the export
proposal against information on known exports of unregistered
pesticides from 1992.

Prohibition on export of pesticides banned because of health
risks.

The proposal would prohibit export of those pesticides which
have been banned for all or virtually all uses in the U.S. based
on health concerns. List 1 contains the pesticide active
ingredients that EPA believes fall under this category. This
list contains 50 pesticide active ingredients. The recent
cancellation of mevinphos will likely lead to its addition to
this list. From the information available to EPA on pesticide
exports from 1992, two pesticide active ingredients contained in
this list of 50 were exported that year (List 2) .
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List 1

Description: Pesticides nominated by the U.S. to the
international Prior Informed Consent (PIC) program's Banned and

Severely Restricted list due to concerns over a pesticide's
effects on human health.

Total Number Active Ingredients: 50

Active Ingredient

1. aldrin
2. arsenic trioxide
3. benzene hexachloride [BHC] (vol. cancellation)
4. 2,3,4,5-Bis(2-butylene) tetrahydro-2-furaldehyde [Repellent -11]

5. bromoxynil butyrate (vol. cancellation)
6. cadmium compounds (vol. cancellation)
7. calciiom arsenate (vol. cancellation)
8. captafol (vol. cancellation)
9 . carbon tetrachloride
10. chloranil (vol. cancellation)
11 . chlordane
12. chlordimeform (vol. cancellation)
13. chlorinated camphene [Toxaphene] (vol. cancellation)
14. chlorobenzilate (vol. cancellation)
15. chloromethoxypropylmercuric acetate [CPMA]
16. copper arsenate (vol. cancellation)
17. cyhexatin (vol. cancellation)
18. daminozide (vol. cancellation)
19. DBCP
20 . decachlorooctahydro- 1 , 3 , 4 -metheno- 2H- cyclobuta (cd) pentalen-2 -

one [chlordecone]
21. DDT
22. dieldrin
23. dinoseb and salts
24. Di (phenylmercury)dodecenylsuccinate [PMDS] (vol. cancellation)
25. EDB
26. endrin (vol. cancellation)
27. EPN (vol. cancellation)
28. ethyl hexyleneglycol [6-12] (vol. cancellation)
29 . heptachlor
30. hexachlorobenzene [HCB] (vol. cancellation)
31. lead arsenate (vol. cancellation)
32. leptophos (Never received initial registration)
33. mercurous chloride •

34. mercuric chloride
35. mirex (vol. cancellation)
36. nitrofen (TOK) (vol. cancellation)
37. OMPA (octcimethylpyrophosphoramide)
38. phenylmercuric oleate [PMO] (vol. cancellation)
39. phenylmercury acetate [PMA]
40. potassium 2,4,5 -trichlorophenate [2,4,5-TCP]
41. pyriminil [Vacor] (vol. cancellation)
42. safrole (vol. cancellation)
43. silvex
44 . sodium arsenate
45. sodium arsenite
46. TDE (vol. cancellation)
47. Terpene polychlorinates [Strobane] (vol. cancellation)
48. thallium sulfate
49. 2,4, 5-Trichlorophenoxyacetic acid [2,4,5-T]
50. vinyl chloride
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List 2

Description: Pesticides from List 1 for which EPA received reports
of export In 1992.

Total Number Active Ingredients: 2

Total Number Products: 3

Active Ingredients

1. Ethylene Dibromide
2 . Ethylene Dibromide
3 . Chlordane

Product Name

EDB 100 (3 times)
Soilbrom 30
Technical Chlordane
Val

Conditional prohibition on export of pesticides banned in the U.S.
because of environmental risks.

The second element of the proposal is a conditional
prohibition on the export of pesticides whose use has been banned
in the U.S. because they pose environmental risks, such as hazards
to non- target species. Export of such pesticides would be allowed
only if officials within the country of import made an affirmative
request to the U.S. government to allow shipment of a specific
pesticide. EPA currently considers that three pesticide active
ingredients would be covered by this provision (List 3) . In 1992,
EPA received information that two of these three pesticides were
exported (List 4).

List 3

Description: Pesticides nominated by the U.S. to the
International Prior Informed Consent (PIC) progreun' s Banned and
Severely Restricted list due to concerns over a pesticide's effects
on the environment.

Active Ingredient

1. monocrotophos (vol. cancellation)
2. carbofuran (vol. cancellation)
3. tributyltin compounds
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List 4

Description: Pesticides from List 3 for which EPA received reports
of export in 1992.

Total Niiinber Active Ingredients: 2

Total Number Products : 2

Active Ingredients Product Name

1. Carbofuran Furadan 95 MUP
2. Tributyltin Tintox 1045

Restrictions on export of "unregistered" pesticides.

The proposal also addresses "unregistered" pesticides. This

category includes pesticides that EPA has never evaluated for

registration or tolerance purposes, pesticides for which

applications are currently under review, and pesticides which were
once registered but are now canceled because of economic
considerations, rather than risk concerns. There were 15 pesticide
active ingredients and 65 formulated products exported in 1992
which appear to fall into the category of "unregistered" pesticides
(List 5) .

Export of this group of pesticides would be prohibited under
the proposal unless the pesticide active ingredient has a tolerance
or an exemption from the requirement for a tolerance under the

FFDCA, or (1) the pesticide has been approved in at least three
countries which perform comprehensive, independent scientific
reviews of health and environmental risks prior to permitting a

pesticide to be marketed; (2) the importing country participates in
the international system of "prior informed consent" for pesticides
in international trade or has equivalent provisions in place; and

(3) for food use pesticides, the manufacturer has submitted an

analytical method capable of detecting residues of the pesticide on

imported food.
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Description; E3q>orted pesticides from 1992 whose active ingredient
Is not contained in a U.S. registered pesticide amd is not cleared
for use on food with a tolerance or tolerance exemption under the
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA) .

Active Ingredient

1 . Alphacypermethrin

4.

5.

6.

7,

Beta Farnesene
Carbosulfan

Difethialone
Exo- 1 -methyl - 4 -

( 1 -methylethyl - 2 )

(2-methylpheny. . .

Fluroxypyr
Flusilazole (aka Nuarimol)

Furan

Total number active ingredients: 16
Total number of products: 66

Product Name

Dominex Technical,
Alphamethrin, Bestox 5EC,
Bestox 10, Bestox lOEC,
Bestox Technical,
Dominex (2) , Dominex Tablets
Trans Beta- Farnesene
Marshal 25 WP, Marshal 35
ST, Marshal 25% ULV.
Marshal 25 EC (2), Marshal
4 EC, Marshal 25 TS,
Marshal 250 XJLV, Marshal 35

STD, Marshal, Marshal 480
EC, Marshal 5G(2), Marshal
40 DB(2), Carbosulfan 25
WP, Marshal 20 EC (2),
Marshal 25 St, Marshal (R)

5G, Carbosulfan 5% G,
Carbosulfan 25 EC,
Marshal (R) Technical,
Carbosulfan,
Marshal/R/25ST, Marshal
Technical 20%, Marshal
Technical, Marshal 25 CE
Difethialone

Haloxyfop

10.
11.
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17

Requirement of analytical method.

The proposal further requires that there be an analytical
method capable of detecting pesticide residues on food for all

exported pesticides. An exemption to the export prohibition would
be created for pesticides which are to be used in a manner that is

unlikely to result in residues in imported food, as in the case,
for example, of many disinfectants and pesticides intended for
rodent control. It appears that 25 pesticide active ingredients
and 43 pesticide products exported in 1992 may fall into this

category, unless it can be shown that they are unlikely to result
in residues. (List 6. NOTE: This list includes some pesticides
for which food uses are registered in the U.S., even though they do
not have tolerances . )

The requirement for an analytical method would also apply to

registered pesticides, if they have no U.S. food uses but might be
used on food crops overseas and result in residues in imported
foods. Therefore, the number of potentially affected pesticides
may actually be larger that that reflected in List 6.
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List 6

Description: Exported pesticides from 1992 whose active Ingredient
Is contained In a U.S. registered pesticide but for which there Is
no tolerance or tolerance exen^tlon under the Federal Food, Drug
amd Cosmetic Act (FFDCA) .

Active Ingredient

1.
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Enforcement of Prior Informed Consent .

The proposal also contains a provision which would allow

governments to specify pesticides that should not be exported to
their country. This provision would be triggered by notification
to EPA from the importing government. It could apply to both

registered and unregistered pesticides. If governments invoke this

provision, they must certify that they are not manufacturing the

pesticide for use within their own country or importing the

pesticide from another source. It is not possible to estimate the
number of pesticides that could be affected by this provision.

Research and development pesticides.

Finally, the export proposals contain an exemption from export
restrictions for research and development pesticides. The purpose
of the exemption is to ensure that businesses doing research and

development work on new products in the U.S. are not disadvantaged
by the strengthened export controls. Once a new product has
reached the test marketing stage, however, the provisions
pertaining to unregistered pesticides would apply.
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Dr. GrOLDMAN. We feel it is important—that it is important to

trust this

Mr. VOLKMER. I don't care what you feel. I want fact. I think the

public should have facts, not what you think may be going on or
what you suppose may be going on.

Dr. GrOLDMAN. We c£ui get you information that pertains to your
question in 2 weeks. No promises that it is a comprehensive and
complete list.

Mr. VoLKMER. I want to know.
Now, another question I have—and I have been sitting here lis-

tening to all of this talk about the sunset and the reregistration.

Now, as I understand it, we are going to sunset all of these prod-
ucts that have been approved by EPA at one time or the other. Cor-
rect?

Dr. Goldman. That is correct.

Mr. VOLKMER. The active ingredients, the formulation, nothing
has changed?

Dr. Goldman. That is correct.

Mr. VOLKMER. What has changed to make them suspect so that

they have to be reregistered?
Dr. GrOLDMAN. They would not be suspect and it would not be a

drop dead, but the science does change. Our testing protocols

change, and that is why we want a periodic review to simply up-
date.

I would not want to start over from scratch, but simply update
the data that we have in the agency on the pesticide.
Mr. VOLKMER. All right. Would you furnish me in writing the re-

quirements that will be necessary after the sunset to reregister?
Dr. Goldman. We certainly can.

[The information follows:]
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Generally, the Administration's registration renewal, or

"sunset," proposals mandate that pesticide registrations be
reviewed on an active ingredient basis on a 15 year cycle, dating
from the time of initial registration or a reregistration
eligibility decision (RED) issued under the amendments to the
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) enacted
in 1988. The purpose of this provision is to ensure that the data

supporting pesticide registrations are kept up-to-date with current
scientific standards on a regular basis.

In order to maintain their registrations, pesticide
registrants would be required to submit a complete application by
year 12 of the review cycle. The data requirements that would be

required to be met would be those in effect 4 years prior to the

reapplication date. EPA is required to publish guidelines that

clearly set forth each study that must be submitted, so that

registrants will know what is needed well in advance and can

complete the necessary studies.

There would be no requirement to repeat studies already
submitted to EPA as part of the initial registration or RED;
rather, the goal is to keep updating the data base to reflect

changes in the data requirement guidelines made since the initial

registration decision or RED. For example, as EPA moves to

implement the recommendations of the 1993 National Academy of
Sciences report on Pesticides in the Diets of Infants and Children,
it is likely that additional testing requirements will be imposed.
The implementation of registration renewal, or "sunset" provisions
will promote consistency and help ensure that older pesticides meet
the same safety standards required of newer pesticide products
undergoing initial registration.
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Mr, VOLKMER. Because I envision that what you are doing is

going to cost the general public some more money for no purpose
whatsoever. Because you have a provision in the law, and I believe

it is continued under this, that if you do suspect that there is or

if there is evidence that there is a product or an active ingredient
that is carcinogenic or is toxic, that you can require the data on
it to disaffirm or deny that, correct?

Dr. Goldman. What the sunset provision would do is make our
data call-in process a more orderly process of updating periodically

every single pesticide's registration.
Mr. VoLKMER. All you are doing is going through a process of

trying to—^you got out here—how many would you suspect after re-

registration that would still be OK to be used?
Dr. Goldman. It is hard to predict over any given period, 15

years in the future, what the changes will be. But what we are

talking about is what our changes have been under part 158, in the
interim between when the pesticide got its last registration and
when the sunset date is.

Again, it is not a drop dead date, it is not a provision that re-

quires an entirely new risk benefit determination. This is simply
a way to provide some order to the process of keeping registrations

up to date so that we are no longer faced with what we had with

reregistration with so many of them that were 30 to 40 years out
of date, which then became an enormous logistical problem to deal

with. We are simply trying to make this a more routine process,
like the issuance of any other kind of license.

Mr. VOLKMER. Do we have products that have been registered
and approved for 30 or 40 years in this country?

Dr. Goldman. Yes, we do. The first time that we had pesticide

registrations was in, I think, in 1951—1947. So under our rereg-
istration program in the law being passed in 1988, we had some
that were literally 30 or 40 years out of date in terms of the data
base.
Mr. Volkmer. And how many of those have been denied registra-

tion?

Dr. Goldman. How many REDS have we denied?
Mr. Volkmer. Can you send it to me? No, no, those that have

been registered before, and came up for reregistration, how many
have been denied? I would like to have that in writing.

Dr. Goldman. We can get that to you in writing.
[The information follows:]
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since enactment of the accelerated reregistration program
mandated by Congress in 1988 amendments to the Federal Insecticide,
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA '88), the number of pesticide
products subject to reregistration has dropped from 45,000 to about
20,000; while the number of active ingredient "cases" has fallen
from approximately 600 to 405. These changes primarily reflected
discontinuance of lower use pesticides whose production and/or
sales did not warrant continued registration in light of the fees
and new data requirements imposed under FIFRA '88. (EPA has no way
to ascertain definitively which pesticides may have been dropped
because of risk concerns, rather than economic reasons, but a
number of these products were no longer in production.)

More importantly, the generation of new, more up-to-date
scientific studies as a result of reregistration data requirements
has enabled EPA and registrants to take steps to reduce pesticide
risks that may not have been systematically identified in the
absence of the FIFRA '88 reregistration program. EPA's policy is
to address newly discovered risks immediately, often long before
the scheduled FIFRA '88 reregistration eligibility decision. If
the risk appears serious enough to warrant cancellation, or a
determination that pesticide uses are not eligible for
reregistration, EPA takes action as soon as possible.

EPA has taken interim risk reduction measures affecting many
pesticides. Such measures include label changes to better protect
the environment and improve worker safety as well as lowered
tolerance levels for residues in food. Many or all uses of a
number of pesticides have been removed from the market based on new
evidence of risks identified as part of the reregistration program
and in conjunction with incident reports. All uses have been
cancelled for 12 chemicals; some uses were cancelled for 16
additional chemicals. Use restrictions have been imposed on 26
chemicals .

To cite a few notable examples:

o Over 80 uses of the pesticide ethyl parathion were voluntarily
removed from the market due to worker risks.

o Carcinogenic risks posed by EBDC pesticide uses in food were
reduced by the elimination of a number of the uses of these
fungicides .

o As result of avian toxicity concerns, a number of actions have
been taken to reduce risks posed by 14 granular pesticides,
including lower application rates, use cancellations, and
other measures. Ninety- five percent of granular carbofuran
uses are being eliminated.

o Most recently, all uses of the pesticide mevinphos were being
cancelled by the manufacturer in light of EPA's concerns about
acute worker risks.
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Mr. VOLKMER. My last question. Do you know of any studies that
have applied—^following along the question of the chairman—that
has determined that there may be suspect of any naturally grown
fruits or vegetables that may be carcinogenic?

Dr. Goldman. There is a study underway right now by the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences that the EPA is helping to support, that
is looking at this question of naturally occurring carcinogens in

foods, that we are expecting a report from in the next 2 years, on
what a consensus of a scientist might be. There have been a couple
of individuals who feel very strongly that this is an issue, but what
we are looking for here is some kind of a sense of the concurrence
of the scientific opinion on this issue. And I believe that this expert
committee that the National Academy of Sciences has assembled
will provide us with a lot of guidance in this area.
Mr. VOLKMER. You are sa3dng there has been no study of any

fruits and vegetables before as to carcinogenicity of any fruits and
vegetables?

Dr. GrOLDMAN. The only good data on carcinogenicity are for
anatoxins. The other data that people often refer to are on tests
that are done in petri dishes on bacteria looking at mutagenicity.
That is the ability to change the genetics of the bacteria. And al-

though we know that there is some correspondence between muta-
genicity and cancer, we also know that it is not an absolute cor-

respondence.
And I certainly don't consider that to be a determination of car-

cinogenicity. Otherwise we would have all kinds of things that we
call carcinogens that just don't do that when you give them to ani-
mals. And so I am hopeful, though, that this study will help us get
a better handle on the question.
Mr. VOLKMER. Mr. Chairman, if I may have just about another

30, 40 minutes, because all of this discussion
Mr. Stenholm. I object.
Mr. VOLKMER. Thirty seconds then, 30 or 40 seconds. All right.

Because all this discussion goes back, Mr. Taylor, to something
that occurred in this Congress back in 1978, as a result of the pred-
ecessor to our present chairman of the FDA, by the name of Dr.

Kennedy, with a proposal to ban a substance called saccharin.
And in the discussions that occurred up here and in the Congress

at the time, if Congress hadn't acted, saccharin would no longer—
would not have been available in this country for the period since
that time. Agreed? Agreed.
Mr. Taylor. That is correct.

Mr. VoLKMER. That is correct. Now, we have gone 16 years with
the use of saccharin in this country. How much cancer have we got
as a result of the use of saccharin?
Mr. Taylor. I don't have a quantitative answer to that question.

There have been epidemiological studies that—I don't know how
conclusive they have been. We can try to pull something together
for the record if you would like that.

Mr. VOLKMER. I would like to have that, and because what I en-
vision is going to occur unless this Congress does otherwise, we
continue to use saccharin, if Dr. Kennedy was right, then we are

going to have cancer all over this country in a few years. Surely
20 years, that is, only 4 years away, 20 years of constant use of
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a cancer-causing substance like saccharin would surely cause some-
body to have cancer, especially my wife. She is using it all the time.
[The information follows:]
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"How much cancer have we got as a result of the use of
saccharin?"

Extensive human epidemiological studies have been conducted on
artificial sweeteners. In particular, in 1985, the National
Academy of Sciences (NAS) conducted a review of the carcinogenic
events related to the use of cyclamates. The latter review
incorporated epidemiological data on all artificial sweeteners
including saccharin. In 1993, the World Health Organization
(WHO) also reviewed epidemiology studies on saccharin. Both
reviews indicated that within the limits of sensitivity of
epidemiology studies, there is no increase in cancer as a result
of the use of saccharin.

Relevant excerpts of the following reports are attached for the
record:

Evaluation of Cyclamate for Carcinogenicity, Committee on
the Evaluation of Cyclamate for Carcinogenicity, Commission
on Life Sciences, National Research Council, 1985.

WHO Food Additives Series: 32. "Toxicological evaluation of
certain food additives and contaminants," prepared by the
41st meeting of the Joint FAO/WHO Expert Committee on Food
Additives (JECFA) , 1993

(Attachments are held In the conunittee files.)
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Dr. GrOLDMAN. Well, not to scare you, but there is some epidemio-
logical evidence out of Canada that indicates that there may be an
increase in cancers from saccharin, but it is not definitive evidence.

And once you have a product that is in the market where so many
people consume it and it is very difficult to assess what our expo-
sures to it really are, doing that kind of study is just fraught with
difficulties.

But as I said, there is some evidence, albeit not very strong, that

there is actually a small increase, a very small increase, in cancer
from saccharin.
Mr. VOLKMER. From saccharin?
Dr. Goldman. That is correct.

Mr. VoLKMER. That was a Canadian study?
Dr. Gk)LDMAN. A Canadian study.
Mr. VOLKMER. Guess what, the originsd study was Canadian, too,

if you remember. It all came from Canada. Does Canada permit
saccharin? No. Do they?

Dr. CJOLDMAN. I think they use
Mr. VoLKMER. The study was from Canada, the original study

was from Canada.
Mr. Taylor. I think saccharin is not approved in Canada, but

cyclamate, a sweetener not approved here, is

Mr. VoLKMER. Pardon?
Mr. Taylor. My understanding is that saccharin is not approved

in Canada.
Mr. VOLKMER. That is what I understand.
Mr. Taylor. There are other artificial sweeteners that are.

Mr. VoLKMER. Yes. Well, that was just a sidelight. But you know,
I have to look at everything in perspective as we go through life.

And I heard all the time about all these things that were going to

cause cancer all the time, and nobody ever looked at some of the

things that I understand.
I may be wrong because I am not an epidemiologist at all, I am

not even a biologist, but I have heard all these things are going to

cause cancer all these years, and people keep living and don't die

of it, and I just don't understand it. I resdly don't.

Dr. Goldman. I think that we don't want people running around
concerned about low level cancer risks. On the other hand, one in

four of us does die of cancer. One in three of us gets cancer. I mean
that is kind of an incontrovertible fact. I think we all know people
who have cancer, have had cancer, have died from cancer, and we
are all concerned about cancer.
The problem here has been that we, I think, haven't grappled

with this in a rational way, that we either tend to ignore the prob-
lem or we go overboard. And what we are really trying to look at

here is just a rational approach to dealing with the problem, a rea-

sonable science-based approach.
Mr. VOLKMER. I couldn't agree with you more, but I think we

should look at the full picture and not just part of the picture. You
agree with that?

Dr. Goldman. Absolutely.
Mr. Volkmer. All right. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Farr.
Mr. Farr, Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Harold, I am more worried about your smoking than your wife's

saccharin. You know, it is interesting as we sit here eating Califor-

nia raisins, thinking about how California through initiative proc-
ess enacted the toughest food safety laws in the country on pes-
ticide use, herbicide use in the State, and it has been very difficult

for our farmers to have to live by those very tough, stringent rules.

Yet they have, and we are still the No. 1 ag producing State in the
Nation.
And it is interesting because what it has also had with it is a

benefit that people know that the food coming out of that environ-

ment is safe, and it has had a marketing aspect to it that is, I

think, also beneficial for the whole American food chain, and that

is as we sell our products abroad, we can command higher prices
for those products because they know that there is quality in them
and they know that they are safe. And so there is a benefit to all

this.

But right now, as we try to debate how we are going to rewrite

the law and we all agree that the Delaney clause needs reform,
think as the debate heats up, that we are not talking really with

weakening food safety law, more about updating the law to current

technology. And as we do that, I just
—a couple things occurred in

the discussion that I heard this morning.
One that I would like to know is how many registered pesticides,

including those on minor crop pesticides, are we or have tolerances

that are set by the EPA using the de minimis principle? Do you
know what the answer to that might be?

Dr. GrOLDMAN. I think we have something like, correct me if I am
wrong, 6,000 tolerances—9,000 tolerances that we set. And we be-

lieve that all of those tolerances, whether we are talking about a
tolerance that we have set for an individual agricultural use, some
of them are for uses in transit and in storage as well. All of those

need to meet a health-based standzird.

Currently today, something like a quarter of those, if you look at

them very carefully, they are somewhat above what we would con-

sider to be a health-based standard. Now, when you look even more

carefully, you see that the actual levels on a dinner plate are lower.

And part of what we are trying to get at here is we are tr3dng to

get away from this disparity between what we can enforce and
what we want to provide as a standard. We want to toughen the
standard so that it reflects a health-based standard.
Mr. Farr. Well, in light of that, in the administration's suggested

policy on benefits consideration which would disallow the consider-

ation of benefits in setting the tolerances 10 years after enactment,
I believe that you are going to have to have some kind of reason-

able criteria for the benefits part of the equation. I believe that you
also have to define the bottom line safety standard beyond which
health risks are unacceptable, no matter what the benefits are.

Your answer to Ms. Lambert's question was essentially one that

it seemed to me you are going to have a bifurcated process, you are

going to have one at the farmgate, another one at the supermarket
level or dinner plate level. But why does not the administration
want to move policy toward—or why are you not allowing some
benefits standards to be considered in your policy? Or are you real-
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ly setting those benefit standards at different levels, a level at the

farmgate and another level at the dinner plate?
Dr. Goldman. I think it is really two separate issues. I think the

issue of permitting a dual system allows us to have an enforceable
health-based system that also takes into account what is needed for

good agricultural practice. And you might call it a benefits consid-
eration because that is a benefit for the farmers, but we are also

looking at that as something that fits a kind of a reasonableness
criterion for having an enforcement system that is reasonable.
On the other hand, in terms of the issue of what the standards

should look like, we believe that the standard for levels of pes-
ticides on food does need to be a safety standard and that we can
and should provide consumers with the assurance that the food
that they eat is safe. That is only fair. And we think that we can
do that without significant disruptions in the long run, as long as
we have the ability to do a reasonable transition.

Mr. Farr. Well, as one member of this committee, I would like

to help you implement that, and also I would like to be on record
that I am one that strongly believes in a fee-for-service, and I think
that your fee schedule is reasonable and appropriate.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Kingston.
Mr. Kingston. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Groldman, this is a kind of a big picture question, not specific

on this, but would you say that it is true that EPA or other Gov-
ernment agencies bend their studies to reflect political policy? Or
would you say that EPA and other Government agencies are al-

ways true to empirical science and not the waves of political agen-
das?

Dr. Goldman. I think generally that Grovemment science, Gov-
ernment scientists, have integrity and generally that they expect
for themselves that they adhere to the same principles of good
science, peer review, as scientists anjrwhere. They are also just
about as competitive with each other as scientists anywhere.

I also think that you can find examples not only within the Grov-

emment but also within universities and various places where ^peo-

ple have bent science to meet other aims, whether it is a policy di-

rection or to show a finding that they don't find. And that it is im-

portant for the Government, like the university systems and every-
body else, to have very stringent standards of peer review and ap-
propriate mechanisms for dealing with fraud or misconduct if that
does occur. I think it is very rare, both within and outside the Gov-
ernment, that that does occur.

Mr. Kingston. Would you say that scientists have a lot of peer
pressure on their peers as a group to come up with the same stud-
ies? For example, if a scientist came up with something that was
contrary to what had been the consensus, would he or she be under
some unwritten peer pressure to squelch the results of their study?

Dr. Goldman. No more in the Government than anywhere else.

I think that generally in the scientific community that there is a

tendency for scientists to get hung up on paradigms and it is hard
to shake them loose from those once they get stuck on those. I don't
think that is true more in the Government than anywhere else,

though.
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I think that, generally, if you come up with something that is

fundamentally different and new, that you had a greater case to

make than when you come up with something that fits within the

generally accepted paradigms of science. 1 think that is true every-
where, though.
Mr. Kingston. So if there is somebody, say in the EPA, who

came out with a study, that says there is no problem with a sec-

ondhand smoke and, under this administration, obviously there is

a problem with secondhand smoke—and I am only using that for

an example, I know we are Delaney clause here—^but that scientist

would not be kind of pushed to the back of the room and say that
ain't what we are looking for from this particular study at this

time?
Dr. Goldman. I believe that that scientist's work would receive

appropriate peer review as well as supervision from the people who
supervise the person. And if the work were deemed to be of high
quality and to meet the tests of peer review, and in science that
is a highly rigorous and competitive process, then I believe that
that information would be incorporated in the agency's assessment
of secondhand smoke.
What often happens and creates controversy is that of course

sometimes when people come out with findings that are at odds
with the current paradigms, it is because they didn't do the work
very well. And under those circumstances, then I think that the

peer review needs to also say we don't incorporate that into our as-

sessment, because it doesn't meet our standard.
Mr. Kingston. Now, on the situation with fraud that you had

mentioned, and I am just kind of jumping back around here with
the Alar scare on apples several years ago which cost thousands,
I presume millions of dollars to certain people in the industry, was
that an EPA study or who—who came up with that?

Dr. Goldman. I can describe that and actually we have an apple
grower on the panel here who might want to add to this, who went
through that episode. No, it was not. It was a—what happened is

we had a study from the registrant that had been contracted out
and it had been performed at an earlier time, and an earlier point
in time before some of the good laboratory practices that we now
use had been placed into practice.
So it met the standard at the time it was performed, it really

was not fraudulent or a bad study, but the standard changed. And
because the standard changed, when the scientists reviewed the

study, they said, yes, this is a study that appears on its face to be
a positive study, but it doesn't meet our modem-day standard in

each and every way for a toxicity test for cancer, and therefore we
would recommend that it be repeated.
And then there was the issue of under that circumstance what

does the agency do about it, and that is where the decision was
made, really we couldn't take action, and I think you know the rest

of the story where eventually the apple growers voluntarily took ac-

tion on their own because of the concern that that created.

And, Larry Elworth, I don't know if you want to add to that.

Mr. Elworth. Not as far as the toxicology.
Mr. Kingston. Let me ask you this: In terms of your power to

do something should a crisis like that occur again, do you have the
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power now and is that something that if you don't have the power,
that should be incorporated in a bill so that EPA could show the

leadership to save jobs, help the industry out and so forth?

And I am assuming in this case there was overreaction. There
are other cases where there might not be overreaction. But should

you have something to give you the responsibility and the option
to do something?

Dr. Goldman. Yes, and you know the administrative conference
of the United States also agrees with us that basically what we
need, and this is right out of their report in the Federal Register,
is a phase down procedure that allows us, when we have those
kinds of questions about risk and benefit, to take an action to begin
to phase down the use, while the extra data, the other information,
are being generated so that we are not ever again in a position
where the EPA tells the public we are helpless in the face of this

risk concern and we can't do anj^hing which is, in my opinion, and
it is just an opinion, what created much of the scare around the
Alar situation.

Mr. Kingston. Thank you. Dr. Goldman. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Stenholm. Any other questions from ginyone?
Mr. Smith.
Mr. Smith of Oregon. Thank you.
Dr. Groldman, back to the sunset issue for just a moment. And

by the way, this is a drop dead—well
Dr. GrOLDMAN. It is not a drop dead.
Mr. Smith of Oregon. Well, look on page 7, if you want to, section

F, extension. It is 15 years in your bill, and for an additional 1

year, that is drop dead. On page 7, there is no other amending lan-

guage, it is a drop dead program, 15 years, 1-year extension.

Now, the question I have is simply this: Again, with the thou-
sands of applications you have, you are way behind, you will de-

pend upon future funding by the Congress if you are going to catch

up by the year 2004. Would you consider language that would
somehow provide that if a registrant participated in good faith and
that the fault of the reregistration or the registration was for some
delay in the EPA or they couldn't get to it, that you could give
them extended opportunity?
They acted in good faith, why can't we make a test? Rather than

apply the bureaucratic problem to it, why can't we change it

around to a good-faith effort by the applicant?
Dr. Goldman. Well, that is what we believe this provision does,

and we are certainly willing to work with you if you feel it doesn't
meet that. We certainly don't want a registration to expire and it

is not the intent of this for registration to expire simply because
we didn't open the mail.
Mr. Smith of Oregon. They lose their priority position, they go

to the bottom of the list, that is crazy. I mean, that doesn't make
any sense to anybody. Beyond that, you have the deadline suit

problem in your bill, if it is your fault, then you are going to be
sued by the applicant or the registrant, you are going to be in court

trying to tell them we didn't have enough funding from Congress,
we couldn't get to you. I mean, we need to correct that, I think.

Dr. Goldman. I think that it is also something we can work with

you on, where it came from in that case was the sense that, boy.

83-589 0-94-6
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if we are going to commit ourselves to a schedule, that we, the

agency, for the sake of credibility of that commitment, need to be

willing to submit ourselves to that kind of

Mr. Smith of Oregon. That is fme. I think you stepped over the

line. We will work with you. Thank you.
Mr. Stenholm. Does the administration support a statutory pro-

vision providing for national uniformity of pesticide tolerance?

Dr. GrOLDMAN. That is an issue that we were not able to get to

in developing our bill. We understand that that is a major concern

of many members of the committee and this is something that we
would like to work with you on.

Mr. Stenholm. Thank you very much. We appreciate your at-

tendance here this morning. We look forward to working with you
expeditiously over the next several days and weeks, getting a bill.

Our colleague Rich Lehman is here, and we will recognize you
at this moment for your input into the subcommittee hearing be-

fore we call the second panel.
I recognize our colleague, Mr. Lehman. Welcome.

STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD H. LEHMAN, A REPRESENTA-
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. Lehman. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to commend you
once again, as I did last August, on taking the lead in addressing
the very serious question of food s£ifety. This hearing and the one
last summer on the Lehman-Bliley-Rowland bill are significant

steps toward a full understanding of the issue, and I believe the

best avenue for reform.
It is difficult not to be both encouraged and disheartened at the

same time at the Clinton administration's recent introduction of

food safety reform legislation. I am encouraged that the three lead-

ing agencies—EPA, FDA, and USDA—have finally agreed upon a

package that can be closely reviewed here in the Congress. I am
disappointed, however, that upon review, it seems their legislation

fails to impose scientifically balanced risk assessments £ind real

world scenarios in evaluating pesticide residues.

In a recent TV report, the question was asked, "Are we scaring
ourselves to death? Have we created an environment where the

real risks to public health are overshadowed by media attention de-

voted to sensationalist headlines? Is it easier to lead people to be-

lieve that any detectable pesticide residue, no matter how infinites-

imal, is more of a threat than naturally incurring Salmonella,
when the truth is, current residue levels are so stringent that they
do not pose a risk to public health?"

Unfortunately, the administration in its proposal overcompen-
sates for the perceived fears generated by such news stories instead

of allowing accurate risk-based science to take its course. While the

Clinton administration proposal projects to establish a negligible
risk standard for both raw and processed foods, in essence, it sets

a standard for restrictions that any vestige of flexibility is elimi-

nated. In addition, the proposal eliminates benefits consideration,
but allows for a 5-year waiver if the food supply is disrupted or

consumer health is threatened.
On the one hand, the administration draws the conclusion that

the only benefits derived from pesticide use are economic ones to
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the grower, and then it turns around and acknowledges that the
safe and hmited use of pesticides provide for a healthy, abundant
and affordable food supply.
The bottom line is that benefits accrue to everyone and give con-

sumers something they have come to expect, fruits and vegetables
free from scarring, pest infestations, and decay. I disagree with the
administration's approach in other areas as well, including their

phaseout provision, the lack of uniformity, exaggerated exposure
assumptions, and multiple tolerances for a single pesticide. I do

agree with the administration, however, in their special consider-
ation for infants and children.

As I have stated repeatedly since the National Academy of
Sciences' study was released, a children's standard must be incor-

porated into any legislation which is to pass Congress, including
my proposal, H.R. 1627. In addition to the support of my col-

leagues. Congressmen Bliley and Rowland, H.R. 1627, the Food
Quality Protection Act, has been cosponsored by a majority of the

Congress.
While the administration has good intentions in bringing forward

their own proposal, the fact remains that the approach put forward
in our legislation reflects what is right about our current system,
and what is needed to improve it. Flexibility does not mean weak
standards nor does accurate risk assessment mean a lack of protec-
tion for public health.

Congressmen Bliley, Rowland, and I have asked Chairman Wax-
man of the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health and
the Environment to mark up our legislation, and I am here today
asking the administration to work with us as well to see a work-
able food safety reform package passed in Congress. It is time to

move beyond the rhetoric and ahead to serious discussions.
I welcome the opportunity to comment on the issue before you

today, Mr. Chairman, and I look forward to working with the ad-
ministration and others to make real progress on this very impor-
tant issue in the coming months.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Lehman appears at the conclu-

sion of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Thank you very much, Mr. Lehman. We appre-

ciate very much your leadership on this issue. The bill that you
and Congressmen Rowland £ind Bliley have put together is cer-

tainly a tremendous effort in the right direction. You showed the

leadership. We continue to appreciate that, on this subcommittee.
We wish you success working on the Energy and Commerce Sub-

committee on Health and the Environment, to expedite the consid-
eration of this legislation. In fact, if there is an5^hing we can do
to help you on that endeavor, we will try to do so. I will state to

you, though, we intend to mark up and have legislation from this

committee that encompasses the jurisdiction of the other committee
as well as this committee, and we were encouraged by some of the

responses of the administration along the lines of working to get
a package together.
They were very forthcoming as far as I was concerned with that

desire, and we intend to take them up on it, to see that we can in

fact put together a proposal.
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Mr. Volkmer, have you any questions of Mr. Lehman?
Mr. Volkmer. No. Congratulations, that is all.

Mr. Stenholm. We thank you for your leadership, look forward
to working with you.
Mr. Lehman. Thank you, likewise.

Mr. Stenholm. I call the second panel: Ms. Doyle, Mr. Maslyn,
Mr. Stenzel, Mr. Schlect, Mr. Panetta, and Mr. Boillot. The first

witness will be Ms. Becky Doyle, director, Illinois Department of

Agriculture, on behalf of the National Association of State Depart-
ments of Agriculture.
We would ask each of our witnesses who testify to keep your oral

remarks within the 5-minute rule, and ask you to summarize. Ei-

ther during your testimony or in the questioning period be pre-

pared to comment on what you have heard from the administration

witnesses, and specifically on the bill that they have proposed as

to your views, particularly between H.R. 1627, that bill, and what
direction we should take on this committee.
Ms. Doyle, proceed.

STATEMENT OF BECKY DOYLE, DIRECTOR, ILLINOIS DEPART-
MENT OF AGRICULTURE, ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL AS-
SOCIATION OF STATE DEPARTMENTS OF AGRICULTURE
Ms. Doyle. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Becky Doyle. I am

director of the Illinois Department of Agriculture, and a member of

the board of directors of the National Association of State Depart-
ments of Agriculture, NASDA.
As the chief State agricultural officials, NASDA's members are

keenly aware of the importance of balancing agricultural produc-
tion and natural resource protection. In most cases, under a cooper-
ative agreement with the Environmental Protection Agency, the

State departments of agriculture serve as the lead State pesticide

regulatory agency. As Dr. Goldman referred to us, we are their

partners in pesticide regulation. So we bring you a unique perspec-
tive on pesticide regulations and reauthorization of FIFRA.
NASDA members represent the frontline pesticide regulators

who must balance human health and environmental protection
with production needs, and deal with State and local concerns

about pesticide use and regulation. We feel American consumers
can be confident that the U.S. food supply is safe from unreason-
able risk presented by pesticide residues.

Domestic food products available to U.S. consumers are safe,

abundant, and economical. NASDA does believe, however, that im-

provements in pesticide laws are needed primarily due to advances
in scientific, technological capabilities. We believe that the bill just

presented to you, H.R. 1627, will improve Federal regulation of pes-
ticide use and establish national uniform tolerances for residues in

food based upon a negligible risk standard, as recommended by the

National Academy of Sciences.

Adoption of this legislation will allow the U.S. to continue to

produce the safest, most economical, and most abundant food sup-

ply in the world. NASDA strongly supports passage of H.R. 1627
and encourages the House Agriculture Committee to move quickly
to favorably report the bill as the vehicle used by this committee
in reauthorizing FIFRA.
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The previously discussed bills, H.R. 4329 and H.R. 4326, would
implement the administration's plan with a focus on eliminating
the use of pesticides rather than ensuring their safe use. Some of

the proposals may sound sensible, but most are actually
unworkably rigid and would create real problems for farmers and
food producers. Most importantly, they are ultimately contrary to

the best interests of consumers.

Adoption of these bills would lead to the loss of important safe

crop protection tools for farmers, coupled with an increase in food

prices and a decrease in availability and quality of food. For us, the
most disturbing situation that has been created by H.R. 4329 and
H.R. 4326 is the scenario that no pesticide regulation reform will

be passed in this Congress.
We feel that the 103d Congress needs to pass reasonable pes-

ticide regulation. Our members and the industry face problems cre-

ated by conflicting and confusing regulations of FIFRA and the

FFDCA, and consumers need to have their confidence in the food

supply restored. Both of these objectives can best be achieved by
passage of a bill, a bill which improves the situation; one which al-

lows producers to enhance the quality and availability of a safe and
nutritious food supply; H.R. 1627 accomplishes that.

Turning to specific issues, NASDA is especially concerned that a

negligible risk standard not be defined by reference to a specific ac-

ceptable numerical risk level. It is essential that EPA maintain
flexibility to take account of evolving scientific standards and to

consider all relevant safety and exposure information.
H.R. 1627 would make clear that EPA may establish a tolerance

for pesticide residue posing greater than a negligible risk if the

agency determines that there are countervailing benefits. On the
other hand, the administration proposal would greatly limit the

types of benefits that could be considered in pesticide tolerance de-

cisions, would prohibit the continuation of a tolerance based on ex-

ceptional benefits beyond 5 years, and would prohibit any consider-
ation of benefits in tolerance decisions after 10 years.
NASDA strongly opposes this narrow benefits standard which

would be virtually impossible to satisfy. We believe it is uijneces-

sary to give EPA entirely new authority to phase out or phase
down the use of pesticide where, "credible scientific evidence shows
a pesticide is reasonably likely to pose a significeint risk to humans
or the environment."
NASDA strongly opposes the concept of citizen suits against

EPA, State regulatory agencies, and commercial applicators for any
violation of FIFRA as provided for in the administration's proposal.
Such a provision is wholly unnecessary and only encourages frivo-

lous lawsuits and disrupts State department programs and prob-
ably agricultural production. Also, NASDA strongly opposes expan-
sion of the 1990 farm bill recordkeeping requirements to cover all

farmers who apply any general use pesticides as provided for in the
administration's proposal. As regulators of pesticide application
and pesticide recordkeeping, NASDA's members believe such a pro-
vision would be absolutely impossible to enforce and equals an un-
funded mandate.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, let me express our appreciation for

the dedicated efforts made by this committee in attempting to pass
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legislation addressing the issue of pesticide regulation. NASDA be-

lieves that H.R. 1627 is the best vehicle and will improve Federal

regulation of pesticide use and establish national uniform toler-

ances for residues in food based upon a negligible risk standard, as
recommended by the National Academy of Sciences. Adoption of

this legislation will allow U.S. farmers to continue to produce the

safest, most economical, and most abundant food supply in the
world.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Doyle appears at the conclusion

of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Next, Mr. Maslyn.

STATEMENT OF MARK A. MASLYN, DIRECTOR, GOVERN-
MENTAL RELATIONS, AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERA-
TION, ACCOMPANIED BY SCOTT RAWLINS, HORTICULTURAL
SPECIALIST

Mr. Maslyn. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. My name is Mark
Maslyn, and with me is Mr. Scott Rawlins, our horticultural spe-
cialist for the American Farm Bureau. We appreciate the chance to

be here and to present our views relative to the administration's

bill as well as related matters. I commend you for holding the hear-

ing, look forward to working with you to keep this issue moving
forward in this Congress.
For the record, we support H.R. 1627. We believe that this is a

good bill from which to build a reform of our Nation's food safety

legislation.
Mr. Chairman, farmers and ranchers continue to be frustrated by

the uncertainty that surrounds Federal pesticide policy in the Unit-
ed States. The uncertainty with the Delaney clause, the uncer-

tainty with reregistration, the uncertainty over the loss of minor

crop pesticides, the uncertainty over the arrival of new products
and new technologies, and the uncertainty over this legislation.
We are looking for stability and predictability. We are looking for

assurances that the tools that we need to protect our crop invest-

ments will be available. Simply put, that is our objective, not only
available but safe to use.

In reviewing the administration's bill, we are disappointed that

they did not strive harder to strike the necessary balance needed
to resolve this long-standing issue. There was and perhaps still is

an opportunity for them to assume that brokering role. We have

privately and publicly urged them to do so.

We have a number of very serious concerns with H.R. 4362 and
H.R. 4329, which we have elaborated on more fully in our written

testimony. In general, however, the administration bill—^the pro-

posal seems to be excessive. It is rigid, it is bureaucratic, and it is

punitive. I think it is reasonable to ask whether this proposal
makes the system safer or simply more difficult to get through.
Too often, it seems to move away from, rather than toward, a

common center. For the purposes of moving this issue forward,
however, we have also tried to identify those areas where we agree
conceptually and otherwise. Specifically, the issues of cancellation,

integrated pest management, label call-in, reduced-risk pesticides,
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moderate-use pesticides, are a few examples of where we believe
there is an opportunity to work together.
The task of amending FIFRA and the Federal Food Drug, and

Cosmetic Act should be done with clear purpose and intent of de-

signing solutions to identified problems. The process simply is not
able to sustain a wish list approach to amendments. Given the his-

tory of this issue, less is better.

With that premise in mind, there are several important areas
that we think should constitute a core package of amendments.
First, the primary objective should be to resolve the differences be-
tween FIFRA and the Food and Drug Act as they relate to pesticide
registration and the tolerance setting process. Adherence to a zero
risk policy is neither scientifically credible nor achievable. Coordi-

nating those efforts through a negligible risk standard is essential
to pesticide reform.
The immediate need to replace the Delaney clause is real. EPA

has chosen to place that burden squarely on the Congress to avoid
the potentially harsh effects of the application of the Delaney
clause in the Les v. Reilly decision. In shifting the burden to the

Congress, the agency has chosen to avoid other nonlegislative rem-
edies that could avoid or soften the impact on farmers or consum-
ers. In fact, they have taken every action to increase the potentially
harsh impact on the farm community, in order to create pressure
on the Congress to reform this law. We think this is unnecessary
and irresponsible.

Second, legislation should create a single regulatory standard,
applicable for both fresh and processed foods.

Third, there is a general consensus that the regulatory process
for removing pesticides determined to present an unreasonable risk
to health or the environment takes too long and it should be expe-
dited.

Fourth, it is essential that newer and safer products and tech-

nologies be developed and approved for market more quickly to re-

place those being lost. The lack of replacement products is perhaps
the most frequently voiced concern by farmers when discussing
pesticide policy.

Fifth, the loss of pesticides for minor uses is particularly acute
and needs to be resolved. Separate legislation sponsored by Chair-
man de la Garza and Senator Inouye would help address this con-
cern. We believe the problem is time sensitive and needs to be ad-
dressed in this Congress. We are encouraged that the administra-
tion at least stepped up to this issue in some fashion.

Sixth and finally is the need to retain the risk benefit consider-
ation in FIFRA and the Food and Drug Act. The benefits of pes-
ticides accrue to all of society, not just to farmers. Consideration
in the pesticide regulatory decisionmaking process is critical for a
reasoned and coordinated policy.

I find it ironic that if you look at all of the major environmental
statutes up before this Congress, there is a debate in every one of

them about the need to consider benefits and costs along with a
better risk assessment. And the Congress seems to be moving in

that direction in each of those cases, except in this one, where the
administration seems to be moving away from a provision in law
that has worked basically for three decades.
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We are concerned that they have not justified that position. I

really don't understand why they are moving in that direction.

What is the problem that we are trying to solve? The benefits of

pesticide use must be balanced with risks along with the need to

feed a world population that is growing by nearly 100 million peo-

ple every year.
Mr. Chairman, we appreciate the opportunity and look forward

to working with you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Maslyn appears at the conclusion

of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Next, Mr. Stenzel.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS STENZEL, PRESIDENT, UNITED
FRESH FRUIT AND VEGETABLE ASSOCIATION

Mr. Stenzel. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to

appear before you on the panel today to testify on an issue of great

importance to the fresh fruit and vegetable industry. My name is

Tom Stenzel. I am president of the United Fresh Fruit and Vegeta-
ble Association. We represent 2,000 companies and their employees
who grow, ship, distribute and sell fresh produce in the United
States and abroad.
Mr. Chairman, we salute your leadership in this effort, for it is

also our very strong desire to pass legislation in this Congress that

provides for comprehensive reform of the Nation's pesticide laws.

We know time is short, but the fruit and vegetable industry is

ready to sit down with all interested parties and pursue real dis-

cussions on pesticide legislation.
We support an improved cancellation process to more quickly

deal with problem pesticides, real Delaney reform to establish a

negligible risk standard based in sound science and not prescrip-

tion, consideration of consumer risks and benefits in tolerance set-

ting, a commitment to provide regulatory incentives to registration
of safe minor use pesticides, and a process that provides for speed-
ier approval of a new generation of pesticides such as biologicals.

Many of the members of this panel share these concerns and will

address these issues in more detail. We do believe that these and
other issues can be addressed in a bill this year. Many of us in the

agricultural community have awaited with great anticipation the

administration's legislation. But despite the support of 222 Mem-
bers in the House for H.R. 1627 and its companion bill in the Sen-

ate, it is well understood that neither bill is likely to escape the ju-
risdictional trap that contains them.
For this reason, we sincerely hoped the administration would

craft a bill that would break the logjam that characterizes this

issue. Unfortunately, they failed. The administration's bill has done

very little to further the prospects for passage of pesticide legisla-

tion. To be fair, the administration's bill does address many impor-
tant issues and attempts to bring form to numerous regulatory con-

cepts that deserve discussion. But in some sense, this is its weak-
ness.
The myriad of issues and concepts raised by the bill are very ill-

served in passing legislation. The bill is simply too cumbersome,
forces together too many different issues, and contains too many
flaws to serve as the overall basis for compromise. Just listen to
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what we talked about this morning: Citizen suits, sunset provision,

export restrictions, FDA enforcement authority, a two-tiered toler-

ance system, whether it is farmgate or at retail. None of those ele-

ments are essential to the reform of our food safety laws and pes-
ticide reform.

It seems we know what they were doing for that 8 months. They
were putting everjrthing on the table. Unfortunately, the broad

scope of those reforms are overwhelming and they distract atten-
tion from the most important issues: cancellation provisions, incen-
tives for minor use pesticides, a negligible risk standard in lieu of
the Delaney clause, consideration of risk and benefits in tolerance

setting, and national uniformity of pesticide tolerances.
I was struck with Mr. Inslee's comment this morning—maybe it

is not risk-benefit that we are talking about in tolerance setting,
it is considering all types of risks. We talk about cancer and Dr.
Goldman mentioned that one out of four of us will develop cancer
in our lifetimes. Health authorities are clear that the majority of
cancer is directly attributed to poor nutrition.

The National Academy of Sciences report, which has been fre-

quently cited this morning, has said that the benefits—the
anticancer benefits of eating fruits and vegetables—far outweigh
the pesticide risk. So why is EPA afraid to consider the consumer
health benefits of an abundant, affordable fruit and vegetable sup-
ply
—the anticancer benefits—as they take into consideration the

tolerance process?
Before closing, Mr. Chairman, I would like to commend you and

ranking minority member Mr. Smith for the letter that was sent
to EPA regarding its intentions to implement the Federal Court

ruling in Les v. Reilly. As my colleague from the Farm Bureau has
mentioned, the EPA has refused to consider administrative options
that would certainly lessen the impact of the implementation of

that court ruling. The agency was petitioned some 21 months ago,
on September 11, 1992, by our organization, the National Food
Processors, the Northwest Horticultural Council and other groups,
with the support to EPA to revise its Delaney clause policies. .

This petition has yet to be answered by EPA, although we at

each stage have new lists of potential problem chemicals and toler-

ances that may be revoked, for seemingly the express purpose of

creating anxiety, causing disruption in the marketplace, and pres-
suring the Congress to take on a burden that EPA could bear ad-

ministratively.
The agency must identify when and how it will implement the

Delaney clause because this continued delay simply raises anxiety
and disruption to our farmers. Administrator Browner has stated

plainly that the issues surrounding the enforcement of Les v. Reilly
turn on legal interpretations and not on public health. But despite
this fact, EPA has not acted to resolve the unnecessary conflict be-
tween its pesticide policies and the Delsmey clause.

We hope, Mr. Chairman, that the committee might urge more de-

cisive leadership by EPA on this issue as an important administra-
tive step the agency could take to facilitate serious discussion of

pesticide reform legislation.
Thank you.
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[The prepared statement of Mr. Stenzel appears at the conclusion
of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Thank you.
Next, Mr. Schlect.

STATEMENT OF CHRISTIAN SCHLECT, CHAIRMAN, MINOR
CROP FARMER ALLIANCE, AND PRESIDENT, NORTHWEST
HORTICULTURAL COUNCIL, ACCOMPANIED BY DANIEL A.

BOTTS, CHAIRMAN, TECHNICAL COMMITTEE, MINOR CROP
FARMER ALLIANCE, AND DIRECTOR, ENVIRONMENTAL AND
PEST MANAGEMENT DIVISION OF THE FLORIDA FRUIT &
VEGETABLE ASSOCIATION
Mr. Schlect. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Chris

Schlect. I am chairman of the Minor Crop Farm Alliance, which
comprises 134 local, regional, and national commodity organiza-
tions interested in solutions to the minor-use issue. We were
formed about 3 years ago for the specific purpose of working on the
minor-use issues and, therefore, will contain our comments to that

portion of the administration's bill. You have plenty of other ex-

perts discussing the other sections of that measure. Dan Botts, who
is with me and will be discussing a few points in a few seconds or

minutes, is from Orlando, Florida, is the chairman of our technical
committee.

I think it is important to note our organization is commodity
based, producer oriented, and goes beyond the food safety issues.
We have Christmas trees, we have flowers, we have livestock,
fruits and vegetables. It is a wide ranging commodity organization
built around getting a solution to the specific issue. We have
worked hard the last 3 years coming up with suggestions, worked
with this committee staff and members. Chairman de la Garza has
entered a bill that is sponsored by many members of this sub-
committee addressing the minor crop issue that we believe will aid
us in this problem and we would hope that that legislation or the
initiatives in the administration's proposal will be adopted this

year.
It is necessary that it is done because of the harm that our pro-

ducers are facing because of the lack of support for minor crop
chemicals. I think one of the points we would like to put forward
is the encouragement that we do have on this one issue based on
the administration's acknowledgment of the problem, the Congress'
acknowledgment.
Everybody, I think, can see what we are faced with when we

have chemicals that are necessary for production, yet the manufac-
turer doesn't want to spend say, $1 million or even $100,000 to go
through a process when that chemical may only net $70,000 or

$50,000 in sales. Minor crops is somewhat of a misnomer. I think
of apples being a major crop. Dan thinks of citrus being a major
crop. And yet in the vernacular in Washington, DC, they are minor
crops.

I think it is important that we get a solution that the definition
of minor crops truly covers the problem that we are facing in the
minor crop area, which is almost all areas of agriculture outside
the five major crops. But with that, I just want to convey the sense
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of urgency. We have given testimony, written testimony to the com-
mittee on the specifics.
We intend to work with the committee and with the Senate, the

administration. We want a bill. We want a solution to this process.
If not in the context of the administration's proposal, then perhaps
a stand-alone measure that again Chairman de la Garza is spon-

soring. But now turn it over to Dan for specific comments.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Schlect appears at the conclusion

of the hearing.]
Mr. BOTTS. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to be here again today

to go over again an issue that is very near and dear to my heart.

And attached to our written testimony is a comparison of the provi-
sions of the administration's minor-use provisions along with what
we have put together and you, in conjunction with Chairman de la

Garza, so graciously sponsored as H.R. 967, the minor crop amend-
ments that were put in earlier this session.

In a direct comparison, there is some specific things that we
would like to address, the first being in the definition of minor uses
which is found in section 10 on page 74 of the administration's pro-

posal. The legislation would establish criteria by which a pesticide
use is automatically considered a minor use, in essence establish-

ing a bright line.

There are problems with the criteria in that it needs to be re-

vised to include those nontraditional use sites which are also minor
uses such as livestock uses and public health uses which are non-
economic from a registration standpoint. Additionally, the farmgate
value or potential return to a crop is an unnecessary restriction, it

should be dropped from the definition.

There was an addition into the definition of three criteria to the

economic provisions. We would recommend that those three addi-

tional criteria be removed from the definition to constitute when it

would be considered for expedited consideration or if they have to

remain we would recommend adding a fourth recommendation that

a pesticide that is necessary for an integrated pest management
program to be successful, to be included.

Also in section 10, the adequate time provisions for submission
of minor-use data, we would recommend that the first sentence of

subparagraph (n)(l) should be revised to indicate that the Adminis-
trator on the request of a registrant or at the request of a user with
the consent of the registrant may delay action to delete a minor
food or feed use. This would provide a greater involvement of the

user community and an earlier involvement in the decisionmaking
process as those tools are possibly lost.

In addition to those very specific comments, consideration should
be given to requesting Congress to modify the administration's bill

to add a number of provisions contained in H.R. 967 which are not

yet part of the administration's propossd. In particular, the pro-

posed grant program and the establishment of minor-use programs
within both EPA and USDA should be included.

And in conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we believe that the differences

between H.R. 967 and the minor-use provisions of H.R. 4329 are

minor and are quickly resolvable, and we believe this issue can and
must be resolved this year. And we look forward to working with

you and Chairman de la Garza to enact this minor use legislation.
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Thank you.
Mr. Stenholm. Next, Mr. Panetta.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH PANETTA, DIRECTOR, REGULATORY
AND ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS, MYCOGEN CORP., ALSO ON
BEHALF OF THE BIOTECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY ORGANIZA-
TION
Mr. Panetta, Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, the

members of the subcommittee for inviting me to be here to testify

today. I am going to confine my remarks to section 9 of the admin-
istration's proposal, the section concerning biological pesticides and
reduced-risk pesticides. I am Joe Panetta, I am director of regu-
latory affairs for Mycogen Corporation in San Diego.
At Mycogen, we use biotechnology to increase food and fiber pro-

duction by developing environmentally compatible biopesticides and
improved pest resistant crops. I would like to note for the record
also that I am here today testifying on behalf of the Biotechnology
Industry Organization. BIO represents more than 500 companies,
academic institutions. State biotechnology centers and other orga-
nizations involved in the research and development of health care,

agricultural, and environmental biotechnology products.
Last September, the Clinton administration announced a pes-

ticide reform program aimed at reducing chemical pesticide usage
and promoting the development of reduced risk alternatives, in-

cluding biopesticides. BIO member companies publicly commended
the administration for taking action in promoting the use of

biologicals, an action which we believe long overdue.
Mr. Chairman, both you and Chairman de la Garza have long

shown foresight in this area and have taken interest in ensuring
continued registration of minor-use pesticides, a category that in-

cludes many of the biologicals and reduced-risk pesticides that we
are interested in. In a regulatory climate focused on reducing pes-
ticide use and with public and media attention centered on the po-
tential dangers of pesticides, it is important to ensure that farmers
can address these concerns while continuing to produce wholesome
and affordable food.

As you said at last year's hearings, all new methods of pest con-

trol that add to the farmers' diminishing arsenal, and that promise
safe and effective results should be considered for use. BIO heartily
endorses the EPA's intentions regarding biologicals and separately
reduced-risk pesticides, as expressed in section 9 of the proposal to

amend FIFRA.
In testimony given in your hearing on the registration process

last year, biopesticides industry representatives stated that the

regulatory process for biopesticides was simply not working and
that EPA needed to implement management changes to speed up
the registration process and to dedicate specific resources to the re-

view of biologicals.
EPA has already moved forward to address these recommenda-

tions. We believe that the following steps which are the most sig-
nificant to us of the many progressive changes proposed in section

9 will ensure that the industry has greater incentive to develop re-

duced risk and biological products and that they are made avail-

able to farmers more expeditiously.
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First, criteria for the designation of reduced-risk pesticides will

be developed by EPA. While EPA issued reduced-risk pesticide poli-
cies last year, it did not define the scope of products to be consid-

ered. And this would remove that uncertainty.
Second, specific timeframes for the review of reduced-risk pes-

ticides. Review times for acceptance of a product for reduced-risk

consideration would be mandated, and actual review of the product
would be completed within 180 days. The trade-off for expedited re-

view would be immediate revocation of the registration if at a later

time the product were shown not to meet the reduced-risk criteria.

We believe this is a fair trade-off.

Third, exclusive use of data extended by 2 years. This section en-

sures both that applicants of these products are provided additional

incentive for protection of relatively low-cost data packages, as

compared to traditional chemistry, and addresses some concerns
about the removal of older minor-use products from the registration
roles.

Fourth, conditional registration of biological pesticides. Past ex-

perience with biologicals has shown that, due to their unique na-

ture, they do not typically raise human health or environmental
concerns. This section would allow our industry to move these

products into the hands of farmers quickly, while we develop the
data needed for registration, provided that the EPA can conclude
on the basis of available data that the use of the product is in the

public interest and that the product does not raise risk concerns.

Fifth, integrated pest management. IPM practices are applicable
to all of the products that we produce, but of even greater signifi-
cance is the fact that many small producers of biological pesticides
lack the field specialists needed to introduce farmers to these prod-
ucts. This provision would assist us in providing this knowledge to

farmers.
We urge you to support the provisions of section 9 in your consid-

eration of the administration's overall proposal for amendment of

FIFRA. And I would also note that these provisions are not in-

cluded in Mr. Lehman's bill.

In contrast to the last 16 years, these sections look to the future.

They provide for the registration, and hence the availability to

farmers, of a new generation of products that are already being
produced by large and small companies alike. Much progress has
been made by EPA in the last year since you last held hearings,
for which the new management team is to be commended.
The administration's proposal brings to the registration process

for reduced-risk pesticides a degree of definition and certainty that

has previously been lacking. Thus clarified, this process will move
forward.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, this bill proposes some simple
changes to the registration process for biologicals and reduced-risk

pesticides that will certainly bring more of these desirable products
to the market. If Congress makes a commitment to expedited reg-
istration of these products, research and development will intensify
and both old and new companies will provide farmers with much
needed environmentally safer additions to their pest-control arse-

nal.
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We commend you for your effort in this area. We look forward

to working with you in the future.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Panetta appears at the conclu-

sion of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Next, Mr. Boillot.

STATEMENT OF JAMES B. BOILLOT, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL AVIATION ASSOCIATION

Mr. Boillot. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, thanks

for the opportunity to be here this morning. Thank you for the

leadership that you are showing in this area.

I am Jim Boillot, executive director of the National Agricultural
Aviation Association. Our association represents over 1,200 mem-
bers and represents the agricultural aviation industry nationwide.

Our review of the provisions contained in the proposal, in the ad-

ministrative proposal, suggests this legislation could have far-

reaching effects on agricultural aviation, Mr. Chairman, niore im-

portantly, on American agriculture and the consuming public.

The agricultural aviation industry is made up of approximately
6,000 special-use airplanes and helicopters which are used to pro-

vide seed, fertilizer, and agricultural chemicals to this Nation's

fruit and vegetables, feed grains and fiber and forest producers.

Simply stated, agricultural aviation enhances crop production, pro-

tects our forest resources, and controls health limiting pests and

pathogens.
Mr. Chairman, we appreciate the interest which you and your

colleagues are taking in this issue. As we study the provisions of

this legislation, we are concerned with the suggestion of a new phi-

losophy, that places no relevance on the benefits which can result

from the use of pesticide products.
Tremendous benefits in the form of improved human health, effi-

ciencies in food production, elimination of deadly pathogens, and
the ability to farm without erosion-producing tillage, have resulted

from the use of agricultural chemicals.

We are all concerned with the safe use and application of chemi-

cals and sincerely want to avoid unnecessary risk to any segment
of our population or the environment. Currently, EPA is able to

weigh the real and demonstrable benefits of pesticide use against
known or theoretical risk. We believe it is essential that this rec-

ognition of the benefits that can result from the proper use of agri-

cultural chemicals must be maintained as a factor in the deter-

mination of approval or disapproval of specific products.
Another area of concern to ag aviators is the provision allowing

citizen suits against those applying agricultural pesticides. There is

substantial knowledge and training involved in developing the ca-

pability to correctly apply a chemical; and I might add, to deter-

mine if a product is being correctly applied.
From our experience, and I think we all know airplanes are high-

ly visible, we know that there are people who become easily mis-

taken regarding what is happening in an application situation. The
determination of compliance with correct usage and application re-

quirements should remain as the sole purview of regulatory offi-

cials.
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Mr. Chairman, this proposal contains language establishing as a

goal the reduction in the amount of pesticides that are used in pro-
duction agriculture. To our knowledge, there is no scientific data

suggesting that a product requiring ounces per acre provides more
safety than a product requiring pounds per acre.

We acknowledge that it may be politically expedient to state that

pesticide usage has been reduced, but we suggest that it is far
more appropriate to base registration and reregistration decisions
on scientific data and to leave use decisions to those who have a
clear understanding of the targeted pest and the conditions sur-

rounding a specific application.
We believe a goal of reducing the amount of crop protection

chemicals can be counterproductive and we urge the Congress to

encourage a philosophical goal of safe, economical, high quality food

production, and care to assure that generations that follow us have
that same opportunity of providing safe, economical food for their

enjoyment. We believe this is a realistic goal that can be accom-

plished when using the best scientific data to determine product
approval and labeling instructions.

We are also concerned with the language throughout the pro-
posal suggesting that registration fees should be utilized to cover
all manner of increased review and regulatory cost. The greatest
beneficiaries of food production technology improvements are the
American consumer. And in the long run, we believe they would be

willing to pay for increased cost for regulatory activity if it is nec-

essary.
The American farmer is not in a position to pass these costs on

and should not be asked to accept the burden of increased regu-
latory activity.
Mr. Chairman, we very much appreciate the desire of your sub-

committee to determine what is best for all, the producer, the

consumer, the environment, and future generations. We are grate-
ful for the opportunity to comment and look forward to working
with you to develop legislation that will guide the use of crop pro-
duction chemicals and will assure the consumers of this Nation a
safe, high quality food supply, produced without damage to the en-
vironment.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Boillot appears at the conclusion

of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Thank you very much. I commend each of you for

your written statements that you furnished for the record. It gives
us an excellent basis to work from. And I think I would be remiss
if I did not say I believe this is the first panel that I have ever had
the privilege of chairing, which you stayed within the 5-minute rule

and did so in a concise way in which you made absolute good sense.

So to reward you for that, I will not ask you a question.
Mr. Inslee.

Mr. Inslee. I pass.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Volkmer.
Mr. Volkmer. No questions.
Mr. Stenholm. Thank you all very much. We appreciate your in-

terest in this subject and your testimony. We will ask you to roll

up your sleeves and to work with our staffs and with Members to
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do just exactly what you have asked us to do and, hopefully, as

close to the way you have asked us to do it as humanly possible.
Thank you very much.
I call panel 3: Mr. Wiles, Ms. Hinkle, Mr. Feldman, Mr. Meyer-

hoff, and Mr. Schwartz.
Mr. Wiles, proceed.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD WILES, DIRECTOR, AGRICULTURAL
POLLUTION PREVENTION, ENVIRONMENTAL WORKING
GROUP
Mr. Wiles. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of

the subcommittee, thank you for the opportunity to testify today.
We will focus our comments on administration proposals to amend
the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act.

The Environmental Working Group supports the general public
health orientation of the administration's legislative proposals, par-

ticularly the proposal to end benefits consideration in tolerance set-

ting. As a consensus position of the USDA, the FDA, and the EPA,
this proposal to create a truly health-based tolerance system is par-

ticularly laudable.
In general, however, the Clinton proposals, while well-inten-

tioned, fall short of the mark. This is particularly true in contrast

to H.R. 4091, introduced by Congressmen Waxman, Synar, and
Torres, which provides an affirmative scientifically sound alter-

native to the Delaney clause that increases public health protection
and ensures protection of children from all pesticides.

I would like to make a few specific criticisms now of the adminis-
tration bill. First, it sacrifices the Delaney clause rather than refin-

ing it. The administration proposes to remove pesticides from
under the Delaney clause and to compensate for this loss with the

discretionary health-based standard that is, in theory, designed to

protect children. By effectively repealing the Delaney clause as it

applies to pesticides, the administration would eviscerate the only

preventive environmental health standard in all Federal law.

The spirit of prevention embodied in Delaney would be lost, and

nothing remotely equivalent would be substituted. More than any
other provision of the administration's package, this change is un-

acceptable. In contrast, the Waxman bill, H.R. 4091, would refine

the concept of prevention that is the essence of the Delaney clause,
and replace it with a stronger, more rational phaseout require-
ment.

Point two, the administration's safety standard for children is

discretionary. Protection of children must be mandatory. Standards
in the law must not provide the EPA with discretion to set weaker
standards for infants and children based on economic benefits to

farmers or any other consideration. At the same time. Federal law
should not constrain science, nor prescribe specific risk assessment

methods, and neither the Clinton nor the Waxman proposals do.

What the law should provide instead is a firm and certain stand-
ard of protection for all children, regardless of the political orienta-

tion of subsequent EPA Administrators or any other economic or

political factors. The Waxman bill guarantees this protection. The
Clinton bill does not.
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The administration does not explicitly protect infants and chil-

dren from carcinogens.
The National Academy of Sciences states that young children

may be at increased risk from carcinogens where lifelong exposure
is thought to be responsible for the effect, and where exposures
that occur early in life are likely to be more significant in produc-
ing cancer.

To protect children from heavy exposure to carcinogens early in

life, the Waxman bill requires that exposure to cancer-causing pes-
ticides not be disproportionately accumulated in the first 5 years
of life. The administration bill includes no specific cancer standard
to protect infants and children.

For pesticides that do not cause cancer, the administration's bill

does not provide children with additional safety margins.
Cancer is a very crude measure of toxicity. Many noncarcinogenic

pesticides present hazards to children that are as serious or more
serious than cancer, such as damage to the immune, nervous, and
endocrine systems.

In the absence of data relevant to children, the National Acad-

emy of Sciences recommended that up to a tenfold safety factor be

applied to all food tolerances. The administration's legislative pro-

posals propose an additional tenfold safety factor, but then allow
it to be compromised solely at the administrator's discretion. The
Waxman bill, in contrast, requires a tenfold safety factor, allowing
for it to be eased only when complete and reliable data support a
lesser standard.
The administration bill does not protect children from the addi-

tive effects of pesticides. The NAS committee was clear that expo-
sure to many different pesticides can cause additive effects and
that children need extra protection from these combined effects. In

fact, the NAS committee went so far as to devise a new methodol-

ogy to determine exposures and set standards that protect children
from the combined effects of pesticides. The administration bill,

however, does not contain a requirement to protect children from
the added effects of pesticides. The Waxman bill does.

The administration bill contains no specific data requirements
with respect to children. Although the EPA has begun some inter-

nal processes to develop new study designs, there is no require-
ment in the administration's legislation that appropriate studies be

developed or conducted. In contrast, H.R. 4091 requires the EPA to

establish testing protocols and data to determine whether exposure
to a pesticide during fetal development, infancy, or childhood, can
cause serious adverse health effects.

In summary, the administration's proposed amendments to the
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act represent a reasonable start-

ing point for discussion, with one important exception; the lack of

any effective alternative to the Delaney clause. The Clinton pro-
posal to simply eliminate all preventive aspects of current pesticide
law is plainly unacceptable from a public health perspective.
While the Delaney clause can be made more consistent and sci-

entifically rational, there is no improving on the core concept of

Delaney, which is the prevention of exposure to the most hazardous

pesticides in the food supply.
Thank you.
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[The prepared statement of Mr. Wiles appears at the conclusion
of the hearing,]
Mr. Stenholm. Next, Ms. Hinkle.

STATEMEINTT OF MAUREEN KUWANO HINKLE, DIRECTOR,
AGRICULTURAL PROGRAM, NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY

Ms. Hinkle. Mr. Chairman, I will be very brief so that you will

reward me, but hopefully not by not asking questions. If you don't

have questions for me, I would like to answer some of the questions
posed to previous witnesses which I feel were not answered.

In general, we fully support and endorse the statement given
today by Richard Wiles on behalf of the Environmental Working
Group, and we commend the administration for its ambitious and
unprecedented effort involving the three agencies in a working
group, including the bureaucrats who work on the details of the re-

spective jurisdictions in pesticides, as well as the new appointees.
It is unprecedented for such a team to put together a document

seeking amendments to two major laws the way they have. How-
ever, we regard this as a first step, and not an end product.

I will reserve my comments today to section 9, which is the re-

duced-risk pesticides. It seems to be the only provision in the ad-
ministration's bill that got much support from the previous wit-

nesses. In regard to reduced use, we are unhappy that the criteria

and definition of reduced use is not in the legislation. By leaving
it to rulemaking, this will merely postpone regulation and incen-
tives for reduced use pesticides by many more years.

I know that the agency hopes to use the three conferences that

they have sponsored on reduced use to give the agency the nec-

essary wherewithal to produce criteria, but if they think that they
can use these three conferences in order to get the criteria devel-

oped, I think this is unrealistic.

The guidelines that they have had in place since 1981 for biologi-
cal pesticides, that is subpart M, have not been implemented in all

this time, even though the regulations were greeted by unanimous
praise by all the companies that went to hear about them. These

guidelines were developed by the American Institute for Biological
Sciences for the agency. The agency didn't even have to develop
them internally.
Three years ago, EPA Administrator Bill Reilly announced "im-

minent" policies regarding safer pesticides. The gestation period for

biological pesticides is a record 17 years, and it will go on to 20 if

the legislation doesn't specify what the criteria and what the defi-

nition should be.

Without a legislative mandate, EPA prefers to take no action

rather than make a mistake. And although the agency has been

moving rapidly in recent months to improve its record of register-

ing naturally occurring products, this sudden haste could actually
harm the development of new alternatives.

Naturally occurring products are not inherently safe or unsafe.

Their toxicity and their nontarget effects need to be evaluated ac-

cording to their use, their exposure and other characteristics in a
deliberate and orderly procedure. The administration bill would

provide registrants the opportunity to designate a product a re-
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duced use pesticide. Then EPA would decide whether or not it is

a reduced use pesticide. This is backwards.
A lot of registrants will try, hoping that somehow EPA will find

them to be a reduced use pesticide. This is just not an orderly proc-
ess. Similarly, conditional registration is to be given to reduced use

pesticides. They can have a registration right away, if they seem
to be less toxic, and then when they get all the studies in, they will

have a full registration.
We think that this can apply to conventional chemicals or many

of the new registrations of chemicals but not to the new generation
of biologicals, which should get on the market really very quickly.

They should have an easy on and an easy off process. Should there
be problems that are detected after the registration, they should be

quickly knocked off without recourse.

The administration's proposal mentions resistance a couple of

times, but they really don't address it in an integrated way and we
think that it is really necessary. They also would provide for use

by prescription, but they have nothing about qualifications of the

prescriber. They don't even mention the possibility of liability.
Conflict of interest, that is prescribing products that the pre-

scriber has a fin£Lncial interest in, is also not dealt with. And un-
less these issues are dealt with, we feel that prescription use will

once again fall into the trash basket as it has in the previous 15

years.
With that, I will close.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Hinkle appears at the conclusion
of the hearing. 1

Mr. Stenholm. Next, Mr. Feldman.

STATEMENT OF JAY FELDMAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL COALITION AGAINST THE MISUSE OF PESTICIDES

Mr. Feldman. Grood morning, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for the

opportunity to testify today. I am Jay Feldman, executive director

of the National Coalition Against the Misuse of Pesticides. Today
I am presenting this testimony on behalf of 25 international,, na-

tional, statewide, and regional environmental, consumer, farm, and
labor organizations that work on a day-to-day basis against the

backdrop of poor Federal and State policies that allow pesticide
contamination and poisoning, and offer limited incentives and as-

sistance for the adoption of pest management strategies.
While the polarization that you have referred to in this hearing

and previously is not new to this subcommittee, I think it is in-

structive to look at what has been accomplished in the past, par-

ticularly 1988, with the adoption of FIFRA light, which I would
characterize as language that everyone could live with, language
which met basic public health and environmental requirements at

the time.

There was, in 1988, general recognition by the subcommittee
that there was an urgent need to get the pesticide reregistration

program moving ahead, that we had to eliminate certain basic im-

pediments to regulatory action in the form of costly indemnifica-
tion. The subcommittee also bit the bullet and established a fee-for-

service reregistration program.
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Now we are in—6 years later, 1994, and we expect to see in Con-

gress increasing recognition of new urgent needs. And the two ur-

gent needs that we see and we hope Congress will see is, first, to

ensure the orderly removal from the market of pesticides that

cause identified adverse human health or environmental effect, in-

cluding but not limited to cancer, endocrine and reproductive ef-

fects, the highest category of acute effects, bioaccumulation and

persistence; and second, that Congress will see the need to provide
direction and support for economically and biologically viable pest

management alternatives that do not rely on chemically dependent
control strategies.
What is different today from 1988—and there are some impor-

tant differences—first, we see increasing numbers of farmers that

have shown £in openness to options that move their operations

away from dependence on pesticides. Second, environmental and
health advocates—and public health advocates—are leading the

charge on this whole issue are working with farmers and farm

groups, and I believe exhibit a growing understanding of farmers'

needs for productive and profitable farming operations.

Any proposal for pesticide policy change or reform must be meas-
ured against a set of principles that serve as the minimum national

standard of public health and environmental protection. And I

think you were very correct this morning to cite the GAO report
in which, and I am quoting out of context here, "Because scientific

data are not always adequate to quantify risks and benefits, the

choice of an appropriate regulatory standard entails value judg-
ments, and is ultimately a policy decision."

We believe it is an abuse of science to suggest that it is possible
to draw a bright line standard of protection given the incomplete
and inadequate data currently available on a range of critical is-

sues, including again, but not limited to, sensitive population

groups, multiple exposure to pesticides, and threshold chemical ef-

fects.

And it should be noted for the record, that improvements in de-

tection technology since Delaney's adoption does not change the in-

ability of science to establish the threshold at which effects like

cancer occur. We support fully implementation of the preventive
health policy principle now embodied in part in the Delaney clause

of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. We advocate legisla-

tive and regulatory actions to extend the Delaney principle to in-

clude prohibitions against residues in raw as well as processed
foods.

In addition, we advocate for nonagricultural pesticides to be sub-

ject to the same regulatory provisions as agricultural pesticides. In

written testimony, we outline a series of principles, the first being
enforceable phaseout of toxic pesticides for defined effects, and
measurable and enforceable as well as voluntary incentive-based

reduction goals.
Point of purchase disclosure, full pesticide reporting, prohibition

against export of pesticides that are banned, severely restricted or

never registered, effective retraining and other assistance programs
for displaced pesticide production workers, protection of State and
local authority to regulate pesticides more stringently than the

Federal Grovernment.
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There is a basic standard we are trying to measure these propos-
als against. We must evaluate proposals against the only meaning-
ful yardstick, and that is will the measures ensure that we are re-

moving hazardous materials from the market while affecting a
transition to alternative approaches?
While we too would like to commend the Clinton administration

for taking on this issue, we believe very strongly that the proposals
fall short of the central and critical issue of public health protection
and preventive health policy as related to a series of adverse health
and environmental effects. We have cited cancer, endocrine system
effects, et cetera.

We have looked at the Waxman bill in particular, many of the

groups on this document supporting this testimony, as the only
proposal for a Congress that embraces the prevention principle of
the Delaney clause. In our testimony, we cite other areas of the
Clinton bill in more detail that we think need improvement.
And I would like to say in closing that while our position stresses

the need to look at a range of adverse effects, the importance of at-

tacking cancer causing pesticides is critical in an environment
where one in three people contract cancer during their lifetime.

This is a national crisis and a true crisis in the farm population,
where farmers suffer elevated rates of numerous types of cancers.

This year, the University of Iowa Medical School presented pre-

liminary results to the Golf Course Superintendents Association of

golf courses being a highly intensive pesticide treated area and
there too found elevated rates of cancers among golf course super-
intendents, again, preliminary results.

We have an opportunity to join in a national effort to remove
toxic pesticides from food production and pest control. Our future
rests with clear protective human health and environmental pro-
tection standards and a clear commitment to an aggressive na-
tional program to assist in the transition to sustainable alter-

natives, not reliant on pesticides.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Feldman appears at the conclu-

sion of the hearing.]
Mr. DOOLEY [assuming chair]. Thank you, Mr. Feldman.
At this time, we will hear from Mr. Joseph Schwartz who is asso-

ciate director for Policy for Physicians for Social Responsibility.
Mr. Schwartz, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH M. SCHWARTZ, ASSOCIATE DIREC-
TOR, POLICY, PHYSICIANS FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Mr. Schwartz. Thank you. On behalf of more than 20,000 PSR
members in 90 chapters nationwide, an international network of

125,000 physicians in 76 countries, I would like to thank you for

the opportunity to address some of the public health implications
of the administration's pesticide reform proposal.

In the interest of time, I would like to focus on three basic

things. I know you have heard a fair deal about the National Acad-

emy of Sciences' report. If you would bear with me, I would like

to highlight a few elements of that report that I think are particu-

larly relevant and have not been discussed in adequate detail.
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The three basic items I would Uke to focus on are the National

Academy report as a diagnosis, what the prescription of that report

was, and the extent to which the administration pesticide proposal
fills that prescription. The National Academy of Sciences' report
was the most comprehensive diagnosis to date of the effects of mod-
ern chemical pesticides, particularly on the most vulnerable mem-
bers of society.
The Chair of the NAS committee, Dr. Philip Landrigan, and com-

mittee member Dr. Richard Jackson, are both members of PSR's

board of sponsors. The NAS report concluded several important

things, not least of which was that children's pesticide exposure
may be far greater than adults even within the same home. Chil-

dren, especially newborns, absorb many pesticides more quickly
and detoxify many pesticides more slowly than adults.

In addition, early exposure has been implicated in childhood and
other cancers, noncarcinogenic effects on the developing nervous,

immune, and endocrine systems. In particular, the central nervous

system is unusually vulnerable during a prolonged period of devel-

opment, even if exposure is at a level known to be safe for adults,

one of the key discussions in the National Academy of Sciences' re-

port.
As far as a prescription for pesticide policy reform, despite the

research needs that the report detailed, the study concluded that

we know enough to act now to prevent unnecessary childhood pes-
ticide exposures. The study urged that regulatory estimates of safe

levels of pesticide exposure aggregate all pesticide residues with a

common toxic mechanism.
And most importantly, the National Academy of Sciences' study

said that without, "contrary data, there should be a presumption
of greater toxicity to infants and children." "Because of specific pe-
riods of vulnerability, an uncertainty factor of tenfold should be

used in particular when data from toxicity testing are incomplete."

They concluded that, "traditional approaches to toxicological risk

assessment may not adequately protect infants and children." The
National Academy of Sciences' report offers an invaluable prescrip-
tion from America's most eminent physicians and public health ex-

perts to reform pesticide policy. The question remains: To what ex-

tent has the administration's pesticide reform proposal followed the

doctors' orders?
The overall goal of the Clinton administration proposal, reducing

America's costly dependence on chemical pesticides, we feel is very
commendable. Physicians will tell you that prevention of harm is

by far the best basis for protecting public health. Some other wor-

thy elements within the administration proposal are better data

collection, expansions to raw food and safety testing from the

farmgate through the retail level, strengthening enforcement to en-

hance action against the most toxic pesticides.

Potentially, the phaseout of known hazardous pesticides could

promote investment, research and development and widespread
farmer use of safer alternatives. Unfortunately, this provision is

undermined by excess discretion in the administration proposal. On
balance, we feel that the administration proposal is well inten-

tioned but fails to fully implement some of the key recommenda-
tions of the Nationsd Academy of Sciences' report.
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For example, given the current data gaps that the administration

proposal hopes to remedy, the repeated requirement in the admin-
istration proposal that EPA shall account for available information
in regulatory standard setting, would allow a lack of information
to perpetuate a dangerous status quo with respect to childhood pes-
ticide exposures, and could condemn the EPA to inaction.
The National Academy of Sciences' report clearly separated the

need for additional information from the need to act now to reduce

unnecessary pesticide exposures. Instead, a bill that some of the
other members of this panel have discussed, H.R. 4091, the Wax-
man proposal, would apply a more protective presumption against
continued exposure of infants and children to unnecessary pesticide
residues.

Physicians for Social Responsibility would conclude that H.R.
4091 more accurately reflects the preventive public health prescrip-
tions of the National Academy of Sciences' report, and represents
a more effective reform of Federal pesticide policy than the admin-
istration proposal.

If I could just take a moment to focus on three specific areas that
the administration proposal fails to fully implement the National

Academy of Sciences' report, the first is in standard setting. We
have heard something about the additional tenfold margin of safety
that the administration proposal would allow.

Superficially, that is in keeping with the National Academy of
Sciences' report. But the administration would only take into ac-

count the completeness of data as far as kids' exposure. The admin-
istration should require an additional margin of safety without ir-

refutable evidence that it is unnecessary.
In addition, as Mr. Wiles has already mentioned, the provisions

with regard to multiple exposures and child specific testing, PSR
thinks are handled much better in H.R. 4091 than the administra-
tion proposal.

In conclusion, I would say that pesticides are ubiquitous in
Americans' diets and environment. Not all pesticides are equally
toxic, neither are all pesticides equally necessary to farmers' pros-
perity. While researchers provide additional information that we
need on the effects of pesticide exposures, prudent public health
measures warrant protections against excessive exposure to pes-
ticide residues, especially by infants, children and other vulnerable

populations.
The administration proposal, while echoing some of the language

within the NAS report, would not ensure that the National Acad-
emy of Sciences' representations would be fully implemented. We
conclude that the administration proposal would not fully protect
public health from toxic pesticide exposure.
PSR looks forward to working with you and other Members of

Congress to craft pesticide reform legislation more fully protective
of public health and the environment.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Schwartz appears at the conclu-

sion of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm [resuming chair]. Mr. Dooley.
Mr. Dooley. Yes, just a kind of a broad question, Mr. Feldman,

how do you define sustainable agriculture?
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Mr. Feldman. We are looking at use reduction, pesticide use re-

duction in context of national goals that move away from pesticide

dependency. And that is a complex statement that relies on looking
at different commodity groups, commodities and different pest

management systems that to the greatest extent possible reduce

pesticide reliance or dependency.
Mr. DoOLEY. So am I interpreting your definition of sustainable

as being actually more related to reduced use of pesticides than

any other factor?

Mr. Feldman. Well, we use the term 'Tjiointegrated systems." So
we are looking at cropping systems and cultural practices and
within a commodity group methods of management, management
that result in increased fertilization, natural base systems that

hopefully prevent diseases, infestations, and conditions that give
rise to the need for pesticides.

Now, pesticides may arise as a needed input into that agricul-
tural system, and we acknowledge that. The point, however, is to

try to design the system so as to prevent pest problems. And unless

that is an element, the element of preventing pest problems, then
there will be an inherent or implicit dependency on pesticides in

those agricultural systems. So sustainable systems are not implic-

itly dependent on pesticides, whereas conventional agricultural sys-
tems are implicitly dependent on pesticides.
Mr. Dooley. What would be your expectation in terms of 3rields

in productivity under a sustainable regime as you would hope that

you would see evolve?
Mr. Feldman. Well, we actually did a study in 1992 looking at,

in Iowa, at corn and soybean yields, in systems, these were weed

management systems that didn't rely on pesticides, and found that

the yields were competitive with statewide averages in that situa-

tion, and that in fact their input costs—so if you look at yields as

an issue unto itself, then we saw competitive yields. Or actually,
the organizations in Iowa, practical farmers of Iowa, that were

looking at production agriculture, looking at the commercial oper-
ations in that State. Because we too, Mr. Chairman, are concerned
about production agriculture.
And so in that context, the yields were competitive, but I think

more interestingly is the fact that when they looked at input costs

and overall profitability, they saw the competitiveness there, too,

and over time increased profitability.
Mr. Dooley, As a farmer, I hope we get there, but my concern

is that, if we do not have some utilization of some chemical tools,

then it is going to be hard to maintain the level of productivity and
level of volume of production that this country provides for the en-

tire world.
There needs to be some caution as we move forward in moving

toward what we would hope to be a sustainable model, that we
don't in fact end up reducing production here that could thus have
international implications, which could have a far more adverse en-

vironmental and health impact than what we would hope to see.

Dr. Feldman, you made a comment that early exposure to pes-
ticides has been implicated in several types of childhood cancers

and cancers with long latency periods. Is there documentation that
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with use according to label or registration that there has been a
direct implication?
Excuse me, Mr. Schwartz.
Mr. Schwartz. Well, the National Academy of Sciences' report

is—there has been some additional research since then, but that is

to our understanding, the best compilation of some of the science
that has gone on, in particular with regard to some of the child-

hood cancers and the longer latency period cancers. And we would
be more than glad to provide you with some of the documentation
from within that report as far as
Mr. DOOLEY. So at this time, you are not aware of any specific

incidence that a childhood cancer resulted from the use of a par-
ticular pesticide that led to the childhood cancers?
Mr. Schwartz. Well, we are not in a position to say—I am not

sure, I would have to look through the research to establish wheth-
er, for example, as I think you were driving at, whether the pes-
ticide use linked to various childhood cancers was used according
to the tolerances or was done according to the regulatory system
or was done outside the regulatory system. I would have to go back

through the research to see whether that level of discrimination
was applied through the research.
Mr. DoOLEY. That is precisely what I am getting at. Because as

we talked about with earlier panels, if you look at a threshold of

toxicity, and that when you utilize existing testing protocols and
maximum tolerated dose, is that there are some levels of use for

which there is no increased incidence. And that is where I get con-
cerned when I see statements being made by responsible groups
saying that there are implications of cancer resulting from the use
of pesticides.
That is a serious concern to all of us, and we would hope that

there would be specific documentation that would also show that
this was not a result of a misuse of pesticides. Ms. Hinkle, I really

appreciate the dialog that we have had over the last couple years
on a number of issues related to this, and you make a point in your
written comments on alternative pest control strategies and^ you
bring up the situation where there are some instances of a pest de-

veloping a resistgince to Bt—Bacillus thuringiensis.
And we would acknowledge that happens with, natural pest con-

trol devices as well as some of the chemical tools that we utilize.

But that in fact then argues that you are going to have to have a

variety of alternatives to address pest problems. How do we foster

a regulatory environment, as well as a financial environment, that
allows for the development of some of our biotech products and ge-

netically engineered products that can be used as additional tools

and alternatives? And does the Audubon Society support trying to

create a regulatory process that promotes the technology and the

adoption of products, perhaps a herbicide resistant variety?
Ms. Hinkle. We think that we need to build a knowledge base,

upon which the new generation of pesticides can be encouraged,
and the research and development and registration of these new
generation technologies will get registration.
We think that there needs to be specificity so that a registrant

knows which door at EPA he has to go to, what kinds of waivers
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he will be entitled to, and what he can expect. And right now, the

administration proposal really relies on a conventional model.

They self-certify, they have conditionals modeled after chemicals,

they even have an unfunded mandate in the sense that EPA has

to perform by certain time lines, and if EPA does not, then there

is a rebuttable presumption that it is a reduced-risk pesticide and

they will get automatically their pesticide registration.
And this is just the reverse of what we need, because we need

to build a solid knowledge base upon which the biotechnologies can

proceed, knowing that there is a reduced risk or that these

nonconventional chemicals are very specific, host specific, narrow,

they will do things that we know what to expect and they should

get on the market right away. And many of them won't have to do

any of these other long-term tests because of their use.

In regard to resistance, Bt is a natural resource. And if we have

resistance to Bt, we are losing a natural resource. And we really

shouldn't allow that to happen.
Mr. DOOLEY. With some of the recent actions on a soybean vari-

ety that has a resistance to—I can't remember the chemical name,
but Roundup is what we use. Would that be a product then that

you would then have an expedited registration process for? Because

Roundup is obviously one of the safer materials we have out there

and the resistant soybean could preclude the use of some more
toxic materials, now would you support or would the resistant soy-

bean fit into your safer category? And should we have an expedited

registration process for these products?
Ms. HiNKLE. Its use might preclude being considered as a really

reduced use pesticide. It is because glyphosate. Roundup, is used

on so many different crops. And so once it is engineered into all of

these various crops, then its use may not go down.

Although I have been told that it will result in 50 percent less

use of pesticides overnight. So that if one establishes a target goal
of percent reduction, then glyphosate resistant crops will overnight
result in a huge reduction in the use of pesticides. And I think that

we have to look at the product itself.

Right now, the company does a certain number of tests in the

field, and then they automatically get their registration. But the

knowledge base isn't necessarily enhanced. And we have to worry—
we really have to be concerned with building a knowledge base that

will help agriculture to cope with the problems that we are facing.

Mr. DoOLEY. You are not implying that we, or are you, that we
should then require a registrant of a—or someone who is trying to

provide this in the marketplace, that they should actually then en-

gage in field-based studies to document that there would be a re-

duction in the
Ms. HiNKLE. No, I am not favoring that.

Mr. DoOLEY. All right, I thank you.
Ms. HiNKLE. I just brought it up as an example of how it might

meet a different kind of goal.
Mr. Stenholm. Continuing kind of along the same line, if I were

to wear my hat in real life right now, I would display a great
amount of anger toward the organizations that you represent and
the damage I believe you cause me as a farmer with the positions
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that you have taken. But I am not wearing my farmer hat, I am
wearing my chairman's hat.

And in that spirit, Mr. Feldman, I appreciate your remarks about
the spirit that went into FIFRA in 1988, and I recognize that we
have to find that middle ground. And that means that all of us
have to give a little bit in order to get legislation. And that is the

spirit in which I undertake this action of passing a bill, of recogniz-
ing that we do have to find middle ground.
As chairman, one of the things that frustrates me a little bit, Ms.

Hinkle, is the fact that you heavily emphasize the necessity of

building a knowledge base for biotechnology, but in my opinion you
seem to want to totally ignore the knowledge base in the area of

pesticides, herbicides, and FIFRA. Not by what you say, but by
what you do. Not you, I am talking generically now. I don't want
to get personal with anyone.

Let me get at what I am specifically getting at. I mentioned the
tabloid TV many times today. You have learned to use that to ac-

complish your goal, very successfully, and it is done perfectly le-

gally under the constitution of the United States, freedom of

speech, individually and collectively, and some of you personally
have learned to use this to the maximum degree.
Every time you do, you end up hurting the people I represent.

And I don't think you mean to do that. I think you mean to accom-
plish the goals which you state. But I have observed that you do.

And that is a fact, because you don't get at the chemical companies,
you don't get at the middleman. You get at the guy that is produc-
ing the food. And you also are going to make it difficult to feed the

world, if we in fact eliminate technology.
And where I am coming from is when you say we want to build

on a knowledge base for biotechnology, I do, too. But I get very
frustrated when I face opposition to pesticides and then we turn
around and we also face opposition to the creation of alternatives
to pesticides, for very good and valid reasons, nobody knows what
the result is going to be. Just as with the administration this morn-
ing, we ascertained for the record, science cannot tell us defini-

tively today what any either man-made carcinogen or God-made
carcinogen really does to the body.
Now, do you agree or disagree with that?
Ms. Hinkle. I believe that you think I am antitechnology.
Mr. Stenholm. No, I

Ms. Hinkle. I am not antitechnology, nor do I want to ignore it.

I think some people think technology can solve everything, and
some basic critical fundamental questions aren't asked that need to

be. For example, technology can prolong life way beyond the will

of the person whose life is being extended, and now finally we are

asking questions. How long should technology be used to extend a
life that may not want to be extended?
Mr. Stenholm. I happen to agree with you totally on that anal-

ogy.
Ms. Hinkle. But the analogy means that we need in all cases of

technology to ask questions about it. How is it being used? Is it ap-
propriate? And what do we really need to know about it before we
can use it? And what we want is more tools for the farmer. And
we think that currently farmers are being deprived of the pest con-
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trol agents that they really need. For one thing, resistance is occur-

ring rapidly and in many cases, new exotic or nonindigenous pests
are coming in that are not controlled with their natural enemies,
so they just take over because there is no competition for them in

this country. And there are chemicals that are bad actors and need
to be removed and some of them will be, one way or another.

Some people think DDT would have been cancelled on its own,
because of resistance. Therefore, farmers need more tools. And we
think that they need many different kinds, and that is the thrust

of my work. I don't think it is different from what you want.
Mr. Stenholm. I don't either, and I was not referring to you per-

sonally. I was referring generically to the panel.
Ms. HiNKLE. But I can only speak for what I am working for. I

cannot speak for the rest of the world, any more than you can

speak for all of Congress.
Mr. Schwartz. If I could just follow up with that. I get the sense

from your remarks and from the remarks that some of the other

subcommittee members, that there is a sense that there are people
out there, whether it is from the public health community or the

environmental community, that are out to stick it to the farmers.

Mr. Stenholm. No, you are not out to do it, but that is what you
are doing. You have very admirable goals. I can't disagree with the

basic philosophy of what you have all said today. All I am trying
to point out is the end result of how you try to reach your goals
is having that result. And what I want to try to work out, is how
we might in fact overcome that end result?

Mr. Schwartz. I think what we are trying to do is to look at the

current system that we have and to inquire of Congress, of the reg-

ulating agencies, the industry, and the farmers, we are trying to

find out how much better can we do. I think because so much is

lacking in terms of information about how much pesticides actually

get used in certain context, we don't know how much better we can

do. And I think that is what we are trying to establish.

If it turns out that by reducing pesticide use we would have a

drastic reduction in crop yield, well, that would be a problem. But
I think at this point we don't know how much better we could do.

I don't know if we have a good understanding, or as good an under-

standing as we ought to have, as to how much we could reduce pes-
ticide use, shift away from some of the chemical pesticides toward
some of the more sustainable alternatives, without having a reduc-

tion in 5deld.
And I think that is where we—I understand why you are sen-

sitive to the tabloid TV and all that, but I think what we are trying
to do is to enter upon a cooperative dialog to find out, with farmers,
with the regulators, to find out—we think we can do better. How
much better can we do?
Mr. Stenholm. I know we can do better. And, therefore, I am

very sympathetic to that general process of moving ahead. We are

talking about tactics. I want to—for my own information and for

the record, I want to ascertain from the four of you the question
I gave to the administration.

Again, let's relegate it to one area, carcinogens. Based on your
scientific knowledge, is there a difference on the human body be-

tween God-made carcinogens and man-made carcinogens, based on
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your knowledge, personal knowledge and all of the study and the
tremendous amount of work that each of you put into this subject;
is there a difference?

Mr. Wiles. I will agree with Dr. Goldman who earlier stated that
if something is tested through valid tests and is shown to be a car-

cinogen, it is irrelevant whether it is natural or chemical. A car-

cinogen is a carcinogen. She also made the point, as did Mr. Taylor,
that we have tested far fewer natural substances in the same rigor-
ous way that we have tested synthetic chemical substances. A car-

cinogen is a carcinogen.
Mr. Stenholm. I would be curious, Mr. Wiles, why you and all

of you would not be insisting that we test to the same degree we
test pesticides, test these other carcinogens to see if in fact they are
true. And if they are, then why we would not be supporting re-

search projects, biotechnological developments, that would breed
out of the plants the carcinogenicity.
Why would we not be spending time on that, if they are equal?
Mr. Wiles. As a general proposition, I would support that con-

cept. I think the notion is that we have lived throughout the ages
with natural carcinogens and then we have S3aithetic carcinogens
or potentially S5nithetic carcinogens that we are adding to the envi-

ronment, and there is some concern that we don't want to add new
potentially toxic or carcinogenic substances in the food supply. I

think that is why research is focused in that area. But we would
support research in aflatoxin and the seriousness of those kind of
hazards.
Mr. Feldman. There is another key distinction here that I think

we shouldn't lose sight of. I am not disputing the belief, although
I am not sure it is fully tested, that we should be equally concerned
with natural and synthetic carcinogens. But in fact we do know
that there is a finite unit or finite universe of chemicals out there,

S3mthetic, that we have added to the environment, to the food sup-
ply, what have you. And we have done this without fully testing
them, whereas we can't define the finite unit of natural carcinogens
that might be out there.

Mr. Stenholm. Are you real sure that we know there is
a_,

finite?

Mr. Feldman. We know there is a finite unit of synthetic mate-
rials that is registered as pesticides.
Mr. Stenholm. But we do not know there is a finite result of the

utilization of those products, do we?
Mr. Feldman. Well, as Richard said, we know we are adding a

finite number of materials, syntheticsdly derived materials, into the

environment, and adding the potential of a whole series of risks,
cancer being one of them. What I wanted to get at is having said

that, the difference between natural and these S3nithetically de-
rived materials is that there is a multiplicity of exposure which we
don't get with the carcinogen like aflatoxin.

It is discrete to a particular use or exposure pattern, whereas the
introduction of a fungicide that may be used on peanuts, captan,
EBDC's, affects the human body across different exposure scenarios
as NAS points out in the pesticides in the diets of infants and chil-

dren. You cannot define the discrete exposure. It is out there in the

environment, it gets into ground water, it gets into ambient air, it

could persist in the environment over periods of time.
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And so what you are dealing with is a multiplier factor with syn-
thetic chemicals in particular that you don't have with natural. As
a result, if I had my choice of how to invest public dollars to protect
the public, I would take the synthetic before the natural.

Mr. Stenholm. You know, of course, this is the general area, and
I read quite a bit on this subject and I am led to believe that the

knowledge base suggests that there are no fundamental differences

between Grod-made and man-made carcinogens. That is the prepon-
derance of evidence as the scientific community imperfectly gives
to us today.
Now, I believe if I have heard y'all correctly, both the spoken

word and all, that you have not disagreed with that, but you have
rationalized it a little bit differently than perhaps I would.
Ms. HiNKLE. Where we find naturally occurring carcinogens like

sassafras and rotenone, then I think the same actions should be
taken for naturally occurring carcinogens if they don't have to be—
if you don't have to be exposed to them. Patulin is an extremely
toxic, naturally occurring carcinogen that is found in peanuts and

peanut butter and apples. So that if one isn't careful in making
apple cider, you can get quite a big

—a double whammy. So I think

that there needs to be education about naturally occurring carcino-

gens.
We don't have enough information. For instance, cabbage, if you

eat raw cabbage every day, it tends to promote cancer of the colon.

If you eat coleslaw every other day, then it prevents cancer of the

colon. We really don't know why. The etiology of cancer remains a

mystery. And I think that we need to know more. And this would

help the knowledge base. And I just can't see why anyone would
be against a knowledge base.
Mr. Stenholm. No, I am not. That is my whole point. I do agree

that we need to expand our knowledge base. But enough of this.

I don't want to belabor too many of these points, but I think maybe
the schoolchildren all over were relieved to find out that cabbage
every day was bad for them. I happen to like it, myself, but not

every day. That again is the point.
So often in our testing procedures, there is a lot of scientific

knowledge that we don't know, but yet sometimes we all talk about
it like we knew it to be absolutely true. That is my only point. We
have to be careful stating things specifically, particularly for con-

sumption by the general public, when in our hearts we know that

we are not 100 percent sure that what we are sa3dng is the truth.

That is my only point.
Ms. HiNKLE. Well, some pesticides cause cancer very early in the

testing regimen. EDB, Alar, and alachlor cause cancer very early
on. So therefore one could draw some assumptions that exposure
to such chemicals at an early stage might contribute to cancer of

infants and children.

Mr. Stenholm. And where we have scientific evidence, the bad

guys ought to be removed from the market as quickly as humanly
possible and we all agree to that. As long as it is based on good
sound science, best as we have it, not on the individual opinion of

one scientist. One thing that is driving me up the wall, since this

is nutrition also, we talked about saccharin today, we are bouncing
back and forth like a ping-pong on every individual product that
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one test finds has been bad. Now we are finding out that those

things that we were told were safer were bad, and it is all based
on one study by one scientist. That is not good.
We need a consensus. We need to build a knowledge base. I am

agreeing with you, Maureen, more than I am disagreeing, both
with your written statement as well as what you are publicly stat-

ing. In fact, I would like to believe with all of you. But there are
some fine lines in here that really have to be worked out. I want
to ask you about whistleblower protection, do you believe that we
ought to have whistleblower protection?
Ms. HiNKLE. Yes.
Mr. Feldman. Yes.
Mr. Wiles. Yes.
Mr. Schwartz. Yes.
Mr. Stenholm. I do, too, but with one fundamental difference

from what we normally talk about. It needs to be a two-bladed ax.

I don't think we always ought to protect the fellow that perceives
that there is a problem out there, if it turns out that there is not
a problem, particularly when you use the media.
When you go on the media and say things based on your belief

or you get someone that is a whistleblower that has got an ax to

grind and he finds out later there was nothing scientifically behind
it and damage has been caused, innumerable damage has been
caused to producers and consumers, there ought to be a dual re-

sponsibility.
Do you agree to that?
Mr. Feldman. When there is

Ms. Hinkle. Aren't there libel laws?
Mr. Feldman. Yes, there is nothing to preclude pursuing legal

actions.

Mr. Stenholm. Yes, but here we are getting down to—I am not
a lawyer, but this is one of the things that raises the hackles.
When we say, aren't there other laws to protect, sure, just take a
look at all of the folks that have been damaged because there is

not either a case that can be proven or there are not resources
there to take it to court and get the end result. And look at the

damage that that does.

Sure there are laws to protect it, but you have to have gobs of

money or be willing to spend it, just like the apple growers. They
had to be willing to spend hundreds of thousands of dollars to bring
suit. But so many times we make statements pursuing our goal,
that, sure, you could be held liable, but you got to have deep pock-
ets to go after it, and if you happen to be a small producer some-
where, you ain't got the deep pockets.
Ms. Hinkle. If regulation were performing adequately, effi-

ciently, and fairly, we wouldn't need to have whistleblowers blow-

ing their whistle.

Mr. Stenholm. Yes, but that is a perfect world. We are always
going to have bad CEO's, bad companies, folks that are going to rip
off the general public. We are not going to get rid of all criminals.
We are always going to have lawbreakers. We can take all the guns
away from everybody, people are still going to get shot.

Mr. Feldman. I think what we are meaning to do is focus on the
intent of that as was said earlier in the testimony. The intent real-
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ly is to provide for a course of action for people who have been

damaged in the workplace or people who perceive a potentially

dangerous situation, to pursue that in a manner that attempts to

resolve the problem.
And I think the language can be written in a way that allows for

that, while not having the negative side effects that you are trying
to achieve, because the real purpose here is where workers see a
situation that is or could adversely affect human health, that there
be an avenue for them to pursue, to correct that situation.

And it may even be a situation that the management wants cor-

rected but isn't aware of and workers are too scared to speak up.
So it really is a mechanism and I think we agree on the intent and
probably can resolve that.

Mr. Stenholm. Again, it is always best to solve a problem. What
I am getting at, and, you can clearly tell the tabloid TV bugs the
hound out of me, because they are not responsible. And when you
feed them with information that you believe is correct that has the
kind of results that you now told me you don't want to see, it cre-

ates a problem that bugs me. Maybe that is a bad analogy, a pes-
ticide.

Mr. Feldman. And you understand, we have had these conversa-

tions, you understand the frustration on this side, where we are

trying to work with the regulatory process and a standard of safety
that most in the public interest community feel is unprotective of

public health, it is very difficult, having worked with that proce-
dure for so long, to not have an opportunity to get directly to people
in the marketplace so that they can make informed decisions. I

think that is what the environmental and public interest commu-
nity is about, trjdng to get information to the community of people
out there so that they can make an informed choice.

What does an EPA registration mean? What does it mean that
a pesticide is registered by EPA? What is an inert ingredient?
What right do you have to know to make full and complete deci-

sions that are informed? And this is where I think you are right,
it can be interpreted in ways that have or create economic disloca-

tion for certain farmers. And obviously that is not the intent.

The good get caught up with the bad. But right now, I don't be-

lieve personally that consumers in this country, school board ad-
ministrators or school administrators, people responsible for parks
and recreations, generally those who are in responsible positions
for pest management have full and adequate information with
which to make informed choices. And I should add, of course, farm-
ers to that list.

Ms. HiNKLE. Mr. Stenholm
Mr. Stenholm. And I think we would add all four of you at that

table to that same list, and I would agree with you. Does everybody
there agree with that statement?
Let the record show all but one have agreed.
Ms. HiNKLE. Well, there is supposed to be fairness in commu-

nication, so if you think it is all only one way, that it is only farm-
ers that are being nailed, then write to the FCC and tell them that
farmers deserve equal time.
Mr. Stenholm. No, ma'am, let me show you another part of

where I am coming from. And this will be my last comment. But
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as chairman of this subcommittee, Department Operations and Nu-
trition, we have the responsibility of oversight of technology, which
is the subject of today's hearing.
We also have the responsibility of oversight of nutrition. And in

this dual responsibility, I have had to put on a new hat, and I have
made this observation many times. The first 14 years I served in
the Congress, I did everything to avoid serving on the food stamp
subcommittee. It is not a popular subcommittee back home. But
this Congress, not only did I ask to serve on it, I asked to be the
chairman, because I see a direct relationship between the direction
that we were going on technology and hunger and nutrition, of
which we all agree, there are direct relationships.

If you want to deal with the crime problem, you had better deal
with the child in the woman and see that they get a healthy start.

If you want to worry about the cost of health on down the line and
health care reform, you had better take a good look at nutrition
and what we are doing to the body.

I have observed one thing in my new clientele that I am getting
lobbied by and lobbying, the hunger community. If you are a poor
person in this country or in the world, you could care less whether
we dot the "i" and cross the "t" as to whether our food supply is

98 percent safe or 98.1 or 98.2. They are interested in quantity.
And where I am coming from, I don't want us to be so caught

up in the pursuit of very important goals that we foul up the tech-

nological advances that have provided the most abundant food sup-
ply. And I am worried about that. And I hope you worry a little

bit about that, because if you are ultimately successful in winning
the war on the tabloid TV by—and again, I don't want to make this

personal, because I am just talking generically now. We are going
to lose technological advancement in this country.
The minor-use question is very obvious. Companies will not

spend money developing new technologies if they are going to have
to spend years and months waiting on somebody to decide whether
the knowledge base is great enough in order to let the product go
on the market. That is a given economic fact.

So many times we agree to the objectives, but our strategy turns
out to be the worst thing that we can do. And that is where I want
us to try to come from as we seek this illusive compromise, is try
to find some middle ground in which we can allow technology in

this country to go on, just like Mr. Volkmer is concerned about his

job base. We can, by pursuing the ultimate objective that perhaps
we all might want, we could eliminate technology in this country
and it will move somewhere else. And I don't have any doubt what-
soever that some other country and their congressmen and women
will be able to say 20 years from now or 30 years from now, aren't
we blessed to live in a country that has the most abundant food

supply, the best quality of food, the safest food supply at the lowest
cost of any other country in the world? And that is us today. But
it is not necessarily going to be us tomorrow. And so that is kind
of where I am coming from, so you understand.

I don't want an adversarial relationship between any of you. But
if you want one, I will give it to you. You don't want an adversarial

relationship, but you tell me if you want one, we will give it to you.

83-589 0-94-7
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Somewhere in between, we have to sit down as reasonable people
and agree on the direction we need to go.
And that, Mr. Feldman, is what you said a moment ago with

1988, that is where we want to be in 1994. But I hope something
of what I said made some sense and hadn't just irritated the heck
out of you today. And I hope what I have said indicates my sincere

desire to work with you, because you have tremendous powers. And
many of my farmer friends, F-A-R-M-E-R, choose to ignore the

powers you have, get mad at you, throw rocks at you, do all of

those things, that doesn't work. But you have the power to destroy
the food producing industry in this country.
Ms. HiNKLE. We don't want to do that.

Mr. Stenholm. You have the power to do it, and you are success-

fully doing it through the utilization of tabloid TV. It is happening.
I wish it weren't. I wished I was wrong. But I am seeing it happen.
Why? Because jobs are beginning to leave America. We cannot de-

velop the alternatives because we cannot get an agreement on what
the rules and regulations are to get a product approved.

I have had small businesses in my community who are very in-

terested in biotechnology come in and throw up their hands in ex-

asperation because they cannot get approval by any Government

agency for developing alternatives to pesticides. That's the situa-

tion we have. End of sermon.
Thank you very much for your participation. We truly extend to

you the same not only offer, but request that you roll up your
sleeves with this subcommittee, with our staffs, to try to put to-

gether a bill that we can in fact move forward with and achieve the

goals that you have testified for here today. Thank you very much.
I call panel 4. On this panel we have Ms. Duggan, Mr. Vroom,

Mr. Ziller, and Mr. GuUickson.

STATEMENT OF JUANTTA DUGGAN, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS, NATIONAL FOOD PROCESSORS AS-
SOCIATION

Ms. Duggan. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman. I am Juanita

Duggan, senior vice president for government affairs for the Na-
tional Food Processors Association. We appreciate the opportunity
to address the important topic of pesticide regulation and food safe-

ty.
We commend the chairman's leadership in providing a forum for

discussing the critical food safety and pesticide policy choices facing
the EPA. We strongly support programs to develop economical al-

ternatives to pesticides and the food processing industry is making
concerted efforts to develop alternative pest control techniques.
However, we note that with even such ongoing efforts, responsible
use of pesticides will continue to be necessary for the production of

an adequate, wholesome, and nutritious food supply.
NFPA supports statutory changes to establish a uniform neg-

ligible risk standard for pesticide tolerances in raw and processed
foods, and to give EPA sufficient authority to take into account the

best available scientific information in making tolerance decisions.

The administration has now released its own legislative propos-
als for pesticide reform and the focus of my testimony will be to

explain why we support other approaches. The administration has
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argued that immediate legislative action is needed to avoid the po-
tential crisis created by the Ninth Circuit Court decision in Les v.

Reilly, in that unless immediate legislative changes are made, the

agency will have no choice but to revoke tolerances for a large
number of valuable pesticides, with serious adverse consequences
for agriculture and the food industry.

In fact, however, the agency's hands are not tied by Les v. Reilly.
The potential devastating loss of agricultural pesticides threatened

by EPA is not a necessary result of the Les v. Reilly decision at all,

but rather a result of EPA's concentration and coordination poli-
cies. These policies are an EPA invention that have never been

properly adopted as regulations and should be abandoned.
In September of 1992, NFPA and other groups filed a petition

urging EPA to rescind its concentration and coordination policies
and no longer to require separate 409 tolerances for pesticides in

processed foods. The NFPA petition urges EPA to follow the lan-

guage and intent of the flow-through provision of the Federal Food,
Drug, and Cosmetic Act, by providing that a pesticide residue in a

processed food, when ready to eat, is lawful as long as the residue
is not greater than the tolerance for the raw commodity from which
the processed food is made.
The petition demonstrates that there is no sound legal or public

policy basis for EPA to continue its concentration and coordination

policies, and EPA shouldn't be permitted to perpetrate these poli-
cies to create an artificial pesticide crisis.

It has been 2 years since the Les vs. Reilly decision and 22
months seeing the EPA petitioned to adopt reasonable regulatory
policies, and to date, the agency has given us no indication of how
they intend to proceed with the vast majority of these chemicals
that are now somewhat in doubt.
Back to the administration's bill, after seeing it in legislative

form now, NFPA is convinced that it would restrict rather than en-
hance EPA's ability to apply the best scientific evidence in making
tolerance decisions. Moreover, the administration's bill would go far

beyond the reform of pesticide tolerance standards and eliminate
consideration of pesticide benefits.

^

It would revise most FIFRA procedures to reduce public partici-

pation rights, scientific review requirements, and would grant mul-

tiple and unnecessary additional enforcement powers to EPA and
FDA and authorize citizen suits in a variety of contexts.

There is no demonstrated need for such a total overhaul of

FIFRA. The administration's bill doesn't address another issue of
critical importance to the food industry and that is national uni-

formity of pesticide tolerances. The broad, sweeping amendments
in the administration's bill are contrary to the interests of consum-
ers and the food industry and would serve to accelerate the loss of

safe and effective minor-use pesticides that are of particular impor-
tance to our members.
We have made it clear that we support a uniform, negligible risk

standard for pesticide residues in both raw and processed foods,
but not at the expense of scientific reason, regulatory order, and
consumer welfare. It makes no sense to replace the Delaney clause
in the equally rigid and arbitrary standard to create an unneces-

sary and unworkable multiple tolerance system to superimpose dif-
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ferent tolerance reevaluation schedules on top of the FIFRA rereg-
istration process, to abandon consideration of benefits in tolerance

decisions, or to impose further data requirement to cost pressures
on minor uses.

The administration bill contains many other undesirable fea-

tures, including a phase-out authority that would empower EPA to

limit or prohibit the use of a pesticide on the basis of evidence that
is too weak, incomplete, or inconsistent to support a cancellation,
the access of any provision to harmonize U.S. pesticide tolerances

with international standards, and burdensome fees on the regu-
lated industry.
Although we believe that focused and reasonable legislation is

the best way to reform the pesticide tolerance system, the adminis-
tration's bill is clearly the wrong vehicle.

NFPA strongly supports the Lehman-Bliley-Rowland bill, H.R.

1627, which has broad bipartisan support in the House, and the

counterpart in the Senate, S. 1478 introduced by Senators Pryor
and Lugar.
We believe these bills provide the best vehicle for pesticide re-

form and would streamline the pesticide cancellation and suspen-
sion processes, establish the consistent negligible risk standards for

pesticide tolerances in raw and processed foods, assure appropriate
consideration of benefits while providing for uniformity.
Moreover, S. 1478 contains specific provisions which we strongly

support and would recommend to the House requiring EPA to im-

plement the recommendations described in the recent NAS study
on the report "Pesticides in the Diets of Infants and Children."
The strength of H.R. 1627 and S. 1478 are reflected by the fact

that they are endorsed by a broad coalition of food industry organi-
zations including growers, processors, and retailers, and have at-

tracted the support of 222 Members of the House.
In closing, NFPA commends the subcommittee for opening a dia-

log on pesticide reform and we stand ready to work with the Con-

gress and the administration to develop food safety legislation that
will give EPA the tools necessary to reach scientifically defensible

tolerance decisions.

We strongly believe that H.R. 1627 should be the model for

crafting any such legislation.
Mr. Chairman, we appreciate the efforts of the subcommittee and

I would be happy to answer any questions.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Duggan appears at the conclu-

sion of the hearing,]
Mr. Stenholm. Next, Mr. Vroom.

STATEMENT OF JAY J. VROOM, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS ASSOCIATION

Mr. Vroom. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the com-
mittee.

As time is more precious than usual in this committee room, if

you would allow me, I would like to move swiftly to the most im-

portant points that we have advanced in our written testimony and
some other observations in reaction to some of the earlier testi-

mony.
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First, with regard to what we are concerned about in the admin-
istration proposal, let me begin by reiterating the National Agricul-
tural Chemicals Association's broad and continuing support for

H.R. 1627, the Lehman-Bliley-Rowland bill.

While we still firmly believe that it should include provision for

cross-examination and that its proposed cancellation procedure
could be further shortened, which could address concerns that Dr.
Goldman mentioned this morning.

Overall, H.R. 1627 is a great piece of legislation that represents
very substantial compromise from where we are today. In fact it

comes toward and it is the middle ground, I believe, that you, Mr.
Chairman, have been speaking about all day.

In the administration proposal, we find various concerns with the

proposed Delaney reform language which embraces the words, "rea-
sonable certainty of no harm."
This additional language, is supposedly brought forward to bring

clarity to a straightforward concept known as a negligible risk. Ag-
riculture can and does strongly object to this subterfuge.

Second, elimination of benefits consideration is a proposal that
flies in the very face of the conventional wisdom that the majority
of the Congress has recently supported in connection with other en-
vironmental legislation.
The benefits must be kept in a better coordinated FIFRA and

FFDCA. Benefits consideration in fact, should be, enhanced. Fur-

ther, EPA has never explained why benefits pose a public health
concern.
Third phase-out and phase-down authority is unrealistic and

terribly vague. It and the proposed new registration sunset process
do not recognize the progress, albeit behind schedule, and the vast

public and private investment in the FIFRA reregistration endeav-
or.

The agency should have given itself some credit, rightly deserved
in this regard, by drafting such a proposal with coordination and
recognition of the incredible investment already 5 years down the
road.
Some other points enumerated throughout much of the testimony

that you have heard today: The label call-in process removes all

due process and is a loophole through which you would drive vir-

tually all of agriculture out of business.
Tolerances for inerts and metabolites fly in the face of a system

that works quite well today. It could use additional refinement, but
not a total abandonment.

Separate tolerances has been addressed extensively in other tes-

timony today. EPA has yet to explain why we need to get to num-
bers that further confuse the public and make commerce virtually

impossible. The lack of uniform national tolerances is an effort to

avoid greater systemization of the regulatory process in this coun-

try that is an opportunity within the next revision of the law, and
further, to divide and conquer efforts of those who are opposed to

use of technology in agriculture.
Rhetoric we have heard repeatedly from the Clinton administra-

tion about their proposal is, it suggests that theirs is a health-
based approach, leaving, I think, a very major inference that the
current system is not health based.
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We have on record billions of dollars of investment from our
member companies completing more than 120 separate tests on
each compound that we have to complete and provide the data to

the agency to get that product to the marketplace, plus additional

margins of safety of tenfold to a hundredfold on top of tolerances

established based on the scientific tests. That I think says very
clearly that today's system is health based.

Yes, it can be improved. H.R. 1627 includes many of the improve-
ments that science recognizes could be brought forward, but the

suggestion from the Clinton administration rhetoric that toda5^s

system is not health based is patently unfair. Agriculture and food
consumers deserve a complete and public correction from EPA to

set the record straight.
There are a lot of things that EPA could do within current au-

thority and existing law to extricate itself from the massive admin-
istrative challenges and give agriculture some needed relief. The
NFPA petition that Juanita Duggan mentioned is important. EPA
can rescind the policy of inaction by abandoning outdated policies,

including the definition of raw and processed foods; implementing
the flow-through and ready-to-eat provisions that are already pro-
vided in the current food, drug, and cosmetic law language; and
stop regulating on the basis of exaggerated risks; drop the manda-
tory use of MTD and other high-dose testing when it doesn't make
any sense; respond to the objections and grant the stay and hear-

ing requests sought by registrants and NACA in the Les v. Reilly
tolerance revocation action. Not is the request being ignored, but
EPA is going in the other direction, as Dr. Goldman announced this

morning.
Also to rescind the current section 18, quote, appearances, un-

quote, restriction policy or make it applicable only to those prod-
ucts that have, in fact, been proven to be prohibited by Delaney.

Earlier this morning, Congresswoman McKinney raised a ques-
tion that was answered by the administration witnesses with re-

gard to an unnamed pesticide used on peanuts imported to the
United States. I would very much like to find out more about these
concerns. I am sorry that Congresswoman McKinney is not here.

I would like to know what that pesticide is and where those pea-
nuts are coming from.

Earlier today Dr. Goldman said that there is no requirement in

the law for manufacturers of unregistered exported products to pro-
vide FDA with an analytical method of detection.

Although that may be technically correct, since 1992 NACA and
its member companies have been complying with a voluntary
agreement with FDA to provide an analytical method of detection

for products that we are exporting from the United States that are
not registered here; information on where those products are sold;
and on what crops we anticipate those compounds would be used—
essentially to help the FDA in looking for potential illegal residues.

So that is the rest of the story on one little comer on all of the
discussion here today.

Fin£dly, Mr. Chairman, let me just point out that many of us, are

troubled by the tabloid television treatment of agriculture and

many of us saw the recent "48 Hours" broadcast that featured one
of the witnesses on the previous panel. You may recall that "48
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Hours" and CBS went to Columbus, Ohio and followed four fami-
lies around the grocery store and bought what they selected and
had it analyzed in the laboratory. They then used that information
which indicated that there were pesticide residues in the foods all

within legal tolerances, that those four families were buying, to

scare those people on camera in a subsequent interview oppor-
tunity.
One of the witnesses on the previous panel was videotaped read-

ing that information and causing that young mother to break into
tears. We have followed up at NACA with CBS and they have re-

fused to tell us who the laboratory was or to give us the data. I

can only suspicion whether they are keeping the information.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Vroom appears at the conclusion
of the hearing.] ^^
Mr. Stenholm. Next, Dr. Ziller.

STATEMENT OF STEPHEN ZILLER, VICE PRESIDENT, SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY, GROCERY MANUFACTURERS OF AMER-
ICA, INC.

Mr. Ziller. Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee I

am Dr. Stephen Ziller, vice president of science and technology at
the Grocery Manufacturers of America.
GMA appreciates the long and constructive efforts of this sub-

committee and others in seeking to bring about reform of the Na-
tion's food safety laws, particularly as they relate to the approval
of pesticides for use in agricultural crops and the establishment of
tolerances for pesticide residues that may remain on raw agricul-
tural commodities or in processed foods.

The time has come for the Nation's food safety laws to be mod-
ernized. For nearly two decades, GMA has supported efforts to do
this. That support, however, has been conditioned upon the inclu-

sion in the law of provisions that would strike an appropriate bal-

ance between preserving an abundant and wholesome food supply
and the protection of consumers against unsafe pesticide residues.
The administration's legislative proposal misses the mark and

has a number of fundamental flaws. It is a step backwards?
First, the national uniformity issue: If we are going to modernize

the food safety law, the very best scientific judgments must apply
uniformly across the country to protect all consumers. The adminis-
tration's proposal is noticeably silent on this critical issue.

Safety decisions must be made uniformly. Without that, it makes
no sense to proceed. Otherwise, States may issue a host of differing

tolerations, warning label requirements or other legislation on pes-
ticide residues in food products.
Risk standard: Although the administration supports replacing

the antiquated approach of the Delaney clause, the net effect would
be just as bad. The EPA should be allowed to exercise its independ-
ent scientific judgment in determining a workable definition of neg-
ligible risk and appropriate safety factors and not have their hands
tied.

Although they claim their proposal is progress, in fact, it is not.

Consideration of benefits: Pesticides are highly important to the

production of food in this country. These chemicals indirectly pro-
mote public health by controlling disease and damaged food, there-
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by providing nutrition and affordable food for American consumers.

Indeed, the National Academy of Sciences has recognized the bene-
fits of pesticides are an important consideration in tolerance set-

ting.
The administration's proposal, however, would all but eliminate

the consideration of benefits derived from pesticide use in estab-

lishing tolerances for residues. The administration's bill does not
allow consideration of "an adequate, wholesome, or economical food

supply" as a benefit.

As a practical matter, few benefits would qualify for this very
narrow definition.

At the moment, when every public health organization in the

country is advising consumers to increase their consumption of

fruits and vegetables the administration's proposal threatens to

raise prices without providing any significant increase in public
health protection.
This proposal makes no scientific sense and we respectfully urge

Congress to reject it.

Multiple tolerances: The administration's proposal would author-
ize EPA to establish separate tolerances for a particular pesticide
at each stage of a food's change in production or marketing, includ-

ing at the point of harvest, after processing, and at the retail level.

This invites administrative chaos both in terms of setting the tol-

erances in the first place and especially in their enforcement.
Enforcement provisions: For the last several years, there has

been considerable debate about the adequacy of EPA's and FDA's

authority to enforce the pesticide-related food safety provisions of

the law. Typically, the agencies have argued for more powers, but
have failed to demonstrate why their existing authority is not suffi-

cient to enable them to do their job.
As a result. Congress has consistently rejected the agency's de-

mands. The administration's proposed legislation, purporting only
to modernize the food safety laws, seeks to expand EPA and FDA
enforcement authority as well, through the back door. This appar-
ent last minute addition of nongermane items to this proposal com-

plicates this issue.

In conclusion, a consensus has emerged. We recommend this

committee begin immediately to mark up a bill that over a majority
of the House, 222 Members, have already agreed is the best ap-

proach, the Lehman-Bliley-Rowland bill, H.R. 1627.

The Senate companion, S. 1478, the Pryor-Lugar measure, also

enjoys strong bipartisan support. These bills apply the best science,

they specifically address the needs of infants and children, and

they establish a national food safety system. They should be en-

acted into law.

GMA looks forward to continuing to work with the Congress in

the development of sound food safety policy and we thank you for

this opportunity to participate in today's session.

[The prepared statement of Ziller appears at the conclusion of

the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Next, Mr. Gullickson.
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM D. GULLICKSON, JR., CHAIRMAN,
BOARD OF DIRECTORS, CHEMICAL PRODUCERS AND DIS-
TRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY WARREN E.

STICKLE, PRESIDENT
Mr. GULLICKSON. Thank you Mr. Chairman. I am Bill Gullickson,

president of McLaughlin, Gormley & King Company in Minneapo-
lis, Minnesota and I am here in my capacity as the chairman of the
board of directors of the Chemical Producers and Distributors Asso-
ciation. Accompanying me is Dr. Warren Stickle, the president of
CPDA.
We are delighted to have the opportunity to appear before the

members of the House Subcommittee on Department Operations
and Nutrition.
CPDA is a voluntary, nonprofit membership association consist-

ing of 90 member companies engaged in the manufacture, formula-

tion, distribution and sale of some 3.5 billion dollars' worth of prod-
ucts used on food, feed, and fiber crops, lawn, garden, and turf care
and for the control of disease vector pests.
We comment here specifically on some of the administration's

proposals in detail. Their fee increase, and lack of benefits consid-

eration; the Delaney fix, which we believe is properly addressed in

H.R. 1627; public health pesticides; and the draft legislation being
put forward by the antimicrobial industry coalition.

We at CPDA are adamantly opposed to the creation of any addi-
tional pesticide fee authorities at this time.

Appearing before a joint House-Senate congressional committee

hearing on September 22, administration officials estimated that
the current reregistration shortfall was $20 million. Dr. Goldman
seemed to reiterate that this morning.
Now, however, it appears that fee provisions in H.R. 4329 will

generate in excess of $60 million in additional fees. CPDA asks
that the subcommittee take a closer look at the numbers.

In testimony presented before this subcommittee last year, the
Chemical Specialties Manufacturers Association recommended that
EPA contract with appropriate outside management personnel to

conduct a thorough examination of the registration and reregistra-
tion process.
CPDA agrees with CSMA. We support the initiation of a outside

review of the OPP, especially in advance of massive new additional
fees.

Like all other Federal agencies, EPA is attempting to reinvent

government seeking ways to streamline its operations. EPA needs
to do more with less resources.
We at CPDA believe that the results of this streamlined process

receive thorough evaluation before the necessity for additional EPA
resources is even discussed.

Further, CPDA does not believe that an extension of mainte-
nance fees to 1999 is appropriate in 1994. We want to see what im-

pact the various streamlining reforms have on OPP activities and
resources.

In the area of benefits, CPDA believes the Delaney clause zero-

risk standard is no longer scientifically justified and is virtually im-

possible to achieve. We don't believe that the administration's pro-
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posed health-based tolerance standards which ignore benefits eval-

uation will satisfactorily solve the Delaney problem.
The FFDCA can be amended in a simple manner to restate the

flexible concept of negligible risk, a concept which EPA has long

supported. WLen setting permissible tolerances for pesticides in

processed food, a strict health-based standard as proposed by the

administration will likely cause the revocation of tolerances which
do not pose a real health threat to the American public and will

cause the Nation's food supply to be significantly more expensive,
if not disrupted.

In the area of Delaney, EPA has stated that the Ninth Circuit

Court of Appeals decision in Les v. Reilly does not reflect good pub-
lic policy or good science policy and that the pesticides subject to

Delaney pose only negligible risk to public health. But EPA has
failed to implement administrative changes which would mitigate
the adverse effects of Delaney on agriculture and the Nation's food

supply.
Despite two years of deliberation, the agency has failed to re-

spond to the NFPA's administrative petition to decouple section

408 tolerances from section 409 tolerances. The decoupling from
section 408 and section 409 tolerances represents the exercise of

sound scientific and legal practice by EPA. EPA can accomplish the

same administratively without legislative intervention. We at

CPDA strongly support H.R. 1627.
The bill creates a single negligible risk standard for tolerances

for pesticide residues in raw commodities and processed food. EPA
will have responsibility for defining negligible risk in light of evolv-

ing science, taking into account different routes of exposure to a

pesticide and sensitivities of population subgroups. EPA is then re-

quired, where reliable data are available, to calculate the dietary
risk to food consumers of the pesticide on the basis of percent of

food actually treated with the pesticide and actual residue levels of

the pesticide that occur in food.

We at CPDA respectfully urge this subcommittee to markup a
FIFRA bill as soon as possible. We strongly support the LBR bill,

H.R. 1627 for its treatment of Delaney has well as cancellation and

suspension. We support Chairman de la Garza's minor-use bill,

H.R. 967 except for the provisions on 10 years of exclusivity.
We strongly support the yet to be introduced antimicrobial bill

dealing with certification of me too registrations and labeling re-

form. We strongly support fix the registration process so that prod-
ucts can be handled in an efficient, effective and expedited manner.
We support portions of H.R. 4329 and H.R. 4362 the administra-

tion's legislation to amend FIFRA and FFDC, especially the public
health provisions.
We thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to present our

views.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Gullickson appears at the conclu-

sion of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Thank you.
Mr. Stickle, do you have additional comments?
Mr. Stickle. The only thing I would like to add, Mr. Chairman,

is that we want to commend Congressman Dooley and Congress-
man Herger for having introduced the public health pesticide bill.
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We really think that goes a long way toward addressing some of
those important vectors that carry disease.

We really want to commend them and commend to the sub-
committee that if at any point in time the subcommittee begins the

markup of legislation dealing with FIFRA, whether it is a large bill

or quote, a smgdl bill, we strongly recommend the inclusion of the

Dooley-Herger bill in that mix of amendments.
Thank you very much.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Dooley.
Mr. Dooley. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I guess maybe, Mr. Vroom, you could respond to this. All of you

commented on the double tolerance standards, section 408 and sec-

tion 409.
I am curious about other countries, do they have similar double

tolerances? Are there other models out there that are utilizing a
double tolerance?
Mr. Vroom. I think universally you find that a single standard

number in the developed world is the basic uniform approach. If

you go look at what could be gained theoretically from having mul-
tiple tolerances, there is a study that assessed the health impact
of lowering all tolerances in California by a factor of two.
The study reported that the effect on human health would be rel-

atively minimal. Basically by taking the CDFA annualized data
from sampling of food and pesticide residues that is conducted an-

nually in California, compliance with tolerances, if they were cut
in half, would basically only go from 98.5 to 97.5.

In other words, the violation rate for pesticides would increase
from 1.5 to 2.5 percent, virtually statistically insignificant change.
The administration's proposal would be a wholesale change—

something that would be possibly two, three, or more stages of indi-

vidual tolerances for every particular compound. I can't see that
there would be any significant health gain further.
This study was conducted by Dr. Carl Winter and was published

about a year ago and we would be happy to get a copy of that to

you.
Mr. Dooley. Ms. Duggan, on the 409 tolerances or the .potential

to be set at different points in the distribution or the processing,
again—and I don't have the understanding of the administration

proposal to the degree that I would like—^but from your under-

standing and evaluation of it, what is going to trigger when there
would be the need for a new tolerance or an additional tolerance

post the 408 raw product?
Ms. DuGrGAN. Well, it is a very confusing system that they have

set out. And they just recently put a proposal together that tried
to explain it further and I think a lot of us are still trying to make
heads or tails of that document. But we are baffled by how a mul-

tiple tolerance system would in any way increase the safety of the
Federal supply.

I think Congresswoman Lambert sort of hit the nail on the head
when she asked her question. We would be trying to collapse what
are two inconsistent standards now in the law to a single uniform
standard only to do the risk assessment and then set a series of
tolerances at different points along the chain. That is not some-
thing that is going to enhance consumer confidence.
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We think it will be very confusing. What triggers there are, I

cannot add to that for you right now. I would probably have to pro-
vide that for the record. But it seems that because there are—Dr.

Goldman answered a question where she said there might be some
instances where the farmgate tolerance was above the health-based

standard and then you would have to set separate tolerances so

that people would think what is on their dinner plate was below
the health-based standard.
Our point is that we should move to a single standard, set toler-

ances and set one enforceable tolerance that is safe so that every-

thing whether or not it normally has residues below that level or

not, everybody has confidence that we have safe food, and then if

tolerances are set as though pesticides are reregistered with mod-
ern data sets, if those tolerances are lowered that is fine, but let's

get on with the business of setting one tolerance that is safe under
one single uniform safety standard in the law.

Not to mention the fact that it doesn't seem to make much sci-

entific sense or have any relationship to safety, but the enforce-

ment aspect for FDA of enforcing different tolerances at different

points in the food distribution chain is going to be very resource in-

tensive and I think we have all understood that FDA is an under-

funded agency with mandates that they cannot meet now.
So we are very concerned that this would be a completely oner-

ous requirement for FDA from an enforcement standpoint. We also

understand that they are talking about after the farmgate toler-

ance for commodities like tomatoes that they would have different

tolerances at different points along the line for every food product,
so you would have tolerances for paste, sauce, puree, and salsas.

So you are not talking about dual tolerances; you are talking
about many tolerances for the same product.
Mr. DOOLEY. On a different issue, and this is almost from a pro-

ducer's standpoint, what would be the industry response, if you
have a reregistration and basically reevaluation process after 15

years, as I understand is in the bill?

My concern is with an expiration of a patent and right of exclu-

sivity, what jeopardy does that create, in changing the financial dy-
namic on whether or not a company would in fact see the financial

benefits to reregistering? How serious is that from a standpoint—
because a lot of those products will become generic and who is then

going to be vested with the responsibility?

Obviously this is something we are concerned with in California

with the minor-use issue which has similar problems. Is this a real

threat?
Mr. Vroom. I think that it is a very significant threat in its least

onerous rendition, just adding additional uncertainty in the context

of all the other standards that the Clinton proposal has laid out.

Not just the fact registration in its entirety every 15 years, but

having to be phased out or phased down also.

But then in the context of a lot of few standards that are highly

vague and the description of what they have laid out in their legis-

lative proposal. Right now, we have seen diminished incentive to

invest as the amount of time to get a new product to the market
continues to grow and the commensurate cost goes up.
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The patent question is one that the industry has agreed, between
the proprietary-based research companies and the generics, that we
should not debate in the current context of more important and
larger environmental issues. So that is fixed, given in terms of the
economic djrnamics.
Mr. DOOLEY. I think most in the industry, and I think a lot of

us would agree that we have to improve upon the cancellation proc-
ess that we have now. But, I mean, as an alternative to the arbi-

trary 15-year reregistration, what is the proposed trigger that we
ought to have? Because there are going to be some products that
we ought to reevaluate.
Mr. Vroom. I think all of us in the food chain coalition have

agreed that conceptually at the end of the current FIFRA mandate
and reregistration process that we likely will be looking at some
kind of a regular process by which we can assure the public that
current scientific standard is being evaluated and that testing is

ongoing where appropriate and necessary. But we don't think it is

reasonable to telescope ahead today and say it ought to be 15

years.
We ought to learn from the current reregistration process that

we are investing in today. Probably around the turn of the century,
2 or 3 years behind what the schedule was laid out to be in 1988,
but still a reasonable target to hit.

Let's find out what we know then, instead of sa3dng, "Well, 15

years is the magic numbers."
Mr. Stickle. Between now and the year 2000 or 2005, the agen-

cy has basic FIFRA authority to call in data on 32(c)(b) if they feel

they need any additional testing or if they have additional concern
about a particular product or pesticide they have existing authority
to basically address that issue, both in the short term as well as
in the long term.
Mr. Stenholm. The administration did not make a recommenda-

tion concerning uniform tolerance. How important is that to the
food industry?
Ms. DUGGAN. Very important. From NFPA's point of view, and

I think I can speak for the whole food chain coalition that,has been
highlighted as one of the central features of the Lehman-Bliley-
Rowland bill that merits our support. We have been concerned that
Federal Grovemment scientific decisions need to be the law of the
land and we have had many instances where there has been an
erosion of that confidence.
So we need to have nationally uniform laws that would allow, as

the Lehman-Bliley-Rowland bill does, for States to petition for a
waiver under special local circumstances so it would be balanced
between what any particular location might need. Safe is safe. Safe
in Massachusetts is safe in California.
Mr. Stenholm. Dr. Ziller.

Mr. Ziller. Yes, I agree with what Juanita said and to take it

further, it also is going to be very important to have rules that are
consistent and uniform in the United States to help us from paint-
ing ourselves in the comer on international trade.

I think the consistency of pesticide rules is very important if in

fact we abide by the general principle that Juanita mentions which
is basing them on sound science, that sound science is usually
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going to be the same throughout the United States and there is

rare justification to have any different tolerances that are needed
in other States or countries.

Mr. Vroom. In fact, Mr. Chairman, I might observe that the

CUnton administration might be silent on this question in their leg-

islative proposal but they are investing significant resources in try-

ing to promote and reach agreement on international harmoni-
zation of pesticide standards through the organization of economic

cooperation and development.
So perhaps they have made a statement that could be read into

support of that provision in the Lehman-Bliley-Rowland bill.

Mr. Stickle. As far as national uniformity is concerned, we
think it is important whether you are producing minor-use crops or

major crops it is really important so that you have a uniform na-

tional system, otherwise we take not a step into the 21st century,
but a step back into the 19th century.

Before we had a Constitution we had the Articles of Confed-

eration in which individual States had trade barriers against each

other and it impeded commerce between the States. We don't need
to go to the 18th century. We need to go to the 21st century. We
need a national uniformity system.
Mr. Stenholm. How important is international uniformity?
Ms. DUGGAN. I would say that that provision is important, al-

though it is basically trying to put a burden on EPA to justify

when, in fact, they do deviate from an international standard. I

mean that provision in Lehman-Bliley-Rowland does not require
that our maximum residue levels be consistent, but when they are

different, that they simply be required to justify that through a no-

tice in the Federal Register.
Mr. Vroom. I think it goes right to the bottom line of minor use

and that entire crisis. The resources that registrant companies put

against developing residue data and defending individual toler-

ances for specific crops can either be replicated 50 times across 50

States potentially without a national uniformity provision in what-

ever Congress decides to do with the FFDCA provisions or they can

be harmonized to the point where we only need generally one set

of those resources in the United States, and then taken even fur-

ther internationally. Any that can be made to harmonize tolerance

levels at scientifically defensible agreed levels among developed
countries reduces the number of times that the same tests have to

be replicated with very few minor changes, but the same total cost.

So you have a lower overall cost per tolerance, and the resources

available to do more tolerance support for eventually minor-use

crops that today are falling off the table.

Mr. Stenholm. The administration spends several pages of their

written testimony describing the process they propose on suspen-
sion or cancellation. Mr. Dooley just mentioned there seems to be

a lot of agreement on the need of improvement in that area, and
in their bill they lay out the various provisions consultation with

other agencies, public comment, hearings, notice, et cetera.

Is their proposal fair? If not, why? Mr. Vroom.
Mr. Vroom. We don't believe that it is fair and we object strongly

to what they have proposed, not only in the context of their provi-
sion under the headlines of cancellation and suspension, which re-
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move substantial due process protection, not only for the individual

company registrants, but I think for all of agriculture to be able to

fairly participate in the process.
They also further complicate that entire process by way of intro-

ducing a fairly vague proposal for so-called phase-out/phase down.
So there are really more layers and matrixes of regulatory vagary
that are created beyond just those specific cancellation and suspen-
sion provisions which we think take away an enormous amount of
the ability of science to be brought to bear in the hearing process,
or the cancellation process if it is done by informal rulemaking.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Gullickson, do you have a comment on that

or Mr. Stickle?
Mr. Stickle. I think one of the important things that we prob-

ably all agree on is that the cancellation process that we have seen
over the last 10 years has taken too long. That it needs to be expe-
dited and streamlined so that we can deal with those products that

are, in fact, bad actors. But in our rush to accomplish that, I think
there are some important protections that need to be built in.

If you are trying to build an evidentiary case for a lawsuit or a
legal action at some point in time, it is really important that dur-

ing the process of cancellation that you have the right of cross-ex-
amination so that can you build the record and you can test the
facts and the figures that are being presented by the other side. So
in that process, I think it is possible to construct a system that is

much quicker, is expedited, yet still basically protects the right of
the registrant to cross-examine and get the evidentiary base that
he might need before proceeding to another level, if he may want
to.

Mr. Vroom. There is also the matter of their proposal on label
call which can be done essentially by a flat, by the Administrator,
without any advance notice or regulatory process protection. That
effectively is presented as something to address minor label

changes but really has no kinds of boundaries, or fences, around it

and could be used to take virtual cancellation or suspension action

against a product without any kinds of protections or fences.
Mr. Stenholm. Are there any areas of the administration's bill

that you can support or work with that you would consider to be
a good addition to H.R. 1627?
Mr. Stickle. Mr. Chairman, I would like to suggest two things.

First of all, in the area of public health, we really want to com-
mend the Clinton administration for adding in the public health

provisions. In that provision they provide for $12 million in re-

search funds and call for coordination with other Departments. And
I think that is an important step that we ought to include and cou-

ple that with the Dooley-Herger bill on pesticides and the combina-
tion, I think is absolutely excellent.

Second, the other portion of the administration's bill that we
strongly support is some of the labeling reform that requires an an-
nual labeling compliance date. We at CPDA and a lot of our small

companies have really experienced a long and detailed set of prob-
lems with the agency's inconsistency of dealing with labels so we
in essence have one part of the agency mandating label changes.
We make those changes only to face another series of mandate
label changes, so if we had one office that could in fact do that, at
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one time of the year, whether it be October or November, we would
have not only a one-time, annual labeling problem solved but I

think we could address the inefficiencies and inconsistencies in the

various labeling areas and try to do it all at one time. This is some-

thing that the administration has put forward. This is something
that the subcommittee passed back on May 17, 1992, in its en bloc

amendment in which it created one office and one labeling date per
year. So those are two things that are in the administration bill

that I think are good additions.

Ms. DuGGAN. From our point of view, there are several. And in

principle, the need to streamline cancellation is one strong area of

agreement with the administration. I think we are going to argue
about how we do that. We thought that Lehman-Bliley-Rowland
really balanced the need for public participation rights and exter-

nal scientific review and their provision limits that greatly.
But the essential feature of decoupling cancellation from suspen-

sion we agree with, as we do with removal of the adjudicatory

hearing. We also, I think, could support their IPM proposals and
their minor-use proposals and the requirement for collection of ac-

tual pesticide use data.
It is important to remember, that most of the features in the ad-

ministration's bill are new authorities and new features of law that

do not exist now and many of the features of Lehman-Bliley-Row-
land that the food chain coalition supports so strongly are current

practices within the agency that we are seeking to codify to main-
tain discretion, to keep pace with science. And those are two very
different approaches.
We differ with the administration on the scope of what is nec-

essary to correct what we believe is a Delaney clause problem, and
what they believe is a FIFRA authority problem, so we are going
to disagree on the scope of this, I think.

Mr. Vroom. a couple of additional thoughts, conceptually the

fact that the administration's proposal embraces a single standard
for raw and processed food tolerances I think is very sound and
common ground principle that we agree with. Also conceptually the

fact that they are striving to try to find ways to streamline the

overall regulatory process, in particular with regard to new product
registration so that we can get new products to the market faster,

I think is good for agriculture, good for consumers, and certainly

good for our members.
Mr. Stenholm. Dr. Ziller.

Mr. Ziller. I agree with the comments of the other participants
on the panel. I think that certainly their attempts to replace

Delaney are somewhat misplaced. The pipeline provisions and their

statement of it is not as clear as it is in the Lehman-Bliiey-Row-
land bill. Certainly, fostering of IPM is a good feature in their bill.

And I presume that there was an intent at some point to combine
the separate minor-use registration bill with Lehman-Bliley. That

certainly is a factor in the administration bill which is a positive
feature. And then the requirement for the collection of pesticide use
data of course will continue to enable people to make more accurate

risk assessments and allow tolerances to be set which will allow

the maximum safe usage in agricultural commodities. Those are

the features that I think are positive but not quite right in the ad-
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ministration's bill but certainly should be in the final bill that

would be passed by Congress.
Mr. Stenholm. Thank you all very much. We appreciate your

testimony today and look forward to working with you as we de-

velop the legislation.
We call panel 5. Witnesses on panel 5 are, Mr. Engel, Mr.

Borman, Mr. Pflug, and Mr. Stickle. Based on all the witnesses
that we have heard thus far, it seems that the proper instructions

for the subcommittee staff is to take H.R. 1627, use that for the

markup vehicle, take as many areas of the administration's pro-

posal that we can, improve upon them, plus any other additions
and suggestions in that legislation that will in fact make it more
acceptable. So, all witnesses that have testified ought to think of

using that as your guidepost as to how in fact we proceed.
Proceed, Mr. Engel.

STATEMENT OF RALPH ENGEL, PRESIDENT, CHEMICAL
SPECIALTIES MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. Engel. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman. My name is Ralph
Engel. I am president of the Chemical Specialties Manufacturers
Association. Specifically, CSMA represents the nonagricultural pes-
ticide industry and our testimony today focuses on three areas, a

piece of the Clinton proposal, antimicrobial products, and other is-

sues affecting the pesticide registration process.
At the outset, I want to note that the Clinton administration has

expended considerable effort in assembling a comprehensive FIFRA
and FFDCA reform package. It has long been clear to all of us in

this room that there are no political winners who will emerge from
this debate. There are difficult public policy questions addressed in

this package and the administration's willingness to engage these
issues is to be recognized. Having said that, however, our industry
cannot support the legislation and feels that it is not the balanced
"middle of the road" proposal that its proponents would have you
believe.

Accordingly we have some serious concerns that need to be ad-

dressed. The administration has essentially proposed the phase out
and elimination of benefits considerations in registration, suspen-
sion, and cancellation decisions over a period of 10 years. FIFRA
is the last major environmental statute which provides for a risk/

benefit standard. Flexible consideration of benefits in these deci-

sions is essential. In fact, an analysis of benefits of such products
as antimicrobials which provide health benefits is a legitimate and
important consideration which must be preserved in the regulatory
process.
The administration's proposed elimination of benefits consider-

ation is inconsistent with the fundamental goals of its own Execu-
tive Order 12866 regulatory reform which directs Federal agencies
to consider the costs and benefits of available regulatory choices

and to select approaches that maximize net benefits to society. Spe-
cifically, Executive Order 12866 signed by President Clinton on

September 30, 1993, requires any agency developing a regulation
to: One, assess both the cost and benefits of the intended regula-
tion, and propose and adopt it only if the benefits justify its costs;

two, base its decisions on the best reasonably scientific, technical.
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and economic information; three, identify and assess alternative
forms of regulation; four, avoid duplicative regulations; and five,
tailor its regulations to be the least burdensome on society.
We submit that elimination of benefits considerations clearly vio-

lates this Executive order and on this basis alone should not be in-

cluded in any FIFRA legislative package.
Phase down/phase out provisions. This proposal would accelerate

the extinction of the FIFRA cancellation process by encouraging
EPA to limit or ban the use of a pesticide based upon a diminished
scientific threshold. The due process protections under FIFRA's
cancellation process must not be eliminated.
With regard to fees that were discussed earlier today, let me sim-

ply emphasize once again that this subcommittee and the Congress
should withhold assessing any additional fees on registrants or

granting any additional fee authority to EPA pending a thorough
review of the registration, and reregistration programs. Such a re-

view should include an examination of the funds collected and uti-

lized in both programs thus far and a specific documented account-

ing of the use of fees collected in previous years.
EPA Assistant Administrator Goldman's recent decision to con-

tract with an outside management consultant to give her an oper-
ational assessment of the Office of Prevention, Pesticides and Toxic
Substances—OPPTS—is a smart and valuable step in the right di-

rection. That outside management review must contain a serious fi-

nancial audit component as well. We look forward to working with
EPA and the management consultants on this and related issues.

Mr. Chairman, as you know, CSMA has for the past 18 months
worked with the Chemical Manufacturers Association—CMA—the

Soap and Detergent Association—SDA—the International Sanitary
Supply Association—ISSA—and the coalition known as the
Antimicrobial Industry Coalition—^AIC. We have now visited with
most members of this subcommittee and their staffs about the se-

vere problems which plague EPA's pesticide registration program
and have put forward a legislative proposal which will streamline
antimicrobial registration process without compromising the integ-

rity of the scientific review or public health.

Many of the ideas contained in the AIC legislative proposal in

fact are reasonably consistent with the underl3dng principles of As-
sistant Administrator Groldman's own streamlining effort now un-

derway at the agency, and we are actively engaged in the dialog
with her staff.

The need for this legislation became apparent to us as a result

of the unacceptable backlog of antimicrobial applications pending
within the agency with little or no chance to evolve within a rea-

sonable time. The extent of the paralysis became evident when it

came to light that only eight new antimicrobial active ingredients
have been registered by EPA within the last 10 years.
The problem, however, has also extended to end-use products

where applications remain locked up within the agency for unrea-
sonable periods of time and the expedited review provisions of the
1988 amendments remain largely dysfunctional. Among the most
serious problems within the Office of Pesticide Programs
antimicrobial registration process are, one, the inadequate staffing
and resources, two the unnecessary repetitive review of staff ac-
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tions, three EPA's low priority treatment of antimicrobial applica-
tions and, four, shifting data requirements which charge without
scientific justification.
The AIC legislative proposal seeks to address these shortcomings

by significantly streamlining the registration process through a se-

ries of five steps. And I am not going to go into them because of

time.
In conclusion, I want to close this testimony, Mr. Chairman, by

emphasizing the need for consideration of our suggested changes
and inclusion of the antimicrobial registration reform amendments
to FIFRA in whatever markup vehicle the subcommittee decides to

pursue. We believe that these problems can and need to be ad-

dressed in 1994, whether or not comprehensive food safety legisla-
tion is completed this year.

I also want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and the ranking minor-

ity member and the subcommittee and its staff for the focus you
have brought to the shortcomings of the registration process during
the past year. As always, CSMA stands ready to work with the
subcommittee and the agency on this issue.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Engel appears at the conclusion

of the hearing.]
Mr. DOOLEY [assuming chair]. Thank you, Mr. Engel.
We will now hear from Mr. Earle Borman.

STATEMENT OF EARLE K. BORMAN, MEMBER, BIOCIDES
PANEL, CHEMICAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. Borman. Thank you.
I work for L&F Products and we manufacture a number of

antimicrobial products, including disinfectants and industrial-use

biocides, which are regulated under FIFRA. I am speaking here

today as a member of the Chemical Manufacturers Association

biocides panel, a CMA CHEMSTAR panel composed of such biocide

manufacturers. The panel welcomes the opportunity to appear and
comment on H.R. 4329.
The first point on any such discussion with our industry^ how-

ever, is that H.R. 4329 does not solve major existing problems in

the current registration program for the antimicrobial industry.
And in many cases, will exacerbate them.
The primary flaw in the bill from our perspective is that it is,

from beginning to end, a food-use pesticide bill. Our products, while
defined as "pesticides," are not generally applied to food or food

products. They are intended to prevent or mitigate degradation,

fouling, deterioration or inefficiencies caused by microorganisms in

manufactured goods, chemical substances and industrial processes
or systems, and on surfaces.

They do not require tolerances under either sections 408 or 409
of the FFDCA. Thus, our products simply do not present the risk

of dispersal in the environment, the concerns for integrated pest

management, or the food tolerance issues which feed the phase-
down/phase-out, reduced risk, and export initiatives in this bill.

Our biocide products do present, however, important and signifi-

cant benefits in the form of extending the useful life of machines,
industrial processes, and eliminating the germs that spread dis-
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ease. The bottom line for us as an industry is that we have pro-

found difficulty getting our products, useful and beneficial as they

are, registered by EPA in any reasonable period of time. That is

what needs to be fixed.

We do not need more regulation of our products. We do not need,
nor can we tolerate, unlimited additional fees for nonvalue-added

Government reviews. We do not need more litigation. We do not

need fewer opportunities for rational discussion of applicable
science and appropriate risk assessment.
What we do need are registration requirements that are clear,

objective and specific. We need a streamlined bureaucratic review

process appropriate to the level of risk posed by our products,
which differentiates between major and minor actions, and we need

incentives for accountability at EPA, which includes incentives to

do the job that is required and to do it in a cost-effective and timely
manner.
We also in our original comments, oral comments, have com-

ments on the registration renewal process, cancellation provisions
and fees, and I will skip over those, but I do want to cover the ex-

port provisions.
The biocides panel opposes the application of the export provi-

sions of H.R. 4329 to its products. As previously noted, biocides are

not food-use products and, thus, do not present the "circle of poi-

son" issues which appear to be the genesis of the sections included

in the bill.

Application of the program designed to address those issues

means that the biocide industry will be saddled with a significant

bureaucratic and regulatory burden that will provide no commen-
surate protection for food supplies or foreign workers.

With respect to biocides, there is no demonstrated need nor jus-

tification for additional regulatory U.S. controls. Biocides are cov-

ered by the U.N. Environmental Programme, UNEP, London
Guidelines for the Exchange of Information on Chemicals in Inter-

national Trade, which provide ample regulation.
The guidelines incorporate the internationally accepted principle

of "prior informed consent," the PIC. This system works and is an

appropriate tool for biocide export risk management.
The mechanism in H.R. 4329 for allowing export of unregistered

pesticides is inappropriate for biocides. Biocides do not have toler-

ances and due to their highly specialized formulations and low vol-

umes, many biocide formulations are unlikely to be approved for

sale in three other countries with developed registration systems.
To conclude, as I began, what biocide manufacturers need are

clear and objective registration standards, a streamlined registra-

tion process, and accountability.
I thank the committee for the opportunity to comment H.R. 4329,

and look forward to further constructive dialog on this very impor-
tant issue.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Borman appears at the conclu-

sion of the hearing.]
Mr. DOOLEY. Thank you, Mr. Borman.
We will now hear from Dr. Pflug.
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STATEMENT OF GERALD R. PFLUG, PRESIDENT, SOAP AND
DETERGENT ASSOCIATION

Mr. Pflug. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Gerald R. Pflug, and I am president of the Soap and Deter-

gent Association. The Soap and Detergent Association is a 138-
member national trade association, representing the formulators of

soaps, detergents, and household cleaning products, and those com-

panies which supply ingredients to the detergent and cleaning
products industry.
SDA members include nationally prominent companies as well as

smaller, less well known, often family-owned regional companies.
And, along with the well-known formulators of highly visible

consumer products, SDA members also include the formulators of
industrial and institutional products used in hospitals, nursing
homes, hotels, restaurants, manufacturing facilities, and public
buildings.
The products of SDA have a long history of contributing to the

establishment and maintenance of the public and personal health
standards to which we have become accustomed. Unfortunately,
these standards and their maintenance are often taken for granted
in our country today. Clean clothing, bedding, cooking utensils,

plates, silverware, kitchen and bedroom fixtures are, in fact, the
broad base on which our exceptional standard of public health
rests.

The SDA is here today because of its concern for one of the most
important contributors to our country's high standard of cleanli-

ness. That is the antimicrobial and disinfectant cleaning products.
Under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act,

antimicrobial and disinfectant cleaning products are regulated as

pesticides by the EPA because they are intended for preventing, de-

stroying, or mitigating harmful microorganisms, viruses, and bac-

teria. Common, well-recognized examples of such products include
household bleach—when such claims are made—Lysol disinfecting
cleaner, and Comet cleanser. Less well known though equally im-

portant are the myriad of I&I disinfectant and sanitizing products
used in health care facilities, schools, business establishments, pub-
lic accommodations, and public buildings.

*

I am here today on behalf of the SDA antimicrobial/disinfectant

product sector, because this beneficial category of products faces a
number of regulatory problems which we believe ought to be ad-

dressed through reform of FIFRA.
The principal problems of concern are the following: One, the ap-

proval process for new active ingredients needs improvement. Dur-

ing one recent 7-year period, no new active antimicrobial agent was
approved; two, the process for registering or reregistering products
is so cumbersome and attenuated that such processing may require
up to 2 years to complete; three, approval of simple label changes
may take often as much as 9 months or more; and four, at the
State level, the lack of distinction between antimicrobial products
and other pesticides has had the tendency to subject antimicrobial
and disinfectant products to regulations designed for agricultural

pesticides.
The consequence of these regulatory dilemmas has been to im-

pede the development and introduction of safe and efficacious
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antimicrobial products in the marketplace. SDA's concerns are not

new.

Congress attempted to address some of these and other issues

from a regulatory perspective in previous FIFRA amendments. I

refer to FIFRA section 25(a)(1), which reads as follows:

"Regulations: The Administrator is authorized in accordance with

the procedure described in paragraph (2), to prescribe regulations
to carry out the provisions of this subchapter. Such regulations
shall take into account the 'differences in the concept and usage be-

tween various classes of pesticides and differences in environ-

mental risk and appropriate data for evaluating such risk between

agricultural and nonagricultural pesticides.'
"
Emphasis added.

At this point, however, we believe that more explicit amend-
ments are indicated. If antimicrobial and disinfectant products, as

a subset of nonagricultural products, were distinguished under
FIFRA and provided a separate regulatory track, we believe that

the approval process for these products would be facilitated.

Based on reports by our affected members, it seems that informal

structures have already evolved within EPA, along the lines we are

proposing. These informal arrangements have, however, proven in-

adequate to resolve the problems faced by the antimicrobial/dis-

infectant industry.
Some increased degree of formalization appears to be required in

order to institute a more efficient and equitable regulatory process
for antimicrobial and disinfectant cleaning products. It seems to us

that the establishment of a separate antimicrobial regulatory track

would benefit the EPA as well as industry by clarifying products
and standards and establishing an effective division of labor within

the FIFRA regulatory approval process.

Further, it appears to us that the formalization of some of the

discretionary powers currently held by the Administrator are in

order, to assure that antimicrobials and disinfectants receive the

same degree of attention they need as regulated products. SDA re-

alizes the enormous task currently being undertaken by EPA in the

registration of pesticides and reregistration of pesticides.
We also recognize that the agency operates, as do all human en-

terprises, with finite resources. However, the agency also has a re-

sponsibility to see that all its various regulatory communities
whose ability to conduct business depend on the agency, receive eq-
uitable allocations of regulatory resources.

While priorities may need to be assigned, that assignment ought
not to unduly encumber the ability of agency-dependent regulated
industries to conduct business.

When I last appeared before the committee on August 2 of last

year, I said that I wished that I could offer you a solution to our

concerns. I further told you that SDA was working on a proposal
with allied groups.
As a member of the Antimicrobial Industry Coalition, SDA has

participated in the development of draft language addressing the

definitional and regulatory issues which concern it. In the process
of developing the draft language, the coalition has met with con-

cerned parties, including the EPA. At an appropriate time, we
would look forward to discussing the proposal with the committee.
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In summary, the draft language would distinguish antimicrobials

from other pesticides by definition as well as refine the regulatory
processes for processing certain approval applications, label

changes and other matters currently covered by regulation.
The goal of the proposal is to amend the regulatory process in

a way which will reduce unnecessary paperwork and delays for

both EPA and business both.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, this concludes my
formal remarks. The SDA appreciates the opportunity to be here

today and I would be pleased to answer any questions you might
have.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Pflug appears at the conclusion

of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm [resuming chair]. Next, Dr. Stickle.

STATEMENT OF WARREN E. STICKLE, LEGISLATIVE CONSULT-
ANT, INTERNATIONAL SANITARY SUPPLY ASSOCIATION

Mr. Stickle. My name is Warren Stickle and I am the legislative
consultant to the International Sanitary Supply Association. ISSA
is a nonprofit trade association comprised of over 4,000 members
that are located all across the country. They manufacture and dis-

tribute a wide spectrum of institutional and industrial cleaning and
maintenance products, including antimicrobial products.
ISSA really appreciates the opportunity to be here, Mr. Chair-

man. We thank you for holding these hearings. We also urge you
to markup a FIFRA bill as soon as possible.
This afternoon what I would like to do is to concentrate on four

issues: One, the fee proposal in H.R. 4329; two, the labeling call-

in, in H.R. 4329, as well as the labeling reform section of the AIC
draft legislation; three, I would like to talk about "fast track" cer-

tification, that is also included in the AIC draft legislation; and
four, I would like to talk just briefly about H.R. 1867, which is the
Public Health Pesticide Protection Act, that has been introduced by
Congressmen Dooley and Herger.

First of all, concerning fees, ISSA is strongly opposed to the cre-

ation of any new additional pesticide fees and the extension of ex-

isting maintenance fees as contemplated in H.R. 4329. What we
have heard this morning is exactly what we heard back in Septem-
ber of 1993, when the administration testified and said that they
were in fact $20 million short in the reregistration costs.

However, if you look at the legislation, H.R. 4329, you will find

that there is about $62 million in fees included. To begin with,
there is a simple $30 million addition for maintenance fees for 1998
and 1999.
There is $4 million included in that for a per-product registration

fee; and then there is, if I could use the term, a "second time only"
active ingredient fee of $120,000 and $60,000, which would bring
in about 80 percent of what previously was brought in in 1989, or

about $28 million.

If you add the 30, the 4 and the 28, you get 62, and I think there
is a significant discrepancy between what the administration has
asked for and what they have in fact included in their bill. I think
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we need to somehow reconcile the $62 million figure with the rhet-

oric of $20 million.

I would like to make five quick points with regard to fees: First

of all, concerning these fees, we need a full accounting from the

agency of how much money they have collected, how they have

spent the money on the registration, reregistration program, since

FIFRA legislation, since the 1988 legislation.

Second, when CSMA spoke last fdl, they requested an independ-
ent outside audit. I think we ought to really get the results of that

audit to find out exactly where things are, prior to making any de-

termination as to what additional fees could be included.

Third, the administration and EPA have just gone through the

process of holding 3 days of a workshop here in Arlington, Virginia.
Part of that day dealt with a very important aspect, which we real-

ly applaud and support, and that is the whole streamlining process
that the agency is presently going through.
The net result of that, though, is that the agency has a whole

series of proposals in which they are attempting to streamline the

registration and reregistration process. Those streamlining propos-
als will save a significant amount of money and manpower.
So before we determine to put a price tag on the reregistration

and registration programs, perhaps we ought to wait and see how
they are going to streamline it first.

Fourth, concerning the maintenance fees extension for 1998 and
1999, I think that is a long way off in the future. I think it is pre-
mature to address that issue. We are going to probably, Mr. Chair-

man, be reauthorizing FIFRA prior to those timetables. I think we
can address that issue at this point in time.

Fifth, I would note that despite their attempt to extend the

maintenance fee provisions, they do not extend the prohibition

against registration fees for 1998 and 1999. So in those 2 years,

registrants would wind up paying not only a maintenance fee, but
also a registration fee as well.

I would like next to comment on the labeling authority in the leg-
islation. I think we strongly support the labeling authority that is

in the bill that deals with an annual uniform system of doing la-

bels. We oppose the labeling call-in, data call-in that they have in

there, and we strongly support the AIC's section 10 labeling re-

form. Because what this does is walk through the labeling concerns
and I think establishes a well-rounded program for addressing the

problems that a lot of small manufacturers have; that is how to

take something that takes 15 or 20 minutes or a half an hour, to

make a simple label change, and expedite that registration.
If you are looking at improvement in the registration process,

ISSA has testified on a number of occasions that the process of reg-

istering "me too" products, "me too" antimicrobial products, has

gone very slowly. Something that should take 90 days and then an-

other 45 days, is taking 6 months to up to 2 years.
We really need a solution to that and the certification process

that is in the AIC draft legislation, which is section 8 of that, we
strongly support as a means of not only expediting the registration

process, but also of saving the agency a considerable amount of

money in processing and eliminating some of the steps that they
have to do to process a "me too" product.
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Last, we wanted to commend Congressman Dooley for his public
health legislation, H.R. 1867, and we want to urge that you include

the AIC regulation and the Dooley-Herger legislation in any bill

that this subcommittee is going to be marking up. Whether they
decide to markup a larger bill or a shorter, smaller bill, that is not

the overall comprehensive FIFRA reform bill that we have been

talking about today.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Stickle appears at the conclusion

of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. I thank each of you.

Any additional comments that you might wish to make that you
didn't include in your formal testimony or any statements?

I don't have any specific questions to ask of you, either.

Mr. Engel. Mr. Chairman, I neglected to ask that for the record

the entire statement be included.

Mr. Stenholm. Everyone's statements today will be made a part
of the complete record.

And we, too, had a lot of excellent suggestions and you heard the

general game plan. We look forward to working with you to see if

we can accomplish just that.

Thank you very much for your attendance here today.
I call panel 6. Mr. Allen James, Mr. Goldenberg, Mr. Delaney,

Mr. Hazeltine, and Mr. Karmol.
The next witness, Mr. Allen James.

STATEMENT OF ALLEN JAMES, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
RESPONSIBLE INDUSTRY FOR A SOUND ENVIRONMENT

Mr. James. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and members of the
subcommittee. It is a pleasure for me to be with you today to rep-
resent the members of RISE, Responsible Industry for a Sound En-
vironment.
As this is the first occasion I have had to speak with the sub-

committee, I would like to provide you with a short introduction to

our association.  

RISE is a national trade association of basic ingredient manufac-

turers, formulators, and distributors of pesticides for the specialty
nonfarm market. We were formed about 3 years ago to address the

issues of pesticide products for the specialty market, which includes

turf and ornamental, structural pest control, and vegetation man-

agement. These different segments are lawn care and garden care,

golf courses, sod farms, general pest control in and around homes
and buildings, public health, nursery and greenhouse operations,
roadside and rights-of-way management, and maintenance, and

aquatic and forest management.
As you see, our members supply pesticides to a broad array of

product users other than traditional food and fiber agriculture. Our
products are most often used in urban areas by both professional
users and retail consumers.
On behalf of these companies, I would like to thank you for the

opportunity to comment on H.R. 4329, and H.R. 4362, the adminis-
tration's FIFRA and food safety legislation.
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I have also provided written testimony which offers more de-

tailed comments on specific proposals contained in these bills. And
as you indicated, we also ask that it be entered into the record.

Now, I would like to focus my remarks on four areas of highest
concern to our industry. At first, one might think that food toler-

ances would not be an issue to our members and product users.

However, quite the opposite is the case. If the situation with the

Delaney clause is not corrected, many products which are reg-
istered for agricultural use will be lost.

Unfortunately, there may not be sufficient nonagricultural mar-
kets for these same products to justify continued registration. Espe-
cially in light of the many new fees called for in this legislation.

Likewise, the nearly complete loss of pesticide benefits consider-
ation under H.R. 4362 is very disturbing. Valuable products thus
lost to agricultural production will again likely be lost to our indus-

try as well.

Our members are equally concerned with provisions relating to

label call-in. We all share the goal of risk minimization, but both

professional and retail segments of our industry worry that the
broad array of changes in labeling, packaging or even product com-

position, which may be required by EPA if the Administrator deter-

mines that risk associated with the use of the pesticide can be re-

duced, could seriously undermine the lengthy and expensive proc-
esses in place to bring these products through registration and to

market.

Finally, I will briefly address the issue of integrated pest man-
agement, which is strongly endorsed by our members and has been

growing in understanding and practice among users of our prod-
ucts. However, as defined in H.R. 4329, IPM fails to recognize the
value of S5mthetic pesticides as an essential component. Ajnd by di-

recting Federal agencies to adopt and promote IPM thusly defined,
H.R. 4329 creates a legislative preference for biological controls

without merit or scientific basis. Agricultural and specialty users,
as well as Federal agencies, need a complete arsenal of control

methods available to develop effective IPM programs.
For these reasons and others more fully described in our written

testimony, RISE cannot support H.R. 4362 or H.R. 4329 as written.

But we do support H.R. 1627, the Food Quality Protection Act of

1993.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. James appears at the conclusion

of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Thank you.
Next, Mr. Goldenberg.

STATEMENT OF NORMAN GOLDENBERG, PAST PRESmENT,
NATIONAL PEST CONTROL ASSOCLVTION, ACCOMPANIED BY
ROBERT ROSENBERG, DIRECTOR, GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS

Mr. Goldenberg. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
subcommittee.
We appreciate the opportunity to be here today to testify on be-

half of the National Pest Control Association.

My name is Norman Goldenberg, I am an entomologist, and I am
vice president of government affairs for Terminix International and
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TruGreen-Chemlawn. I am accompanied today by Bob Rosenberg,
who is director of government affairs for NPCA.
NPCA is a trade association representing over 10,000 companies

engaged in structural pest control in the United States and abroad.

We render services to homes, businesses, buildings, restaurants, for

the control of such pests as cockroaches, termites, ticks, rats, and
other vermin.

Many of these insects, rodents, are responsible as vector carriers

with such diseases as hantavirus, Lyme disease, and Rocky Moun-
tain Spotted Fever, as well as Salmonella. Additionally, over $2.5

billion a year in damage is created by termites throughout the

United States.

We are concerned with several parts that are not included in the

bill before you today. For example, there is an omission on certifi-

cation standards for commercial pesticide applicators. Current law

requires that all applicators of restricted-use pesticides be certified

in accordance with FIFRA.
However, an applicator is not required to be certified when he

makes or she makes the actual application of the pesticide if it is

for a restricted use. Only the supervisor is required to be certified.

Additionally, and more importantly, many building managers,
custodians and groundskeepers, apply general-use pesticides, inost

of the same products that we apply as commercial-certified applica-
tors throughout the United States, in their normal routine, busi-

ness practices today.

They may subject people in the largest buildings across the coun-

try to pesticides without any training or education whatsoever. We
are concerned about that, and we want to remind the committee
that in the 102d session of Congress, Mr. Rose's Pesticide Safety

Improvement Act, H.R. 3742, addressed this issue.

We would like to recommend and urge that the committee adopt

language that would require the education, training and certifi-

cation of all applicators, except for antimicrobials, of course, and
homeowners when they apply pesticides on their own specific resi-

dential property.
We are concerned about the citizen suits, as has been mentioned

by many other people here today. For the most part, the* 10,000

companies that are represented by NPCA would be severely af-

fected in this already overly litigious society.
Lawsuits are prevalent eveiywhere, and many of these busi-

nesses would not be around if they were attacked when 50 State

legislatures, 50 State regulatory agencies and the Environmental
Protection Agency already oversees the activities of structural pest
control businesses throughout the United States.

We are concerned that while companies have a responsibility and
are insured for that protection of the consumers which we serve,

and others, this unnecessary phase of the administration bill, we
feel is an aberration in today's society. We also feel that the civil

penalties that have been increased in H.R. 4329 are not fair to the

businesses of commercial applicators, as well as to farmers.

Mr. Stenholm. Could I interrupt you?
Could you hold your thought there? I have 4 minutes to vote and

nobody to help me this time, so 10-minute recess, I will be back.

[Recess taken.]
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Mr, Stenholm. You may continue, Mr. Groldenberg.
Mr. GOLDENBERG. Thank you, sir.

Just to go back, on civil penalties, in H.R, 4329, a provision to

increase civil penalties from $5,000 to $25,000 per day for each of-

fense of FIFRA is overburdensome certainly on our industry. And
we feel that commercial applicators such as ourselves, as well as

farmers, should not—as basic users of these products, should not
be included in this category.
The present administrative fine schedule of $5,000 is more than

adequate, plus there ought to be more of a positive and instruc-

tional source to help members of our industry correct any violations

that may occur. We feel that with the minor-use pesticide situation,
which you heard a great deal about today, unfortunately or fortu-

nately, from whichever side of the arena you are sitting, we use
minor-use pesticides.

In 1988, when FIFRA was amended, it provided for the rereg-
istration of all products registered prior to 1984. And our concern
is that the cost of reregistering these products and registering

products for minor use, public health purposes, are of great con-

cern, and that they may not be registered in the future because of

the costs.

In 1993, Mr. Dooley and other members of this subcommittee in-

troduced H.R. 1867, Public Health Pesticides Protection Act of

1993, which provides for the continuation of the products necessary
for public health pest control, that they be continued to be reg-
istered notwithstanding the potential expense. And we would urge
that provisions of H.R. 1867 be included in the markup that you
plan and you have indicated that you will perform.

I would like to also mention briefly on the necessity to continue
as was continued in the previous Congress that issue concerning
Federal preemption for those registered, for those using pesticides
under FIFRA. Preemption has been picked up by the States, as you
are aware, since a Supreme Court decision in 1991. And while

many States have enacted preemptions, we support that as well as

a Federal role and a Federal preemption partnership program with
the States.

It is very important that while we are not concerned with regula-
tion or the difficulty in regulation, we just want to direct it toward
us from one source, and that be at the State or Federal level, and
not the local communities.
There are several States that still have a patchwork of local reg-

ulations that make it very difficult to operate with no benefit to the

consumer or the homeowner. We therefore would urge that this

committee consider that in its markup.
As always, we from the National Pest Control Association and

applicator industry throughout the United States, on behalf of our

constituency of customers that rely on us for providing pest control

services for the control of the insects which I elaborated earlier, we
would urge that and suggest that you continue and your staff con-

tinue to use our expertise of our technical folks and others to help

you in this very delicate deliberation over this markup.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Goldenberg appears at the con-

clusion of the hearing.]
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Mr. Stenholm. Thank you.
Next, Mr. Delaney.

STATEMENT OF TOM DELANEY, DIRECTOR, GOVERNMENT AF-

FAIRS, PROFESSIONAL LAWN CARE ASSOCIATION OF AMER-
ICA

Mr. Delaney. Thank you.

My name is Tom Delaney, I am director of government affairs for

the Professional Lawn Care Association of America, PLCAA, and I

appreciate this opportunity to share our views on the Federal In-

secticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act amendments of 1994, H.R.

4329.
The legislation before us will significantly affect the landscape

care industry and the following issues should be addressed and ac-

counted for with any amendments to FIFRA.

Organized in 1979, PLCAA is the only international trade asso-

ciation representing an industry of over 6,000 landscape care com-

panies in the United States and abroad. These companies range in

size from small businesses employing as few as one or two people,
to large public corporations and franchise operations.
Our industry provides services to residential and commercial cus-

tomers which include fertilization and pest control, as well as mow-
ing, maintenance, irrigation, aeration, seeding, landscaping, and or-

namental and small tree care.

PLCAA promotes professionalism in the industry, develops edu-

cational programs, recommends industry standards, and serves as

a leading voice in the landscape care industry. PLCAA members
are vitally interested in improving many aspects of FIFRA so as to

raise environmental consciousness and adhere to existing and new
legislative mandates. Some of these issues are not currently ad-

dressed in H.R. 4329:

One, certification and training of pesticide applicators. Proper
training of employees is one of the most important factors in pro-

viding responsible landscape care services to the public. PLCAA
plays an important role for its members and others by sponsoring
educational seminars, and developing and disseminating, training
materials for the industry internally and through the media.
PLCAA supports the current certification requirements for pes-

ticide applicators under FIFRA. However, we believe they should

be tougher.
Currently, FIFRA allows the application of restricted-use pes-

ticides by technicians who may or may not be trained, so long as

the activity is performed under the direct supervision of a certified

applicator. A big loophole remains.
The law also permits application of general-use products without

any training or without the supervision of a certified applicator.

Additionally, FIFRA does not require certification of in-plant work-

ers, such as maintenance personnel. Taken together, these omis-

sions have significant gaps in the current law.

With these concerns in mind, PLCAA recommends across-the-

board certification and training requirements for commercial pes-
ticide applicators in H.R. 4329, precisely the same language as was
proposed in the Pesticide Improvement Act of 1991, H.R. 3742.
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These additions if implemented would raise the standards of our

industry by requiring State-approved training for all commercial

pesticide applicators regardless of whether the pesticides are classi-

fied for general or restricted use.

The need for training and knowledge to properly apply a pes-
ticide should not be limited to restricted-use pesticides, which in

fact represent a small amount of the product supplied. While
PLCAA believes that the proposed training and certification re-

quirements are essential to responsible landscape care services, our
members are concerned that even with this new program, many of

the noncommercial users of pesticides, the homeowner or do-it-

yourselfer, often applies these products without sufficient informa-

tion, instruction, or label comprehension.
EPA's 1990 National Home and Garden Pesticide Use Survey

suggests that household pesticides are not always used as carefully
or effectively as they should. EPA has stated that this survey pro-
vides a basis for expanding outreach and education programs on

pesticide safety for consumers.

According to the 1991/1992 National Gardening Survey, 62 per-
cent of all households or 58 million households participated in do-

it-yourself lawn care in 1991. Only 7 million households employed
the services of certified and licensed professional landscape serv-

ices.

The committee may not be aware that the vast majority of prod-
ucts used by professioneds and do-it-yourselfers are the same.

Therefore, we recommend that Congress consider adopting a vol-

untary training program aimed at these nonprofessional users.

By adding these important elements of training, we should be
able to address some of the concerns posed in the National Acad-

emy of Sciences' report: Pesticides in the Diets of Infants Eind Chil-

dren. If nondietary exposures to treated lawns is a concern, why
not ensure that all pesticide users be properly educated and
trained?
This also relates to my next issue, national regulation of lawn

care pesticide applications. PLCAA has led the way in reasonable
and responsible regulation of landscape care applications. To that

end, our members are prepared to work with Congress and other

interested parties to ensure that any legislation ultimately adopted
protects both human health and the environment, while at the

same time accommodates the practicalities of providing lawn care

services.

PLCAA members believe that a nationwide standard will

strengthen consumer confidence in the products and services asso-

ciated with lawn care applications. To go one step further in ad-

dressing the National Academy of Sciences concerns, we rec-

ommend a standard for nationwide posting of signs when all lawn
care applications are made.

Certainly, the use of these signs by all pesticide users will help
children avoid possible exposures. PLCAA supports a Federal post-

ing standard for all applications, whether professional or not, with

dowels and signs provided by retail establishments for the do-it-

yourselfer applicator.

Standardizing these requirements to include homeowners would

provide consistent notice to the public of a pesticide application.
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PLCAA suggests posting of 5 by 4 inch signs at the primary point
or points of entry to the property at the time of actual appUcation.
The required use of these signs in 18 States has proven that the

pubhc can easily identify a 4 by 5 sign as a lawn marker and a
notice that an application has taken place. The property owner or
resident should remove the signs following the application.
The marker notifies the public that an application was made

sometime that day and to keep out of the treated area.
Citizen suits. PLCAA opposes the addition of provisions for citi-

zen suits against commercial applicators. The administration has
previously stated that problems currently exist with inadequate en-
forcement of laws, such as Superfund, because too many lawyers
and lawsuits bog down the process.

Why invite additional litigation when there is sufficient access in

the existing legal process to assist citizens who have claims?
Civil judicial enforcement. PLCAA opposes any provisions that

would extend EPA civil penalty authority from $5,000 to $25,000
in fines for commercial applicators, farmers, or any other small
business entities. Most commercial applicators are not in the same
category as large industrial businesses and can ill-afford being
fined at the proposed level.

Preemption of local regulation of pesticide use. PLCAA believes
that any comprehensive pesticide legislation must provide for a na-
tional standard with preemption of local regulations where nec-

essary to allow commercial applicators to continue to conduct busi-
ness in a responsible manner. PLCAA stands ready to assist the
subcommittee in developing protective language toward reasonable
and responsible regulation of the landscape care and pesticide user

industry.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to present these

comments and recommendations.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Delaney appears at the conclu-

sion of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Dr. Hazeltine.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM HAZELTINE ON BEHALF OF THE
AMERICAN MOSQUITO CONTROL ASSOCIATION

Mr. Hazeltine. Mr. Chairman and members, my name is Wil-
liam Hazeltine, and I am here making a statement on behalf of the
American Mosquito Control Association.
We thank you for the opportunity to present testimony and my

comments will be focused primarily on H.R. 4329, as it impacts our

ability to provide the best mosquito and vector control. The issues
which are of concern to us is the continuing loss and the absence
of any new effective pesticides to protect the health of the public
we serve.

I reviewed 4329, and while it considers some of our needs, it only
considers help with defensive actions in providing some relief from
risks of cancellation or suspension. It does not consider the need
for a more streamlined and fast registration process for uses of new
pesticides for health protection. While we appreciate any help the
administration wants to provide, we feel that the proposal that

they have made does not provide the mechanism that we need.
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H.R. 4329 considers public health pesticide uses specifically in

the following places: On page 33 at line 15, on page 48 at line 19,

there is provision for consultation with the Secretary of Health and
Human Services regarding any proposed suspension or cancella-

tion. Again on page 86, line 1, it provides for consultation with the

Secretary of HHS before suspension or cancellation of a pesticide

registered for public health or health protection uses, as a way to

decide whether the potential benefits for public health or health

protection purposes are of such significance as to warrant a com-
mitment by the Secretary of HHS to conduct or arreinge for the

studies required by the Administrator of EPA, to support continued

registration. It then outlines the mechanism for such research and

support.
We see some other general problems with the administration's

bill. Let me tick these off for you.
We suggest that the well-defined standard for any registration

related action using the term "unreasonable adverse effects on the

environment," be retained, and that any new standards such as

that on page 59 for similar ideas but using different words be
avoided.

I can recall in the 1971 legislative turmoils to produce the 1972

amendments, that this issue received an unreasonably large
amount of time and I feel that what came out of it, the risk-benefit

balancing requirement, was an extremely good and well-thought-
out provision. If there is any provision

—any problems with imple-

menting this provision, I feel it is the EPA fails to recognize the

benefits. They have institutionalized risks, but benefits seem like

they are too hard to understand.
The term "minor use" is defined on page 82 and 83. We prefer

the simpler yet adequate definition found in the present version of

Mr. de la Garza's bill, H.R. 967, or the definition of the Dooley-
Herger bill, H.R. 1867. Either one of these is sufficient to establish

a workable standard.
The definition of "biological pesticides" on page 68 includes the

term, "any organism that is a biological control agent." If this defi-

nition is adopted, it would require the registration of all biological
control agents, before they can be used in pest control.

In the case of mosquito control, we use mosquito fish extensively,
and it would add an unnecessary burden on our operations if we
had to have registration, labels, and accepted directions for use on
a barrel of fish which we might collect from one pond and take to

another.
Additional problems involve the question of who would be the

registrant. We seriously doubt the wisdom or necessity of trying to

bring living biological control agents under EPA's pesticide reg-
istration authority.

If the administration's bill is seriously considered for adoption in

its present form, we hope the subcommittee will consider the major
problems which we have identified.

The most important amendment we see is the need to add the

substantive provisions of H.R. 1867 to the end of section 10 of the

administration's bill, or to what other vehicle you intend to use.

We want it to be made perfectly clear that registration of new
products is an important aspect of the public health issue in pes-
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ticide registration. We would like to see separate risk-benefit bal-

ancing for these pesticides.
While our testimony is focused on H.R. 4329, we don't want to

exclude any others. We feel that our suggestions for H.R. 1867
could be added to the Lehman-Bliley-Rowland bill. It could be

added, perhaps as a joint bill with the de la Garza bill minor use,
and ours, and perhaps others, the microbial issues might be added
to make a comprehensive minor-use package.

I am also submitting for the record a copy of a paper that I wrote
entitled: Mosquitos, Disease and Endangered Species.
Let me point out to you that mosquito vectored virus diseases not

only affect humans, but we find they are affecting endangered spe-
cies. The incidence in California, the farmer that plowed and killed

some kangaroo rats. That particular kangaroo rat is also suscep-
tible to mosquito-vectored virus diseases.

And if we are going to go to the extent of arresting or impound-
ing a person's tractor and disk for killing a kangaroo rat or two,
it seems to me that we ought to also add with equal vigor some
provisions for protecting those kangaroo rats from virus diseases.

And I think EPA has a duty under the Endangered Species Act to

do everything necessary to provide this.

So it may be if the humans' health doesn't count, maybe we could

get this provision justified to protect an endangered species.
Thank you very much for your courtesy in inviting our testimony.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hazeltine appears at the conclu-

sion of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Next, Mr. Karmol.

STATEMENT OF DAVID L. KARMOL, GENERAL COUNSEL,
NATIONAL SPA AND POOL INSTITUTE

Mr. Karmol. Grood afternoon, Mr. Chairman and members of the
subcommittee.

My name is Dave Karmol, I am general counsel for the National

Spa and Pool Institute, and I appreciate the opportunity to appear
before you today to discuss our concerns with H.R. 4329 and its im-

pact on the pool and spa industry.
NSPI is the national trade association of the pool and spa indus-

try, with over 4,400 members involved in all segm'ents of the indus-

try, including the manufacture of pools, spas, and related equip-
ment and chemicals; construction and reconstruction of pools, spas,
and water features; wholesale and retail distribution of pool and

spa products and chemicals; and the servicing of pools and spas.
I have included additional background in my written testimony

which I understand will be made a part of the record, but I will

not repeat it now.
Suffice to say that NSPI has been involved for years in pool safe-

ty, chemical handling, and industry education issues. We believe at

the outset it is important to understand what chemicals are used
in the sanitizing and disinfecting of pools and spas and whether
these chemicals are classified as restricted-use or general-use pes-
ticides under FIFRA. Pool chemicals generally fall into several dis-

tinct categories: Balancers or stabilizers to maintain proper pH and

alkalinity; mineral additives to maintain proper levels of mineral
substances in the water; clarifiers and flocculents, which help col-

83-589 0-94-8
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lect suspended particulates; and disinfectants and algicides, which
destroy bacteria and inhibit pool and spa algae.

Only the latter two types of products, disinfectants and algicides,
are pesticides and are regulated as such by the EPA. With the ex-

ception of gaseous chlorine, which is delivered in pressurized cyl-

inders, all chemicals used in treating pool and spa water are avail-

able both to pool servicing firms and to the general public directly.
No substance now approved for use in the normal servicing of

pools is listed as a restricted-use pesticide. FIFRA, as you well

know, is sweeping legislation regulating all pesticides to some de-

gree based on their risk to man and the environment.
Some pesticides are banned entirely from production and use,

other restricted-use pesticides may be applied only by certified ap-
plicators, and many more common pesticides are required to be la-

beled for proper use and application by consumers.
All forms of chlorine and bromine compounds used for pool dis-

infection, as well as all algicides and some other pool additives, are
classified by the EPA as general-use pesticides under FIFRA. Gen-
eral-use pesticides as defined by Congress in the initial FIFRA leg-

islation, are pesticides which pose little or no risk to man or the
environment when used according to label instructions.

Greneral-use pesticides are sold over the counter to the general

Eublic
and, in fact, most pool chemicals are purchased and applied

y pool and spa owners. The application of these chemicals is a

simple matter of adding a certain number of pounds or ounces of
the chemical for every 10,000 gallons of water in the pool or ounces

per 100 gallons in the case of a spa.
The regulatory scheme of FIFRA currently requires States to ad-

minister programs to register and certify applicators of restricted-

use pesticides, as has been pointed out.

As introduced, H.R. 4329 would change this requirement, by ex-

panding the definition of a commercial applicator to "one who ap-
plies any pesticide for hire as a principal part of the business or
work of the person." As applied to our industry, this would require
that all pool service personnel, summer lifeguards, and community
pool operators, many of whom are temporary employees hired for

the swimming season, be registered and certified by the State.

Each employee would be required to attend and pass a State-ap-
proved comprehensive pesticide training course, including the iden-

tification of various rodents, insects, and fungi, and the selection of
the proper pest control chemical or technique. Almost none of the

training required by most States has any relevance at all to the

proper treatment of pool water, which involves maintaining a prop-
er pH level, and a proper level of free chlorine and/or bromine.

Today, many industry employees are graduates of the NSPI in-

stitute training program known as Tech I, Tech II or certified. Over
2,000 pool service personnel have earned one of these designations
since we began the program in 1989.

In addition, most State health departments impose requirements
on pool operators, requiring them to meet specific knowledge stand-
ards relating to proper pool water treatment.
We propose an amendment to H.R. 4329. If this section is taken

from H.R. 4329, we would hope the committee would consider this

as a committee amendment, and would exempt those who apply
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general-use pesticides solely for the purpose of cleaning, sanitizing,

disinfecting, painting or for use in construction or renovation.
This amendment does not exempt any persons currently regu-

lated under FIFRA. It simply continues a current exemption from
the registration and certification requirements, as long as they are

using only general-use pesticides in their work.
It would allow the pool and spa industry to continue the employ-

ment of some 25,000 individuals in the pool service business under
current regulations and requirements. The proposed amendment is

attached to our statement.
We have met with the EPA and they indicate that it was not

their intention to include pool service in the legislation. We have
requested that opinion in writing, and will be happy to share that
with the committee when we receive it.

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you and the other members of
the committee for your patience and endurance today and we look
forward to working with you and your staff as this process goes for-

ward.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Karmol appears at the conclu-

sion of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Thank you.
Mr. Smith.
Mr. Smith of Oregon. No questions.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Pomeroy.
Mr. Pomeroy. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for running

a 7-hour hearing so I got to attend part of it. I have had
Mr. Stenholm. We don't want to make it any longer than nec-

essary, Mr. Pomeroy.
Mr. Pomeroy. I have had a busy day and deeply regret missing

this important day, because I am worried—^as we address the very
critical social policy ends that are the object of this legislation

—
that we don't have a proliferation of unintended consequences that
make perfectly legitimate industry practices inadvertently illegal
and impermissible.

I think a hearing like you have had today and the testimony
which I and my office will be evaluating very carefully, will provide
us with a much better feel for that. .

Thank you.
Mr. Stenholm. I don't have any questions.
Any of you have any additional comments of an5rthing that you

might wish to add to the record at this point?
It is a rather remarkable coalition of support for a bill and for

ideas that we have heard from today. I think there are many good
suggestions that have been made.
Again, the base bill with those improvements that the adminis-

tration has suggested, of which there is concurrence that it moves
us in the right direction, and perhaps after today's hearing we will

find some additional changes that will encompass the spirit of what
is needed by all of the witnesses today, and that we can in fact

move forward.
When you have more than 218 cosponsors of a bill, that is usu-

ally evidence of fairly significant broad support. It does not nec-

essarily guarantee that when it gets to the floor you will have 218
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votes, as we have learned the hard way in the past, but it does give

ample reason, as I have been asked by some of the press: Do you
really expect to get a bill this year?
As far as we are concerned, we do. The administration wants a

bill and we can proceed forward, and I think they do, I think that
it is very possible. And that is the spirit in which we intend to

move forward.
There are so many areas and so many areas in which the so-

called "minor use," the so-called "specialty products," of which com-
mon sense tells us that there ought to be, "exemptions," et cetera,
I would encourage each of you not to seek out your own special ex-

emption but stay a part of the coalition. Because the important
thing is that if we pursue legislation that we eventually get a Pres-
idential signature. Otherwise, it doesn't do us any good. And, there-

fore, I encourage everyone to stay within the coalition that you put
together, testify in the same spirit

—not testify, proceed in the same
spirit that you testified today.
We thank you for your input, we thank you, too, for your pa-

tience. We appreciate the fact, that in accommodating the adminis-

tration, we have made some problems for some of the rest of you
that would have been through a little bit earlier had we not had
the change as we did. But I think in all fairness, and with the

scheduling problems of the Congress in general, that warts and all,

it has worked out fairly decent today.
We appreciate your patience, your testimony, look forward to

working with you.
Nothing further to come before this subcommittee, we will stand

adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 3:50 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to

reconvene subject to the call of the Chair.]

[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF
LYNN R. GOLDMAN, M.D.

ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR
FOR PREVENTION, PESTICIDES, AND TOXIC SUBSTANCES

U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
AND

JAMES R. LYONS
ASSISTANT SECRETARY

NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

AND
MICHAEL R. TAYLOR
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER

FOR POLICY
U.S. FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION

BEFORE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON DEPARTMENT OPERATIONS AND NUTRITION

COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JUNE 15, 1994

I . INTRODUCTION

Good morning, Chairman Stenholm and Subcommittee members. We are

pleased to appear before you today to discuss the major pesticide/food

safety legislation pending before your Subcommittee. We appreciate

your initiative in scheduling these hearings and your continued

interest and forbearance in working with us to complete the important

task of legislative reform in this Congress.

As you know, the Administration has submitted legislative

language to implement the proposals presented before your subcommittee

last fall. These proposals were introduced last month into the House

of Representatives- and the Senate as the Pesticide Reform Act of 1994

[H.R. 4362 and S. 2084, amending the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic

Act (FFDCA)] and the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide

Act (FIFRA) Amendments of 1994 (H.R. 4329, S. 2050).
4

Taken together, the Administration's bills provide a

comprehensive set of reforms to the nation's pesticide statutes and a
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resolution to the problems and controversies associated with pesticide

regulation.

Today, we want to review the goals of our legislation stated last

fall by Administrator Browner, Commissioner Kessler and Deputy

Secretary Rominger. As we will explain, those goals are no less

important, and the need for legislation no less urgent, than they were

last fall. In fact, we think that the leadership you have shown in

organizing this hearing and the willingness of other witnesses to

express their views today is a signal that the this issue can and

should be resolved. The Administration's approach offers the most

comprehensive proposal available for crafting that resolut^ion.

II. GOALS OF LEGISLATIVE REFORM

The Administration's bills represent a collaborative effort of

the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), U.S. Department of

Agriculture (USDA) , and the Department of Health and Human Services

and its Food and Drug Administration (HHS/FDA) . The goals of that

effort were to resolve the conflicts in current law with a health-

based standard for pesticides in food which also provided full

protection for the diets of infants and children, to ensure that the

regulatory system acted in a timely and appropriate manner to

eliminate unacceptable risks, and to make certain that the producers

have sufficient safe and efficacious materials to raise their crops in

a way that contributes to profitability and sustainability .

Our bills will improve existing legislative authorities governing

pesticides in many areas. They directly address the recommendations

put forth in the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) report,

"Pesticides in the Diets of Infants and Children." Our FIFRA
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amendments also address specific needs for reform that were identified

by the Administrative Conference of the United States (ACUS) that go

to the heart of the credibility gap between consumers and government

when it comes to pesticides. These reforms will help reorient our

efforts to focus on preventing problems at the source, through

appropriate reduction of pesticide risks. History teaches us that in

all aspects of life, prevention saves time, energy, and resources. By

stressing prevention, we will be protecting health and the environment

not only for ourselves and today's children, but also for future

generations .

III. NEED FOR LEGISLATION

The approaches we advocate would change how pesticides' are used

and regulated in this country, and offer the promise of far-reaching

public health and environmental benefits. They will complement our

ongoing administrative initiatives, encourage the development and use

of safer alternatives, respond to the recommendations of the NAS

report on how to ensure that children are protected from potential

pesticide risks, and streamline regulatory programs to improve our

ability to act promptly and effectively.

In addition, as you well know, court decisions have mandated

strict implementation of the provisions of the Delaney Clause in

Section 4 09 of the FFDCA.

Table 1 shows pesticides, crops and states potentially affected

by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit's decision in Les  

v . EPA . We are moving forward to implement the court ftiandate. By an

order signed this week, EPA finalized the revocations of the food

additive regulations for the pesticides remaining from the Delaney

litigation. The next step, proposing revocation of current Section
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409 tolerances involving a number of pesticides and crops not part of

the original lawsuit, has been prepared by EPA, and publication is

expected soon.

A simple "Delaney fix" is not enough. Only a rational system to

set tolerances will protect public health and ensure public confidence

in the food supply. We need to address the ACUS recommendations to

instill credibility in our regulatory programs. That is why our bills

would amend both FIFRA and the FFDCA. Only by reforming both statutes

can we achieve the important public goals of food safety, health and

environmental protection and establish a consistent framework for

timely regulatory decision-making. Change is long overdue.

IV. PENDING LEGISLATION

Three major bills to amend the laws governing pesticides and food

safety regulation are now pending in the House of Representatives:

the Administration's pesticide and food safety reform legislation

(H.R. 4329 and H.R. 4362); the Pesticide Food Safety Act (H.R. 4091)

introduced by Representative Waxman; and the Food Quality Protection

Act (H.R. 1627) sponsored by Representatives Lehman, Bliley, Rowland

and others.

All three bills address some of the same issues, but there are

significant differences among them. The balance of our testimony

today will focus on the major points-of the two bills before your

Subcommittee. H.R. 1627 contains both FIFRA and FFDCA amendments and

has similarities to the Administration's approach. However, there are

also significant differences between the bills. Tables 2 and 3

contain summary comparisons of these proposals.

Although only the FIFRA provision of the Administration's bills

and H.R. 1627 are directly in the jurisdiction of this Subcommittee,
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the FFDCA amendments are just as essential to a full reform of the

nation's pesticide laws. For that reason, we will discuss key

provisions of the FFDCA amendments in addition to the FIFRA

provisions. Of course we will continue to work directly with the

Energy and Commerce Committee and Mr. Waxman's Subcommittee on the

FFDCA legislation.

A) Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA)

Proposals

FIFRA governs the registration and reregistration of pesticides

by EPA and contains a number of other pesticide regulatory authorities

not directly tied to residues in food. FIFRA amendments relating to

eleven major issues are found in the Administration's bilt or H.R.

1627, or both.

1) Registration "Sunset"

Under the Administration proposals, pesticide registrations would

be required to be reviewed and renewed on an active ingredient basis

every IB years, to ensure they are in conformity with current

scientific standards. Complete applications must be submitted to EPA

by year 12 after initial registration or registration renewal. For

the initial implementation of the 15-year cycle, the legislation would

allow for grouping pesticides in a way that permits EPA to balance

workloads and avoid skewed distributions in the numbers of pesticides

Chat "come due" in any given year.

H.R. 1627 contains no comparable provisions.

Scientifically-based regulation of pesticides need to respond to

changes in science and our understanding of pesticides and their

effects. A sound regulatory system requires an orderly process for

incorporating evolving science and a process to ensure that the
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enormous backlog in evaluation encountered initially in reregistration

will not occur in the future.

2) Phase-Out/Phase-Down

The Administration proposals provide that, whenever credible

scientific evidence indicates that a pesticide is reasonably likely to

pose a significant risk to humans or the environment, EPA could by

rule-making take steps to limit the potential risk by requiring the

phase-out or phase-down of the pesticide's use, for example by

imposing production caps or placing restrict ions -on specific uses.

EPA would consult with USDA in establishing phase-out requirements to

avoid unnecessary dislocations.

H.R. 1627 contains no comparable provisions.

By providing an intermediate process to reduce potential risks

while scientific questions are answered, this provision offers an

alternative to lengthy special reviews. In doing so, the public can

be assured that timely action is being taken while ensuring that an

orderly process exists for maintaining important uses. The

Administration's provisions are consistent with ACUS recommendations

for providing EPA with phase-down authority and creating incentives

for sound data development.

3) Streamlining Label Changes And Establishing Uniform Label

Compliance Dates (Label Call-in Authority)

The Administration's proposals include a new provision, modeled

on the existing "data call-in" authority of FIFRA Section 3(c) (2) (B). ,

to establish a streamlined process for achieving relatively small

changes in the conditions of registration (e.g. label changes that

reduce pesticide risks but do not affect the availability of a

pesticide for use on any particular site) . An annual uniform labeling
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effective date would be established, and registrants would be able to

make label changes in a predictable, orderly fashion.

H.R. 1627 contains no comparable provisions.

The label call-in process establishes a means for making label

changes in a unified way without relying on cancellation to enforce

compliance as under current law. The changes proposed by the

Administration would correct problems identified by the chemical

industry by leveling the playing field for registrants and simplifying

the compliance process.

4) Incentives For Development Of Reduced Risk Pesticides

The Administration's proposals would require EPA to establish

criteria for designation of reduced risk pesticides. Regi-stration

applications that appear to meet the criteria would qualify for

priority review, and, if approved, would be accorded two additional

years of exclusive data use, beyond the ten years now provided.

EPA could also grant special conditional registrations for

biological pesticides posing low potential risks. In addition,

deadlines would be established for EPA to act in approving new

alternatives that would lead to a more timely and appropriate review

process and improve the market potential for new materials.

H.R. 1627 contains no specific comparable provisions.

While the prevention of unreaspnable adverse effects from

pesticides is important, the needs of agriculture for sound pest

management tools are just as significant and pressing. It is

incumbent upon the regulatory system to not only deal wit^h pesticide

risks in a timely fashion, but also to ensure that new materials are

available to producers in just as timely a fashion. Full reform of

pesticide laws must take particular care to make the necessary tools
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available for the production of an abundant and affordable food

supply.

5) Alternatives, Integrated Pest Management (IPM) , and

Pesticide Risk And Use Reduction

Consistent with the NAS Report, "Soil and Water Quality: An

Agenda for Agriculture,
" the Administration proposal embodies clear

policy goals favoring safe and efficient use of pesticides. Our

proposal includes provisions that direct federal agencies to take a

leadership role in technology development and transfer and

implementation of Integrated Pest Management, as well as authorizing

USDA to set national implementation goals for its research and

education programs. In addition, the current prohibition on requiring

IPM training as part of certification and training programs would be

repealed. The statute would also authorize regional ecosystem-based

pilot projects designed to reduce aggregate pesticide risks, and

provide a mechanism to focus research priorities.

EPA and USDA would be required to work together to develop and

make available comparative information on the environmental and health

effects of pesticides and to identify the research, education and

extension activities that are most promising in terms of meeting pest

management needs and reducing risk concerns associated with the use of

pesticides. _-

The statute would require EPA to identify pesticides of

regulatory concern in conjunction with USDA' s assessments of

situations in which there are limited alternatives. USDA would then

use this information to focus its research and education efforts to

ensure that alternatives were developed that provide producers with

adequate alternatives that also mitigated the risk concerns.
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EPA would be authorized to establish criteria for "prescription

use" of pesticides. Such authority could permit retention of

pesticides critical to IPM and pesticide resistance management

programs .

H.R. 1627 provisions are less extensive. EPA and USDA are

directed to research, develop and disseminate IPM techniques and other

methods of pest control that enable growers to reduce or eliminate

applications of pesticides that pose greater than negligible dietary

risks. Fruits and vegetables critical to a balanced, healthy diet --

so called "minor crops" because of their acreage -- are emphasized.

As in the provisions for reduced risk pesticides, these

Administration amendments provide directly for the expanded"

development and use of proven pest management systems, such as IPM,

and a coordination of federal efforts to provide producers with

critically needed alternatives. Both areas must be addressed

comprehensively if serious reform is to be achieved.

6) Improved Pesticide Data Collection/Record- Keeping

Following the model of the 1990 Farm Bill provisions, which

applied only to restricted use pesticides, the Administration's

legislative proposals would require record -keeping for all

agricultural pesticide use.

H.R. 1627, does not include new record -keeping requirements,

although USDA is required to coordinate with EPA in collecting

pesticide use data through surveys and to make survey results

available for pesticide exposure assessments and benefits analyses.

Given the need for reliable data to assess actual exposure, the

Administration's proposal would ensure that the data collected pirovide

a sound basis for realistic decision-making.
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7) Pesticide Minor Uses

Incentives for registering minor uses under the Administration's

proposals include priority review and extended exclusive data use

rights. In reregistration under amendments to FIFRA enacted in 1988,

unsupported minor uses lacking only residue chemistry data could

continue until the last study for the pesticide is due, and

registrants would have until that date to supply data for the minor

use.

EPA, and the Department of Health and Human 'Services/Public

Health Service (HHS/PHS) would collaborate to identify critical public

health minor uses that might otherwise be lost, and to arrange for

necessary data support, with HHS/PHS playing a role analogous to that

of USDA in the IR-4 program for agricultural minor uses.

There are no minor use provisions in H.R. 1627. We recognize

that other legislation has been introduced that does deal with minor

use issues, including H.R. 967, the minor use bill sponsored by

Agriculture Committee Chairman de la Garza and others, and

Representative Dooley's bill, H.R. 1867, on public health pesticides.

The problems facing producers who rely on minor use pesticides

have been widely discussed and documented. In pursuing comprehensive

reform, the Administration proposal, strengthens incentives for

registrations of minor use -pesticides and eliminates regulatory

obstacles that have impeded the availability of materials critical to

producers. We are anxious to work with you and other members of the'

Agriculture Committee to ensure these matters are fully addressed in a

comprehensive reform measure.
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8) Cancellation And Suspension Procedures

Consistent with the ACUS recommendations, we believe the

cancellation process needs reform to enable more timely action and

enhance regulatory credibility. Under the Administration's proposals,

cancellation procedures would be amended to replace formal, trial -type

proceedings before an Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) with a notice-

and- comment cancellation process. Suspensions would be decoupled from

cancellation procedures, and the time-consuming and cumbersome ALJ

process for challenging suspensions would be replaced by a petition

procedure and prompt judicial review.

These procedural approaches are generally consistent with the

findings of the ACUS, which basically called for eliminating formal

adjudicatory hearings and replacing current procedures with an

informal notice and comment process, including notice to registrants

and others through publication in the Federal Register and a

reasonable opportunity for written comments.

H.R. 1627 would replace current FIFRA cancellation procedures

with a process described as "informal rulemaking," but add steps not

required under existing law or by the Administration's proposals.

We are concerned that the net effect of H.R. 1627 's provisions

would be to increase the time required to take action against

pesticides found to pose unreasonable risks, and even to make

relatively minor changes that will reduce risks and improve proper

pesticide use. By contrast, the Administration is proposing a

simplified, straightforward cancellation procedure that protects

procedural rights and is consistent with the not ice -and -comment

process followed for most regulatory rulemaking actions in this

country. Table 5 compares the major features of the two bills.
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Specifically, our proposal requires:

O CONSULTATION AND OPPORTUNITY FOR COMMENT BY OTHER FEDERAL

AGENCIES AND THE SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY PANEL (SAP)

Under the Administration proposal, there would be prior

consultation and opportunity for written comment on

proposed cancellation actions by the Secretary of

Agriculture (agricultural pesticides) or Secretary of

Health and Human Services (public health pesticide

uses) . The SAP would also be notified and given an

opportunity to submit comments on the health and

environmental impact of the proposed order.

O ISSUANCE OF PROPOSED ORDER FOR PUBLIC COMMENT AND NOTICE OF

OPPORTUNITY FOR A HEARING

The proposal must be published in the Federal Register

and a copy provided to each registrant of the affected

pesticide.

There would be at least 90 days for comment, and the

proposal must include information on the factual and

legal basis of the proposed cancellation, an analysis

of effects on agriculture and consumers in the case of

agricultural pesticides, and copies of any comments

received from USDA, HHS, or the SAP. The proposed

order would also include notice of the availability of

an informal public hearing.

O INFORMAL PUBLIC HEARING OR NOTICE OF HEARING REQUEST DENIAL

If requested, within 21 days of publication of the

proposed order, the Administrator must either schedule

a public hearing or, if the Administrator determines
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that a hearing is not in the public interest, publish a

notice of the denial and the reasons for the denial in

the Federal Register.

O FINAL ORDER

If, after reviewing the comments and hearing record,

the Administrator determines that the cancellation

standard is met, EPA shall publish a final order in the

Federal Register containing the factual and legal bases

of the final determination, summary of significant

comments received and responses to them, and, where

applicable, an analysis of the impact on cortsumers,

food prices, and the agricultural economy. Copies must

be provided to all affected registrants.

If the Administrator determines not to cancel, a final decision

to that effect must be published and provided to each affected

registrant.

All final orders would be subject to judicial review under FIFRA,

unless no comments opposing the proposal are submitted during the

comment period or at any hearing.

In addition, an applicant for registration may provide new

information that may lead to reconsideration of a final order. Such

reconsideration would require publication in the Federal Register and

at least 60 days for public comment on whether the request for

reconsideration should be granted and the registration approved.

Decisions on reconsideration are judicially reviewable.

The cancellation procedures  prescribed by H.R. 1627 contain

additional, time-consuming steps. Also, in the absence of "label
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call-in" or other provisions, the effect of H.R. 1627 appears to be to

require this full procedure for all changes in labeling, packaging,

composition, or classification of a pesticide. (The Administration's

proposals allow relatively minor changes that do not affect the

availability of a pesticide for a use site to be made using a

streamlined procedure.) The steps required by H.R. 1627 include:

o FORMAL REVIEW OF EVIDENCE BY INTERNAL COMMITTEE

An expert committee of EPA employees or consultants who have

not been involved in any previous analysis must provide

written recommendations on whether the standard for

initiating proceedings is met.

o PRIOR NOTICE TO PESTICIDE REGISTRANTS AND FEDERAL AGENCIES

Registrants would have 30 days to respond to this pre-

notice. The Secretary of Agriculture would have to prepare

an analysis of benefits and use data when an agricultural

commodity would be affected,

o ADVANCE NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULEMAKING (ANPRM)

After receiving the recommendations of the review committee

and any comments submitted by registrants, USDA and HHS, EPA

would publish an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, or a

notice of a proposed decision not to initiate rulemaking,

and allow at least 60 days for comment. • •

o NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULEMAKING (NPRM)

This notice must include detailed information, including the

major scientific assumptions, legal interpretations, and

policy considerations underlying the proposed rule and a

summary of available risk-benefit information. At least 90

days would be provided for comment, and each commenter must
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submit a report on all scientific data on risks and benefits

in the commenter's possession, unless those data were in the

bibliography published with the proposal. USDA and HHS will

be provided copies, and USDA must prepare an analysis of the

potential impact of the proposal on the domestic and global

availability and prices of agricultural commodities, retail

food prices, and societal impacts including consumer

nutrition and health of low- income consumers.

HEARING

If requested by any commenter within 15 days of the close of

the comment period on the proposal, a hearing is to be

scheduled within 60 days of the close of the comment period.

It is not to exceed 20 days in duration.

SAP REVIEW, HEARING AND REPORT

EPA would provide a copy of the proposal to the SAP at the

time of publication and, if any comments are received

opposing the proposed rule, request SAP recommendations on

the health and environmental impact of the proposal and any

significant issues of fact or science policy. The SAP may

hold a public hearing and is to report to EPA within 30 days

of the close of the comment period on the proposal or within

30 days of any hearing on the proposal. EPA must allow a

"reasonable time" for written public comment on the SAP

report . . .

FINAL ACTION

After consideration of all the material in the

rulemaking docket, EPA shall publish either a final rule or

withdrawal of the proposed rule, accompanied by a statement
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responding to the comments received, explaining reasons for

differences from the proposal , and describing the impact on

food prices and the agricultural economy.

After the procedures in H.R. 1627, final actions would be subject

to judicial review, as would final orders under the Administration's

proposals.

A general consensus has emerged among a wide array of interests

that cancellation and suspension proceedings can and should be

stresunlined and that courts of law are hardly the best place to decide

scientific issues. Without altering the standards for action, the

Administration proposal establishes an orderly mechanism that provides

public credibility for regulatory action while preserving ^essential

due process considerations.

9) Enforcement Authorities

FIFRA enforcement provisions are significantly limited, even

though violations may result in serious harm to health or the

environment. The Administration is proposing to modernize FIFRA by

including improved inspection, record keeping and lab audit

authorities and "whistle blower" and citizen suit provisions. The

Administration proposal will increase the flexibility of FIFRA

enforcement, allowing the federal government to seek civil penalties

from the courts, in addition to criminal sanctions. Potential civil

and criminal penalties for FIFRA violations would be significantly

increased, providing EPA and the courts with the flexibility needed to

impose penalties commensurate with the nature of the offense. The

Administration's proposal will also provide the federal government

with the authority to take immediate action, as may be necessary in
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emergency situations. All regulations under FXFRA would be fully-

enforceable.

H.R. 1627 has no comparable provisions.

10) Pesticide Export Restrictions

Generally, the Administration's legislation would prohibit the

export of pesticides not approved for use in the U.S., with certain

limited exceptions.

Export of any pesticide to a country that has decided that it

does not want to receive shipments would be prohibited, as would

export of any pesticide that has been denied registration or

administratively or voluntarily canceled for all or virtually all uses

in the U.S. based on health concerns. Voluntarily canceled, or

withdrawn pesticides could be exported if the Administrator determines

that there is no information indicating their use could pose

significant health or environmental concerns that would require

restriction. Other pesticides which do not raise health concerns

(e.g., pesticides that may have been canceled due to environmental

risks) could be exported to countries that specifically request them

and only if the Administrator makes a finding that they have not been

banned for any reason related to an adverse health effect.

Never- registered pesticides could be exported if there were a

U.S. tolerance in place, or if they had been approved in at least

three countries that have sound regulatory systems and require

independent review of scientific data as a condition of pesticide

marketing. Analytical methods would also be required for all' food use

pesticides.

Export- related activities by- EPA would include enhanced technical

cooperation with developing countries to improve pesticide use and
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regulation. Additional provisions would require pesticide

manufacturers to accept responsibility for sound product stewardship

throughout the world, improve information on exports and make it

publicly available, and otherwise enhance EPA's programs under Section

17 of FIFRA.

H.R. 1627 has no comparable provisions.

The debate over the export of pesticides has raised concerns over

the food supply and has posed problems for registrants in making

investment decisions. The Administration bill offers a resolution

that relies on the informed decisions of foreign countries in the

exportation of pesticides while preventing situations that would

jeopardize public health abroad.

11) Fees To Support FIFRA '88 Reregistration

To address a shortfall in funds to support ongoing reregistration

activities under FIFRA '88, our proposals include authority to impose

a new one-time supplemental reregistration fee assessed on an active

ingredient basis and an individual product reregistration fee. Annual

maintenance fees as required under the current reregistration program

would continue.

Failure to provide the resources we seek through these fee

proposals could have significant repercussions on reregistration

schedules and lead to significant staff cutbacks in the pesticide

program. EPA would simply not have the resources to carry out its

Congressionally mandated responsibilities in a timely fashion.

Tables 6 and 7 illustrate our current projections of the impact

on reregistration. Both these tables assume lower rates of rejection

of studies submitted to support reregistration as a result of our

efforts to work with registrants to identify and eliminate the major
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reasons for study failure and improve data qxiality. If rejection

rates remain at historical levels, further delays are likely.

H.R. 1627 has no provisions to meet these resource needs and keep

reregistration on track.

B) Federal Food, Drug, And Cosmetic Act (FFDCA) Proposals

Under the FFDCA, EPA sets tolerances, or maximum legally

permissible levels, for pesticide residues in food. The FFDCA is also

the source of FDA authority to monitor the food supply and enforce the

tolerances set by EPA.

1) Standards For Tolerance -Setting

Under the Administration's proposals, tolerances for pesticide

residues in all types of food would be based on a single, -health-based

standard, defined as "a reasonable certainty of no harm" to consumers

of the food. For carcinogens, this is the negligible risk standard.

The new uniform safety standard would replace the current conflicting

standards in Sections 408 and 409 of FFDCA and would be the basis for

regulating pesticide residues in all types of foods, whether raw or

processed, for all health risks, cancer and non-cancer.

The statute would specify factors EPA should consider in

assessing pesticide risks as part of the tolerance setting process,

including, for example, risks to significant subpopulations , risks

from multiple sources of exposure in addition to food, and risks from

pesticides that have a common mechanism of action. EPA would also

have clear authority to set multiple tolerances for residues in foods

at different points in the food production and distribution chain,

including at the farm gate and at the point of retail sale, thereby

allowing for the use of lower anticipated residues in exposure
'

assessments. Dietary exposure estimates would apply the protective
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assumption that residues are present in foods at the applicable

tolerance levels, but would explicitly permit exposure assumptions to

be adjusted to reflect the percentage of a crop actually treated with

the pesticide, when reliable data are available.

H.R. 1627 would amend FFDCA to establish a negligible risk

standard for tolerances for pesticide residues in raw and processed

foods, but does not define what assumptions should be made to protect

public health. H.R. 1627 would direct EPA to take various factors and

"reasonable assumptions" into account in tolerance-setting, which are

to be defined by regulation. If reliable data are available, the EPA

would be required to base its exposure assessments on actual residues

rather than assume residues are present at tolerance levels. Percent

of crop treated data would also be used in calculating exposure.

Perhaps most significantly, H.R. 1627 would allow risks that

exceed negligible to continue indefinitely, if outweighed by the

benefits of the pesticide. Economic considerations could over- ride

concerns about dietary risk. Conceptually, this represents a key

difference in approach.

The Administration bill would establish a strictly health-based

standard for food safety, while providing for a transitional period

during which benefits could be considered in circumstances involving

significant benefits to consumers or impacts on domestic food

production. Our experience to date leads us to believe that excluding

consumer and producer benefits from consideration will not cause major

problems. Therefore, the statutory changes we advocate are not likely

to cause significant disruption, especially given the ten year

transition period we have provided for those situations in which
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significant direct consumer benefits might be lost, or which could

lead to significant disruption in domestic food production.

A single, health-based standard for food safety is critical to

guiding decision-makers, as well as for assuring American consumers

that the pesticides used in food production will not pose risks to

their health. A legislative proposal that does not do everything

possible to ensure public confidence in the safety of the food supply,

now in and in the future, will not serve the interests of agricultural

producers or consumers.

2) Special Provisions For Infants And Children

The Administration's proposals for establishing tolerance levels

contain additional requirements that are directly responsive to the

recommendations contained in the 1993 National Academy of Sciences

report. Pesticides in the Diets of Infants and Children.

Specifically, EPA would be required to consider unique consumption

patterns in children's diets and special susceptibilities to pesticide

risks. EPA would publish specific findings that tolerances are safe

for infants and children. (Table 4)

EPA would evaluate multiple exposures when establishing

tolerances and, when appropriate, apply an additional safety factor

and/or take other necessary steps to ensure safety for infants and

children.

The Administration bill also would require the Department of

Health and Human Services and USDA, in consultation with EPA, to

conduct surveys to determine dietary exposure to pesticides among

infants and children. We believe that such information is critical to

ensure that the exposure estimates EPA uses in its risk assessments

are protective of children, in keeping with the NAS report.
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H.R. 1627 does not directly address children's diets and

potential susceptibilities.

A straightforward permanent, specific statutory focus on infants

and children is important. The health of our children and the safety

of their diets is of paramount concern to all of us. Sound pesticide

reform requires particular attention to ensure that our laws are

sufficiently protective.

3) Review Of Existing Tolerances

Under the Administration's proposals, EPA would be reofuired to

review all existing tolerances and ensure that they meet the new

health-based standard within seven years of enactment. Special fast

track provisions would require priority review of pesticides which,

based on currently available data, appear not to meet the safety

standard. EPA would have to identify these pesticides within 180 days

of enactment. The review of 75% of such tolerances will be complete

within three years, and the review of all these tolerances will be

completed no later than four years after enactment. Pesticides

subsequently identified as potentially not meeting the standard may be

added to the fast track; similar time frames would apply for data

submission and review.

H.R. 1627 contains no similar requirements for a review of all

existing tolerances.

The review of tolerance provisions would assure that tolerances

for older chemicals will be evaluated by a specific deadline. This

action would remove the cloud of uncertainty that has plagued these

older uses and simultaneously improve the credibility of the federal

government's statements as to the' safety of the food supply.

4) Section 18 Tolerances
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Section 18 of FIFRA allows EPA to exempt a state or federal

agency from the requirements of FIFRA if emergency conditions exist

which necessitate the use of an unregistered pesticide. Exemptions

are most often granted to States for a limited time to allow the

application of a pesticide for the unregistered use. Under current

law, residues on treated commodities resulting from these authorized

uses are not covered by any tolerances or tolerance exemptions. In

these situations, it has been customary for FDA to use its enforcement

discretion by following EPA- recommended administrative levels and not

taking action against products containing the residues resulting from

a Section 18 use. FDA does have strong reservations about regularly

exercising its enforcement discretion to address these frequently

occurring residues.

The Administration bill addresses this situation. H.R. 4362

would require EPA to set tolerances for pesticides for which an

emergency use is authorized under Section 18 of FIFRA. Establishment

of a tolerance in these instances will not only ensure that the

emergency use is consistent with the statutory safety standard for

pesticide residues in food, but also would provide FDA with an

enforceable limit for residues resulting from Section 18 uses.

H.R. 1627 does not contain a parallel provision.

5) Enforcement Authorities

The Administration bill would provide FDA with three additional

enforcement authorities related to foods that contain illegal

pesticide residues: embargo, recall, and civil money penalties. ,

Embargo

H.R. 4362 would give FDA authority to embargo food shipments

suspected of being adulterated with an illegal pesticide residue for a
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reasonable period until FDA can substantiate whether a violation

exists, and if so, to initiate enforcement action against the shipment

being held.

Although FDA can request the assistance of the States in stopping

the sale or movement of food shipments while FDA develops the

documentation for a seizure action, the process can be cumbersome.

Indeed, FDA cannot always rely on the State's authority.

Providing FDA with its ov/n embargo authority will allow

expeditious action against a food shipment suspected of being

adulterated in those instances where a State cannot, or may choose not

to, act.

Recall

At the current time, FDA is virtually powerless to track

violative food shipments once they have been distributed. The Agency

can neither compel the manufacturer or distributor to disclose records

that show where the product went, nor to recall the product.

Providing FDA with the authority to compel a manufacturer to

recall a food containing illegal pesticide residues would allow for

prompt removal of violative goods from commercial channels and better

protection for consumers.

Civil Money Penalties

In the past, FDA has not taken action against a person who causes

a violative residue in food because criminal prosecution- -the only

available punishment- -has been considered too severe. FDA seizure

actions do not provide a direct or particularly effective mechanism

for deterrence. Providing FDA with the authority to levy civil money

penalties against individuals who cause a food to become adulterated
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with illegal pesticide residues or introduce such adulterated foods

into interstate commerce would address this situation.

H.R. 1627 does not contain any enforcement enhancements for FDA.

The Administration believes that the pesticide statutes need to

be reformed and that providing FDA with proper enforcement tools is a

critical and essential part of that reform. We believe that it makes

no sense to reform the law if, because of a lack of adequate

enforcement mechanisms, it cannot be properly enforced.

6) Residue Monitoring

The Administration bill, H.R. 43G2, specifies the following

priorities for FDA's monitoring program: testing for pesticide

residues determined by EPA to be of special health concern-;, sampling

foods that are high consumption items for infants and children;

looking for residues most likely to result in violations; conducting

incidence and level monitoring; and conducting a total diet study of

pesticide residues in foods as they are consumed.

Although the direction provided by the Administration bill does

not differ significantly from what FDA is doing currently under its

tolerance -enforcement responsibilities, enactment of the

Administration bill would provide a clear statutory mandate that these

monitoring activities should continue.

H.R. 1627 does not contain any parallel provisions regarding

FDA's monitoring programs.

7) Analytical Methods

H.R. 4362 would prohibit EPA from establishing a tolerance ufiless

an analytical method exists that is capable of detecting and measuring

the levels of a pesticide residue in or on the food; with certain

exceptions, the method should be a multiresidue method. Requiring
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better and more practical analytical methodology, supplied in large

part by registrants, for tolerance enforcement purposes should improve

FDA's monitoring capability and programs.

In addition, a registrant of a pesticide would be required to

provide a sample, or "reference standard, " of the pesticide chemical

to EPA for eventual use by any laboratory in residue monitoring

programs. We believe this provision will help to improve the current

system.

H.R. 1627 would permit a petitioner for a tolerance to provide as

an alternative to describing a practical method for detecting and

measuring the pesticide chemical residue in the food, to provide an

explanation as to why such a method is unnecessary. We bei'ieve that a

practical analytical method must be a prerequisite for registration of

each pesticide chemicals for which a tolerance is requested because

without such a method, the tolerance is unenforceable.

8) Preemption Of State Tolerance- Setting Authority

The Administration proposals do not address limitations on state

authority to set more stringent requirements for pesticide residues in

food. Under H.R. 1627, states and localities would generally be

prohibited from establishing their own tolerances for pesticides first

registered or reregistered after April 25, 1985, or for which there

are other "qualifying federal determinations" that protect public,

health. States could petition for waivers based on compelling local

conditions, if the waiver would not unduly burden commerce.

V. CONCLUSION

The many interested stakeholders in pesticide and food safety

legislation have differing perspectives on how best to address these

complex issues. These stakeholders have proposed competing reform
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bills, which have been on the table for several years now. It is

critical that we work to move beyond this adversarial debate and seek

to identify practical approaches that serve the legitimate interests

of all concerned. This has been the Administration's goal in

developing its proposals, as we testified last fall.

If we fail in this regard, we will lose a major opportunity to

advance public health and environmental protection goals and to

maintain and enhance public confidence in food safety and the

pesticide regulatory system. We will also miss an opportunity to

ensure that the regulatory process explicitly addresses the problems

of producers who need effective and safe pest management tools to

raise their crops.

We applaud your initiative in conducting these hearings and look

forward to working with this Subcommittee and others in Congress to

enact meaningful reforms as expeditiously as possible. Changes are

long overdue.

(Attachments follow:)
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Pesticide/Food Safety Proposals:

Summary Comparison of Key Points

FFDCA

H.R. 4329
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FIFRA Comparison
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National Academy of Sciences

Report (1993)

Protection of Infants and Children

B Improve data base to evaluate

Pesticide Safety
- more research on age-related changes

in animals that may indicate

differences in susceptibility of children

to pesticides
- additional studies on hormonal

effects, neurotoxicity immune function,

visual system toxicity in utero

exposure

Improve consumption data for

frequently eaten foods

Improve residue monitoring data

for frequently eaten foods
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National Academy of Sciences

Report (1993)

Protection of Infants and Children

 Strengthen safeguards and

assumptions in risk assessments
-
multiple sources of exposure

- additional safety factors to account for

potentially greater sensitivity

- use probability distribution analyses
and other new techniques

 Ensure that all tolerances are

based on health considerations,

taking into account infants and
children
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Comparison of Steps
Required to Cancel a

Pesticide

H.R. 4239 H.R. 1627
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TESTIMONY BY CONGRESSMAN RICHARD LEHMAN

BEFORE

THE HOUSE AGRICULTURE SUBCOMMITTEE ON

DEPARTMENT OPERATIONS AND NUTRITION

REGARDING

FOOD SAFETY

Wednesday, June 15, 1994

Washington, DC

MR. CHAIRMAN: I WANT TO COMMEND THE CHAIRMAN AGAIN, AS I DID

LAST AUGUST, ON TAKING A LEAD ROLE IN ADDRESSING THE VERY SERIOUS

QUESTION OF FOOD SAFETY. THIS HEARING AND THE ONE LAST SUMMER ON

THE LEHMAN/BLILEY/ROWLAND BILL ARE SIGNIFICANT STEPS TOWARD A

FULL UNDERSTANDING OF THIS ISSUE AND THE BEST AVENUE FOR REFORM.

IT IS DIFFICULT NOT TO BE BOTH ENCOURAGED AND DISHEARTENED

AT THE CLINTON ADMINISTRATION'S RECENT INTRODUCTION OF FOOD

SAFETY REFORM LEGISLATION. I AM ENCOURAGED THAT THE THREE

LEADING AGENCIES - EPA, FDA, AND USDA - HAVE FINALLY AGREED UPON

A PACKAGE THAT CAN BE CLOSELY REVIEWED IN CONGRESS. I AM

DISHEARTENED THAT UPON REVIEW, IT SEEMS THEIR LEGISLATION FAILS

TO IMPOSE SCIENTIFICALLY BALANCED RISK ASSESSMENTS AND REAL WORLD

SCENARIOS IN EVALUATING PESTICIDE RESIDUES.
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IN A RECENT TV REPORT THE QUESTION WAS ASKED, "ARE WE

SCARING OURSELVES TO DEATH"? HAVE WE CREATED AN ENVIRONMENT

WHERE THE REAL RISKS TO PUBLIC HEALTH ARE OVERSHADOWED BY MEDIA

ATTENTION DEVOTED TO SENSATIONALIST HEADLINES? IT IS EASIER TO

LEAD PEOPLE TO BELIEVE THAT ANY DETECTABLE PESTICIDE RESIDUE, NO

MATTER HOW INFINITESIMAL, IS MORE OF A THREAT THAN NATURALLY

OCCURRING SALMONELLA, WHEN THE TRUTH IS CURRENT RESIDUE LEVELS

ARE SO STRINGENT THAT THEY DO NOT POSE A RISK TO PUBLIC HEALTH.

UNFORTUNATELY, THE ADMINISTRATION IN ITS PROPOSAL

OVERCOMPENSATES FOR THE PERCEIVED FEARS GENERATED BY SUCH NEWS

STORIES INSTEAD OF ALLOWING ACCURATE RISK BASED SCIENCE TO TAKE

ITS COURSE. WHILE THE CLINTON PROPOSAL PROJECTS TO ESTABLISH A

"NEGLIGIBLE RISK" STANDARD FOR BOTH RAW AND PROCESSED FOODS, IN

ESSENCE IT SETS A STANDARD SO RESTRICTIVE THAT ANY VESTIGE OF

FLEXIBILITY IS ELIMINATED.

IN ADDITION, THE PROPOSAL ELIMINATES BENEFITS CONSIDERATION

BUT ALLOWS FOR A FIVE YEAR WAIVER IF THE FOOD SUPPLY IS DISRUPTED

OR CONSUMER HEALTH IS THREATENED. ON THE ONE HAND THE

ADMINISTRATION DRAWS THE CONCLUSION THAT THE ONLY BENEFITS

DERIVED FROM PESTICIDE USE ARE ECONOMIC ONES TO THE GROWER, AND

THEN IT TURNS AROUND AND ACKNOWLEDGES THAT THE SAFE AND LIMITED

USE OF PESTICIDES PROVIDE FOR A HEALTHY, ABUNDANT AND AFFORDABLE

FOOD SUPPLY. THE BOTTOM LINE IS THAT BENEFITS ACCRUE TO EVERYONE

AND GIVE CONSUMERS SOMETHING THEY HAVE COME TO EXPECT, FRUITS AND
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VEGETABLES FREE FROM SCARRING, PEST INFESTATIONS, AND DECAY.

I DISAGREE WITH THE ADMINISTRATION'S APPROACH IN OTHER AREAS

AS WELL, INCLUDING THEIR PHASE-OUT PROVISIONS, THE LACK OF

UNIFORMITY, EXAGGERATED EXPOSURE ASSUMPTIONS, AND MULTIPLE

TOLERANCES FOR A SINGLE PESTICIDE. I DO AGREE WITH THE

ADMINISTRATION, HOWEVER, IN THEIR SPECIAL CONSIDERATION FOR

INFANTS AND CHILDREN. AS I HAVE STATED REPEATEDLY SINCE THE

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES STUDY WAS RELEASED, A CHILDREN'S

STANDARD MUST BE INCORPORATED INTO ANY LEGISLATION WHICH PASSES

CONGRESS, INCLUDING MY PROPOSAL, H.R. 1627.

IN ADDITION TO THE SUPPORT OF MY COLLEAGUES CONGRESSMEN

BLILEY AND ROWLAND, H.R. 1627, THE FOOD QUALITY PROTECTION ACT,

HAS BEEN COSPONSORED BY A MAJORITY OF CONGRESS. WHILE THE

ADMINISTRATION HAD GOOD INTENTIONS IN BRINGING FORWARD THEIR OWN

PROPOSAL, THE FACT REMAINS THAT THE APPROACH PUT FORWARD IN OUR

LEGISLATION REFLECTS WHAT IS RIGHT ABOUT OUR CURRENT SYSTEM AND

WHAT IS NEEDED TO IMPROVE IT. FLEXIBILITY DOES NOT MEAN WEAK

STANDARDS, NOR DOES ACCURATE RISK ASSESSMENT MEAN A LACK OF

PROTECTION FOR PUBLIC HEALTH.

CONGRESSMEN BLILEY, ROWLAND, AND I HAVE ASKED CHAIRMAN

WAXMAN OF THE ENERGY AND COMMERCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND THE
«

ENVIRONMENT TO MARK UP OUR LEGISLATION, AND I AM HERE TODAY

ASKING THE ADMINISTRATION TO WORK WITH US AS WELL TO SEE A
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WORKABLE FOOD SAFETY REFORM PACKAGE PASS IN CONGRESS. IT IS TIME

TO MOVE BEYOND THE RHETORIC AND AHEAD TO SERIOUS DISCUSSIONS.

I WELCOME THIS OPPORTUNITY TO COMMENT ON THIS ISSUE, AND I

LOOK FORWARD TO WORKING WITH THE ADMINISTRATION, AS WELL AS THE

CHAIRMAN AND THIS COMMITTEE TO MAKE REAL PROGRESS IN THE COMING

MONTHS .
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National Association of State Departments ofAgriculture
1156 I51H STRffT. \.W. • Svin 1020 • Washington. DC 20005

nutl-HONE: 202/296-9680 • Fax: 202/296-9686

SmON STATEMENT

Testimony of

Becky Doyle, Director

Illinois Department of Agriculture
on behalf of the

National Association of State Departments of Agriculture
before the

House Agriculture Subcommittee on

Department Operations and Nutrition

U.S. House of Representatives

June 15, 1994

re: Pesticide Regulation Reform

Good morning. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the Subcommittee. 1 am Becky Doyle,

Director of the Illinois Department of Agriculture and member of the Board of Directors of the National

Association of State Departments of Agriculture (NASDA). It is a pleasure to appear before this

Subcommittee on behalf of NASDA to discuss the matter of pesticide regulation reform. NASDA is the

nonprofit association of public officials representing the Commissioners, Secretaries and Directors of

Agriculture in the fifty states and the territories of American Samoa, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin

Islands. As the chief state agriculture officials, NASDA's members are keenly aware of the importance

of balancing agricultural production and natural resource conservation on their state's and the nation's

economy.

In most cases, under a cooperative agreement with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the state

departments of agriculture serve as the lead state pesticide regulatory agency in each state. Therefore,

I bring you a unique perspective on pesticide regulations and the reauthorization of the Federal Insecticide,

Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA). NASDA members represent the frontline pesticide regulators

who must balance human health and environmental protection with farmers' needs, and face the state and

local anxiety over pesticide use and regulation.

Background
Under FIFRA, EPA is responsible for registering pesticides using risk-benefit analysis to ensure that

pesticide use will not result in unreasonable adverse effects on health or the environment. EPA registers

a pesticide only if it determines that it will not cause any "unreasonable risk to humans or the

environment, taking into account the economic, social, and environmental costs and benefits of the use

of [the] pesticide." Basically, registrations are licenses for specific pesticide uses that state the terms,

conditions and cautions of these uses.

nasda isa nonprofit association of public offichu representinc the commissioners.

Secretaries and Directors of Agriculture in the fifty sotes and four territories.

Prnitrd on Rrtyt IftI l':ipfi
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To register a pesticide, EPA requires the manufacturer to provide health and environmental effects data,

product labeling information, a confidential statement of the chemical formula of the pesticide, and child-

resistant packaging (if applicable) to EPA's Office of Pesticide Programs, Registration Division. It may
take the applicant a few months to several years to gather the necessary data because of the time involved

in completing the research required to obtain a registration. The Registrations Division decides to approve
or deny the registration after reviewing a complete application. This process can take an average of two

years if all the necessary data have been provided, but much longer if data is incomplete and additional

data is needed.

Separate legislation guides the setting of tolerances for residues of pesticides registered under FIFRA.

The Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA) requires EPA to establish tolerances — the

maximum limits of pesticide residues allowed in or on raw agricultural commodities, processed foods,

or animal feeds. Establishing a tolerance is a prerequisite to granting registration for food-use pesticides

used in the United States.

In order to establish a tolerance, EPA must determine whether tolerance levels proposed by pesticide

registrants will present a health risk to the consumer. Registrants are required to submit toxicology and

residue data in their tolerance petitions (applications) to assess possible health and environmental risks,

to identify the nature and amount of residue that could occur with proper pesticide use, and to present

analytical methods that the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) can use to test the food for residues of

the pesticides. EPA scientists (reviewers) use this data to assess the possible health risks of a pesticide's

use on food and to determine whether proposed tolerance levels would protect the public health. FDA
enforces the EPA tolerances for both domestic and imported produce.

Congressional Debate
American consumers can be confident that the U.S. food supply is safe firom unreasonable risks presented

by pesticide residues. The food products available to U.S. consumers are safe, abundant and economical.

NASDA does believe, however, that improvements in our pesticide laws are needed primarily due to

advances in scientific technological capabilities.

As the national associations of the state lead pesticide regulatory agencies and officials, NASDA believes

that H.R. 1627, the Food Quality Protection Act of 1993, will improve federal regulation of pesticide use

and establish national uniform tolerances for residues in food based upon a "negligible risk" standard, as

recommended by the National Academy of Sciences (NAS). Adoption of this legislation will allow the

U.S. to continue to produce the safest, most economical, and most abundant food supply in the world.

NASDA strongly supports passage of H.R. 1627 and encourage the House Agriculture Committee to

move quickly to favorably report the bill. H.R. 1627 is the most balanced and responsible piece of

legislation pending before Congress, and should be the vehicle used by this Committee in reauthorizing

FEFRA.

The current debate over pesticide regulation reform boils down to a simple conflict between sound science

and emotionalism. Responsible scientists from government, academia, and the industry have shown in

no uncertain terms that pesticides can be safely used to provide strong benefits to consumers in the form

of a safe, abundant and affordable food supply. Those who worry that any use of pesticides is somehow

unsafe — despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary
— have been overcome by the sensationalized

emotional falsehoods perpetuated by "so<alled" experts whose existence depends upon creating fear

among the American consumer. These folks believe that pesticides should be eliminated across the board.
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In April, the Clinton administration proposed legislation reforming the way pesticides are regulated. H.R.
4329 (amendments to FIFRA) and H.R. 4326 (amendments to the FFDCA) would implement the

administration's plan which unfortunately echoes the beliefs of the "chemophobes* lobby. In those bills,

emotion and scare tactics seem to prevail over sound science.

The focus of H.R. 4329 and H.R. 4326 is on eliminating the use of pesticides rather than on ensuring
their safe use. Some of the proposals put forward by the administration may sound sensible, but most
are unworkably rigid and would provide real problems for farmers and food producers. Most

importantly, they are ultimately contrary to the best interests of consumers. If the administration's

proposals are enacted, it is likely that we will see food scares over hypothetical risks that don't exist in

the real world. Adoption of the administration's plan will see the loss of important, safe crop protection
tools to fanners, coupled with an increase in food prices and a decrease in availability and quality of food.

The most disturbing situation that has been created by the administration's bills is the likely scenario that

no pesticide regulation reform will be passed in this Congress. Mr. Chairman, the 103rd Congress needs

to pass pesticide legislation. The industry feces problems created by the conflicting and confusing

regulations of FIFRA and the FFDCA, and consumers need to have their confidence in the food supply
reassured. Both of these objectives can only be achieved by passage of a bill. Let me stress that I am
talking about a bill which improves the sittiation; one which allows producers to enhance the quality and

availability of a safe and nutritious food supply. H.R. 1627 accomplishes that; H.R. 4329 and H.R. 4326
do not.

H.R. 1627 enjoys the support and cosponsorship of some 220 members of the U.S. House of

Representatives. I believe that is a bipartisan majority of the House. This committee should report H.R.
1627 to the House floor, and if the other Committee of jurisdiction, the House Committee on Energy and
Conunerce continues to £ail to act on the provisions under its jurisdiction, a discharge petition should be

initiated. We as policymakers who understand the importance of this matter must force the hand of those

lawmakers who would prefer to either not act or act in a manner inconsistent with sound science.

In the remainder of my testimony, I will concentrate on some of the specific issues which are addressed

by the pending legislation.

Rigid Negligible Risk Standard
NASDA is specifically concerned that a negligible risk standard not be defined by reference to a specific

acceptable numerical risk level, either in statutory language or legislative history. It is essential that EPA
maintain flexibility to take account of evolving scientific standards and to consider all relevant safety and

exposure information. H.R. 1627 allows EPA to employ its expert judgment unhindered by a numerical

straightjacket.

While H.R. 872 (the Pesticide Food Safety Act of 1993 introduced by Representative Henry A. Waxman)
eliminate the Delaney Clause, they replace Delaney with a so-called bright-line standard which would

prohibit EPA from setting a tolerance under any circumstances for a pesticide posing more than a one in

one million lifetime cancer risk based on conservative risk assessment methods. This inflexible standard

would unreasonably restrict EPA's expert judgment and would preclude consideration of advances in

toxicological science and risk assessment.
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The administration's proposal does eliminate the Delaney Clause and replaces it with a narrative negligible

risk standard. It, however, creates a dual tolerance system — one tolerance at the form gate, and the

potential for a second tolerance at the supermarket. This new, undefined two-tolerance system does not

meet the objective of qqs safety standard for all foods, and, in fact, will cause increased confusion for

consumers as well as regulatory problems.

Limitation of Benehts
H.R. 1627 would make clear that EPA may establish a tolerance for a pesticide residue posing greater

than a negligible risk if EPA determines that there are countervailing benefits. EPA would be directed

to take into account health, nutritional and consumer benefits, including the impact of the loss of a

pesticide on the availability of an adequate, wholesome and economical food supply. EPA would be

precluded from considering any impact on pesticide manufacturers or distributors. NASDA believes this

language must be included in any pesticide reform legislation.

The administration proposal would greatly limit the types of benefits that could be considered in pesticide

tolerance decisions, would prohibit the continuation of a tolerance based on exceptional benefits beyond
5 years, and would prohibit any consideration of benefits in tolerance decisions after ten years. The

proposal would prohibit EPA from taking into account the value of a pesticide in maintaining an adequate,

wholesome and economical food supply unless it could be proven that loss of the pesticide would cause

a "significant disruption in the food supply" and would have a profound effect on consumer prices. This

limited benefits consideration will expire after the 10-year period. NASDA strongly opposes this narrow

benefits standard which would be virtually impossible to satisfy. Prohibition of consideration of benefits

for pesticide tolerances would deprive growers of pesticides for which there are no alternatives, would

undermine the nutritional welfare of consumers and would not achieve a meaningful risk reduction.

Limitation on Use of Realistic Exposure Data
NASDA supports the administration's stated goal of using the best available exposure information,

including actual pesticide use and residue data, in setting pesticide tolerances. However, the

administration's proposal would prohibit the use of actual exposure information (including pesticide use

and residue data) and would require use of worse case assumptions unless the registrant could satisfy a

heavy burden of proof. Tolerances based on actual exposure data would be subject to discretionary

periodic reconsideration and a possible requirement for separate tolerances for raw commodities and

processed food. NASDA believes these evidentiary and procedural hurdles would compel the use of

exaggerated exposure assumptions and inflated risk estimates in virtually all tolerance determinations.

ACCELERATED TOLERANCE RENEWAL
The administration proposal would generally provide for renewal of pesticide tolerances over a seven year

period in conjunction with the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) reregistration.

Special expedited renewal, over a four year period, would be required for pesticides identified by EPA
as having a high risk potential. NASDA believes this accelerated review provision is impractical, could

conflict with the FIFRA reregistration process and would give EPA excessive discretion to eliminate

valuable food use pesticides without the procedural protections of the FIFRA cancellation process.

"Phase-Out/Phase-Down" of Pesticide Registrations
NASDA believes it is unnecessary to give EPA entirely new authority to phase-out/phase-down the use

of a pesticide where 'credible scientific evidence shows a pesticide is reasonably likely to pose a

significant risk to humans or the environment." NASDA believes such authority would encourage EPA
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to circumvent the FIFRA cancellation process. It would em|X}wer EPA to limit or prohibit the use of a

pesticide without the external scientific review and procedural protections in the cancellation process,

without any consideration of the pesticide's benefits and on the basis of toxicological evidence that is too

weak, incomplete or inconsistent to support a complete risk analysis. Phase-out orders would generate

damaging adverse publicity, disrupt sales of food products and cause irreparable harm to food producers

and consumers. With the modification proposed to cancellation and suspension by H.R. 1627 and the

administration proposal, this new vaguely defined concept is completely unnecessary.

Cancellation and Suspension
NASDA believes that statutory changes are necessary to permit EPA to remove hazardous pesticides from

the market with reasonable speed. Both the administration proposal and H.R. 1627 would eliminate the

adjudicatory hearing process for cancellation procedures, and suspension actions would be decoupled from

cancellation procedures. Accordingly, we strongly support these provisions to streamline and speed-up

the suspension and cancellation procedures. NASDA believes a provision should be included which would

provide an expedited process to retrieve chemicals from the end-user (feumer) which have been cancelled

and suspended.

Reregistration Process
The administration proposal calls for a reregistration of all products every 12 years. NASDA supports

a reregistration program for all pesticides in order to maintain current and accurate data on products.

EPA should be required to provide adequate lead time for the submission of any new data requirements.

Additionally, the reregistration process should be made less costly and time consuming, allowing the

agency to achieve reregistration is a more efficient manner.

Tolerance Uniformity & Federal Preemption
A tolerance uniformity provision is indispensable to preserve EPA's leadership in pesticide regulation and

to avoid the consumer confusion and unreasonable burdens on interstate commerce caused by special state

tolerance requirements. NASDA strongly supports the uniformity provisions of H.R. 1627.

Pesticide use regulations are best enacted and coordinated at the state level or higher. In this way,

conflicting and overlapping regulations may be avoided, and greater access to scientific expertise and input

is available. With greater citizen input at the state level, action taken will benefit all residents of the state

rather than one isolated town or village. NASDA supports sensible, uniform federal/state regulation of

pesticides through passage of preemptive legislation, while allowing local input into the federal/state

regulatory process.

FDA Enforcement authority
FDA already possesses ample enforcement power with respect to food violations, including seizure,

injunction and broad criminal penalty authority. NASDA does not believe there is a demonstrated need

for FDA to have the additional enforcement authority called for in the administration's proposal, such as

recall, embargo and civil penalty authority for pesticide tolerance violations. This would give FDA
excessive discretionary authority without protecting the due process rights of regulated parties. There is

also no reason for FDA to have different enforcement authority for pesticide tolerance violations than for

other food infractions.
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Private Right of Action
NASDA strongly opposes the concept of citizen suits against EPA, state regulatory agencies and

commercial applicators for any violation of FIFRA as provided for in the administration's proposal. Such

a provision is wholly unnecessary and only encourages frivolous lawsuits and disrupts agricultural

production. There is no evidence that EPA is unable to adequately enforce FIFRA or that a private right

of action provision would meaningfully enhance pesticide safety.

PESTiaoE Recordkeeping
NASDA strongly opposes expansion of the 1990 Farm Bill recordkeeping requirements to cover all

farmers who apply any general use pesticides as provided for in the administration's proposal. Claims

that such a requirement is necessary because USDA does not have sufficient data only points to the failure

of data collection, not the failure of farmers to keep records.

As regulators of pesticide application and pesticide recordkeeping, NASDA's members believe such a

provision would be absolutely impossible to enforce since those who apply general use pesticides
—

categorized as such because of their non-threatening environmental nature — do not have to, in any way,
be identified.

Reduced Use
The administration proposal calls for a joint EPA-USDA chaired effort to, within one year, develop

commodity-specific pesticide use reduction goals. Under the proposal, the statute would clearly state a

policy goal 'favoring reduced use and direct federal agencies to take a leadership role in promoting use

reduction and IPM [Integrated Pest Management] in their programs." The plan calls for implementation

of IPM practices on 7S percent of all production land.

While NASDA believes that IPM programs need to be encouraged, the administration uses the terms

"IPM," "reduced use," and "sustainable" interchangeably. IPM programs do not necessarily mean

reduced use, but more efficient and effective use of crop protection chemicals. Any legislative goals must

clearly define IPM and recognize the difference in the three terms.

NASDA supports the administration proposal calling for the elimination of the prohibition on requiring

IPM training as part of the certification and training programs. NASDA also looks favorably on the

concept of "prescription use" of certain pesticides in an IPM program only as an alternative to complete

loss of the pesticide. Such authority allows the retention of pesticides which may otherwise be cancelled,

and should not become yet another mechanism to reduce production tool options. This administration

request for "prescription use" further points out the need to allow benefits consideration when registering

pesticides.

Minor Use
NASDA strongly supports the minor use provisions contained in H.R. %7, introduced by House

Agriculture Committee Chairman de la Garza (D-TX), and believes this legislation v^ll go a long way
toward correcting the problem created inadvertently by the 1988 amendments to FIFRA which have led

to the loss of necessary minor use crop protection chemicals. While the minor use issue is an economic

one and not a food safety issue, it is extremely important to resolve the issue. The administration

proposal includes aspects of the minor use provisions contained in H.R. 967, but it is incomplete and lacks

the specificity of H.R. 967. NASDA, therefore, recommends that the language of H.R. %7 be used
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in place of the administration's proposal. If a comprehensive bill cannot be worked out, NASDA suggests

that H.R. 967 be passed as a stand-alone bill.

Streamline Label Changes
NASDA believes the administration's proposal calling for an annual uniform labeling effective date

allowing registrants to make label changes in a predictable, orderly fashion, would dramatically speed and

simplify the process for making changes.

Export of PESTiaoES
The administration's proposal would ban the export of any pesticide that has been cancelled in the U.S.

based on health concerns or environmental reasons. NASDA supports a ban on exports for any pesticide

cancelled for health based reasons. NASDA believes this broader prohibition is unnecessary and opposes

such a provision. The U.S. does not allow food products to be shipped into the U.S. unless there is a

food tolerance, eliminating concerns about non-registered products used in a foreign country and then

imported to the U.S. It is further inappropriate for a developed country, such as the U.S., to mandate

its environmental agenda on developing countries whose major production goal may well be feeding its

people.
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The American Farm Bureau Federation appreciates the opportunity to address the

issues raised by the Administration's pesticide reform package.

The concern over pesticide pohcy is intensifying due to several significant forces

influencing the regulatory process. These forces include:

•
Reregistration mandates created by the 1988 amendments to the Federal

Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodentidde Act (FIFRA) have forced safe and

effective pesticides off the market, not for safety reasons, but for economic

reasons. Pesticide losses are impacting growers throughout the country.

• The Les vs. Reillv Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals decision forcing the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to enforce the zero tolerance Delaney
Clause will dramatically impact the availability of fruits and vegetables,

especially if EPA implements its coordination policy.

There are now several different pesticide proposals introduced in Congress. The

wide ranging policy options between these bills make it difficult to achieve

meaningful progress towards a compromise package. We encourage the

subcommittee to move a comprehensive food safety bill this year and point out that a

majority of the House has already endorsed the concepts in H.R. 1627, "The Food

Quality Protection Act of 1993."

The federal government has primary responsibility for safeguarding the food supply,

but farmers are responsible for growing food safely. Growing and raising safe food

is our top goal, and we are confident that new research breakthrough and

innovations will continue to yield a host of products and agricultural technologies

that will help farmers provide an even safer, more healthful and affordable food

supply. However, it is critical to remember that until research advances reach

beyond the farmgate, policies that arbitrarily reduce pesticide use will affect the

supply and affordability of our food supply. These changes will affect low income
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Americans first, those who already consume 20 percent less fresh fruits and

vegetables than people in higher income brackets.
'

Although criticisms are occasionally directed at our nation's pesticide regulatory

system, many seem only intended to undermine public confidence in that system.
While a number of reforms to current law are needed, our pesticide policies are

fundamentally protective of public health. Any reforms ought to be by design,
intended to make a safe system safer and more efficient, not simply more
bureaucratic. We share the views of former U.S. Surgeon General Dr. C. Everett

Koop when he said:

"I do not know of a single instance where exposure to pesticides on
foods in the marketplace is a source of any danger to children or adults.

Ifs a risk of zero."

Dr. Bruce Ames of the University of California at Berkeley adds a word of caution to

those who believe that tighter regulation will improve food safety:

"The attempt to prevent cancer by regulating low levels of synthetic
chemicals by using worst-case, one-in-one million risk scenarios is not

scientifically justified. It diverts resources from much more important
risks. Perversely, it decreases consumption of foods that help to prevent
cancer."

The Goal of Legislation:

With the purpose and intent of designing improvements to the current regulatory

system, there are several important areas that need to be included.

The primary objective of this debate should be to resolve the differences between

FIFRA and the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA) as they relate to

pesticide registration and the tolerance setting process. The "Delaney Paradox," as

described by the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) in its 1987 report, stems from

the contradictory regulation in the zero risk Delaney Clause vs. the risk/benefit

standard in FIFRA and Section 408 of the FFDCA. The "paradox" in the law is that

strict compliance to the Delaney Clause prevents newer, safer but minutely

carcinogenic pesticides from reaching farms to replace older, riskier pesticides.

Continued adherence to a "zero risk" public policy is neither scientifically credible nor

achievable. Coordinating efforts in FIFRA and FFDCA through a negligible risk

standard is an essential component for pesticide reform.

'Steven M. Lutz, David M. Smallwood, James R. Blaylock, Mary Y. Hama,
Changes in Food Consumption and Expenditures in Low-Income American
Households During the 1980'8, USDA/ERS Human Nutrition Information Service,

1993
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Second, legislative reform should create a single regulatory standard applicable for

both fresh and processed foods.

Third, there is general cor\sensus that the process for removing pesticides determined

to present an unreasonable risk to health or the environment takes too long and

should be expedited.

Fourth, it is essential that newer, safer products and technologies be developed and

approved more quickly to replace those being lost. The lack of replacement products
is the most frequently voiced concern by farmers when discussing pesticide policy.

Fifth, the loss of pesticides for "minor uses" is acute and needs to be resolved.

Separate legislation, sponsored by Chairman de la Garza and Senator Inouye, would

help address this concern. The problem is time-sensitive and needs to be addressed

this Congress.

Sixth, is the need to retain the risk/benefit consideration in the registration and

tolerance setting process. The most compelling reason of the benefits from pesticide
use are described by Nobel laureate Norman Borlaug:

"...[I]f U.S. farmers used the agricultural technology of the 1930s and
1940s to produce the harvest of 1985, they would have to convert 75

percent of the permanent pastxire lands in the U.S. or 60 percent of the

American forests and woodland areas to cropland. Even this may be an

underestimation, since the pasttire and forestlands are potentially less

productive than the land now planted to crops. This would greatly

accelerate soil erosion and destroy wildlife habitats and recreational

areas."

The benefits of pesticides accrue to all of society, not just to farmers, and their

consideration in pesticide regulatory decisions is critical for a reasoned and

coordinated p)olicy. The benefits of p>esticide use must be balanced with risks along
with the need to feed a world population that is growing by nearly 100 million

people every year.

Reducing Pesticide Use

According to National Agricultural Statistics Service surveys, total pesticide use has

trended downward since 1982. (Appendix 1)
^

This is an important factor that

should be considered when setting policy. The agricultural industry has absorbed a

* USDA/ERS Report #622 and USDA/NASS reports "Agricultural Chemical

Usage, Field Crops Summary" for 1990, 1991, 1992 and 1993
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tremendous efficiency over the last decade. Further efficiencies will come through
new technologies and public policies that encourage, rather than impede their

development and use. We are troubled by what appears to be a prevailing attitude so

heavily weighted toward the removal of products, rather than the introduction of

newer, safer replacements. We continue to support innovation in farm practices that

will reduce pesticide use. Some of the ideas and options that Farm Bureau has

advocated during the past several that will reduce total pesticide use include research

to find alternative pest control products including: biological control agents, microbial

pesticides, resistance management including the use of genetic engineering, growth

regulators and breeding for host plant resistance. We also believe that improvements
in pesticide application technology and improved applicator training in reduced use

methods will also substantially decrease the need for pesticides without burdensome

new regulations aimed at limiting a farmer's control options.

Dollars are needed to fund this type of effort, and the Administration's package does

not specify the dollar commitment they intend to seek as part of their use reduction

strategy. The need for research dollars for alternatives to pesticides must be the

beginning portion of any strategy that has as its goal substantial reductions in

pesticide use.

The lack of new monies for research on pesticide reduction projects is critical. Right

now, the American Farm Bureau Research Foundation is reviewing eight new
research projects totaling $370,000 that will develop information that farmers can use

to reduce pesticide use. One project is to examine biological control for cotton insect

pests in Texas. We can finance only a fraction of the research projects that come

through our foundation. We estimate that the total dollar commitment to achieve

meaningful results for information that farmers can use to reduce pesticide use is $50

million per year for the next five years.

Already much is being done. In April, at the National Symposium for IPM, over 200

research projects highlighted the vast array of new ideas that will help farmers

reduce total pesticide use. Our goal is to build upon the vast and impressive
research network anchored through the land-grant university system and create new

farming techniques that reduce pesticide use.

Farm Bureau policy for reducing pesticide use is clear and supportive of the

following:

1. The vwdespread promotion and use of integrated pest management (IPM) as a

method of reducing costs, risks, liability and total dependence on farm

chemicals. Expanded educational and pesticide training certification programs
should encourage the adoption of IPM.
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2. Continued research and development of pesticides which degrade more

rapidly, are less environmentally persistent and are compatible with accepted
IPM practices.

3. Increased biological pest control research to determine where biological pest
control measures cem provide practical and feasible substitutes for non-

biological pesticides.

4. A beneficial insects category in USDA's competitive grants program.

5. Improved training programs on the proper handling and safe use of pesticides
to eiTSure the safety of handlers, applicators and agricultural workers.

6. A well funded IR-4 program. Funding for the IR-4 program has crept up, but

it is still far short of the $14 million needed to remove the backlog of

outstanding requests.

7. Continued research on the effects of feirm chenucals on the enviror\ment.

Congress can also create incentives for farmers to reduce pesticide use and to

find safer alternatives. Incentives could include:

•
Streamlining the EPA registration priorities for EPA. Right now EPA has

registration priorities for pesticides that replace Section 18s, for "safer"

pesticides, for pesticides tftat reduce use, for pesticides used on minor crops
and for biological pesticides. Because EPA has so many registration priorities,

nothing becomes a real priority. We suggest EPA focus in on the areas where
farmer's control options are most limited and where risk is highest without

classifying registration priorities by pesticide type.

• EPA should deregulate non-chemical controls and for pesticides generally

regarded as safe (GRAS).

• EPA should work to harmonize state/federal/intemational research and

development incentives for pesticide registrants.

Farmers will continue to reduce pesticide use through new technologies and

information transfers that build upon current downward trends in pesticide use. The

Administration has taken some positive steps toward meeting some of our goals, but

they do not spell out any specific level of commitment. For example, the

Administration places reduced risk pesticides on its registration priority list, but does

not provide any research monies for their development. Instead, their focus is on

regulation and erecting additional barriers to registration and reregistration. This is

akin to crimping a funnel, hoping that what trickles out will be sufficient to provide
our country with a reliable food supply. That focus should be changed to
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concentrate on giving farmers the tools they need to reduce pesticide use. Farmers

have proven that when proven new technologies become available, they will adopt

them.

Building Upon Our Current Food Safety System

The central question to the entire pesticide/food safety debate is "How can our

current food safety system be improved?" This is also the question Congress must

answer if it expects to resolve the gridlock surrounding food safety. Our perspective

is clear. While our current system needs improvement, the evidence is

overwhelmingly in favor of building upon what we have, rather than starting from

scratch.

There is a lot of good news for the American food consumer: the supply of food is

safe and bountiful, quality is unparalleled, variety is ever-expanding and prices are

reasonable. The American farmer/government/university food production system is

unrivaled - our quality of life and health provide sufficient evidence and argument to

build upon our current system.

It is important to note that while modem technology has greatly improved our ability

to measure or detect the tiniest trace of chemicals in food, we have had no increase in

our ability to make these numbers useful or meaningful to the food policy process.

This results in periodic food safety scares. They do not mean that our current system
needs an overhaul. Residue testing is a good example.

In May of 1991, the U.S. Department of Agriculture implemented the Pesticide Data

Program (PDP) to collect objective, comprehensive data on pesticides in fresh fruits

and vegetables. In AprU, they released results from 1992.
^

In 1992, the PDP

analyzed 5,750 fruit and vegetable samples and found that 61.2 percent of the

samples contained detectable residues.

At first glance, this may seem high, but closer examination reveals otherwise. Only
63 of 5,750 samples contained residues in violation of the tolerance. Keep in mind

that the tolerance is the safe and legal limit of the amount of pesticide residue that

may be present in raw or processed foods. Fifteen of those 63 samples with illegal

residues were from imported food. Fifty three examples had residues where no

tolerance was established by the EPA. Only 10 samples contained residues in

violation of the established tolerance.

^
Pesticide Data Program (PDP), Summary of 1992 Data, U.S. Department of

Agriculture, Agricultural Marketing Service, 1994
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When residues were found, 92.8 percent of all residues were below 1 part per million,

55.7 percent were below 100 parts per billion, with 8.5 percent below 10 parts per
billion.

The PDF also compared detected residues with the pesticide tolerance for 40

pesticide/commodity pairs. Of those pairs, only five pairs resulted in a mean
concentration which exceeded 10 percent of the tolerance, with the highest value

representing just 22.5 percent of the established tolerance. In other words, a

minimum tenfold safety margin could be added to the tolerance for 35 of the

pesticide/commodity pairs and the mean detection would be under the established

tolerance. For some pesticide/commodity pairs, the safety margin could be increased

by as much as 200 times and residues would still be under tolerance. Regrettably,
some groups have used our increasing ability to detect as a means to generate
interest among the media and fear among the public.

Clearly, this data indicates that our current food safety system works and changes
need to build upon what is already a solid foundation.

Similarities Between Administration Bill and H.R. 1627/S. 1478

Farm Bureau strongly supports the "Food Quality Protection A ct of 1993," (H.R.

1627 and S. 1478). It is a comprehensive proposal that amends both FIFRA and
FFDCA with a single negligible risk standard for fresh and processed foods. We urge
the committee to mark up H.R. 1627. For the purpose of furthering discussion, we
have listed some of the conceptual areas where there is similarity between the

Administration's plan and H.R. 1627. They include the following:

1. Label Call-In

Farm Bureau could support the concept of a label call-in program as long as this

authority extends only to minor label changes. Label call-in should not remove crop
uses or substantively alter the use of the product. While a label call-in program
might be one area where agreement could be forged, the current language of the

Administration bill is much too broad and gives EPA virtually unlimited authority to

make changes.

2. Integrated Pest Management

Last September, the Administration set a goal of implementing 1PM programs on 75

percent of crop acreage by the year 2000, but the new bill offers no such numerical

goal. To accomplish their IPM goals, FIFRA's current prohibition on requiring IPM

training as part of the certification program will be repealed. Pesticides critical for

IPM programs, but which may pose higher risks, may be available for prescription
uses. Such changes are encouraging but must be accompanied by an on-going
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commitment to overcome numerous impediments. Farm Bureau is fully committed

to working with the Agency on this.

The bill does not identify any specific actions or federal funds to develop research

and new technologies that will allow farmers to achieve wider adoption of IPM. We
strongly encourage that additional federal research monies be appropriated for IPM
research and technology transfers.

3. Pesticide Use Data Collection

The Administration plans to collect additional pesticide use data to improve pesticide

regulatory decisions. Farm Bureau supports the collection of actual residue data from

farm products to establish use patterris for pesticides. This data should be used in

the pesticide registration, reregistration, cancellation and special review process only.
We cannot support the Administration's mandatory record keeping proposal for all

pesticides, due in large part to the punitive nature of their plan that includes

inspections of records by federal employees and others. We also find it inconsistent

that the legislation emphasizes data collection, yet fails to allow, for practical

purpose, the use of that data in determining exposure assumptions.

We also support the collection of additional data that will ensure the safety of

handlers, applicators and agricultural workers, but oppose the Administration's plan
to expand the role of the Health and Human Services Administration "related to the

health effects of pesticides on farm workers." As stated previously, improved worker

training programs will help improve worker safety.

4. Minor Use Pesticides

Farm Bureau is a member of the Minor Crop Farmer Alliance and strongly supports
the "Minor Crop Pesticides Act of 1993," introduced by Representative de la Garza

and Senator Inouye. The Administration recognizes the minor use problem and

supports some of the reforms advocated by the de la Garza/Inouye package. Under
their plan, exclusive data use will be extended for two years instead of 10. IR-4

funding will be expanded. Transitional registrations will continue until reregistration
is complete for specific pesticides. These reforms move toward our objective, but are

weaker than those in H.R. 967. Farm Bureau encourages the Administration to

include the de la Garza/Inouye bill as part of their package.

5. Reduced Risk Pesticides

We support the effort to establish criteria for reduced risk pesticides. We also

support provisions which create incentives for registrants to develop safer pesticides
and farmers to use them once they are registered. We support the Administration's

plan to give registration applications that meet the new criteria priority and

8
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expedited review and thus, qualify for exclusive data use. We also support
conditional registrations for biologically-based pesticides before a full data set is

developed.

We encourage the Administration to seek additional research dollars to find lower

risk alternatives. The Administration's commitment to reduced risk pesticides needs

to be clearly spelled out.

6. Pesticide Cancellation

We support changes in FIFRA, outlined in H.R. 1627, that will streamline the process
for cancellation of potentially dangerous pesticides. The existing cancellation process
is lengthy and hampers EPA's ability to remove potentially dangerous pesticides

from the market in a timely manner. The cancellation process should move quickly
if a full and complete analysis of the data supports the cancellation of specific

pesticide products. Farmers rely on the registration process for safe, effective pest
control products. If new evidence supports the cancellation of products, that process
should move quickly. Much of the integrity of pesticide registration relies on the

ability to deal quickly with "bad actors."

Provisions of the Administration's Flan Farm Bureau Cannot Support

Regrettably, Farm Bureau cannot support many of the Admiiustration's proposed

changes to FIFRA and FFDCA. Despite numerous meetings with the Administration

with the objective of forging a legitimate compromise, the proposal fails to strike

anywhere near a common center. The proposal is excessively focused on

strengthening the regulatory side of pesticide policy rather than on measures that

help farmers reduce pesticide use and risk. Our specific concerns v^th the

Administration plan are outlined below.

1. Loss of Benefits Consideration in the Registration and Tolerance Setting

Process

The Administration v^ll not consider the benefits of a pesticide if risk exceeds their

risk standard and will eventually phase out benefits consideration altogether. A risk-

only approach to pesticide regulation does not reflect the contribution of pesticides to

our food supply. It is important to note the benefits society derives from the safe

and judicious use of crop protection chemicals. These benefits include:

•
Agricultural chemicals reduce the risks of crop failure and stabilize food

production. Farm Bureau has catalogued a list of crops affected by the loss of

minor use pesticides to demonstrate the role pesticides play in food

production. "The Loss of Safe Pesticides for Minor Crops" cites examples from

32 states, and we have provided the subcommittee with copies of the report.
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We have also submitted research from Texas A&M University entitled "The

Economic Impacts of Reduced Ilesticide Use on Fruits and Vegetables"
*
as

further evidence of the benefits derived from pesticide use.

• Agricultural chemicals allow food to be produced on less land. Land that

would otherwise be needed for food production can be devoted to wildlife

habitat and other beneficial uses. Pesticides also allow environmentally fragile

lands to be idled. Fewer farmed acres reduces the amount of water needed for

irrigation.

•
Agricultural chemicals prevent soil erosion resulting from increased

cultivation to control weeds.

•
Agricultural chemicals reduce farm costs. Reduced costs allow us to

compete in world markets. Lower farm costs also translate to lower food

costs which encourage consumption of foods important to health. There is a

growing body of evidence that greater consumption of fruits and vegetables

help prevent cancer. Higher food costs are likely to limit the production of

foods we should be consuming most. In 1988, the Surgeon General's Report
on Nutrition and Health said this:

"Some epidemiologic evidence suggests that frequent

consumption of vegetables and fruits, particularly dark

green and deep yellow vegetables and cruciferous

vegetables, may lower risk for cancers of the lung and

bladder as well as some cancers of the alimentary tract."

•
Agricultural chemicals allow food to be growrn domestically, rather than

depending on imports where we have little to no control over food production
methods.

•
Agricultural chemicals improve the quality and storability of food.

Consumers can expect more perishability at the marketplace as a result of pest
infestation and consumer rejection of products with poor appearance and

quality if farmers are forced to arbitrarily reduce pesticide use. Consumers

can expect poorer quality of foods that are typically stored for long periods,
like apples. High quality foods are essential for meeting export standards as

well. Customer countries will restrict U.S. products if they do not meet quality
or phytosaiutary standards.

* Ronald D. Knutson, Charles R. Hall, Edward G. Smith, Samuel D. Cotner,

John W. Miller, Economic Impacts of Reduced Pesticide Use on Fruits and

Vegetables, 1993

10
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•
Agricultural chemicals have substantially decreased farm labor

requirements, as well as associated costs. History has shown that it is difficult

to attract labor to agriculture due to the often difficult working conditions.

The Clinton plan would not permit approval of any pesticide tolerance with greater
than one in one million lifetime cancer risk, regardless of benefits. Ignoring the

benefits of crop protection chemicals in the registration process presumes that a

widely available and affordable food supply plays no role in human health. In

choosing to eliminate benefits corisideration, EPA has failed to make its case. Why
after three decades is this change of course warranted? Where is the evidence

supporting this? What measurable gain in food safety will be seen from this? Farm
Bureau supports the consideration of both the risks and the benefits of jsesticides in

the evaluation of chemical products and cannot support the Administration's

proposal.

2. Negligible Risk

The Administration's plan defines negligible risk as one-in-one million cancer risk

over a lifetime using 100 fold safety factors. This rigid safety standard ties food

safety down to an inflexible standard that cannot be changed v^dth improvements in

science and technology. In some cases, the new standard may be worse than the

Delaney Clause due to its inflexibility.

It is impossible for Farm Bureau to predict the impact and loss of current

registrations if EPA were forced to implement the new standard. We urge the

subcommittee to ask EPA to analyze the outcome to current tolerances and

registrations and ultimately, the impact to food production under their proposed
negligible risk standard.

Farm Bureau supports a flexible negligible risk standard. One of the primary lessons

from Delaney is that rigid standards do not adapt to changing science. A flexible risk

standard recognizes that risk assessment is constantly evolving and improving. A
flexible standard that allows the EPA to update its methodology to keep pace with

the developing science of risk assessment is an essential part of a coherent food safety

policy.

3. Tolerance Uniformity

The Administration's plan has no provision for tolerance uniformity. States would be

allowed to set f)estidde tolerances that are more restrictive than federal standards.

Farm Bureau supports provisions that prohibit states from establishing pesticide
tolerances that are more stringent than federal tolerances, unless special local

conditiorw warrant consideration for a more restrictive tolerance.

11
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Exposure Analysis

Farm Bureau supports the use of actual pesticide use data in exposure analysis, and

we strongly disagree with the Administration for its intention to use exaggerated

exposure assumptions, such as 100 percent of crop treated at full label rated and
minimum pre-harvest intervals. What is the value in the data collection provisions if

worst-case assumptions are mandated anyway? This provision will guarantee
continuation of overstated risk estimates. We also disagree with provisions which
would give EPA the authority to set multiple tolerances for different points in the

food chain, including at the farmgate and in the grocery store based upon
exaggerated exposure data. This will create a regulatory nightmare for everyone
involved in food production and marketing while doing nothing to improve food

safety.

5. Phase-Out/Phase-Down

Farm Bureau disagrev?s with the Administration's plan that would allow EPA,
without a complete scientific review, to phase-out/phase-down a pesticide by
imposing production caps or eliminating uses. It is impossible to comment on the

potential effects of this provision without knowing what current registrations the

Administration has targeted as likely candidates for regiilation under this provision.
This new authority is extremely vague and loose. It is unclear what situations this is

intended and why existing or expedited cancellation and suspension authority are

inadequate.

7. Enforcement Provisions

The Clinton plan spells out a broad new set of enforcement guidelines, including

requiring all private applicators to become certified applicators. The current

requirement for farmers to keep records of restricted use pesticides only will also be

changed to include all pesticides.

Farmers will be required to notify EPA where records are maintained and will be

required to furnish EPA a copy of the records on written request. Any employee of

the U.S. or states who has been designated by the EPA will have the authority "to

enter and inspect" to obtain: a) Samples of any pesticide; b) Copies of any records

or of any pesticide labels; c) Copies of documents related to compliance under the

Act; d) Copies of any data or samples of any specimens involved in the testing of

any pesticide; and e) Samples of any places where pesticide residues may be found,

including without limitation, agricultural commodities, animals, pests, soil, or water.

The Administration's enforcement efforts seem to rely on intimidation and

harassment of farmers based upon the authority to enter and obtain confidential

12
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business information from farmers. These provisions are excessive and unwarranted
and Farm Bureau strongly opposes them.

8. Citizen Suits

Farm Bureau opposes provisions in the Administration's plan that provides an

opportunity for citizens to ask the EPA "to commence an action against any
agricultviral producer who is alleged to have violated...any provision of the Act."

Enforcement by citizen action implies that the government is incapable of enforcing
the law by itself and needs help from citizens to uphold the law. Citizens are not

trained or qualified to properly eitforce or even report on suspected violations of

federal pesticide law and is a provision that Farm Bureau strongly opposes. If

Congress sees fit to create federal laws that the government cannot eniorce, then

certainly citizen action is not the answer. Allowing citizen action against farmers is

unnecessary, punitive and forces farmers to defend themselves against alleged
violations that v/ill be prosecuted by the federal goverrunent.

9. Suspension

The bill would elinainate the right of a registrant to an expedited hearing on a

proposed suspension order. EPA would be authorized to suspend a pesticide

registration for 180 days without a hearing and without requiring a notice of intent to

cancel. This provision would deny registrants a fair expedited hearing and would
create unnecessary confusion and uncertainty for farmers who market products

containing a suspended pesticide. For these reasons Farm Bureau opposes the bill's

suspension provisions.

Conclusion

The concern over food safety is a concern that farmers share. But our view is

tempered by the knowledge that pesticides remain an essential tool to control pests.

Pesticides, for the foreseeable future, will continue to be used to protect our food

supply from insect, disease and weed pests. Crop protection products themselves

will also change by encompassing more than just chemical control agents. Farmers
are farming differently today than they were 10 years ago or they were one year ago.
Farmers learn something new every day, which changes the way they farm tomorrow
and the way they use pesticides. Standards that are based on the belief that simply

canceling pesticides improves food safety ignores the real world damage that pests
inflict upon crops and ignores the changes in farming practices and integrated

approaches that farmers are using to reduce pesticide use.

Since 1958, our nation's food safety system has been governed by the Delaney Clause,
a well intended but unachievable statute. Although science and technology have
evolved with time, our regulatory system has not kept pace.

'

13
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Driving this debate is the Les vs. Reilly court decision v^rhich will require the EPA to

enforce the Delaney Clause and take action against pesticides that might be

cardnoger^s. The immediate need to replace the Delaney Clause is real. EPA has

chosen to place the burden and responsibility for action squarely on the Congress, to

avoid the potentially harsh effects of a strict policy application of the Delaney Clause.

However, in shifting the burden to the Congress, the Agency has chosen to ignore
other non-legislative remedies that could avoid or soften the impact on farmers and
consumers. In fact, they have taken every action to increase the potentially harsh
economic impact upon the farm community in order to create pressure on Congress
to reform the law. We believe this to be a particularly unnecessary and irresponsible
action with unknown consequences to agricultural producers.

The impacts of Les vs. Reillv case and the Delaney Clause must be avoided. Neither

farmers nor consumers will benefit from the train-wreck policy that is currently being
pursued.

Thai\k you for the opportuiuty to comment.

i 83-589 0-94-10
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TESTIMONY OF TOM STENZEL

Mr. Chcdrman, thank you for the opportunity to appear on this panel

today to testify on an issue of vital importance to the fresh fruit and vegetable

industry. My name is Tom Stenzel and I am President of the United Fresh Fruit

and Vegetable Association (United). United has 2,000 members that are

grower/shippers, brokers, v^holesalers, food service distributors and operators,

retailers, allied suppliers and related educational and scientific organizations in

the United States and abroad.

Mr. Chairman, it is my very strong desire for this Congress to pass

legislation which provides for comprehensive reform of our nation's pesticide
laws. I know time is short, but United is ready to sit down now with interested

groups and begin discussioi\s on pesticide legislation. We want an improved
cancellation process to more quickly deal with problem pesticides, Delaney
reform , a resolution to the minor use problem, cind a process that provides for

speedier approval of a new generation of pesticides such as biologicals. I beUeve

that these and other issues can be addressed in a bill that passes this year.

The nation's fruit and vegetable producers, and those businesses involved in the

shipping, transportation, disfribution and retail of produce want to strengthen
and broaden the regiilatory authorities of the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA). The credibility of EPA as a strong regulator is in need of repair.

Restoring public confidence in our nation's system of regulating pesticides
means providing EPA the ability to more quickly restrict or eliminate the use of

problem pesticides and reforming the outdated Delaney clause.

Many of us in the agricultural community awaited with anticipation the

Administration's pesticide legislation. Despite the overwhelming support from

our industry for H.R. 1627 and S. 1478, and the support of 222 members in the

House of Representatives and over 20 Senators for these two bills, it is well

understood that neither bill is likely to escape the jurisdictional trap that now
contains them. For this reason, we sincerely hoped the Administration would
craft a bill to break the logjan\ that characterizes this issue: they failed.

Mr. Chairman, the Admiiustration's bill has done little to further the prospects
for passage of pesticide legislation. To be fair, the Administration's bill does

addresses many important issues and attempts to bring form to numerous

regulatory concepts deserving discussion. However, the issues and concepts
raised by the bill are ill served by this vehicle. The bill's many flaws preclude its

use as a basis for compromise or negotiation.
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Both the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodentidde Act (FEFRA) and the

Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA) must be addressed by

legislation that attempts comprehensive reform. Amendments to one law, in

isolation to the other, will not accomplish the job of overhauling the system of

regulating pesticides. FIFRA and the FFDCA serve very different functions—

FIFRA regulates the use of pesticides, while FFDCA regulates pesticide residues

in food. Despite these different purposes both laws must operate in harmony.
EPA cannot administer a pesticide regulatory program based upon conflicting

laws. The criteria for approving and regulating the use of a pesticides must be

consistent with the standards governing the presence of pesticide residues in

food. It is for this reason that the Delaney clause is so problematic, because it

represents a standard that is antithetical to the risk-benefit standard contained in

FIFRA and section 408 of the FFDCA.

United strongly supports the risk-benefit principle. Congress intended pesticide

regulatory decisions be made in the context of benefit considerations. The

acceptability of risk is determined by countervailing benefits associated with the

use of a pesticide. FIFRA § 2(bb) defines "unreasonable adverse effects on the

environment" to mean "any unreasonable risk to man or the enviroiiment, taking

into account the economic, social, and envirormiental costs and benefits of the

use of any pesticide." The Admiiustration's pesticide legislation seeks to linut

substantially the consideration of benefits, both in HFRA and the FFDCA.

Furthermore, the Adnurustration's legislation would recoi\struct the pesticide

regulatory system to substantially limit opportunities of stakeholders in a

pesticide to due process. This is a critical point. The essential problem, in

attempting to streamline procedures that would allow the Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) to more quickly restrict or eliminate the use of a

pesticide, is a need to balance a requirement for adequate justification of a

regulatory action and due process, against the requirement for expeditious
action in light of a concerned public and possible marketplace rejection of the

pesticide or foods bearing residues of the chemical.

The Administration bill grants sweeping authority to EPA to restrict or eliminate

the use of pesticides, such that there would be litde regvilatory predictability or

protectioi\s against overly aggressive regulatory actions. This is certain to create

more instability in the marketplace, not less, as food wholesalers, processors and

retailers learn to fear the increasingly likely prospect of possessing inventories of

foods bearing residues of pesticides tainted by an adverse regulatory decision.

Also, we fear that imposing severe limitations on opportunities for pesticide

registrants to defend their products—after making the huge investment to receive

approval for the use of the product—will directly affect the willingness of
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pesticide chemical manufacturers to invest in research, development, money and
time involved in registering pesticides.

Mr. Chairman, what follows in my testimony is a review of some of the

provisions contained in the Administration's bill and our concerns.

Phase-out, Phase-down Authority—This proposed authority is flawed in

concept and carmot be repaired. We strongly oppose the idea of interim

measures which phase-out or phase-down the use of problem pesticides. If a

pesticide is judged to be unreasonably risky, then EPA should take decisive

action to restrict or eUminate the use of that pesticide. Phasing-down or

phasing-out use provides no comfort to the consumer and would be terribly

disruptive to our industry.

The bill would grant EPA the authority to "restrict, reduce or eUminate" the use

of a pesticide where "credible scientific evidence indicates that use of the

pesticide is reasonably likely to pose a significant risk to humans or the

environment." This authority would allow EPA to limit or prohibit the use of a

pesticide without the external scientific review and procedural protections

guaranteed under the cancellation process. Furthermore, EPA would not have

to consider the benefits of the pesticide and could act based upon evidence that

was too weak, incomplete or inconsistent to support a cancellation.

A central reason for pesticide reform is to prevent future Alar and EDB-like

scares. Yet, this provision would precipitate precisely such public alarm. In

effect, EPA would announce that a pesticide is problematic, but then take

incomplete action by phasing-out its use over a 5 year period—a not very

comforting scenario. Streamlining the cancellation process would assure that

pesticides shown to pose unreasonable risks are removed from the marketplace

promptly.

Whistle Blower Protection—The Administration bill would provide broad legal

rights to any employee alleging termination of employment or adverse treatment

in retaliation for bringing a legal action, or threatened legal action, for an alleged
FIFRA violation. Under this authority an aggrieved employee would be

authorized to prosecute a complaint before the Department of Labor and, if

imsuccessful, to bring a lawsuit in Federal court for reinstatement, damages,
costs and attorneys' fees. We view this provision as providing aggrieved
individuals opportimity to harass employers or unjustiy protect employment
status, with no identifiable benefit to public health.

Citizen Suits—The bill would authorize any person to bring a lawsuit in Federal

court against EPA, a pesticide registrant or any pesticide user, except for
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farmers, for any alleged violation of FIFRA or of any EPA pesticide regulatory

reqviirement. This provision would increase the Utigation burdens of Federal

courts, would interfere with EPA's enforcement prerogatives and would subject

pesticide producers and users other than farmers to expensive and burdensome

lawsuits. It is not dear to us if fruit and vegetable producers applying pesticides

during post-harvest operations, i.e., in the packing shed, would be subject to the

citizen suit provision. Nonetheless, we see no useful purpose for this provision.

Cancellation Procedure—The bill would stieamUne cancellation procedures by

eUminating opportunity to an adjudicatory hearing and narrowing the scope of

benefits that EPA must consider to a "general analysis of the impact of the

proposed action on consumers, retail food prices, production of agricviltural

commodities, and otherwise on the agricultural economy." The Administiator

would be required to provide opportunity for public comment on a proposed
cancellation order for a period of not less than 90 days. Further streamlining is

achieved by providing the Administrator discretionary authority to provide
interested parties an opportimity to an "informal hearing" and waiving any

requirement for review of the proposed cancellation order by the Scientific

Advisory Panel is included.

Changes to the cancellation procedure are the most important reform proposed
to FIFRA. This is the central requirement of any change to FIFRA. We need a

process that more quickly restricts or eliminates problem pesticides and that is

responsive to pubUc concern. The intent in reforming the cancellation process
should be to retain the current risk-benefit standard contained in the

"unreasonable adverse effects" definition, while clearing away the procedural
hurdles that impede quick, decisive regulatory action. In other words, the

Agency should be required to prepare as thorough and convincing a justification

for cancellation as under a reformed cancellation process as under current law.

By eliminating cross-examination before an Administrative Law Judge and

relying upon the process contained in the Administration's bill, the burden to

justify the proposed cancellation is substantially lowered—even though the risk-

benefit standard remains imchanged. The reason being the Agency would not

have to justify and defend its proposed action under the test of cross

examination.

Mr. Chairman, let me offer a comparison. If you never had to respond to oral

questioning during your reelection campaign, but could answer all inquiries

through mail, then clearly the burden on you to justify your record and actions

as a Representative before your constituents is substantially less than if you have

to participate in a debate before that same audience. Similarly, eliminating
cross-examination makes EPA's task vastiy less arduous in canceling a pesticide.
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For this reason, we strongly support the cancellation provision contained in H.R
1627, the Lehman-Bliley-Rowland bill and object to the Administration's

proposal. H.R. 1627 makes certain that EPA will only propose cancellation

actions with adequate justification, while eliminating the burden of cross-

examination.

Suspension Procedure—The bill would eliminate the current right of pesticide

registrants for an expedited hearing on a proposed suspension order. EPA
would be authorized to suspend a pesticide registration without a hearing for

180 days. If a cancellation proceeding was not initiated within the 180 day
period, the suspension would remain in effect until the completion of the

cancellation process. This provision would give EPA excessive discretionary

authority, would deny registrants a fair hearing and would cause irreparable
harm to food producers who market products contaimng a suspended pesticide.

Post-suspension court review, as provided for in the bill, would not offer a.

meaningful substitute for a pre-suspension hearing.

hhUCA Amendments :

Pesticide Tolerances—The bill will expand the requirement to establish

tolerances under section 408 of the FFDCA. Any "pesticide chemical residue",

which includes any residue of the pesticide or component of such chemical, or

any other substance present in or on the conunodity or food as a result of the

metabolism or other degradation of a pesticide chemical would require a

tolerance. Currently, EPA is afforded the discretion to determine which inerts

and degradates require tolerances. The expanded requirement for tolerances or

exemptions for pesticide chenucal residues will substantially increase EPA's

workload and place additional data burdens on registrants to support pesticide

registrations and tolerances. We fear the new burdens will adversely affect the

availability of nvinor use pesticides.

Risk Standard—The Administration bill would replace the application of the

Delaney clause to pesticides and impose instead a conservative and rigid risk

standard for pesticide tolerances. No tolerance could be established unless it is

determined that the residue permitted by the tolerance is "safe". The term "safe"

is defined to mean there is "a reasonable certainty that no harm wUl result from

aU anticipated exposures to such residue" and to take into account "special
vulnerabilities of children and sensitive sub populations." A separate safety
standard is established for potential carcinogens, broadly defined to include any

pesticide found to induce cancer in man or animals, or found to pose "a potential

dietary risk of cancer in humans".
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In assessing risk, the bill requires the Administrator to "fully account" for

available information on: the probable consumption of foods by significant sub

populations; the cumulative effect of the pesticide residue and other chemically

or pharmacologically related substances in the diet, and other ways in which the

consumer may be exposed to the pesticide; and, valid scientific data regarding

estrogenic or other hormonal effects associated with the pesticide.

A special requirement to ascertain and publish a finding of safety for infants and

children with respect to a tolerance is required. Furthermore, an additional 10-

fold margin of safety must be applied in establishing a tolerance to protect

infants and children, unless reUable data permit a determination of another

different margin of safety. This requirement would require a 1,000 fold margin
of safety for threshold effects-10 times more than typically required.

No one disputes the necessity of a standard that is protective of public health. I

am also confident that no person in this room would contemplate advocating a

standard that did not adequately protect infants and children from the risks

associated with pesticides. However, the Administration's proposed risk

standard has devolved into political gamesmanship of who can offer the most

protective standard for infants and children. United believes pesticide

legislation must provide very dear direction to liiiut the risks from pesticides to

negligible levels and that EPA must be held accountable for implementing that

standard. Adopting the overly prescriptive risk standard proposed by the

Administration would repeat the same mistake made by Congress in adopting

the Delaney amendment in 1958.

Exposure Assumptions~In establishing a tolerance the Admiiustrator is directed

to assume that foods bear pesticide residues at the level established by the

tolerance closest to the time the food is purchased. The Administrator may
utilize percent of crop treated information, but only if the data relied upon are:

reliable and vaUd; do not underestimate exposure for any significant sub

population group; do not vmderestimate exposure for any particular area; and,

there is provided periodic reevaluation of the estimate of anticipated exposure.

In addition, to the above mentioned requirements, additional considerations

must be satisfied with respect to exposure for infants and children to include an

assessment of available data on food consumption patterns; neurological

differences between children and adults, including the sigitificance of in utero

exposure; and, the synergistic effects of different pesticides.

United believes the constraints imposed upon the use of realistic exposure data

mean that EPA would not use such data and that risk assessments would be

based upon assumptions of 100% of the crop being treated, and that residues in
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foods were present at tolerance levels. Such assumptions would massively
overstate risk resulting in the loss of uses for many currently approved

pesticides or limiting potential uses for futiire approved pesticides. This would
further compound the minor use problem.

Renewal of Tolerances—At present, pesticide tolerances are reviewed

concurrent with the reregistration process for pesticides. The Administration bill

would require a speed-up of the process. So that by three years after the date of

enactment the Administrator must detemune whether or not 75% of the

tolerances or exemptions in effect satisfy the requirements of section 408 of the

FFDCA, and 100% by four years after enactment.

The requirement of tolerances for a broader universe of pesticide chemical

residues (to include inerts and metaboUtes) means the agency may have to make
600 to 1,000 tolerance reviews or evaluations. An enormous burden for an

agency already behind in its responsibility to fully reregister pesticides by 1997.

In United's judgment, decoupling the registration process from tolerance review

makes little sense.

Multiple Tolerances—The Administration bill would authorize EPA to establish

multiple tolerances for a pesticide on a commodity at different points in

distribution (i.e., a farm gate tolerance and tolerance for foods after processing or

at the point of retail). This authority appears intended to solve the problem
created by a requirement elsewhere in the bill to assume, for purposes of risk-

assessment, that residues are at tolerance levels. Tolerances for processed foods

or foods at retail would be lower than farm gate tolerances, since residue

monitoring data indicate that pesticide residues diminish as foods near the point
of constimption.

The new multiple tolerance requirement would mean additional data burdens

for registrants and complicate Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
ei\forcement efforts. Furthermore, multiple tolerances may lead to skewed

perceptions of the relative safety of fresh fruits and vegetables and processed
foods. A higher separate tolerance for a fresh item may lead constimers to

falsely assume a greater risk with the fresh produce and place fresh produce at a

marketing disadvantage. Also, while separate tolerances may be established for

produce sold at retail (grocery stores, etc.) it is vinclear what the enforceable

tolerance would be for produce sold at points closest to the farm (i.e., roadside

stands and farmers' markets) where residues may not have volatilized or

degraded to the same extent as produce sold in a grocery store. United believes

that this provision is imnecessary and overly complicate enforcement.
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Benefits—The Administration bill limits and phases out the consideration of

benefits in pesticide tolerance regulatory decisions. Tolerances that could not

satisfy the new risk standard would be revoked, unless the pesticide provided

extraordinary benefits to public health, or the loss of the pesticide would entail

"significant disruption in domestic food production". Ten years after enactment

of the bill no consideration of benefits in tolerance decisions would be permitted.

Prohibiting the consideration of benefits makes no sense. The explicit

consideration of benefits provides usefvil guidance to the Agency. It assures the

public that regulatory decisions are made in the context of considering the

benefits to society. The Agency has consistently argued that benefits have not

been relied upon to retain uses of unreasonably risky pesticides, so it is clear that

benefits do not impede the proper and timely consideration of risk concerns.

Tolerance Uniformity—The Administration's bill fails to include a pesticide

tolerance uniformity provision. A tolerance uniformity provision is

indispensable to the preservation of EPA's leadership in pesticide regulation and

necessary to avoid consumer confusion. The lack of uniformity between the

states would impose unreasonable burdens on interstate commerce. It makes

little sense to expend the time and effort to enact pesticide regvilatory reform,

overhaul the regulatory process and then fail to establish the primacy of federal

pesticide tolerances.

FDA Enforcement Authority-The bill would grant FDA broad new
enforcement powers, including recall and embargo, and dvil penalty authority,

with respect to tolerance violations. If an officer or employee of the Department
of Health and Human Services "has reason to believe that any article of food is

adulterated . . . the officer or employee may order the food detained for a

reasonable period which may not exceed 20 days (or 10 days, in the case of

perishable food)." The 10 day period could be extended by 5 days if the

Secretary of HHS determines extra time is required to institute an action against

the food. Furthermore, the Secretary may require immediate recall of an article

of food, if the Secretary has "reason to believe" that the food is adulterated. The

distributor of the food subject to the recall order would have no opportimity for

a hearing prior to the execution of the recall and could only challenge the action

in a United States district court.

Civil penalties of up to $250,000 can be imposed upon any person who
introduces into interstate commerce or delivers for introduction into interstate

commerce an article of food violating the tolerance provisions of the FFDCA,

regardless of the significance of the potential health risk involved.
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United believes that such additional FDA enforcement authorities are overly
broad and unjustifiable from the perspective of risks from pesticide residues in

foods.

Mr. Chairman this review does not capture fully the scope of our concerns

related to the Administration's bill. Many other provisions including reduced
risk pesticides, pesticide use record keeping and tolerance expiration cause us

concern. The broad scope of the reforms contained in the Administration's bill

are overwhelming and nuss the need to focus attention on the most important
issues: cancellation under FIFRA, minor use pesticides, a reasonable negligible
risk standard in lieu of the Delaney clause and national uniformity of pesticide
tolerances.

Despite the pressing need for reform we must oppose the Administration's

legislation. The proposals represent a panoply of confused and overly

prescriptive provisions without focus on the fundamental requirements for

reform.
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BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
DEPARTMENT OPERATIONS AND NUTRITION OF THE

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE

HEARING ON FIFRA REFORM

STATEMENT OF THE MINOR CROP FARMER ALLIANCE

Mr. Chairman, my name is Christian Schlect and I am Chaiirman

of the Minor Crop Farmer Alliance (MCFA or Alliance) which

comprises 134 local, regional and national commodity
organizations interested in solutions to the minor use issue.

Accompanying me here today is Daniel Botts who is Chairman of the
MCFA Technical Committee.

The Alliance, representing organizations that grow and
market agricultural commodities, was formed in November 1991 to
address legislative and administrative policies to ensure the
continued availability of crop protection chemicals for minor use

crops. Although the Alliance's focus is on addressing proposed
changes to the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act
(FIFRA) , the MCFA also addresses other issues to achieve its

objectives. These include funding for agricultural research,
harmonized international agricultural chemical standards, support
for integrated pest management, and any needed reorganization of

existing federal departments or agencies to make them more
efficient in addressing crop protection issues.

On June 10, 1993, the Alliance testified before this
Subcommittee and provided extensive background on the origins and

suggested solutions to the minor use issue.

In summary, when we talk about the minor use pesticide
issue, what is meant is the loss of crop protection tools, not
for safety reasons but for economic reasons. Basically, the
costs of generating data to satisfy the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency's (USEPA) requirements for either registering
or re-registering crop protection tools for a particular use

outweighs the return that the agricultural chemical manufacturer
expects from the sale of that product. For example, if it costs

$100,000 to develop data to support a particular minor use

pesticide and sales for that use are $75,000, clearly there is an
economic disincentive for the manufacturer to develop the

required data. This problem applies to both obtaining
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registrations for new uses and maintaining existing
registrations. Over the past five years, this issue has become

particularly acute.

ACCORDINa TO THE HATIONAL ASSOCIATION OP STATE DEPARTMENTS
OP AGRICULTURE (NASDA) , A MEMBER OP THE ALLIANCE, THE LACK OF
SUPPICIENT MINOR CROP PESTICIDES HAS TWO ADDED IMPACTS. THE
FIRST IMPACT IS ON STATE RESOURCES, IN THAT STATE PERSONNEL MUST
BE DEVOTED TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF REQUESTS FOR SECTION 24c AND
SECTION 18 EXEMPTIONS, MOST OF WHICH ARE IN RESPONSE TO MINOR
CROP PEST CONTROL NEEDS.

THE SECOND IMPACT IS ON PESTICIDE INVESTIGATION AND
ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS. STATES MUST PURSUE CASES OF LABEL VIOLATION
WHERE THE PESTICIDE IS NOT REGISTERED ON THE CROP SUBJECT TO THE

INVESTIGATION, BUT IS LABELED FOR USE ON SIMILAR CROPS. CIVIL
PENALTIES ARE IMPOSED FOR VIOLATIONS SUCH AS THE APPLICATION OF

RONILAN ON BLACKBERRIES, ALTHOUGH IT IS LABELED ON STRAWBERRIES
AND RASPBERRIES, OR THE APPLICATION OF LOROX ON CELERY, WHICH IS

LABELED FOR CELERY APPLICATION EAST OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS ONLY.

THE END RESULT IS THAT CROPS ARE EMBARGOED AND CIVIL PENALTIES
CAN BE LEVIED ALTHOUGH THE VIOLATION IS PRIMARILY TECHNICAL IN
NATURE. IN MOST INSTANCES, ECONOMICS IS THE REASON WHY A PRODUCT
IS NOT ON THE LABEL.

We would like to focus now on the legislative solutions to
the minor use pesticide issue which we believe can and must be
enacted this year.

House bill H.R. 967 by Congressman de la Garza, Roberts,
Stenholm and Smith has 128 cosponsors. The companion Senate bill,
S. 985 by Senators Inouye and Lugar has 4 3 cosponsors.

The Minor Crop Pesticides Act would essentially:

(1) Define minor uses to include those non-economic uses
involved on commercial agricultural crops or sites, on animals,
or for public health.

(2) It would extend exclusive data protection for 10 years
when such data relate solely to a minor use pesticides. For

instance, when a manufacturer registers a pesticide for the first

time, EPA is required to maintain their data in confidence.

Competitors can rely on those data only after a certain time

period, i.e., after 10 years have elapsed, or if the original
data submitter voluntarily allows them access. The legislation
would provide additional protection for data relating to minor
use pesticide information.

(3) The legislation would extend the time for submission of

residue chemistry data for minor use pesticides for two years
after the final deadline for submission of data for the major
pesticide uses. Basically, this would establish two categories

-2-
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of pesticide information, one for major uses and the other for
the minor uses. The pesticide manufacturers have indicated that
it would be beneficial if they would be allowed to complete the
re-registration process by developing the data necessary to
support their major uses first, and then subsequently supply the
data necessary for supporting the remaining minor uses.

(4) The legislation would expedite minor use pesticide
registration decisions in three instances: (1) if there are
three or more minor pesticide uses per major use, (2) if the use
would serve as a replacement for a use that has been cancelled
within five years of the application, or (3) the use would avoid
the re-issuance of an emergency exemption. I think that makes
sound public sense. If the USEPA is going to cancel a particular
chemical or if the USEPA, which has been under much criticism
lately for continually issuing emergency exemptions for pesticide
uses, can get uses addressing those circumstances registered,
registration applications for those uses should receive a

priority.

(5) The legislation would also authorize the conditional
registration of minor pesticide uses that were previously
cancelled or proposed for cancellation or deletion after December
24, 1988. Essentially this would return to the market for a

period of time certain chemicals that were previously cancelled
where a clear determination that no safety triggers were exceeded
can be made.

(6) The legislation would also provide a temporary
extension of unsupported minor pesticide uses to the final
deadline for submission of data for uses being supported. This
is a transition period provision. In other words, what is needed
in the farmer community is early notice that a particular
chemical is being eliminated. Manufacturers have a reason not to
provide that notice. When pesticide manufacturers decide not
defend a particular pesticide use, sometimes they wait until they
submit their voluntary cancellation request to the agency prior
to notifying user community of the loss of a use. There needs to
be a better communication system, a warning system that
identifies when a particular use is going to be lost at the
earliest possible time.

(7) The legislation would also establish USEPA and USDA
minor pesticide use programs. It is important that those two
agencies cooperate. As strange as it sounds, in Washington, D.C.
the USDA and USEPA may not always talk to one another. As a
matter of fact, often they talk at one another, if they talk at
all, and that has to change. This is not good for farmers or for
the regulated community or any other parts of our society. Both
federal entities have an opportunity to do great good or great
harm. We would suggest that they focus on doing the greater
good, and one way they're going to achieve that is by
coordinating their efforts in the pesticide area.

-3-
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(8) The legislation would also provide a matching fund for

data development with industry and the USDA. If minor use data
are required, vmder a matching program a grower organization, for

example, could put up half the money with the government putting
up the other half. The growers would then repay the government
share over a longer period of time, e.g., 10 or 20 years.

(9) The Minor Crop Farmer Alliance also wants an increase
in funding for the IR-4 program and have additional funds devoted
to the IPM programs. We think these are very important.

(10) We would also support expedited treatment of

biologicals and so-called reduced risk chemicals.

As a solution to the minor use issue, some have suggested
simply increasing exemptions from data submission for a number of

these minor uses. If EPA does not require so much data, the

potential economic impact would be addressed. However,

pesticide uses associated with fruits and vegetables are those
that are in the public's mind. If a residue problem comes up,

you normally don't hear about it in reference to Christmas trees.

You hear about it developing on fruits, vegetables and specialty
crop foods that people typically consume. The publicity is

particularly intense if it involves children. The Alliance

supports those actions necessary to protect the health and safety
of our food supply and will work with the Administration to

develop a comprehensive approach necessary to assure the

consuming public of the safety products we grow.

The minor use provisions in the Administration's proposed
pesticide/ food safety reform legislation are a major step
forward. We are encouraged by the Administration's recognition
of the minor use problem by including many of the provisions of
H.R. 967 and S. 985 in its proposed legislation.

We look forward to continued discussions with the Congress
and the Administration regarding these provisions. It is

imperative that reasonable changes in the process for minor uses
be made this year.

Attached to our testimony is a revised chart comparing the
Minor Crop Farmer Alliance (MCFA) proposals contained in HR 967

and S. 985 with the Administration's proposals contained in H.R.

4329 and S. 2050. Based upon a review of the Administration's
proposals, the following comments are offered for your
consideration :

1. Section 10 Minor Use of Pesticides (a) Definition, p.

74 . The Agency has established criteria by which a pesticide use
is automatically considered a minor use (a "bright line"). There
are problems with the criteria. First it does not relate to use
of a pesticide on a site, on an animal or for the protection of

public health. Those uses would have to qualify under the second

-4-
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part of the definition, namely that the use does not provide
sufficient economic incentive for its maintenance. It is
recommended that the criteria be revised to also create a "bright
line" to address sites, animals and to protect the public health.
Additionally, the farm gate value or potential return to the crop
on an annual basis should be dropped from the definition. It
simply is an unnecessary restriction. Further, the higher this
value is in relation to the acreage of production, the greater
the negative impact on the availability of crop protection tools
due to liability concerns.

2. Sec. 10 Minor Use of Pesticides fa) Definition, p. 74 .

The second part of the definition of a minor use is an economic
definition i.e. the use does not provide sufficient economic
incentive for its maintenance. However, the definition adds
three additional criteria, any one of which most also be met
namely, (a) there are insufficient efficacious alternative
registered pesticides available for the use, (b) the alternatives
to the pesticide pose greater risks to the environment or human
health, or (c) the pesticide plays a significant part in managing
pest resistance. It is recommended that these three criteria be
eliminated. If a pesticide use is shown to be non-economic, it
should qualify as a minor use. The minor use problem is an
economic problem. It should not be saddled with additional
unnecessary limiting criteria. For example, the criteria that
there are insufficient efficacious alternative registered
pesticide products available perpetuates making just one
potential crop protection tool available for a minor use. Minor
uses should not be limited to one pesticide. This can place the
affected commodity at risk particularly if questions about that
single pesticide ever arise jeopardizing the continued use of the
pesticide.

If the criteria are to remain, another alternative criteria
should be added, namely that the pesticide is included as part of
an Integrated Pest management ("IPM") program.

3. Section 9 Reduced Risk Pesticides, (a) Use of Research
Funds, p. 71 . This provision would authorize use of grower funds
for pesticide research and technology transfer plans. However an
exclusion exists namely "[n]o monies under this section may be
made available to persons directly or indirectly engaged in the
registration of pesticides under this Act for profit." It is not
clear what "directly or indirectly" mean. There may be grower
associations or organizations which may register pesticides for
profit as a small adjunct to the traditional non-profit
activities of the organization. In any event, it is suggested
that this sentence be amended to read "[n]o monies under this
section may be made available to persons whose business
substantially involves the sale of pesticides for profit." This
should eliminate chemical companies which are the entities at
which the provision is presumably aimed.

-5-
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4. Section 10 Minor Use of Pesticides fb) Adequate Time
For Submission of Minor Use Data, p. 75 . The first sentence of
sxibparagraph (n) (1) should be revised to indicate that the
Administrator, on the request of a registrant "or at the request
of a user with the consent of the registrant," may delay action
to delete a minor food or feed use. This would provide user
community greater direct involvement in the extension process.

In addition to the foregoing, consideration should be given
to requesting Congress to modify the Administration's bill to add
a number of provisions included in H.R. 967 and S. 985 which are
not yet part of the Administration proposals. In particular, the
proposed grant program and the establishment of minor use
programs within both EPA and USDA should be included by the
Congress .

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we believe that the differences
between H.R. 967 and the minor use provisions of H.R. 4329, the
Administration bill, quickly resolvable. We believe this issue
can and should be resolved this year and we look forward to
working with you and Chairman de la Garza to enact minor use
legislation this year.

(Attachment follows:)
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OUTLINE OF MINOR CROP PESTICIDES ACT (MCFA)
WITH ADMINISTRATION PROPOSALS
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* STATEMENT OF JOSEPH PANETTA,
I

DIRECTOR OF REGULATORY AND ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS,
MYCOGEN CORPORATION

ON BEHALF OF

THE BIOTECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY ORGANIZATION (BIO)

Thank you Mr. Chairman, and all the members of the Subcommittee, for inviting
me to testify on EPA's proposal for reform of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and
Rodenticide Act (FIFRA), and in particular, on Section 9 of the proposal, which
addresses the registration of biologicals and reduced-risk pesticides.

I am Joe Panetta, Director of Regulatory and Environmental Affairs for Mycogen
Corporation. I have been involved in the fecleral pesticide regulatory process for the

last 1 5 years, first as a pesticide policy analyst with EPA, then as a product

registration manager with a major chemical pesticide producer, and for the last five

years with Mycogen Corporation. I have thus had the opportunity to view pesticide

regulatory issues from various and diverse perspectives. At Mycogen, we are using

biotechnology to increase food and fiber production by developing environmentally

compatible biopesticides and improved, pest-resistant crops. Mycogen's highly
selective biopesticides control target pests without leaving chemical residues in

food, water or soil and without harming beneficial insects, wildlife or humans. A
number of our products are available to farmers now. We are also in the process of

applying for EPA registration of a new generation of genetically enhanced crop
varieties that can resist damaging insects, tolerate new, low-toxicity herbicides, and

produce larger, higher-quality yields. We had operating revenue of $115 million in

1993. Based on a projected slight increase in revenue this year, we expect to be in

the black for the first time in our 1 1-year history.

I am testifying today on behalf of the Biotechnology Industry Organization. BIO

represents more than 500 companies, academic institutions, state biotechnology
centers, and other organizations involved in the research and development of health

care, agricultural and environmental biotechnology products.

Last September, the Clinton Administration announced a pesticide reform

program aimed at reducing chemical pesticide usage and promoting the

development of "reduced-risk" alternatives, including biopesticides. At the time this

was announced, BIO member companies publicly commended the Administration

for taking action in promoting the use of biologicals, an action we believe is long

overdue. In fact, Mr. Chairman, both you and Chairman de la Garza have long

shown foresight in the area of alternative pest control products, and have taken

interest in ensuring continued registration of minor-use pesticides, a category that

includes many biologicals and other reduced-risk pesticides. Last summer, in

hearings you held on registration and reregistration, you heard a panel that included

Mycogen's CEO, Jerry Caulder, testify on alternatives to traditional pesticide

products. Your purpose in holding these hearings was identical to our purpose in

producing our pest control products—to ensure that the American farmer has

access to safe and effective pest management products as expeditiously as

possible. We are not against the use of pesticides; in fact, one of our company's
divisions provides custom pesticide application services in California's Salinas

Valley. However, in a regulatory climate focused on reducing pesticide use, and
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with public and media attention centered on the potential dangers of pesticides, it is

important to ensure that farmers can address these concerns while continuing to

produce wholesome and affordable food. As you said at last year's hearing, all new
methods of pest control that add to the farmer's diminishing arsenal, and that

promise safe and effective results, should be considered for use. I intend to focus

my remarks here today on how the regulatory process will be improved in this

regard under the Administration's legislative reform proposal.

BIO heartily endorses the EPA's intentions regarding biologicals and, separately,

reduced-risk pesticides, as expressed in Section 9 of the proposal to amend FIFRA.

Last year, in testimony given at your hearing on the registration process,

biopesticides industry representatives stated that the regulatory process for

biopesticides was simply not working, and that EPA needed to implement manage-
ment changes to speed up the registration process and to dedicate specific

resources to the review of biologicals. EPA has already moved forward to address

these recommendations. Currently a new division is being formed within the Office

of Pesticide Programs solely for the review and registration of biological pesticides.

We believe that this first step will provide a significant, positive boost for the

registration of these products, while avoiding conflicts of resources needed for the

registration and reregistration of traditional chemicals. We believe that the following

steps, which are the most significant to us of the many progressive changes

proposed in Section 9, will ensure that the industry has greater incentive to develop

reduced-risk and biological products and that they are made available to farmers

more expeditiously.

(1) Criteria for the designation of reduced-risk pesticides will be developed by

EPA. While EPA issued a reduced-risk pesticide policy last year, it did not

define the scope of products to be considered for reduced-risk status.

Consequently, the responsibility was left to the applicant, who could not be

certain whether a product would be accepted for reduced-risk consideration.

This provision removes that uncertainty.

(2) Specific time frames for the review of reduced-ris/( pesticides. This will remove

some uncertainty from the regulatory process. Review times for acceptance of

a product for reduced-risk consideration would be mandated, and actual review

of the product would be completed within 180 days. The trade-off for this

expedited review is immediate revocation of the registration if at a later time

the product is shown not to meet the reduced-risk criteria. We believe that this

is a fair trade-off, In view of the potential liability we would face in placing, a

product on the market that is later found to present a significant risk.

(3) Exclusive use for data extended by two years. This provision requires the

registration of at least three minor uses of the product during the exclusive use

period. This section ensures both that applicants of these products are

provided additional incentive for protection of relatively low-cost data
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packages, as compared to traditional chemistry, and to some extent addresses

concerns about the removal of older, minor-use products from the registration
rolls.

(4) Conditional registration of biological pesticides. Biological pesticides are

typically of very low toxicity to humans, highly specific in their activity against

target pests, and degrade quickly in the environment. Past experience with

biologicals has shown that, due to their unique nature, they do not typically

raise human health or environmental concerns. This section would allow our

industry to move these products into the hands of farmers quickly, while we
develop the data needed for registration, provided that the EPA can conclude

on the basis of available data that the use of the product is in the public

interest and that the product does not raise risk concerns. We believe that this

procedure will place appropriately screened products into farmer's hands one

to two years earlier than under current procedures.

(5) Integrated Pest Management (IPM). Last year the Administration set a goal of

increasing dramatically the number of farm acres upon which IPM practices are

adopted. This Bill would provide for much-needed cooperation between USDA
and EPA to provide information on 1PM directly to farmers. IPM practices are

applicable to ail of the products that we produce, but of even greater

significance is that many small producers of biological pesticides lack the field

specialists needed to introduce farmers to these products. Mycogen and others

are now taking a systems approach to pest control, in which IPM techniques
are used to reduce chemical pesticide use and to protect against the

development of pest resistance, while ensuring a high level of productivity.

This provision would assist in providing this knowledge to farmers.

i

There are many other provisions of this section, including registration priorities,

research into alternative pest control strategies, and coordination of efforts to

register new products (in the face of pending regulatory actions that would affect

the availability of older products), which we believe add substantially to Section 9's

overall goal, which is to expedite registration of biologicals and other reduced-risk

pesticides. We urge you to support the provisions of this section in your consid-

eration of the Administration's overall proposal for amendment of FIFRA. If you
should decide to move forward to address the issue of continued registration of

minor-use pesticides, the provisions of Section 10 should be considered with the

issue of minor use. Together, these sections form the basis of a strategy that

Mycogen and BIO have advocated for several years.

In contrast to the last sixteen years, during which efforts to amend FIFRA have

focused on special review and reregistration of old products, these sections look to

the future. They provide for the registration, and hence the availability to farmers,

of a new generation of products that are already being produced by large and small

companies alike. Much progress has been made by EPA in the year since you last
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held hearings on this subject, for which the new management team in place in the

Office of Prevention, Pesticides and Toxic Substances is to be highly commended.
Our industry has obtained more registrations and Experimental Use Permits for

biologicals and reduced-risk pesticides in the last six months than in any prior

growing season, an accomplishment we attribute directly to this Administration's

policy of supporting the introduction of these products. Farmers in turn have

benefited, by having the opportunity to field-test such new products as a low-

toxicity blossom thinner for apples and a higher-potency biological for control of

caterpillar pests in cotton. The Administration's proposal brings to the registration

process for reduced-risk products a degree of definition and certainty that has

previously been lacking. Thus clarified, the process will move.

In conclusion, large and small companies, including Mycogen, have invested

heavily in research and development to provide American farmers alternatives that

are effective and safe for farm workers, for wildlife and for the environment. In the

past, the EPA registration process has unnecessarily delayed the commercial

availability of these products. At the same time, farmers have lost some of their

most trusted pest control agents and have become increasingly alarmed about their

production capabilities, especially for minor crops. Investors in small companies like

Mycogen have started to become restless. The availability of joint-venture funds is

drying up for industries that appear to be strangled by regulatory inefficiency. This

Bill proposes some simple changes to the registration process for biologicals and

reduced-risk pesticides that will certainly bring more of these desirable products to

market. If Congress makes the commitment to expedited registration of these

products, research and development will intensify and both old and new companies
will provide farmers with much-needed, environmentally safer additions to their

pest-control arsenals. Thank you.
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James B. Boil lot
National Agricultural Aviation Association

Mr. Chairman - Members of the Committee.

I am James B. Boillot, Executive Director of the National
Agricultural Aviation Association. The National Agricultural
Aviation Association has over twelve hundred members and represents
the agricultural aviation industry nationwide.

We very much appreciate the opportunity to share our views
regarding the Clinton Administration's proposed pesticide reform
legislation.

Our review of the provisions contained in the proposal suggest that
this legislation could have far reaching effects on agricultural
aviation, but more importantly, on American agriculture and the
consuming public.

May I explain the role and scope of Agricultural Aviation? The
agricultural aviation industry is made up of small, independent
businesses serving this nation's food and fiber production system.
These businesses own and operate approximately 6,000 specially
build airplanes and helicopters which are used to provide seed,
fertilizer, and agricultural chemicals to this nation's fruit and
vegetable, feed grains, fiber and forest producers. Simply stated,
agricultural aviation enhances crop production, protects our forest
resources, and controls health limiting pests and pathogens.

Our industry has changed dreimatically since that day in 1921 when
an airplane was first used to apply powdered lead arsenate to save
a grove of Catalpa trees in Ohio, from an infestation of Catalpa
Sphinx moths. Today, we use satellite positioning to guide our
swath placement, specialized nozzles and spray products to minimize
off-target deposition, and highly trained, professional pilots and
staff to assure correct use and application. This industry
operates under the regulatory oversight of not only the EPA and
USDA, but also under the oversight of the FAA, DOT, the Fish and
Wildlife Service, and state regulatory officials.

Mr. Chairman, we appreciate the interest which you and your
colleagues are taking in this issue. As we study the provisions of
this legislative proposal, we are concerned with the suggestion of
a new philosophy that places no relevance on the benefits which can
result from the use of pesticide products. Tremendous benefits, in
the form of improved hximan health, efficiencies in food production,
elimination of deadly pathogens, and the ability to farm without
erosion producing tillage, have resulted from the use of
agricultural chemicals.

We are all concerned with the safe use and application of chemicals
and sincerely want to avoid unnecessary risk to any segment of our
population or the environment. Currently, the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) is able to weigh the real and demonstrable
benefits of pesticide use in the production of a wholesome,
abundant, and affordable food supply against known or theoretical
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risks. We believe it is essential that recognition of the benefits
that can result from the proper use of agricultural chemicals must
be maintained as a factor in the determination of approval or

disapproval of a specific product.

Another area of concern to agricultural aviators is the provision
allowing citizen suit against those applying agricultural
pesticides. There is substantial knowledge and training involved
in developing the capability to correctly apply a chemical, or to
determine if a product is being applied correctly. From our

experience we know that there are people who become easily mistaken
regarding what is happening in an application situation. The
determination of compliance with correct usage and application
requirements should remain as the sole purview of regulatory
officials .

Mr. Chairman, this proposal contains language establishing as a

goal, the reduction in the amount of pesticides that are used in

production agricultural. To our knowledge, there is no scientific
data suggesting that a product requiring ounces per acre provides
more safety than a product requiring pounds per acre. We
acknowledge that it may be politically expedient to state that

pesticide usage has been reduced, but we suggest that it is far
more appropriate to base registration and re-registration decisions
on scientific data and to leave use decisions to those who have a

clear understanding of the targeted pest and the conditions
surrounding the specific application. We believe a goal of

reducing the amount of crop protection chemicals can be counter

productive and we urge the Congress to encourage philosophical
goals of safe, economical, high quality food production, and care
to assure that future generations have the same opportunity as we

enjoy today. We believe this to be a realistic goal that can be

accomplished when using the best scientific data to determine

product approval and label instructions.

Mr. Chairman, we are also concerned with the language throughout
the proposal suggesting that registration fees should be utilized
to cover all manner of increased review and regulatory cost. The

greatest beneficiaries of food production technology improvements
are the American cons\imers and in the long run, they should pay for
these increased fees. The American farmer is not in the position
to pass these costs on and should not be asked to accept the burden
of increased regulatory activity.

Mr. Chairman, we very much appreciate the desire of your Committee
to determine what is best for all, the producer, the consumer, the

environment, and future generations. We are grateful for the

opportunity to comment and look forward to working with you ,to

develop legislation that will guide the use of crop production
chemicals and will assure the cons\imers of this nation a safe, high
quality food supply, produced without damage to the environment.
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Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the Subcommittee. Thank you for

the opportunity to testify today on pesticide reform legislation offered by the

Clinton Administration.

I am Richard Wiles, director of agricultural pollution prevention at the

Environmental Working Group, a non-profit environmental research

organization here in Washington, DC.

In the past year, the scientific community has spoken with clarity and

authority on the health risks associated with pesticides and the failure of the

current regulatory system to protect public health, particularly the health of

infants and children. The Clinton Administration has recognized the

seriousness of the issue and has responded to these findings in the legislation

we have before us today, HR 4329 and HR 4362. We wUl focus our comments

today on HR 4362, which amends the Federal Food Drug and Cosmetic Act

(FFDCA).

During the same period of time, the Environmental Working Group
published two reports, Pesticides in Children's Food and Washed, Peeled -

Contaminated, which together analyzed the results of over 23,000 pesticide
residue analyses performed by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the

Department of Agriculture (USDA), and the supermarket industry. Pesticides

in Children's Food documented for the first time the prevalence of multiple

pesticides in fruits and vegetables children eat most. It showed that it is not

uncommon for children to consume individual pieces of fruit or vegetables
with five or more pesticides on them. Washed, Peeled—Contaminated,
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published in May 1994, confirmed these findings and revealed that normal

consumer preparation of fresh fruits and vegetables does not remove or

reduce the incidence of multiple pesticides present w^hen the food is

consumed.

These findings are particularly troubling since the Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) regulates pesticides as if people are exposed to them one at a

time. Moreover, tolerances are based on the food constmiption of a mythical

average person in the population, a process that ignores the relatively high
food consumption of young children when compared to adults. Pesticides in

Children 's Food, for example, found that up to 35 percent of lifetime exposure
to some carcinogenic pesticides occurs by age five. The result of this heavy

exposure early in life is that for the average child, the EPA's "acceptable"
lifetime level of cancer risk from combined average exposure to eight

pesticides is exceeded by age one.

These conclusions were supported and given toxicological context up by the

National Academy of Sciences report. Pesticides in the Diets of Infants and

Children. In essence, the Academy found the entire pesticide tolerance and

regiilatory system lacking and particularly inadequate in protecting young
children. They concluded that "tolerances are not based primarily on health

consideratior\s" and that "the current regulatory system does not specifically

cor\sider infants and children." To address these problems, the committee

recommended that "EPA modify its decision making process for setting

tolerances so that it is based more on health considerations than on

agricultural practices."

At the same time the committee made clear that children need special

protection, and that "in the absence of data to the contrary, there should be a

presumption of greater toxicity to infants and children." They recommended
that "the 10-fold factor traditionally used by EPA and FDA for fetal

developmental toxicity should also be considered when there is evidence of

postnatal developmental toxicity and when data from toxicity testing relative

to children are incomplete." They further cited the common occurrence of

simultaneous exposures to different pesticides with the same toxic effect and

recommended accounting for multiple exposures in regulatory risk  
.

assessments.

Since the release of these reports, a steady stream of new studies has been

published further linking pesticides and their metabolites to human health

effects, particularly cancers and other health effects mediated by the endocrine

system (hormones). A hearing last October chaired by Congressman
Waxman, emphasized the broad public health implications of widespread
environmental contamination with pesticides that disrupt the human
hormone system. At that hearing, the Environmental Working Group
reported that 220 million pounds of 19 endocrine system disrupting pesticides
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are applied eac±i year to 68 crops, and multiple residues of these pesticides end

up in the food supply. Scientific studies have emphasized that fetal or infant

exposure to these pesticides can have serious effects on the reproductive

system, and ti\at tiiese effects can manifest themselves throughout the life

cycle from birth to maturity to adulthood.

We are pleased that the Clinton Admiiiistration has recogruzed and
addressed these studies. We are also encouraged by the tmprecedented

cooperation between agencies. The Environmental Protection Agency, the

Food and Drug Administiation, and the Department of Agriculture have
worked long and hard on this legislation, and we applaud their efforts at

consensus.

The legislation before us today is vast improvement over the unacceptable

proposals put forth by Representatives Lehman and Bliley in HR 1627,which
is nothing but a thirUy veiled attempt to weaken current law.

The Environmental Working Group supports the general public health

orientation of the Administration's legislative proposals, particularly the

proposal to end benefits considerations in tolerance setting. As the consensus

position of the USDA, the FDA, and the EPA, this proposal to create a truly
health based tolerance system is particularly laudable.

In general, however, the Clinton proposals, while well intentioned, fall short

of the mark. This is particularly true in contrast to HR 4091, introduced by
Congressmen Waxman, Synar, and Torres which provides an affirmative,

scientifically sovmd alternative to the Delaney clause that increases public
health protection, and which ensures protection of children from all

pesticides.

The Administration Bill Sacrifices the Delaney Clause, Rather Than Refining
It

The Administration proposes to remove pesticides from vmder the Delaney
clause of the FFDCA and to compensate for this loss in public health

protection with a discretionary health based standard, that is in theory

designed to protect children. Unfortimately, as will be described below, this

health standard is so riddled with loopholes that protection of infants and
children is far from guaremteed. More critically, by effectively repealing the

Delaney clause at it applies to pesticides, the Administration would eviscerate

the only preventive environmental health standard in all federal law. The

spirit of prevention embodied in Delaney would be lost, and nothing

remotely equivalent would be substituted. More than any other provision of

the Administration's package, this change is unacceptable.
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In contrast, the Waxman bill, HR 4091, would refine the concept of

prevention that is the essence of the Delaney clause, and replace it with a

stronger, more rational phase-out requirement. Under HR 4091, pesticides
classified as probable human carcinogens would be phased-out within five

years of enactment. Within 6 months of enactment, the EPA would also be

required to develop a list of pesticides that are potent reproductive or

developmental toxins, endocrine disrupters, potent neurotoxins, as well as

pesticides that are persistent or that bioaccumulate in living organisms.
These pesticides would be phased-out within five years of such listing. All

pesticides that remain in use would be required to meet a mandatory standard

of safety specifically designed to protect infants and children.

This phase-out provision is an essential component of the Waxman bill. It

begins to move farmers away from dependence on pesticides that are widely

recognized as extremely hazardous, emd it begins to deal with the multitude

of residues and toxic chemicals that people encounter everyday, by reducing
the burden of pesticides in the human environment. Most importantly, it

accomplishes this objective in a reasonable, deliberate, scientifically defensible

way, focusing on the most hazardous pesticides first.

The Administration's Safety Standard for Children is Discretionary

Protection of children must be mandatory, and standards in the law must not

provide the EPA with discretion to set weaker standards for infants and

children based on economic benefits to farmers or any other consideration.

At the same time, federal law should not constrain science, nor prescribe

specific risk assessment methods, and neither the Clinton nor the Waxman

proposals do.

What the law should provide instead, is a firm and certain standard of

protection for all children, regardless of the political orientation of subsequent
EPA Administrators, or any other economic or political factor. The Waxman
bill guarantees this protection, the Clinton proposal does not.

For example, both the Administration and Waxman language would set a *

single health-based standard for all pesticide residues in all foods. Both

would require that pesticide residues in food pose "a reasonable certainty of

no harm" to consumers defined as negligible risk. But the two packages differ

in how this risk standard is described. For carcinogens, the Administration

fails to define what negligible is. Although the EPA generally interprets

negligible to mean that a pesticide should not pose a risk to consumers of

greater than a one in one million increase in overall lifetime cancer risk, that

standard is not written into HR 4362. The Waxman bill codifies this standard

in law, guaranteeing uniform public health protection over time.
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The Administration Bill Does Not Explicitly Protect Infants and Children

From Carcinogens

The National Academy of Sciences states that young children may be at an

increased risk from certain pesticides because their consumption and

physiology differs from adults. This may be particulzirly true for carcinogens
where lifelong exposure is thought to be responsible for the effect, and where

exposures that occur early in life are likely to be more significant in producing
the cancer due to the increased latency period, the higher exposure per unit of

body weight, and the potential sensitivity of the infant or child to the

physiological response that ultimately contributes to the cancer.

To protect children from heavy exposure to carcinogens early in Ufe, the

Waxman bill requires that exposture to cancer^ausing pesticides not be

disproportionately accumulated in the first five years of life. The

Admiiustration language includes no specific cancer risk standard to protect
irlfants and childr'en.

For Pesticides That Do Not Cause Cancer, The Administration's Bill Does Not

Provide Children With Additional Safety Margins

Cancer, however, is a very crude measvu"e of toxicity. Many non-carcinogenic

pesticides present hazards to children that are as serious or more serious than

cancer. For example, the fetus, infant and young child have very sensitive

immvme, nervous, and endocrine systems. Many pesticides are known to

interfere with these sensitive systems in animals and in humans.

Meanwhile, current standards for pesticides that cause these effects do not

specifically protect children. Further, current study protocols for these effects,

where they exist, do not require exposure of ir\fant equivalent animals. In

fact, the EPA has only recently begim to require studies for any but the most

crude measures of these toxic endpoints.

This leaves children vmprotected. In the absence of data relevant to children.

The National Academy of Sciences recommended that up to a ten-fold safety

factor be appUed to all food tolerances. The Administration legislation

proposes an additional ten-fold safety factor, but then allows it to be

compromised solely at the Adihinistrators discretion.

The Waxman bill, in contrast, requires the ten-fold safety factoi:, allowing for

it to be eased only when complete and reliable data support a lesser standard.
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The Administration Bill Does Not Protect Children From the Additive Effects

of Pesticides

The NAS committee' was clear that exposure to many different pesticides can

cause additive effects and that children need extra protection from these

combined effects. In fact, the NAS committee went so far as to devise an

innovative new methodology to determine exposure and set standards that

protect children from the combined effects of pesticides that cause the same
toxic effect. The Committee further recommended that all routes of exposure
to these pesticides be incorporated into food tolerance setting.

This latter concern has been addressed by both the Admiiustration and
Wfixman proposals. The Administration bill, however, does not contain a

requirement to protect children from the additive effects of pesticides that are

either pharmacologically related or that have a common toxic mechanism or

effect. The Waxman bill does.

The Waxman bill correctly shifts the burden of proof on this issue. It

specifically requires that "if the Administrator identifies pesticides that are

pharmacologically related or have a common toxic mechanism or effect, the

Administrator shall treat such pesticides as having an additive deleterious

action in the absence of evidence to the contrary." The Administration bill

has no equivalent mandatory language and simply requires that the EPA
examine all available information on the subject.

The Administration Bill Contains No Specific Data Requirements With

Respect to Children

One recommendation of the NAS committee that is universally endorsed is

the need for improved study protocols that will provide regulators with

important information about the effects of pesticides on infants and children.

This includes improving current protocols, such as cancer bioassays, to

include dosing of fetal and infant animals, as well as new studies that

examine the effects of pesticides on the immune, endocrine, and nervous

systems during sensitive stages of development, throughout sexual maturit5'

and on into old age.

The Administration bill contains no specific requirements for developing
these new protocols or for testing pesticides to determine their potential

health effects on infants and children. Although the EPA has begun some
internal processes to develop new study designs, there is no requirement in

the Administration's legislation that appropriate studies be developed or

conducted. In contrast, HR 4091 requires EPA to establish testing protocols
and data to determine whether exposure to a pesticide during fetal

development, infancy, or childhood can cause serious adverse health effects.
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Moving Towards A Health Based Standard

At its core, the Administration bill offers several basic changes in the way
food tolerances are set for pesticides. None is more fundamental or

commendable than their proposal to phase-out the consideration of economic
benefits to farmers in the establishment of tolerances for pesticides in food.

While the timetable for accomplishing this objective is too long
- ten years

-

the proposal reflects the consensus view on the part of USDA, the FDA, and
the EPA, that public health protection must supersede narrow economic
interests.

Representative Waxman accurately characterized the situation in his

statement accomp£ui)dng the introduction of the Administration's bill when
he said:

Pesticides are by far the most dangerous substances we
intentiorially add to foods, and they have never been subjected
to the elementary public health standards that we demand of

other food additives.

The time for this special treatment has ended. The Administration has

recognized this, and has proposed to transform the regulation of pesticides in

food into a purely health based system.

Summary

The Administration's proposed amendments to the FFDCA represent a

reasonable starting point for discussion, with one important exception; the

lack of any effective alternative to the Delaney clause.

The Administration's proposals address, however awkwardly, nearly aU the

issues relevant to the protection of infants and children. This prompts me to

believe that the Administration's provisions could be strengthened to

conform with the far more rigorous reforms offered by Representative
Waxman. The Waxman alternative, HR 4091, provides tougher, more
consistent protection for children, with the burdens of proof appropriately
shifted to industry to prove that a pesticide is safe for children before it is

allowed in, or allowed to remain in food.

However, the Clinton proposal to simply eliminate all preventive aspects of

current pesticide law is plainly unacceptable from a public health perspective.
While the Delaney clause can be n\ade more consistent and scientifically

rational, there is no improving on the core concept of Delaney, which is the

prevention of exposure to the most hazardous pesticides in the food supply.
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Unfortunately, HR 4362, which could otherwise be characterized as a

reasonable starting point for reform, is hamstrung by the absence of a sound,

preventive, equally protective alternative to Delaney.

83-589 - 94 - 11
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June 15, 1994

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, the National Audubon

Society appreciates this opportunity to present testimony on the

Administration's legislative package reforming the Federal Insecticide

Fungicide and Rodentidde Act (FIFRA) and the Federal Food Drug and

Cosmetic Act (FFDCA), HR 4329.

I am Maureen Kuwano Hinkle, and I have directed Audubon's agricultural

policy program for over 13 years. We fully support and endorse the statement

of the Enviromentai Working Group delivered today by Richard Wiles on

the FFDCA part of HR 4329. We devote our testimony to the FIFRA part of

the Administration's proposed amendments.

In general, we commend the Administration for an ambitious effort,

unprecedented in its team approach to pesticides issues involving EPA,

USDA, and FDA. The magnitude of, and the problems involved in,

regulating pesticides prompted representatives of the three agencies to try to

resolve deeply held differences and problems in regulation of pesticides.

The need to change FIFRA and the FFDCA prompted this team effort. Geared

to promote pesticides, the structure transferred to the new EPA in 1970 was

inherently inefficient and inadequate to the task. In the 24 years since that

transfer, regulation of pesticides has bogged down to such a degree no one is

well served. The dysfunctional mechanism for regulating pesticides that EPA
inherited continues to worsen each day.

Today, there is near universal agreement that change is necessary, and that

Congress needs to provide the means to EPA to regulate more effectively. Of

the proposals introduced to address change, HR 1627, the Food Quality
Protection Act sponsored by Reps. Lehman and Bliley, would weaken and

render even more ineffective the regulatory scheme. In contrast, the

Administration's proposal, HR 4329 contains improvements over current

law that would benefit all relevant parties. These improvements go to the

heart of FIFRA and would substitute rulemaking for the cumbersome

adjudicatory hearings, bring enforcement authorities up to the level of other
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environmental laws, establish whistleblower protection, provide for citizen

suits, and expand recordkeeping so that EPA and USDA can determine an

accurate baseline of pesticide use. Such changes are absolutely necessary if

there is to be order instead of chaos and predictability instead of chronic

delays. Following are comments on specific parts of HR 4329.

Section 4 -Cancellation . Currently, adjudicatory hearings are so resource

intensive, neither the agency nor individual companies can afford to

participate. No company can afford the time, resources and expense of

defending their product through the existing adjudicatory hearings. Yet HR
1627 would lengthen the current process which goes against every study of

the agency's procedures in the past 24 years. The most recent

recorrunendations calling for the adjudicatory law hearings to be replaced by
ii\formal rulemaking have come from the Administrative Conference of the

United States (ACUS). ACUS studies the efficiency, adequacy and fairness of

the administrative procedures used by federal agencies in carrying out

administrative programs, and recommends improvements to the President,

Congress, and the Judicial conference of the United States. The ACUS has

made similar recommendations as far back as 1981 under President Reagan.
Because ACUS is nonpartisan and is made up of lawyers and judges, their

recommendations should hold special weight as you consider reforms to

FIFRA. I have attached to this statement a copy of the recommendations,

published in the February 1, 1994 Federal Register.

Spcrion 9raV9VA) -
Regulations for Reduced Risk Pesticides . HR 4329

requires the agency to develop criteria for reduced use by rulemaking. The

agency has sponsored three conferences on reduced use of pesticides, the third

of which is being held June 13-15. Apparently the agency hopes that the third

conference on reduced risk will give it the necessary wherewithal to produce
criteria. To develop rulemaking in a timely way is simply unrealistic, given
EPA's record on this issue. Even with guidelines in place since 1981 for

biological pesticides (subpart M), the agency has failed to implement the

regulations, despite the fact that they were greeted with urwnimous praise

from all parties. Those guidelines were developed by the American Institute

of Biological Sciences (AIBS) for the agency. Three years ago, EPA
Administrator Bill Reilly announced "imminent" policies regarding "safer"

pesticides. The agency has been laboring over biological pesticides for 17

years. ,

Without legislative mandate, EPA prefers to take no action rather than make

a mistake. Although the agency has moved rapidly in recent months to

improve its record of registering "naturally occuring" products, this sudden

haste could actually harm development of new alternatives. Naturally

occurring products are not inherently safe or unsafe. Their toxicity and

nontarget effects need to be evaluated according to their use, exposure and

other characteristics in a deliberate procedure.
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EPA's second reduced use workshop produced several recommendations that

could be helped in legislation. They include building accountability into a fast

track registration for safer products, generation of baseline data and the

knowledge base needed to evaluate alternative pesticides, and creating
incentives for researchers, pesticide producers and end users. All groups in

the February workshop supported creation of a favorable environment for

development of new technologies. Regulations can help enormously by
specifying what kinds of products will receive not only quick review, but

reduced requirements for registration.

Section 9(a)(9)(B) provides registrants the opportunity to designate a pesticide
as a reduced risk pesticide. One can expect niany applicants to take advantage
of this invitation which puts the onus on the agency to figure out whether or

not the product is in fact a reduced risk product. Audubon urges Congress to

set forth criteria so that the registrant knows up front what regulatory door it

can proceed through, what specific data waivers it is entitled to, and what

procedures to expect.

Section 9(d)- Conditional Registration for New Biologicals provides for

conditional registration of a biological which is the same type of conditional

that chemical pesticides receive. The registration is conditional for the

duration of the conduct of required studies, that is, only for the period while

studies are being carried out. A reduced risk registration should not have to

undertake most of the lengthy studies that chemicals must undergo. While
some "alternative" registrations will have to undergo the entire range of tests

because their use is broadscale and nonspecific, an "alternative" product that

is narrow cind very specific, should not have to undertake the same tests.

This difference is not recognized in HR 4329. As long as EPA treats

conventional and new generation compounds the same, the agency is

discouraging new registrations.

The major problem with uniform treatment of conditionals for chemicals

and biologicals is that it perpetuates the status quo at the expense of

technological advancement. While other countries are pushing ahead, the

U.S. limits itself with existing technologies. If we are to be competitive in a

world that is facing new and greater threats by pests and diseases, we must

encourage innovative technologies and the body of knowledge that promotes
them.

What are the threats? Rapid increase in resistance to pesticides frequentiy

leading to emergency treatments; new and spreading non-indigenous pests
from other countries; and the increased cost of clean up of pesticides that are

detected above health advisories or acceptable levels.
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Section 9fg)- Alternative Pest Control Strategies encourages research to

reduce the incidence of pest resistance. Audubon is pleased that HR 4329

addresses pest resistance as a problem that needs attention. Resistance was a

problem that concerned many workshop panels at the February 2-3, 1994

meetings. Audubon believe resistance deserves comprehensive attention.

Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) is being genetically engineered into most major

crops, cind is thus being projected to become a major part of the pest control

market in the near future. With crop reports of resistance to Bt from Hawaii,

Florida, New York and Japan, resistance management is no longer an isolated

case or just an exception. The problem needs to be dealt with in an integrated,
offensive approach.

Section 9(i) - Integrated Pest Management . Audubon is pleased that FIR 4329

included the following mandate: "Federal agencies shall use integrated pest

management techniques in carrying out pest management activities and shall

promote integrated pest management through procurement, regulatory

policies, and other activities." This incorporates the popular
recommendation from the second reduced risk conference EPA sponsored in

February 1994. Federal agencies manage large acreages of public lands, and
utilize surplus stocks of pesticides on such lands. Their use has often led to

environmental contamination not only on site, but on adjacent private lands.

Leading by example is surely appropriate for pesticide use. Audubon would

prefer that federal agencies utilize natural and biological control agents as a

first resort, and chemical pesticides only as a last or emergency choice.

Section 12 — Use by Prescription . HR 4329 would allow use by prescription for

restricted use pesticides in those states that develop "an appropriate state

prescription use plan," or "establish criteria for issuing pesticide use

prescriptions" along with authorization for persons "qualified under such

criteria to issue prescriptions pursuant to the rule." Audubon has at various

times suggested prescription use in order to tailor the need to the site-specific

or situation-specific problem, minimize resistance, and limit use to actual

need. A host of problems need to be addressed if prescription use is to be a

viable option in the reduced risk section of this proposal. These include

qualifications of the prescriber, liability, and conflict of interest, i.e.,

prescribing products in which the prescriber has a financial interest.

Section 16 — Pesticide Record Keeping . Audubon is pleased that record ,

keeping would be expanded to include general use pesticides in HR 4329.

There is a necessit}' to specify the kind of information that is required if any
resulting surveys are to be meaningful. Actual pesticide use data is necessary
to prove benefits of pesticides. Growers have a stake in the accuracy of

pesticide use. If use of an important pesticide is not accurately reported, the

benefits of that product will be underestimated, making it more likely that

decisions on benefits will be undermined. Most importantly, researchers and

regulators need actual pesticide use data to develop management strategies to
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delay the onset of resistance before the pesticides become ineffective against

target pests.

The kinds of information that Audubon believes are essential in addition to

what is now required are: application rate per acre, number of acres, method

of application, EPA registration number, target pests, crop or other site treated,

and other practices employed.

Conclusion

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, we have not covered all

parts of HR 4329. We appreciate the scarce number of days left in this

legislative session, and the fact that nearly all members of the subcommittee

have already signed on to HR 1627. Audubon sincerely believes that EPA
needs to be made more effective if the industry is to survive in an

increasingly complex and competive world, and if the public is to be assured

that safety is not being sacrificed in name of food production.

We do not demand a risk free world. We do not demand that carcinogens be

removed from our food supply. Indeed, Rachel Carson herself claimed that

synthetic cancer causing agents cannot be entirely removed from the modem
world. What we do request is that the worst cancer-causing agents used on

our food supply be phased out in an orderly predictable way. Companies will

find the incentive to explore alternatives in the certainty that there will be a

market for their product by a date certain. Other companies holding

registrations of the "bad actors" can plan to phase down production in a

predictable fashion and convert efforts towards new, needed alternative

products.

HR 4329 is an important step forward, containing many essential ingredients

for EPA to accomplish its tasks, but HR 4329 needs to be strengthened. As

stated, the ACUS recommendations are attached, which contain several

changes that are needed to effect adequate regulation. Any amendments to

FIFRA should carefully weigh and incorporate these well argued changes in

procedures for regulation of pesticides.

Our comments are aimed at trying to help the EPA regulatory framework to

be more consistent, effective and workable. As bad as the current framework

is, to destroy it with bad legislation would provoke a firestorm of protests

across the country. We urge the subcommittee not to take that route.

(Attachment follows:)
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Recommendation 93-5

Procedures for Regulation of Pesticides

Adopted December 10, 1993

The Environmental Protection Agency cannot accomplish its substantive mission in regulating

pesticides without change and improvement in the Agency's regulatory procedures. The Conference

recommends the adoption of a more coordinated and strategic procedural framework for the Federal

Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act ("FIFRA"). EPA needs procedures that create multiple and

reinforcing incentives for regulatory compliance by registrants, for timely and accurate decisionmaking by

EPA, and for effective public participation.

The Reregistration Process

The reregistration of existing pesticides under contemporary risk assessment standards, and the

removal of unacceptable pesticides from the marketplace, are examples where procedures can hinder the

agency's prospects for success in its substantive mission. Reregistration of existing pesticides, which

Congress originally directed to be completed by 1976, became sufficiently delayed so that Congress in

1988 amended FIFRA specifically to force the completion of reregistration by 1998. Yrt subsequent

delays in the reregistration process may cause EPA to miss this congressional deadline. To some extent,

the delay may reflect the underlying difficulty and resource-imensiveness of the risk assessment enterprise

with which EPA has been charged. There are some 50.000 pesticide products that are separately

formulated from 642 identified active ingredients. Although EPA has tried to expedite its task by

focusing reregistration on some 402 "cases" (composed of single or related active ingredients), each case

can require evaluation of 100-150 separate studies, every one of which may pose further questions of

scientific protocol and interpretation. It may be that EPA's Office of Pesticide Programs needs more

personnel to match its regulatory task.

Whatever the case for additional resources (a question not addressed by the Conference), there is a

more basic need for timely and adequate data from registrants-all else in the reregistration process

depends on this. Yet the reregistration process does not now provide sufficient procedural incentives to

encourage submission of timely and adequate data. In general, because registrants continue to market

their products during reregistration, they have linle to lose by regulatory decisions that are reached later

rather than sooner. Although the 1988 FIFRA Amendments require registrants to identify data gaps, and

conmiit to fill them, the 1988 Amendments do not provide the agency with sufficient tools to police tardy

or inadequate data submissions.

As to tardiness, the 1988 Amendments authorized the agency to suspend registrations of those

registrants that fail to submit dau. But EPA must first provide nonsubmitters with 30-days' notice in

response to which registrants can demand a limited hearing (which must be held within 75 days); the 1988
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Amendments further provide that registrants suspended for not submitting data can have their registrations
'reinstated" upon submission of the data. Some registrants, ironically, have used these suspension

procedures as a means of obtaining penalty-free and self-awarded extensions of time. In the 7 months
between August 1991 and February 1992, for example, EPA found it necessary to issue 70 Notices of
Intent to Suspend for nonsubmittal of data, yet in the majority of these instances (S3) the registrants

merely submitted their data prior to exhausting their procedural rights and were no worse off for having
missed their deadlines. To create an additional disincentive for untimely data submissions it is necessary
to make lateness costly to the registrant. To this end, the Conference recommends that Congress
authorize EPA to impose civil money penalties for untimely data.

As to the adequacy of data, EPA may now have the theoretical (but untested in court) capacity to

suspend or cancel the registration of those pesticides for which inadequate data have been submitted.

However, the more common response to inadequate data is a "data call-in," through which the agency
demands that studies be redone—a source of additional delay that the agency has identified as significant.

Even with respea to its highest priority pesticides, EPA has in the recent past found 50 percent of studies

to be either inadequate, 'upgradable' or otherwise requiring supplementation. Although the cost of

redoing studies should provide some incentive for registrants to ensure that their studies meet EPA's

quality criteria, it does not seem to provide a sufficient incentive. In fairness to some registrants, there is

evidence that EPA itself may be partially to blame for the high rates of data rejection. In 1992, an

internal agency review found that misinterpretation of data requirements and poor guidance from EPA
case managers were in part responsible for the inadequacy of data submissions. The Conference therefore

recommends that EPA promulgate and communicate clear data standards and guidance on the data

expected from registrants. To help prevent the submission of inadequate data even after sufficiently clear

agency guidance has been given, the Conference recommends that Congress authorize EPA to levy
administrative civil money penalties upon registrants submitting data that fail to meet previously
announced standards. This will not only create incentives for registrants to take the extra steps necessary
to ensure the adequacy of their submittals, but it will also create incentives for the agency to make clear

its expectations.

Whatever the additional tactical advantages that the agency may gain by improving its own ability to

enforce data timeliness and adequacy, the sheer number of studies and the innumerable decisions requiring

agency discretion suggest that more global incentives are needed to ensure that registrants themselves have
a stake in timely and adequate data. The danger is that the reregistration process now has become, even
with the best of intentions, an analytical treadmill powered by the rhythms of data call-ins, subsequent

requests for data waivers and time extensions, submission of data that do not always meet EPA's
standards for adequacy, and further data call-ins that restart the sequence. The Conference believes that

the unique demands of the reregistration process justify congressional consideration of a "hammer"

provision that would legislatively impose an automatic sus^iension of all "List A" pesticides (those high-

priority pesticides to which there is greatest human exposure) for which there are still significant data gaps
within the registrant's control, and of which the registrant is aware—subject to a provision for a registrant
to petition for reinstatement. Such a provision would not only provide an overarching incentive for

registrants to favor the completion rather than postponement of their data obligations, but it would also

better align the reregistration process with FlFRA's central procedural presumption-that, in the face of

uncertainty, applicants (especially those seeking to reregister pesticides with extensive human exposure)
should bear the burden of proof in establishing that their pesticides do not pose unreasonable risks.

Suspension and Cancellation Hearings

Apart from improvements in the reregistration process, the Conference urges Congress to substitute a

relatively informal decisionmaking process for the formal adjudicatory hearings that registrants can now
demand in cancellation and suspension matters. In the past, formal hearings under FIFRA have averaged
1,000 days to complete. These hearings can directly impose on EPA significant resource costs and can
also indirectly discourage the agency from aggressive prehearing negotiations with registrants Oest the

registrant "take EPA to hearing"). It is not surprising that EPA has long sought alternatives to

cancellation hearings. For yean, it sought to identify problem pesticides for heightened regulatory
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attention in a "Special Review" process. There is little need for procedural formality in these types of

decisions. At issue in most cancellation and suspension proceedings are scientific data concerning risks

and benefits, disputes over which can generally be well-ventilated when EPA gives registrants deuiled

reasons for the agency's actions and then provides registrants with sufficient time to file responsive

written comments and supponing documentation. For those cases where oral testimony or cross-

examination is justified, the benefits of more formal procedures can be preserved by providing registrants

an opportunity to show cause why such procedures are warranted. Accordingly, the Conference

recommends that Congress pattern cancellation and suspension proceedings on a basic notice-and-comment

model, with more formal procedures available only if a party will be demonstrably prejudiced by the

informal procedure.

Labeling and Phase-down Procedures

Although the reregistration process and adjudicatory hearings are the most visible aspects of pesticide

regulation in need of procedural improvement, they are not the only places where procedural reform is

important. Since the late 1980's, EPA has in fact sought to reduce the risks of pesticides through private

negotiations with registrants over label changes that impose restrictions on use. Such regulatory action

has the potential to attain interim risk-reduction quickly when warranted by available dau, without going

through the cumbersome Special Review and cancellation procedures, even when complete reregistration

may still be years away. But there are also disadvantages to relying so heavily on private negotiations

with registrants—chief among them the lack of participation among the various interested publics in

crafting label changes. In the early 1980's, similar concern about privately negotiated Special Review and

pre-Special-Review decisions seriously undermined the agency's credibility and slowed regulatory

progress. In 1985, EPA adopted procedures to open the door for information from, and participation by,

the public in those processes.' The Conference recommends that EPA adopt analogous procedures to

regularize and open the agency's negotiated label program. In addition, because label changes are

effective in reducing risk only if they are actually implemented in the field, the Conference recommends

procedures to faciliute feedback from registrants, pesticide users, and all other interested persons on the

effectiveness or ineffectiveness of the interim risk-reduction measures EPA has adopted. Moreover, the

Conference recommends that EPA's Office Of Pesticide Programs (OPP) establish regular channels of

communication with EPA's Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance to inform that office of all

label changes and of any material information received by OPP on noncompliance with such changes.

The Conference also urges Congress to consider providing EPA with a new procedural device

designed to accommodate a safer pesticides policy: the ability by informal procedures to order the phase-

down of existing pesticides when there are available for use safer, effective pest management products or

practices.^ Empowering the agency to develop an informal phase-down mechanism would have several

procedural advantages. First, ordering the phase down of an existing pesticide on relative risk grounds
will cause less stigmatization of an existing produa than would a cancellation proceeding based on the

traditional, more absolutist "unreasonable risk" judgment. Second, phase-down procedures provide for an

incremental style of decisionmaking in which EPA's reasoned judgments about comparative risk can be

tested and reevaluated without making irreversible decisions about existing pesticides in cancellation

proceedings. Finally, phase-down procedures based on relative risk can reinforce and integrate EPA's

pesticide programs under FIFRA with other federal environmental programs.

^40 CFR Part 154, Subpart B.

-Without taking any position on the substantive questions involved in determining the relative safety and

effectiveness of pest control measures, the Conference notes EPA's interest in both the present and prior presidential

administrations in developing such a substantive capability.
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RECOMMENDATION

I. Adequacy and Timeliness of Data

A. EPA should adopt, whenever possible, rules setting clear standards for pesticide reregistration

data and should communicate those standards to registrants.

B. Congress should authorize EPA to impose administrative civil money penalties on registrants for

the failure to submit data by any applicable deadline, or for submitting dau (even if timely) that do not

comply with the data standards adopted by EPA.^

C. Congress should consider imposing an automatic suspension of "List A" (high priority) pesticides

for which there still remain, by a date to be set by Congress, previously identified and significant gaps in

dau within the registrant's control, and of which the registrant is on notice. Once suspended, pesticides

could be reinstated through a petition process.

II. Informal Procedures

A. Congress should eliminate the provisions in FIFRA allowing for formal adjudicatory hearings in

proposed suspension or cancellation actions and should provide instead an informal procedure, including

notice in the Federal Register, that informs registrants and others of the specific grounds on which EPA
bases its proposed action and that provides a reasonable opportunity to file written comments and data.

Only if a party will be demonstrably prejudiced by the written notice-and-comment process should the

agency be required to grant the right to introduce oral testimony or to subpoena and cross-examine

witnesses.

B. Congress should consider providing EPA the authority to order a phase down in the use of any

registered pesticide through an informal notice-and-conmient procedure in which EPA considers such

faaors as the relative risks and benefits of the pesticide at issue when compared with alternative pest

management products and practices.

III. Public Participation

A. EPA should regularize and open for broader public participation its informal procedures for

achieving interim risk reduction through pesticide label changes. EPA should inform the public, through

a Federal Register notice, when it commences private label negotiations with registrants. EPA should

simultaneously open a public "negotiation docket" into which interested persons may submit comments

they believe might be relevant, for consideration by EPA and the registrants during their negotiations. If,

after negotiations with registrants, EPA proposes a label change, it should publish a notice of the

proposed change in the Federal Register and provide the public an opportunity to file written comments.

The notice should include a concise, general sutement of the proposed label's basis and purpose,

including a summary of the material aspects of the agency's negotiations with registrants.

B. After requiring a label change, EPA should establish and publicize the availability of a

"compliance docket," for any input about the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of interim risk-reduction

measures. In addition, EPA's Office of Pesticide Programs (OPP) should communicate to EPA's Office

of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance the adoption by OPP of label changes and any material

information received by OPP in its compliance docket.

^Imposilioa of penalties should be through formal adjudication. See Conference Recommendation 93-1 'Use of

APA Fonnal Procedures in Civil Money Penalty Proceedings," 1 CFR §305.93-1.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, thank you for the

opportxmity to testify before the Subcommittee on the critical topic of pesticide

policy reform. I am Jay Feldman, executive director of the National Coalition

Against the Misuse of Pesticides. I am testifying today on behalf of 25

international, national, statewide and regional environmental, consumer, farm

and labor organizatiorts that are working to promote a meaningful pesticide
reform and sustaiiuible pest management agenda. These groups work in
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communities on a day-to-day basis against the backdrop of poor federal and
state policies that allow pesticide contamination and poisoning and offer

limited incentives and assistance for the adoption of alternative pest

management strategies. Our special vantage point brings a unique and

important perspective to our evaluation of reform proposals now before

Congress.

As the members of this Subcommittee know all too well, the Federal

Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) and the Federal Food, Drug
and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA) bring with them controversial debate and

polarization, as a result of perceived differences and wide schisms between

positions among the affected groups and people in the pesticide industry,

pesticide user groups, and the public interest community, including the

environmental, consumer and labor. While the historic controversy and

differences among these groups has led to a high degree of frustration among
policy makers and others, the history also includes, amidst the controversy, the

passage of amendments to FIFRA in 1988 that reflected the adoption of

language that "everybody could live with," language which met basic public
health and environmental requirements at the time. There was, in 1988,

general recognition in this Subcommittee of the urgent need to get the

pesticide reregistration program moving ahead, and eliminate a major

impediment to regulatory action in the form of a costly indemnification

program for banned pesticides.' Today, we expect to see in Congress

increasing recognition of the urgent need to act in two ways: (i) ensure the

orderly removal from the market of pesticides that cause identified adverse

human health or environmental effects, including but not limited to cancer,

endocrine and reproductive effects, the highest category of acute effects,

bioaccumulation and persistence; and, (ii) provide direction and support for

economically and biologically viable pest management alternatives that do not

rely on chemically-dependent control strategies.

There are important analogies today to events in 1988, as this

Subcommittee and Congress begin the important work of developing a

meaningful policy response to the call for reform. As in 1988, today the

public wants Congress to act on safety questions associated with pesticide use.

Food safety is of critical concern and protection of children is uppermost in

people's minds. The public wants both improved protection and the adoption
of alternative pest management approaches that are not dependent on toxic

solutions when non-toxic approaches can get the job done. Studies continue to

confirm adverse health effects associated with pesticide exposure.

'Unfortunately, reregistration delays continue to plague EPA, calling for

Congress to revisit this problem. See GAO, Lawn Care Pesticides: Reregistration

Falls Further Behind and Exposure Effects are Uncertain, April 1993, GAO/RCED-
93-80. This report indicates that EPA's reregistration program is behind

schedule, in some cases by as much as four years. The report also highlights
EPA review practices which may undermine the quality of decisions. See also

GAO, Pesticides: Pesticide Reregistration May Not Be Completed Until 2006, May,
1993, GAO/RCED-93-94..
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While there are these important similarities to the controversial debate
and resolution in 1988, there are also some important differences today. First,

an increasing number of farmers have shown an of>enness to options that

move their operations away from dependence on j)esti9ides. Farmers
themselves are asking for alternatives to toxic chemicals, realizing that there

are serious health risks and that continued pollution of their soil and water
will only diminish the value of their land and their legacy. Second,
environmental and health advocates leading the charge for improved pesticide
restrictions, are also working with farmers and farm groups and exhibit a

growing understanding of fjumers needs for productive and profitable farming
operations. With these two critical differences, we have an opportunity to

discuss increased pesticide restrictions and the adoption of alternatives with a

greater spirit of optimism than many have had in the past.

It is our belief that the public's desire for increased protections' can be
met with a minimum of short-term economic dislocation, and with sensitivity
toward those who are currently dependent on toxic solutions. Our goal is to

effect a transition away from pesticide dependency that results in long-term

sustainability and offers new economic opjX)rtunities, not pull the rug out from
under those who have not yet develof)ed the foundation of alternative

practices.

According to the U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO), "Pesticide use
has doubled since the publication of Silent Spring, increasing from 500 million

pounds per year in 1964 to over 1 billion pound^ in 1989, excluding wood

preservatives, disinfectants and sulfur, which account for another billion

pounds.* However, the health and environmental effects data has not kept

pace. There are no EPA registration or reregistration testing requirements for

endocrine and immune system effects and neurotoxicity testing is inadequate.

Monitoring for pesticide incidents has been neglected during ttie past decade

Patricia McGrath Morris et al.. What Americans Think About Agrichemicals,
PubUc Voice for Food and Health Policy, April, 1993. A nationally

representative 800 person sample, conducted by Fmgerhut/Granados Opinion
Research Co., found that 92% of Americans expressed concern about the health

problems caused by chemicals and f)estiddes used to grow food, including
60% who are very concerned and 32% who are somewhat concerned; 68% are

very concerned about the effect on young children and 24% are somewhat
concerned. These results confirm earlier polls conducted by the Food

Marketing Institute. A Harris Poll taken in late 1988 found that 84 percent of

those polled would like access to food grown without pesticides.

'Peter F. Guerrero, Pesticides: 30 Years Since Silent Spring —Many Long-

standing Concerns Remain, GAO, July 23, 1992, GAO/T-RCED-92-77.

^Arnold L. Aspelin et al.. Pesticides Industry Sales and Usage, 1990 and 1991

Market Estimates, Economic Analysis Branch, Office of Pesticide Program, EPA,
Fall, 1992.
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by EPA, crippling EPA's ability to investigate and detect pesticide problenas.
EPA's failure to fully test and disclose so-called "inert" ingredients in pesticides
adds yet another unknown factor into the toxic mix.

Principles for change

Any proposal for p>esticide policy change or reform must be measured

against a set of principles that serve as the minimal national standard of

public health and environmental protection. As GAO said in a May, 1994

report, "Because scientific data are not always adequate to quantify risks and

benefits, the choice of an appropriate regulatory standard entails value

judgments and is, ultimately a policy decision."* Furthermore, we believe it is

an abuse of science to suggest that it is possible to draw a bright line standard

of protection given the incomplete and inadequate data currently available on
a range of critical issues, including but not limited to sensitive population

groups, multiple exposure to pesticides, and threshold chemical effect levels.

Moreover, since no limits are imposed on the volume of pesticide production,
we cannot accurately calculate actual human and environmental exposure. For

all these reasons, public policy should embody efforts aimed at prevention of

adverse health effects and pollution prevention.

In order to reduce damage to human health and the environment from
the serious, unnecessary and unacceptable adverse effects of pesticides, and to

provide a sound basis for sustainable development of our communities, we
advocate a shift from reactive chemical methods of pest control to preventive
methods that incorporate pest management as a component of bio-integrated
resource systems management. We seek protection for humans, other non-

target organisms and the environment from the effects of pesticides in their

manufacture, transport, use, and disposal —that is, from cradle to grave. To
achieve this goal, we call for the adoption of policies that are based in public
health principles that prevent health damage and establish economically and

biologically viable pest management alternatives to current chemically-

dependent control strategies. We support reducing the reliance on pesticide use

in agricultural and nonagricultural settings as the key to environmental

pollution prevention.

Consequently, we support full implementation of the preventive health

policy principle now embodied in part in the Delaney Clause of the Federal

Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, which prohibits the introduction of cancer

causing pesticides into processed food. Conversely, we oppose approaches to

pest management that condone continued use of and exposure to toxic

pesticides based on so-called negligible risk standards because they are

scientifically and ethically indefensible. We advocate instead legislative and

regulatory actions to extend the Delaney principle to include prohibitions

against residues in raw as well as processed foods and against pesticides that

*U.S. General Accounting Office, Pesticides: Options to Achieve a Single

Regulatory Standard, GAO/RCED-94-57, May, 1994.
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persist and bioaccumulate and cause other adverse effects besides cancer,

including, for example, reproductive and developmental disease, immunological
dysfunction, endocrine disorders and acute toxicity. In addition, we advocate
for nonagricultural pesticides to be subject to the same regulatory provisions as

agricultural pesticides and a parallel extension of the preventive health policy

principle to nonagricultural pesticide usage.

The transition to environmentally sound pest management will require
enforceable interim measures including: 1) phase-out of toxic pesticides; 2)

public disclosure of pesticides known to cause adverse effects until phaseouts
are implemented; 3) exposure and residue standards to prevent adverse effects

to the most susceptible human populations, including children, the elderly, the

chemically sensitive, and highly exposed groups, such as farmworkers*; 4)

nunimization of ecological damage due to pesticide use; 5) measurable and
enforceable jjesticide use reduction goals, as well as incentive-based use

reduction; 6) economic incentives and technology transfer programs that ensure

pest managers have the necessary tools to achieve reduction goals; and, (7)

retraining and assistance programs for production workers displaced by
conversion to sustainable systems.

Below we outline the foUov^ng principles by which reform proposals
should be measured:

1. Enforceable phaseouts of toxic pesticides, including those that are:

•toxicity category 1 acutely toxic

•carcinogenic
•endocrine disruptors

•reproductive toxins

•developmental toxins

•neurotoxic

•immunotoxic

•persistent
•bioaccumulative

•groundwater contaminants

2. Point of purchase public disclosure of the use of pesticides known to

cause adverse effects, until phaseouts are implemented.

3. Measurable and enforceable use reduction goals and programs for

publicly funded pesticide users. ,

4. Voluntary, incentive-based use reduction in agrictilture and non-

publicly funded uses.

'Included here is the need to act on environmental justice principles and

improve protections for those who are disproptionately hurt by toxic pesticide

exposure.
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5. Full pesticide use reporting, and full public disclosure of the data.

6. Protection of most susceptible and otherwise vulnerable populations.

7. A prohibition against the export of pesticides that are banned,
severely restricted or never registered. Where pesticides continue to be

exported, mount efforts to ensure development of stringent, domestic

regulatory enforcement mechanisms and programs to promote
nonchemical pest management in importing countries.

8. Effective retraining and other assistance programs for displaced
pesticide production workers.

9. Protection of state and local authority to regulate pesticides more

stringently than the federal government.

Whether we are talking about the Clinton Administration's proposal
contained in FIFRA Act Amendments of 1994, H.R. 4329, and The Pesticide Reform
Act of 1994, H.R. 4362, The Food Quality Protection Act, H.R. 1627 (Reps.
Lehman and Bliley), or the Pesticide Food Safety Act of 1994, H.R. 4091 (Rep.

Heiuy Waxman), we must evaluate proposals against the only meaningful
yardstick: Will the measures ensure that we are removing hazardous materials

from the market while effecting a transition to alternative approaches?

Many environmental groups have previously testified before this

Subcommittee on H.R. 1627 in strong opposition to this legislation because it

does not offer the level of human health and environmental protection that the

public wants. The legislation adopts the notion that pesticides are too

stringently regulated, despite the findings of numerous studies that have found
the need for a greater degree of protection. For instance, the Pesticides in the

Diets of Infants and Children, released by the National Academy of Sciences in

June, 1993, concluded, 'The federal government should change some of its

scientific and regulatory procedures to afford infants and children greater

protection from possible adverse health effects of pesticides in their diets. .

.[and] advises the government to consider all sources of exposure —dietary and

non-dietary when assessing risks to children's growth and development."

The Clinton Administration's Pesticide Proposal

The Clinton proposal fails on the central and critical issue of public
health protection and preventive health policy as related to a series of adverse
health and environmental effects, including cancer, endocrine system effects,

acute neurotoxicity, bioaccumulation and persistence. In an effort to find a

single standard of protection across Section 408 and 409, FFDCA, the proposal
errs on the side of a weak uniform standard of protection by embracing a

"negligible risk" standard. The supposedly bright line that the Clinton
Administration characterizes as a "reasonable certainty of no harm" is actually
a blurred territory characterized by false exposure assumptions and
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uncertainties tind a series of unknown factors/ At the same time, the proposal
fails with respect to providing a systematic and effective framework for

pesticide use reduction that will ensure movement away from pesticide

dependent pest control systems.

In June, 1993, many national environmental, consumer and labor groups

adopted a position that clearly states the need to remove carcinogens from

use. The groups took this position because of the problems associated with

risk assessment. Among other groups, the Natural Resources Defense Council

articulated at that time why a phase-out is essential.

Why a Phase-Out is Needed . Quantitative risk assessment remains part

art, part science. There are numerous areas of uncertainty involved in

developing an estimate of the risk potentially posed by a pesticide
residue or by any other environmental pollutant. Uncertainties derive

from a broad array of problems, including gaps or uncertainties in

toxicological data, our failure to understand the differences between the

effects of a chemical on laboratory animals versus humans, problems in

determining what subpopulations such as children are at special risk,

difficulties in translating from high dose to low dose exposures, the lack

of hard data on actual exposures to the chemical from multiple sources,

and many other problems.

When these uncertainties arise, the risk assessor seeks to make
reasonable assumptions about the missing data, and plugs [in] those

values, and sometimes "safety factors" intended to try to compensate for

possible underestimation of risks, in reaching the final risk estimates.

However, the uncertainties in risk estimates can be large (orders of

magnitude) when the data gaps are significant. Moreover, for some data

gaps-such as the lack of information on interactive effects of multiple

T^ep. Waxman's H.R. 4091 is the only proposal before Congress that

embraces the prevention principle of the Delaney Clause, that risk assessment

is inappropriate for certain adverse effects and requires their phase-out. The
bill has gained the support of numerous public interest groups expressly
because of its uniform phase-out of known and probable human carcinogens.
Its provisions allow for the continued use of possible human carcinogens with

full disclosure to the public.

^Pesticide Reform Agenda: An Agenda for Reform of the Nation's Pesticide Laws,

Jime 21, 1993. Endorsed by AFL-CIO, Center for Resource Economics, Citizen

Action, Consumers Union, Farmworker Justice Fund, Friends of the Earth,

Government Accountability Project, National Audubon Society, National

Coalition Against the Misuse of Pesticides, Natural Resources Defense Council,

Physicians for Sodal Responsibility, Public Voice for Food and Health Policy,

Sierra Club, and World Wildlife Fund. The document reads, "Ultimately, as in

the case of CFCs, methyl bromide, and other ozone depleters, there should be

a phase out of food tolerances for carcinogenic pesticides over the next five to

seven years."
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carcinogens consumed in the real world—risk assessment traditionally
cannot consider these problems. As the National Academy of Sciences
has made clear, in may ways standard risk assessments may seriously
underestimate risks, particularly for infants and children.'

While the value of the legislative package is undermined by the very
health and safety standard on which it is built, there are other elements that

should be improved, as well. The legislation's instruction to the EPA to

"consider" children's multiple exposure is a far cry from the proposal contained
in H.R 4091, for instance, which errs on the public health side of assuming
additivity unless other information to the contrary is made available. The

export or "Circle of Poison" provisions do not adequately protect countries

receiving U.S. exports in two critical ways: (i) pesticides banned or severely
restricted in the U.S. because of environmental effects would continue to be

exported; and, (ii) pesticides produced but never able to meet EPA registration
or tolerance requirements'" would continue to be exported without any EPA
review for adverse effects on human health and the environment. Similarly,

provisions that allow for existing stocks of banned or cancelled pesticides to be
used up without full evaluation by the Administrator or notice to those

purchasing, using or exposed to the products constitute inadequate public

protection. Provisions that delay data reviews on so-called "minor use"

pesticides and commit taxpayers' funds to conduct pesticide testing for product
registration reinforce the government's presumption of pesticide essentiality,
instead of breaking new ground for promotion and adoption of alternatives.

Sustainable Alternatives. The Clinton proposal fails to adopt the

quantifiable and enforceable pesticide use reduction goals necessary to achieve
ti\e kind of reform that is required. We would like to see the transfer of

information occur in every crop and region of the country in an organized and
deliberate effort to put alternative methods in place.

The requirement in H.R. 4329 to establish a national goal for the

adoption of integrated pest management techniques does not provide the kind
of incentive-drive and enforceable programs that are needed to move the

country away from its current pesticide dependency. This committee has
received testimony in the past which shows a disturbing increase in pesticide
treated acres. According to Public Voice for Food and Health Policy's 1993

report, in the last decade we have seen a doubling of fungicide use, a steady

'Natural Resources Defense Council, White Paper: The Need for a Phase-
Out of Carcinogenic Pesticide Residues, September 10, 1993.

'"Sandra Marquardt, et al., Never-Registered Pesticides: Rejected Toxics Join the

"Circle of Poison," Five Case Studies of Pesticides Manufactured by DowElanco, FMC
Corp., Miles, Inc., and Monsanto Agricultural Co., Greenpeace, February, 1992.

8
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rise in herbicide and fertilizer use and a stable use rate of insecticides."

Troubling, as well, is the fact that the percent of cropland treated with

agricultural chemicals is on the rise." Looking at the poundage of pesticides
used alone does not tell the entire story because of the transition in

agricultural to highly potent chemicals, such as the sulfonyl urea herbicides,
which are now used at application rates that measure ounces per acre.

Legislation must provide dear measurable standards for reductions in

{Testidde reliance in all pest management systems. Established national goals
to move our country off its growing pestidde dependency is central if we are

going to effectively respond to the public call for the removal of pestiddes that

cause adverse effects like cancer.

Conclusion

The July 1992 federal court decision requiring the full implementation of

the Delaney Clause has served as a catalyst for congressional action. Rather

than embrace the preventive health policy principle of the Delaney Clause and

develop a reasoned process to achieve its underlying goals, there has been a

rush to defend business-as-usual. We believe a status-quo risk assessment-

based approach, as proposed in the Clinton Administration's package, is out-

of-step with not only public opinion, but badly miscalculates the need to assist

farmers in moving off the pestidde treadmill for simple economic reasor\s

assodated with pest resistance, secondary pest infestations, lost pollination and

crop damage. At the same time, it severely underestimates the real d<mger
that we face from environmental contamination and preventable diseeises such
as cancer.

It is our p>osition that proposals which replace the Delaney Clause with
a weaker standard of protection must be rejected. Faced with the choice of

repeal without a phase-out and enforcement of the law as it currently stands,
we would opt for the latter.

The transition to alternatives in agriculture must be accompanied by
increased restrictions on the very chemicals that are hurting farmers. While
our position stresses the need to look at a range of adverse effects, the

importance of attacking cancer causing pestiddes is critical in an environment
where one in three people contract cancer during their lifetime. This is a

national crisis and a true crisis in the farm population. The data is not new

"Allen Rosenfeld et al., Agrichemicals in America: Farmers' Reliance on

Pesticides and Fertilizers, Public Voice for Food and Health Policy, May 1993,

p.6.

"RQsenfeld, p.4. The numbers show a distinct trend toward increased

dependency on pestiddes in agricultural systems. "From 1969 through 1987, the

percent of cropland treated with agricultural chemicals increased 131.3 percent
for fungiddes, 81.3 percent for herbiddes, 58.4 percent for insectiddes and 32.6

percent for chemical fertilizers."
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to this Subcommittee, which has heard testimony on elevated rates of various

types of cancers among farmers who use pesticides. Data was presented to

this Subcommittee over nine years ago when study results were presented that

showed farmers to suffer from significantly higher mortality rates than the

general population for the following cancers: stomach, leukemia, lymphatic,

multiple myeloma and prostate." Then, the Subcommittee was told about two

separate studies in Kansas (1988) and Nebraska (1990), which examined cases

of diagnosed cancer among farmers in the states, established a link between

2,4-D exposure and elevated rates of non-Hodgkin's lymphoma. This linkage
has also been documented in Sweden, Canada, Nebraska, and Washington."
The first phase of a statistical study conducted by the University of Iowa
School of Medicine found that golf course superintendents, who manage areas

that represent one of the highest pesticide use areas in the U.S., have a higher
than average mortality from a number of cancers, including brain, large

intestine, non-Hodgkin's lymphoma, and prostate.'*

These dramatic findings, confirmed year-after-year and study-after-study,
call for dramatic action. While the findings call for dramatic restrictions, they
also call for dramatic efforts at pesticide use reduction. These restrictions and
reductions do not have to be achieved overnight, but in our view they must
be achieved through a clear national goal vdth dear enforceable standards .

We should not fool ourselves about the use statistics and current

agricultural dependency on pesticides. Calls for vague plans with even vaguer
definitions of Integrated Pest Management (IPM) will not move the reform

agenda that is desperately needed and which the American public was told by
the Administration was a high priority last year.'*

"Leon F. Burmeister, Cancer Mortality in Iowa Farmers, 1971-78, JNCI
66(3)461-464 and Statement of Leon F. Burmeister, Professor, Department of

Preventive Medicine and Environmental Health, University of Iowa, before the

Subcommittee on Department Operations, Research, and Foreign Agriculture,
Committee on Agriculture, U.S. House of Representatives, May 21, 1985.

'Sheila Hoar, et al.. Agricultural herbicide use and risk of lymphoma and soft

tissue sarcoma, J. Amer. Med. Assn. 256:1141-47. 1986; S.H. Zahm, et al., A case-

control study of non-Hodgkin's lymphoma and the herbicide 2,4-dichlorophenoxy acetic

acid (2,4-D) in Eastern Nebraska. Epidem. l(5):349-356; Woods, J.S., Non-Hodgkin's

lymphoma among phenoxy herbicide-exposed farm workers in western Washington
state. Chemosphere 18(l-6):401-406; D.T. Wigle, et al.. Mortality study of Canadian

farm operators: non-Hodgkin's lymphoma mortality and agricultural practices in

Saskatchewan. JNCI 82(7):575-582.

'^Burton Kross, Press release on unpublished study. University of Iowa,
School of Medicine, 1994.

'*Carol Browner et al.. Testimony before Committee on Labor and Human
Resources, U.S. Senate, September 21, 1193. On page 24 of the testimony, Ms.

Browner stated, "In 1992, a broadly representative group of growers and

10
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In the words of Rachel Carson in Silent Spring, "If, having endured

much, we have at last, asserted our 'right to know' and if, knowing, we have

concluded that we are being asked to take senseless and frightening risks, then

we should no longer accept the counsel of those who tell us that we must fill

our world with poisonous chemicals, we should look around and see what
other course is open to us."

We have an opportunity to join in a national effort to remove toxic

pesticides from food production and f>est control. Our future rests with clear

protective human health and environmental protection standards and a clear

commitment to an aggressive national program to assist in the transition to

sustainable alternatives not reliant on pesticides.

Thank you.

environmentalists called for a national commitment to promote Integrated Pest

Management (IPM). We are setting a goal of developing and implementing
IPM programs for 75% of total crop acreage within the next 7 years. We
believe Congress should endorse that goal." The executive summary says that

the "statute would . . .set a goal for the development of IPM programs and

implementation strategies for 75% of acreage within 7 years of enactment."

11
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America's costly dependence upon chemical pesticides has more than doubled in the past

few decades. Unlike most environmental hazards, pesticides are manufactured to be toxic and

are intentionally released into the environment. In addition to widespread examples of

environmental pollution, pesticides have bioaccumulated in animals and humans alike. Our
bodies still include traces of pesticides banned decades ago. Scientists have long suspected
various pesticides of causing various cancers and have begun to associate pesticide exposure with

other non-carcinogenic effects, including reproductive disorders, other hormone level disruptions

and damage to the nervous system.

Although we know that modem chemical pesticides threaten both the environment and public

health, we have only recently begun to appreciate the particular threats these pesticides pose to

the most sensitive members of society, infants and children. Although the sensitivity of infants

and children to a wide range of environmental contaminants has long been suspected, several

characteristics make American children particularly vulnerable to exposure to chemical pesticides.

We appreciate this opportunity to address the public health implications-particuiarly for

American children—of the Administration's pesticide reform proposal.

Physicians for Social Responsibility (PSR) has long been concerned with the particular

vulnerability of infants and children to environmental contaminants. Disturbed by the presence

of strontium-90 in children's teeth, several Boston-area physicians founded PSR more than thirty

years ago to publicize the impact of atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons. PSR's work to

reduce the public health and environmental risks of nuclear weapons proliferation led to it sharing

the 1985 Nobel Peace Prize. PSR includes more than 20,000 members in 90 chapters nationwide

and is part of an international network of 250,000 physicians in 76 countries.

A Diagnosis for Reform

Last year, a comminee convened by the National Academy of Sciences issued a long-

awaited study entitled Pesticides in the Diets of Infants and Children . Both the chair of the NAS
committee. Dr. Philip J. Landrigan, and committee member Dr. Richard J. Jackson are members
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of Physicians for Social Responsibility's Board of Sponsors. Their committee's report was the

most comprehensive look to date at the effects of modem chemical pesticides on the most

vulnerable members of society.

The NAS report noted that children's exposure to chemical pesticides may be quite dissimilar

even from that of adults within the same home. Children's eating patterns may differ

dramatically from those of adults. Children eat more calories relative to body weight than adults

do and eat far more of specific foods, also relative to body weight, than adults do. Younger

children, in particular, eat a smaller variety of foods than their adult companions, and children

who are nursing receive pesticide residues that have concentrated in mothers' milk. Children are

also exposed to a wide variety of non-dietary sources of pesticides, such as lawn chemicals,

contact with pets, adults exposed in the workplace and even pesticide-treated playground

materials, that exacerbate their dietary pesticide exposures. Children, especially newborns, absorb

many pesticides more quickly and detoxify many pesticide components more slowly than adults.

The NAS report documented that children's greater sensitivity to environmental contaminants

heightens their vulnerability to chemical pesticide exposures. The "unique susceptibility" of

infants and children to the toxic effects of pesticides may be due to rapid tissue growth in critical

phases of their development, the NAS report noted, (p. 359). Early exposure to pesticides has

been implicated in several types of childhood cancers and cancers with long latency periods.

In addition to cancer, early exposure to pesticides threatens a wide range of non-carcinogenic

effects upon the developing nervous, immune and endocrine systems. "Compared to late-in-life

exposures, exposures to pesticides early in life can lead to a greater risk of chronic effects that

are expressed only after long latency periods have elapsed." (NAS p. 7).

The report documented recent research that implicated pesticide exposures with

impairment of the central nervous system, immune dysfunction and other disruption of normal

hormonal development. In particular, the report noted that the central nervous system "may be

particularly vulnerable [to the toxic impact of pesticide residues] during a prolonged period of

development, even if the exposure is at a level known to be safe for adults." (p. 1 10). Although

EPA has considered some of these effects upon prenatal development, regulators have so far

failed to explicitly consider the array of toxic effects of pesticide residues on postnatal

development.

To date, EPA has also failed to account for the additive effect of multiple pesticide

residues to which children are routinely exposed, the NAS report noted. These multiple

pesticide exposures occur from both dietary and non-dietary sources, from multiple sources

within children's diets and often on a single piece of food. A report released a few weeks ago

detailed that washing, scrubbing and even peeling failed to eliminate multiple pesticide residues

from most produce. (Environmental Working Group, Washed. Peeled, Contaminated . May, 1994).

The NAS report urged regulators estimating safe levels of pesticide exposure to aggregate all.

pesticide residues with a common toxic mechanism, (pp. 316, 318-19). "Since the combined

effect of pesticides acting by a common mechanism can be greater than the individual effect of

any single pesticide, it is important to develop risk assessment methods that address the total risk
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from exposure to all pesticides within the same class." (p. 319)

Prescriptions for Pesticide Policy

The ground-breaking National Academy of Science report detailed a pressing need for

further research in the area of children's exposure to pesticides. In particular, the report cited a

pressing need for additional data on infants' and children' food consumption patterns; on pesticide

residues on foods most commonly eaten by infants and children; and on the toxicity of pesticide

residues to the developing central nervous, immune and reproductive systems.

Despite the critical research remaining, however, the NAS report concluded that action

must be taken now to prevent unnecessary childhood exposure to pesticides. The report

insisted that estimates of pesticide residue exposure include both "the unique characteristics" of

children' diets and "all non-dietary intake of pesticides." (NAS p. 7) Regulatory determinations

of safe levels of exposure, the report noted, must account for physiological factors that place

infants and children at greater risk than adults."

Most importantly, the NAS report contended that "[i]n the absence of data to the contrary,

there should be a presumption of greater toxicity to infants and children." (NAS p. 9). "Because

of specific periods of vulnerability that exist during development," the report added, "an

uncertainty factor up to the ten-fold factor traditionally used for fetal developmental toxicity

should also be considered for postnatal developmental toxicity and when data from toxicity

testing are incomplete." The report concluded that "traditional approaches to toxicological risk

assessment may not adequately protect infants and children.
"

(p. 360).

The NAS report offers an invaluable prescription from America's most eminent physicians

and public health experts to reform pesticide policy. The question remains: to what extent has

the Administration's pesticide reform proposal followed doctors' orders?

The Administration proposal

Overall, the Administration's pesticide reform proposal is well intentioned, but lacks key

details. Its overarching goal of reducing America's costly dependence on chemical pesticides is

conmiendable. As any physician will tell you, prevention truly is the best basis for protecting

public health. In addition, the Administration's emphasis on the special sensitivity of children

is essential.

Elements of the Administration's proposal are worthy of specific attention. Better data

collection on foods infants and children eat, pesticide residues in those foods and difference in

sensitivity to these residues, will enhance our understanding of the full range of toxic effects of

pesticides. Wider application of health standards to raw and unprocessed food and expanding

food safety testing from the farm gate through the retail level are also useful. The

Administration's goal of strengthening enforcement of pesticide laws has several benefits.

Strengthening enforcement will enhance EPA's ability to act quickly against the most toxic

pesticides that pOse the greatest risk to public health and environmental protection. The public

also has a role in acting against the most hazardous pesticides, which the Administration's
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proposal wisely recognizes. Although undermined by excess discretion, the Administrations

proposal that EPA phase out known hazardous pesticides could promote financial investment,

research and development, and farmer use of safer alternatives.

The Administration's pesticide reform proposal, however well intentioned. fails to fully

implement several key recommendations of last year's NAS report. Given the current lack of

necessary data that the proposal hopes to remedy, its repeated requirement that the Administrator

"shall account for available information" in regulatory standard setting could either hamstring

EPA pesticide policy reform until further research satisfies a future Administrator or condemn

a future Administration to inaction. The NAS report clearly separated the need for additional

information from the need to act now to reduce the threat of unnecessary pesticide exposures .

Furthermore, in at least three additional areas, the Administration proposal suggests, but fails

to fully implement the recommendations of the NAS report. In each of these contexts-standard

setting, multiple exposures and specific testing protocols—the Administration's good intentions

are undermined by excess discretion or a willingness to allow a lack of information to perpetuate

the dangerous status quo with respect to childhood pesticide exposures. In each context, a

competing legislative proposal, H.R. 4091, introduced by Representative Waxman. would remove

excess discretion or apply a more protective presumption against continued exposure of infants

and children to unnecessary pesticide residues. These provisions lead Physicians for Social

Responsibility to beheve that H.R. 4091 more accurately reflects the preventive public health

recommendations of the NAS report and represents a more effective reform of federal pesticide

policy than the Administration proposal .

•Standard setting

Acknowledging the particular vulnerability of infants and children to pesticides, the

Administration proposal includes up to an additional 10-fold margin of safety for pesticide

residues. Superficially, this provision would implement the recommendation of the NAS report.

But the Administration proposal merely provides the additional 10-fold margin of safety to "take

into account. ..the completeness of the data with respect to infants and children." §408(b)(2)(C)

The NAS report more explicitly prescribes the additional margin of safety "when data from

toxicity testing are incomplete." (p. 361). The Administration proposal should specify that the

additional margin of safety shall be applied, absent irrefutable evidence that it is unnecessary.

The Administration proposal provides two risk standards, one for pesticides that may pose

a potential dietary risk of cancer and another for f)esticides that pose other adverse health effects.

Both standards in the Administration proposal are based upon the EPA "taking into account

information concerning the special vulnerabilities of children and sensitive populations."

§408(b)(2)(A). The Administration proposal provides no additional standards specific to infants

or children, despite the NAS report's particular emphasis upon critical phases in postnatal

development, during which the effects of pesticide residues may be especially toxic. Instead,

H.R. 4091 specifies that a pesticide "not cause or contribute to the disproportionate accumulation

of cancer risks during the first five years of life." §3(b).
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•Multiple exposures
The NAS report concluded that "[a)ll sources of exposure to pesticides-dietary and non-

dietary—need to be considered." (p. 360) The Administration proposal notes that EPA "shall fully

account for available information on the cumulative effect of such residue and any chemically
or pharmacologically related substances in the human diet, and other ways in which the consumer

may be exposed to such residues. ..including, to the extent data permit, through drinking water."

§408(b)(2)(B)(iv). More specifically, the proposal would requu-e EPA to "assess the risk of the

pesticide chemical residue based on.. .available information concerning the cumulative effects on

infants and children of such residues and other substances that have common mechanisms of

toxicity." §408(b)(2)(C)(i)(III).

Although appearing to satisfy the NAS recommendation, a lack of available data would

continue to allow a pesticide the benefit of the doubt in the Administration's proposal. Instead,

H.R. 4091 would prevent unnecessary childhood exposure to pesticide residues by requiring EPA
to treat pesticides that are "pharmacologically related or have a common toxic mechanism or

effect" as having "an additive deleterious effect, in the absence of evidence to the contrary."

§3(b). This provision—omitted from the Administration proposal-would implement the NAS
report's recommendation that "in the absence of data to the contrary, there should be a

presumption of greater toxicity to infants and children." (p. 9)

•Child-specific testing protocols

Although the Administration's proposal seeks additional data on the effects of pesticides on

children, it requires no specific protocols for tests to assess whether a pesticide poses particular

risks to children. Given the absence of relevant data and the known vulnerability of children to

pesticide residues, the NAS report endorsed more ambitious testing protocols to protect children

from unnecessary pesticide exposures. Unlike the Administration bill, H.R. 4091 would do more

than collect additional data for general determinations of whether a pesticide might compromise
the "special vulnerabilities of children and other sensitive populations." H.R. 4091 would require

EPA to develop protocols for tests that would specifically determine whether a pesticide poses

particular risks to infants and children. This provision—omitted in the Administration

proposal—would ensure that pesticide data submitted to EPA satisfy children-specific safety

requirements.

Conclusions

Pesticides are ubiquitous m Americans' diets and in our environrhent. The toxicity and sheer

volume of pesticides used in the United States has grown dramatically since the Second World

War. Not all pesticides are equally toxic; neither are all pesticides now used equally necessary

to the continued prosperity of American farmers. Although we lack a great deal of information

about the long-term toxic effects of pesticides, especially with respect to infants and children, last

year's NAS report on Pesticides in the Diets of Infants and Children documents thafwe know

enough now to reform America's costly dependence upon modem chemical pesticides.

While researchers continue to provide essential information on the effects of pesticide

exposures, prudent public health measures warrant protections against excessive exposure to
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pesticide residues, especially by infants, children and other vulnerable populations. The
Administration's pesticide reform proposal would advance our understanding of the full range of

hazards to which modem chemical pesticides have placed American consumers. If implemented

conscientiously, the proposal could slowly reduce America's dangerous and costly rehance on

pesticides.

In several important respects, however, the Administration's proposal-while echoing the

language of the seminal NAS report—would not ensure that the report's recommendations would

be fully implemented. In its current form, the Administration proposal would not fully protect

public health from toxic pesticide exposure. Physicians for Social Responsibility looks forward

to working with you and other members of Congress to craft pesticide reform legislation more

fully protective of public health and the environment.
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MR. CHAIRMAf>[ AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE, I am

Juanita Duggan, Senior Vice President for Government Affairs of the National Food

Processors Association (NFPA). NFPA appreciates the opportunity to appear today and

to address the important topics of pesticide regulation and food safety. We commend

the Chairman's leadership in holding a hearing on pesticide reform legislation and in

providing a forum for discussion of the critical pesticide policy choices facing EPA.

NFPA is a national trade association representing over 500 companies,

including food processors, and food packaging and equipment manufacturers. NFPA

maintains and operates three research laboratories, employing over 80 Ph.D.'s and other

scientific personnel involved in a wide range of food processing research, including

pesticide residue analysis and investigation.

NFPA represents the vast majority of fiuit and vegetable processors in the

United States, including processors of many minor crops. Consequently, NFPA has a

vital interest in pesticide regulatory procedures and food safety standards. NFPA

strongly supports programs to develop economical and effective alternatives to

pesticides. The food processing industry is making concerted efforts to develop

alternative pest control techniques, including biological, cultural and mechanical

controls, to support integrated pest management (IPM) programs and to minimize

pesticide use. NFPA supports further research and funding of these efforts, as well as

steps to facilitate EPA registration of effective biological control agents to further

reduce pesticide use. It is important to recognize, however, that, even with ongoing

efforts to reduce pesticide use, the responsible use of pesticides will continue to be

necessary for the production in the United States of an adequate, wholesome and

nutritious food supply.
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Consistent with the recommendations of the 1987 National Academy of

Sciences (NAS) "Delaney Paradox" Report, NFPA supports statutory changes to

establish a uniform negligible risk standard for pesticide tolerances for raw and

processed food, and to give EPA sufficient authority to take into account the best

available scientific information in tolerance decisions. The Court of Appeals decision

in Les v. Reilly confirms the need for legislation giving EPA additional flexibility in

tolerance decisiormiaking in light of modem advances in safety testing and risk

assessment methodology.

NFPA supports reasonable efforts to reform the pesticide regulatory

process, as well as to resolve the Delaney paradox. We support legislation that

streamlines the procedure for removing hazardous pesticides from the market, promotes

sound scientific judgment in pesticide tolerjmce decisions, assures that tolerance

decisions are based on acciu-ate exposure data, requires renewal of pesticide tolerances

to assure compliance with current safety standards, facilitates minor use registrations

and provides for national uniformity of pesticide tolerances.

Consistent with these objectives, NFPA strongly supports the Lehman-

Bliley-Rowljuid bill (H.R. 1627), which has broad bipartisan support in the House, and

the counterpart bill (S. 1478), introduced by Senators David Pryor and Richard Lugar.

We believe these bills provide the best vehicle for pesticide reform. These bills would

make important improvements in both the federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and

Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) and the federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FD&C Act).

They would streamline the pesticide cancellation and suspension processes, establish a
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consistent negligible risk standard for pesticide tolerances for raw and processed food,

assure appropriate consideration of pesticide benefits and provide for national

uniformity for tolerances meeting current safety standards. Moreover, S. i478 contains

specific provisions, which we strongly support, that would require EPA to implement

recommendations described within the recent NAS Report on Pesticides in the Diets

of Infants and Children.

The strength of H.R. 1627 and S. 1478 are reflected by the faa that they

are endorsed by a broad coaUtion of food industry organizations, including growers,

processors and retailers, and have attracted the support of 222 members of the House.

The bills provide a soUd foundation from which to enact reasonable food safety

legislation.

The Administration recently released its own legislative proposals for

pesticide reform. The focus of my testimony this morning will be to explain NFPA's

opposition to the Administration's proposals. The Administration's bill would restrict,

rather than enhance, EPA's ability to employ the best scientific evidence in tolerance

decisions. Moreover, the Administration's bill would go far beyond reform of pesticide

tolerance standards, as recommended by the NAS, and would eliminate consideration

of pesticide benefits, revise most major FIFRA procedures to reduce public

participation rights and scientific review requirements, grant multiple additional

enforcement powers to EPA and FDA, and authorize citizen suits in a variety of

contexts. There is no demonstrated need for such a total overhaul of FIFRA.

Moreover, the Administration's bill does not address an issue of critical importance to
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the food industry: national uniformity of pesticide tolerances. The broad, sweeping

amendments in the Administration's bill are contrary to the interests of the food

industry and consumers, and would serve to accelerate the loss of safe and effective

minor use pesticides, which are of particular importance to our members.

We have made it clear that we support a uniform negligible risk standard

for pesticide residues in raw and processed food, but not at the expense of scientific

reason, regulatory order and consumer welfare. It makes no sense to replace the

Delaney Clause with an equally rigid and arbitrary safety standard, to superimpose a

different tolerance reevaluation schedule on top of the FIFRA reregistration process,

to abandon consideration of benefits in tolerance decisions, or to impose further data

requirements and cost pressures on minor uses.

The Administration has argued that immediate legislative action is needed

to avoid the potential "crisis" created by the Ninth Circuit Court decision in Les v.

Reillv. The Agency would have the Congress believe that unless immediate legislative

changes are made the Agency will have no choice but to revoke tolerances for a large

number of valuable pesticides with serious adverse consequences for agriculture and the

food industry. In fact, however, the Agency's hands are not tied by Les v. Reillv. EPA

has sufficient authority under existing law to regulate pesticide tolerances in a manner

that would minimize the impact of the Delaney Clause, and there is no need to consider

food safety legislation in a crisis atmosphere.

The potential devastating loss of agricultural pesticides threatened by EPA

is not a necessary result of the Les v. Reillv decision but of EPA's concentration and
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coordination policies. These policies are an EPA invention that has never been

properly adopted as a regulation and should be abandoned. EPA's concentration policy

requires issuance of a section 409 food additive tolerance whenever there is a possibility

that a pesticide residue might concentrate in a processed food and its coordination

policy mandates that, if a section 409 tolerance cannot be issued (because of the

Delaney Qause or otherwise), EPA must also revoke the section 408 raw product

tolerance and cancel the underlying pesticide registration for the pesticide.

In September 1992, NFPA, the United Fresh Fruit and Vegetable

Association, and other groups filed a petition urging EPA to rescind its concentration

and coordination policies and no longer to require separate 409 tolerances fo"" pesticides

in processed food. The NFPA petition urges EPA to follow the language and intent of

the "flow-through" provision of the FD&C Act, which provides that a pesticide residue

in processed food when ready to eat is lawful as long as the residue is not greater than

the tolerance for the raw commodity fi"om which the processed food is made. The

NFPA petition demonstrates that the EPA policy was never envisioned by Congress, and

is based upon erroneous factual assumptions. Extensive data submitted in support of

the f)etition show that actual residue levels in agricultural commodities and in processed

food are well below raw product tolerances. The petition demonstrates that

continuation of current EPA policy will require numerous costly tolerance revocation

proceedings, will force the agency to prohibit the use of beneficial pesticides that pose

trivial risks and will thereby reduce the availability and increase the cost to consumers

of nutritious fruit, vegetable, and grain products, at the very time that FDA and the

83-589 0-94-12
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medical community are recommending greater consumption of these foods to prevent

disease. There, thus, is no sound legal or public policy basis for EPA to continue its

concentration and coordination policies, and EPA should not be permitted to perpetrate

these policies to create an artificial pesticide crisis.

Although we believe that focused and reasonable legislation is the best

way to reform the pesticide tolerance system, the Administration's bill is clearly the

wrong vehicle for this purpose. The Administration bill does little to improve the

pesticide tolerance system, while incorporating numerous unnecessary and unjustified

changes to FIFRA. Our specific objections to the Administration bill and reasons for

favoring the LBR bill include the following:

1. Overly Conservative and Rigid Food Safety Standard

The Administration bill would impose an overly conservative and rigid

safety standard for pesticide tolerances. The bill would require a separate safety

standard for potential carcinogens, broadly defined to include any pesticide found to

induce cancer in man or animals, or found to pose "a potential dietary risk of cancer in

humans". The bill would specify the safety factors, imcertainty factors, and exposure

assumptions that must be used in risk assessment, including the use of a ten-fold safety

factor and special risk factors for infants and children. This inflexibility in risk

assessment methodology would generate exaggerated risk estimates and undermine the

soundness of regulatory decisionmaking. It would inhibit the EPA's ability to exercise

expert judgment, to take account of evolving scientific standards and to consider all

relevant safety and exposure information. H.R. 1627, on the other hand, assures a
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science-based standard for pesticide tolerances and therefore represents the better

approach to resolving the Delaney Qause problem.

2. Exaggerated Exposure Assumptions

The Administration bill would require EPA to use worst case exposure

assumptions in tolerance determinations. EPA would be required to assume that food

contains pesticide residues at full tolerance levels and that 100 percent of each crop is

treated. Extensive data collected by FDA, USDA, and the food industry over the past

decade, show that these assimiptions are inaccurate, that pesticide residues in raw foods

are far below tolerance levels and that residues in processed foods are often

undetectable.

Under the Administration bill, actual crop treatment data could only be

used in exposure assessments where a registrant could prove that no subpopulation

group had higher exposiu'e, and this determination would be subject to reevaluation at

least every five years. This would effectively preclude use of realistic pesticide exposure

data. The bill's artificial exposure assumptions would generate highly inflated risk

estimates and would lead to imnecessary loss of many valuable pesticides, particularly

for minor uses. By contrast, under H.R. 1627, EPA would be required, to the extent

possible, to calculate dietary exposure on the basis of the percent of food actually

treated with a pesticide, and on the basis of the actual residue levels detected in the

food.
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3. Establishment of Unnecessary Multiple Tolerances For A
Pesticide On A Single Food

Under the Administration's bill, EPA would be authorized to set multiple

toleranc'^s for a pesticide on a single food at different points in the distribution chain

(i.e.. at harvest, at retail and after processing). In addition, the bill would authorize

EPA to establish numerous separate tolerances for different processed forms of the

same food. This would impose unnecessary additional registration burdens on pesticide

companies and would create substantial enforcement difficulties for FDA. There is no

need for a multiple tolerance system, and the public is likely to be confused by

establishment of separate tolerances for a single pesticide on different forms of the

same food.

Moreover, the Administration bill would require tolerances or exemptions

for each pesticide chemical residue in food, including each substance that is present in

food as a result of the metabolism or other degradation of a pesticide chemical. By

contrast, H.R. 1627 would codify EPA's existing policy of considering pesticide

metabolites and degradation products to be subject to the established tolerance for the

precursor chemical, unless EPA has determined that the metabolite or degradation

product is likely to pose different or greater health risks. The approach taken under

H.R. 1627 would avoid the increased registration costs, administrative burdens and

enforcement complexities of establishing multiple separate tolerances for metabolites

and degradation products where there is no valid public health reason for doing so.
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4. Elimination of Benefits Considerations In Tolerance

Decisions

The Administratidn bill would greatly limit the types of benefits that could

be considered in pesticide tolerance decisions, would prohibit the continuation of a

tolerance based on exceptional benefits beyond five years, and would prohibit any

consideration of benefits in tolerance decisions after ten years. The bill would prohibit

EPA from taking into account the value of a pesticide in maintaining an adequate,

wholesome and economical food supply even though scientists and public health

authorities now agree that adequate consumption of fruits and vegetables is a critical

factor in disease prevention. Prohibition of consideration of benefits for pesticide

tolerances would deprive growers of pesticides for which there are no alternatives,

would undermine the health and welfare of consumers and would not achieve a

meaningful risk reduction.

The Administration bill would permit consideration of benefits during a

limited transitional period only where it could be proven that loss of a pesticide would

cause "a significant disruption in domestic food production". This narrow standard

would ignore substantial regional or seasonal disruptions and would effectively preclude

benefits considerations.

The Administration's proposal to eliminate benefits considerations in

pesticide tolerance decisions is inconsistent with the basic registration standard under

FIFRA and contravenes the fundamental policy set forth in Section 1 of the

Administration's own Executive Order 12366, which directs federal agencies to consider
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the costs and benefits of available regulatory alternatives and to adopt approaches that

"maximize net benefits" to society.

5. Decoupling Of Tolerance Reviews From hlFKA Reregistration

The Administration bill would require EPA, within 180 days of enactment,

to review all existing pesticide tolerances and to identify each tolerance which does not

appear to meet the requirements of the law. EPA would be required to call-in data and

make a final determination with respect to most such tolerances within a three year

period. This accelerated review provision is impractical, would conflict with the FIFRA

reregistration process and would give EPA discretion to eliminate valuable food use

pesticides without adequate procedural protections or a determination of unreasonable

risk. Accelerated tolerances renewal would impose heavy burdens on EPA and

pesticide registrants, and would create additional pressures for registrants to decline to

support valuable food use pesticides. By contrast, H.R. 1627 would synchronize the

schedule for reregistration and tolerance review decisions to ensure that EPA's

tolerance decision-making benefits from the data being developed under the

reregistration process.

6. No Tolerance Uniformity Provision

Under H.R. 1627, states and political subdivisions would be precluded

from issuing different tolerance limits, warning requirements, or other restrictions on

pesticide residues in food, for pesticides registered or reregistered by EPA after April

25, 1985. This would secure EPA leadership in pesticide tolerance decisionmaking and

would avoid the consumer confusion and substantial burdens on interstate commerce
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caused by special state requirements. Consumer protection would be assiu-ed by

limiting required uniformity to pesticide tolerances supported by full scientific testing

and recent EPA approval. States would be permitted to petition EPA for approval of

a different tolerance on the basis of compelling local conditions. The Administration

bill contains no national uniformity provision, thus inviting states to issue different and

conflicting tolerance limits, which would undermine the federal regulatory system.

7. No International Harmonization Provision

H.R. 1627 would require EPA, in establishing a pesticide tolerance, to

take into account CODEX recommended international residue limits and to explain any

departure from the CODEX limits. Setting U.S. tolerances consistent with estabUshed

CODEX limits, where adequate safety data is available, would foster harmonization of

international pesticide standards and would promote increased international trade in

agricultural products. In spite of the Administration's professed commitment to

international harmonization, the Administration bill does not contain a comparable

provision.

8. Unnecessary Expansion Of FDA Enforcement Authority

The Administration bill would grant FDA broad new enforcement power,

including recall, embargo and civil penalty authority, with respect to pesticide tolerance

violations for food products. FDA would be empowered to embargo food products for

up to 30 days and to require immediate recall of food products on the basis of a "reason

to believe" that the product is adulterated without any right to a preenforcement hearing

or review, and regardless of the magnitude of the alleged violation. Civil penalties of
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up to $250,000 per violation could be imposed against companies for any pesticide

tolerance infraction, regardless of whether a potential health risk were involved. FDA

already possesses ample enforcement power, including seizure, injunction and broad

criminal penalty authority. There is no demonstrated need to grant FDA additional

enforcement authority for pesticide tolerance violations.

9. Ill-Considered Phase-Out Authority

The Administration bill would grant EPA new authority to "restrict,

reduce or eliminate" the use of a pesticide where "credible scientific evidence" indicates

that use of the pesticide is reasonably likely to pose a significant risk to humans or the

environment. This would empower EPA to limit or prohibit the use of a pesticide

without the external scientific review and procedural protections guaranteed under the

cancellation process, without any consideration of the pesticide's benefits, and on the

basis of evidence that is too weak, incomplete or inconsistent to support a cancellation.

Phase-out orders would generate damaging adverse publicity, disrupt sales of food

products and cause irreparable harm to food producers and consumers.

Phase-out authority is unnecessary. Existing proposals to streamline the

cancellation process would provide ample authority for prompt cancellation of pesticides

that pose demonstrated risks and would assist in promoting consumer confidence in the

food supply.

10. Citizen Suits

The Administration bill would authorize any person to bring a lawsuit in

Federal court against EPA, a pesticide registrant or any pesticide user, except for a
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fanner, for any alleged violation of FIFRA or of any EPA pesticide regulatory

requirement. This provision would increase the litigation burdens of Federal courts,

would interfere with EPA's enforcement prerogatives and would subject pesticide

producers and users other than farmers to expensive and burdensome lawsuits.

11. Whistle Blower Provision

The Administration bill would give broad legal rights to any employee

who alleges that he has been terminated, or that his employment status has been

adversely affected, in retaliation for his bringing a legal action, or threatened legal

action, for an alleged FIFRA violation. This provision would impair employer-employee

relationships and impose further unnecessary burdens on employers and agricultural

producers.

12. Revised Suspension Procedure

The Administration bill would eliminate the current right of pesticide

registrants for an expedited hearing on a proposed suspension order. EPA would be

authorized to suspend a pesticide registration without a hearing for 180 days. If a

cancellation proceeding was initiated within the 180 day period, the suspension would

remain in effect until the completion of the cancellation process. This provision would

give EPA excessive discretionary authority, would deny registrants a fair hearing and

would cause irreparable harm to food producers who market products containing a

suspended pesticide. Post-suspension court review, as provided for in the bill, would not

offer a meaningful substitute for a pre-suspension hearing.
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Proposed improvements to the cancellation procedure will give EPA

sufficient power and flexibility to remove hazardous pesticides from the market in a

timely maimer. In true emergencies, EPA would retain its current authority to suspend

a registration pending the conclusion of the expedited hearing.

By contrast, H.R. 1627 would retain existing suspension procedures, but

would authorize EPA to issue an emergency suspension order before issuing a proposed

cancellation notice. This would permit EPA to take prompt action against truly

hazardous pesticides without the delay inherent in developing the full risk/benefit

evaluation required for a cancellation notice. This provision, coupled with the 1988

FIFRA amendment which eliminated EPA's obligation to indemnify owners of existing

stocks of suspended pesticides, would provide EPA sufficient authority to suspend

registrations for pesticides that pose a true imminent hazard. EPA has shown no

justification for granting the additional extraordinary suspension authority in the

Administration bill.

13. Burdensome Fees

The Administration bill would require EPA to collect fees to cover the

costs of administering the pesticide tolerance provisions of the Act, and would amend

FIFRA to mandate additional reregistration and maintenance fees for food use

pesticides. User fees of this kind unfairly penalize the regulated industry, undermine

confidence in EPA's enforcement integrity and create additional disincentives for

registrants to support valuable food use pesticides, particularly for minor crops.
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We commend the Subcommittee for opening a dialogue on pesticide

reform and we stand ready to work with the Congress to develop food safety legislation

that will give EPA the tools necessary to reach reasonable and scientifically defensible

tolerance decisiom. The Administration bill is not, in our view, the right vehicle for

achieving this goal. We strongly believe that H.R. 1627 offers a reasonable, balanced

and focused pesticide reform package, and we urge this Committee to adopt H.R. 1627

as the model for crafting any legislation.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee:

On behalf of the member companies of the National Agricultural Chemicals Association

(NACA), I would like to thank the Subcommittee for the opportunity to comment on H.R. 4362

(the "Pesticide Reform Act of 1994"), and H.R. 4329 (the "Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and

Rodenticide Act Amendments of 1994"). As you know, NACA is the not-for-profit trade

organization of U.S. manufacturers, formulators and distributors of agricultural crop protection

and pest control products. Our membership is composed of those companies which produce,

distribute and sell virtually all of the active compounds used in crop protection chemicals

registered for use in the United States. Clearly, NACA's members have a vital interest in

continuing to improve the processes which govern the testing, review, and approval of their

products. These comments discuss the improvements to the present system which are truly

needed, the consequences of not making those improvements, and how the specific proposals in

H.R. 4362 and H.R. 4329 will, or will not, result in overall improvement.
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L The Need for Legislation.

The current legislative debate exists because the science which supports pesticide

regulation has continued to evolve, while the laws and regulations governing pesticides largely

have not. At the root of this debate is the 1958 "Delaney" clause, an anachronism which not only

renders the FFDCA internally inconsistent, but also conflicts with FIFRA, the primary statute

under which pesticides are regulated. NACA believes that there are two ways to resolve this

inconsistency: Congress can modernize the FFDCA by eliminating the Delaney clause (replacing

it with a single negligible risk standard for raw and processed food as recommended by the NAS

in their 1987 report "The Delaney Clause"), or EPA can modernize its policies which implement

the Delaney clause (including an affirmative ruling on "the NFPA" petition). Either option will

largely avoid the disruption to American agriculture which some have predicted if action is not

taken.

This is not to say that other aspects of our pesticide laws could not benefit from

improvement. To the contrary, through the ongoing legislative debate several areas of general

agreement have emerged among EPA, the regulated community, and environmental activists.

Areas of agreement include:

• Delaney's "zero-risk" standard is no longer scientifically justified, is virtually impossible

to achieve, and should be replaced with a negligible risk standard.

• A single standard must be set for raw and processed food. Current law treats them

differently, and this makes neither scientific nor regulatory sense.

• Newer products, developed using state-of-the-art research and understanding, must be
«

brought more quickly to the market. NACA has worked closely and effectively with EPA
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to improve certainty and efficiency in data requirements, and this process must continue.

• The administrative process for removing problem pesticides from the market takes too

long. We need a new process that can allow EPA to take action quicker, while preserving

essential due process rights.

•
Re-registration is taking too long. The burden on EPA of reviewing mountains of data

is staggering, but the task is essential to public safety and confidence. All parties have

agreed that delays in this process serve no one, and real improvement must be found.

• Adverse effects from the loss of minor use pesticides are real, and growing. As Chairman

de la Garza well understands, this issue must be addressed.

• The process for making routine improvements in pesticide usage, such as minor label

changes, could be improved.

While these issues are important, the single issue which brings us together year after year

is repeal of the Delaney clause. If Congress cannot resolve that issue this year, the job of

implementing Delaney in the wake of the Les v. Reillv decision will fall squarely upon EPA.

As explained below, EPA has shown little willingness to reconsider old policies, or to incorporate

modem scientific principles into its Delaney-implementation plans.

n. EPA Appears Prepared to Preside Over a Regulatory "Train Wreck"

One apparent consequence of the Les v. Reillv decision on Delaney policy is the review,

and possible revocation, of a number of valuable food use tolerances. Because EPA may no

longer utilize a de minimis exception to the Delaney clause when making tolerance decisions
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under the FFDCA, tolerances previously granted under that exception must be reviewed to

determine whether they violate a strict reading of Delaney. However, rather than determining

whether their pre-Les policies are still justified (or legal), and rather than focusing on the

ramifications of not reviewing those policies, EPA has instead concentrated its efforts entirely on

obtaining a "legislative solution." This blind focus on legislation unnecessarily places the entire

burden of reform on Congress. EPA should reevaluate what it can do to practically, and legally,

implement existing law. Without such a reevaluation, EPA will create confusion, lose additional

public confidence, and cause significant unnecessary disruption to agriculture.

For instance, EPA has consistently interpreted the Les decision in the most expansive

manner possible, claiming that the decision itself actually requires specific regulatory actions,

including the revocation of tolerances and cancellation of registrations. While denying that

existing tolerances are a public health concern, EPA has warned that without sweeping legislative

reform it will be forced to revoke dozens of needed tolerances, causing widespread disruption of

agriculture, food processing, and pesticide industries.

Yet EPA continues to overlook the plain language of other sections of the FFDCA which

would decrease the adverse effect of the Les decision on agriculture and the American public.

EPA also has failed to implement policy changes which would reconcile agency practice with

current law, and allow the agency to focus scarce resources on areas of true concern. Many now

believe that EPA has deliberately chosen to ignore these statutes and policies in order to create

pressure for their many legislative recommendations. This tactic will also allow EPA to avoid

responsibility when it begins to revoke large numbers of tolerances, and agricultural markets are

disrupted.
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EPA claims it has two options: massive tolerance revocation, or their legislative

recommendations. In fact, there are at least six non-legislative strategies to avoid significant

disruption, all consistent with current law:

1. Grant the "NFPA Petition." In the fall of 1992, the National Food

Processors Association (NFPA) and others filed an administrative petition asking EPA to

(1) abandon its concentration and coordination policies (because they are illegal, and

amount to improperly promulgated regulations), and (2) recognize the "flow through"

provision of FFDCA §402. The petition was not published for comment until February

of 1993. Although a response is not required by a specific date, nearly two years have

now passed without EPA action. Ignoring comments on the petition filed by hundreds

of affected parties, Assistant Administrator Goldman glossed over the importance of the

petition in testimony before Congress on October 29, 1993, stating that EPA was

"reluctant to break new ground administratively" with the "interpretations" suggested by

NFPA. This statement reflects a dangerous and unlawfiil unwillingness to consider

proposals on non-legislative solutions to the predicament caused by the Delaney clause.

2. Rescind its Policy of Intentional Inaction. On April 6 of this year, EPA

announced via Federal Register notice that it had ceased review and processing of

tolerance petitions, as well as the associated FIFRA registration applications, if any of the

uses "appear" to result in a residue that needs a food additive regulation which Delaney

would bar. Without actually making a fact-based finding, EPA has arbitrarily blacklisted

products and completely disregarded the rights of registrants and the needs of growers.

Of course, the primary importance of this policy will be to slow, if not stop outright, the
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introduction of several newer and possibly safer pesticides. In so doing, EPA has illegally

read the Delaney standard into both FIFRA and Sec. 408 of the FFDCA, and denied

registrants the opportunity to adequately defend their products before either the public or

EPA.

3. Reconsider Outdated Policies. Many of the policies EPA has adopted in

order to implement FIFRA and FFDCA mandates include unrealistic, conservative

assumptions and unnecessarily stringent definitions. In some cases, the policies lead to

contradictory results. For instance, many Sec. 409 tolerances are required for foods which

are not commonly understood to be "processed." While EPA has proposed redesignating

dried hops as a raw food, it did so only after being required by Congress to do so in an

appropriations bill. To date, EPA has failed to take similar action for dried raisins and

figs. Additionally, current EPA policy requires Sec. 409 tolerances for many food

byproducts, even if they represent only a small portion of the food in an animal's diet.

Although the law requires a tolerance only if the byproduct "is a substantial source of

nutrients in the diet of the animal," EPA requires a tolerance for all such byproducts, even

though many are no longer used in animal feeds (e.g. dried apple and grape pomace, and

dried citrus pulp), or constitute only an insignificant part of the animal's diet.

Other areas EPA has failed to address include (1) the "ready to eat" language of

FFDCA, which, if given effect, would lead to more realistic exposure and risk (and

therefore tolerance) assumptions, and (2) EPA's continuing focus on the theoretical

possibility of concentration rather than on actual data or residues. Challenges to all of

«

these outdated policies have been pending before EPA - unanswered -- since at least
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September of 1992.

4. Recognize Advances in the Understanding of Cancer. EPA's reliance on

overly simplistic category-based definitions of carcinogenicity fails to consider advances

in scientific understanding, unique properties of various compounds, and mechanisms of

action that may differ from one compound or test subject to another. Use of Maximum

Tolerated Dose ("MTD") testing in regular protocol, and routine reliance on exaggerated

exposure assumptions leads to results which have no real world significance, and are

irrelevant to a determination of whether a compound "induces cancer ... in man ... by tests

which are appropriate for the evaluations of the safety of food additives," and contribute

to loss of consumer confidence in food safety. Other countries with modem scientific and

regulatory systems no longer rely solely on MTD.

5. Rule on the Objections and Hearing Requests Filed by the Registrants in

the L,es Case. EPA announced last August that it intended to revoke the seven tolerances

involved in the Les decision. That announcement failed to first give the registrants an

opportunity to present evidence on whether the residues did in fact concentrate above the

level of the raw product tolerance, or whether they "induce cancer" within the meaning

of the Delaney clause. Thereafter, registrants and other interested parties filed objections,

and requests for stays and hearings, claiming that their rights to supply data and make

legal and factual arguments against revocation had been violated. To date, EPA has not

acted on any of those requests, creating legal, market and consumer uncertainty. Worse,

EPA has recently announced that it intends to revoke upwards of 70 additional tolerances

in the same manner.
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6. Revise the Current "Sec. 18" Policy. EPA's first act implementing the Les

decision was not against the tolerances named in that case. Instead, EPA moved against

the FIFRA Sec. 1 8 "emergency" exemptions that farmers need to address unforeseen pest

damage, for which alternative defenses often do not exist. On May 7, 1993, EPA revoked

five existing Sec. 18 tolerances, and denied applications for 16 others because they

"appear to meet" the Delaney clause "induces cancer" standard. This action was taken

without actual findings that the residues in fact "concentrate" or "induce cancer" in

violation of the Delaney clause, and without notice or opportunity for comment, as the

FFDCA and the Administrative Procedure Act would require.

EPA acknowledged that its action would have an adverse impact on growers of

up to $70 million in 1 993 alone. Those losses, and impacts such as product "blacklisting"

and loss of needed, effective products could have been mitigated if EPA had first (1)

determined whether the residue actually violated the Delaney clause, (2) resolved the

tolerances at issue in Les. or (3) addressed the issues then still pending in the NFPA

petition. Instead, EPA embarked upon a course designed to create the need for their

particular legislative agenda, even saying boldly at the time that "The necessity of this

[action] highlights the need for new legislation that addresses food safety. The Clinton

administration will ... develop a proposal." At that time, at least two separate proposals

were already pending before Congress.

EPA could easily extricate itself from the massive administrative challenges it faces, avoid

putting food production at risk, insure the public safety, and do so in full compliance with

«

existing law and regulations if it were to:

8
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• Grant the NFPA petition. Current concentration and coordination policies are

illegal and no longer justified;

• Rescind its policy of intentional inaction.

• Abandon outdated policies (including definitions of "raw" and "processed" foods,

and implementing the "flow-through" and "ready to eat" provisions of FFDCA),

and redefining what "induces cancer" means for purposes of the Delaney clause;

•
Stop regulating on the basis of exaggerated risks and assumptions;

•
Respond to the objections, and grant the stay and hearing requests sought by the

registrants and NACA in the Les tolerance revocation action; and

• Rescind the Current Sec. 1 8 policy, or make it applicable to only those products

which in fact are prohibited by Delaney.

n. NACA's Response to H.R. 4362 and H.R. 4329

NACA well appreciates the time, effort and attempts at inter-agency coordination which

have gone into development of the Administration's FIFRA/Food Safety proposal. However,

by bringing omnibus new legislation to virtually every aspect of pesticide regulation, the bills

amount to a wholesale overhaul. Rarely will a system which needs improvement be helped by

adding layers and layers of untested new authority. By failing to focus on the areas of true

concern, these bills will have the imintended affect of bringing the registration of new products

(and the reregistration of existing products) to a halt, and they may not actually speed the

removal pesticides found subsequently to exceed society's acceptable risk/benefit standard. They
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will, however, clog EPA and the courts with citizen suits and other litigation, and create

confusion among EPA staff, the regulated community and public when EPA attempts to act under

one or more of the multitude of new authorities.

Nevertheless, NACA will address each of the major components of the two bills, and

explain why many of their provisions will not assist in the overall objective of improving the

system of pesticide regulation, or the safety of America's food.

A. FFDCA AMENDMENTS (H.R. 4362)

Risk Standard for Tolerances. Under the Administration's proposal, a tolerance may

be established for a raw or processed food if the residue is "safe." Safety is then defined as

presenting "a reasonable certainty of no harm" when evaluating risks from cancer, risks other than

cancer, and establishing tolerances for children and other sub-populations. Because it would

fundamentally alter the standard for evaluating tolerances, the public deserves to understand

precisely what this standard means, how it will be interpreted, and what the net effect will be on

individual existing tolerances.

For instance, the definition of "safe" was taken from a section of the Code of Federal

Regulations dealing with food additives. However, there is language in that definition which

acknowledges that "intended conditions of use" are relevant, and that it is "impossible to ...

establish with complete certainty the absolute harmlessness of the use of any substance." NACA

is curious why the entire definition was not taken. Furthermore, the plain language of the phrase
«

"no harm" appears to establish a zero-risk standard. If so, this bill merely replaces the Delaney

10
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clause with another "zero-risk" standard. While we appreciate that EPA has proposed replacing

the Delaney clause with a single risk standard, NACA is very concerned with what this new

standard means, and how it will be interpreted.

This committee understands that the current system for setting and maintaining tolerances

is a "health-based" system. Consequently, the Administration's ongoing pleas for a "health-based"

system are patently misleading. Pesticides are among the most heavily researched and regulated

products on the market today. Before a pesticide may be registered for use, manufacturers must

perform over 120 tests designed to protect human health and the environment. The registration

standard requires protection of "human health," and pesticide tolerances are NOT set at particular

levels in order to provide agricultural benefits. Although improvements are always welcomed

(and have been continuously added under current law), we have a strong health-based system in

place today.

Elimination ofBenefits Consideration. Although the Administration has never explained

why limited consideration of benefits poses a public health concern, its bills preclude

consideration of pesticide benefits when establishing tolerances and in regulating pesticide use.

Although £in extension of time for an existing tolerance may technically be granted using benefits,

that extension would be virtually impossible to obtain. For instance, the registrant would have

to show that loss of that particular tolerance would "severely disrupt domestic food production."

Rarely, if ever, would loss of one product tolerance create a nationwide disruption. But over

time, this provision could severely affect agriculture through the attrition of "a thousand paper

cuts" which together would be devastating. Furthermore, proposals on so-called "label call-in"

and "phase-down/phase-out" would eliminate consideration of pesticide benefits altogether.

11
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Lost in both bills is the concept that decisions regarding risk cannot be accurately made

without also evaluating the benefit which acceptance of that risk provides. A detailed

consideration of benefits -- which comes into play only when test results are very close to the

safety standard - allows EPA to make informed decisions. After all, blind reliance on numbers

alone is responsible for the Delaney dilemma we face now. Congressional debate concerning the

value of a cost/benefit analysis in other legislation this year has shown that it is an extremely

important undertaking.

Overly Restrictive Standards for Children and Sub-populations. Last summer's NAS

report made several basic recommendations, including that more/better data be developed on

pesticide use and on the foods children eat; that additional toxicity testing procedures be

developed which evaluate the vulnerability of infants and children; and that improvements be

made in the risk assessment process. NACA largely agrees with these recommendations, as does

the 220-member Food Chain Coalition through the legislation which they support.

However, in subtle but important ways this bill goes beyond the recommendations of the

NAS. For instance, the NAS recommended an additional 10-fold safety factor for infants and

children for those instances where "there is evidence of postnatal developmental toxicity, and ...

data from toxicity testing relative to children are incomplete." By contrast, this bill requires the

additional safety factor as a matter of course. The NAS report also did not suggest that EPA be

required to make specific "findings" that tolerances are "fully protective" of infants and children.

We question whether such a determination could actually be made, and fear that it will

unnecessarily slow the review and approval processes without providing real, added protection,

because EPA will be hesitant to certify that a tolerance is indeed "fully" protective.

12
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Rather than first evaluating which of the NAS recommendations are already being done,

which may be correct in concept but need more evaluation, whether methods exist to carry out

the particular recommendations, and whether each recommendation provides added benefit or

protection for the cost, EPA simply put the recommendations into legislative language. Although

NACA understands EPA's desire to be responsive, blindly fixing each recommendation in

legislation is dangerous because (as with the Delaney clause) it will prohibit EPA from adapting

to changes in scientific understanding.

Exaggerated Exposure Assumptions. By requiring use of exaggerated exposure

assumptions (100% of food contains residues at the tolerance level every day for a lifetime), EPA

guarantees that its risk estimates will be vastly overstated. Although tolerances are set at the

maximum use pattern (% of crop, full label rate, etc.), this does not always result in residues at

the tolerance level. Thus, these exposure assumptions would negate the use of actual or average

residues, which have long been agreed to by almost everyone who has dealt with this issue. The

Administration's obsession with ultra-conservatism grossly overstates exposure, and makes no

scientific sense.

Separate Tolerances. This bill allows EPA to establish separate tolerances for residues

at any point in the food production chain. This new concept was merely alluded to in earlier

testimony on the bill, and the language of the bill raises more questions than it answers. For

instance, under what conditions and/or for what food forms would separate tolerances be

required? Would separate tolerances be required for the same food at different stages in the

distribution chain? What new or additional residue testing requirements would exist? And

importantly, how will FDA conduct (and pay for) enforcement? Until these questions are

13
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adequately debated and answered, NACA believes this provision is premature.

No Uniform National Tolerances. This legislation fails to provide for national

uniformity of tolerances. Without such uniformity, the varying laws of state and local

governments will place an unfair burden on agriculture, food processing and transportation

industries.

Tolerances for All Inert Ingredients and Metabolites. While failing to so acknowledge

in testimony, the Administration's bill will require a separate tolerance for each and every inert

ingredient and metabolite in a pesticide product, regardless of toxicity. Under current law, EPA

may chose to require a tolerance if the inert ingredient or metabolite presents a risk meriting such

regulatory action. H.R. 4362 will require registrants to undertake massive additional testing and

data development, and the data review will exhaust years of EPA staff time. By focusing scarce

resources on real risk, the current system makes infinitely more sense.

Tolerance Reevaluation. This proposal requires EPA to review literally hundreds of

existing tolerances and exemptions within 1 80 days, and identify those which do not appear to

meet the new standards. To maintain an "apparently unacceptable" tolerance, registrants would

be required to submit data within two years; within three years EPA must make a final decision

on 75% of those tolerances, and within four years for the remaining tolerances. Tolerances and

exemptions which do not meet the new standard will be revoked.

In addition to the administrative burden, it is not at all clear how this new authority will

relate to the reregistration program. Since EPA is currently making similar evaluations in that

context, this additional authority is redundant. NACA members have already invested
«

approximately $100 million dollars, and EPA has worked very hard to make reregistration a

14
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success. Failure to coordinate these efforts would be a shameful waste of both money and time.

If tolerance reevaluation is not being adequately addressed through reregistration, then the

solution is to fix that process, rather than creating a rival program in mid-stream.

Further, the task which EPA proposes is enormous, the deadlines strict, and the

consequences (revocation) are severe. We believe EPA's self-imposed deadlines are unrealistic.

Unless EPA proposes to give the data only a cursory review, or adhere to a rigid numerical

standard to determine whether a tolerance is safe, sufficient time simply does not exist to

adequately analyze the data. We are also concerned that regulatory action (and "listing") will be

initiated on what amounts to no more than whim. The proposed "appears to meet" standard is

virtually unprecedented in its vagueness. Sufficient time will not exist in the 1 80 days following

passage of the bill to set the standards and actually accomplish a review of all current tolerances

and exemptions.

B. FIFRA AMENDMENTS (H.R. 4329)

Phase-Out/Phase-Down. Under this extraordinary new authority, EPA may restrict,

reduce or eliminate the use or production of a pesticide if "credible scientific evidence indicates

that use of the pesticide is reasonably likely to pose a significant risk to humans or the

environment." The standard used in this section is vague, and the consequence of EPA action

severe. For instance, does the "credible scientific evidence" trigger mean "some" evidence, or

a preponderance of the evidence? What if that evidence was disputed by other "credible"

evidence? Must "credible" evidence be peer-reviewed? These important questions are left

15
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unanswered in the legislation.

Other definitions which are unworkably vague are "reasonably likely to pose" and

"significant risk." By "reasonably likely" does EPA mean any amount greater than 50%? By

"significant risk" does EPA intend something less than or more than would be required to sustain

a cancellation action? NACA also is concerned that the "use" of the pesticide which leads to risk

does not contemplate that phase-out/phase-down would only apply when the pesticide was not

being used "in accordance with widespread and commonly recognized practice" as is currently

required under FIFRA.

This authority is also redundant with both current and proposed new authorities. For

instance, if EPA discovered a new risk, why would existing cancellation and/or suspension

authorities not suffice? If cancellation or suspension are inadequate, why not amend them?

Regarding the proposed new authorities, it is unclear when EPA would choose to proceed with

a data call-in, label call-in, phase-out/phase-down, prescription use, cancellation, or suspension

authorities.

In a final irony, this legislation expressly prohibits common-sense application ofthe phase-

out/phase-dowTi authority. This bill prohibits EPA from taking into account differences between

various classes of pesticides, differences in environmental risk, and differences between

agricultural and non-agricultural pesticides. At a time when the entire production of a pesticide

could be eliminated, these considerations are extremely important. Because it ignores the

significant investment of time and money which registrants make in their products, tramples the

fiindamental due process rights necessary to challenge unfoimded government action, and denies

a company the ability to legally produce basic chemicals ~ possibly for other uses ~ NACA

16
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strongly opposes this provision of the bill.

Cancellation Procedures. Under H.R. 4329, FIFRA's current formal cancellation

procedures would be replaced by informal rule making, a process which provides none of the

procedural protection necessary to adequately defend a product's registration. Whereas the

cancellation process under current law allows an adversely affected party to request an

adjudicatory hearing (involving an opportunity to present testimony and cross examine witnesses

before an impartial decision-maker), the informal rule making proposed here is little more than

the familiar "notice and comment" process.

In the past, EPA has argued that disregarding these procedural protections is justified

because the formal hearing process is "too burdensome." However, since 1980, EPA has issued

approximately 40 cancellation notices under FIFRA, and a hearing with cross examination was

requested in only three of those proceedings. Testimony in those hearings averaged only 21 days.

Although H.R. 4329 does allow an affected party to request an informal hearing, EPA may

decline to hold the hearing. If held, the hearing would not allow for cross examination or other

procedures which provide important due process rights. As such, the protection offered is

inadequate to a full and fair evaluation of agency action.

In addition, the burden of proof in a cancellation proceeding is inexplicably shifted from

the challenger to the registrant, who must show why a cancellation should not go forward. This

turns the concept of fiindamental fairness on its head. Once EPA has granted a registration,

having reviewed all required data, it is only fair that the party initiating a cancellation should

have the burden of showing the standard for cancellation has been met.

Finally, this bill changes the standard for challenging agency action in court from whether

17
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the action is supported by "substantial evidence" to whether the action was "arbitrary and

capricious." Particularly when combined with the inability to enter testimony and examine

witnesses, this change is significant. By stacking the deck entirely in favor of the agency, EPA

has effectively eliminated a registrant's ability to defend its products.

To the degree data show that current procedures are inadequate or do not protect the

public health, NACA has been willing to support improvements. However, the wholesale

revisions contained in this bill have stripped all that is fair from the process, making a

cancellation under this process z.fait accompli. For those reasons, NACA opposes them.

Suspension by Order. Similar to the proposed cancellation language, H.R. 4329 would

replace current suspension procedures with "suspension by order." In short, this proposed process

eliminates the expedited hearing (including the opportxmity to present evidence and examine

witnesses on the record), allows EPA to proceed without simultaneously filing a notice of intent

to cancel, and lowers the standard for challenging agency action from "substantial evidence" to

"arbitrary and capricious."

Particularly in light of the proposed cancellation amendments, NACA questions the need

for such drastic change. If cancellation is expedited, what value is there to changing suspension?

Since 1972, EPA has suspended the registration of only five pesticides. One explanation why

suspension may not have been used more often is that improved registration requirements,

reregistration, and existing cancellation and other regulatory authorities have avoided pesticide

emergencies and "imminent hazards." EPA should first be required to show how current law has

failed to protect the public health, and specifically, how current suspension authority is

4

inadequate. This is especially true, since FIFRA amendments in 1988 were designed specifically
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to address weaknesses in EPA's ability to use its suspension authority. If deficiencies remain,

then they should be fixed in a manner which is tailored to addressing a particular need. Rather

than seeking specific improvements, the cancellation and suspension provisions offered under

H.R. 4329 abandon virtually all of the concepts of fairness in current law, in favor of a process

which focuses only on administrative expediency for the agency.

Label Call-in. In testimony before Congress last September (and when soliciting support

for its proposal), EPA cast its label call-in proposal in terms of "relatively small changes" such

as "additional warning statements." However, when reduced to legislative language, the proposal

encompassed wholesale changes in labeling, packaging and even composition of a pesticide.

Under H.R. 4329, EPA is authorized to order such changes if the Administrator "determines that

the risks associated with the use of a pesticide can be reduced." The only limitation on EPA's

authority would be if the change effectively prohibits or makes economically unfeasible

substantially all use of the pesticide on one or more use sites.

The concepts of "cost" or corresponding "benefit" have not been linked to the particular

risk reduction effort. (The only mention of cost is to "society" at large, which is meaningless in

the context of specific agency action.) For instance, assume that EPA determines that risk could

be reduced by eliminating aerial application or by a different type of formulation. Would not the

cost of such changes, and the amount of benefit from the changes, be relevant considerations?

By failing to include these, or some form of "least burdensome" requirement, the Administration

has given itself unnecessarily broad authority and placed an imnecessary burden on registrants,

users and dealers, and the public at large.

Registration Renewal ("Sunset"). H.R. 4329 recasts FIFRA's current reregistration
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program as a system where pesticide registrations must be reviewed and renewed every 1 5 years.

To accomplish this, registrations would be divided into three categories: pre- 1984, post- 1984,

and post-amendments. Each category would have staggered deadlines for EPA to complete its

review. By the deadline, EPA must let the registration expire because the application is

incomplete or supported by insufficient information, renew the registration, or initiate a

cancellation proceeding. If EPA fails to act within the prescribed time frame, the registration

may receive an extension of one additional year. Fees paid by registrants would support this

program.

While NACA understands that some type of periodic review makes common sense, we

have fundamental concerns the content, structure and scope of this proposal. First and foremost,

we believe that any successful review or renewal effort must be built on first completing the

existing reregistration program. Once that program is complete or substantially complete, all

interested parties should review the program shortcomings, to avoid repeating any of the initial

program mistakes. The reregistration has already taught that (1) there must be certainty, at the

beginning, on what constitutes a complete data package, (2) EPA must be realistic in the time it

takes and allows the registrant to develop the required data, and (3) EPA must allow itself

sufficient time and resources to analyze that data properly. This proposal learns from none of

those lessons. By setting strict deadlines in legislation, without first estimating which or how

much data will be required or submitted, or the time and resources necessary to review that data,

EPA is setting itself up for failure and further loss of public confidence. Because of the strict,

possibly unrealistic deadlines, product registrations which actually meet the existing standards
will^

be put at unnecessary risk.
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We also fail to see how this process coordinates with timetables and existing or proposed

authorities regarding tolerance decisions. Without careful coordination, tolerance and registration

decisions will not be consistently reviewed, resulting in wasted time, money and effort. Without

careful coordination and honest evaluation of the ongoing reregistration program, this proposal

threatens to disrupt public confidence, and what is universally recognized as the safest, most

efficient and productive food safety and production system in the world.

Reduced Risk Pesticides. H.R. 4329 directs EPA to develop criteria for designating a

pesticide as "reduced risk." Registration applications which meet the criteria would be eligible

for priority review, and if other conditions are met, would receive two additional years of

exclusive use of data. That this provision even exists is proof that it takes too long to bring new

pesticide products to market. It is unacceptable that even simple applications can take over two

years after all necessary data has been submitted. If all applications were reviewed and acted

upon with reasonable speed, "priority review" would not be necessary. NACA would prefer that

EPA find ways to speed the existing registration system, rather than speeding the system only as

a "bonus."

On its face, this provision has certain appeal because the public wants (and EPA would

be able to claim it is approving) "safer" pesticides. We ask "safer than what?" If all products

registered are indeed "safe" (having submitted data and "passed" some 120 different tests required

under FIFRA) this bill establishes a two tier system. Rather than increasing public confidence,

this provision will actually increase public fear, because (if the program is successful) the number

of "safer" pesticides wall always be fewer than the "other" pesticides. Importantly, this bill also

fails to recognize that once registered under FIFRA, all pesticides have shown themselves to be
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"safe."

We also question whether it is truly possible to develop criteria which fairly determine

which pesticide is "safer" than another. Will safety be judged to the applicator or consumer?

Is one form of application "safer" than another? What about pesticides which clearly decrease

the risk in one area, but arguably increase risk in another? We raise these questions because we

know how difficult it will be for EPA to fairly develop criteria and administer the program.

There is no question that we all want "safer" pesticides. The only question is how to develop and

bring them to market. New products and technologies, and those currently "in the pipeline,"

prove that the market is already quickly moving in that direction. However, until we understand

what standards and criteria EPA intends to use to implement this program, and until more

experience is gained through EPA's current "pilot program," we believe that legislation on this

subject would be premature.

Fees. In addition to the fees imposed for tolerance review and approval activities under

H.R. 4362, H.R. 4329 imposes at least five new user fees. New fees are assessed for registration

renewal ("sunset"), exports, new supplemental reregistration fees (except for biological pesticides

and minor uses), an extension of the annual maintenance fees, and a new fee on pesticides

eligible for reregistration.

NACA is sympathetic to the resource demands upon EPA. However, in spite of repeated

requests for an accounting of the millions of dollars already paid to support reregistration, EPA

has failed to provide any such document or report. Nevertheless, NACA member companies have

continued to honor the fee structures put in place through FIFRA '88 and its amendments. It is

most disturbing that there is no evidence in this legislation, or in testimony to date, that the

22
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Administration has made even a token effort to estimate how much any of these new programs

and authorities will cost. In fairness, registrants cannot be expected to come to the table with a

blank check, and receive no guarantee that their investment is sufficient, or is being well

managed. As new sources of revenue are discussed, industry and govenmient alike must honestly

address the cost to fully fund existing programs, the additional cost to fund new programs, and

then carefiilly evaluate the incremental benefits derived from that added cost.

Prescription Use. For pesticides classified under the "restricted use" provisions, H.R.

4239 would allow EPA to impose a condition that the pesticide be applied only by prescription.

While the goals behind the provision are worthy of discussion, NACA doubts that sufficient

structures are currently in place to ensure that such a system could currently be administered

fairly and effectively, and without significant disruption of agricultural practices. Adequate

statutory guidance (absent in this proposal), and available and affordable commercial services are

absolute prerequisites to a workable prescription use plan. At present, this proposal is at best

premature.

Citizen Suits. H.R. 4329 would authorize any person (with or without a financial interest

in the matter) to bring suit in Federal Court against EPA, a pesticide registrant, or any pesticide

user except for certain agricultural producers engaged in production, for any alleged violation of

FIFRA or any EPA pesticide regulatory requirement. However, a citizen may make a request

(not subject to judicial review) that the Administrator or a State take action against a producer.

Provisions exist for the payment of attorney fees, expert witness fees, and litigation costs to any

party who "substantially prevails." NACA believes that this is an invitation for gridlock. We

fail to see how this provision is consistent with the Administration's goals of reinventing
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government, or of forging a partnership with the regulated community.

Civil and Criminal Penalties. Current civil penalties for registrants, commercial

applicators and distributors of $5,000 per violation are increased under H.R. 4329 by 500%, to

$25,000 per day, up to a maximum of $400,000. Furthermore, the current warning requirement

prior to imposition of a fine has been eliminated. For criminal penalties, current law provides

for fines (maximum of $25,000) and jail (maximum 1 year) for knowing violations by

registrants, commercial applicators and distributors. H.R. 4329 not only increases the fines (to

$50,000), but also makes them per day, and allows for double fines for second violations. Jail

time is also increased from 1 year to 5 years. However, by far the most troubling aspect is that

the standard for any violation of FIFRA has changed from a knowing violation to merely a

negligent violation.

NACA agrees that EPA should have strong, meaningful authority to punish intentional

violators, as well as repeat offenders. But we question, on grounds of fimdamental fairness,

whether such unprecedented, stringent authority (particularly as applied to smaller, commercial

applicators or dealers) is necessary to deter negligence. The proposed scheme establishes virtual

strict liability, with severe penalties. We wonder if improved training and education are not

better approaches to decreasing actual risk and protecting the environment. This approach is also

more consistent with the Administration's goal of reducing pollution at its source. This proposal,

on the other hand, is clearly designed for its punitive effect.

Inspection and Record Keeping. Under current law, EPA has authority to require

pesticide producers to maintain certain records (FIFRA Sec. 8), and to inspect establishments
*

where pesticides are held for sale or distribution (FIFRA Sec. 9). H.R. 4329 expands both
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authorities, to require and inspect records of distributors, pesticide testing facilities, and

commercial applicators. EPA would also have new authority to inspect pesticide user premises

and pesticide testing facilities. Inspection of private residences and farms would be limited to

instances of "suspected violations." In addition, EPA would have the authority to require record

keeping for all agricultural pesticide use.

Ofthese provisions, and many others not listed, NACA is most concerned about inspection

of private residences without a warrant. If a "suspected violation" is enough to initiate a search,

and refiisal (even on good faith grounds) to consent to a search constitutes a separate violation,

it is not difficult to imagine that an anonymous complaint (whether founded or not) could lead

to $25,000 or more in penalties against a farmer who refuses to consent to a warrantless search.

We believe the Administration's proposal is rife with such possibilities, and represents a

dangerous inciirsion into the privacy and personal liberty of its citizens.

Nevertheless, NACA understands, and has no objection to the Administration's desire to

encourage safe production and use of pesticide products. We believe that a system where

everyone adheres to the highest level of professionalism serves the regulated community, the

regulators, and the public. However, when seen in light of the new civil and criminal penalties

(particularly for negligent violations), these requirements are ominous. As with the penalty

provisions, a system which educates and rewards compliance would be infinitely preferable.

Exports. Under new regulations put in place during this Administration, any pesticide

made in the U.S. (including unregistered pesticides) may be exported as long as it is labeled in

accordance with EPA regulations and the exporter receives from the foreign purchaser a written

acknowledgment of the pesticide's unregistered status. Under H.R. 4329, export of pesticides
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banned for use in the U.S. would be prohibited, subject to two narrow exceptions. As we have

testified repeatedly in the past (and will elaborate on if you desire), we believe that current law

is working well, that these restrictions are unwarranted, and that fiirther restrictions will drive

jobs, production and research out of the United States.

Further, the proposal to raise $4 million through a fund which amounts to an export tax

for foreign technical assistance programs is simply a bad idea. To our knowledge, no other

country taxes its own exports
— for any reason. Further, these programs would be largely

redundant, duplicating many of the product stewardship efforts already in place and/or in

development by many NACA member companies.

IV. CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, we sincerely wish we could tell you that this bill could easily be fixed.

It cannot. By creating too many new authorities with vague and ambiguous standards and

triggers, failing to coordinate with existing authority, and generally operating without adequate

due process protection, NACA cannot offer its support. As we have said repeatedly in the past,

NACA does stand ready to work with this committee and any other interested party. We believe

that starting with H.R. 1627, a bill with the support of 220 cosponsors, offers the best possibility

for real reform.
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Prepared Testimony of

Dr. Stephen Ziller, Vice President for

Science and Technology

Grocery Manufacturers of America, Inc.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am Dr. Stephen Ziller, Vice

President for Science and Technology of the Grocery Manufacturers of America, Inc.

(GMA). GMA is an 85-year old national trade association comprised of more than 130

companies which manufacture food and other products sold in retail stores throughout the

United States. Member companies employ over 2.5 million people nationwide and have

armual sales in excess of $360 billion that represent more than 85 percent of the packaged

food sold at retail in the United States.

GMA recognizes and greatly appreciates the long and constructive efforts of this

Subcommittee and others in seeking to bring about reform of the nation's food safety

laws, particularly as they related to the approval of pesticides for use of agricultural crops

and the establishment of tolerances for pesticide residues that may remain on raw

agricultural commodities or in processed foods. In this regard, the provisions of the

Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act establishing premarket approval of pesticide

residues and other substances found in food were first enacted in the 1950's. The Federal

Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act, the law under which pesticides are registered,

was initially passed in the 1 940's and has been amended over the years. There has not

been, however, a coordinated review of the two statutes' food safety provisions.

Changes in scienceand technology that-have-taken place in the ensuing years
~ including

advances in analytical chemistry and the science of quantitative risk assessment - could

not have been anticipated when these laws were first enacted. In addition, judicial

decisions in the last few years interpreting very restrictively the authority of the
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Environmental Protection Agency in this area has complicated that agency's ability to

apply the law in a rational and scientifically-defensible fashion.

In short, the time has come for the nation's food safety laws to be modernized. For nearly

two decades, GMA has supported efforts to do this. That support, however, has been

conditioned upon the inclusion in the law of provisions that would strike an appropriate

balance between preserving an abundant and wholesome food supply and protecting

consumers against unsafe pesticide residues. It has been in furtherance of this

fundamental objective that GMA has participated in the debate surrounding the many

food isafety legislative proposals that have been considered over the years.

One bill presently pending in Congress to amend both the FFD&C Act and FIFRA (H.R.

1627, introduced by Representative Lehman, and S. 1478, introduced by Senator Pryor)

does this effectively, and GMA strongly supports this proposed legislation. The

Administration's legislative proposal for reform of the pesticide safety provisions of the

laws, on the other hand, misses the mark and has a number of fundamental flaws. It is a

step backwards.

DISCUSSION

National Uniformity

Noticeably absent from the Administration's proposal is a provision that has been

included in previous legislative proposals and that is.increasingly recognized as essential^

to ensure the consistent application of the pesticide laws throughout the United States ~ a

provision precluding states firom issuing different tolerances, warning label requirements,

or other limitations on pesticide residues in food products. As a result, states would be

permitted to continue adopting different standards, whether they are imposed directly
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through tolerances or indirectly through labeling requirements. Regrettably, this

approach fails to take advantage of the growing body of scientific expertise at the federal

level that is designed to ensure consistent application of the most advanced scientific

techniques. Once the federal government has applied these testing procedures and

established tolerances and other such pesticide safety limitations, they should be

uniformly applied throughout the country.

Risk Standard

The proposed legislation would appropriately replace the current zero-risk Delaney

Clause with a negligible risk standard for both raw and processed foods in the case of

pesticides that are potential carcinogens as recommended by the National Academy of

Sciences. EPA would be required, however, to use "conservative risk assessment

methods" in determining that a tolerance provides a "reasonable certainty that no harm

will result" from all anticipated exposures to the chemical. This standard would be

needlessly burdensome and confusing and would come very close to the zero risk

standard that it purports to replace. This is compounded by the requirement that the

agency calculate dietary risk based on the extreme assumption that residues are at the ftiU

tolerance levels and that all of the potential foods are treated with the particular pesticide,

unless the agency has adequate data demonstrating otherwise.

In the case of non-carcinogenic pesticides, the general "reasonable certainty" standard

would apply, but with the additional requirement that the tolerance incorporate an "ample

margin of safety" based onJJie exposure amount indicated not to-cause adverse effects in

significant subpopulations. For risks to children and infants, the proposed legislation

would direct EPA to increase the normal margin of safety tenfold. We agree that the

diets of infants and children do need special attention; but EPA should be encouraged to
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use its appropriate regulatory discretion to examine their needs on a case-by-case basis

rather than by use of an arbitrary factor.

In fact, actual residue levels in raw agricultural commodities and processed foods are

substantially below the tolerances that EPA establishes for residues in raw products under

current law. This occurs because the agency's exposure calculations are already based on

extremely conservative assumptions about pesticide use and the extent to which

processing reduces any remaining residues. Application of pesticides to food crops is

performed to minimize residues at time of harvest, and post-harvest processing generally

reduces those residues even further. Consistent wdth this approach, which has historically

worked well to ensure that pesticide residues do not exceed safe levels, EPA should be

permitted to continue calculating dietary exposure levels on the basis of actual data

whenever possible and not be required to arbitrarily make imreasonable, extreme

assumptions.

Consideration of Benefits

Pesticides are highly important to the production of food in this country. These

chemicals indirectly promote public health by controlling disease and damage to food,

thereby providing nutrition and affordable food for American consumers. Indeed, the

National Academy of Sciences has recognized that the benefits of pesticides are an

important consideration in tolerance setting.

The Administration's-proposal, however, would all but eliminate the consideration of

benefits derived from a pesticide's use in establishing tolerances for residues. First, the

proposal would prohibit entirely the consideration of benefits in the establishment of any

new residue tolerance. For an existing tolerance that does not meet the new risk standard

determined by EPA, the proposal would give EPA the authority to extend the tolerance
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for up to five years but only if it can pass a very stringent test; one element of this test is

that the "health benefits" of the pesticide are greater than the dietary risks;" "health

benefits," however, would specifically exclude benefits fi-om "an adequate, wholesome,

or economical food supply." As a practical matter, few benefits would qualify for this

very narrow definition.

Because the proposal effectively eliminates benefits considerations in the pesticide

approval and tolerance setting process, the availability of many pesticides crucial for the

production of food crops would be jeopardized. This would be an ironic result at a time

when the National Cancer Institute and virtually every other major public health

organization is encouraging Americans to eat more fioiits and vegetables, the very

products most susceptible to plant disease and damage for which pesticides are so

important.

Multiple Tolerances

The Administration's proposal would also authorize EPA to establish separate tolerances

for a particular pesticide at each stage of a food's change of production or marketing,

including at the point of harvest, after processing, and at the retail level. Not only does

this invite administrative chaos both in terms of setting the tolerances in the fu-st place,

and especially in their enforcement, but it is contrary to a principal goal of food safety

law reform. At least for processed products, there is no reason to differentiate between

the permissible level of a residue on a finished food at either its point of production or

sale.

Pipeline Provisions

The current law does not contain an express provision allowing treated crops to move

through the system if a pesticide tolerance is modified or revoked. The legislative
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proposal introduced by Representative Lehman and Senator Pryor includes such a

pipeline provision that would permit the continued marketing of foods containing

residues that, although rendered no longer appropriate, do not exceed the tolerance in

effect at the time the pesticide was applied. The pipeline provision contained in the

Administration's proposal, however, is vague and subject to misinterpretation.

A practical pipeline provision in the law -mil help avoid unnecessary disruptions in the

food supply. Therefore, it is important that this provision clearly apply to all potentially

affected products. TTiese would include unharvested crops as well as processed foods that

are made from raw agricultural commodities if the raw commodity was treated with the

pesticide prior to a change in tolerance, so long as the residue on such commodity is

within the prior tolerance level.

Enforcement Provisions

For the last several years, there has been considerable debate about the adequacy of EPA's

and the Food and Drug Administration's authority to enforce the pesticide-related food

safety provisions of the law. Typically, the agencies have argued for more powers, but

have failed to demonstrate why their existing authority is not sufficient to enable them to

do their job. As a result. Congress has consistently rejected the agencies demands.

The Administration's proposed legislation, purporting only to modernize the food safety

laws, seeks to expand EPA and FDA enforcement authority as well, through the back

door. Thisapparently-lastminute addition ofnon--germane provisions to this proposal

vmnecessarily complicates further an already complex issue. Among other things:

1 . The proposal would give FDA the administrative authority to embargo and order a

recall of food that the agency believes contains pesticide residues in excess of a legal
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tolerance. Under current law, food manufacturers routinely withhold food from

distribution voluntarily and recall products when FDA or the company itself has evidence

suggesting that the product is misbranded or adulterated ~ and, in the rare circumstance

when a company refuses to cooperate voluntarily, FDA can obtain a court order to seize

the product. In other words, FDA does not need additional embargo or recall authority

and it should not be granted.

2. FDA would also be given the authority to impose substantial civil monetary penalties

on companies for distributing food that contains pesticide residues in excess of

established tolerances. Again, current law gives FDA ample authority to prevent the

introduction into interstate commerce of adulterated products. In addition, under current

law, companies and their management who violate the law can be criminally prosecuted.

Civil penalties would add nothing but opportunities for abuse, plea bargaining, and

expanded bureaucratic procedures.

3. EPA would be given expanded powers to enter and inspect a broad range of food

processing facilities to enforce the pesticide laws; the civil penalties that EPA already has

the authority to impose would be substantially increased. There has been no showing that

the agency's existing inspection authorities are in any way inadequate or that the civil

penalties that the agency assesses are not already substantial.

4. Private citizens would be given legal standing to bring lawsuits against companies, or

even government agencies,.to enforce the pesticide laws. Just imagine the rush of

litigation, much of it frivolous, that food processors and the government could be forced

to defend if the Administration's proposal is enacted.
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5. And finally, for no apparent reason, a provision is included in the Administration's

proposal that would grant special "whistle blower" protection to employees who allege

violations of the pesticide laws. There is a plethora of state and federal laws that already

protect employees fi-om discharge or other discrimination in such situations. This kind of

provision simply does not belong in the food safety law.

CONCLUSION

GMA is always encouraged by legislative efforts to address the antiquated provisions of

the nation's food safety laws. The food industry is committed to ensuring that its

products are safe and wholesome. Because of advances in science and technology during

the nearly 40 years since the pesticide residues and related provisions of the law were first

enacted, it is time for the law to be brought up to date. After so many years of debate, a

consensus has emerged. The Administration's plan represents an onerous step in the

wrong direction.

GMA looks forward to continuing to work with the Congress in the development of

sound food safety policy. Thank you for this opportunity to participate in today's

proceeding.
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STATEMENT OF

WILLIAM D. GULLICKSON, JR.
CHAIRMAN, CHEMICAL PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION

Introduction

I am Bill Gullickson, Jr., President of McLaughlin Gormley
King Company (MGK) in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Today, I am here in

my capacity as Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Chemical
Producers and Distributors Association (CPDA) . Accompanying me is
Warren E. Stickle, President of CPDA. We are delighted to have the

opportunity to appear before members of the House Subcommittee on
Department Operations and Nutrition to discuss the Administration's
pesticide legislation as well as a number of related issues of

importance to our association.

By way of introduction, CPDA is a voluntary, non-profit
membership association consisting of about 90 member companies
engaged in the manufacture, formulation, distribution and sale of
some $3.5 billion worth of products used on food, feed and fiber

crops, and for lawn, garden and turf care.

Before we share with members of this Subcommittee our thoughts
regarding H.R. 4329 and H.R. 4362, we would first like to commend

you, Mr. Chairman, for moving forward with hearings on this

legislation. We look to your leadership to bring together the many
divergent views regarding the regulation of pesticides in reaching
a fair and reasonable consensus on FIFRA.

We will first turn to H.R. 4 329, the Administration's
legislation to amend FIFRA. We at CPDA have a number of concerns
with this legislation and today we will offer our thoughts on how
this legislation could have a severe impact on CPDA members -- many
of whom are small to medium-sized companies. In discussing the

many changes proposed in the Administration's bill to amend FIFRA,
we will also share with the Subcommittee some alternative proposals
developed by CPDA which, we believe, will accomplish the common

goal shared by all — namely, the preservation of the integrity of
our nation's food supply and the increased efficiency and

improvement of EPA's pesticide programs.

Our other comments will focus on H.R. 4362, the
Administration's bill to amend the Federal Food, Drug & Cosmetic
Act (FFDCA). CPDA's testimony will address the concept of

negligible risk in setting tolerances for pesticide residues in

foods and we will examine related food safety issues which include
the national uniformity of tolerances and inerts . Again, we thank

you for the opportunity to be here today.
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I. Pesticide Regulation Under FIFRA

Phase-Out/Phase-Down

CPDA is strongly opposed to the provisions contained in H.R.
4329 which would allow the EPA Administrator to phase-out or phase-
down the use or production of a pesticide if scientific evidence
indicates that its use is "reasonably likely to pose a significant
risk to humans or the environment."

First, we at CPDA believe that other safeguards in FIFRA exist
which allow the Administrator to address potentially harmful
chemicals. For example, current FIFRA already allows the
Administrator the authority to place certain restrictions on the
use of a pesticide as a condition of its registration. Second, we
believe that the improvement of the present cancellation procedures
so as to provide a more expedient method for removing bad actors
from the marketplace would obviate the need for any provisions
calling for a phase-out or phase-down of the use and production of
a chemical for which EPA has concerns pertaining to its safety.

Third, the Administration's phase-out/phase-down provisions
are based on a comparatively lenient standard that a chemical is

"reasonably likely" to pose a "significant" risk to humans or the
environment. We at CPDA do not believe that it is prudent to

proceed with a regulatory action against a chemical which could
have a serious adverse impact on growers and other end-users simply
on the premise that a product is "reasonably likely" to pose a

"significant" risk. Rather than a regulatory standard based on

"significant" risk, it should be an "unreasonable" risk. The grave
consequences that would result from eliminating or capping the
production of a pesticide necessitates that a higher degree of

certainty relating to any risk associated with use of that
pesticide be adopted. The standard contained in the
Administration's bill could be abused by those who would advocate
a total ban of all pesticides and lead to a modern day witch hunt
targeting hundreds of necessary and beneficial products which have
been in common use for years without resulting in any harm to man
or the environment.

Fourth, the Clinton phase-out/phase-down proposal erroneously
equates the elimination of pesticide use with a reduction in risk.
Science has clearly demonstrated that such a correlation cannot be
made. The curtailment or elimination of a pesticide product from
the marketplace could have an adverse impact on a farmer's ability
to exercise Integrated Pest Management (IPM). The success of IPM
is dependant, in part, on a wide range of pest control tools being
made available to the farmer. The disappearance of one product
from the farmer's arsenal could actually result in a shift in use

patterns to other products which may pose an even greater potential
risk.
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Finally, we at CPDA believe that careful consideration must be

given to the potential economic impacts which would occur if

production caps were to be placed on pesticides marketed primarily
for export. By far, the regulatory standards of the United States
are much stricter than those of many of our global trading
partners. The higher cost basis for U.S. producers who must incur

significant capital expenditures to comply with stringent federal

regulatory standards already places domestic manufacturers at
somewhat of an economic disadvantage compared to their foreign
competitors. We at CPDA believe that it would be unwise to adopt
legislation calling for caps on American production which could
further erode the position of domestic pesticide manufacturers in
the global markets. Such legislative provisions would place
American jobs in serious jeopardy at a time when the U.S. is

seeking to strengthen its economy.

Fees

We at CPDA are adamantly opposed to the creation of any
additional pesticide fee authorities at this time. CPDA members
believe that it is premature to create additional fees when the

Agency has not yet provided a detailed cost accounting of how and
where the monies collected in the reregistration program have been

spent.

In the last three years, the EPA has maintained that its

reregistration program is experiencing a shortfall of revenues.
Three years ago, this deficit was estimated at $160 million, then

$100 million, and then $40, $35 and $32 million. Appearing before
a joint House-Senate Congressional committee hearing on September
22, 1993, Administration officials estimated that the current

reregistration shortfall was $20-million. Now, however, it would

appear that the fee provisions in H.R. 4329 are calculated to

generate in excess of $60 million in additional fees. CPDA asks
that the Subcommittee take a closer look at the numbers.

First, H.R. 4 329 provides for a two-year extension of EPA

authority to levy maintenance fees through September 30, 1999. We
would like to point out to this Subcommittee that back in the fall
of 1991, CPDA and four other industry trade groups negotiated a

compromise on maintenance fees with EPA. This compromise was

ultimately adopted as part of the technical corrections package
amendment to the 1990 Farm Bill which was signed into law by
President Bush.

The compromise package included provisions which:

o adjust the cap for the first 50 products from $20,000 to

$55,000, and increase the cap for products 51 or more to

$95,000;
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o maintain the fee at $650 for the first product, and
$1,300 for each additional product up to the adjusted
caps ;

o establish a small business cap at $38,500 for the first
50 products, and $66,500 for products 51 or more. A
small business registrant is a corporation, partnership,
or unincorporated business that has 150 or fewer
employees and during the last 3-year period had an

average annual gross revenue from chemical sales that did
not exceed $40,000,000;

o beginning in 1992 and continuing through 1997, adjust the
payment timetable from March 1 to January 15, thus
allowing the Agency to collect funds earlier to mitigate
its existing cash flow problems;

o allocate one-seventh of the maintenance fees collected by
EPA in 1992, 1993 and 1994, and in 1995, 1996 and 1997 up
to $2 million annually to accelerate reregistration (Fast
Track) and expedited processing of funds.

This amendment package raised $15.1 million thus fulfilling
its statutory requirements included in the 1988 FIFRA amendments.
In fact, it created a surplus of at least $1.1 million beyond the
$14 million required under FIFRA. As such, a two-year extension of
maintenance fee authority, as proposed by H.R. 4329 can be expected
to generate an additional $30.2 million (i.e., $15.1 million/year
x 2 years )

.

Second, H.R. 4329 calls for a $120,000 supplemental
reregistration fee on an active ingredient registered for a major
food or feed use and a $60,000 supplemental reregistration fee for
active ingredients registered for non-agricultural uses. If two or
more registrants are required to pay the supplemental
reregistration fee, the fee would be apportioned among the

registrants on the basis of U.S. sales of the active ingredient
during 1990-1992. The active ingredient fees set forth in H.R.
4329 represent levels which stand at about 80% of the fees adopted
by Congress in enacting FIFRA "Lite" in 1988. If one considers
that in 1989, EPA collected some $35 million in active ingredient
fees as a result of the fee levels established by FIFRA Lite, we
can expect to collect some $28.0 million, or 80% of the 1989

levels, under the adjusted active ingredient fees proposed under
H.R. 4329.

Third, the Administration's legislation calls for a $750 per
product reregistration fee which would apply to all products deemed
eligible for reregistration. H.R. 4329 would be given the

authority to adjust this fee to a level that would generate at
least $4,000,000 during the four-year period following enactment of
the legislation.
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Below is a summary of the total revenues that can be expected
if the three fee authorities detailed in Section 11 of H.R. 4329
were to be adopted :

• A two-year extension on maintenance
fees: $15.1 million/year x 2 years = $30.2 million

• A $750 reregistration fee per product = $ 4.0 million

• AI: $120,000 (food uses) $28.0 million
AI: $ 60,000 (non-food uses) =

(80% of $35 million collected in 1989!)
Total: $62.2 million

The $62.2 million as calculated above, far exceeds the $20
million shortfall stated by EPA officials in testimony presented to
Congress last September.

The lack of consistency in EPA's funding estimates illustrates
the strong need for a full and complete explanation of expenditures
for the registration and reregistration programs, including Fast
Track expenditures . We at CPDA believe that Congress should
require EPA to provide a clear and detailed accounting of where and
how the monies have been spent since the reregistration program was
created under the 1988 FIFRA amendments. It is only when we obtain
a full accounting of the program that we can then come up with an
accurate cost of the reregistration program and a definite
assessment of the shortfall.

In testimony presented before this Subcommittee last year,
Ralph Engel, President of the Chemical Specialties Manufacturers
Association (CSMA), recommended that a provision be written into
FIFRA which would require EPA to contract with appropriate outside
management personnel to conduct a thorough examination of the
registration and reregistration process and to make recommendations
in a report to Congress as to how to specifically improve program
performance and meet the 1997 statutory deadline. CPDA agrees with
CSMA and would support the initiation of an outside, independent
review of OPP prior to any determination regarding a new request
for additional fees.

Like all other federal agencies, EPA is attempting to
"reinvent" government by seeking ways to streamline its operations
to do more with less resources, thus creating a more effective and
efficient process. As described more fully elsewhere in this

testimony, CPDA has been working with EPA in developing several

specific proposals which, we believe, will streamline OPP
activities by improving certain efficiencies and eliminating the

unnecessary waste of limited Agency resources, both financial and

manpower. We at CPDA are pleased to inform the Subcommittee that
the Agency has responded in a very positive manner to many of our
recommendations and has expressed a willingness to implement some
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of our suggestions. Moreover, EPA officials have indicated that
some of these changes could be put in place in as short a time
frame as four to six months. Among the CPDA recommendations which
EPA is now considering include the feasibility of allowing simple
registration amendments to be made through notification and
improvements in the process for review of acute toxicity data. The

changes now under consideration would reduce the employee to

manager ratio from its current level of 6 to 1 down to 11 to 1. We
at CPDA believe that the results of this streamlining process
should be evaluated before determining the necessity for any
additional EPA resources.

CPDA does not believe that an extension of maintenance fees to
1999 should be considered until we move closer to these dates and
have had the opportunity to see what impact the various

streamlining reforms have had on OPP activities. It is premature
to address the continuation of maintenance fees at this time.
There will be additional FIFRA reauthorizations prior to 1998 at
which time this issue can be revisited if Congress deems it

necessary. Moreover, although the EPA seeks an extension of
maintenance fees for 1998 and 1999, it does not seek an extension
of the prohibition of registration fees for the same time frame.

Thus, under the present EPA proposal, registrants would have to pay
both extended maintenance fees and new registration fees.

CPDA remains committed to fulfilling its current statutory
obligation of raising $14 million a year to fund the reregistration
program through September 30, 1997 as provided by FIFRA. However,
we strongly believe it is premature to enhance EPA's fee authority
until we have had a full review of how and where EPA has allocated

industry fees already collected, and until we assess the impact of
the Agency's present OPP streamlining initiatives.

Rather than the creation of additional fees, the immediate
focus of FIFRA should be on streamlining the reregistration
program, improving efficiencies, and eliminating waste and

duplication.

Citizen Suits

CPDA opposes the provisions in H.R. 4 329 which would allow a

private individual to file civil suit against EPA for failure to
enforce the requirements of FIFRA. We at CPDA believe that a

citizen suit provision in FIFRA could lead to a proliferation of
frivolous lawsuits brought by every activist group seeking the
total elimination of pesticides. A provision allowing for citizen
suits under FIFRA would keep EPA firmly ensconced in court

proceedings and would consume a significant share of Agency
resources which would go toward legal and court fees . CPDA does
not believe that this is an appropriate use of limited Agency funds
and manpower.
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Registration Sunset

CPDA is opposed to the registration sunset provision contained
in H.R. 4329. This provision would require that active ingredients
be reviewed periodically to ensure that they are in conformity with
scientific standards. If EPA determines that the pesticide does
not meet all applicable requirements, the Agency would be required
to initiate cancellation proceedings. We at CPDA believe that this
provision would create an unnecessary burden for the Agency and the
industry alike. We agree that it is important to address any
questions pertaining to the safety and efficacy of registered
chemicals as these questions arise. However, we do not believe
that it makes sense to engage in a wholesale review of every
registered chemical. Much of the information we have on chemicals
and the scientific testing methodologies will not change within the
relatively short time frames set forth in the Administration's
proposal. If EPA has a specific concern pertaining to a chemical,
the Agency already has the authority under the data call-in
provisions of FIFRA Section 3(c)(2)(B) to request the appropriate
testing. It is a waste of limited resources to require the
resubmission of scientific data which will provide little if any
additional new information.

CPDA opposes the registration sunset provisions as presently
drafted in H.R. 4329. We do not believe that it makes sense to

engage in the wholesale review of every currently registered
chemical. The provisions in the Administration's bill would place
the enormous burden on registrants to submit potentially vast
amounts of data to the Agency, much of which might have, at best,
marginal value. While future technology promises to provide the
tools to generate ever increasing amounts of information, some of
this "new" data may not represent a significant change from what we
already know about a chemical today.

CPDA recognizes that as science evolves and technology allows
for testing at higher levels of sensitivity, so will certain data
requirements to support pesticide registrations change over time.
To this end, some of the information necessary to maintain
pesticide registrations should be updated periodically. However,
it is unnecessary to duplicate data which is scientifically valid.
Once a pesticide has passed the rigorous requirements of the
present reregistration program and the Agency has obtained a

complete set of scientifically valid data on a particular product,
it is unnecessary to generate a repeat battery of tests to obtain
information which has already been accepted and approved by EPA.

Instead, further data requirements should focus on specific and
significant toxicological concerns over a pesticide should they
arise in the future. As such, EPA and industry resources can be
more effectively utilized by focusing on specific concerns based on

significant evidence of a chemical's possible unreasonable adverse
effect on man or the environment.
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When the DORFA Subcommittee took up H.R. 3742 (the Rose bill)
during the 102nd Congress, it considered a similar provision which
would have called upon EPA to perform a "periodic update" of
information to support pesticide registrations. At the time, CPDA
endorsed a substitute proposal which would have required EPA to
review pesticide registrations and to utilize its existing data
call-in authority under FIFRA Section 3(c)(2)(B) to obtain
information deemed necessary for continued support of pesticide
registration. The proposal also gave EPA a second option of

publishing an order in the Federal Register which would have
identified specific data requirements and would have described the

significant evidence of unreasonable adverse effects to human
health or the environment upon which EPA was basing its request for
data. We understand that the intent of the Administration's
"sunset" provision is to avoid the type of logjam that has occurred
with today's reregistration program. CPDA believes that this can
be achieved through such an alternative mechanism, as described
above, which safeguards against the unnecessary duplication of
data .

Cancellation

We at CPDA applaud the Administration for including a

discussion of benefits in its recommendations to revise current
cancellation procedures under FIFRA. Specifically, H.R. 4329
contains a requirement that EPA consider the potential impact of

the proposed cancellation action on consumers, retail food prices,
production of agricultural commodities, and the agricultural
economy. Dr. John D. Graham, Director of Harvard University's
Center for Risk Analysis, discussed the importance of benefits

during his testimony presented before this subcommittee on July 14,
1993. "If farmers are suddenly unable to use pesticides," he

stated, "their crop yields (per acre) may decline due to
insufficient pest control. Since the costs of producing the same
level of output would then be higher, farmers would be forced to

charge higher prices for the crops they produce."

"The benefits of lower food prices are not simply financial,"
said Graham. "[T]hey impact the health of parents and their
children. For example, if higher prices for fruits and vegetables
cause dietary habits to shift away from these foods, an increase in

the risk of cancer, heart disease, and other diet-related diseases
can be expected. This outcome is more likely among low-income

populations, where price sensitivity is highest and knowledge of

the health effects of poor nutrition may be lower."

Dr. Graham further testified that "...In some situations, the

loss of a pesticide may cause direct harm to public health as a

result of consumer exposure to the fungi that thrive without the

pesticide. For example, although many fungicides have been shown
to cause cancer in animals at high doses, some of the toxins

8
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produced by fungi, such as aflatoxin, are also known to cause
cancer. One of the benefits of pesticides is the human health
protection resulting from the destruction of fungi."

CPDA shares the sentiments conveyed by Dr. Graham. We believe
that any changes to the current cancellation procedures must take
into consideration the health and nutritional benefits to be
derived from the use of pesticides . We are pleased that the
Administration has seen fit to include this important provision
requiring EPA to consider the benefits of pesticide use before

proceeding with a proposed cancellation.

We at CPDA are also pleased that the Administration has
included in its bill a process whereby EPA would be required to
consult with the Secretary of Agriculture before proposing the
cancellation of an agricultural use pesticide, and the Secretary of
Health & Human Services before initiating cancellation proceedings
on a pesticide registered for public health uses. CPDA also

supports the directive contained in H.R. 4 329 which would require
EPA to consider changing the classification of a pesticide from

general to restricted use as an alternative to cancellation.

Without question, CPDA agrees with the Administration that the
current cancellation procedures should be streamlined and

simplified so as to allow the Agency to move quickly to remove "bad
actors" from the marketplace. The experience of the last fifteen

years has clearly demonstrated that the cancellation process has
taken too long, with some products taking more than a decade to
remove from the marketplace. However, we feel that in revising the
cancellation provisions of FIFRA, caution must be taken to fully
protect the due process rights of the registrant and end users who

depend on the availability of the chemical in question.

The Administration's H.R. 4329 would replace the current
formal adjudicatory hearing process with a notice-and-comment
cancellation process which includes an informal hearing. A

registrant would have to request an informal hearing within 21 days
of publication of a proposed cancellation order in the Federal
Register . Comments on the proposed action would have to be
submitted to the Agency within 90 days of publication in the
Federal Register. In the absence of a procedure which would

provide for an advance notice of proposed rulemaking to be issued

prior to a notice of proposed rulemaking, we at CPDA believe that
the short time periods set forth in the Administration's

legislation are inadequate. Under H.R. 4329, registrants, end-
users and other interested parties would have only one opportunity
to examine the complex issues inherent in any cancellation action.
As such, we would like to suggest longer time periods during which
interested parties could request an informal hearing and/or submit
comments regarding a proposed cancellation.
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Moreover, H.R. 4329 would allow the EPA Administrator to deny
a registrant's request for an informal hearing if "holding a

hearing would not be in the public interest." We at CPDA are
concerned that the inclusion of such legislative language could

deny a registrant of his due process rights to hear arguments on
all sides as they relate to the proposed cancellation of a

pesticide. It is imperative that any revisions to the cancellation

procedures under FIFRA preserve a mechanism which protects the

right of a registrant to defend his product and to present
supporting scientific evidence.

While we support the Administration's goal of expediting and

simplifying current cancellation procedures, we believe that the
cancellation provisions of H.R. 1627, the Lehman-Bliley-Rowland
food safety bill introduced earlier this year, provide a better
alternative for achieving this same objective. Like the
Administration's proposal, H.R. 1627 would eliminate the current
formal adjudicatory hearing requirement for cancellation of

pesticide registrations. It would also provide for consultation
between EPA, USDA and HHS .

However, unlike the Administration's bill, H.R. 1627 provides
for scientific committee peer review of the evidence supporting
proposed cancellation, pre-cancellation notice to pesticide
registrants that includes a summary of the validated test or other

significant evidence upon which the Administrator proposes its

action, an advance notice of proposed rulemaking (to be followed by
a notice of proposed rulemaking), and the right to seek judicial
review of a final cancellation order. CPDA strongly supports all
of these provisions contained in H.R. 1627. In addition, CPDA
believes that it is critically important that registrants be given
an opportunity to cross-examine witnesses in any informal hearing
adopted as part of the cancellation process so as to build a

complete hearing record. In short, we at CPDA feel that H.R. 1627

provides better protection of a registrant's due process rights.

Suspension

CPDA is opposed to the suspension provisions contained in H.R.

4329. The Administration's bill seeks to decouple suspension from
cancellation procedures. H.R. 4329 would allow a suspension order
to remain in effect for a period of 180 days during which time the
EPA Administrator could proceed with initiation of cancellation

proceedings. The suspension order would automatically terminate at
the end of 180 days if the Administrator does not move forward with
a proposed cancellation action. CPDA does not believe that the
current suspension provisions of FIFRA need to be revised at this
time. Suspension, even if temporary, or for a short time, without
an opportunity for a public hearing or a fact-based decision-making
process, would effectively destroy the product and its public
credibility. In the absence of the initiation of a proposed
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cancellation action, the 180 day suspension period set forth in
H.R. 4 329 is tantamount to placing a chemical in limbo. This
provision would merely serve to unnecessarily undermine public
confidence in the safety of America's food supply and it would
generate misgivings concerning the integrity of EPA's regulatory
framework.

CPDA does not believe that EPA's cancellation and suspension
authorities should be de-linked. As CPDA stated in testimony
delivered before the House Subcommittee on Department Operations
and Nutrition on March 19, 1992, "An 'easier' suspension authority
would subvert the cancellation process by encouraging EPA to use
the 'path of least resistance.'"

Suspension authority is an emergency procedure, established
under FIFRA, which allows EPA to suspend a product deemed to pose
an "imminent hazard" during cancellation proceedings. Current law
requires that the Agency issue a proposed cancellation notice
before or at the same time it issues a suspension order. This
process ensures that suspension actions will not be taken too
hastily before the full body of scientific evidence is completely
evaluated.

The Clinton proposal to decouple the two authorities could
result in the potential misuse of EPA's suspension authority and
undermine the science-based cancellation process. We believe that
FIFRA reform efforts should focus instead on streamlining the
sometimes long and protracted cancellation process, thus ensuring
that problem chemicals are removed from the marketplace in an
expeditious manner. CPDA believes that the cancellation provisions
of H.R. 1627, the Lehman-Bliley-Rowland bill, can accomplish this
objective.

Label Call-in and Label Changes

While CPDA supports efforts to streamline EPA mandated label
revisions, we have serious concerns pertaining to the Label Call-in
provisions of the Administration's bill. Specifically, we strongly
oppose the creation of new suspension and recall authorities which
would allow the EPA Administrator to take action against any
pesticide distributed or sold in violation of the requirements
promulgated pursuant to the label call-in provisions of the bill.

Under current FIFRA, only those pesticides that are suspended
and cancelled can be made subject to a mandatory EPA recall. The
language in H.R. 4329, however, would expand the scope of products
which could be subject to a mandatory recall to virtually any
pesticide with a label violation — no matter how minor the
transgression. A product which bears incorrect labeling through
perhaps an unintentional oversight on the part of the registrant
certainly cannot be made subject to the same penalties as that

11
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which apply to a product suspended and cancelled because of health
or safety concerns. As such, we strongly urge members of the
Subcommittee to reject any legislative language providing for
mandatory recall of products under any legislation which seeks to
revise EPA labeling procedures .

Similarly, CPDA believes that the label call-in provisions of
the Administration's bill would significantly relax the
circumstances under which the EPA could initiate suspension
proceedings. Present FIFRA allows the Agency to issue a suspension
notice only if EPA deems that a product poses an "imminent hazard."

Again, the Administration's legislation makes it much easier for
the EPA to suspend a product by removing the criteria that a

product poses an "imminent hazard." As with the recall authority
contained in H.R. 4 3 29, the new suspension powers could be used
against a number of products for relatively minor, inadvertent
label violations. We at CPDA oppose any efforts to weaken the
criteria under which EPA is allowed to proceed with a suspension
action.

As mentioned earlier in our testimony, CPDA supports the
Administration's goal of streamlining label changes and

establishing uniform label compliance dates. In particular, CPDA
applauds the Administration for proposing that one annual date --

October 1st — be designated as the date by which registrants must

comply with simple mandated label changes aimed at reducing the

potential risk associated with the use of a pesticide.

We at CPDA would like to see this proposal broadened to also

stipulate that one office within EPA be established to coordinate
all mandated label changes for pesticide products. Many different
offices and programs within EPA's Office of Pesticide Programs
(OPP) require, at different times, changes on a pesticide product's
label . Some of these EPA mandated changes might be to change an

ingredient, an inert, or a use. Sometimes a label might need to
reflect some new set of directions or warnings about use or

specific health and safety instructions. Sometimes the Agency may
require that the registrant reshape the label or reduce its size,
or place new instructions for proper disposal of the container on
the label.

Specific programs also address specific needs to change the

label, such as the Endangered Species Program, container rinsing
proposals from the new FIFRA "Lite" requirements, and other

programs. In addition, label changes may be requested from the Air
and Water Divisions of EPA to conform with the Clean Air and Water
Acts. Many different offices and programs require the registrant
to make changes on the label, but no one part of the Agency
coordinates appropriate label changes . These various programs do
not know what the other parts of the Agency are doing about label

changes •

12
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A company frequently makes a label change in response to an
EPA office's request, and prints thousands of new labels, only to
find that another EPA office, program or division is requiring
additional changes . Many companies print up new labels just in
time to throw them in the trash. It can be an expensive, time-
consuming and frustrating experience and means money and jobs for

many small businesses who are fighting to compete in a tough
market .

To give you some idea of the magnitude of this problem, a

random sampling of CPDA companies indicates that, on average, they
spent in excess of $808,600 over the past six years on labels which
were ultimately discarded. For these companies, this translates to

approximately 5,600 wasted man-hours and represented more than
1,613,000 labels which never saw the light of day. When one
extrapolates these figures to the entire industry, it becomes very
apparent that a problem exists which needs to be addressed quickly.

A number of CPDA member companies cite a definite lack of
coordination between product managers. Label Improvement Program
(LIP) personnel, and other Agency staff in formulating label

requirements. Representatives of one CPDA member company, for

example, report that they have been required to write the
Confidential Statement of Formula (CSF) for the same pesticide in
different ways for different EPA personnel. This same company also
notes that it has received conflicting instructions from various
Agency personnel regarding the wording of the Precautionary
Statements found on phenoxy labeling.

Other OPP programs which affect reregistration, the container
disposal program, the regulation of inerts, farm worker protection
standards, certification and training requirements, and product
reclassification will certainly have an impact on the fate of

present labels or the re-labeling of existing stocks.

One small-sized formulator of lawn and garden products
responds that it seeks to reduce waste in its labeling operations
by printing small quantities of labels on a more frequent basis.

However, the company also notes that it is then faced with the

disadvantage of having to pay a significantly higher unit cost per
label. In these troubled economic times, a small business cannot
afford to incur such needless and unnecessary costs.

In an effort to improve the way in which the Agency handles
label revisions, we at CPDA suggest that one office in OPP, within
the Registration Department, should coordinate all label changes
from all programs, all product managers, and all divisions so that
there is no confusion about the necessary changes needed to comply
with EPA's mandates. At present, many different offices and

programs require the registrant to make changes on the label, but
no one part of the Agency coordinates appropriate label changes .

13
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Second, one date each year should be selected for all EPA-
mandated label changes. We support October 1st, the date set forth
in H.R. 4329, as a good date because it represents the end of the
growing season as well as the beginning of a new fiscal year. All
label changes could be effective on this date, so that companies
can start production in the fourth quarter for the following
Spring's use.

Third, companies need enough lead time to implement the
Agency's requirements for both new product labeling and for the re-
labeling of existing stocks. We support the time frames set forth
in H.R. 4329 under which products sold or distributed by the
registrant would be required to bear revised labeling on the first
compliance date occurring more than one year after issuance of the
proposed revisions . Products held by persons other than the

registrants would have an additional two years.

The Agency has already taken steps to improve its labeling
process by assembling a team of six staffers to work on label

improvement. CPDA would like to recommend that this process be
taken one step further and that Congress adopt legislation to
establish a formal office to handle labeling streamlining so that
EPA receives the appropriate funding and resources to effectively
implement a label improvement program.

Reduced Risk Pesticides

We at CPDA support efforts to promote the safe use of

pesticides. However, we have several concerns pertaining to the
Administration's legislation which would establish a 180-day
priority review of pesticide registrations deemed "reduced risk."

Specifically, we believe that EPA's already limited resources would
be severely strained under the registration priority schedule set
forth in H.R. 4329. The registration of many effective and
beneficial products would be delayed if EPA resources were to be
focused primarily on chemicals meeting the criteria of "reduced
risk." The registration of specialized, niche-oriented minor use

pesticides could suffer the most. The economics of developing low
volume minor uses is already cost prohibitive due to expensive
testing requirements. It takes about $50 million and five to ten

years to bring a pesticide product onto the market. Delays in the

registration of minor use pesticides in deference to so-called
"reduced risk" chemicals would further erode the profitability of

many minor uses and take away any incentive to develop these
chemicals .

Moreover, we at CPDA believe that the designation of a new

product as a "reduced risk" pesticide could misguide the public's
perception of older chemicals, many of which have been used for

years without significant harm to man or the environment. EPA's
role is to ensure that all pesticide registrations meet the same
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standard under current FIFRA of posing no unreasonable adverse
effects to human health or the environment. If EPA is allowed to
make a public judgement that one chemical is safer than another,
the Agency would indirectly play a role in influencing marketplace
trends. We at CPDA do not believe that EPA should be involved in
shaping the market by favoring one product over another.

Many older pesticides should qualify for designation as
reduced risk pesticides. Some products are being developed that
significantly reduce the use of active ingredient, with reduction
of 25 to 50 percent. Some products shift to new delivery systems,
while others change their packaging to reduce exposure. Products
in water soluble bags reduce exposure to handlers and applicators.
Each of these types of "old" chemicals actually reduces risk and
should be considered "reduced risk pesticides."

In addition, the elimination of older pesticides from the
marketplace could have a negative impact on Integrated Pest
Management as farmers are left with fewer tools to combat pests
effectively. A broad, diverse product line which includes the
continued availability of older chemicals must be preserved so that
farmers may engage in IPM practices as a means of preventing the

build-up of resistance to pesticides .

Exports

We at CPDA do not believe that the laws governing the export
of pesticides needs to be changed at this time. Indeed, at a time
when the U.S. is seeking to promote its trading status in the

global markets, the implementation of unnecessary export
restrictions could have a negative impact on American jobs .

While we support the Administration's goals of ensuring that
chemicals banned for health or safety reasons do not make their way
onto foods imported into the U.S. from foreign countries, CPDA
believes that the Agency has already embarked on a number of
initiatives aimed at improving the regulation of pesticide exports.
For example, the EPA is working with OECD member countries on
several pilot projects aimed at achieving uniformity in
international pesticide regulation. In addition, on January 1,

1992, the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) and United
Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) jointly implemented the
international program on Prior Informed Consent (PIC). The PIC

program embraces many of the concepts set forth in the export
provisions of H.R. 4329 by allowing participating nations to
receive information about pesticide exports that have been banned

domestically for health or safety reasons. Participating nations
would have the opportunity to prohibit these chemicals from moving
across their borders.
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In other activities, the United States has negotiated a set of

sanitary and phytosanitary standards under NAFTA and the Uruguay
Round trade discussion aimed at protecting the integrity of
foodstuffs entering our country. The focus of these talks has been
to harmonize standards, facilitate compliance, and eliminate any
unnecessary non-tariff barriers to trade.

In the last three years, considerable progress has been made

concerning the increased regulation of pesticide exports . We at
CPDA oppose the inclusion of Section 3 of H.R. 4329, and request
that it be deleted.

Section 3(b)(4) states that "no person may export a pesticide
to a foreign country if any ingredient of the pesticide has not
been and is not the subject of any registrations under section
3..." We interpret this language to mean that unregistered
pesticides can be exported as long as the active ingredient and/or
end use product has been registered by another entity. For

example, company A registers product Y and sells it in the U.S. and
abroad. Formulator B buys product Y from company A, but only
exports the product (not for use in the United States).
Consequently, unregistered products should not be labeled as unsafe

pesticides .

There are numerous reasons why a product may not be registered
with EPA. These include, but are not limited to:

• The producer does not want to subject himself to current FIFRA
data compensation liabilities. With the threat of millions of
dollars in data compensation payments, many would-be

competitors back away from the U.S. market.

• The producer is concerned with the current wave of product
liability litigation in the U.S. and does not want to fall
victim to potential lawsuit.

• The producer does not feel the costs involved in generating
EPA data can be justified by potential U.S. sales.

• Many foreign pesticide manufacturers have made arrangements
with large multi-national firms to compete in the U.S. market.

Thus, they will not allow their products to be registered in
the United States and will only sell manufacturer goods which
are to be formulated and exported.

• Different analytical methods used by countries in measuring
active ingredients .

• Crops are not grown in the United States or the particular
pests do not exist domestically.
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Thus, this legislation could have great impact on many
companies. For example, one of our companies sells natural
pyrethrins in the United States and Canada, via an EPA registered
pesticide, according to an EPA accepted AOAC method of analysis.
These products can be sold in the U.S. and Canada because they
conform to standards accepted in these countries, but cannot be
sold anywhere else in the world with an EPA registration, its EPA
label or its AOAC method of analysis. The exact same product, with
the identical six esters, is not analytically measured by the same
standard. The rest of the world abides by the analytical method
developed and approved by the Pyrethrin Board of Kenya (PBK). The
internationally accepted PBK creates a differential of 10 percent
in favor of PBK. For example, a 100% concentration in the U.S.
might be 10 ounces, but the identical concentrate in Kenya would be
recorded as 11 ounces. A standard 20% pyrethrin extract measures
22.11% in Kenya, despite the fact that they are an identical
product .

For sixty years, a conflict over analytical measurement has
existed between the United States and Kenya, and for almost thirty-
five years, this company has exported a pyrethrin product,
identical to its U.S. counterpart, to the rest of the world with a
label approved and accepted by PBK and the world.

Because of the differences in analytical methods, these
products are NOT registered in the United States or Canada.
Provisions of H.R. 4329, requiring the export of only EPA
registered pesticides, would prevent the sale of these products
overseas. If the company could not export these products, we feel
confident that other companies in the United Kingdom, France, West
Germany and Australia would immediately step forward to fill the
void, further reducing American export opportunities.

To register this identical pyrethrin product in the U.S.,
according to EPA's accepted AOAC analytical methods, the
concentrations would have to be labeled 22.11% concentrate (not
20%). Since there would be a perceived "difference" in
concentration, the EPA would probably treat this product as a "new"

product, requiring a complete set of data based on the testing of
this concentrate. It would not be a "me-too" registration.
Consequently, it could take between two and three years or more to

register this "new" product, during which time period the product
could not be sold on the international market. The cost of this

registration effort, with product chemistry testing, and other
testing, could run between $75,000 to $100,000.

Although H.R. 4329 supposedly is designed for agricultural
uses (i.e., food, feed or fiber crops), it groups all pesticides
together, including non-agricultural products such as sanitizers,
disinfectants, cleaners, etc. Any pesticide export section, by
definition, should be restricted to agricultural food uses such as
those products used on food, feed or fiber crops.
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We at CPDA strongly oppose the establishment of "fees on
pesticide registrants" for the purpose of covering the costs of
this EPA program.

First, at a time when, as a nation, we are attempting to
create more jobs here at home, while stimulating exports abroad, it
is ludicrous to tax our own exports, thereby driving up their costs
and making them less desirable.

Second, the legislation gives the Agency the power "to assess
fees on pesticide registrants." Thus, it broadly applies to ALL
registrants, including those that don't export. Why should a small
American formulator who does not export be forced to subsidize the
exports of a larger, international company that is exporting? It
is unfair to subject any company that does not export pesticides to
the same fees that apply to those companies that do export.

Finally, we do not support the creation of a $4 million
technical assistance program. If the Agency is looking for a home
for $4 million, it can "reinvest" it in the registration or
reregistration program.

II . The Administration's Amendments to the Federal Food,
DruQ & Cosmetic Act

On May 5, 1994, Congressman Henry Waxman (D-CA) introduced
H.R. 4362, the Pesticide Reform Act of 1994, as part of the Clinton
Administration's key proposals to amend the Federal Food, Drug &

Cosmetic Act (FFDCA). This legislation raises many concerns by:
1) creating unnecessary and duplicative EPA regulations; 2)

stimulating significant additional costs; 3) increasing the burden
on Agency resources; 4) creating a "new" Delaney Clause; 5)

delaying the reregistration process by superimposing a new
tolerance review process; 6) encouraging the worst case assumptions
on exposure data and pesticide residues on food; and, 7) containing
no uniform national tolerances.

THE DELANEY CLAUSE AND THE NFPA PETITION

Over the past several years EPA has publicly stated that
without legislative intervention, it is bound to implement the
court decree from Les v. Reilly , which interprets the Delaney
Clause under a zero risk standard. Under current EPA policy, this
could require EPA to revoke large numbers of food tolerances

subject to the Delaney Clause and could result in a disturbance of
the nation's food supply. In regards to the court mandate, EPA has
stated that the Ninth Circuit decision "does not reflect good
public policy or good science policy" and that the pesticides
subject to Delaney "pose only a negligible risk to public health."
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Yet EPA has failed to implement administrative changes which
would mitigate the adverse effect of Delaney on agriculture and the
nation's food supply. Despite two years of deliberation, the
Agency has failed to respond to the National Food Processors
Association (NFPA) administrative petition to decouple 408
tolerances from 409 tolerances. Because the Delaney Clause only
applies to 409 tolerances, a decoupling of 409 and 408 tolerances
would leave many safe and beneficial pesticide raw food uses and
registrations undisturbed. However, under current Agency policy a
408 tolerance and its registration may be revoked if the 409
tolerance is revoked and the pesticide concentrates in processed
food.

The decoupling of 408 and 409 tolerances represents the
exercise of sound scientific and legal practice by EPA and could be
accomplished administratively without legislative intervention.

Instead, EPA has declined to release a public statement on the
NFPA petition and continues to revoke, in a piecemeal fashion, 409
tolerances. In all likelihood, the reluctance of EPA to fix
Delaney from a regulatory perspective, stems from its desire to
gain political pressure for passing its legislative agenda.

Although CPDA believes the Delaney Clause's "zero-risk
standard is no longer scientifically justified and is virtually
impossible to achieve, we do not believe the Administration's
proposed health based tolerance standards, which ignore a benefits
evaluation, will satisfactorily solve the Delaney problem. The
FFDCA can be amended in a simple manner to reinstate the flexible
concept of "negligible risk" (a concept which EPA has long
supported) when setting permissible tolerances for pesticides in
processed food. A strict health based standard, as proposed by the
Administration, will likely cause the revocation of tolerances
which do not pose a real health threat to the American public and
will likely cause a disruption of the nation's food supply.

We at CPDA strongly support H.R. 1627, the Food Quality
Protection Act of 1993. The bill would create a single negligible
risk standard for tolerances for pesticide residues in raw
commodities and processed food. EPA would be responsible for
defining negligible risk in light of evolving science, taking into
account different routes of exposure to a pesticide and
sensitivities of population subgroups. EPA would be required,
where reliable data are available, to calculate the dietary risk
posed to food consumers by a pesticide on the basis of the percent
of food actually treated with the pesticide and the actual residue
.levels of the pesticide that occur in food.
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BACKGROUND ON THE DELANEY CLAUSE

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit ruled in Les
V Reillv on July 8, 1993 that Section 409 of the Federal Food,
Drug, and Cosmetic Act, the "Delaney Clause", requires EPA to apply
a "zero-risk" standard for carcinogens when setting permissible
tolerances for pesticides in processed food.

The Les ruling could have a disastrous effect on the abundance
and safety of our nation's food supply and the agrichemical
industry as a whole. The decision could lead to the cancellation
of thirty five different pesticides, which comprise more than 10

percent of the basic pesticide ingredients used in agriculture, and
hundreds of different uses which were previously approved by EPA.

In 1958 Congress passed the Delaney Clause, which states in

part that "no additive shall be deemed to be safe if it is found to
induce cancer when ingested by man or animal." EPA had previously
construed this clause using a de minimis standard for pesticide
residues in processed food.

Under the de minimis standard a tolerance was granted if the
human dietary risk from a pesticide was so remote that the threat
of contracting cancer was "at most negligible." The Ninth
Circuit, however, has interpreted the Delaney language "found to
induce cancer" to mean no traces of carcinogens in residues for
processed food, regardless of how borderline the response in test
animals or how marginal the risk may be to consumers.

The "zero risk" standard is simply unworkable for establishing
reasonable risk evaluation. When Delaney was promulgated, almost
thirty five years ago, the usual scientific testing standards
measured in the parts per million. Scientific detection standards
now measure in the parts per trillion and greater, resulting in the
detection of carcinogens which present at the most a remote and
negligible threat to the public.

A mass revocation of these pesticides will likely lead to
fruit, grain, and vegetable price increases and a decline in the

quality of our food. A subsequent reduction in the consumption of
these products by our citizens could lead to the erosion of our
health and the nutritional integrity of our diets. The American
Cancer Society strongly maintains that Americans need to double
their present consumption of fruits, vegetables, and fiber to
reduce the incidence of various types of cancers . Implementation
of a "zero-risk" Delaney clause would therefore likely increase the
incidence of cancer across the country.
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The EPA has a vast wealth of resources, personnel, and
scientific knowledge it uses to draft pesticide policy. As a
federal agency it has the regulatory discretion to interpret
statutes in order to effectuate this policy. EPA has long
determined that a "negligible risk" standard most effectively
protects the health of the American consumer and maintains the
abundance of our nation's food supply.

TOLERANCE SETTING

CPDA strongly objects to the Administration's proposal for a
health-based safety standard for setting tolerances which does not
take into consideration benefits. A "reasonable certainty of no
harm to consumers of food" standard which the Administration
proposes is no different in protection than existing law, which
bars residues which are "unsafe" and only allows levels which are
"necessary to protect the public health." This new standard,
however, does not take into account the wealth of economic and
public health benefits pesticides provide consumers.

The Administration plan requires the consideration of other
pesticide risks when setting tolerances. For example, drinking
water or non-dietary exposures, risk of other chemicals causing the
same effect and risk to potentially sensitive subpopulations would
be considered. CPDA is opposed to this approach because it is

purely speculative as to when and how often the combination of
these elements will affect pesticide exposure in the food supply.
We at CPDA believe that it is impossible to derive a true,
scientific measurement of the potential risks caused by such
variables. An approach which calls for the consideration of these
fluctuating factors would inflate the actual level of risk
associated with the presence of pesticide residues in foods.

The Administration plan also requires EPA to assume high food
consumption rates at maximum residue levels to determine the safety
factor for setting tolerances. The Lehman-Rowland-Bliley bill
(H.R. 1627) is preferable, for it takes a more realistic view of
setting tolerances. EPA would be required under H.R. 1627 to
calculate the dietary risk posed to food consumers by a pesticide
on the basis of the percent of food actually treated with the
pesticide and the actual residue levels of the pesticide that occur
in food.

The Administration is very committed to maintaining and
enhancing food safety for infants and children. Its proposals for
tolerance setting respond directly to recommendations contained in
the NAS report, "Pesticides in the Diets of Infants and Children,"
that EPA consider unique aspects of children's diets and non-

dietary sources of pesticide exposure.
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CPDA fully supports comprehensive USDA funding to collect
improved food consumption data for children. We also believe that
foods commonly consumed by children should be a priority in residue
monitoring. It should be noted, however, that the NAS study
indicated there are iio identifiable problems with pesticide use in
children's food, but that more in depth studies need to be taken to

fully understand whether this conclusion is correct.

It is the Administration's position that where children's data
is not available, EPA will employ "conser-vative estimates," unless
the registrant can provide more accurate data. It is important
that tolerances which are soundly justified by scientific evidence
for the general population are not too greatly skewed by unproven
subpopulation concerns .

In addition, it is important that EPA take a close and
reserved look at considering non-food exposures when setting food
tolerances. A reliable correlation between the two may be
difficult to implement on a consistent basis.

CPDA is opposed to legislation which, in the absence of

adequate data on children's food consvimption patterns, allows EPA
to utilize a "worst case" scenario under which assumptions of
maximum dietary exposure are made. CPDA supports the more
desirable alternative as set forth in H.R. 1627 which would require
EPA to establish tolerances on the basis of the percent of food

actually treated with the pesticide and the actual residue levels
of the pesticide that occur in food.

TIMELY REVIEW AND ACTION ON EXISTING TOLERANCES
TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH THE NEW SAFETY STANDARD

A key provision in the Administration's proposal is a
fundamental change in the approach to regulating the safety of

pesticides in the food supply: a self-executing statutory
requirement that forces all tolerances to meet the new safety
standard by fixed deadlines. The Administration proposes that the
review of all tolerances be completed within seven years after
enactment of a legislative reform package, and that pesticide
tolerances that now appear not to satisfy the safety standard be

subject to special "fast track" review procedures.

The Agency presently has the means to review a pesticide
tolerance if a problem with the pesticide's use is apparent. CPDA
does not believe the wholesale review of every tolerance is a wise
or appropriate allocation of EPA's limited resources. Only if a

legitimate concern exists, should a tolerance be reviewed.

CPDA is opposed to immediate cancellation provisions for those
tolerances which have not met the statutory deadline of seven years
but have not shown to be a bona fide health concern. A review
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provision must exist for situations in which the manufacturer has
not met the burden in seven years but no real health concerns have
been shown to exist.

TIME-LIMITED TRANSITIONAL TOLERANCES

Under the Administration's new tolerance review, however, EPA
would have the authority to maintain tolerances for a non-renewable
period of no more than five years for a chemical that does not
satisfy the strict health standard if justified to maintain direct
health benefits to consumers or to avoid significant disruption in
the food supply. EPA should consult with the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) concerning any possible disruption in the food
supply.

If a tolerance can justifiably be allowed to be used for five
years because its benefits clearly outweigh its risks, it should be
permanently established at that level until a suitable substitute
is registered. The Clinton plan provides only for a ten year
period for these tolerances to remain on the market. However, CPDA
believes that no time limits should apply to those tolerances
which, if revoked, would create a significant disruption in the
food supply. The Administration's five-year tolerance extension is
underlies the fundamental rationale that all benefits must be
considered when setting tolerances or registering pesticides. How
can the Administration ignore benefits and believe they are worth
considering in some situations and for limited time periods, but
not for all tolerances and all registrations?

Inerts

The Administration's legislation to amend FFDCA, H.R. 4362,
would revise the definition of a pesticide chemical to include
inerts. The Lehman-Bliley-Rowland bill, H.R. 1627, includes a
similar definition of pesticides. We at CPDA are strongly opposed
to any efforts which would expand the definition of a pesticide to
include inerts.

Under an amendment to Section 201 (a)(q)(l), the definition of
a pesticide chemical is changed to also include all inert
ingredients. The term "inert" should be deleted so that we can
return to the original definition of a pesticide chemical. Under
this definition, future residue testing could include testing for
all inert ingredients, regardless of their level of toxicity.

All present residue testing for the current reregistration of

particular crops and uses could be invalidated for hundreds of

pesticides and thousands of uses, many of which are minor uses.
Present residue testing studies for key metabolics (not inerts)
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costs an average of about $150,000 per crop use per product. By
adding all inerts, the cost could jump $50,000 to $100,000 for each

crop use for each product .

EPA has an extensive inerts program in which the Agency can

require testing on any or all inerts, and has established a

priority program to examine inerts of toxicological concern. In

essence, EPA has the present authority to require any testing of
inerts it needs. By lumping all inerts together, there is no
distinction between the four categories of inerts, and no emphasis
placed on inerts of toxicological concern.

By driving up the cost of residue testing on all crop uses, we
further jeopardize minor uses, unnecessarily drive up the price of

pesticide products to the American farmer, and place the American

pc-sticide industry at a serious comparative disadvantage in a

competitive world marketplace .

We also place a massive burden on EPA resources to require
review and decision making on all inerts, thus placing the Agency
in an inflexible straitjacket that unnecessarily drains money and

manpower from already declining resources .

National Uniformity of Tolerances

We at CPDA strongly support Section 305(1) of H.R. 1627
because it establishes a national uniform system of tolerances.
Subsection (4) clearly states that "no State or political
subdivision may establish or enforce any regulatory limit on a

qualifying pesticide chemical residue in or on any food if a

qualifying Federal determination applies to the presence of such

pesticide chemical residues in or on such food, unless such State

regulatory limit is identical to such qualifying Federal
determination. "

We cannot expect to promote interstate commerce in

agricultural commodities, or the processing, storing or

transporting of a food, if we allow states or local political
subdivisions to impose their own tolerances for a pesticide
chemical residue. Otherwise, we could find ourselves in the

unacceptable position of allowing states or local governments to
create barriers to interstate commerce, thus returning us to the

pre-U.S. Constitution days of the Articles of Confederation period
in American history. Rather than returning to the eighteenth
century, we need to plan for the twenty-first century by adopting
the national uniformity provisions in H.R. 1627. Unfortunately,
H.R. 4362 contains no similar provision.
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III . The Need For Improvements in EPA's Registration Program

We believe that EPA should channel its resources on
implementing procedures which would streamline and expedite the
registration process for all chemicals. Over the past several
months, CPDA has worked closely with the Agency in developing a set
of proposals which would help streamline the OPP registration
program. Our association has submitted to EPA a detailed proposal
which would makes recommendations pertaining to the coordination
and streamlining of pesticide labeling, uniformity in the review of
data requirements, the expansion of the Agency's notification
process to allow for registrant certification of simple
registration amendments, the need to fix "fast track," and the
creation of single registrations for identical products in
different packaging. We at CPDA believe that reform in these areas
will facilitate the availability of safe, beneficial and effective
products and, at the same time, will remove many of the barriers
which now exist in bringing a product onto the market. CPDA would
like to take this opportunity to detail several of these
initiatives which we have proposed to EPA.

Single Registrations for Identical
Formulations in Water Soluble Packaging

For many years the Agency has allowed different products of
identical formulation to be registered under one "master label" at
the Agency. Administratively, this policy made sense, for these
products were the same pesticide, but were marketed in different
package sizes.

Recently, however, the Agency has required product amended to
be sold in different packaging or sizes to maintain its own
separate registration. For example, products packaged in water
soluble packaging and rodenticides packaged in closed "place pack"
containers were required to maintain their own registrations,
separate from the registration already established for the exact
same pesticide product.

Unfortunately, this policy has dissuaded companies from
marketing new products with safer packaging because of the high
state and federal fees for maintaining a registration. The
Agency's emphasis on safer pesticides, reduced levels of user
exposure and decreased container waste, should however, make these
technologies leading candidates for promotion at the Agency.

To streamline the process for registering products with the
same active ingredients and same formulation, but with different
packaging, so as to not require a separate registration, CPDA urged
the Agency to establish procedures for registrants to notify the

Agency about changes in packaging.
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The main purpose of this expanded notification process is to
avoid the unnecessary duplication of the registration process, to
utilize the master label concept with the ability to split the

label, and to allow the Agency to utilize its limited financial
resources and declining manpower pool on other, more risk related
issues .

The unnecessary duplication of the registration process
discourages innovative ideas in packaging, delays market entry, and
increases fees at the federal and state levels. By promoting new

packaging, such as water soluble bags, it is possible to promote a
closed system approach that enhances safety by reducing mixer
loader exposure for agriculture products. It also complements the

Agency's effort to reduce the number of non-recyclable pesticide
containers and at the same time reduce the unnecessary use of
hazardous landfills. In addition, cereal rodenticides which are
sold in place packs and wax block and rodenticides which are sold

pre-cut reduce exposure to consumers and users .

Existing EPA policy does not encourage or provide incentives
for safer, more efficient packaging. In fact, it discourages new
innovations in packaging by requiring separate registrations,
delayed market entry, and increased fees at the federal and state
levels .

Although EPA has consistently held a policy of promoting
pesticides with reduced risk or "safer pesticides," and has

recently promulgated new container regulations to reduce the number
of pesticide containers and reduce exposure, it has not taken
similar initiatives for water soluble packaging.

Utilizing water soluble packaging to load crop protection
chemicals into spray tanks will result in a "closed" system that
will significantly reduce mixer-loader exposure as opposed to the

"open-pour" methods.

Across the board, it also reduces container disposal, solid
waste collection, and utilization of land fills. By shifting from
a liquid to a dry powder, with a water soluble bag, there is an

inherent increase in safety concerning accidents, spillage, and a

possible reduction in groundwater contamination. It is far easier
to cleanup a breakage or spill if the product is in a dry form,

compared to a liquid form.

Although rodenticide registrants are utilizing the same active

ingredient, same formulation, they are attempting to develop
innovative packaging concepts to meet consumer demands . The Agency
has been requiring separate registrations for cereal bait

formulations packaged in "bulk containers" or in small packs,

commonly known as "place packs." The application directions differ
for bulk bait, which requires placement in terms of ounces, whereas

those for "place packs" are described by the number of packs.
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In another example, one formulation of a paraffin based "all-
weather" rodenticide block bait, which is scored to be broken by
the user is commonly required to have a separate registration
number from a product with the same formulation which is sold pre-
cut into pieces. The only difference between the products is that
the application directions for the first product include
instructions for breaking the bait. If the Agency feels that
different application directions are needed to promote consumer
health and safety, registrants do not oppose putting different
directions on different sizes. But many insecticides and many
consumer products provide different directions for users without
requiring separate registrations. In fact it is common place for
Agency registered products to have one registration number for
different sized packages of the same products.

Current regulations require the registrant to seek a new
separate registration for each product utilizing water soluble
packaging. Even if the registrant is utilizing the same active
ingredient, the same formulation, with the same level of toxicity,
the Agency is arguing that two package types cannot utilize the
same EPA registration number if the use directions are different.
It is important to note the site and dosage rates are usually the
same, only the mixing instructions are different. For example,
rather than require one quarter pound per acre, the registrant is

requiring X number of packets per acre or X number of packets for
Y number of acres. For crop protection chemical, the registrant is

attempting to restate the use directions by shifting the mixing
instructions, not the site or dosage rate.

By requiring a separate registration for each "new" water
soluble packaging product or different rodenticide size/shape, the
Agency is delaying market entry by one to two years, and forcing
registrants to go through the costly and timely registration
process .

The Agency is also utilizing its resources, both financial and
manpower, to review and approve these additional registrations at
a time of declining budgets and manpower allotments. By
streamlining existing procedures, the Agency could save enormous
resources, while preventing the unnecessary duplication of

registrations .

Each registrant must pay additional fees at the federal and
state levels for each "new" product. At the federal level, it

requires $1,300 for each product in additional maintenance fees.
If also registered in 50 states, it can cost up to $5,500 in state
fees for each product.

EPA has recently notified CPDA that it intends to issue a PR
Notice which will allow single registrations for identical products
in water soluble packaging. CPDA is pleased that the Agency is

taking this action. We believe that this action will help reduce
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the disposal of containers, reduce exposure to mixer-loader
employees, reduce the amount of Agency time spent on reviewing
these registration applications, and save pesticide registrants as
much as $50,000 to $100,000.

The Need to Fix "Fast Track"

For almost six years, the EPA has been implementing the
provisions of the 1988 FIFRA "Lite" amendments, but has not been
able to clear the backlogs that exist in the registration division.
This backlog especially impacts "Fast Track" or "expedited review"
products, despite Congressional authorization for up to $2 million
per year of reregistration maintenance fees to be used to implement
"fast track. "

On the front-end review process, the Agency has done an

adequate job of reviewing the original dociiments and determining if

they are in order and complete. This initial review has usually
been completed in forty-five days. The second phase — requiring
ninety days — provides for the finalization and approval or
rejection of an "expedited review" application. It appears that
"an expedited review" product gets no special handling in this
second phase. It seems simply to go to the bottom of the pile.

The "ninety day" second phase has taken anywhere from six to

eighteen months, with some isolated examples that required more
than two years . The Agency has not moved quickly enough to solve
these "fast track" problems. Some simple label changes, such as
alternative brand names or the addition of alternate sources of

supply to a confidential statement of formula, that take fifteen
minutes to review, instead, take six months to filter through the

process. Many label changes need only prompt responses, without
delegation of responsibility. We see little evidence that the

Agency has moved quickly enough to put the appropriate personnel in

place to handle this workload.

We believe that existing resources within EPA's OPP should be
utilized to address "expedited review" backlogs. Assignments of

specific personnel to handle expedited review should be made. For

example, one person on a product manager's team should be

designated for expedited review. When he or she is caught up,
then, he or she could return to other team assignments. The amount
of time needed would vary from team to team, depending on the
number of cases to be handled.

Under present handling of "me-too" applications or simple
amendments, each of these expedited review applications is placed
in one stack with all other applications . There should be two
stacks — one for expedited review, and another for other

applications .
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Many "me-too" applications simply take too long to review.

Frequently, each application goes through a seven step review
process, each of which is time consuming. Rather than a seven step
process, a first level reviewer should be given the authority to

complete the process.

To facilitate the quick identification of expedited review
applications, the applications should be more easily recognized by
color coding the application.

If the Agency fails to comply with the 90-day deadline, for
whatever reason, it should provide the registrant with an up-date,
and an expected timetable for completion. Without this type of
status report, registrants cannot make normal business decisions or

marketing plans .

The Need to Expand the Agency's Notification Process

In order to reduce the backlog in registration applications at
the Agency, we at CPDA believe that the notification process should
be broadened in order to expedite common product amendments which
do not involve the introduction or increase in risk. We have
recommended that the Agency establish a certification process by
which a registrant could certify that its registration application
meets the Agency's requirements and regulations for registration.
The following are just a few examples of the types of registration
amendments which could be accomplished through notification:

• New areas (site and pest) of use within the same category not

requiring additional data;

• Use precautions related solely to a registrant's liability for

efficacy, crop damage, or compatibility;

• Non-substantive label changes which do not effect the safety
or manner in which the consumer understands how to use the

product;

• EPA initiated label changes and environmental marketing
descriptions subject to FTC restrictions; and,

• Changes in inert ingredients .

The Need to Achieve a More Effective Review of Data

We at CPDA believe that the Agency can streamline and improve
data review by adopting the following suggestions:

• Notification or self -certification of acute toxicity studies,
except for inhalation and dermal sensitization;
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• Review and approval of data protocols in a timely manner;

• Early warning system for registrants; dialogue on issues as

they arise; early consultation on PR Notices;

• Consistent review of toxicity studies; and,

• ERA'S precautionary labeling reviewers need to follow the
stated Agency positions in the toxicology rejection rate
criteria document.

At a time of limited Agency financial resources and declining
manpower, it is important that the Agency do more with less, while
not impairing risk or adversely affecting man and the environment.
We at CPDA believe that the recommendations set forth here in our

testimony will help the Agency achieve this goal.

IV. Public Health Pesticides

In its provisions on pesticide minor uses, H.R. 4329 includes
a provision, wholly supported by CPDA, which recognizes the need to

protect the continued availability of public health pesticides. As

such, the Administration's legislation would direct the Department
of Health and Human Services and EPA to collaborate in identifying
critical public health minor uses that might otherwise be lost, and
to arrange for necessary data support, with HHS adopting a role
similar to that filled by USDA's IR-4 Program for agricultural
minor uses. H.R. 4329 authorizes appropriations of $12,000,000 for

fiscal year 1993 to be used by the Secretary of Health and Human
Services in providing support for the required studies needed to

continue the registration of public health pesticides.

CPDA applauds the public health pesticide provisions contained
in H.R. 4 329. In supporting the Administration's provisions on

public health pesticides, we would also recommend that the
Subcommittee incorporate into any FIFRA amendment package the

provisions of H.R. 1867, introduced by Representatives Dooley and

Herger during this 103rd Congress. Titled the "Public Health
Pesticides Protection Act of 1993," this important legislation
embodies many of the concepts set forth in the public health

provisions of the Administration's bill. We believe that H.R. 1867

affords appropriate protection for many of these low volume

products which are critical to preserving the public health. H.R.

1867, which has CPDA's full endorsement, is almost identical to

H.R. 5110, sponsored by Congressman Herger during the 102nd

Congress. The Dooley-Herger bill ensures that EPA establish

guidelines that take into consideration the need for and benefits-

of public health pesticides used to combat disease-carrying insects

and pests and to ensure that these products are not lost in the

reregistration process due to economic reasons alone.
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The Dooley-Herger bill contains provisions which would:

o Define public health pesticide uses in the context of
minor uses;

o Create a separate class of pesticide registration for
public health pesticides with a risk-benefit balance,
which is separate from that utilized for agricultural
pesticides;

o Require that the EPA Administrator take into
consideration "the differences in concept and usage"
between agricultural, non-agricultural, and public health
pesticides;

o Require consultation by the EPA Administrator with the
Secretary of Health and Human Services on pesticides for
public health uses, similar to the existing consultation
between EPA and USDA; and,

o Expedite the registration of products necessary for the

protection of public health.

On April 23, 1991, Dr. William Hazeltine, Manager-
Environmentalist of the Butte County Mosquito Abatement District in

California, appeared before members of the House Subcommittee on

Department Operation's Research and Foreign Agriculture. More
recently, he appeared before this panel during the June 8, 1993

oversight hearings on FIFRA conducted by Chairman Stenholm. During
each of his Congressional appearances. Dr. Hazeltine eloquently
drew attention to the need to create a public health provision in

FIFRA, with an emphasis on controlling diseases transmitted by
mosquitoes and other vectors .

Dr. Hazeltine 's June 8th testimony states, "...It should be
obvious that for good mosquito and other vector control programs to
continue, professional public health decision-makers need to have
a wide array of choices available to them, so that they can select
the best material or method for use when control becomes necessary-
If pesticides are not registered by the Federal Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) they are not going to be available for use
to protect the Public's Health. While we continually look at a
wide range of control alternatives, we recognize the need for
effective pesticides which are registered and available for our
use .

"

We would also like to point to the comments of Dr. John Graham
which were shared with this Subcommittee on July 14, 199 3. Dr.

Graham is Professor of Policy and Decision Sciences at the Harvard
School of Public Health and founding Director of the Harvard Center
for Risk Analysis.
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Dr. Graham's July 14th testimony makes a very convincing case
for the human health benefits associated with the use of many
pesticides. He states, "...In some situations, the loss of a
pesticide may cause direct harm to public health as a result of
consumer exposure to the fungi that thrive without the pesticide.
For example, although many fungicides have been shown to cause
cancer in animals at high doses, some of the toxins produced by
fungi, such as aflatoxin, are also known to cause cancer. One of
the benefits of pesticides is the human health protection resulting
from destruction of fungi."

Many CPDA companies manufacture, formulate and distribute
insecticides and rodenticides that attack mosquitoes, flies, ticks,
mites, fleas and other insects, rats and other rodents, and that
promote public health. Many of these companies, therefore,
emphasize non-agricultural pesticide production and public health
issues. Because we share Dr. Hazeltine's concern about public
health issues, we at CPDA believe that the public health pesticide
provisions of HR 1867 should be adopted as an amendment of FIFRA.

In summary, the Dooley-Herger bill recognizes the unique
benefits of low volume minor use pesticide products which are
widely used in public health programs to combat a host of insects
and pests which transmit harmful diseases to man. It is critical
that a wide variety of product choices be made available in order
to maintain good mosquito and other vector control programs.
Without proper public health programs, vector borne diseases such
as malaria and yellow fever might once again become epidemic in the
United States. We believe that the provisions contained in the
Administration bill if adopted in combination with the Dooley-
Herger bill will help ensure that this never happens.

V. Other Important Pesticide Legislative Issues

Additionally, we would like to comment on six other pesticide
issues: 1) label reform; 2) "Me-too" certification; 3) preemption;
4) synchronization and coordination; 5) minor use; and, 6) minor
use and data compensation.

Label Reform

Although EPA has taken some important initial steps to
restructure and reorganize its handling of labels, we strongly
support the labeling reform provisions of the soon to be introduced
antimicrobial pesticide legislation, developed by the Antimicrobial
Industry Coalition (AIC). Section 10 of this legislation is very
similar to the language adopted by the DORFA Subcommittee on May
17, 1992, in its "en bloc" amendment. Many different EPA offices
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and programs require the registrant to make changes on the label,
but no one part of the Agency coordinates label changes . This
amendment would require the Agency to establish a labeling program
within OPP, and stipulated that one date (October 1) each year
should be selected for all EPA-mandated label changes.

"Me-Too" Certification

The 1988 FIFRA "Lite" amendments mandated that the Agency
establish a "fast track" or expedited review of "me-too"

registrations and simple amendments (label changes), but the Agency
has never fully implemented this provision. We strongly support
Section 8 of legislation, developed by the Antimicrobial Industry
Coalition, that creates a certification registration process for

substantially similar or identical pesticides. This important
reform will expedite pesticide registrations and dramatically
reduces the amount of Agency resources needed to register these

products .

Preemption

We at CPDA would like to express our support for legislation
which would preempt local jurisdictions from enacting their own
rules governing the sale and use of pesticide products. We believe
that such regulatory authority over pesticides should be limited to
a partnership between Federal and State governments which have the

appropriate mechanisms in place to promulgate uniform, sensible

regulation based on sound science.

On June 21, 1991, the Supreme Court issued its decision in the
case of Wisconsin Public Intervener v. Mortier . In its opinion
written by Justice White, the Supreme Court ruled that local

jurisdictions are not preempted by FIFRA from enacting their own

pesticide ordinances. In essence, the Court's decision threatens
to undermine the existing Federal-State partnership of pesticide
regulation by opening up the field of regulation of these products
to more than 80,000 units of local government.

At its May 1992 FIFRA markup of H.R. 3742, introduced by
Congressman Charlie Rose during the 102nd Congress, the DORFA
Subcommittee adopted an amendment which preempted local

municipalities from regulating the sale or use of pesticides.

We remain committed in our support of legislation which would
amend FIFRA to prohibit the local regulation of pesticides.
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Coordination & Synchronization of Federal/State Data Requirements

We at CPDA strongly support legislation that would facilitate
an increase in coordination and synchronization between the various
states and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Legislation
to achieve these goals was introduced on November 22, 1991 (H.R.
3882, the "Pesticide Data Coordination and Synchronization Act of

1991") by Congressmen Steve Gunderson (R-WI) and Pat Roberts (R-
KS) .

In 1984, California passed S.B. 950 to require the filling of

pesticide data gaps, for all products, including lawn care
chemicals. To implement this law, the State adopted a definition
of a "data gap," created a list of tests that need to be completed,
and established a detailed timetable for filling these data gaps.

The state legislature, however, did not take into
consideration the attempt of the Congress to create their own
reregistration timetables when it amended FIFRA in 1988. FIFRA
"Lite" was also designed to fill these same data gaps. This is a
new and growing problem. Several states are now considering such
legislation and Arizona has followed California's example.

The bill, according to Representative Gunderson, would have

required EPA to "coordinate and synchronize" data requirements at
the State and Federal levels so as to "avoid unnecessary repetition
and redundancy.

"

Representative Gunderson stated that the legislation "calls
for communication and consultation concerning requirements for

generation and review of specific data between State and Federal

regulatory agencies, and will foster but not require uniformity."

In his remarks, appearing in the November 22, 1991
Congressional Record , Representative Gunderson said that by
"reducing the increased pricing associated with the cost of

unnecessary and redundant testing," the measure would help farmers
and consumers faced with the rising cost of pesticide products.

"To illustrate the need for this legislation," the Congressman
stated, "it is important to note that States have been adopting
laws to establish programs for filling health and safety data gaps
on pesticides registered within its borders."

"In some cases," he continued, "by establishing a list of

required studies, and by creating a timetable for filling these

gaps, the States will disregard the efforts of EPA to establish

reregistration timetables and data call-ins to fill some of these

very same data gaps .

"
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"In essence," Representative Gunderson stated, "in attempting
to establish their own expedited reregistration programs to fill
data gaps, the States may establish their own data requirements,
and those requirements can be at odds with EPA's and cause hardship
for both active ingredient manufacturers and formulators of

pesticides. Additionally, standards of review of existing or newly
generated data may differ."

"Unnecessary repetitive and redundant testing not only
consumes valuable time and resources,

" the Congressman stated,
"but also delays the closing of data gaps. Valuable time and
resources which could be used to develop new data are wasted in

refocusing on gaps that have already been or are in the process of

being filled. "

In his statement. Representative Gunderson also noted that

many low-volume, low-profit specialty products, including
antimicrobial products, may be discontinued because neither the

registrant, the formulator, nor the State will pay for additional
tests required on active ingredients .

"Many nonagricultural , minor use products also could

disappear," he said. "Unrealistic timetables for implementing and

generating these needed studies could cause some of these products
to be dropped from the market."

Concluding his remarks, Representative Gunderson stated that
"With adoption of this provision, pesticide manufacturers can make
well-reasoned decisions as to the generation of additional data.
The entire process of filling data gaps will be greatly enhanced

through the exchange of information between State and Federal

toxicologists and other regulatory officials."

Coordination and synchronization legislation would help reduce
the cost of pesticides, including lawn care chemicals, eliminate

duplicative and unnecessary testing, expedite the closing of data

gaps and make sure that pesticides for farmers and consumers,
especially minor use products, will be available wherever needed.

It appears that Congressman Gunderson 's legislation from the
102nd Congress (H.R. 3882) will be incorporated into a

comprehensive legislative package being drafted by the
Antimicrobial Industry Coalition (AIC) that may be introduced as a

free-standing bill or as an amendment to FIFRA. We at CPDA
continue to support this legislation.
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Minor Use

CPDA supports the concept of the Minor Crop Pesticides Act of

1993, H.R. 967. The retention of minor use pesticides used on low
volume commodities should remain a key focus of Congress in the
reauthorization of FIFRA. Minor crops grown in the United States
constitute an industry with estimated sales of $35 billion at the
farrogate. These include hundreds of different crops ranging from

daily foods (fruits, vegetables, and nuts) to a variety of

specialty items (flowers, hops, herbs, trees, shrubs, and turf).

As you know, under the 19 88 amendments to FIFRA, the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency was charged with reviewing some 600

agricultural chemical active ingredients as part of its nine-year
accelerated reregistration program targeted for completion in 1997.

Since its inception, we have witnessed a dramatic reduction in
the number of minor use pesticide registrations. To date, 34% of
the products originally registered have been dropped. The majority
of these product registrations have been held by small companies.
The financial burden of maintenance and reregistration fees in
combination with the enormous costs of generating the necessary
data to support the continued registrations of these chemicals have
contributed to their decline. Today, a number of crucial products
remain at risk of disappearing from the marketplace.

EPA's accelerated reregistration program has subjected
registrants to a number of data submission requirements in

defending pesticide registrations for use on minor crops. The
costs associated with fulfilling these requirements is formidable
when one considers that for each active ingredient, there may be a
number of different product forroulations used on a wide variety of

crops .

The members of CPDA see H.R. 967 as a step in the right
direction to ensure cost-effective chemicals remain available for
use on low volume commodities. H.R. 967 supplies the flexibility
to EPA in addressing minor use registrations. Time extensions,
waivers, use of surrogate data, and the creation of a fast track

process for these registrations provides the mechanisms needed to

support the continued uses of these valuable chemicals. At the
same time, the bill conditions these allowances on the certainty
that there will be no unreasonable adverse effects on man or the
environment.

Moreover, the measure adopts a very broad definition of minor

use, encompassing uses of a pesticide on animals, commercial

agricultural crops and public health pesticides. A determination
of minor use activity is based on economic incentives, rather than
on specific acreage requirements, a threshold found in previous
minor use bills. As such, current EPA policy is ratified.
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Furthermore, we support the creation of minor use programs in
both EPA and USDA. Programs of these sort will help in
coordinating policies, consulting with growers and tracking and
expediting minor use registrations.

Minor Use and Data Compensation Issues

We believe that the mechanisms found in H.R. 967, such as
extensions, certain waivers and use of surrogate data, in
conjunction with the present data compensation provisions found in
FIFRA, provide ample incentive for pesticide registrants to support
these chemicals through the reregistration process and in
developing new active ingredients .

While we support the major provisions of H.R. 967, we believe
the extension of time periods for exclusive use of data will not
assist minor use protection, and, in fact, will actually exacerbate
the problem.

The pesticide industry is similar in many ways to the
pharmaceutical industry. Under FFDCA, there are limited provisions
which grant patent term extension to cover, in part, some of the
time lost in the FDA registration process, but it also includes
provisions for generic drug registration, the elimination of data
compensation provisions, and permits the testing of potential
products two years prior to the expiration of the patent. These
arrangements create a balanced package for both basic manufacturers
and generic drug producers .

Currently, under FIFRA we find that in addition to the initial
patent, the data used by a generic producer are compensated not at
cost but at fully loaded value with market considerations such as
early market entry. If Congress selected to extend the period of
exclusivity, the result would be an unfair and inequitable solution
that would only drive up the cost to farmers, ranchers, consumers
and pesticide end-users. Moreover, it would destroy competition in
the marketplace and would disproportionately impact small
businesses that formulate or distribute many regional or local
products .

We believe that these exclusive use provisions should be
dropped for the following reasons:

1. It will artificially inflate the costs of nearly all
pesticides and create a ten year period where the registrant
can maintain a high price for all consumers and pesticide
uses. This provision will affect millions of farmers, as well
as countless millions of consumers who treat their lawns,
shrubs, trees, and gardens.
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2. This ten year exclusive use period will broadly affect most
food use pesticides, including most of the List A and B food
use products currently being reregistered.

3. It will create a monopoly for basic registrants that will deny
formulators and distributors an opportunity to market their

products for specific minor uses and prevent entry into the
market.

4. It will create an economic disincentive to market existing
products. For example, dealers and distributors will probably
want to carry a product with the largest number of uses, and
would not carry a product with 5, 10 or 15 fewer minor uses.
In essence, a formulated product with fewer uses would be at
a competitive disadvantage in the market place.

5 . It would extend protection far beyond patent term and provide
de facto patent term extension.

6. This period of exclusive use would particularly impact old
chemicals being reregistered, and could effectively deny
formulators and distributors entry into the local and regional
markets for minor use products .

7. The provision covers all data which solely supports a minor
use. It is not restricted to just residue data.

8. This provision is unneeded and unnecessary because sufficient
economic incentives for data production for minor uses already
exists under the EPA PR Notice 94-1 which provides for

protection of data and compensation for that data. Under
Section III of the Notice entitled "Data Compensation Rights
of Persons Who Develop Data," EPA affirms that "data

developers who develop generic or use-specific data in support
of registration or reregistration of a product are entitled to

the same data compensation rights as MP registrants that

develop such data. They may request that they be identified
on the Agency's Data Submitters List, as wanting data

compensation from registrants who use their data in support of

registration. The request to be added to the Data Submitters
List should include the name of the active ingredient, data
for which compensation is required, and their firm's name and
address." Please see an attached copy of PR Notice 94-1 as an

Appendix to this testimony.

9. This provision has a disproportional economic impact on small
businesses that produce, formulate and distribute local and

regional products for specific minor uses.
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10. Most importantly, this provision reopens the controversial
Congressional deliberations over data compensation, generic
data registration, patent term extension, and roll-back of the
Bolar V. Roche decision that occurred in the 1980's. It
devises a program that one-sidedly benefits large basic
producers, and creates significant economic disadvantages for
small producers, formulators and distributors and denies them
an ability to compete in the marketplace.

Conclusion

We at CPDA respectfully urge this Subcommittee to markup a
FIFRA bill as soon as possible. We strongly support the Lehman-
Bliley-Rowland bill (H.R. 1627) for its treatment of Delaney, as
well as cancellation and suspension. We support H.R. 1867, the
Dooley-Herger bill on public health pesticides. We also urge your
support for the yet-to-be-introduced bills on preempting local
jurisdictions from regulating the sale and use of pesticides, and
Congressman Steve Gunderson's bill on synchronization and
coordination of data between Federal and State agencies. In
addition, we support Chairman E (Kika) de la Garza's minor use bill
(H.R. 967), except for the provisions on ten years of exclusivity.
We strongly support Sections 8 and 10 of the yet to be introduced
Antimicrobial Industry Coalition (AIC) bill dealing with
certification of "me-too" registrations, and labeling reform. We
strongly support fixing the registration and reregistration process
so that products can be handled in an efficient, effective and
expedited manner. We also support portions of H.R. 4329 and H.R.
4362, the Administration's legislation to amend FIFRA and FFDCA,
respectively, especially the public health provisions.

We applaud the Subcommittee for its leadership on pesticide
issues and look forward to working with you during the 103rd
Congress. We respectfully urge the Subcommittee to take the best
of these bills and roll them all in a markup vehicle.

(Attachment follows:)
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^^ ^ UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
^^^2. I WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

OFFICE OF
pnEvemcN. pestksoes ano

TOXIC SUBSTANCES

April 25, 1994

Pesticide Regulation (PR) NOTICE 94-1

NOTICE TO MANUFACTURERS, PRODUCERS, FORMULATORS, DISTRIBUTORS,
AND REGISTRANTS OF PESTICIDE PRODUCTS

ATTENTION: Persons Responsible for Federal Registration and
Reregistration of Pesticide Products

SUBJECT: Withdrawal of PR Notice 91-8

Effective immediately, EPA is withdrawing PR Notice 91-8,
entitled "Revised Policy To Provide Applicants Other Than Basic
Manufacturers An Opportunity To Submit Generic Data and Receive
Data Compensation For It." That notice requested the use of a

generic label statement on manufacturing use products (MPs) to
effect this policy. Persons who have complied with PR Notice 91-
8 may retain such statements or may delete them from product
labeling, at their discretion.

I . BACKGROUND

In the mid-1980s, the Agency developed a policy for
Manufacturing Use Product (MP) labeling that uses supported by
the MP registrant should appear on the label and that
reformulation for other uses should be prohibited. During
pesticide reregistration many MP registrants have elected not to

develop data in support of some label uses of their products,
especially the minor uses. In accordance with Agency policy,
these uses must be removed from HP product labeling.

Certain grower groups and end-use formulators have decided
to fill the void themselves by submitting generic data to support
the registration or reregistrat_on of those minor uses.

However, the Agency's policy for MP labeling could have the
unintended consequence of denying these user groups and
formulators compensation from other formulators for this data as ,

provided under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and
Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) , Section 3(c)(1)(F). Because the

Agency's MP labeling policy prohibits an unsupported use from

appearing on an MP label, these user groups and formulators must

provide the data they intend to generate to an MP registrant in

order to ensure that an MP can be reformulated lawfully for the

minor uses that the data support. Once the MP is supported for

such uses, however, other formulators using the MP may claim the
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formulator's exemption for those uses, thereby denying
compensation to the user groups or formulators that developed the
data. Therefore, several end-use registrants and user groups
requested that the Agency establish a mechanism to ensure that
the data compensation rights of grower groups and formulators
generating minor use data are retained.

PR Notice 91-8 was the Agency's attempt to ensure
compensation for data developed by grower groups or formulators
by requesting MP registrants to include an additional generic
labeling statement that permits reformulation of their products
for uses other than those specifically listed on the MP label and
supported by the MP registrant, provided the foraulator supports
such uses. This statement preserves the data compensation rights
of grower groups or end-use formulators because the labeling
statement would effectively prevent other formulators that did
not develop data from claiming the formulator's exemption for

specific uses supported by user groups or end-use formulators.

These same end-use registrants and user groups have now
advised the Agency that MP registrants should not be required to -

adopt the generic labeling statement set forth in PR Notice 91-8.
These groups have joined with the representatives of MP

registrants in advising the Agency that MP registrants should be
able to control the uses made of their products by controlling
the MP label. They indicated that the user groups and end-use
formulators must work in cooperation with the MP registrants
before developing the necessary data to sustain a use which the
MP registrant no longer intends to support. These groups, have,
however, asked that the Agency affirm that the formulators,
coalitions, manufacturers and grower groups that develop basic
data are entitled to data compensation should another person rely
on such data to obtain a registration.

II. Agency Action

Because representatives of grower groups and end-use
formulators who requested PR Notice 91-8 believe that the Agency
should not require MP registrants to adopt the label statements
set forth in the Notice, the Agency sees no reason to continue
the policy. Accordingly, the Agency withdraws PR Notice 91-8 and
will not require MP registrants to incorporate the generic
Ijibeling statement set forth in PR Notice 91-8.

III. Data Compensation Rights of Persons who Develop Data

Although EPA is withdrawing PR Notice 91-8, it is not

abandoning the principles underlying the notice. EPA affirms
that data developers who develop generic or use-specific data in

support of registration or reregistration of a product are
entitled to the same data compensation rights as MP registrants
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that develop such data. They may request that they b« identified
on the Agency's Data Submitters List, as wanting data
compensation from registrants who use their data in support of
registration. The recjuest to be added to the Data Submitters
List should include the name of the active ingredient, data for
which compensation is required, and their firm's name and
address. Submit such requests to Ms. Sherada Hobgood at the
address under VI below.

IV. Registrant Action

MP registrants who have complied with PR Notice 91-8 may
continue to use the label statement set forth in the notice^, or
may delete it at their discretion. No notification is required
solely for this purpose.

Any MP registrants wishing to do so may add one of the
following statements to an MP label under "Directions for Use" to
permit the reformulation of their product for a specific use or
all additional uses supported by a formulator or user group.
Furthermore, pr- ided no other labeling changes are made, no
notification t; .he Agency is required. -

(a) "Thi product may be used to formulate products for
spec.Jic use(s} not listed on the MP laUsel if the
formu.ator, user group, or grower has complied with U.
S. EPA data submission requirements regarding the
support of such useCs)."

(b) "This product may be used to formulate products for any
additional uses not listed on the MP label if the
formulator, user group, or grower has complied with U.
S. EPA data submission requirements regarding the
support of such uses .

"

Note: This notice does not alter the Agency's basic
labeling policy that MP registrants include a specific list on
the label of those uses for which the MP may be reformulated.

V. Effective Date

^
"Only For Formulation Into An , [fill blank with

Inser.ticide, Herbicide, or the applicable term(s) which describes the
type of pesticidal use(s)] For (1) The Following Use(s): ;*

(fill blank (s) with only those uses that are being supported by the
MP registrant or applicant.) Conclude this statement by adding. (2)
Uses For Which U. S. EPA Has Accepted The Required Data And/Or
Citations of Data That The Formulator Has Submitted In Support Of

Registration; and (3) Uses For Experimental Purposes That Are In

Compliance with U. S. EPA Requirements."
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Effective immediately PR Notice 91-8 is withdrawn.

VI. Additional Information

For further information please contact:

Rosalind L. Gross
Registration Support Branch
Registration Division (7505-W) ,

EPA
401 M Street, SW
Washington, DC 20460
(703) 3«

Acting Director
sion (7505-C)
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TESTIMONY OF RALPH ENGEL

PRESIDENT

CHEMICAL SPECIALTIES M.^NUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

Good morning, my name is Ralph Engel. I am President of the Chemical

Specialties Manufactures Association (CSMA) located at 1913 Eye Street, NW,

Washington, DC.

CSMA has membership of some 440 firms engaged in the manufacture,

formulation, distribution and sale of pesticides, antimicrobial products,

automotive chemicals, detergents and cleaning compounds and polishes and

floor finishes for household, institutional and industrial use. A significant

number of these products have pesticidal claims and are therefore subject to

EPA jurisdiction pursuant to the requirements of the Federal Insecticide,

Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA).

Specifically, CSMA represents the nonagri cultural pesticide industry,

including disinfectants and sanitizers, home, lawn and garden pesticides and a

wide variety of pesticides for home, industrial and institutional use. Our

testimony today focuses on three areas: the Clinton Proposal, antimicrobial

products and other issues affecting the pesticide registration process.

I. The Clinton Proposal

Mr. Chairman, at the outset I want to note that the Clinton Administration

has expended considerable effort in assembling a comprehensive FIFRA and

Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA) reform package. It has long

been clear to all of us in this room that there are no political winners who will

emerge from this debate. There are difficult public policy questions addressed

in this package and the Administration's willingness to engage these issues is to
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be recognized. Having said that, the chemical specialties industry cannot

support the Clinton legislation and feels that it is not the balanced "middle of

the road" proposal that its proponents would have you believe.

We wish to note that over the past few years, the Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) has expressed concern over what it considers to be the

cumbersome and time-consuming process required to cancel or suspend a

registration. CSMA understands the Agency's concern and believes it must be

provided the tools to promptly address pesticides which pose an unreasonable

adverse effect to human health or the environment. We also believe that the

continued safeguards afforded through administrative adjudicatory hearings are

in fact absolutely necessary and proper. This process ensures an adequate

chance for rebuttal by the registrants as well as a proper forum for consideration

of all relevant factors for cancellation or suspension of a pesticide.

CSMA will continue to objectively look at any reasonable proposal

proffered by EPA and others concerning this issue but remains committed to

maintaining appropriate procedural safeguards. Unfortunately, many of the

provisions in the Clinton Package attempt to circumvent administrative

protections. Accordingly, we in the chemical specialties industry have very

serious concerns with the legislation. Among these concerns are:

A. Elimination of Benefits Considerations

The Administration has essentially proposed the phase-out and elimination

of benefits considerations in registration, suspension, and cancellation decisions
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over a period of ten years. FIFRA is the last major environmental statute which

provides for a risk/benefit standard. Flexible consideration of benefits in these

decisions is consistent with the FIFRA's societal risk/benefit requirements and is

essential to preserving EPA's ability to take into account the value of a pesticide

in determining whether or not to register the product or to let stand an existing

registration.

In fact, an analysis of benefits of such products as antimicrobials which

provide public health benefits is a legitimate and important consideration which

must be preserved in the regulatory process. Antimicrobial pesticides

(disinfectants, sterilants, industrial biocides) account for approximately 30% of

all active ingredients and products registered under FIFRA. These pesticides

provide substantial public health benefits by preventing or destroying bacteria,

fungi, viruses and other dangerous microorganisms (legionella, salmonella, etc.).

Preserving the consideration of those health benefits is absolutely critical to the

public health and to this industry. Dropping this factor from the regulatory

process would be a disservice to the public and would actually weaken

protections for the public presently afforded under FIFRA.

The Administration's proposed elimination of benefits considerations is

inconsistent with the fundamental goals of its own Executive Order 12866 on

Regulatory Refonn which directs federal agencies to consider the costs and

benefits of available regulatory choices and to select approaches that "maximize

net benefits" to society. Specifically, Executive Order 12866 signed by

President Clinton on September 30, 1993 requires any agency developing a

regulation to: 1) assess both the cost and benefits of the intended regulation and
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propose and adopt it only if its benefits justify its costs, 2) base its decisions on

the best reasonably scientific, technical, and economic information, 3) identify

and assess alternative forms of regulation, 4) avoid duplicative regulations, and

5) tailor its regulations to be the least burdensome on society. We submit that

elimination of benefits considerations clearly violates this Order and on this

basis alone should not be included in any FIFRA legislative package.

B. Rigid Negligible Risk Standard

The narrative standard "reasonable certainty of no harm" as advocated by

EPA is actually severely restricted by a statutorily prescribed numerical margin

of safety (1x10"'') and very conservative exposure assumptions, particularly for

children and infants. CSMA would continue to support a narrative definition of

"negligible risk" consistent with present risk ranges (1x10'' to 1x10'^) used by

EPA, FDA, and other federal agencies. The risk assessment process, for cancer

and non-cancer risks, should not be prescribed in statute; it should instead

provide EPA with appropriate scientific flexibility and discretion.

C. Phase-Down/Phase-Out

The Administration proposal gives EPA authority to "restrict, reduce, or

eliminate" the use of a pesticide where "credible scientific evidence indicates

that the use of the pesticide is reasonably likely to pose a significant risk to

humans or the environment." This authority would accelerate the extinction of

the FIFRA cancellation process by encouraging EPA to limit or ban the use of a

pesticide based upon a diminished scientific threshold.
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The proposed standard itself is overly broad and would result in a

reduction in the use of appropriate scientific standards to make regulatory

decisions. Moreover, data upon which the decision would be based would not

have undergone outside scientific peer review. The due process protections

under FIFRA's cancellation process would be eliminated. Phase-out/Phase-

down actions would severely damage the affected consumer products with

adverse publicity, from which it would be difficult to recover even if it were

later determined that the Agency was in error. Such actions would be grossly

unfair and are not needed in view of current protections which mandate that

regulatory actions be predicated on good science.

D. Fees

One year ago, EPA testified before this Subcommittee that it needed $20

million through 1997 in new fees to complete its FIFRA 1988 reregistration

mandates. Yesterday, the Administration outlined its revised fees proposal

which now calls for more than $60 million through 1999 in three categories

(maintenance fee extension, a $750 per product registration fee, and new active

ingredient reregistration fees).

Let me simply emphasize once again that this Subcommittee and the

Congress should withhold assessing any additional fees on registrants, or

granting any additional fee authority to EPA pending a thorough review of the

registration and reregistration programs. Such a review should include an

examination of the funds collected and utilized in both programs thus far and a

specific documented accounting of the use of fees collected in previous years.
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EPA Assistant Administrator Goldman's recent decision to contract with

an outside management consultant to give her an operational assessment of the

Office of Prevention, Pesticides and Toxic Substances (OPPTS) is a courageous

and valuable step in the right direction. That outside management review must

contain a serious financial audit compnent. We look forward to working with

EPA and the management consultants on this, and related issues.

E. Reduced Risk Pesticides

CSMA and the chemical specialties industry support the goal of

encouraging the development and production of pesticides presenting lower risks

than those presently on the market. We believe, however, that if the registration

process itself were functioning properly, much of EPA's "safer pesticides

policy" would not be needed.

Frankly, we fail to understand why EPA is posturing itself to take on the

creation of yet another manpower intensive project to catapult, perhaps

wrongfully, some applications for registrations of pesticide actives and products

ahead of others (risking litigation in the process) when the competitive market-

place would accomplish this very same goal if the Agency would streamline the

unnecessarily burdensome and often nonfunctioning registration program. For

example, in the antimicrobial sector - with generally low risk/low exposure

pesticides being used indoors -
only eight active ingredients have been registered

in the past ten years (6.5% of the 127 new active ingredients registered in the

last 10 years).
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Faced with virtually no prospect of attaining registration in a useable

timeframe, companies have significantly restricted research and development

activity on new antimicrobials. TTiese delays hinder market introduction of new

antimicrobial active ingredients and products posing even lower risks and

perhaps providing greater efficacy than those chemicals presently in use.

Similar problems with the registration process in other segments of the pesticide

industry have also reduced research in new chemicals and have stymied the

competitive marketplace.

Finally, the Clinton bill authorizes a cooperative agreement program under

which the federal govemment would make grants to private groups, institutions,

and individuals pursuing reduced pesticide use. The establishment, at this time,

of a new federal grant program for this purpose, seems at best out of place

given the internal problems with the Office of Pesticide Program's (OPP's)

registration system which demand attention.

F. Label Call-in

The Administration proposes a new Label Call-In Authority which would

allow EPA through a simple notice procedure to require changes in the

"labeling, packaging, or composition of the pesticide." The threshold to be met

by the Administrator before taking such action is minimal; the Administrator

need only determine that "the risks associated with the use of a pesticide can be

reduced." In case of noncompliance, suspension without hearing is authorized

and recalls and compensation can be ordered by the Agency.
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Since pesticide use of any kind will generally involve some level of risk,

this provision would grant the Administrator broad authority to delete or restrict

pesticide use which EPA has explicitly previously approved as being within an

acceptable negligible risk range.

The Agency would be under no obligation to demonstrate an "imminent

hazard" or even an adverse effect on man or the environment but merely that

risks can be reduced. The Label Call-In procedure outlined in the bill affords

the registrant scant due process protections. This provision is thus a further

method to reduce due process and fairness in the regulatory process and must

therefore be rejected.

G. Export Restrictions

CSMA supports a ban on the export of pesticides which have been

suspended or canceled due to human health concerns. The Clinton bill appears

to include non-food use pesticides in its "Circle of Poison" provision, allowing

only for an exemption by the EPA Administrator on a case-by-case basis. This

is inefficient and unnecessary to address the stated issue of concern ~ that is

dietary exposure from pesticide residue in or on imported foods. Non-food use

pesticides should be specifically exempt from this provision.

H. Citizen Suits

The legislation would authorize any person to bring a federal lawsuit

against EPA or a pesticide manufacturer for any alleged FTFRA violation, be it
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statutory or regulatory in nature. The consequences of this new authority are

likely to be expanded and frequent frivolous litigation tying up federal courts

and confusing EPA enforcement priorities at large costs to producers and

ultimately consumers is a certainty. The bill's whistle-blower provision would

further exacerbate these concerns. With all the regulatory restrictive provisions

built into the EPA Pesticide Program, this provision is unnecessary and will

foster further delays in research and the marketing of pesticide products.

I. Pesticide Recordkeeping

The bill greatly expands FIFRA recordkeeping requirements by moving

from "certified and individual applicators" to all "pesticide and individual users."

This a potentially costly and burdensome new requirement without any

corresponding recognizable environmental or public health benefit. It should be

deleted.

II. Antimicrobial Registration Reform

Mr. Chairman, as you know, CSMA has for the past eighteen months

worked with the Chemical Manufacturers Association (CMA), the Soap and

Detergent Association (SDA), and the International Sanitary and Supply

Association (ISSA) in a coalition known as the Antimicrobial Industry Coalition

(AIC). We have now visited with most members and staff on this

Subcommittee about the severe problems which plague EPA's pesticide

registration program. We have put forward a legislative proposal which would

streamline the antimicrobial registration process without compromising the

83-589 0-94-15
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integrity of scientific review or public health. Many of the ideas contained in

the AlC legislation, in fact, are reasonably consistent with the underlying

principles of Assistant Administrator Goldman's own streamlining effort now

underway at the Agency, and we are actively engaged in a dialogue with her

staff.

The need for this legislation became apparent to us as a result of the

unacceptable backlog in antimicrobial applications pending within the Agency

with little or no chance to evolve within a reasonable time. The extent of

paralysis became evident when it came to light that only eight new antimicrobial

active ingredients have been registered by EPA within the last 10 years; while

approximately 120 new non-antimicrobial active ingredients were registered for

use in other types of pesticide products. This is not to indicate that this latter

figure itself is reasonable but merely shows the problem facing the antimicrobial

active ingredient producers.

The problem, however, also extends into end-use products where

applications remain locked up within the Agency for unreasonable periods of

time and the expedited review provisions of the 1988 amendments remain

largely disfunctional. With little aspect of obtaining registrations within a

reasonable time period, new research and development activity on antimicrobials

has been severely curtailed. The result is that the use of new antimicrobial

active ingredients in formulated products which may pose reduced risks as

advocated by EPA are not progressing through the pipeline to the end-use

consumer. Thus, as we have repeatedly said in every hearing for the past 15

years, something must be done about the registration process within EPA. If the

10
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Agency really wants to spur on the introduction of products posing reduced

risks, than it must address this registration process. Its inability to do this over

the last 15 years, despite the 1988 amendments to FIFRA, dictate that this

Subcommittee move forward and address this problem now in new legislation.

Among the most serious problems within the Office of Pesticide Programs

antimicrobial registration process are: (1) inadequate staffing and resources, (2)

unnecessary, repetitive reviews of staff actions, (3) EPA's low priority treatment

of antimicrobial applications, and (4) shifting data requirements which change

without scientific justification. Our understanding is that the Registration

Division's Antimicrobial Branch has had only two product managers attempting

to handle 2600 product registrations and amendments each, while non-

antimicrobial product managers handle approximately 1500 product decisions.

In short, EPA has not assigned sufficient staff personnel to handle the volume of

applications and amendments for these products in a reasonable time period.

With respect to staff priorities, EPA has focused is resources on the

registration and reregistration of agricultural chemicals which the Agency has

concluded presents the greatest public health and environmental risks and

similariy the greatest opportunity for risk reductions. Under this system,

applications and amendments for antimicrobial products experience unreasonable

delays awaiting EPA staff action. Once actions are finally taken the system is

plagued by consecutive reviews by several layers of EPA management. Finally,

once actions have been taken, applicants often find themselves caught in the

dilemma in having data requirements changed by EPA staff without scientific

justification with additional studies demanded which in many cases, are

11
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irrelevant to a product's proposed use. Registrants experience unconscionable

delays as a result of EPA requests for clarification, raw data, and imposition of

additional data requirements. All of these factors combine to keep these

products from the marketplace because of failure to obtain registration within a

reasonable timeperiod. The irony of the situation is that many of the products

have cleaning and detergent capabilities which, absent the disinfectant claim, are

available without any prior approval from EPA for sale to consumers.

The Antimicrobial Industry Coalition Bill seeks to address these

shortcomings by significantly streamlining the registration process by

establishing:

1 . A statutory definition for antimicrobial pesticides which

appropriately distinguishes the unique uses and benefits of

antimicrobials from those of other pesticides;

2. A new division of antimicrobial pesticides to clarify, improve and

consolidate regulatory requirements. This division would be

provided with staff and resources adequate to permit timely and

consistent decision making on the large volume of antimicrobial

registration applications. These resource allocations, would more

equitably reflect the fees contribution of the antimicrobial pesticide

industry;

3. A registration process for antimicrobial pesticides recognizing

unique uses, limited risks and societal benefits of this pesticide class

without compromising scientific review of data necessary to

maintain or establish public health and environmental standards;

12
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4. A process emphasizing front-end agreement between the registrants

and EPA concerning data requirements and schedules for decision

making. This would provide certainty and finality and would be

subject to EPA dispute resolution procedures and judicial

enforcement.

5. A regulatory program whereby applicants can certify compliance

with specified EPA requirements or in some cases notify EPA of

compliance thus freeing EPA personnel to address registration

health related reviews.

I wish to emphasize the need for inclusion of antimicrobial registration

reform amendments to FIFRA in whatever mark-up vehicle is chosen. CSMA

believes these problems need to be addressed in 1994, whether or not

comprehensive food safety legislation is completed this year.

III. Other Areas Needing Subcommittee Attention

There are a few other areas in the regulation of pesticides which warrant

Subcommittee attention. These points and suggested remedies are as follows:

A. Expedited Review

The 1988 FIFRA amendments, under Section 3(c)(3)(B) created an

"expedited review" for registration applications which are identical, or

substantially similar, to a currently registered pesticide product. FIFRA now

requires that the applicant receive notification from the Agency as to whether or

13
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not the application is complete within 45 days and subsequent to such

determination, that these applications be approved or denied within 90 days.

This process is not working and thus even simple label changes and applications

to register products which are identical to other previously registered products

can take over a year to complete. Congress created expedited review and

specifically earmarked $2 million to eliminate registration backlogs in 1988.

Yet nearly six years later, EPA is still not utilizing this tool.

CSMA recommends that the Subcommittee legislatively compel EPA to

implement a procedure whereby under FIFRA Section (3)(c)(3)(B)(ii)(I), any

applicant who does not receive notification within 45 days after EPA's receipt

of an application as to whether or not the application is or is not complete, then

such application must be deemed by EPA as complete. Furthermore, in the

event that the applicant does not receive notification as to the acceptance or

denial of the application within 90 days after receipt by EPA of the complete

application, then pursuant to FIFRA Section 3(c)(3)(B)(ii)(II), such application

must be deemed by EPA as approved.

Under this suggested procedure, which follows the times mandated by

Congress under the current law, EPA should be permitted to only refuse to issue

an approved application after expiration of 90 days if the Agency, within 15

days, was planning to issue a Notice of Intent to Suspend or Cancel the active

ingredient registration for the same uses. The deadlines set forth could not be

extended by EPA for reasons having to do with administrative workload.

Furthermore, in the event a new registrant wishes to obtain a stamped approved

label for use in the states, it could do so by merely having an agent present such

14
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label for appropriate stamping at an EPA designated office.

Under this suggested procedure, hundreds of applications for products

which are similar or identical to those already registered and on the market

would move quickly. Implementation of this procedure would therefore greatly

assist in breaking the EPA registration log jam which is precisely what this

Subcommittee and Congress directed EPA to accomplish nearly six years ago.

B. Certification and Training

In past FIFRA hearings, there has been some discussion concerning

certification and training requirements and whether these should be extended to

persons using general use pesticides. Some interests have advocated that

commercial application of any pesticide should be made subject to certification

and traaining standards even if the pesticide is applied incidental to employment.

Implementation of such a policy would be folly and would require

certification and special training for persons such as:

A busboy in a restaurant who wipes table tops with a disinfectant cleaner;

A school custodian who cleans the rest rooms with a tile and bowl

cleaner;

A building superintendent who eradicates a hornets nest with general use

wasp and hornet spray;

A nurse or doctor using a hospital disinfectant;

Or even a housekeeper who freshens up a room with a disinfectant spray.

15
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In each of these instances, the pesticide applied is a general use product

under Section 3 of FIFRA, registered as such because EPA has reviewed it and

determined that it will not cause unreasonable adverse effects to man or the

environment. Such factors as low toxicity, when compared to other pesticides

that may be classified as restricted use, are already taken into account. EPA

also approves the label and specific directions for use.

Consumers of general use pesticides can be expected to use the products

safely in accordance with directions without costly and burdensome training and

certification. It is not necessary or appropriate to burden the public with such

requirements, which would limit an individual's ability to quickly , easily , and

inexpensively solve pest problems affecting public health and safety.

We believe that certification and training requirements are appropriate for

"commercial applicators" who apply pesticides as the principal part of their

business and we believe any legislation concerning such certification and

training should reflect this distinction.

IV. Conclusion

I want to close this morning by emphasizing to you the need for

consideration of our suggested changes and inclusion of antimicrobial

registration reform amendments to FIFRA in whatever mark-up vehicle the

Subcommittee decides to pursue. We believe that these problems can and need

to be addressed in 1994, whether or not comprehensive food safety legislation is

completed this year.

16
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I want to thank you, Mr. Chainnan, and the Ranking Minority Member,

and the Subcommittee staff for the focus you have brought to the shortcoming's

of the registration process during the past year. As always, CSMA stands ready

to work with the Subcommittee and the Agency on these issues.

17
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Good morning. My name is Earle Bonnan. I am Senior Vice President

£md Chief Environmental Officer of L&F Products. We manufacture a number of

antimicrobial products including disinfectants and industrial use biocides which

are regulated under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act. I

am speaking here today as a member of the Chemical Manufacturers Association

Biocides Panel, a CMA CHEMSTAR Panel composed of such biocide manu-

facturers. The panel welcomes the opportunity to appear and comment on

H.R. 4329.

H.R. 4329 contains a series of proposals directed at fixing some of the criti-

cal problems in the registration program. As such, it provides a good basis for

productive discussion. There are a number of positive features of the bill such as

the concept that registration processes can be streamlined for certain types of

products, such as biologicals.

The first point of any such discussion with our industry, however, is that

H.R. 4329 does not solve major existing problems in the current registration pro-

gram for the antimicrobial industry and, in many cases, will exacerbate them.

The primary flaw in the bill from our perspective is that it is, from beginning to

end, a food-use pesticide bill.

Our products, while defined as "pesticides," are not generally applied to

food or food products. They are intended to prevent or mitigate degradation, foul-

ing, deterioration or inefficiencies caused by microorganisms in manufactured

goods, chemical substances and industrial processes or systems, and on surfaces.

They do not require tolerances under either Sections 408 or 409 of the Federal

Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act. Thus, our products simply do not present the risks

of dispersal in the environment, the concerns for integrated pest management, or
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the food tolerance issues which feed the phase-down/phase-out, reduced risk and

export initiatives in this bill. Our biocide products do, however, present important

and significant benefits in the form of extending the useful life of machines and

industrial processes, and eliminating the germs which spread disease.

The bottom line for us as an industry is that we have profound difficulty

getting our products, useful and beneficial as they are, registered by EPA in any

reasonable period of time. That is what needs to be fixed. We do not need more

regulation of our products. We do not need, nor can we tolerate, unlimited addi-

tional fees for non-value added government reviews. We do not need more litiga-

tion. We do not need fewer opportunities for rational discussion of applicable

science and appropriate risk assessment.

What we do need are:

•
registration requirements that are clear, objective, and

specific;

• a streamlined bureaucratic review process appropriate

to the level of risk posed by our products which differenti-

ates between major and minor actions; and

• incentives for accountability at EPA, which includes

incentives to do the job that is required and to do it in a

cost-effective and timely manner.

We are working within the Antimicrobial Industry Coalition, which also includes

the Chemical Specialties Manufacturers Association (CSMA), the Soap and Deter-

gent Association (SDA), and the International Sanitary Supply Association
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(ISSA), to secure reforms which meet each of these goals. We all would like to see

those reforms added to any bill reported out of this subcommittee.

Apart from the Panel's general comment that H.R. 4329 must be revised to

ensure the appropriate regulation of antimicrobial products, the Panel has the fol-

lowing specific comments on some of the individual provisions of the bill.

A. The Registration Renewal Process

The Biocides Panel recognizes that this proposed new section of FIFRA is

an attempt to ensure a regular means of updating the available data on pesticides

which, in turn, will prevent the need in the future for the type of massive reregis-

tration program created in the 1988 FIFRA amendments. CMA is committed to

good product stewardship and concurs that this is a subject of mutual concern

and interest. A critical up-front process concern must be, however, to develop a

rational system that works.

As currently drafted, the interface between the registration renewal pro-

gram and the reregistration process may be inconsistent. For example, at the cur-

rent pace, the majority of pesticides will likely not be reregistered until 2007.

H.R. 4329 would, nonetheless, create a parallel bureaucratic renewal process

which would result in the registration renewal requirement being applied at

about the same time, at extra cost to the registrant and possibly according to differ-

ent data guidelines. In addition, any such renewal process must differentiate

between products posing different risks for simple cost-effectiveness. Clearly, a

return to the drawing board is necessary here.
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R Export Provisions

The Biocides Panel opposes the application of the export provisions of

H.R. 4329 to its products. As previously noted, biocides are not food-use products

and, thus, do not present the "Circle of Poison" issues which appear to be the

genesis of the sections included in the bill. Application of the program designed to

address those issues means that the biocide industry will be saddled with a signifi-

cant bureaucratic and regulatory burden that will provide no commensurate pro-

tection for food supplies or foreign workers.

With respect to biocides, there is no demonstrated need nor justification for

additional regulatory U.S. controls. Biocides are covered by the U.N. Environ-

mental Programme's (UNEP) London Guidelines for the Exchange of Informa-

tion on Chemicals in International Trade which provide ample regulation. The

Guidelines incorporate the internationally-accepted principle of prior informed

consent (PIC). The PIC principle works and is the appropriate tool for biocide

export risk management.

The mechanism in H.R. 4329 for allowing export of unregistered pesticides

is inappropriate for biocides. Biocides do not have tolerances. And, due to their

highly specialized formulations and low volumes, many biocide formulations are

unlikely to be approved for sale in three other countries with developed registra-

tion systems.

C. Cancellation Provisions

The Biocides Panel recognizes that current cancellation procedures are

viewed as burdensome by EPA. It is our view that, while here as well, improve-
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ments can be made, the amount of due process afforded in the cancellation

process is an important and, indeed, critical right. A tremendous investment is

required by both the registrant £md EPA in order to secure a registration.

With reregistration, the investment by EPA and registrants has been in-

creased. New data have been generated and evaluated by EPA. EPA has made

new decisions on which products to reregister and under what conditions.

Destruction of the registrant's investment by withdrawal of a registration

should require an equally close and careful review, not only by EPA, but also by an

impartial decisionmaker whose judgment can be informed through cross-

examination of experts with differing scientific opinions. Registrants should not

be required to bear the burden of proof; it is EPA's role to demonstrate why a previ-

ously approved product has become an imreasonable risk.

But, as with many of the ideas presented in this bill, there are more

moderate changes which could be very helpful. Certainly, one can envision cer-

tain situations in which modified cancellation procedures could be appropriate.

For example, expedited registration for certain low-risk products could very well

justify a modified cancellation provision for those products, preserving symmetry

between the effort to get on the market and any effort to cancel.

D. Fees

H.R. 4329 creates multiple opportunities for EPA to assess fees to fund all of

its new program activities. Thus, EPA is authorized to assess fees from all regis-

trants for :
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• the entire cost of the proposed new registration renewal

program, Jind

• the entire cost of the proposed new export regulation pro-

gram (including $4 million annually to provide "tech-

nical assistance" to foreign countries).

In addition, EPA is authorized to collect another $60,000 per non-food-use active

ingredient for reregistration, plus $750 per reregistered end-use product, plus

"registration maintenance fees" for another two years.

The Biocides Panel cannot support any of this without a commitment that

the Panel members are being asked only to fund those actions which relate to

their own registration. EPA has yet to account for how reregistration fees have

been spent and we request that Congress direct GAO to review how fees to date

have been spent prior to consideration of any new fees.

A second important concept for us is that payment be rendered only after

receipt of the service being funded — value given for value received. It is time for

the EPA to begin operating on the same cost-effective and efficient principles

required of industry. This requires priority-setting, budgets, and a direct correla-

tion between the value of the service rendered and its cost to the recipient.

*****
To conclude, as I began, what biocides manufacturers need are clear and

objective registration standards, a streamlined registration process, and account-

ability. I thank the Committee for the opportunity to comment on H.R. 4329 and

look forward to further constructive dialogue on these very important issues.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Gerald R. Pflug and I

am president of The Soap and Detergent Association (SDA). The SDA is a 138

member national trade association representing the formulators of soaps, detergents and
household cleaning products and those companies which supply ingredients to the

detergent and cleaning products industry.

SDA's members include nationally prominent companies as well as less well

known small, often family-owned regional companies. And, along with the well known
formulators of highly visible consumer products, SDA members also include the

formulators of industrial and institutional (I&I) products used in hospitals, nursing

homes, hotels, restaurants, manufacturing facilities and public buildings.

The products of SDA members have a long history of contributing to the

establishment and maintenance of the public and personal health standards to which we
are accustomed. Unfortunately, these standards and their maintenance are often taken

for granted in our country today. Clean clothing, bedding, cooking utensils, plates,

silverware, kitchen and bathroom fixtures are, in fact, the broad base on which our

exceptional standard of public health rests. The SDA is here today because of its

concerns for one of the most important contributors to our country's high standards of

cleanliness: antimicrobial and disinfectant cleaning products.

475 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10016 • (212) 725-1262 • Fax (212) 213-0665
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Under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA),
antimicrobial and disinfectant cleaning products are regulated as "pesticides" by the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) because they are intended for preventing,

destroying, or mitigating harmful micro-organisms, viruses and bacteria. Common, well-

recognized examples of such products include household bleach (when such claims are

made), Lysol Disinfectant Cleaner and Comet Cleanser. Less well known, though

equally important, are the myriad I&I disinfectant and sanitizing products used in health

care facilities, schools, business establishments, public accommodations and public

buildings.

I am here today on behalf of SDA's antimicrobial/disinfectant products sector

because this beneficial category of products faces a number of regulatory problems which

we believe ought to be addressed through reform of FIFRA. The principal problems of

concern are the following:

1. The approval process for new active ingredients needs improvement.

During one recent seven year period, no new active antimicrobial agents

were approved.

2. The process for registering or re-registering products is so cumbersome and

attenuated that such processing may require up to two years to complete.

3. Approval of simple label changes may take nine months or more.

4. At the state level, the lack of distinction between antimicrobial products
and other pesticides has had the tendency to subject antimicrobial and

disinfectant products to regulations designed for agricultural pesticides.

The consequence of these regulatory dilemmas has been to impede the

development and introduction of additional safe and efficacious antimicrobial products in

the market place. SDA's concerns are not new. Congress attempted to address some of

these and other issues from a regulatory perspective in previous FIFRA amendments.

FIFRA Section 25(a)(1), reads as follows:

Regulations.-The administrator is authorized in accordance

with the procedure described in paragraph (2), to prescribe

regulations to carry out the provisions of this subchapter.
Such regulations shall take into account the differences in

concept and usage between various classes of pesticides and
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differences in environmental risk and appropriate data for

evaluating such risk between agricultural and nonagricultural

pesticides.(Emphasis added).

At this point, however, we believe that more explicit eunendments are indicated.

If antimicrobial and disinfectant products, as a subset of nonagricultural products, were

distinguished under FIFRA and provided a separate regulatory track, we believe that the

approval process for these products would be facilitated.

Based on reports by our affected members, it seems that informal structures have

already evolved within the EPA along the lines we are proposing. These informal

arrangements have, however, proven inadequate to resolve the problems faced by the

antimicrobial/disinfectant industry. Some increased degree of formalization appears to

be required in order to institute a more efficient and equitable regulatory process for

antimicrobial and disinfectant cleaning products.

It seems to us that the establishment of a separate antimicrobial regulatory track

would benefit the EPA as well as industry by clarifying standards and establishing an
effective division of labor in the FIFRA regulatory approval process. Further, it appears
to us that the formalization of some of the discretionary powers currently held by the

Administrator are in order to assure that antimicrobials and disinfectants receive the

degree of attention they need as regulated products.

SDA realizes the enormous task currently being undertaken by EPA in the re-

registration of pesticides. We also recognize that the Agency operates, as do all human
enterprises, with finite resources. However, the Agency also has a responsibility to see

that all its various regulated conmiunities, communities whose ability to conduct business

depend on the Agency, receive equitable allocations of regulatory resources. While

priorities may need to be assigned, that assigrmient ought not to unduly encumber the

ability of Agency-dependent, regulated industries to conduct business.

The "Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act of 1994," H.R. 4329,
deals with extremely important issues. However, the very nature of the changes
proposed in H.R. 4329 makes the need to distinguish antimicrobials and disinfectant

products from other FIFRA regulated products even more urgent. In fact, my primary^
purpose in being here today is to urge you not to lose sight of other FIFRA related

matters which, while perhaps more mundane by comparison, are deserving of attention.

When I last appeared before this Committee on August 2 of last year, I said that I

wished that I could offer you a solution to our concerns. I further told you SDA was
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working on a proposal with allied groups. As a member of the Antimicrobial Industry

Coalition (AIC), SDA has participated in the development of draft legislative language

addressing the definitional and regulatory issues which concern it. In the process of

developing the draft language, the coalition has met with concerned parties, including the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). At an appropriate time, we would look

forward to discussing the proposal with the Committee.

In summary, the draft language would distinguish antimicrobials from other

pesticides by definition as well as refine the regulatory processes for processing certain

approval applications, label changes and other matters currently covered by regulation.

The goal of the proposal is to amend the regulatory process in a way which will reduce

urmecessary paperwork and delays for both the EPA and business both.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, this concludes my formal remarks.

The SDA appreciates the opportunity to be here today and I would be pleased to answer

any questions you might have at this time. Thank you.
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I. INTRODUCTION

My name is Warren E. Stickle and I am the legislative consultant to the International

Sanitary Supply Association (ISSA). ISSA is a non-profit trade association comprised of over

4,000 member companies located across the nation. The vast majority of these companies are

small businesses, 68% of which have annual gross revenues of less than $2 million.

These companies manufacture and distribute a wide spectrum of institutional and

industrial cleaning and maintenance products, including antimicrobial pesticide products such as

disinfectants, sanitizers, and germicides which are regulated by the Federal Insecticide,

Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA). Our membership distributes antimicrobial pesticides

for use in hospitals, nursing homes, schools, food and beverage processing plants, hotels,

restaurants, day care centers, and other institutional and industrial establishments. As such,

these products play an essential role in maintaining public health and the quality of life.

Of the many benefits of antimicrobial pesticides, none is more important than the role

played in the protection of public health. Microorganisms exist virtually everywhere. The

uncontrolled growth of bacteria, fungi, viruses, and a host of other organisms would have a

severe negative impact on public health as well as detrimental economic consequences.

Fortunately, this potential impact can be minimized by the proper use of antimicrobial products.

Disinfectants, sanitizers, germicides and sterilants are antimicrobial products designed

specifically to control pathogenic organisms which can be harmful, even fatal, to humans and

the environment. Modem sanitation and hygienic practices are one of the reasons for the longer

life expectancies and general good health and sanitary conditions we enjoy. A significant aspect

of these practices includes the use and application of antimicrobial pesticides.

ISSA appreciates this opportunity to testify and we thank Chairman Stenholm and the

Subcommittee for conducting this hearing. In our testimony here today, we would like to

address certain elements contained in H.R. 4329 including the fee and labeling provisions. In

addition, we would also like to comment on improvements to the product registration process.

n. PESTICIDE FEES

ISSA strongly opposes the creation of additional pesticide fees and the extension of

existing maintenance fees as contemplated by H.R. 4329. We ask Congress not to grant EPA
the authority to impose additional fees upon industry until the Agency provides a detailed

accounting of the revenues it collected and expended in furtherance of the pesticide registration

program. Furthermore, we oppose any fee provisions, such as those contained in H.R. 4329,

that do not address the disproportionate burden placed upon small businesses.

Over the past several years, EPA has repeatedly declared that it is experiencing a

shortfall of revenues necessary to complete its reregistration program. In fact, such a

declaration gave rise to a compromise fee package that was adopted in 1991.

Page 1
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In 1991, ISSA and several other trade associations negotiated a compromise on
maintenance fees with EPA that was ultimately signed into law. In essence that compromise fee

package maintained the maintenance fee at $650 for the first product, and $1,300 for each

additional product. These fees are subject to limitations. Small businesses with 50 registered

products pay no more than $38,500, while small businesses with 51 or more products pay no
more than $66,500. This fee structure generated $15.1 million, $1.1 million more than the

statutory goal of $14 million.

Once again, appearing before a joint House-Senate Congressional committee hearing on

September 23, 1993, EPA estimated that the current reregistration shortfall was $20 million.

The fee provisions of H.R. 4329 are intended to address this shortfall by extending EPA's

authority to levy maintenance fees for two years. In addition, H.R. 4329 would impose a

$120,000 supplemental reregistration fee on an active ingredient registered for a major food or

feed use, and a $60,000 supplemental reregistration fee for active ingredients registered for non-

agricultural uses. Furthermore, H.R. 4329 would establish a $750 per product fee which could

be adjusted by EPA to ensure that at least $4 million would be generated over the four year

period following enactment.

Based on these fee proposals, we estimate that total revenues of over $60 million will be

generated, substantially more than the $20 million shortfall declared by the Agency. We base

our estimate on the following. First, it is proposed that the maintenance fee provisions be

extended for two years. Presently, maintenance fees generate $15.1 million per year. Extending
EPA's authority to levy this fee for two years would raise an additional $30.2 million.

Secondly, the proposed supplemental reregistration fees of $120,000 and $60,000 are set

at approximately 80% of the original reregistration fees enacted in 1988. When one considers

that in 1989 EPA collected $35 million in reregistration fees, we can expect to collect

approximately $28 million, or roughly 80% of the 1989 levels. Lastly, the proposed product

registration fee of $750 is designed to generate $4 million.

Based on these calculations, the proposed fee provisions of H.R. 4329 would generate
$62.2 million, over $40 million more than EPA's estimated shortfall. This glaring

inconsistency, alone, demonstrates the need for a complete explanation of expenditures for the

registration and reregistration programs including expenditures for expedited registrations (i.e.

"fast track" registrations). ISSA urges Congress to require EPA to provide a clear and detailed

accounting of how monies have been spent since the reregistration program was created under

the 1988 amendments to FIFRA. Once we have a clear understanding of the costs and

expenditures associated with the reregistration program, we can determine if there is a need to

generate additional revenues. To enact fees as contemplated by H.R. 4329 without the benefit

of such an assessment would be premature.

EPA's declared need for additional revenues must also be viewed in the context of EPA's

present efforts to "reinvent" the Agency. Like all other federal agencies, EPA is attempting to

streamline its operations to create a more effective and efficient Agency. In essence, EPA is

restructuring itself so that it can do more with less resources. We commend EPA for these

efforts, and in fact have been working with the Agency to help develop specific proposals.
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EPA has responded positively to many of industry's suggestions and is proceeding at an

aggressive pace to implement various recommendations. In fact we expect EPA to implement
a number of changes within the next 4 to 6 months. For example, the Agency is proceeding
with procedures that would allow simple amendments to product registrations to be handled by
notification. The Agency is also working to implement process improvements in regard to acute

toxicity reviews and the labeling review process.

It is our belief that these and other proposed changes will streamline the operations of

the Office of Pesticide Programs (OPP) by improving certain efficiencies and eliminating

unnecessary waste of limited Agency resources. It is likely that many of these changes will

result in savings to the Agency. Consequently, ISSA believes that it would be best to first

evaluate the results of the administrative improvements EPA is attempting to implement before

we assess EPA's declared need for additional resources.

More specifically, ISSA strongly believes that it is premature to address the continuation

of maintenance fees at this time. An extension of EPA's authority to levy maintenance fees until

1999 does not have to be considered until we move closer to that date. In fact, there will be

additional opportunities to review this issue prior to 1998 during additional FIFRA
reauthorizations. At that time Congress will have the benefit to see what impact the various

streamlining reforms have had on OPP resources, and will be in a better position to judge the

need for additional resources.

Moreover, it is important to note that EPA is seeking an extension of maintenance fees

until 1999, but it is not seeking an extension of the prohibition of registration fees during the

same time period. Therefore, under H.R. 4329, registrants would have to pay both maintenance

fees and the new product registration fees.

The consequences of such a fee system are especially burdensome to small businesses

who produce low volume antimicrobial pesticides. In effect, under H.R. 4329, these companies
win have to pay an annual fee of $2050 to maintain their product registration (i.e. a $1300

maintenance fee and the proposed $750 registration fee). To understand the true impact of this

proposal we need to place it in the context of state registration fees. It now costs well over

$5,000 to register one pesticide product in each state. Therefore, the total cost to a firm who
wishes to market its product nationally would be $7,050.

As mentioned previously, ISSA is comprised primarily of small businesses, the majority
of which generate less than $2 million per year in the sales of cleaning and maintenance

products. Furthermore, antimicrobial pesticides are produced in low volumes. The specialty

market in antimicrobial products has been successful because small formulators have been able

to produce minimum quantities of antimicrobial products for limited uses. Many of these

products generate annual sales that are measured in the tens of thousands of dollars. These

products must pay the same fee as agricultural pesticides that generate sales in the millions of

dollars.

Therefore, the pesticide fee provisions of H.R. 4329 would have an unreasonably

disproportionate adverse economic impact on small formulators of antimicrobial products because

the fees paid by these companies represent a substantially higher percentage of their total sales
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compared to larger companies. Such a fee system upsets the competitive balance between large

and small firms. Therefore, ISSA opposes any fee system that does not take into consideration

small business concerns.

in. LABEL CALL-IN AUTHORITY

ISSA supports the Administration's proposed language that would establish a uniform

compliance date for label changes intended to reduce potential risk associated with the use of a

pesticide. However, we strongly object to the creation of new suspension and recall authorities

which would allow the Agency to take drastic action against pesticide products sold or

distributed in violation of the label call-in provisions of H.R. 4329.

Over the past few years, ISSA has advocated the adoption of a uniform compliance date

for label changes required by EPA to reduce the burden of multiple label changes that may be

require over the course of a year. To this end we support the Administration's proposal which

would set one annual date by which registrants must comply with EPA mandated label changes

intended to reduce potential risk associated with the use of a pesticide product.

While we applaud the Administration for moving forward with this proposal, we believe

it should be expanded upon by establishing an office within EPA that would be responsible for

coordinating all EPA required label changes. ISSA believes such an office is necessary because

there are numerous offices and programs within EPA that require modification to existing

pesticide product labels, but there is no internal coordination of these various label changes.

EPA requires, at various times, numerous amendments to existing labels. The changes

might reflect a new active ingredient, an inert or a different use. Other changes are made to

incorporate a new set of directions or warnings about use or specific health and safety

instructions. At other times, EPA may require the label to be modified to include new

instructions for proper disposal of the container. In addition, specific programs within EPA,
such as the Label Improvement Program, also require changes to labeling content.

In essence, many different offices and programs within the Agency require registrants

to alter their labels. However, there is no mechanism in place through which the Agency is able

to coordinate these various label changes. As a consequence, companies may modify their label

to address one program's requirements, only to find several months later that they must, once

again, alter their label to comply with another EPA requirement.

This lack of coordination is especially burdensome to ISSA members who formulate and

distribute private label products. It is not uncommon for formulators to sell one product under

as many as 20 to 30 different private labels. Furthermore, companies may have as many as 100

product registrations. As a result, one label change required by EPA results in the printing of

thousands of new labels, only to find that another program or department requires additional

changes just a short time later. This lack of coordination often results in a company discarding

thousands of dollars in labels because they are made obsolete by another EPA directive.
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Moreover, there is a distinct lack of coordination between product managers, Label

Improvement Program personnel and other EPA staff in formulating label requirements. This

internal lack of coordination often leads to conflicting instructions from various Agency

personnel as to specific labeling language for virtually identical products. The result can be

confusing and frustrating for industry in its attempts to comply with its labeling responsibilities.

ISSA, therefore, recommends that H.R. 4329 be revised to establish one office within

the Agency that would be responsible for coordinating all label changes required by the various

programs and divisions within EPA so that there is no confusion about the necessary elements

needed to comply with the various EPA required label changes.

Despite the positive move in establishing one uniform compliance date for label changes,

ISSA takes exception with those provisions of H.R. 4329 that would authorize EPA to suspend

and recall pesticide products that are sold or distributed in violation of the requirements issued

pursuant to the label call-in provisions of H.R. 4329.

Under current law, only those pesticides that are suspended or cancelled for health and

safety concerns can be made subject to a mandatory EPA recall. H.R. 4329, as drafted,

however, would expand the scope of products which could be subject to a mandatory recall to

virtually any pesticide with ^i^ labeling violation, no matter how minor. As a matter of policy,

we should not subject a minor labeling violation to the same penalties as those that apply to

products suspended and cancelled because of health and safety concerns. ISSA, therefore,

encourages members of the Subcommittee to reject those provisions that would allow for the

recall of pesticide products for even the most minor oversights in complying with labeling

directives.

For essentially the same reasons, ISSA also opposes those provisions of H.R. 4329 that

would allow EPA to issue a suspension notice for even relatively minor inadvertent label

violations. Under present law, EPA may issue a suspension notice only if the Agency
determines that a product poses an "imminent hazard." H.R. 4329, however, would expand the

Agency's authority to suspend products that had even the most minor of labeling violations

regardless as to whether it had an adverse impact on health and safety. ISSA opposes any

attempt to expand its suspension power to cover such minor labeling violations.

in. IMPROVEMENTS TO EPA REGISTRATION PROCESS

EPA pesticide product registrations are not being processed in the most effective and

efficient manner. These circumstances have created a backlog of registrations which has had

a disproportionate impact upon antimicrobial products. ISSA, in conjunction with other industry

groups, has been working with EPA in developing administrative policies which would

streamline the GPP registration program. Specifically, ISSA has proposed that EPA adopt

strategies that would allow the Agency to meet the requirements of the "fast track" registration

program. In addition, we believe the notification process should be broadened to encompass

relatively minor registration activities.
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Antimicrobial products have been unreasonably adversely affected by the backlog in the

EPA registration process. Disinfectants, germicides, sanitizers and other antimicrobial products

provide substantial public health benefits by preventing or destroying bacteria, fungi, viruses,

and other dangerous microorganisms such as legionella and salmonella. These products play an

essential role in the maintenance of sanitary and healthful conditions in hospitals, nursing homes,

schools, day care centers, food and beverage processing plants, restaurants, hotels, and many
other institutional and industrial establishments and even private homes. In a very substantial

way, these products contribute to the overall quality of life that we enjoy today.

Despite these significant benefits, EPA assigns antimicrobial products a low priority in

the registration process because of the low risk associated with these products. Unlike other

pesticide products, antimicrobials are considered low risk for many reasons:

1. Applications of antimicrobials are generally indoors and in very small quantities,

resulting in minimal exposure to the environment and man.

2. Dietary exposure is not a concern with this category of products.

3. In general, antimicrobials are formulated in a manner to provide for their safe use by
minimizing the amount of active ingredient present in the product.

4. Industrial biocides are generally used in closed or controlled systems (i.e. water

cooling systems, or product preservation uses) which virtually eliminate risks to human
health and the environment.

As a pesticide class, antimicrobials provide substantial societal benefits while presenting

minimal hazards to man or the environment. Ironically, EPA's policies have frustrated the

introduction of significant new antimicrobial products. In fact, during the past eight years only
one new antimicrobial active ingredient has been registered by EPA. By comparison, during
that same time period approximately 100 new non- antimicrobial active ingredients were

registered.

Antimicrobial pesticides account for approximately 35 % of all active ingredients and

pesticide products currentiy registered under FIFRA, and generate about $4 million in annual

maintenance fees out of a total of $15 million in fees collected annually. At the present, the

EPA Registration Division's Antimicrobial Branch has only two product managers attempting
to handle 35% of registered active ingredients. The other two registration review branches

handling the remaining 65 % of registered actives and products are manned by nine product

managers. Consequently, each of the two antimicrobial product managers is responsible for

about 3,500 registrations, while each of the product managers handling other pesticides are

responsible for less than 1,400 registrations.

This disproportionate skewing of resources has virtually paralyzed the registration of

antimicrobial products. Not only has EPA's policy thwarted the timely introduction of new

products and active ingredients, but it has frustrated the timely filing of minor amendments to

existing registrations. A recent survey of ISSA members reveals that registrations for minor
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amendments that could literally take 15 minutes to process are taking anywhere from 6 months

to up to I 1/2 years. The primary reasons for these delays as cited by survey respondents

include:

1. Inadequate number of personnel.

2. EPA's claim of lost mail or paperwork requiring the need for resubmission.

3. Inconsistent requirements for labeling language and data.

One respondent pointed out that it has repeatedly taken approximately one year for it to

receive approval for its "me-too" antimicrobial registrations. However, the same company has

been able to receive approval for a non-antimicrobial product "me-too" registration in just over

3 weeks.

These delays are not only inequitable but are also unacceptable. The EPA registration

process must be improved and not continue to operate as a barrier to market entry thereby

denying the public access to better products. ISSA suggests that Congress direct the Agency to

make improvements to the "fast track" registration program as well as expand the scope of

registrations that could be handled by a notification process.

A. Fast Track Registration

For the past 6 years, EPA has been attempting to implement the provisions of the 1988

amendments to FIFRA which require the Agency to expedite "me-too" registrations and other

minor amendments. To date, EPA has been unsuccessful in executing this Congressional

mandate. Fast track registration requires EPA to expedite the processing of product registrations

that are identical or substantially similar to existing pesticide products and for which no scientific

review of data is required.

Under this expedited process, EPA must inform the registrant within 45 days as to the

completeness of the application. EPA then has 90 days to approve or deny the application for

registration. Although EPA has complied with the 45 day limitation, it is rare that the 90 day

deadline is met by EPA. As described previously, ISSA members have pointed out numerous

instances where it has taken 6 months to 18 months to process their fast track registration. This

delay creates an anticompetitive situation, especially for a small company whose only advantage

is the speed with which they can bring a product to market. More importantly, this situation

denies Uie public the benefit of new and improved products.

In order to address these shortcomings, ISSA suggests that existing resources within OPP

should be used to address the backlog of fast track registrations. Assignments of specific

personnel to handle fast track registrations should be made. For instance, one person on a

product manager's team should be designated to process expedited review registrations, when

that person has relieved the backlog, he or she can be returned to other team assignments. In

addition, ISSA encourages EPA to devote staff and resources adequate to permit timely and

consistent decision making on the relatively large volume of antimicrobial registrations.

Resource allocations should more equitably reflect the amount of fees generated by antimicrobial
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products.

Furthermore, under present processing of me-too applications and simple amendments
not requiring scientific review, each of these fast track registrations is placed in one stack with

all other applications. ISSA believes that EPA should institute a two stack approach: one for

fast track registrations and another for other applications. This process would help ensure that

fast track registrations are not lost in the crowd and are given the proper attention.

Under present policy, EPA uses a seven step review process for all registrations including
fast track. Such a process is unnecessary for most fast track registrations because a decision can

often be made early on in the process. Consequently, the seven step process unreasonably adds

to the length of time necessary to process a fast track registration. ISSA encourages EPA to

provide a first level reviewer with the authority to complete the process at the first step thus

avoiding undue delay.

ISSA also believes that the color coding of fast track registrations would help ensure their

expeditious processing of fast track registrations so that they can be more easily recognized. In

the alternative, a pressure sensitive "tab" can be attached to the application. Either one of these

alternatives would allow for the fast track registration to be more readily distinguishable. At

the present, a fast track registration application is virtually indistinguishable from other

registrations increasing the likelihood of it not being processed in a timely fashion.

Lastly, we believe FIFRA should be amended such that if the Agency fails comply with

the 90 day fast track deadline that such application should be deemed granted. At the very least,

EPA should be required to provide the registrant with an update and an expected timetable for

completion. Such information is essential for registrants to make calculated business decisions.

At the present, no such communications exist.

B. Expansion of Notification Process

In order to reduce the present backlog and to free up Agency resources for other more

important tasks, ISSA strongly believes that the notification process should be broadened in

order to expedite common product amendments which do not involve the introduction or increase

in risk. ISSA has recommended to EPA that the Agency establish a certification process by
which a registrant could certify that its registration application meets the EPA's requirements
for registration. The following are some examples of the types of registration activities that

should be accomplished through the notification process:

1. New areas (i.e. site) or use within the same category not requiring additional data

(i.e. hard surface kitchen; hard surface bathroom).

2. EPA initiated label changes (e.g. new container disposal regulations).
*

3. Environmental marketing descriptions subject to FTC restrictions.

4. Notification or self-certification of acute toxicology studies, except for inhalation and

dermal sensitization.
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ISSA strongly believes that the expansion of the notification process is essential to reduce

the existing backlog so that the Agency is able to free up valuable but limited resources. Just

as important, the expansion of the notification process should also help ensure that any future

registration backlogs are avoided.

IV. COORDINATION AND SYNCHRONIZATION OF PESTICIDE DATA
REQUIREMENTS BETWEEN EPA AND THE STATES

ISSA encourages the Subcommittee to approve legislative language which would facilitate

the coordination and synchronization of data between the states and the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency. Such coordination and synchronization is essential to avoid redundant testing

and unnecessary and substantial expenses.

The present problem is exemplified by California's Birth Defects Prevention Act, S.B.

950. This legislation requires the filling of data gaps for all pesticides including antimicrobial

products, in order to implement S.B. 950, California adopted a definition of a "data gap",

established a list of tests needed to be completed, and set a time table for filling these gaps, in

so doing, the State has disregarded the efforts of Congress in establishing its own expedited

reregistration program in the 1988 amendments to FIFRA which were designed to fill essentially

the same data gaps.

In effect, California has established an agenda and time table that duplicates and conflicts

with federal requirements. Such inconsistent requirements result in unnecessary, repetitive and

redundant testing that not only consumes valuable time and resources but also delays the closing

of data gaps. Valuable time and resources that could be used to develop new data are wasted

in refocusing on gaps that have already been or are in the process of being filled.

The additional and conflicting data requirements artificially raise the cost of

manufacturing and distributing pesticide products. It is important to note that many low volume,

low profit specialty antimicrobial pesticides may be discontinued because neither the registrant,

the formulator, nor the State will pay for the additional tests required on active ingredients. In

fact these additional costs have resulted in the cancellation of numerous antimicrobial product

registrations in California. This pattern is likely to continue as other states enter the picture

once again forcing other necessary and useful products off the market.

Therefore, ISSA strongly encourages Congress to explore legislation that would facilitate

the coordination and synchronization of data requirements between the states and the EPA. such

legislative action will help stabilize the cost of pesticide products by precluding unnecessary and

redundant testing, thereby ensuring the continued availability of a wide range of antimicrobial

products.

IV. PUBLIC HEALTH PESTICIDES
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H.R. 4329 contains a provision, supported by ISSA, which recognizes the need to protect

the continued availability of public health pesticides. Specifically, the Administration's

legislation would direct the Department of Health and Human Services and EPA to collaborate

in identifying critical public health minor uses that might otherwise be lost and to arrange for

necessary data support. In this regard, H.R. 4329 authorizes appropriations in the amount of

$12 million to be used in providing support for the required studies needed to continue the

registration of public health pesticides.

ISSA supports the public health pesticide provisions contained in H.R. 4329. In

supporting these provisions, we suggest that the Subcommittee incorporate into FIFRA
amendments the provisions of H.R. 1867 introduced by Representatives Dooley and Herger, and

more formally known as the Public Health Pesticides Protection Act. This legislation ensures

that EPA establish guidelines that take into consideration the benefits of public health pesticides,

and to ensure that these products are not lost in the reregistration process due to economic

reasons alone.

H.R. 1867 was introduced to provide recognition and relief for pesticides registered for

public health purposes. The legislation would extend special consideration and protection to

pesticide products used to maintain good mosquito and other vector programs. In addition, H.R.

1867 would extend the same treatment to certain disinfectants, sanitizers, and other antimicrobial

products.

ISSA supports H.R. 1867 because it recognizes the importance of these products in

maintaining safe and healthful conditions in society. These products, however, have experienced
tremendous regulatory burdens because they are treated just like agricultural pesticides in many
cases. These burdens have become so substantial that many products have been dropped from

the market because it is no longer economically feasible to maintain their EPA registration.

Consequently, many products essential to the maintenance of safe and healthful conditions will

continue to be lost unless some relief is provided.

ISSA believes that H.R. 1867 provides that relief. Specifically, H.R. 1867 would

accomplish the following:

1 . The bill would define "public health pesticides" in the context of minor use to include

a pesticide which is used in the prevention or mitigation of viruses, bacteria, or other

microorganisms that pose a threat to public health.

2. Create a separate class of pesticide registration for public health pesticides with a risk

benefit analysis, separate and distinct from that utilized for agricultural pesticides.

3. Expedite the registration of pesticides necessary for public health protection.

4. Require EPA to take into consideration the differences in concept and usage between

agricultural, non-agricultural, and public health pesticides.

5. Require EPA to consult with the Secretary of Health Nd Human Services on

pesticides for public health uses.
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For these reasons, ISSA seeks the inclusion of H.R. 1867 into any set of FIFRA

amendments the Subcommittee ultimately approves.

V. CONCLUSION

ISSA commends the Subcommittee for conducting these hearing and encourages it to

move forward and mark up a FIFRA bill as soon as possible. ISSA objects to any FIFRA

package that would create new pesticide fees or extend existing maintenance fees. Such action

is premature and should only be considered after we have received an accounting from the

Agency.

ISSA supports the provision in H.R. 4329 that establishes one uniform compliance date

for label changes. However, we encourage the Subcommittee to incorporate language that would

establish a central office within the Agency to coordinate all such label changes. We firmly

believe such an office is essential not only to address timing problems, but also to address

inconsistent labeling language requirements. While we support the uniform labeling compliance

date, we oppose those provisions of H.R. 4329 that would expand the EPA's authority to

suspend and recall products whose label may deviate even slightly from the Label Call-In

provisions of the bill.

ISSA also encourages the Subcommittee to incorporate provisions that would facilitate

the coordination and synchronization of data requirements between the state and federal

governments. Lastly, ISSA urges the Subcommittee to expand on the public health pesticide

provisions of the Administration's bill by incorporating the language of H.r.l867.

We thank the members of the Subcommittee for this opportunity to express our views on

this subject of utmost concern to our industry.
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RISE -- Responsible Industry for a Sound Environment -- is a

not-for-profit trade association which represents the basic

manufacturers, formulators and distributors of turf, ornamental,

pest management and vegetation control pesticide products. RISE

supports appropriate environmental legislation, when based upon

demonstrated need and sound science. For that reason, we

appreciate the opportunity to comment on the various food safety

and FIFRA reform proposals contained in H.R. 4362 (the "Pesticide

Reform Act of 1994"), and H.R. 4329 (the "Federal Insecticide,

Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act Amendments of 1994").

Support for "Delaney Reform"

Although RISE is primarily interested in "specialty"

pesticide (non-agricultural) issues, reform of the Delaney clause
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is an important issue for our members. If the Delaney clause is

not repealed, or if EPA' s policies implementing it are not

revised, access to valuable pesticide products may be at risk.

Under EPA's current coordination policy, product registrations,

as well as their tolerances, are susceptible to cancellation and

revocation. Many of the active ingredients which are registered

for agricultural uses are also registered for specialty uses as

well. In our experience, if the larger agricultural use is lost,

in most cases there will not be enough resources generated from

sales under the specialty uses to justify the cost to continue

the "specialty" registration.

The Delaney reform RISE envisions could take one of two

forms: (1) Congress could excise that clause from §409 of the

Federal Food Drug and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA) , thus reconciling the

conflict in current law as suggested by the National Academy of

Sciences in its Delaney Paradox report, or (2) EPA could revise

its outdated policies which were designed in an attempt to

implement the Delaney clause. As to the latter, for nearly two

years EPA has had before it a petition urging, among other

things, reconsideration of its concentration and coordination

policies, and the definition of processed food.

In addition, last summer in objections related to Les v.

Reilly . EPA was asked to review the methods it uses to determine

whether a compound "induces cancer" in man or animals, the way it

determines whether a test is "appropriate," and whether the

results of those tests are relevant to humans, all within the
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meaning of the Delaney clause. Although the changes sought are

legally permissible (in fact, we believe they are obligatory) , to

date EPA has not responded any of these requests. With the

policy changes suggested, the number of agricultural and

specialty pesticide products affected by the Delaney clause

decrease, thus greatly reduce the need for immediate legislative

reform.

Comments on H.R. 4362

We generally commend the Administration for its efforts to

create a single negligible risk standard, thereby reconciling

FFDCA with FIFRA as recommended by the National Academy of

Sciences ("NAS") and virtually every party involved in this

debate. We also appreciate that the bill attempts to move away

from Delaney' s unrealistic "zero-risk" standard. However, we are

concerned that the exaggerated assumptions, detailed risk

assessment requirements, and other inflexible provisions will in

fact create another Delaney- type scenario.

Also disturbing to RISE members is H.R. 4362' s elimination

of virtually all consideration of the benefits which pesticides

provide. Decision making based on risk alone is scientifically

unjustified, and will result in uninformed agency action. We

believe the Administration should carefully reconsider their

position on this issue.

At several places H.R. 4362 also requires EPA to consider

the effects from non-dietary exposure to pesticides. In making
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tolerance and other decisions, EPA is directed to "fully"

consider such exposures. Although the NAS report on pesticides

in the diets of infants and children recommends that EPA

"consider" all routes of childhood exposure to a pesticide, it

did not recommend that EPA "fully account" for the exposure.

This distinction is small, but significant for two reasons.

First: reliable data on non-dietary exposure (particularly

exposure exclusive to children) simply does not yet exist . We

believe that the level of non-dietary exposure to all people is

actually extremely low. Initial data from several recent studies

support that conclusion, including studies performed by the

University of Cincinnati, and by the University of Guelph in

Canada. For our part, RISE is supporting the development of an

industry task force to collect data specifically on residential

and lawn exposures so that we will be better prepared to address

this issue.

RISE also supports work being done by the Exposure

Assessment Specialty Group of the Society for Risk Analysis to

provide education to exposure assessors about how residential-

type exposure assessments can be performed. This independent

professional group is also developing a state-of-the-art resource

book for collecting and reviewing the data collected.

Second: because reliable data does not exist, it is simply

not yet possible for EPA to "fully" account for such exposure.

Any attempt to do so would be wishful thinking, at best. We fear

that the "fully account" requirement will prevent EPA from making
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timely decisions on registration and tolerance petitions, further

delaying an already cumbersome process. Until such time as

reliable data become available, and until EPA has established the

procedures and protocols to "fully account" for non-dietary

exposure, we urge Congress to refrain from mandating such

restrictive legislation, and we urge EPA to use only existing,

reliable data.

Comments on H.R. 4329

Generally speaking, RISE supports amendments to FIFRA

designed to make regulation more efficient and responsive. We

believe that there is general agreement that areas such as

cancellation, reregistration, and minor use, among others, could

benefit from revision. Unfortunately, the bill offered by the

Administration amounts to a wholesale overhaul of virtually every

section of FIFRA, throwing in a significant measure of new and

untested authorities. We believe that reform of this magnitude

is unnecessary, will divert precious EPA resources from

registration and reregistration, and cost taxpayers and

registrants dearly for very little in actual improvement.

Phase-Out/Phase-Down

The proposal for "phase-down/phase-out" is a case in point.

This new authority is riddled with vague and uncertain terms

("credible" scientific evidence, "reasonably likely to pose," and

"significant risk"), while simultaneously giving EPA

extraordinary authority to all but eliminate the use of a
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pesticide by notice!

In addition to having tremendous potential to disrupt both

the manufacturing and use of all classes of pesticide products,

this authority is not needed. The existing risk standard, and

cancellation and suspension authorities, are surely sufficient to

address any real risk EPA may encounter. If they are not, the

shortcoming should be identified and the provision amended.

Cancellation

The cancellation provisions of H.R. 4329 are also

disturbing. EPA proposes to do away with the existing due

process rights found in current law with an informal rule making

which will provide none of those important protections. Further,

EPA proposes to shift the burden of proof from the party

challenging the registration to the registrant. Finally, the

standard for review of agency action has been lowered so that

virtually any administrative decision would be upheld on appeal.

There is absolutely no justification for taking away these

extremely important due process rights. If EPA is concerned that

cancellation takes too long, then deadlines should be imposed.

If there are other concerns, they too should be addressed.

However, as they are presently written, the proposed cancellation

amendments are unacceptable.

Label Call-in

While the Administration's proposal on "label call-in" has

conceptual merit, their legislative language presents significant

concerns to the specialty and retail segments of the pesticide
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industry. RISE agrees that an annual date for label changes

which are truly small would be beneficial. This bill, however,

would allow EPA to effect an extraordinarily broad range of

changes in product labeling, packaging or even composition if the

Administrator determines "that the risks associated with the use

of the pesticide can be reduced." The goal of reducing risk is

one which RISE endorses. Our members spend millions of dollars

per year on research designed to bring only the best in new

products and technologies to market. Our packaging is the result

of careful research and years of experience, and is designed for

safety and utility. The content and warnings required on our

labels are already the product of extensive EPA regulation,

review and approval. As written, this proposal threatens to

undermine that process .

Registration Renewal

Implicit in this proposal, also known as the "sunset"

provision, is the idea that all pesticides on the market should

be subjected to some kind of ongoing review process. We have no

objection to that goal. However, members of RISE have spent over

a million of dollars under the current reregistration program

alone. Because we believe in its goal, we will continue to honor

our commitment to that process. Although plagued with delays,

reregistration is essential, and its success is critical to

public confidence in both EPA and our products.

While we are mindful of the need to establish an ongoing

review program, we fear that embarking on a new registration
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renewal program without first completing reregistration would be

a serious mistake. By grossly underestimating both the cost and

effort needed to complete reregistration, that process has

suffered from a lack of credibility. All of us -- EPA and

registrants -- have learned important lessons which would be

critical to the success of any ongoing review program. Those

lessons should be acknowledged and incorporated into any new

program, but this bill makes no attempt to do that. While RISE

opposes this particular provision, we would like to establish a

dialogue with EPA and others on how such a program could be

effectively and efficiently operated after the reregistration

program is substantially complete.

Fees

RISE is not unsympathetic to the resource demands which have

been placed upon EPA. Like most businesses, EPA is being asked

to do more and more with less and less. We are very concerned,

however, that EPA has elected to propose new authorities and

programs, often without clearly demonstrating a need, rather than

refining existing authorities. Of course, EPA has also proposed

imposing user fees to pay for those authorities. No less that 5

new fees would be imposed under EPA's proposal. Yet no apparent

effort has been made to estimate how much any one of those

programs or fees would cost industry. RISE respectfully requests

that EPA be required to (1) provide estimates of how much needs

to be raised under each new and existing fee provision, (2)

demonstrate that the authority and fee is truly necessary and

8
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that the need cannot be met less expensively, and (3) that an

annual accounting be made which documents how monies collected

were in fact spent .

Citizen Suits

We fail to see how encouraging citizens to sue EPA --by

providing litigation costs, attorney and expert witness fees --

will improve EPA's ability to regulate pesticides or protect the

public health. Unlike other environmental statutes, the number

and types of suits which could be brought against EPA or

specialty pesticide producers and users under FIFRA (or FFDCA)

are staggering. Instead of reviewing pesticides, valuable EPA

resources (possibly including industry generated program fees)

will be spent defending vexatious litigation. Regulatory

expertise is at EPA; let's keep it where it belongs.

Integrated Pest Momagement (IPM)

RISE supports the objectives of the modern pest management

strategies generally referred to as IPM. In fact, our members

are urging, and a large percentage of our customers are already

utilizing many of those techniques. However, by intentionally

failing to specifically list synthetic chemicals as a component

of IPM, and by directing Federal agencies to adopt and promote

IPM through procurement and otherwise, H.R. 4329 creates an

illegitimate legislative preference for biological controls.

This distinction is without merit or scientific basis, and

ignores the realities and needs of both agricultural and non-

agricultural pesticide use markets. It is an insult to the
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entire registration program that H.R. 4329 uses both policy and

Federal agency programs to discriminate against the very class of

products which EPA registers for use under FIFRA.

CONCLUSION

RISE is committed to improving the programs under which our

members products are registered and used. We support

improvements designed to speed the introduction of new products

to the market, utilize sound science, and promote the safe and

appropriate use of our products. The bills offered by the

Administration attempt wholesale revision where simple fixes

would suffice. They fail to coordinate with existing authority,

and fail to comprehend the needs of the specialty pesticide

industry. For those reasons, RISE supports H.R. 1627, the "Food

Quality Protection Act of 1993."

10
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Testimony of

Norman Goldenberg
On Behalf of The

National Pest Control Association

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, thank you for allowing me to testify today

on behalf of the National Pest Control Association (NPCA). We appreciate the opportunity to

share with you the views of our industry.

My name is Norman Goldenberg. I am the Vice-President of Government Affairs for

Terminix International and TruGreen  Chemlawn, which is headquartered in Memphis,

Tennessee. I am also a past President of the NPCA. I am accompanied this morning by Bob

Rosenberg, NPCA's Director of Government Affairs.

NPCA is the national trade association representing approximately 10,000 professional pest

control companies that engage in the business of providing structural, institutional, and

industrial pest control services. Services are rendered to homes, restaurants, hospitals, food

processing plants, offices, schools, and other public buildings to control pests such as ants,

cockroaches, termites, ticks, rats, mice, and fleas.

Such pests are directly responsible for a variety of diseases that threaten the public's health

and well-being, including salmonella, hantavirus, rabies, Lyme Disease, and Rocky Mountain

Spxjtted Fever. In addition, termites and other wood destroying organisms cause more than

$2.5 billion worth of damage annually to wood structures, more than fires, floods, and other

natural disasters combined.
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Obviously, urban pests are extremely disruptive and we applaud the Subcommittee's efforts to

deal with the issue of reforming and improving America's pesticide laws. Specifically, we

would like to address some of the provisions of H.R. 4329, and also discuss several topics we

believe the legislation does not adequately cover.

I. Congress needs to enact tougher certification and training standards for commercial

pesticide applicators

The first issue NPCA believes Congress must address as it moves to amend the Federal

Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) is to toughen the federal standards for

certification and training of commercial pesticide applicators.

Currently, federal law requires only applicators of restricted use pesticides to be certified. If,

however, a person applies a restricted use product under the direct supervision of a certified

applicator, that person is not required to be certified. Furthermore, in-house pesticide

applicators such as custodians, groundskeepers and building managers are not subject to any

federal requirements at all, unless they apply restricted use products. In most cases, these do-

it-yourselfers are applying products which contain the same active ingredients and the same

concentration levels and dilution rates as the products used by certified and licensed

professional pest control companies.
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One of NPCA's biggest nightmares is that a custodian, not certified or trained in the safe use

of pesticides, will expose school children, teachers, and others to harmful substances. Sadly,

this scenario is not just a nightmare.

And because most custodians are not knowledgeable about the use of pesticides, pest

identification or harborage, and other Integrated Pest Management (IPM) techniques, there is

no reason to believe that we have seen the last of these types of incidents.

NPCA believes the minimum certification and training standards are woefiJly inadequate and

need to be upgraded and we also believe that anyone who applies pesticides in public

buildings should be subject to these requirements. Many states have adopted much tougher

certification and training requirements. It is time for the federal government to also adopt

more comprehensive regulations.

Specifically, we believe that applicators of any pesticide, other than homeowners, should be

subject to federal training standards and the definition of commercial applicators should be

broadened to include in-house personnel who apply pesticides to schools, hospitals,

apartments, offices, and other buildings frequented by the public, though we support

exempting individuals whose jobs require the use of anti-microbials. Since most states

already have the agencies and the personnel to train and certify applicators and the fees are

paid for by the industry, these requirements would place no additional financial mandates

upon the states. We further believe that persons operating under the direct supervision of a
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commercial applicator should undergo mandatory verifiable training and be registered by state

pesticide regulatory agencies.

Bills were introduced in the 101st and 102nd sessions of Congress which would have

achieved these goals. Senator Lugar's "Pesticide Safety Improvement Act of 1990" (S. 2490)

in the 101st Congress and Mr. Rose's "Pesticide Safety Improvement Act of 1991" (H.R.

3742) in the 102nd Congress both contained language that would have significantly improved

the certification and training provisions of FIFRA. In fact, this Subcommittee approved the

language when it marked up H.R. 3742 in 1992. When this Subcommittee considers FIFRA

legislation, we urge you to again adopt language that rectifies this glaring deficit in the federal

pesticide regulatory program.

II. Citizen Suits Will Adversely Affect Pest Control Businesses and Are Not Necessary

The second issue I would like to discuss is citizen suits. Currently, 50 state governments and

the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) oversee the structural pest control industry and

are responsible for investigating any alleged violations of FIFRA and other statutes relevant to

the pest control industry.

Adding a section on citizen suits seems to be an advertisement encouraging unfounded claims

of wrongdoing against pest control operators. This additional threat will greatly burden pest

control businesses.
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Just as it has the medical and aviation industries, the threat of being subjected to a multi-

million dollar lawsuit could destroy many pest control operations. Regardless of whether any

damage payments are made or consent agreements reached, skyrocketing insurance costs and

lawyers fees are enough to put a pest control operator out of business.

Certainly, any citizen who wishes to file suit against a member of the pest control or chemical

industry should be able to do so. We do not wish to restrict this right. In fact, we believe

any pest control operator or chemical manufacturing company that has knowingly jeopardized

the public's well-being should be forced to compensate the affected parties.

However, in light of the Senate's passage of legislation providing the aviation industry with

tort relief, and the fact that more than 300 House members are cosponsoring companion

legislation, we believe Congress is fully aware of the impact that frivolous litigation has had

on our nation's businesses. In fact, the bill's chief sponsor and 16 of its cosponsors sit on

this Subcommittee. Thus, we believe H.R. 4329's section on citizen suits sends a mixed

signal to pest control operators and we ask that this language be removed from the bill.

m. Civil Penalties Should Not Impose an Unreasonable and Disproportionate Hardship

on Pest Control Businesses.

I would also like to take this opportunity to comment on the additional civil penalty authority

H.R. 4329 grants to EPA. The Administration's bill would increase the existing maximum
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penalty of $5,000 to $25,000 per day for each violation of FIFRA. This applies to registrants,

applicants for registration, producers, sellers, distributors, commercial applicators, and fanners.

While NPCA agrees that violators of FIFRA should certainly be punished, imposing daily

civil penalties seems harsh and unreasonable. Instead of counting each day the violator is not

in compliance as another infraction, we believe the violator should be given a realistic time

period to comply before another penalty is assessed.

Unlike pesticide manufacturers, formulators and distributors, the overwhelming majority of

commercial applicator companies are small businesses that employ fewer than 10 employees.

A $25,000 civil penalty could prove devastating for a typical pest control company, forcing

the elimination of jobs, closing of pest control businesses, and possible bankruptcy.

Therefore, NPCA feels that larger businesses such as registrants or formulators should be

subject to one civil penalty and farmers and commercial applicators should be subject to

another; not exceeding $5,000 per offense.

rV. Congress Needs to Take Steps to Protect Industry From the Loss of Products That

Protect the American Public From Disease Carrying Pests

When Congress last amended FIFRA in 1988, it required the EPA to reregister all pesticides

that were originally registered prior to 1984, including pesticides that are used for the

protection of public health. The costs of reregistering pesticides used in institutional and
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public health pest management programs can be very high and the volume of sales very low.

In many instances, it simply is not economically viable to reregister a "minor-use" public

health pesticide. We are concerned that this akeady has and will further result in the loss of

some of the important tools which our industry uses to combat pests which pose a threat to

public health.

Early last year, Mr. Dooley and other members of this Subcommittee introduced H.R. 1867,

the "Public Health Pesticides Protection Act of 1993," which ensures that products vital to the

protection of public health are not lost simply due to the expense of their being reregistered.

We support H.R. 1 867 and urge you to include its provisions in any FIFRA legislation

adopted by this Subcommittee.

V. Once and For All, Congress Needs to Reaffirm the Strong Partnership Between the

State and Federal Governments

In June of 1991, the United States Supreme Court overturned the long-standing belief that

FIFRA preempted the regulation of pesticides by local units of government or, in other words,

the court paved a path to regulatory chaos by permitting the 83,000 local units of government

in the United States to each adopt its own set of confusing, contradictory and overlapping

regulations. This decision has potentially disastrous consequences for pest control companies,

the consumers who want and need their services, and the individuals charged with regulating

this activity.
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Companies in the pest control, lawn care, tree care businesses and other industries which may

^ply pesticides in non-agricultural settings vary in size from large companies, like mine, to

very small companies, the proverbial mom and pop operations. In fact, the overwhelming

majority of companies represented by NPCA are small businesses, each employing a small

handful of people.

Big or small, however, we have one thing in common. Unlike many other businesses which

may operate from a stationary facility in a single commimity, pest control companies typically

provide service to customers in dozens or hundreds of communities. If each of those

communities adopted its own licensing, training, testing, certification, insurance and sign

posting requirements the resuh would be an unmanageable regulatory patchwork. Worse yet,

if each community required permits prior to some treatments, outlawed certain products or

prescribed different times of day during which applications can be made, the consequences for

my industry and the American public would be catastrophic. Costs will go up, our ability to

respond to pest problems which pose a threat to public health will be constrained and

ironically, more pesticides will be applied by untrained and unregulated do-it-yourselfers,

resulting in a greater misuse of pesticides.

I do not wish to give this Subcommittee a mistaken impression that we oppose the regulation

of our industry. To the contrary, we vigorously support responsible regulation of our industry

by the state and federal governments which have the ability and technical expertise to

competently handle this important task. A carefiil reading of the legislative history of this

8
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issue should draw you to the conclusion that this clearly was the intention of those who

originally drafted the law. To accomplish this, we urge this Subcommittee to adopt an

amendment to FIFRA, like H.R. 3850 drafted in 1992, which had over 100 cosponsors, to

restore the traditional effective, strong regulatory partnership between the state and federal

governments.

Conclusion

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, thank you for the opportimity to present

testimony on these important issues. We look forward to working with the Subconmiittee to

improve our nation's pesticide laws.
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Testimony
The Professional Lawn Care Association of America
Before the Subcommittee on Department Operations

and Nutrition Committee on Agriculture
June 15, 1994

The Professional Lawn Care Association of America (PLCAA)
appreciates this opportunity to share its views on "The Federal
Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) Amendments of
1994", H.R. 4329. The legislation before us will significantly
affect the landscape care industry and the following issues should
be addressed and accounted for with any amendments to FIFRA.

Organized in 1979, PLCAA is the only international trade
association representing an industry of over 6,000 landscape care
companies in the United Sates and abroad . These companies range in
size from small businesses, employing as few as one or two people,
to large public corporations and franchise operations. Our
industry provides services to residential and commercial customers
which include fertilization and pest control, as well as mowing,
maintenance, irrigation, aeration, seeding, landscaping, and
ornamental and small tree care. PLCAA promotes professionalism in
the industry, develops educational programs, recommends industry
standards and serves as a leading voice in the landscape care
industry. In fact, PLCAA has been a national leader in
recommending standards and regulations which prevent the haphazard
or unwarranted use of pesticides and insecticides . PLCAA members
are vitally interested in improving many aspects of FIFRA so as to
raise environmental consciousness and adherence to existing and new
legislative mandates. Some of these issues are not currently
addressed in H.R. 4329. Our testimony will address the following
issues:

(1) Mandating the types of standards already used by PLCAA
for certification and training of pesticide applicators;
Increased education of homeowner "do-it-yourselfers;

" and
support of Integrated Pest Management (IPM);

(2) PLCAA' s proposed euaendments to FIFRA that provide for
uniform posting In every state when leuidscape care
applications are made;

(3) PLCAA' 8 opposition to adding additional and uimecessary
citizen legal remedies;
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(4) PLCAA's opposition to additional and imnecessary EPA
civil penalty authority for violations by commercial
applicators ;

(5) PLCAA's support of preemption of local regulation of
pesticide use under FIFRA to provide for a uniform
national standard.

Certification and Training for Pesticide Applicators

The proper training of employees is one of the most important
factors in providing responsible landscape care services to the
public. PLCAA plays an important roll for its members and others
by sponsoring educational seminars and developing and disseminating
training materials for the industry internally and through the
media .

PLCAA supports the current certification requirements for
pesticide applicators under FIFRA, however, we believe should be
tougher. Currently, FIFRA allows the application of restrictea use
pesticides by technicians who may or may not be trained, so long as
the activity is performed under the direct supervision of certified
applicators. A big loophole remains. The law also permits
application of general-use products without any training or without
the supervision of a certified applicator. Additionally, FIFRA
does not require certification of "in-plant" workers, such as
maintenance personnel. Taken together, these omissions leave
significant gaps in current law.

With these concerns in mind, PLCAA recommends across the
board certification and training requirements for pesticide
applicators in H.R. 4329, precisely the same language as proposed
in the Pesticide Improvements Act of 1991 (H.R. 3742).

These additions, if implemented, would raise the standards of
our industry by requiring state-approved training for all
commercial pesticide applicators regardless of whether the
pesticides applied are classified for general or restricted use.

PLCAA further recommends that the mandated training be
provided through approved instructors from the USDA Extension
Service, state-approved consulting firms and/or industry
associations, the state lead agency, or licensed applicator firms.

Further, PLCAA supports the requirement that "in-plant"
personnel and those they supervise receive verifiable state-
approved training before applying restricted-use pesticides.
Additionally, this requirement should be extended to include t!ie

application of any general-use pesticide by any "in-plant"
applicator.
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The need for training and knowledge to properly apply a
pesticide should not be limited to restricted-use pesticides, which
in fact represent a very small amount of the products applied.

We also support the training requirements for state
enforcement personnel. This will ensure that state employees
charged with monitoring compliance with applicable federal and
state regulation are able to fully comprehend enforcement
requirements .

PLCAA further supports the provisions of H.R. 4 329 requiring
that, all interested individuals be notified of the availability of
instructional materials covering integrated pest management
techniques upon request .

Finally, while PLCAA believes that the proposed training and
certification requirements are essential to responsible landscape
care services, our members are concerned that even with this new
program, many of the non-commercial users of pesticides — the
homeowner or "do-it-yourselfer" — often apply these products
without sufficient information, instruction, or label
comprehension. The Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) 1990
National Home and Garden Pesticide Use Survey suggests that house
hold pesticides "are not always used as carefully or effectively as
they should be." EPA has stated that this survey provides "a basis
for expanding outreach and educational progrcims on pesticide safety
for consumers." According to the 1991-1992 National Gardening
Survey, 62 percent of all U.S. households, or 58 million
households, participated in do-it-yourself lawn care in 1991. Only
7 million households employed the services of certified and
licensed professional landscape care operators. The committee may
not be aware that the vast majority of the products used by
professionals and do-it-yourselfers are the same; therefore, we
recommend that Congress consider adopting a voluntary training
program aimed at these non-professional users. The progreim could
be coordinated by EPA or the USDA Extension Service, and
implemented by state agencies in cooperation with the industry or
it's trade associations.

By adding these important elements of training, we should be
able to address some of the concerns posed in the National Academy
of Science's report "Pesticides in the Diets of Infants and
Children." If non-dietary exposure to treated lawns is a concern,
why not ensure that all pesticide users be properly educated and
trained? This also relates to my next issue.
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National Regulation of Lawn Care Pesticide Applications

PLCAA has led the way in the reasonable and responsible
regulation of landscape care applications. To that end, our
members are prepared to work with Congress and other interested
parties to ensure that any legislation ultimately adopted protects
both human health and the environment, while at the same time
accommodates the practicalities of providing lawn care services.
PLCAA members believe that a nationwide standard will strengthen
consumer confidence in the products and services associated with
lawn care applications .

To go one step further in addressing the National Academy of
Science's concerns, we recommend a standard for nationwide posting
of signs when lawn care applications are made. Certainly the use
of these signs by ALL pesticide users with a telephone information
number listed, will help children avoid possible exposures. PLCAA' s
members have been a nationwide leader in promoting voluntary
posting. This practice provides their customers, as well as the
general public, with notice that an application has been made. It
also provides the general public with a means of obtaining
additional information about the application if so desired.

PLCAA supports a federal posting standard for all
applications, whether professional or not, with dowels and signs
provided by retail establishments for the "do-it-yourselfer"
applicator. Standardizing this requirement to include the
homeowner would provide consistent notice to the public of
pesticide applications, as homeowners, as we have stated use
primarily the same products as professional applicators, and, in
fact perform about 85 percent of all landscape care applications.

PLCAA suggests the posting of a 4 x 5 inch sign at the primary
point or points of entry to the property at the time of the actual
application. The required use of these signs in 18 states has
proven that the public easily identifies a 4 x 5 inch sign as a
lawn marker and a notice that an application has taken place. The
property owner or resident could remove the sign(s) the day
following the application when an exposure risk has subsided. The
marker notifies the public that an application was made sometime
that day and to keep out of the treated area .
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Content of Signs

PLCAA'E position regarding the posting of signs, is as
follows:

o Signs should be 4" x 5" in size to take advantage of

already exiting public standards, strengthened by six

years of use.

o The signs should state that a landscape application has
taken place and care should be taken to avoid contact
with the treated areas. PLCAA reconmends the following
language in not less then 18-point type: "LANDSCAPE CARE
APPLICATION. PLEASE AVOID CONTACT."

o Signs used by commercial applicators should bear the
company name and telephone contact number as a means of

accessing additional application information.

o Lettering on signs should be in a color that
contrasts with the background to assure visibility.

o Signs for use by do-it-yourselfers should be required
to be provided by retail establishments with instructions
for their use.

Citizen Suits

PLCAA opposes the addition of provisions for citizen suits

against commercial applicators. The Administration has previously
stated that problems currently exist with inadequate enforcement of

laws, such as SUPERFUND, because too many lawyers and lawsuits bog
down the process. Why invite additional litigation when there is
sufficient access in the existing legal process to assist citizens
who have claims?

FIFRA requires states to ensure enforcement of state pesticide
use regulations, and provides a formal referral process for EPA to

require states to follow up on complaints.

We believe people have the right to file legitimate claims
against commercial applicators. The current legal process operates
effectively — additional provisions would be superfluous .
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Civil Judicial Enforcement

PLCAA opposes any provision that would extend the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency's civil penalty authority from
$5,000 to $25,000 in fines for commercial applicators, farmers,
and/or any other small business entities. Most commercial
applicators are not in the same category as large industrial
businesses and can ill afford being fined at the proposed level.

Without sufficient proof that increasing the fine amount on
applicators will provide some societal benefit, we question whether
it is completely arbitrary and unwarranted.

Preemption of Local Regulation of PeBticide Use

PLCAA believes that any comprehensive pesticide legislation
must provide for a national standard, with preemption of local
regulations, when necessary to allow commercial applicators to
continue to conduct business in a responsible manner. It is
PLCAA' s position that regulation of pesticide use must be monitored
and administered at the federal and state levels where the
coordinated and technical expertise is available to render sound
scientific judgements . The current checkerboard regulatory maze is

extremely counter-productive.

PLCAA stands ready to assist this Subcommittee in developing
proactive language toward the reasonable and responsible regulation
of the landscape care and pesticide user industry.

Thank you for the opportunity to present these comments and
recommendations. I'd be happy to answer any questions.

I
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statement of William Hazeltine, Ph.D., representing the
American Mosquito Control Association, before the Department
Operations and Nutrition Subcommittee of the House
Agriculture Committee, concerning the Administration's
proposed amendments to the Federal Insecticide Fungicide and
Rodenticide Act (FIFRA). For presentation June 15, 1994.

Mr Chairman and Members, thank you for the opportunity
to present testimony about the Admi nstrati on '

s proposed
amendments to FIFRA, contained in H.R. 4329, particularly
the impact these amendments will have on our ability to

provide the best possible vector control. The issue, which
is of concern to us, is the continuing loss and the absence
of any new, effective pesticides to protect the health of
the publ ic we serve.

We protect health by the use of pesticides, and we need
your help in being able to continue this service. Public
Health uses of any pesticide is the direct result of a

positive balance between the direct health benefits of that
use, and any possible adverse effects on humans or the
envi ronment .

I have reviewed H.R. 4329 and while it considers some
of our needs, it only considers help with defensi ve- actions
(=it provides some relief from risks of cancellation or
suspension). It does not consider the need for a more
streamlined and fast registration process for uses of new
pesticides for health protection. We appreciate any help
which the Administration wants to provide, but we feel it Is

necessary to suggest ways that any amendments to the Act can
be made more workable and balanced.

H.R. 4329 considers public health pesticide uses
specifically In the following places:

Page 33, lines 15-20. Consultation with Secretary
of HHS on proposed cancellation or change in
classification of a pesticide registered for a public
health use, and an opportunity for comment.

Page 48, lines 19-23. Consultation with the
Secretary of HHS regarding any proposed suspension
of a pesticide registered for public health use.

Page 86 line 1 through page 88 line 6. Provides for
consultation with the Secretary of HHS before
suspension or cancellation of a pesticide registered
for public health or health protection use, as a way to
decide whether the potential benefits for public health
or health protection purposes are of such significance
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as to warrant a commitment by the Secretary of HHS to
conduct or arrange for studies required by the
Administrator of EPA, to support continued
registration. It them outlines the mechanisms for
such research and support.

There are at least 2 additional places where the
consideration of public health use pesticides might have
been appropriately considered:

Page 60, lines 5 through 11, neglects the impact of
this action on the availability of public health
use pesticides, and considers only the unnecessary
dislocation of agricultural production. Note that the
present standard for most registration
proposed to be changed in this Section
titled Phaseout/Phasedown : The defined
"unreasonable adverse effects on the environment" is
not used, and a new term is proposed on Page 59. lines
15 through 18 which reads " use of the pesticide is
reasonably likely to pose a significant risk to health
or the environment".

Note that
actions is
of the Act
term

The present standard, which is based on the term
"unreasonable adverse effect on the environment" was
adopted in 1972. This term is defined to require
risk/benefit balancing, and is the basis for any
present registration related action by EPA.

Page 71, lines 20 through 25, allows the
Administrator to consult with the Secretary of
Agriculture on issues of IPM, alternative pest
management, and reduced pesticide use. This section
also authorizes the secretary of Agriculture to enter
into agreements for research, and seems intended to
apply to all pesticide users, without limiting such
activities to crop production.

Unless the clear provision for separate registration
for new public health pesticides is included in any final
Administration Bill these parts of H.R.4329 should be
amended to include public health pesticides, as well as
agricultural pesticides.

We also suggest that the well defined standard for any
registration related action, using the term "unreasonable
adverse effect on the environment", be retained, and that
new different terms for similar standards be avoided.

The term "minor use" is defined on pages 82 and 83.
This definition seems to add the substance of the definition
originally found in the predecessor Bill for H.R. 967
(300,000 acres and 5 million dollars over 3 years) as well
as the definition in H.R. 967 and H.R. 1867 (economic
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standards alone), but H.R.4327 then adds conditions to the
economic standards approach, to include either insufficient
efficacious pesticides, the alternative pesticides are more
risky to use, or the new product is necessary to manage
resi stance .

We prefer the simpler yet adequate definition which is
found in the present version of H.R. 967 by de la Garza or
the definition in H.R. 1867 by Dooley and Merger. Either
one is sufficient to establish a workable standard.
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We seriously doubt the wisdom or necessity of trying
bring biological control agents under EPA's pesticide
registration authority.
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Our needs can be addressed in a number of ways, and we
ask this Subcommittee to please include some provision for a

separate class of registration for Public Health Pesticides
in whatever Bill you approve and send on to the full
Commi ttee .

We thank the members and staff of this Subcommittee for
your continued attention and support of the needs for
effective, available and affordable pesticides for use in
protecting the health of the public from diseases and
annoyance. We need your help today, because another year's
delay in relief will further reduce our ability to provide
necessary control for our constituents, which are also your
constituents

(Attachment follows:)
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Elnvironinental Consultant
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April 30, 1993
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MOSQUITOES, DISEASE AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

Introduct i on :

There is a traditional belief in our society that
pesticides are detrimental to wildlife. This belief is the
result of many factors, but primarily it is because of the
alliance of Sport Hunters, Wildlife and Environmental
organizations. This belief is also the secondary result of
the folklore which is being taught as scientific fact in our
Elementary educational system.

The idea that pesticides are not natural, and therefore
"they must be detrimental to nature or wildjife" is the
non-logic being fostered to further this belief.

Yet pesticides were developed to control pests--those
organisms which eat crops, damage health, or are' in
competition with people for living space. Within this
concept, wildlife is in large part a food crop, as sportsmen
(hunters or fishermen) tell us, and as such, wildJife for
sport harvest should be protected from pests whi-ch reduce
the yield or harvest.

Endangered Species as well as plentiful plant and
animal species of "wildlife", are subject to attack by
pests, just like any other organism. Endangered or
threatened wildlife do not escape predators and parasites,
which eat on or otherwise adversely impact them, the same
way these predators and parasites impact any other organism.

Present evidence shows that at least one species of
bird is extremely rare, and may yet become extinct, due to a

virus disease which is only possible when mosquitoes' carry
or vector the virus from bird to bird. Kangaroo rats, while
not as rare, are subject to other viruses that mosquitoes
carry from wild birds to them. As more research is done,
the expectation is that there will be many more species of
endangered animals that will be found to be harmed by
similar insect vectored viruses and other disease organisms.

Plants, whether rare or plentiful, are eaten by
insects, and other animal species in the "food web", but
only humans are expected to know which species are so rare
that they should not be eaten or harmed. The use of
pesticides to protect rare plants from predation would seem
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appropriate, the same way we use pesticides to protect and
increase the yield of plants for human or livestock
consumption.

The Endangered Species Act calls for "Conservation" of
rare species, which means doing whatever is necessary to
increase their numbers. Surely protecting those rare
species from disease and predation is appropriate, yet there
is a strong prejudice against such protection, if it
involves the use of pesticides or even alteration of
wetlands. Such is the dilemma.

Origin of the Problem :

The years 1961-62 marked the first major outcry against
the use of pesticides. Popular fiction told stories of
birds dying in tremors, after ingesting food containing a

popularly used pesticide. There had been isolated stories
of wildlife "suffering" before that time, but after the Book
Silent Spring , the stories were extensive. Many
Organizations sprung up to build on the ant i -pest i c i de
feelings which they themselves helped to create. The
"Scientific" leaders of these Tax Exempt Organizations even
wrote their own literature, much of which was published in

newspapers or marginally credible "Scientific Journals."

There were even incidents of citation webs, where
author A suggested something might be correl ated. wi th some
event; author B would cite author A to give the correlation
support, then author A would cite B as having concluded that
the event was fact. Remember that correlation does not
prove cause and effect; it only says two events .Kave
occurred at the same time or in the same' place

During Earth Days (April 22, 1972 and later) the public
and particularly students at colleges were subjected to all
sorts of situations where they could demonstrate their
beliefs, and do something about the environmental
degradation alleged to be caused by chemicals and other
causes. The movement was really aimed at stopping
technology, with no thought about the benefits these
technologies had produced. The affluent students were
expected to demonstrate their faith in a "cause."

As Sol. Alinsky, the radical organizer said in one of
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his self-help books. Rules for Radicals, "If the ends don't
justify the means, what the hell does?"

Mosquito Disease transmission :

In order to understand the issue of damage to animals
by viruses or other disease causing organisms carried or
vectored by insects, it is necessary to understand some
details of how such diseases organisms are transmitted.

In the case of malaria, the protozoan parasites must go
through alternate hosts, in order to have natural
transmission. The organism must have a vertebrate host and
then a mosquito host or vector, and then go back into a

vertebrate host. A necessary part of the life cycle occures
in each host. There is bird malaria, as well as malaria in

mammals, and each kind has separate mosquito vectors and
each kind has unique Protozoan Parasites.

Some kinds of serious virus diseases, such as many
kinds of Encephalitis (or Encephal omy 1 i t i s ) require an
insect to pick up the virus from a host, amplify it, and
then pass the virus on to whatever host it feeds on next.
Many of the human and animal "encephal i ti s

" 'di seases require
susceptible vertebrate endemic. or reservoir hosts to

develope a viremia, and to have these virus e-s available to
insects before that reservoir host animal develops
antibodies to the virus, and thus becomes non-infective.
Human or livestock disease can occur when an infected
mosquito feeds on a person or other animal that is

susceptible to the virus.

At one time, before the dev
Poliomyelitis was thought to be
house flies. This did not invol
was thought to be mechanically c

would feed on body fluids from a

the virus to a new host.

elopment of the vaccine,
mechanically transmitted by
ve a specific vector, but
arried by anything which
sick host, and then carry

The kinds of encephalitis which the public has come to
understand often goes by the name of the place where it was
first found. For example, St. Louis Encephalitis (SLE) was
first isolated from St Louis, but it is widespread over
broad areas of North America. Just a few years ago, an

epidemic of SLE occurred near Disney World in Florida, and
caused widespread illness, death and fear sufficient to
cause severe economic disruption of the tourist trade.

Other kinds of encephalitis which occasionally occur in
the United States include Western Equine (severe in horses
as well as people) Eastern Equine (also severe in horses as
well as people), and LaCrosse encephalitis which is
insidious by causing delayed neurological effects. There
are other potentially serious insect vectored virus
diseases, such as J'Si^anese B Encephalitis, California
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Encephalitis, Venezuelan Equine Encephalitis, Dengue and
Dengue Hemorrhagic fever, and Yellow Fever. All of these
are vectored by insects, primarily mosquitoes. Other
similar, but as yet unidentified diseases are possible,
because there are new virus antibodies being found which
not yet associated with human or animal diseases. Even
mosquitoes found in snow-melt pools in mountainous areas
California have been found to carry viruses of unknown
disease significance.

are

of

The usual cycle of many cf these diseases of humans and
other animals involves wild birds. These birds serve as the
endemic or amplifying host, where the virus is either active
all year round or possibly carried in by a migrating host,
often another bird species. There are less common endemic
cycles involving Jackrabbits, for example, but the most
common cycle appears to be in local wild birds. Current
evidence suggests that some of the migratory wetland birds,
such as Herrons and similar bird species, are involved in
longer distance transport and importation of the viruses,
which may have died out after the last mosquito breeding
season .

Wetlands are an obvious breeding place for mosquito
vectors, and thus they have a high risk of diseases
associated with them, whether they are new or old wetlands.
Eastern Equine Encephalitis (EEE) transmission may involve
two species of mosquitoes, one for the endemic cycle and
another for the epidemic cycle in which humans, and horses
can be infected. In the case of endangered birds,_the cycle
is direct, with the degree of mortality depending, .on the
severity of the viremia produced and whether the host dies
before it can recover and produce antibodies for immunity to
later infections. Pheasant Farmers in the midwest have
experienced severe epidemics in their pen reared birds from
EEE vi r us .

Bird Malaria is apparently not a particular problem in
Game species, which seem to occupy most of the Wildlife
Biologist's attention.

Virus Diseases in Endangered Species :

The best example of severe disease and death of an
Endangered Species caused by a mosquito vectored virus
disease is in Whooping Cranes. The captive breeding program
at the Federal Government's Pautexent Wildlife Refuge in
Maryland is trying to produce enough of these birds to
reintroduce them into the wild. In 1984, 7 of 23 birds died
from EEE at the station, and 7 others had naturally produced
antibodies. The remaining live birds were inoculated with
an experimental vaccine. This apparently was successful,
but any of the birds which are produced in the wild, even
from vaccinated parent birds, will be susceptible to this
virus. The introduction plan calls for putting these birds

83-589 0-94-17
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into an area which is known for having EEE epidemic
conditions in the past.

With the discovery of the extreme susceptibility of

Whooping Cranes to EEE, a plausible explanation for the near
extinction of these birds now exists. There are two major
migration routes used by these birds in the past; one was
from Canada to the Southeastern U.S., and the other was from
Canada to Texas. The natural range for EEE as we know it is
from the central Midwest to New England, south to the
Southeastern U.S. This area seems to include a large part
of the migration routes of these birds.

Sand Hill Cranes are a related species which is

susceptible to EEE virus infection, but apparently, this
species does not experience the extremely high mortality
seen in Whooping Cranes. Even Bald Eagles held at the
Pautexent Station have been infected and show antibodies to
EEE.

It is obvious that

captured and vaccinated
the best way to protect

Cranes in nature can not be easily
which leaves mosquito control as

these scarce birds from EEE.

At the same time the Pautexent Station (in Maryland)
was experiencing its epidemic and up to today, the National
Park Service has refused to allow vaccination of -the wild
horses on Assateague Island in Eastern Maryland. EEE is a

severe disease of unvaccinated horses, and results in a day
or so of symptoms before the horses usually die. .A sick
horse lies on its side and tries to run, but only.; succeeds
in digging an arched area where its hoofs scrape the

ground. The reason given by the Park Service for not

allowing mosquito control to protect these horses is the
NPS' goal of getting rid of the horses on the island, so it

can go back to its natural pre-human condition. The horses
were introduced by man.

Another discovery about encephalitis was made, as a

result of laboratory experiments on Kangaroo Rats, before
the populations were listed as endangered. The University
of California Virus Disease Research Station at Bakersfield,
California used 2 species of local Kangaroo Rats as test
animals. The research was aimed at finding the endemic and

epidemic species of animals involved in tr an s mission of the
two virus strains which had been epidemic in California.
The "Fresno" Kangaroo Rat was extremely susceptible to
Western Equine Encephalomyelitis (WEE) and the "Heermann"
Kangaroo Rat was also susceptible to the virus disease, but
not quite as severely.

After this research was completed, there were 5 species
of these Rats listed by the Federal Government as

endangered. California lists 12 species or subspecies, 7 of
which are subspecies of the two species tested earlier by
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the University workers
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The Bluetongue virus in Big Horned Sheep is vectored by
Cul i CO i des Gnats, and this same disease is prevalent in

Deer. Entire populations of these sheep have been
exterminated by this disease, -yet no effort has been made to
vaccinate the sheep or to control the Gnat vectors. This
lack of disease control has occurred, despite the tremendous
costs of trying to reestablish colonizing Sheep
populations. Building "exclusion fences" and protection
from other adverse impacts has been practiced, while control
of the vector has been ignored.
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Mosquito Control Perspective
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Even the U . S . Department of Interior and its Fish and
Wildlife Service have been leading opponents of mosquito
control on their Refuges. They claim a concern for
Endangered and Game species, as well as common wildlife, yet
when these species may be directly effected by mosquito
vectored diseases, or they may serve as endemic Kosts for
these virus diseases of people and wildlife, they adopt an
attitude of indifference.

One Refuge Management Person said that f 1 y i ng"" adul t

insects were the food for a California lasted bird on his

refuge, and therefore anything that reduced the adult
insects, such as chemical mosquito control on the Refuge
would not be allowed under most conditions. This kind of
attitude must change.

If the Endangered Species Act mandates protection of

Endangered Species, then the Agencies of the Federal
Government should join with Organized Mosquito Control to

ex-pidite rereg i s trat i on of pesticides, and to work to remove
trie other roadblocks to the beneficial use of pesticides to

protect Endangered Species.

The traditional beliefs that pesticides are detrimental
to wildlife and are not "natural" are actually contributing
to the loss of animals which have been declared as

endangered. These ant i -pesti ci de beliefs need to be

replaced with an understanding of the positive benefits
which pesticides can provide in protecting man's well being,
as well as in protecting endangered species.
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TESTIMONY OF DAVID L. KARMOL
REPRESENTING THE

NATIONAL SPA AND POOL INSTITUTE
ON H.R. 4329

"TO AMEND THE FEDERAL INSECTICIDE FUNGICIDE, AND RODENTICIDE ACT,
AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES"

JUNE 15, 1994

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON DEPARTMENT OPERATIONS AND NUTRITION

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee. I appreciate the

invitation to appear before you today on behalf of the National Spa and Pool Institute, to

discuss this important legislation.

BACKGROUND

The National Spa and Pool Institute (NSPI) is the national trade association of the

pool and spa industry, with over 4,400 members involved in all segments of the industry,

including: manufacture of pools, spas, and related equipment and chemicals; construction

and reconstruction of pools, spas, and water features; wholesale and retail distribution of

pools, spas, and related equipment and chemicals; and servicing of pools and spas.

NSPI provides a range of services to its members including development of

voluntary construction standards for pools and spas; a nationally recognized education

program to train and certify pool service technicians at three levels of competence; an

extensive program of consumer education on water safety in cooperation with the National

Safety Council, the American Red Cross, and the Consumer Safety Product Safety

Commission; and an array of services such as insurance, an international trade show,

industry promotion and technical services.

NSPI is the publisher of five American National Standards for vanous types of

swimming pools and spas, with an additional standard pending. NSPI standards are the

internationally recognized standards for the design and construction of all non-competition

pools and spas.

NSPI is an international organization, with 80 chapters covering all fifty states, and

a Canadian affiliate, NSPI of Canada. The Institute operates with a committee structure,

utilizing voluntary experts drawn from the industry working with paid staff to develop policy

positions on issues of common industry interest.

NSPI is involved in all aspects of pool chemical issues, including safety. It

produces a series of consumer brochures describing proper chemical handling and use,

and includes course material and instruction on chemical handling and safety in its

standards, educational seminars and certification programs.
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BACKGROUND ON POOL CHEMICALS

NSPI believes at the outset that it is important to understand what chemicals are

used in the sanitizing and disinfecting of pools and spas, and whether those chemicals are

classified as restricted use or general use pesticides under FIFRA.

Pool chemicals generally fall into several distinct categories including: balancers

or stabilizers to maintain proper pH and alkalinity; mineral additives to maintain proper
levels of mineral substances in water; clarifiers and flocculants which help collect

suspended particulates; and disinfectants and algicides which destroy bacteria and inhibit

pool and spa algae. Only the latter two types of products, disinfectants and algicides, are

pesticides, and are regulated as such by the EPA.

With the exception of gaseous chlorine delivered in pressurized cylinders, ail

chemicals used in treating pool and spa water are available both to pool servicing firms

and to the general public directly. No substance now approved for use in the normal

servicing of pools is listed as a restricted use pesticide.

HOW FIFRA AFFECTS THE POOL AND SPA INDUSTRY

FIFRA is sweeping legislation, which regulates all pesticides to some degree, based

on their risks to man and the environment. Some pesticides are banned entirely from

production and use, other "restricted use" pesticides may be applied only by "certified

applicators," and many, more common pesticides are required to be labeled for proper use

and application by consumers.

All forms of chlorine and bromine compounds used for pool disinfection, as well as all

algicides and some other pool additives, are classified by the EPA as "general use"

pesticides, under FIFRA. "General use" pesticides, as defined by the Congress in the

initial FIFRA legislation, are pesticides which pose little or no risk to man or the

environment, when used according to label instructions. General use pesticides are sold

over-the-counter to the general public. In fact, most pool chemicals are purchased and

applied by pool and spa owners. The application of these chemicals is a simple matter of

adding a certain number of pounds, or ounces, of the chemical for every ten thousand

gallons of water in the pool, or ounces per hundred gallons in the case of a spa.

The regulatory scheme of FIFRA currently requires states to administer programs to

register and certify applicators of restricted use pesticides. As introduced, HR 4329 would

change this requirement, by expanding the definition of a commercial applicator to "one

who applies ao^ pesticide for hire as a principal part of the business or work of the

person." (emphasis added)
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As applied to the pool and spa industry, this would require that all pool service personnel,
summer lifeguards, and community pool operators, many of whom are temporary

employees hired for the swimming season, to be registered and certified by the state. Each

employee would be required to attend and pass a state-approved comprehensive pesticide

training course, including the identification of various rodents, insects and fungi, and the

selection of the proper pest control chemical or technique. Almost none of the training

required by most states has any relevance to the proper treatment of pool water, which

involves maintaining a proper pH level, and a proper level of free chlorine or bromine.

Today, many industry employees are graduates of the National Spa and Pool Institute

training program, and are known as Tech I, Tech II or Certified. Over 2,000 pool service

personnel have earned one of these designations since the program began in 1 989. In

addition, most state health departments impose requirements on pool operators, requiring
them to meet specific knowledge standards relating to proper pool water treatment.

OUR AMENDMENT

We propose an amendment to H.R. 4329, which exempts those who apply general use

pesticides solely for the purpose of cleaning, sanitizing, disinfecting, painting or for use in

construction or renovation. This amendment does not exempt any persons currently

regulated under FIFRA; it simply continues their current exemption from the registration

and certification requirements, as long as they are using only general use pesticides in

their work. It allows the pool and spa industry to continue the employment of some 25,000
individuals in the pool service business, under current regulations and requirements. The

proposed amendment follows this statement.

EPA POSITION

We have met with representatives of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
Office of Prevention, Pesticides and Toxic Substances. They have told us that it was not

the intention of the agency to include pool service within the commercial applicator

category as amended by H.R. 4329. We have requested a written statement of this

position, and will share the response with the committee when it is received

MORE INFORMATION

The National Spa and Pool Institute is available to answer questions about this

issue or other questions regarding our industry. Please contact David Karmol, at NSPI in

Alexandria, Virginia at (703) 838-0083 or our outside counsel, Richard Bliss in

Washington, DC at (202) 337-6008

(Attachment follows:) »
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"TO AMEND THE FEDERAL INSECTICIDE, FUNGICIDE,
AND RODENTICIDE ACT, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES"

H.R. 4329

PROPOSED LEGISLATIVE AMENDMENTS TO H.R. 4329

PREPARED BY
NATIONAL SPA AND POOL INSTITUTE

"SEC. 17, ENFORCEMENT"
"(e) APPLICATOR -

"(2) COMMERCIAL APPLICATOR.

At line 6 & 7 (page 102) by inserting the following clause after "except
as provided in"

SUBPARAGRAPHS (3) AND (4),

At line 19 (page 102) by inserting the following subparagraph
^

(3) "COMMERCIAL APPLICATOR" SHALL NOT INCLUDE ANY
PERSON WHO USES OR SUPERVISES THE USE OF ANY PESTICIDE
WHICH IS CLASSIFIED FOR GENERAL USE SOLELY FOR THE
PURPOSE OF CLEANING, SANITIZING, DISINFECTING, PAINTING
OR FOR USE IN CONSTRUCTION OR RENOVATION.

Insert new numbers for the succeeding subparagraphs
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June 15, 1994

My name is Barbara Baughman, Newberry, South Carolina.
I am Co-Legifilativc Chairman for National WIFE (Wbmen
Involved in Farta Economics) an organization of farm
women in 23 states*

Thank you for the permission to address the proposed
Pesticide and Food Safety Reform Legislation via written
testimony.

WIFE*8 concerns: T^e proposed Pesticide and Food Safety
Reform Legislation eliminates risk/benefit considerations,
establishes an arbitrary and overly restrictive risk
standard, sets an unworkable dual tolerance system, and
would phase out the use of pesticides without the pro-
cedural protections and external scientific review
guaranteed under the cancellation process, and FDA would
be granted new recall, embargo and civil penality authority
for pesticide tolerance violations.

WIFE encourages the use of proven data as opposed to
human emotions in regulations that govern our industry.

We request that E3*A be permitted to remove a farm chemical
from the market only after positive proof has been established
that there is a Health hazard when used as labled,

Wie request that restrictive standards of the Delaney
Clause related to food safety laws' be revised to be more
acceptable to producers and still protect consumers.

We request the litigation/enforcement concept be dropped.
While not allowed against an agricultural producer, the
encouragement of civil suits will always have the "trickle
down" effect to still lock the farm gate,

WIFE requests that before instituting any new rules and
regulations effecting the farmer, the government analyze
the benefits as compared to jobs lost, food production
capacity eliminated, and damage to the farmers.

"The quickest way to bring America to her knees is to
destroy her ability to produce her foody ,

Thank you for your time.

^CUvAa/v.-^ ^OW^^Y
Barbara Baughman
Co-Legislative Chairman for WIFE
(Women Involved in Farm Economics)
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I^N Natural Resources

Defense Council
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415 777-0220

Fai 415 495-5996

TESTIMONY OF ALBERT H. MEYERHOFF

AND JENNIFER CURTIS

on behalf of
Natural Resources Defense Council

before the

HOUSE AGRICULTURE COMMITTEE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON DEPARTMENT OPERATIONS AND NUTRITION

Hearings on Legislation to Amend
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I . Introduction

I am Albert H. Meyerhoff, Senior Attorney with the Natural

Resources Defense Council (NRDC) , a national nonprofit

environmental organization dedicated to protecting the public

health and the environment with over 170,000 members. For more

than two decades, NRDC has been actively involved in the host of

issues presented by the increasing use of pesticides and their

impact on the environment . I appreciate this opportunity to

testify today regarding legislation proposed by the Clinton

Administration to amend federal pesticide laws. Before

addressing the Administration bill, however, I would like to

briefly summarize the Administration plans to obey the law as

written.

II . The Delanev Clause : A Clear and Present Mandate

As one of her first acts following confirmation as EPA

Administrator on February 2, 1993 Carol Browner indicated that

one of her top priorities was to achieve comprehensive reform of

the nation's antiquated food safety laws. However, as a

condition of that reform, which included replacement of the

Delaney Clause, she indicated that the pesticide laws should be

amended only if to do so would "give the public more protection,

not less." (New York Times . February 1, 1993 at p. 1.)

Absent legislation, and unlike its predecessor, this

Administration has repeatedly emphasized its commitment to aomply

with and fully implement existing law, including the Delaney

Clause. Thus, at a September joint hearing of the Senate Labor
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and Human Resources Committee and the House Energy and Commerce

Committee, Subcommittee on Health and the Environment,

Administrator Browner stated EPA's intent to comply with the

precedent established in Les v. Reillv and implement Delaney in a

timely fashion. {Hearing on Legislation to Amend the Food, Drug

and Cosmetic Act, Washington DC, September 21, 1993.)

At an October 1993 House Government Operations Subcommittee

hearing. Dr. Goldman spelled out the Agency's intention in more

detail :

[EPA will] immediately discontinue processing
applications for experimental use permits, product
registrations, and petitions for tolerances for
chemicals that are potentially affected by the Delaney
Clause. It makes little sense to expend Agency
resources to process applications for the same sorts of
uses which we are in the process of revoking.... [T] he
clear legal interpretation of the US Ninth Circuit
Court's decision plainly applies to a number of other
chemicals and their tolerances. Although there are a
number of legal and policy issues which EPA has not yet
settled, I have decided that we can quickly begin to
make the policy choices and initiate actions on a
number of existing 'tolerances . Accordingly, I expect
that additional notices to revoke Section 409
tolerances will be proposed within a matter of months.
(House Environment, Energy and Natural Resources
Subcommittee, Government Operations Committee, October
29, 1993.)

In response to questions from subcommittee chairman Synar,

Dr. Goldman then provided a list of carcinogens potentially

subject to Delaney, indicating that under EPA's plan for these

chemicals, the Agency "will establish priorities and schedules

over the next year for revoking food additive regulations and raw

food tolerances, as well as possibly cancelling registrations."
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Responding elsewhere to industry criticism of EPA's

intention to act on § 408 as well as § 409 tolerances in order to

fully ensure compliance with the Delaney Clause, the Assistant

Administrator has also stated that:

The EPA disagrees that it ia mistaken to invoke the

Delaney Clause for raw tolerances under all
circumstances. We are aware that, in many cases, the
farmer does not know ahead of time whether a given crop
is destined for the raw or processed market. It would
be misleading and disruptive for the EPA to grant raw
tolerances in circumstances where later the crop is
destined for the processed market and, therefore, would
have violative residues. (Pesticide and Toxic Chemical
News, November 10, 1993, at 20.)

This Administration's express commitment to Delaney

implementation is refreshing since, in the past, at least for

pesticides, the Delaney Clause has been honored in the breach.

The Agency's consistent approach throughout the 1980s with

respect to carcinogens in food was to ignore or invade that

historic statute. This approach is no longer legally

permissible. The United States Court of Appeals has held, in Les

V. Reillv , that pesticides present in processed foods, either due

to concentration during processing or post-harvest- application,

are subject to Delaney. The Agency's purported "de minimis"

policy, allowing carcinogens based on the purported level of

cancer risk, was rejected because "the language of the Delaney

Clause, its history and purpose, all reflect that Congress

intended the EPA to prohibit all additives that are carcinogens,

regardless of the degree of risk involved." ( Les v. Reillv )

Moreover, under the Agency's well-established policy, and

because EPA is unable to determine which raw commodities will or

3
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will not be processed, the presence of carcinogenic pesticides in

raw commodities that are subject to processing is foreclosed as

well .

Beginning to fulfill this commitment to Delaney compliance,

EPA has now issued an updated list of those carcinogenic

pesticides that have been identified as subject to the Delaney

Clause (copy attached) . This is an important first step.

However, in order to obey the law and protect the public health,

it is now incumbent upon the Agency to take all appropriate

steps, in a timely fashion, to revoke those offending tolerances.

It has been 18 months since this Administration first announced  

its intention to obey the law. It is now time to start actually

doing so.

Ill . The Promise of the Delaney Clause Remains Unfulfilled

The essential premise of the Delaney Clause of the Food,

Drug and Cosmetic Act is as simple as it 'is powerful : what we

understand best about carcinogens is the limited extent of our

knowledge. ( See "No More Pesticides for Dinner," New York Times ,

March 9, 1993, copy attached.) Accordingly, the famous clause is

grounded in a policy of prevention: prohibiting the addition of

carcinogens in the food supply to prevent avoidable cancers in

humans. This approach was deemed necessary by Congress, since

the entire nation's population would otherwise be routinely

exposed to carcinogens in their daily diet . That premise remains

as valid today as it was in 1958.
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Accordingly, the philosophy behind the Delaney Clause --

preventing unnecessary exposure to hazardous substances -- should

be preserved -- either by implementation of the existing law or

in any new legislation. Prevention is worth a pound of cure. We

still do not know whether humans are more or less sensitive than

laboratory animals to carcinogens and whether one carcinogen may

increase the cancer-causing effects of another. We still do not

know the cumulative impact of dozens of carcinogens permitted in

the food supply and the environment. Our existing tolerance-

setting system is entirely predicated on a chemical-by-chemical,

crop-by-crop, risk-by-risk approach, grounded in myopia,

"managing" cancer, rather than preventing it.

The reality of life is that we are exposed to a multiplicity

of toxic substances. Calculating the combined risks of these

exposures is problematic at best; some 300 pesticide active

ingredients are used on food as well as an imperfectly examined

large number of "inert" ingredients. For the most part, existing

EPA pesticide tolerances for allowable pesticide residue levels

do not even attempt to calculate the aggregate human health risks

presented, nor do they address the cumulative and synergistic

effects on multiple pathways of exposure.

This is the fundamental flaw in the nation's pesticide laws.

And it is the fundamental flaw in the Administration's proposal

which, while improving the current system, keeps its essential

"management" approach intact. We, instead, should follow Rachel

Carson's advice of three decades ago:
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The ultimate answer is to use less toxic chemicals.
This system of deliberately poisoning our food and then
policing the result is too reminiscent of Lewis
Carroll's 'white knight' who thought of a plan to dye
one's whiskers green and always use so large a fan that

they could not be seen.'

IV. The Need for Phase-Out

While many approaches to do so are feasible, the linchpin of

any comprehensive reform legislation must be the accomplishment

of the following three goals :

Comprehensively deal with chronic health hazards from

pesticides by phasing out those toxic substances identified

as presenting known hazard to human health and the

environment;

A Respond to the special risks pesticides pose to children as

most recently recognized in the National Academy of Sciences

report on that subject; and

A Substantially reduce overall pesticide use in American

agriculture .

Absent such reforms, the Delaney Clause should be left

intact and its terms complied with to the full extent of the law.

Consider the following. Since the time the Delaney Clause was

enacted:

A Conventional pesticide use in the United States has

increased dramatically, from 511 million to more than one

billion pounds. Total pesticide use, including wood

preservatives, disinfectants and sulfur now exceeds two
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billion pounds annually, eight pounds for every man, woman

and child in the United States.

A EPA estimates that one out of every 10 public drinking water

wells in the US contains at least one pesticide; their data

indicate that nearly 10,000 community drinking water wells

and over 440,000 domestic water wells contain pesticides.

Seventy- four different pesticides have been found in

groundwater which supplies drinking water for 32 states.

Agriculture is also now the number one source of pollution

of surface water; pesticides have found their way into

countless lakes, rivers and waterways throughout the nation.

A According to the FDA, at least 3 8 percent- of the food supply

contains pesticide residues. This understates the actual

amount because routine lab tests detect fewer than half of

the pesticides applied to food. Many foods sampled by FDA

had more than one pesticide residue; some had as many as

twelve.

A The bugs are winning. At the time the Delaney Clause was

enacted, 137 species of insects and mites had become

resistant to chemical pesticides. Today, the number of

resistant pests is almost 500 (as well as 100 species of

plant pathogens and 4 8 species of weeds) .

In 1972, Congress required that the chemical industry test

their products and the government reassess their safety. For

fifteen years, this requirement went largely ignored. Finally, ,

in 1988, Congress established explicit timetables by which such
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testing must be completed, to be concluded by 1997, and for

pesticides to be "reregistered" based on the results. Yet, to

date, only 27 of 600 active ingredients have been reregistered

(and EPA may miss this deadline by a decade or more) .

Nonetheless, in laboratory tests, 71 different pesticides allowed

in food and the environment have now been found to cause cancer .

Mounting evidence suggests a strong correlation between

pesticide exposure and the development of cancer in humans. A

National Cancer Institute (NCI) study found that farmers exposed

to herbicides had a six times greater risk than nonfarmers of

contracting one type of cancer. Another study found a link

between breast cancer in women and elevated levels of DDE, a

metabolite of the pesticide DDT, in their fat tissue. Research

also indicates that children in homes where household and garden

pesticides are used are seven times as likely to develop

childhood leukemia. There are still unexplained clusters of

cancer among farmworker children at places such as McFarland and

Earlimart, California.

Those of us born after World War II -- the "boomers" -- have

been accurately called "the children of the chemical age." It

always seemed something of a compliment . But in a disturbing new

study, researchers have found that "baby boomers" born between

1948 and 1957 are far more likely to contract cancer than members

of their grandparents' generation. These scientists found

persistent increases in cancer that could not be accounted for by

smoking, aging, or better diagnostic tests. The types of tumors
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found to be increasing in the general population were also

strikingly similar to those found in earlier studies of fanners

who were exposed to a variety of carcinogens, such as

fertilizers, pesticides and other solvents.

Authored by epidemiologist Devra Lee Davis, the study,

published recently in the Journal of the American Medical

Association , found that cancers unrelated to smoking -- that

affect parts of the body other than the lungs, throat and mouth -

- were occurring in white male "boomers" at triple the rate of

their grandfathers. White women in the same age group had 3

percent more non-smoking related cancer than their grandmothers.

(The study was conducted only of whites to avoid statistical

problems having to do with diet . )

Given this record, the case is compelling to, once and for

all, end business as usual. American agriculture must move in a

new direction --a direction that simply relies far less on toxic

chemicals to produce our food. The first step in that journey

must be the slow, but eventual, phase-out of "worst actor"

pesticides, chemicals whose hazards have been well-known for up

to 50 years. See White Paper: The Need for a Phase-Out of

Carcinogenic Pesticides . Natural Resources Defense Council (copy

attached) .

V. Pesticide Reduction: The Pollution Prevention Solution

Current regulatory programs have been unable to reduce the ,

hazards caused by pesticides. Ultimately, the most effective
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method for protecting public health and the environment is to

reduce the use of pesticides at their source. Numerous reports

document the potential and importance of reducing overall use of

pesticides.^ According the National Academy of Science's Soil'

and Water Quality: An Agenda for Agriculture NAS report ,

Source control to reduce the, total mass of pesticides
applied to cropping systems should be the fundamental
approach to reducing pesticide losses from farming
systems .^

Several European countries including Sweden, Denmark and the

Netherlands have adopted national programs that incorporate the

fundamental approach of pesticide use reduction. Concern about

environmental pollution has prompted these countries to initiate

programs .aimed at reducing the use and emissions of, and

dependence on, pesticides while maintaining viable levels of crop

protection without decreasing crop yields.

Although not perfect, these programs are models for what is

possible in the U.S. The Swedish program achieved a 50 percent

reduction in the weight of active ingredient applied between 1986

and 1991 and an additional 50 percent cut is currently being

^ National Research Council, Soil and Water Quality: An Agenda
for Agriculture . Washington, D.C., 1993.

Office of Technology Assessment, Beneath the Bottom Line:
Agricultural Approaches to Reduce Agrichemical Contamination of
Groundwater . Washington D.C., 1991.

^ Soil and Water Qualitv . p. 82.

10
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implemented. The Danish program achieved a 25 percent reduction

between 1986 -and 1990.^

Numerous methods are available to reduce agriculture's use

of and reliance on pesticides. The National Academy of Sciences

in their report. Alternative Agriculture documented the potential

for reducing pesticide use through the adoption of integrated

pest management and other practices and systems for agricultural

sustainability . Such practices can lower costs for farmers and

pest managers and in many cases increase the quality,

productivity and yields.*

According to a 1.991 NRDC report. Harvest of Hope : The

Potential for Alternative Agriculture to Reduce Pesticide Use ,

techniques are available to reduce the use of pesticides between

25 and 80 percent on nine different cropping systems throughout

the U.S..^ Depending on the crop, methods such as integrated

pest management and biological, cultural, mechanical and physical

controls can be implemented without significantly effecting crop

yields or production costs (Executive Summary attached) .

Federal programs have failed to encourage and, in many

cases, have impeded the adoption of pest management methods that

reduce the use of pesticides. Farmers are interested in

^ World Wildlife Federation, Pesticide Reduction Programmes in
Denmark. The Netherlands, and Sweden . November 1992, pp. 29-34.

" Alternative Agriculture .

^ Curtis, Jennifer, et al . , Harvest of Hope: The Potential for '

Alternative Agriculture to Reduce Pesticide Use . Natural
Resources Defense Council, May 1991, p. iii.

11
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implementing new approaches but poorly funded and uncoordinated

federal programs have been of little assistance.

The public is looking to Congress for action. A

comprehensive federal program that encourages the trend towards

reduced use of pesticides is long overdue. Legislation is needed

to mandate a program that includes, at a minimum, the following

major components:

(1) Measurable and enforceable pesticide reduction goals.

(2) Regional, ecosystem-based and crop-specific pesticide

reduction programs that broadly involve farmers and other experts

in integrated pest management and sustainable agricultural

systems .

(3) Substantial resources directed towards technology

transfer for pesticide reduction, including model demonstration

farms and cost-share assistance.

(4) Prioritization of existing pest management research and

extension activities towards development of integrated pest

management and sustainable agricultural systems.

(4) Complete pesticide record- keeping and use reporting.

(5) Establishment of pesticide reduction goals and programs

for all federal agencies.

(6) Creation of market incentives for farmers including

through government procurement of certif ied-organically grown

food.

12
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(7) Development of nationwide initiative to reduce the use

of nonagricultural pesticides. •

VI . The Administration's Proposal: Only a Starting Point

Strange things are happening in the Great Lakes . Male birds

are developing female sexual organs. Other waterfowl are

suffering birth defects, behavioral changes and total

reproductive failure. Among the suspected causes: exposure of

bird eggs to the pesticide DDT. The suspected reason is that DDT

is "estrogenic, " mimicking the properties of estrogen in the

human body. While DDT is off the 'siarket (but still in the

environment) a number of other estrogenic pesticides, such as

endosulfan, are still widely used. What we are doing to our

waterfowl, we are also doing to ourselves.

In Earth in the Balance , Vice President Al Gore wrote this

about agrichemicals :

Over the past fifty years, herbicides, pesticides,
fungicides and thousands of other compounds have come
streaming out of the laboratories and chemical plants
faster than we can possibly keep track of them. All of
them are supposed to improve our lives. . . . But too
many have left a legacy of poison that we will be
coming to terms with for many generations.

The Vice President had it right. Last fall, the Clinton

Administration admirably chose to break the logjam over

pesticides. But, unfortunately, their initial proposal,

reflecting an interagency compromise on agricultural interests

and public health, missed the mark. At best, it is a first stepi.

13
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The proposal is opposed by every major environmental, consumer

and labor organization in the country. Here's why.

Under current law, residues of dozens of cancer-causing"

pesticides are routinely allowed in raw foods, such as fruits and

vegetables, through application of a notoriously weak, "cost-

benefit" standard. On the other hand, as a result of a recent

court decision, pesticides in processed foods are subject to the

nation's most health-protective statute, the Delaney Clause,

prohibiting any residue of a known carcinogen. The Clinton

proposal would replace this admittedly schizophrenic scheme with

a "negligible risk" standard to apply to all foods -- raw and

processed.

As always, the devil is in the details. First, the

Administration proposal does not specify precisely what

constitutes such a negligible cancer risk --or even agree to

include a definition in the statute itself. Instead, identifying

the "acceptable" number of cancers permitted from daily exposure

to pesticides in the nation's food supply would be left to the

discretion of both this and future Administrations. Given

typical industry influence over government regulators and the

open hostility of prior Administrations to pesticide regulation,

this proposal offers little comfort.

Moreover, for at least the next decade, the Administration's

new standard will apply onlv when it will not result in

"disruption of agricultural production." This loophole is left

vague and undefined. But historically, for thirty years or more,

14
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virtually each time EPA has attempted to regulate a pesticide --

from DDT to DBCP to EDB to Alar -- efforts were stymied by

overstated industry claims of just such predicted "disruptions."

The Administration's proposal also responds only with vague

generalities to a recent National Academy of Sciences study

concluding that existing pesticide laws do not adequately protect

infants and children from their d^ily dojie of these poisons. And

it does not adequately address the cumulative impact of exposure

to the multiple pesticides found in our foods, including the

ability of one toxin to greatly increase the hazard of another,

called synergism. Rather than simply assigning individual,

"acceptable" residue levels, on a chemical-by-chemical basis, for

the 300+ pesticides used in food, any reform proposal should,

instead, gradually eliminate the use of pesticides already known

to pose the gravest threat to human health.

In addition, the Administration's proposal falls short of

developing a nationwide program to reduce the use of and reliance

on pesticides. While an important first step, the

Administration's proposal is limited to authorizing establishment

of reduced use pilot projects. Both farmers and the public

deserve a comprehensive federal program that establishes

measurable goals for pesticide reduction, provides substantial

resources for technology transfer and cost-share assistance for

farmers and requires federal agencies to take the lead in

pesticide reduction efforts.

15
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VI I . Conclusion

Years ago, the Moss Committee of this body found American

pesticide laws "to be an abysmal failure in need of a complete

overhaul." That conclusion remains accurate. Serious reform is

required, and will be accomplished only through leadership from

the White House. Fortunately, time remains for the Clinton

Administration to fulfill its campaign promise to achieve tough

and meaningful environmental protection, including long over-due

pesticide reform. Otherwise, an historic opportunity --as well

as the critical goal of reducing human exposure to these most

toxic of chemicals -- may be lost.

#33 ag-testi.al
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^% \ UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

^SRZ 5 WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

MAR 3 1 mi

AHrt 4 J994

NRDC-SF

OFFiceaF
PREVEMTCN. PESTCOCSAM)

TOXIC SUBSTANCES

SUBJECT: Updated Lists Of Pesticides And Uses That

May Be Affected By The Delaney Oause

TO: Addressees

Attached for your information is a Note to Correspondents and Federal Register

Notice that discuss the revised lists of pesticides and uses that EPA believes may be affected

by the Delaney clause. The lists are based upon EPA's interpretation of the court decision

issued by the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit regarding the Delaney

clause of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA).

If you need additional information, or have any questions, please contact Scott

Schwenk of my staff at 30S-S077.

 

Mar^F^renbach, Chief

Communications Branch

Field Operations Division

Attachmentt

MiMd «Mi SonrCaiHiaM on ptpw I
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United States Communications, Education,
Environmental Protection And Public Affairs

Agency (17031

^EPA Note to Correspondents

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 30, 1994

£PA is issuing updatad. lists of registered pesticides and

their uses that the Agency believes may be affected by the Ninth

Circuit Court of Appeals decision (Les vs Reilly, July 8, 1992)

concerning the Oelaney clause. The initial lists, issued on ?eb.

2, 1993, contained 32 pesticides used on over 80 different crops or

comnodlties. The new list contains 34 pesticides and 100 different

crop or conmodity combinations. The pesticides in both List Z and

II, below, have been identified as possible or probable human

carcinogens based on testing with laboratory zmimals.

As a minimum, EPA is required to revoke processed food
tolerances for those pesticides found to be unlawful under the
Delaney clause. In the year since the original list was issued,
EPA has taken action to revoke tolerances for a number of'
pesticides and the Agency expects to initiate more revocation
actions shortly.

"According to the data we have available, the Agency does not
believe that the pesticides in the following lists pose a
significant risk to public health," said Carol Browner, EPA
Administrator. "Nevertheless, we are legally required to implement
the Court's reading of the Oelaney Clause. We do believe that the
nation's pesticide laws need to be reformed. Ke are working with
Congress to develop legislation that will protect, our food supply
by applying a single, strict, health-based standard to all
pesticides, all foods, and all risks to human health. Our
legislation would also reduce pesticide use overall."

K-77 (mere)
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-2-

The Delamey clause of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act
provides that no cheaical may be approved for use in processed food
if it is found to Induce cancer in man or animals. In Idas spa
adopted a policy interpreting the Delanay clause as subject to an
exception for carcinogenic pesticides which pose only a negligible
risk. The natural Resources Defense Council and others challenged
EPA In court, seeking a "zero risk" interpretation of the Delaney
clause. The court concluded that the Delaney clause is not subject
to the Agency's negligible risk interpretation. The court's
decision applies to all cancer-caxising pesticides used directly on
processed food or which concentrate during processing.

Because £PA continues to receive and evaluate carcinogenicity
data as well as data on residues in processed food, the number of
pesticides and uses may change.

For more information, contact Al Eeier at 202-260-4374.

John Kasper, Director
11-77 Press services Division
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PESTICIDE USES POTENTIALLY AFFECTED BY REVOCATION OF ALL 409 AND
COKRESPONDING 408 TOI£SANCES

Th« release of these lists does not affect the regulatory status
of the pesticides or tolerances identified. The pesticides and
tolerances which have been added since Feb. 2, 1993, are
underlined. Those which have been deleted are identified in the

peiragraph following the lists.

LIST I

The first list contains pesticides that have established section
409 tolerances.

PROCESSED FOOD/FEED
TOLERANCE (409s)

Seed hulls, seal (186.100)
Meal (186.100)
Food hemdling
establishments (185.100)

Poaace (186.350)
Pulp (186.350)
Pomace (186.350)
Raisins (185.350)
Raisin waste (186.350)
Hulls (186.350)
Puree or Catsup (185. 350)

Raisins (185.500)

food (185.1900)

PESTICIDES
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UST II

The following list of pesticides do not have established section
409 food additive tolerances, but based upon data indicating
concentration during processing, they would require food additive
tolerances under EPA's current policy. Pesticides and crops
which appear on this list and List I aire noted with "*".

PESTICIDE
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

[OPP-00374; FRL 475a-7]

Updated list of Pesticides and Uses Potentially Affected by the

Deianey Clause of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act

AGENCY: Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

ACTION: Publication of Updated List of Pesticides.

SUMMARY: This Notice publishes an updated list of pesticides potentially affected

by the Deianey clause in section 409 of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic

Act(FFDCA).

ADDRESSES: A copy of the list is included in the public docket at Rm. 1 132,

CM #2, 1921 Jefferson Davis Highway, Arlington, VA.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: by mail: Deborah J. Haitman, Policy

and Special Projects Staff, Office of Pesticide Programs, (7501Q, Environmental

Protection Agency. 401 M St, SW., Washington, DC, 20460. Office location

and telephone number: Rm. 1113J, Crystal Mall #2; 1921 Jefferson Davis

Highway, Arlington, VA., Telephone 703-305-7102.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: EPA regulates pesticide residues in foods under

the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA). The FFDCA gives EPA
the authority to set legally enforceable limits, or tolerances, for pesticide residues

in food. EPA sets tolerances for pesticide residues remaining in raw foods under

section 408 of the FFDCA. Under section 409 of FFDCA, EPA sets food additive

tolerances for pesticide residues thsu concentrate in processed foods above raw

food tolerances, or are the result of pesticide application during or after food

processing.

To establish a tolerance or an exemption from a tolerance for pesticide

residues on raw agricultural commodities under section 408 of the FFDCA, EPA
must make a finding that the promulgation of the rule would "protect the public

health." In reaching this determination, the Agency is directed to consider,

annong odier relevant (actaa: (1) The necessity for the production of an adequate,

wholesome and economical food supply; (2) other ways in which the consumer

may be affected by the pesticide; and (3) die usefulness of the pesticide for which

a tolerance is sou^t Thus, section 408 of the FFDCA requires the Agency to

balance risks against benefits in determining whether to establish tolerances.

The establishment of a food additive regulation in a processed food under

section 409 requires a finding that use of the pesticide will be "safe." FFDCA
section 409 also contains the Deianey clause, which specifically provides that,

with limited exceptions, no additive may be approved if it has bMn found to

induce cancer in nuui or animals. In 1988 EPA adopted an interpretation of the

Deianey clause that allowed an exception for carcinogenic pesticides that pose

only a negligible risk. In July 1992, the Nindi Circuit Coun of Appeals

overturned EPA's interpretation of the Deianey clause, holding that the Deianey

94P-0092
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clause bars tolerances (maximum allowable levels of residues in food) for

carcinogenic pesticides in processed food without regard to the degree of risk.

See Us V. Reilly, 968 F.2d 985 (9th Cir.1992), cert, denied. 113 S. Ct, 1361

(1993).

A. February 1993 List of Potentially Affected Pesticide and Uses

In February 1993, the Agency released a list of 32 pesticides, representing
over 80 different chemical/crop combinations that appeared to be potentially
affected by the coun's decision. EPA included pesticides on the list if they had
been classified under the Agency's cancer classification scheme as probable

(Group B) or possible (GroupQ carcinogens and if section 409 tolerances have
been established or .would be required under current EPA policy because residues

of the pesticide concentrate in ptxxessed food. The origin^ list was issued in

two parts. List I included those pesticides that had section 409 food/feed additive

tolerances. List II included pesticides which did not have established section 409
food additive tolerances, but based upon data indicating concentration in

processing would require such tolerances.

B. Process Followed to Update the List

EPA has updated the February 1993 lists by following the same process
used to create the initial list The Agency reviewed current data on the

carcinogenicity of pesticides, and data on how pesticide residues concentrate

when foods are processed. Such data are received throughout the process of

evaluating whether a pesticide should be reregistered.

EPA has reviewed all pesticides classified as probable or possible human
carcinogens in the past year and reviewed studies on how pesticide residues

concentrate. In the case of pesticides having existing section 409 tolerances, the

new pesticides, together with their uses, have been added to List I. Pesticides

for which studies indicate concentration in processed food, therefore requiring
section 409 tolerances, were added to List n. EPA has also added to List II

pesticides used for direct treatment of processed food, food handling equipment,
and other uses which are likely to result in residues in the processed food.

In the year since the original list was issued, EPA has taken action to revoke
section 409 toknmces for a number of pesticides. EPA has deleted pesticides
from List I if dte food additive tolerance has been revoked. PesticidesAises have
been removed firom List II if more recent data has shown that there is no
concentration of residues during processing associated with the uses in question.
Pesticides used on dried hops have also been deleted fiom the list because EPA
has changed the regulatory status of dried hops. Dried hops had been regulated
as a processed food, but now will be considered a raw agricultural commodity,
for which tolerances are established under section 408 of FFDCA. (See "Status

of Dried Hops under the Federal Food, Drug, and G)sinetic Act," PR notice

93-12, Dec. 23, 1993.)

Thirty-four pesticides are included on the updated list The lists contain 100

chemical/crop or site combinations. (Fourteen pesticides and 10 pesticide/crop
combinations appear on both lists.)

83-589 0-94-19
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C. The Updated List ofPesticides and Uses Potentially Affected By the Delaney
Clause

The following List I includes 20 pesticides that have esublished section 409

food/feed additive tolerances. Forty-eight pesticide/commodity combinations are

included on List L Notes and symbols used in List I and II are explained at

the end of List II.

List L—Pesticides Classified As Group B or C Carcinogens That Have Established

Section 409 Food Additive Tolerances*

fumadm
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thfluralin (on speannint and peppermint oil), and phosmet (on cottonseed oil). (See
58 FR 37862. July 14, 1993). EPA revoked the tolerances because they were
inconsistent with the Delaney clause. However, the Agency received seven] objections
and pedtions to stay the effective date of the revocations. On September 16, 1993,
EPA issued an order sttying the effective date during the time needed for EPA to review
and respond to the stay requests.

B. Added because EPA has evaloated the pesticide for potential carcinogenicity
and classified it as a probable or possible human carcinogen.

C. Added because EPA has detemnned under its current concentration policy that

the residues of the pesticide concentrate in the processed food form.

D. EPA expects to issue a Notice of Intent to Cancel registntions of certain

DDVP uses in food handling establishments which would result in unlawful residues

in processed food.

E. The Agency published a notice to revoke the use of dichlorvos (DDVP) in

Bagged/Packaged noopehshable processed food. The revocation was published on
November 10, 1993. with an effective date of March 10. 1994. EPA received a request
to stay the eiTective date. On March 10. 1994. EPA issued an order staying the effective

date during the time needed for EPA to review and respond to a petition objecting
to the revocation.

F. Dicofol: Use on dried tea, revocation published 59 FR 10993. March 9. 1994;
effective date May 9, 1994.

* Indicates that the pesticide has been included because of a potential

carcinogenic metabolite PCA. Diflubenzuoron has not been classified by EPA as a

potential human carcinogen.
** The registration for peimethrin is limited to use on tomatoes to be sold fitesh

in the marketplace, and is not registered for uses on processed food/feed comnwdities.

The following tables show the pesticides and uses which have been either

added to or deleted from the list of pesticides potentially affected by the Delaney
clause.

1 . Additions to the Lists—a. List /. The following pesticides^se
combinations have been added to List I (Pesticides clarified as Group B or C
carcinogens that have established section 409 food additive tolerances.)

f>MeM
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incorrectly included on the February 1993 list of pesticides and uses potentially affected

by the Delaney clause.

B. Deleted because studies of the pesdcide's residue in processed food indicate

that the residue does not concentrate in the commodities noted.
'

C. Deleted doe to change in EPA guidelines with respect to the classification

of dried hops. (See note C above explaining deledons from List L)

E. Today's List Dots Not Constitute a Final Determination ofPesticides With

Uses Prohibited By the Delaney Clause

For several reasons, the list of pesticide uses affected by the court's

interpretation of the Delaney clause may be snudler than the lists made available

by this notice. Hist, EPA has not made a final determination whether all of these

pesticides "induce cancer" within the meaning of the Delaney clause. Second,

many of the pesticide uses involve animal feeds, and EPA has not evaluated

whether those uses qualify for the limited exception to the Delaney clause for

animal feeds (the so-called "DES proviso"). Third, EPA has issued requests for

conunent on several policy issues, the resolution of which will affect precisely

what pesticides and uses are affected. Fotuih, in accordance with the requirements
of the FFDCA, EPA's process for revoking pesticide tolerances provides the

opportunity for public notice and comment on any proposed revocations. By the

same reasoning, however, the lists do not reflect all pesticide uses that may be

affected. EPA, through its registration and reregistration programs, continually

receives new data. New studies may identify additional piesticides or uses that

are subject to the Delaney clause. EPA intends to update and reissue both List

I and n periodicaUy.

List of Subjects

Environmental protection.

Dated: 5J. K^aJ/. iW

AssioMtA^mmstratorfor Prevention, Pesticides and Toxic Substances.

[FR Doc. 94-????? Filed 7?-7?-W; 8:45 am]

BUJNQ CODE 6660-60-F
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WHITE PAPER:
THE NEED FOR A PHASE-OUT

OF CARCINOGENIC PESTICIDE RESIDUES

Natural Resources Defense Council

DRAFT: September 10, 1993

For Further Information Contact:

In Washington: Erik Olson, Senior Attorney, (202) 624-9394

In San Francisco: Lawrie Mott, Senior Scientist, (415) 777-0220

Al MeyerhoflF, Senior Attorney (same phone)
Jennifer Curtis, Senior Research Associate (same phone)
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WHITE PAPER:
THE NEED FOR A PHASE-OUT

OF CARCINOOEMIC PESTICIDE RESIDUES

Introduction and Summary

There is now an opportunity for a major shift in the way the
nation's agricultural system does business—to help farmers and
consumers. As a nation, we must put the "pollution -prevention"
and "pesticide use reduction" concepts embraced by the Clinton
Administration to work, by taking immediate and direct steps to
shift away from the use of older, more dangerous, cancer-causing
pesticides, and towards alternative pest management approaches
that pose less risk. One central driving force in this shift
should be the adoption of the principle that we should not be
intentionally adding carcinogens to our food supply. We should
be phasing out the use of carcinogens and phasing in the use of
alternatives .

The technical and scientific reasons for a phase-out/phase-
in are many. There are substantial uncertainties inherent in
quantitative risk assessment due to data gaps and methodological
problems that necessitate a phase out of carcinogenic pesticides:

o As the National Academy of Sciences' recent report on
pesticides in children's food emphasized, risk assessments
used to determine, for example, whether a pesticide
supposedly poses a "one in a million risk," do not address
cumulative risk posed by that pesticide from all sources of
exposure (such as air, drinking water, food, etc.), yet such
multiple sources of exposure should be considered.

o The Academy also highlighted that risk assessments fail to
consider the risks posed by the interactions of multiple
cancer-causino or otherwise toxic pesticides on the same
food or in the complete diet. Since a single meal may
contain ten or more pesticide residues, this is a critical
failure.

o Even if a pesticide were said to pose a "one in a million"
risk in food, there generally are far greater risks posed by
the pesticide to farmers, farm workers, and the chemical
workers who make the pesticide.

o It is important to consider that some subpopulations,
including infants, children, and poor people (especially
poor children) are likely at especially high risk, but
accurate prediction of these risks is severely hampered by
serious gaps in exposure, toxicity, sensitivity, and
interactive effects data.

Ultimately, as in the case of CFCs, methyl bromide, and
other ozone depleters, there should be a phase out of food
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tolerances for carcinogenic pesticides over the next five to
seven years. Those carcinogenic food use pesticides whose
tolerances can most readily be phased out should be revoked
first, based upon a schedule established by EPA considering the
availability of alternatives. Upon a finding by EPA that there
are safer alternative methods of pest management that would not
lead to a carcinogenic food residue, EPA should be required to
revoke the tolerance for that carcinogenic pesticide residue. No
new tolerances for pesticides that are carcinogens should be
issued .

Tolerances for pesticides now categorized as A, B, and
"possible" human carcinogens whose risks EPA has determined are
quantifiable ("Cq") should be phased out no later than 7 years
from the date of enactment. Any tolerance for a pesticide which
EPA has already determined is a possible human carcinogen but
whose risks are not quantifiable ("unquantifiable C") should be
covered by the phaseout on the seune date as a Cq pesticide unless
the registrant demonstrated to EPA's satisfaction that its
chemical is probably not a carcinogen. Food tolerances for
existing pesticides determined to be A, B, or C carcinogens for
the first time after the date of enactment should be phased out
within 7 years from such determination. These phase outs would
result in the revocation of the carcinogenic pesticide's
tolerance by operation of law without further EPA action at the
end of the "sunset" period. The law should provide a clear
process for one-stop EPA determinations of the category of the
pesticide. Pending the ultimate phase-out, progress must be made
towards implementing alternatives and eliminating the
carcinogenic pesticide's tolerance.

In tandem with this phase-out of carcinogenic pesticide
tolerances, EPA and USDA should be required to adopt an
aggressive national program of research, development, and local
demonstration to identify and assure the availaUaility of
alternatives to the pesticides subject to the tolerance phase
out.

Why a Phase-Out is Needed .

Quantitative risk assessment remains part art, part science.
There are numerous areas of uncertainty involved in developing an
estimate of the risk potentially posed by a pesticide residue or

by any other environmental pollutant. Uncertainties derive from
a broad array of problems, including gaps or uncertainties in

toxicological data, our failure to understand the differences
between the effects of a chemical on laboratory animals versus
humans, problems in determining what subpopulations such as
children are at special risk, difficulties in translating from

high dose to low dose exposures, the lack of hard data on actual
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exposure to the chemical from multiple sources, and many other

problems .

When these uncertainties arise, the risk assessor seeks to
make reasonable assumptions about the missing data, and plugs
those values, and sometimes "safety factors" intended to try to

compensate for possible underestimation of risks, in reaching the
final risk estimates. However, the uncertainties in risk
estimates can be large (orders of magnitude) when the data gaps
are significant. Moreover, for some data gaps—such as the lack

of information on interactive effects of multiple carcinogens
consumed in the real world—risk assessment traditionally cannot
consider these problems. As the National Academy of Sciences has
made clear, in many ways standard risk assessments may seriously
underestimate risks, particularly for infants and children.

Among the most important sources of uncertainty and possible
underestimation of risks in classic food safety risk assessments
are:

Interactive Effects: Complex Mixtures of Pesticides and Other
Toxins

o Unlike laboratory rats, people generally go through their
lives breathing, eating, and drinking an extraordinarily
complex mixture of toxic and potentially carcinogenic
sxibstances, both natural and anthropogenic. For example,
pesticide residue data indicate that in a single meal, a

person can easily consume five, ten, or more pesticide
residues in his or her food.

o The cumulative toxicological effects of pesticide active

ingredients, "inert" ingredients, and other carcinogens from

multiple sources should be considered, but are not.

o Good science would dictate that the real world of exposure
to complex mixtures must be the basis of our pesticide
policies. Yet synergism, additivity, and other possible
joint effects of carcinogens in foods generally are not
considered in risk assessments. Scientific literature
indicates that in some cases, such as with asbestos and

smoking, radiation and smoking, or smoking and alcohol,

synergism of carcinogenic effect have been shown; in other

cas^s, additivity or other interactive effects are found.

o Synergistic effects of pesticides to animals as acute toxins

(e.g. malathion and EPN) have been shown in well-documented
toxicological studies, but few if any studies have sought to
document whether pesticides have additive, synergistic, or
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antagonistic effects in causing cancer.^- Pesticide users
and registrants sometimes rely upon and use synergistic
toxic effects of two or more pesticides in controlling pests
by applying more than one pesticide at once (known as
"pesticide synergists") , to get more than an additive
"kill."^ There is no a priori reason to suspect that
synergistic toxic effect is necessarily limited to target
organisms.

Underestifflates of Risks to Children, Minorities, the Poor, and
Other Subpopulations Due Consideration of "Average" Consumers and
Gaps in Exposure Data

o Accurate data regarding the true levels of exposure of all
important subpopulations to individual pesticides and on
exposure to complex mixtures of pesticides and other
carcinogens, are virtually impossible to obtain. Thus,
traditional risk assessment sets levels based on "average"
consumers—failing to protect the most exposed
subpopulations .

o Exposure to each pesticide from all media and sources, such
as commercially purchased food, sport fish, drinking water,
air drift, indoor and outdoor air pollution, occupational
exposure, and so forth, ideally should be considered, but
generally are not. Often data on key subpopulations'
actual exposure is virtually nonexistent so accurate risk
assessment for those people is impossible.

o As the National Academy of Sciences pointed out, children
tend to eat large amounts of certain foods—in many cases an
order of magnitude or more larger amounts of some foods such
as certain fruits and juices. Thus, pesticide residues on
those foods pose a disproportionately high risk to children.

o Some population subgroups, such as members of certain ethnic
or. religious minorities who eat a disproportionately large
amount of certain foods, also may be at especially high
risk.

^See . e.g. . Doull, J., Klaassen, CD., & Amdur, M.O.,
Casarett and Doull' Toxicology; The Basic Science of Poisons
(Macmillan, Second Edition, 1980); Murphy, S.D., Costa, L.G., &

Schwab, B.W., "Pesticide Interactions and Development of
Tolerance," in Effects of Chronic Exposures to Pesticides on
Animal Systems . J.E. Chambers & J.D. Yarbrough, eds., pages 227-
241 (Raven, 1982) .

^^Hayes, W.J. & E.R. Laws, Jr., Handbook of Pesticide
Toxicology , vol. 3, 1508-1510 (Academic Press, 1991).
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o The National Academy of Sciences report on children and
pesticides pointed out that children living in poverty may
be at special risk due to higher exposure to toxins in more
polluted neighborhoods, poor nutrition, and otherwise
compromised health.^ . Thus, the Academy noted, "the
combined effect of poorer health status and of likely higher
exposure to environmental toxicants suggests that the
further burden of pesticide exposure [to poor children]
could lead to toxic effects that do not produce effects in
other children. Therefore, one might- expect that adverse
effects of pesticides, whether acute or chronic, might be
magnified in this subpopulation. "^

o There may be " foodsheds ,
" or areas of the country where

people tend to eat fresh commodities primarily from local
growers. Those who often eat local fresh foods soon, after
the crop is picked, and who live in regions where crops are
more heavily treated with certain pesticides (due, for
example, to local climatic or pest infestation conditions) ,

could be exposed to pesticide residues that may be
substantially higher than the national average. For
example, milk products and many fresh fruits and vegetables
may distributed locally almost immediately after they are
picked or produced, leaving little time for residue
degradation and potentially creating pockets of relatively
heavily pesticide residue-laden foods.

nndarestimatioa of Risks Due to Failure to Consider Highly
Sensitive Subpopulations

o Risk assessments generally are not specially designed to
discuss or address the risks of pesticide exposure to •

especially sensitive subpopulations due to their
sensitivity: As the National Academy of Sciences has
recently emphasized, and as the scientific literature has
documented, there are special chemical sensitivities of
certain subpopulations, including the young, to certain
neurotoxins and other chemicals.'^ Studies also have shown

^NAS, NRC, Pesticides in the Diets of Infants and Children .

at 343-44.

^Ibid at 344.

^See . e.g. . National Academy of Sciences, National Research
Council, Pesticides in the Diets

<pf
Infants and Children (1993);

Calabrese, E.J. Age and Susceptibility to Toxic Substances . (John
Wiley & Sons, 1986); World Health Organization, Environmental
Criteria 59. Principles for Evaluating Health Risks from

(continued. . . )
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that the young are more susceptible to many carcinogens than
are adults, due to physiological differences of the young
compared to the normal adult population and certain other
factors.^*

o Literature regarding drug and other chemical allergies of
certain sensitive individuals suggests that certain
subpopulations in the general adult population are
especially susceptible to certain chemicals.^- Pesticides
could be among the chemicals to which such allergic or
idiosyncratic, highly sensitive reactions inay occur.

•Upstrean" Effects of Carcinogenic Pesticide Use on Farmers and
Famworkers Are Highly Significant and Often Forgotten

o A mounting body of epidemiological evidence shows that
farmers and farmworkers are at especially high risk of
certain cancers associated with their high exposure to
certain carcinogenic pesticides. ^^

Thus, in many ways risk assessment, due to data gaps, cannot
fully consider factors that lead to substantial underestimation
of risks. Indeed, many of these factors, such as cumulative,
interactive, and synergistic exposure and effects, highly exposed
and highly sensitive subpopulations such as children and the
poor, and due to the impacts of occupational exposure, there is
no real and readily apparent solution that would allow us to say
with confidence that a pesticide poses a "negligible risk" in
foods even if one accepts that concept as appropriate. Moreover,
this approach for foods fails to consider the substantial
upstream effects of pesticides on farmers and farmworkers.
Therefore, a phase-out of the intentional addition of cancer-
causing pesticides to foods, and a phase-in of safer
alternatives, is needed.

^(. . .continued)
Chemicals Purina Infancy and Earlv Childhood: The Need for a

Special Approach . (Geneva, 1986).

^See . Calabrese, supra .

^See . Casarett & Doull's Toxicology , at 15-16.

^For a summary of some of this evidence, see . M. Moses,
"Cancer in Humans and Potential Occupational and Environmental
Exposure to Pesticides: Selected Epidemiological Studies and Case

Reports," AAOHN Journal , v. 37, p. 131-36 (March, 1989); NRDC,
After Silent Soring: The Unsolved Problems of Pesticide Use in
the United States , pp. 8-14 (June, 1993) .
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A R«vi«v of Real World Exposure to Multiple Pesticide Residues
and Other Potential Carcinogens from Multiple Sources

It is important to recognize that generally, when we discuss
the risks of a pesticide on food, we are discussing only a very
narrow subset of the risks. Moreover, as noted eibove, EPA's risk
assessments for pesticides generally calculate cancer risks

assuming that a person is exposed to one pesticide at a time.

In contrast, in the real world we are all exposed to a

complex mixture of carcinogenic pesticides and other cancer-
causing chemicals. Generally, EPA has not sought to evaluate the
cancer risks posed by the use in the food supply of not just one

pesticide but the nearly 300 "active ingredients" (and an

imperfectly examined large number of "inerts," i.e., "inert" as
far a target pests are concerned, although many of these "inert"
chemicals are quite hximanly "active") . EPA has said that

approximately 70 pesticides now in use on food are probable or

possible human carcinogens. Many experts are concerned that this

percentage will grow when reregistration is complete.

It also is important to recognize that food-use chemicals
are, of course, not the only pesticides to which people are

exposed, nor is food the only route of exposure to food use

pesticides. Many of us live, work, and recreate in locations in
which pesticides are used and to which we may be exposed by
breathing, dermally, and" in our drinking water. Moreover, there
are 53,000 chemicals used commercially in the U.S.; for 86% of

these, we do not have even modest toxicological data upon which
to base any assessment of safety, acute, chronic, or
otherwise. '2 Exeunining a subset of the 14% of the non-pesticide
chemicals for which some toxicological data exist, we find many
more suspect carcinogens. For example, cosmetics contribute
another 125 possible or probable human carcinogens.^ In

addition, thfere are numerous airborne carcinogens, carcinogens in

drinking water (i.e., that which we combine with our food when we
cook it),^ in the work place, in drugs, in tobacco, and so

^risham. Health Aspects of the Disposal of Waste
Chemicals, 182 (1986) (hereafter, "Grisham") .

^i^Hutt & Merrill, Food and Drug Law, 819 (2d ed. 1991).

^ii As of 1981, the National Academy of Sciences had
identified at least 21 carcinogens in drinking water. Hoel &

(continued...)
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forth. The levels of exposure to carcinogens in these other
media (especially in the work place) are often greater by several
orders of magnitude. ^^

Risk assessments in the pesticide food safety arena
generally fail to consider this reality. It is rarely, if ever,
explicitly emphasized, that a 1/1 million risk cited for a

carcinogenic pesticide on food is derived from animal experiments
in which the animals are knowingly exposed to no other
carcinogens other than the one in question .

^^ By contrast,

^(...continued)
Krump, "Water Borne Carcinogens: A Scientist's View," in CrandalL
& Lave, eds., The Scientific Basis of Health and Safety
Regulation, at 173, 180-82 (1981). "Estimates of the risks [of
each these individual carcinogens] were obtained from controlled
animal studies and apply specifically to risks of chemicals in
the absence of other carcinogens. The magnitude of such effects
cannot be predicted from data on individual carcinogens." Id* at
182. "[A]dding these weighted risks together would yield an
estimate of the total carcinogenic effect of these chemicals.
However, this would probably underestimate the total carcinogenic
risk from drinking water since the estimate would not include the
carcinogenic potential of the chemicals in drinking water not yet
identified or not yet tested for carcinogenicity. Approximately
90 percent of the total organic content in drinking water falls
into this category." Ifi. at 182-83.

^ Generally, exposure to carcinogens on the job is

permitted at a much higher level than in food. For example, OSHA
allows exposure to arsenic at a level that results in a QRA of

8,000 lung cancers per million exposed workers. ASARCO v. OSHA .

746 F.2d 483 (9th Cir. 1984); Hutt & Merrill, supra . at 938.
Persistent low level exposures may be worse than intermittent or

single exposures at a higher level. Vet, there is substantial
scientific support for the "one-hit" theory—that under some
circumstances, a single exposure to some carcinogens is enough to
cause cancer. See e.g., Scheuplien, "Risk Assessment and Food

Safety: A Scientist's and Regulator's View," 42 Food. Drug &

Cosmetic Law Jour . 237, 241 nn. 15 & 16 (1987).

^ The comprehensive NAS report, Complex Mixtures: Methods
for In Vivo Testing . (1988) (hereafter "NAS, Complex Mixtures ")

at 5, explains why:

Toxicity testing has traditionally studied chemical
compounds one at a time, for various reasons: dealing with

agents singly has been more convenient to investigators;
(continued. . . )
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humans are potentially exposed to more than 60 carcinogens just
in food (a number that likely will increase when all the
toxicological data come in) .'—

The introduction to a recent lARC symposium on the subject
pointed out that "[m]ost chemical exposures in the real world
involve complex mixtures rather than single agents, but the
scientific data-base for these mixtures is generated almost

^( . . .continued)
physicochemical properties of single agents were often more
readily defined; dosage could be more easily controlled;
biological fate could usually be monitored in a

straightforward manner; concentrations in air, water, and
tissue could be accurately measured; target-organ toxicity
was predicable on the basis of experience with agents
related to the one in question; and relevant data were often
available from human occupational exposures.

^—NAS, Complex Mixtures , at 1, begins as follows: "People
are seldom exposed to single chemicals. Most substances to which
people are exposed, whether naturally or artificially produced,
are mixtures of chemicals. Mixtures that are of particular
doncem include chemicals generated in fire, hazardous wastes,
pesticides, drinking water...."

FDA has recognized that "[t]he approval of a carcinogen[]
does not include consideration of the potential interaction or
synergy between an approved compound and any other substance or
substances to which people are exposed. Certainly, the more
approved carcinogenic compounds that are marketed the greater is
the likelihood of cancer induction in people ." 50 Fed. Reg. 45530
(10/31/85) , quoted in Hutt & Merrill, supra , at 900-01 (emphasis
added) . This notion was emphasized in. Environ Corp. , Elements
of Toxicology and Chemical Risk Assessment: A Handbook for
Attorneys and Decision Makers (1986) , at 53 (emphasis added) :

The basic problem can be stated simply: we can measure the
risks posed by chemicals only under certain highly
restricted conditions of exposure, but we need knowledge of
(i.e., [we need to] assess) the risks they may pose under
conditions of exposure that fall out of the range of current
measurement capabilities The most serious potential
danger associated with the use of risk assessment concerns
the failure to recognize its limitations and uncertainties .

"
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entirely from studies of individual agents." ^ While it is
indeed true that " [e]stimating the human- cancer risks of exposure
to complex mixtures presents formidable methodological
problems..., such exposures are thought to account for a large
proportion of cancers, in particular because of widespread
exposures to such mixtures within populations."^^

In short, "good science* should emphasize and do its best to
account for the reality that in contrast to laboratory animals,
humans are exposed to a multiplicity of carcinogens, a reality
that implicates the very important concept of toxic interaction.
As one expert in the area notes:

A toxic interaction is defined as a condition in which two
or more chemicals result in a qualitatively or
quantitatively altered biological response relative to that
predicted from the action of the individual chemicals. For
any exposure, both exogenous and endogenous interactions may
result in either: (a) additivity—where the combined effect
is the sum of the effects of the individual agents; (b)

synergism—where the combined effect is greater than the sum
of the effects of the individual agents; (c) potentiation—
where one component enhances the effect of the other [e.g.,
carcinogenic promoters and initiators]; or (4) antagonism—
where the combined effect is less than the sum of the
effects of the individual agents.^—)

The effect will vary, depending upon the particular chemicals in
question. Indeed, the effect can vary with the same chemical; if

^^iano, Sorsa, & McMichael, Complex Mixtures and Cancer
Risk, 1 (WHO, IARC 1990) hereafter cited as "lARC, Complex
Mixtures" .

^Id. at 8.

^^risham, at 183. See also, NAS, Complex Mixtures . 1-29,
185-201; Kaldor & L'Abbe, "Interaction Between Human
Carcinogens," and Williams, "Chemical Mixtures and Interactive
Carcinogenesis: In Vitro Studies," in lARC, Complex Mixtures , at
35-43, 107-12; Murphy, "General Principles in the Assessment of

Toxicity of Chemical Mixtures," 48 Environ. Health Perspectives .

141-44 (1983); Chen, Gaylor & Kodell, "Explanation of the Joint
Risk from Multiple-Compound Exposure Based on Single-Compound
Experiments," 10 Risk Analysis 285 (1990); Calif. Dept. of Health
Services, Guidelines for Chemical Carcinogen Risk Assessments and
Their Scientific Rationale, p. B-7 (1985) .
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exposure to chemical A precedes exposure to B, the effect can be
different than if the exposure is the other way around.-^—

^ "Both the sequencing and the frequency of events in a
combined exposure may contribute to the mechanism of toxic
interaction. The interaction between chemicals and multiple
environmental factors can result in an increase in the incidence

'

of some human cancers that is greater than that expected from an

exposure to a single carcinogen. The chemical induction of tumors
is considered to be a multi-stage phenomenon, requiring either

repetitive exposure to a single agent followed by promotion from
a secondary agent at a later time. Initiation takes plac^
rapidly and is considered to be essentially irreversible, while

promotion may occur months or even years later." (Grisham, at
183-84 (citations omitted)

In addition, "[i]t is commonly believed that.... the
theoretical effect of two carcinogens acting at different stages
can be substantially altered by the timing of the two exposure
periods, resulting in a spectrum of risk-s ranging from additive
to greater than multiplicative." (Brown & Chu, "Additive and

Multiplicative Models and Multistage Carcinogenesis Theory," 9

Risk Analvsis . 99 (1989).)

"The concepts of initiation and promotion were derived from

empirical observations of experimental tumorigenesis. . . .in which
the administration of an ineffective dose of a known carcinogen,
followed by repetitive treatment with another agent [a non-

carcinogenic promoter] elicits the appearance of many tumors.

Application of this second agent alone causes only a few tumors."

(Trosko & Chang, "Role of Tumor Promotion in Affecting the Multi-
Hit Nature, of Carcinogenesis."

"The concepts of initiation, promotion, and progression have
evolved to explain the observation that tiimors could be induced

by application of a subthreshold dose of a carcinogen (the
initiation phase) followed by repetitive treatment with a

noncarcinogen (the promotion phase)." IjJ. at 262. "If PBB is

given to a rat prior to administration of a carcinogen, for

example AAF or DMBA, it will actually protect the animal from the

initiating potential of these particular compounds. The same

compound, given in the exact same way, but after initiation, acts
as a promoter. Here we have a real dilemma in that it is going
to be impossible to put a red flag or green flag on a molecule

just by virtue of its structure. We have to make our assessment
in the context of the biological behavior of the compdund. Why
[are] these kinds of chemicals acting as anti-initiators under
one set of conditions, and as anti-promoters in one organ system,
but as promoters in another organ system of the same species?"

(continued. . . )
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One study was conducted, for example, on the acute toxic
interactions of 13 organophosphorous pesticides. The
investigators foiind that 21 pairs had additive toxicity, 18 pairs
had less than additive toxicity, and four pairs had synergistic
toxicity.^—

To get out of the conceptual realm and into reality, that
is, to determine the actual interactive effect of a given
pesticide, at the most extreme, it would be necessary to conduct
separate animal feeding tests with it, plus one other, through
the 60,000 other chemicals presently in use. The cost of doing
these experiments would be astronomical. But even then, bearing
the costs would only tell us more about the interactive effect of
two chemicals. The costs of conducting the tests for combinations
of 3, 4, 5, 6, etc. chemicals make such testing unrealistic.^

Conclusion

Thus, there are major uncertainties using quantitative risk
assessment for pesticides, ranging from the inability to grapple
with cumulative and interactive effects of the pesticides we are
exposed to daily, the impacts on especially sensitive
subpopulations such as children and especially poor children, the
lack of exposure data for key subpopulations, and the failure to
consider "up stream" effects on workers and farmers. Therefore,
without the ability to pinpoint with accuracy the actual level of
risk posed by cancer causing pesticides, a "pollution prevention"
approach that seeks to cut off the problem at its source through
the phase out of the carcinogens and phase in of alternatives is

vitally important.

^( . . .continued)
Id. at 284

"A single promoter has been shown to intensify the effects
of a particular carcinogen by a factor of 1,000." Page, Harris,
and Bruser, "Waterborne Carcinogens: An Economist's View," in
Crandall & Lave, supra . n. 1, at 197, 201, citing Bingham & Falk,
"Environmental Carcinogens: The Modifying Effects of Carcinogens
on the Threshold Response," 19 Arch, of Environ. Health . 779-83
(1969) .

^^asarett and Doull's Toxicolocry. gypra , at 398.

^ Testing all of the interactions between just 10 chemicals
would require 1,013 tests. See the EPA-sponsored NAS study.
Drinking Water and Health; Selected Issues in Risk Assessment,
vol. 9, pp. 121-22 (1989).
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Executive
Summary

Agriculture is vital to the American economy. Production, sale, and

processing offood and fiber constitute 17 percem ofthe United States gross

national product Dramatic increases in agricultural productivity have

occurred as a result of applications of pesticides and fertilizers, high-

yielding crop varieties, and irrigation. Hie use of nitrogen fertilizers has

increased almost three-fold ^nce the 19605. Similarly, pesticides applied to

major crops such as cotton, com. rice, soybeans, and wheat increased 17S

percent between 1964 and 1982.

While increasing the abundance and diversity of our food supply, the

widespread use of agricultural chemicals has not occurred without serious

envitorunental. social, and economic costs. During the past decade, the

public has focused much of its attention on the issue of pesticides in food.

Yet environmental contamination by agricultural diemicals, particuiariy of

ground and surface water supplies, may be a more serious and pervasive

problem in the long term.

Agricultural Contamination
of Water Resources

Recent results of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA)

National Pesticide Survey indicate that nitrate is one of the most common

contaminaiuofgroundwaterand ispresemin52 to57 percemofcommunity

and private weDs nationwide. Hie survey also estimates that ten percent of

community wells and four percem of rural domestic wells contain at least

one pesticide, resulting in at least 1.3 million people drinking from con-

taminated wells. AnotherEPA database indicates that a total of46 differem

pesticides have been detected in the groundwater of 26 differem states as a

result ofnormal agricultural use. Once contaminated, it is often technically

andeconomicallyinfeasible to restore groundwaterto its original conditioiL

Hie U.S . DqnrtmemofAgriculture' s (USDA)EconomicResearch Service

estimates that first-time monitoring costs, the first step in remediation, of

private and community wells for pesticides and nitrate in potentially

contaminated areas would exceed $1.4 billion.

Surface waters can also be contaminated with nitrate and pesticides. A
1989 surveybythe U.S. Geological Surveydetectedherbicides in90percem

ofstreams in tenmidwestem states after agricultural applications. The Iowa

Department of Natural Resources tested surface waters and found that 90

percem of the samples contained pesticide residues even after drinking

water treatment Eighty-two percem of the supplies tested contained mul-

tiple pesticide residues.

I^stiddes have also been detected in rainwater and fog. Since 1987, a

total often herbicides and four insecticides have been routinely detected in

Iowa rainwater. Recem monitoring has found residues of four organophos-

phate insecticides in winter fog in California's Central Valley.
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The Limits of Current Law
and Public Policy

A variety of federal statutes have been enacted in the past two decades

to protea and enhance the quality ofwater resources. Tlie Qean Water Act

requires general water pollution controls. Hie quality of drinking water is

specifically addressed in the Safe Drinking Water Act The Resource

Conservation and Recovery Act establishes requirements for the treatment,

storage, and disposal of hazardous wastes. Hie Comprehensive Environ-

mental Rsspoose and Liability Act, or Superfund, authorizes the federal

government to clean up contamination caused by inactive waste diqx>sal

sites or spills, and imposes strict liability for cleanup on private companies

whose pastdisposal {tfactices have resultedinenvironmental contamination.

Many states also have laws to ptotecx water quality. Unfbitunately, both

fr^f>Tal anri <taf^lawehawgmwally failgritn
flrteqiiafriy aririrBss

agriniltiirff
's

role in water quality degradatioa Furthermore, the Federal Insecticide,

Bmgidde, and Rodenticide Act, the fundamental federal law that regulates

the sale and use of pesticides, does not specifically address pesticide

pollution of water supplies.

Despite these numerous laws, widespread and significam agricultural

contam^ation of ground and sarface waters continues with potentially

SfrimiS roniW]"f*«<^^
fnrpnhUr Iwalth Fxpnaimtn irilrafK

inririnlfing
watif

can cause 1)lue-baby syiidrome,'' a potentially fatal condition in infants.

Pesticides that have been found in ground and surface water are known or

subjected to cause cancK, birth defects, damage to the nervous system, and

other healtti effects.

The Promise of

Alternative Agriculture

Ibe lack ofnationalleadership to protect water resources from agricul-

tural nonpoint sooice pollution, combined with the additional threats

pesticides pose to the envirrament and public health, provides a strong

argument for reducing the use of agriculoiral diemicals. Source reduction,

as in other indusoles, is a logical, practical strategy for preventing the

environmental problems associated with agriculture.

^despread adoption of alternative agricultural practices holds the

greaiestpotential forsource reductioiL Hiese farming practices aredesigned
to reduce chemical inputs, preserve and enhance natural resources, and

piotea human health. Alternative agriculture encompasses practices often

referred to as biological, low (or reduced) input, organic, regenerative, and

sustainable. Attemative practices contrast widi conventional methods of

farming that are characterized by intensive cropping systems which rely on

synthetic chemical inputs to control pests and maintain soil fertility.
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Potential Reductions in Pesticide

Applications for Selected
California and Iowa Crops

Despite tbe growing interestin alternative agriculture, broadimplemen-
tationofthese techniques has not occurred. Hiisrepon seeks to illustrate the

dramatic potential for alternative farming systems to reduce pesticide use.

Byobtaininginformationonaltemativepestcontrol strategiesfrompublished
scientific literature, resultsofongoingresearch,andexperiencesofindividual

tomers. this study projects potential reductions inpesddde applications for

nine crops in California and Iowa, lliese crc^ were dusen to provide a

cross section of the diversity of American agriculture. California, the

leading agricultural state in the nation, produces over SO percem of the

nation's fiuit and nuts and 47 percem of the nation's vegetables. Five-

hundred and eighty millionpounds ofpesticide acdve ingredients were sold

in Califonua in 1987. Iowa typically produces over 20 percent of the

naticm's com crop and ten percem of the supplies traded wortdwide. Hfty-
seven million pounds of herbicides are esHmaird to be applied to Iowa

cropland each year. Individual crops were selected based on high use of

pesticidesknownorsuspectedtoconraminafff watersupplies andproduction
in areas considered particulariy vulnerable to groundwater contaminatioiL

The viability of alternative fanning practices varies depending on
weadier and soil conditions and the managemem capabilities of individual

fivmers. In California alfalfa, border harvesting and strip cutting could

potentially reduce insecticide applications by 30 percent Intercropping of

Potential Reductions in Pesticide Applications
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cotton in alfalfa could potentially decrease herbicide applications by 40

percent Insecticide applicationscould potentially be reduced SO percent in

SanJoaquin Valley citniswithgreateradoptionofintegratedpestmanagement
(IPM). "Middles" management in citrus could potentially decrease herbi-

cide applications by40percent InCalifornia cotton, insecticide applications

could potentially be reduced 25 percent with interplaming and IPM Leaf

removal could potentially reduce fungicide applications by 30 percem in

California wine grapes. Insecticide and berbidde applications in California

grapes could potentially be decreased by 35 and 50 percent respectively,

with a variety ofalternative techniques. In California letoice, greater use of

IPM and crop rotations could potentially reduce insecticide, fungicide, and

berbidde applications by 25. 20, and 50 percent respectively. Adoption of

ano-till/drill-seeding system, covercrops,andcroprotationscouldpotentially

decrease berbidde and insectidde applications by 50 and 25 percem

respectively in California rice. In processing tomatoes, sub-surface drip

irrigation, crop rotations, and IPM could potentially reduce herbicide and

insectidde applications by 50and25 percent Bandingherbiddes, ridge-till,

crop rotations, and a com rootwonn bait could potentially decrease herbi-

cide and insectidde applications by 50and 80percent respectively, in Iowa

corn. Inlowasoybeans,bawling hwbiddes, ridge-till,narrowrowpcoduction,
and strip intercropping couldpotentially decrease berbidde applications by
50 percent

Barriers to Alternative Agriculture

Several bairiers stand in the way ofwide^vead adoption ofpromising
alternative farming practices. In some areas, a scardty of skilled labor

makes itdifBcult to follow aspects ofIPM that require scouting and otiier

labor-intensive activities. Weather-induced risks,sudi as heavy spring rains

in the Cora Belt can deter mechanical cultivatioa Regional soil conditions

can also make it difficult to adopt alternative strategies. For example, the

heavy clay soils in certain rioe-growing regions of California deter crop

rotations.

Federal and state policies also hinder the adoption of alternative farm-

ing systems. First the federal government is the hub oftiie huge agricultural

resesch and extension complex that spends more than $U billion each

year. Yet alternative agricultural research isunderfunded and dissemination

ofinformation about these techniques is inadequate. Second, many farmers

rective a large portion oftheirincome firom farm subsidies disbursed by the

federal government However, the rules by which these payments are

distributed prevent reductions in pestidde use by penalizing crop rotations

and promoting surplus production and increased yields. TUrd. federal and

state marlceting orders and grade standards can result in unnecessary

pesticide applications by spedfying cosmetic criteria for produce that are

difQcult to attain cost-effectively without the use of chemicals. Fourth,

cuirem pestidde regulations hinder the rapid registration of biologically-

based fn?i^frtai« that could substitute for chemical pestiddes. Fifth, the

federal Bureau of Redamation supplies growers in California and other

western states withirrigation water at rates substantially below the true cost

Growers, therefore, are discouraged to invest in water conservation tech-
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niques that could facilitate reductions in pesticide use. Finally, the costs

fanners now pay for pesticides fail to account for the impact of these

chemicals on human health and the environment (so-called externalities).

TUs makes pesticides incorrectly cheaper than alternative farming systems.

Recommendations for Reform

Policy reforms in six key areas are essential for eliminating many ofthe

barriers to widespread adoptionofalternative farming systems: agricultural

research, federal farm programs, marketing policies, pesticide registration

requirements, water pricing, and hidden costs ofagricultural chemicals. To
date, the developmem and implementation of agricultural techniques that

reduce chemical use have been stymied by the lack of funds directed to

alternative agricultural research. Funds for alternative farming research,

paiticulariy on-farm, systems-oriented research, should be substantially

increased.

The federal farm (vograms reward fanners for producing a handful of

commodity crops that tend to use large amounts of chemical inputs. Com-

modity programs should be amended so farmers can adopt more environ-

mentally-sound farming systems without iocuiring financial penalties.

Federal and state marketing policies often make it difficult for farmers

to adopt alternative farming practices that use fewer pesticides. Federal and
state marketing onlers should not be allowed to use cosmetic quality
standards to differentiate produce. In addition, exemptions from marketing
orders should be granted to all cenified organic produce.

Tbe developmem of biologically-based materials, such as botanicals,

microbials, and pberomones has been obstructed by federal and state

pesticide registration requirements. Congress should direa the National

Academy of Sciences to review existing regulations for biologically-based
materials and make recommendations for improving govemmem |voce-
durestohastentheregistration ofbiologically-basedpest control techniques.

The use of efScient irrigation systems has the potential to significantiy

reduce theuseofagricultural chemicals and theirtranspon to water supplies.
However, because of tiie low price of irrigation supplies available to many
growers, more efBdent technologies and management practices have not

been widely adopted. Hie VS. Bureau of Reclamation should revise its

water prices to encourage greater efficiency. Similarty, irrigation districts

should adopt tiered water rate schedules that discourage inefficiem irriga-

tion practices and encourage the adoption of alternative farming systems.
Conventional agricultural practices rely extensively on the use of

pesticides and fertilizers. However, curreumarket prices for pesticides and
fertilizers do not reflect the true enviroiunental and social costs oftheir use.

Federal and state governments should levy fees on the use ofpesticides and
fertilizers to reflea the environmental and health costs, and to provide
revenues for alternative agricultural researchanddevelopmemprograms, as
is the current case in Iowa.
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The National Cotton Council appreciates the opportunity to present testimony to the

Subcommittee on Department Operations and Nutrition regarding food safety issues and

the Administration's pesticide reform proposal.

The National Cotton Council is the central organization of the U.S. cotton industry.

Membership includes producers, ginners, warehousers, merchants, oilseed crushers,

cooperatives and textile manufacturers. Most of the industry concentrates in 17 cotton-

producing states, reaching from Virginia to California. The downstream manufacture of

cotton apparel and home furnishings and of cottonseed products, however, occurs

throughout the nation.

While cotton's annual farm gate value is a significant $5 billion, perhaps a more

meaningful measure of the industry's value to the U.S. economy is its retail impact.

The business revenue generated annually by cotton and its products exceeds $50 billion.

Cotton stands above all other field crops in its creation of jobs and its contribution to the

U.S. economy. The industry, its suppliers and the manufacturers of cotton and

cottonseed products, account for 1 of every 13 jobs in the workforce.

The Council commends the Administration for its hard work in developing pesticide

reform legislation. The issue of food safety is complex and any attempt to change the

present law will have far reaching consequences, especially in the area of risk benefit

analysis. We have concerns about many of the provisions in the Administration's bill

and therefore cannot support it.

Our concerns about the Administration's proposal include provisions which address: (1)

the way pesticide safety standards are set — the Administrations's bill would impose an

unrealistic conservative and all too rigid safety standard for jjesticide tolerances. (2) The

methods of assessing products already on the market — phase-out orders could empower
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EPA to limit or prohibit the use of pesticides without the external scientific review and

procedural protection guaranteed under the cancellation process, and without any
consideration for the pesticide's benefits. (3) Requirements for multiple tolerances ~

EPA would be authorized to set unnecessary multiple tolerances for a pesticide on a

single food at different points in the distribution chain. (4) Expanded recordkeeping

requirements
- EPA would also have the authority to add more requirements to the

present recordkeeping program and inspection procedures on pesticide user premises.

(5) Enforcement policies
~ FDA is granted broad new enforcement power, including

recall, embargo and civil penalty authority with respect to pesticide tolerance violation.

And most importantly, (6) provisions relating to consideration of risks and benefits ~

"health benefits" would not include benefits from an adequate, wholesome or economical

food supply.

Addressing risk and preserving benefits are essential components to any credible food

safety law or regulation. The Administration's proposal limits and eventually eliminates

benefit considerations for tolerances and a rigid negligible risk standard for tolerances is

established. This is of great concern to our organization.

The American consumer has access to the most abundant, nutritious and affordable

supply of food and fiber in the world. The benefits derived from this food and fiber

supply are essential to a healthy diet and the health of our economy. The contribution

that farmers make to feeding and clothing our nation as well as others in the world is

significant. Most farmers use only inputs that are necessary to produce the crop, and

new techniques have been introduced in all areas of crop production.

However, American consumers seem to be increasingly concerned about the safety of

their food. Part of this concern may be explained by distance and dependence. As the

farm population shrinks to about 2% and more and more of our citizens depend on

others to grow and prepare their food, their understanding of farming practices and food

production has decreased. This may result in a decrease of confidence in the safety of

our food supply.

To some extent, this has been exploited and scare tactics have been employed whereby
the public becomes confused and misinformed about important issues. For example, we
are all familiar with the controversies associated with Alar on apples and the use of

irradiation in food processing.

Agricultural production has undergone a radical transformation in the last 30 years,

especially in the area cotton production. For example, field prep*ation practices reflect

the varied environments and production systems encountered across the U.S. growing

regions. Conservation tillage systems are gaining in popularity in areas subject to soil

erosion. Conservation tillage, which includes, minimum till, no till and other forms of

maintaining residue on the soil surface, has enabled farmers to increase their production

options in response to their specific challenges. These systems became feasible with the
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advent of specialized equipment and new herbicide chemistry that reduce or eliminate the

need for extensive tillage.

Integrated Pest Management is practiced throughout the U.S. cotton belt. This approach

optimizes the total pest management system by utilizing all available tools, including

rotation, crop residue destruction, maximum crop competitiveness, earliness, pest

scouting, action thresholds and high selective crop protection chemistry. New chemicals

coupled with good IPM schemes are helping to reduce grower reliance on prophylactic,

protective treatments in favor of responsive, as-needed treatments. Insect management
continues to evolve as selective chemistry and Bt transgenic cottons reach

commercialization.

Also, cotton fertilization practices have undergone dramatic changes in recent years.

Supplying nutrients as the crop demands has replaced traditional methods, as soil and

tissue testing have become widespread.

The Council supports H.R. 1627, the bill introduced by Representatives Lehman, Bliley,

and Rowland and cosponsored by over 218 members of the U.S. House of

Representatives. We believe that the provisions in this bill give regulators the flexibility

that they need to apply the latest scientific data and technology to pesticide standards.

The Delaney paradox is addressed by establishing a single, flexible negligible risk

standard for pesticides residues in raw commodities and processed food. National

uniformity is provided for setting tolerances and the pesticide cancellation and

registration process is streamlined. However, what is most important is that benefits are

considered when weighing risks.

Provisions in this bill allow EPA to consider benefits in setting tolerances for pesticide

residues on raw commodities and would extend that power to tolerances for pesticide

residues on processed food. EPA would be directed to take into account health,

nutritional and consumer benefits, including the impact of loss of a pesticide on the

availability of an adequate, wholesome and economical domestic food supply.

The importance of these benefits should not be underestimated. All American consumers

should be able to purchase food that is safe, nourishing, and affordable. Furthermore, a

realistic assessment of risks and benefits should be part of all food policy.

We believe that the provisions in H.R. 1627 support these goals and we urge Congress

to act on this legislation and its companion bill, S. 1478, introduced by Senators Pryor

and Lugar as soon as possible.
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THE FOOD QUALITY PROTECTION ACT

JUNE 15, 1994

Mr. Chairman, I commend you for holding this hearing today. I thinit that we can all

agree that our current pesticide laws are in need of updating. I am pleased to be involved

in this debate as one of the main cosponsors of H.R. 1627, the Food Quality Protection

Act. I want to thank my fellow cosponsors. Congressman Lehman, who is the main

sponsor of this legislation, and Congressman Bliley for all of their work on this bill. H.R.

1627 will, among other things, reform and modernize the pesticide risk tolerance provisions

of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA).

The U.S. food supply is the safest, most wholesome and abundant food supply in the

world. Today's foods are safe from pathogens, diseases, and parasites, and are more

nutritious than ever. Pesticides and fertilizers are crucial to the production of our high

quality food supply.

We can all agree that improvements are needed as highlighted by a recent study by the

National Academy of Sciences on pesticides and children. As a practicing physician for 28
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years, I, too, am concerned about the health of our children. It is important to note that

Dr. Philip Landrigan, who headed the NAS study, stated that the wholesale banning of

pesticides as a result of this study is inappropriate, and that what is required is better

management of pesticide risks. That is exactly the intention of H.R. 1627, which provides

the EPA with tools that it now lacks to better regulate the use of pesticides, and the

presence of pesticide residues.

As most of us are aware, a recent circuit court decision upheld the "Delaney Clause" and

took away EPA's discretion to use a "negligible risk" standard. As a result, EPA has

threatened to ban 35 invaluable and widely used pesticides. The loss of these pesticides

could increase the costs of production for producers and the costs of commodities for

consumers. The availability and quality of foods for consumers would decrease as well.

The loss of these pesticides would be devastating to the South and Southeast. The

production of fruits and vegetables would decrease; peanut production would be disabled;

and, the costs of soybean production would skyrocket. This would be disastrous in my

own State of Georgia.

The Food Quality Protection Act will address this problem. The bill will improve and

update current law and will give EPA the necessary flexibility to employ reasonable risk

assessments. It will streamline the pesticide cancellation process and provide a uniform

negligible risk standard for pesticide residues in both raw and processed foods.
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While I appreciate the efforts of the Administration to reform the food safety laws with its

legislative proposal, I believe that their bill ignores the need for reasonable risk assessment.

I look forward to working with our fellow Members of Congress and the Administration on

this important issue. I urge my colleagues to strive for a rational solution to the reform of

the food safety standards. Thank you for the opportunity to testify.

o
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